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Abstract 

A suite of techniques for finding the optimal solutions for a set of discrete combinatorial 

problems was developed.  An experimental approach was used, with a suitable test-

bed found in a class of word-puzzles. 

 

The crux of such research is that seeking optimal solutions to discrete combinatorial 

problems requires the use of deterministic algorithms.  Attention was focused on the 

development of new techniques capable of exhausting the search space more 

efficiently.  Although research was restricted to tractable problems, exhaustion of the 

search space was recognised to be practically infeasible for all but small problem 

instances.  Thus the size and complexity of the problems examined was necessarily 

restricted. 

 

On these grounds the selection of an appropriate test-bed was fundamental to the 

research.  Complex word problems were used because they encompass a wide range 

of discrete combinatorial problems, but have only a small literature.  The specific 

puzzle examples employed as test-beds had all been used in public competitions with 

solutions submitted by thousands of humans, with the winning solutions and scores 

published.  This allowed a simple and independent initial benchmark of success.  The 

techniques developed could be judged to be at least partially successful in that they 

were able to at least equal and in some cases beat the highest recorded scores.  The 

general problem of benchmarking is discussed. 

 

It was observed that small changes to the test bed puzzles or to the techniques would 

often impact dramatically on the results.  In an attempt to isolate the reasons for this, a 

focused view of the search algorithms was adopted.  Complex holistic algorithms were 

broken into smaller sub-algorithmic categories, such as: node selection, domain 

maintenance, forward tracking, backtracking, branch-and-bound, primary slot selection, 

variable ordering, value ordering, and constraint ordering.  Within each of these 

categories a range of variations is presented. 

 

Techniques for removing inconsistencies prior to search were also experimented with.  

These consistency pre-processors were found to have a minimal and at times 

detrimental effect on search times when a good selection of search techniques was 

used.  However, they were found to offer considerable benefits in instances where a 

poor selection of search techniques was chosen.  As such these consistency pre-
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processors may be viewed as useful in terms of a risk management strategy for solving 

these problems.  

 

Whilst not the primary focus of this research experimentation with stochastic 

techniques within a deterministic framework was performed.  The purpose of which 

was to gauge the impact of generating good solutions prior to an exhaustive search.  A 

technique developed was observed to frequently improve the time taken to form an 

optimal solution, and improve the total time taken to exhaust the search space.  

 

While the major effort in the research was necessarily spent in developing and testing 

these algorithms and their implementations, specific attention was paid to the 

methodological problems inherent in experimental approaches to program 

development. 
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Supplementary Material 

In addition to the printed thesis, a disk is supplied containing the full source code, 

executables, input files for the puzzles examined, and output data files for all trials 

presented in appendix 1.  Appendix 2 provides a description of these electronic files.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This thesis investigates techniques for determining optimal solutions to finite and 

discrete combinatorial problems of the form: given a finite set of variables each with 

domains consisting of a finite set of values, a set of constraints governing the 

assignment of values to variables, and an objective function for scoring solutions; 

assign values to all variables in accordance with the constraints such that the total 

score of a solution is maximised, or that the dual of the problem is minimised. 

 

Whilst existing automated techniques possess the deterministic capability to solve 

these problems, the time taken is currently prohibitive to their use in many applications 

(Garey & Johnson, 1979).  Thus the focus of this research is to develop new and 

efficient ways to determine optimal solutions to these problems.  

 

1.1 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this research fall into two complementary categories. The first is the 

broad category and these can be summarised as: 

 

1. Make a contribution to the efficiency with which optimal solutions to discrete 

combinatorial problems can be determined, and 

2. Improve the efficiency of (a) locating a first solution, when solutions exist or (b) 

finding that there is no solution, when solutions do not exist. 

 A subsidiary but closely related research objective is considered as: 

3. Locate a good solution in a reasonable time. 

 

These broad category research objectives rely on the existence of specific problems for 

an implementation to make sense. In other words any implementation must take 

account of the specific parameters of a problem for it to be efficient.  But a “real” 

specific problem needs to be defined and tackled. 

 

This gives rise to the second and more specific set of research objectives as they 

relate to weighted crossword problems.  These more specific research objectives are: 

1. Better the previously known (human) best scores to the test bed puzzles, and 

following from the previous intermediary objective, 

2. Determine optimal solutions to the test bed puzzles, and 

3. Achieve optimal solutions by increasingly efficient algorithms and (especially) 

increasingly efficient implementations of those algorithms, 
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In achieving these specific objectives it is assayed that a contribution is made to the 

broader research objectives, through modification and applications at a future time.  It 

is partly for this reason that the test-bed was chosen as having no commercial 

application. This removes the economic imperative to create techniques that rely 

heavily on heuristics and special devices that have no application beyond the highly 

specific problem. 

 

Given the immediately preceding comments concerning economic imperatives, the 

question of locating a ‘good’ solution in a reasonable time arises.  This is a frequently 

employed objective in research where there are immediate economic benefits to finding 

a good solution, or where there is little or no possibility of achieving optimal solutions. 

In other words, given the current practical problems of determining an optimal solution, 

to many real problems, prior research has focused on locating high scoring solutions in 

a reasonable time.  Whilst this was not the primary focus of this research, the efficient 

determination of an optimal solution is likely aided by the early formation of high 

scoring solutions.  In addition, as this is a focus of much other practically oriented work 

it is sensible that the current work should be readily adapted to this approach.  Thus 

progress in this direction was foreseen as a potential outcome of this research. 

 

1.2 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organised into 4 parts, 

Part 1 – The Research Problem 

Chapter Description 

1 - Introduction An introduction to the thesis, including a brief discussion of the 

research problem, the research objectives, and the results. 

2 - Research 

Design 

A more thorough investigation of the research problem, and the 

methodology underlying the experimental approach to technique 

development.  Central to the methods and methodology 

employed is the issue of benchmarking. 

3 - The Test-Bed 

Problem 

Description of the Go-Words puzzles used as a research test-bed 

for technique development.  Results from human contestants and 

prior automated attempts using these puzzles are also presented. 

 

Part 2 – A Search Approach 

Chapter Description 

Formatted

Formatted
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4 – Part 2 

Introduction 

Introduction to the techniques described in the following chapters 

and how these fit within a holistic framework for solving these 

problems, within a search approach. 

5 to 9 - Traversal 

Techniques 

A variety of techniques for traversing a search tree are presented.  

These techniques are organised into chapters based on a 

classification of their functionality: Search Engine, Domain 

Maintenance, Forward Tracking, Branch-and-Bound, and 

Backtracking.  Further sub-categories of techniques are defined 

and examined in these chapters, such as node traversal, forward 

checking, and constraint ordering.    

10 and 11 -  

Construction 

Techniques 

Techniques for choosing the order in which variables are 

instantiated and the order that values are assigned to variables 

are examined.  Collectively these techniques define the size and 

structure of the search tree.   

12 to 16 - 

Consistency Pre-

Processors 

These chapters describe techniques for removing inconsistent 

values from variables domains prior to execution of an exhaustive 

search.  In addition to the established techniques for achieving 

node and arc consistency, techniques for removing values 

incapable of forming a valid solution are described.  Techniques 

for removing values incapable of forming an optimal solution are 

also presented. 

17 – Solution 

Primers 

Several nondeterministic techniques for forming high scoring 

solutions prior to an exhaustive search are presented.  These 

include the use of both stochastic and non-stochastic algorithms. 

 

Part 3 – Evaluation Model 

Chapter Description 

18 - Part 3 

Introduction 

An introduction to the Evaluation Model.  Its use as an approach 

for determining optimal solutions, and alternatively for generating 

high scoring solutions in a reasonable time is described.  

19 – Evaluation 

Techniques 

Techniques developed and implemented for determining optimal 

solutions, based on the evaluation model.   

20 – Evaluative 

Sampling 

A nondeterministic technique based on the evaluation model for 

locating high scoring solutions in a reasonable time.  

 

Part 4 - Conclusion 

Chapter Description 
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21 - Conclusion The conclusion to the thesis provides a summary of the 

contributions this research has achieved. 

 

 

1.3 Summary of Results 

On each of the test-bed puzzles solutions were generated that either equalled or 

bettered the prior best-known (human) solution scores.  To the author’s knowledge, 

solutions of this magnitude have not been achieved by prior automated attempts 

(Purdin & Harris, 1993; Harris & Sandhu, 1998).  These solutions are important as 

they: 

1. Provide new benchmarks that techniques within the current and future 

research can be measured,  

2. Demonstrate that solutions produced by human contestants were not 

necessarily optimal, and 

3. Provide an indication of the effectiveness of techniques developed to produce 

high scoring solutions. 

 

An optimal solution to one of the test-bed puzzles was determined.  Although being a 

stated objective of this research, the determination of an optimal solution to any of the 

test-bed puzzles was not realistically anticipated.  Using formulae developed by Harris 

and Forster (1990), Harris and Sandhu (1998) had estimated the number of solutions 

to this puzzle as 2.2 x 1049 and as a consequence declared that exhaustion of the 

search space was not feasible.  The fact that this research did exhaust this search 

space provides potentially useful data for future research, and provides an indication of 

the effectiveness of techniques developed to trim this search space.     

 

The consistency of values with respect to the problem’s hard constraints was 

determined for each of the test-bed puzzles.  That is, it was determined which values 

from a variable’s domain could actually form a solution, and importantly those that 

could not.  These results provide a useful benchmark for measuring the effectiveness 

of consistency pre-processing techniques to remove inconsistent values from domains 

prior to search.  This result was achieved by effectively solving several hundred 

thousand instances of the crossword construction problem, a known Nondeterministic 

Polynomial Complete (NP-C) problem (Garey & Johnson, 1979).  Techniques for 

achieving this result are presented. 
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The experimental method chosen for technique development was found to be 

beneficial for the identification of potential research paths.  Exploration of some of 

these paths resulted in the development of techniques that are deemed to be 

potentially efficient.  These techniques are considered to be the major contribution of 

this research and are documented in parts 2 and 3 of this thesis.   

 

A range of inherent problems to experimental development is described.  These 

problems necessarily limit the extent to which it can be claimed that the techniques 

developed are actually efficient, in comparison to each other, and in comparison to 

established techniques.  Results from empirical trials are presented in the appendix 1. 

These indicate that the techniques developed, and when used in concert with 

techniques identified in the literature, significantly reduce the time taken to exhaust the 

search space of the test-bed puzzles examined, in comparison to prior automated 

attempts.  The extent to which these techniques are efficient across a broader range of 

Go-Words puzzles, or on other discrete combinatorial optimisation problems remains a 

question for future research.   
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Chapter 2 - Research Design and Methodology 

A brief summary of the research area and related research is presented in this chapter.  

This is followed by the development of the research questions and the objectives of this 

research.  The use of empirical trials as a research method for development of 

techniques and the methodological support for this approach is described.  Finally the 

inherent problem of benchmarking to experimental development is addressed.   

 

2.1 The Research Area 

Within the field of management science, and other fields of computational research, 

there exists a class of problems known as discrete combinatorial.  These problems 

may be simply defined as: locate a (/ all) possible assignment(s) of values to all 

variables subject to a set of constraints, or determine that no solution exists.  These 

may also be classified as decision problems that are characterised by extremely large 

search spaces that grow exponentially as the size of the inputs (variables and values) 

increase.  Although certain problem instances within this class may be solved in an 

efficient manner, the vast majority of these problems reside within a complexity class 

known as Nondeterministic Polynomial Complete (NP-C) (Garey & Johnson, 1979).  As 

a consequence, whilst solutions may be checked for correctness within polynomial 

time, no known algorithm currently exists that can exhaust the search space of these 

problems in polynomial time. 

 

A closely related class of problems is discrete combinatorial optimisation (DCO).  DCO 

problems may be simply defined as: find the best possible assignment of values to 

variables, subject to a set of constraints, such that an objective function for scoring 

solutions is either maximised or minimised.   These function problems seek the best 

solution from all possible solutions and are distinct from decision problems of locating a 

solution.  In terms of complexity, an optimal solution cannot be verified in polynomial 

time thus function problems are not in NP.  However many function problems may be 

relaxed to a decision problem such that a solution better than some predefined value is 

sought, thus allowing solutions to be verified in polynomial time.  A classic example of 

this is the graph colourability problem.  As a function problem it may be expressed as: 

find the minimum number of colours required to cover each vertex such that no two 

vertices that are connected by an edge are assigned the same colour.  A decision 

problem might ask, for example: can each vertex be assigned one of three colours 

such that no two vertices that are connected by an edge are assigned the same 
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colour?  It can be seen that original function problem is at least as hard as the relaxed 

decision problem.   

 

Given the complexity of these problems and the prohibitive time required to solve large 

instances, Garey and Johnson (1979) advocate the use of nondeterministic 

approaches to locate good, although not necessarily optimal solutions, within a 

reasonable time.  Research into these problems over the last four decades, and 

especially since the Garey and Johnson text, has produced an extensive computational 

literature, across a variety of research fields such as: artificial intelligence, operations 

research, computational complexity, graph theory, and database theory.  Given the 

practical problems of determining optimal solutions, much of the research investigating 

these problems has tended to focus on the development of nondeterministic or 

approximation approaches.  The results of this research have produced a range of 

techniques including many well-known approaches, such as: genetic algorithms, hill 

climbing, local search, simulated annealing, and tabu search.  From each of these 

approaches an almost countless number of algorithmic variations have been proposed 

focusing on the specificities of the problem investigated.  Although positive, the 

contributions these nondeterministic techniques offer cannot answer the question “what 

is an optimal solution to a given problem? ”.   As there is both real and academic value 

in the answer to this question this is the target of the present research. 

 

An emerging research field known as constraint satisfaction, or constraint 

programming, has developed over the last two decades, and reignited interest and 

research into deterministic brute force approaches.  Although largely borrowing 

techniques from other more established fields, the field of constraint satisfaction is 

progressing towards a unifying framework for modelling a vast number of these 

problems.  Constraint satisfaction is a declarative approach that seeks to formulate or 

encode a problem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) from which solutions can 

be produced using established solving techniques.  A result emanating from this 

research is the production of generic constraint solvers, such as: ILOG Solver, 

ECLiPSe, Choco, and SICStus Prolog (Smith, B., 2006).  These generic solvers take as 

input the problem formulated as a CSP and are typically equipped with a range of 

constraint solving techniques.   

 

Much of the work within this field has been focussed on decision problems, however 

attempts to extend the CSP framework to handle different types of problems such as 

optimisation problems is currently progressing (Larrossa & Dechter, 2000).  The 

formulations of DCO problems have been referred to in the literature as constraint 
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satisfaction optimisation problems (Barták, 1999), weighted constraint satisfaction, 

Fuzzy CSP, or simply as a CSP (Bistarelli, et.al., 1997).  Dependent on the 

formulations the solving techniques used to solve DC problems are likely to differ from 

those used to solve DCO.  

 

Work in the field of constraint satisfaction may be viewed as progressing on two fronts, 

being, the development of formulations for given problems, and the development of 

solving techniques for given formulations.  It has been recognised that the efficiency of 

solvers is dependent on how the problem is formulated, and that the efficiency of a 

formulation is dependent on the solvers used in conjunction with it (see eg. Beachem, 

et.al., 2001, or Samaras & Stergiou, 2005).  Thus formulation and solving techniques 

should not be considered in isolation. 

 

The research presented in this thesis did not emanate from the field of constraint 

satisfaction.  Similarities between this research and that taking place within the field of 

constraint satisfaction however were recognised.  As a consequence attempts were 

made to adapt the current research, most notably the nomenclature used, to that of 

constraint satisfaction.  Within a constraint satisfaction context, this research focuses 

on the development of solving techniques for a given formulation (Chapter 3).   

 

In addition to computational fields, studies have been performed on the ability of 

humans to form solutions to DCO problems.  Although humans lack the computational 

power to determine an optimal solution to non-trivial problems they have been found to 

be highly competitive in comparison to automated attempts at forming good solutions 

(eg. Harris & Sandhu, 1998, MacGregor, et. al., 2006).  The recently established 

Journal of Problem Solving makes use of problems such as DCO to better understand 

human cognitive ability and problem solving (Pizlo, Z., 2006).  It is hoped that progress 

into automated attempts and cognitive processes will be to the benefit of each field. 

 

2.2 The Research Problem 

The primary objective of this research is to develop efficient techniques for solving 

DCO problems.  The word ‘efficient’ is frequently used in absolute terms to describe an 

algorithm that can solve a problem in polynomial time (see eg. Nebel, 1996).  Although 

development of such an algorithm is consistent with the primary objective, it certainly 

was not an expected outcome of this research, nor was it achieved.  Instead, the 

relative definition of the word ‘efficient’ is used throughout this research, to denote a 
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technique that consumes fewer resources than another technique.  The focus of this 

research is on the refinement of existing techniques and the development of 

supplementary and complimentary techniques whose application are efficient relative 

to existing techniques. 

 

A distinction is made in this thesis between a ‘solution’, being a consistent assignment 

of values to all variables satisfying the hard constraints of the problem, and an ‘optimal 

solution’, being the best of all possible solutions as ranked by the objective function.  

The determination of an optimal solution requires that at least one solution must be 

formed.  As a consequence a secondary objective is to improve the efficiency of 

locating a solution when solutions exist or determine that there is no solution when 

solutions do not exist.  This objective is consistent with the problem of determining a 

solution to a discrete combinatorial problem. 

 

The determination of an optimal solution is likely aided by the early formation of high 

scoring solutions (Barták, 1999).  The reason for this is due to a technique known as 

branch-and-bound that allows the search space to be implicitly trimmed (Lawler & 

Wood, 1966).  This may be achieved by attempting to direct the search process 

towards high scoring solutions, or through the application of nondeterministic 

techniques prior to search.  As such a subsidiary objective is to further the 

development of techniques capable of forming high scoring solutions in a reasonable 

time.  

 

The exemplar problem chosen for this research includes a set of four published 

instances of the weighted crossword problem known as Go-Words, which are 

described in the following chapter.  These problems were chosen for a variety of 

reasons.  One reason is unusual in relation to research into deterministic approaches, 

in that that search space of each of these puzzles had not previously been exhausted 

by automated attempts.  As such the optimal solution for these puzzles was unknown, 

thus alleviating any temptation to artificially tweak or direct the search towards a known 

optimal solution.  

 

Arising from the fact that optimal solutions to the published series were not known, an 

objective was to determine optimal solutions to these.  Given the unlikelihood of 

determining optimal solutions to these puzzles a lesser objective was to better the best 

known solution scores to the test bed puzzles, produced by human entrants.  This 

specific objective relates to the subsidiary objective above of forming high scoring 

solutions in a reasonable time.   
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In addition to the four published puzzles, smaller test-bed puzzles were constructed by 

limiting the number of values in variable domains.  The construction of these puzzles 

was essential to allow the techniques developed to be adequately benchmarked on 

problem instances that could be solved in a reasonable time, such that refinement of 

techniques could progress.  With reference to these reduced domain puzzles, the 

objective was to determine an optimal solution by increasingly efficient implementation 

of techniques.  As puzzles were solved and solved more efficiently, the techniques 

developed were applied to increasingly larger puzzles with larger domain sizes.  This 

allowed techniques to be benchmarked against puzzles more representative of the 

published puzzles. 

 

2.3 Methods & Methodology 

The use of an experimental method follows in many ways the arguments of Popper and 

other philosophers of science.  Popper, in particular, makes the argument that 

historically science proceeds by the making and correction of mistakes (Popper, 1968). 

A very brief and laudatory introduction to Popper as a philosopher is contained in 

Magee (1973) and Popper’s autobiography (1992), while O’Hear is a book length highly 

critical analysis of Popper’s philosophy (O’Hear, 1980). Conjectures are put forward, 

and then are analysed and tested.  These theoretical constructs are then ultimately 

rejected in favour of new constructs based upon conjectures.  This is the manner in 

which this thesis proceeds. 

 

In this sense each experiment contains a conjecture about a means of solving the Go-

Words problem.  That conjecture is open to refutation in that it may not work to provide 

an optimal solution. 

 

The reality is, of course, more complex than this brief statement.  First, it is not the 

natural world that is being analysed.  This facet of the methodology is considered 

below as a science of the artificial.  Second, and more importantly, each experiment is 

a compound conjecture in that there is: (a) a conjectured logical solution to the problem 

embodied in the algorithm, and (b) a conjectured correct and efficient implementation 

of that algorithm embodied in a high order computer language.  Each of these can be 

the cause of failure to provide the desired solutions. 
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Popper argues that the line of demarcation between scientific knowledge and other 

forms of knowledge (metaphysics, in particular) is the testability of scientific hypotheses 

(Popper, 1968, 39).  In particular he argues that experiments are designed to falsify the 

conjectures or hypotheses that are made.  A fundamental argument is that an 

experiment that is successful does not verify a theory or hypothesis as another 

experiment can always come later that demonstrates that it is false.  However, there is 

an asymmetry in that once a falsification occurs we know that the theory is incorrect 

and it can be resurrected by experiments for which it seems to work. 

 

This is the methodological basis upon which this research proceeds in applying an 

experimental method.  It is a process of internal criticism or auto-criticism for which 

Popper argues, and which he suggests originated with the Pre-Socratic schools in 

classical Athens (Popper, 1968, 197).  

 

Again, it is recognized that there are complications, especially in that errors can be 

made in an algorithm, and especially in an implementation that gives results that do not 

reflect the true nature of the theory.  Empirical examples of non-fundamental errors are 

given below.  The problem here is that an undetected error can lead to both (a) an 

apparent but unjustified falsification of an otherwise correct hypothesis (analogous to a 

Type II error in statistics) and (b) an apparent but unjustified consistency of experiment 

and hypothesis (analogous to a Type I error in statistics).  One reason for pursuing a 

variety of different experiments rather than the detailed analysis of just one or a few 

experiments was to minimize these possibilities.  Thus using different examples of the 

text bed puzzle was designed to eliminate, as a far as possible, the likelihood that the 

configuration of one specific example would allow an incorrect hypothesis to work and 

give solutions (thereby leading to a conclusion that was akin to a Type I error).  This 

also helped, although to a lesser degree, with avoidance of errors in implementation 

that could lead to a Type I error. 

 

H. A. Simon (1996) coined the term, "the sciences of the artificial" in his book of the 

same name and it is frequently cited in computing, especially AI, of which he was one 

of the founders.  For Simon the (natural) sciences are concerned with analysis of the 

natural world.  However, there remain man-made constructs, both abstract and 

physical, such as computer programs and their algorithms on the one hand, and 

bridges and missiles on the other, that can be subjected to the some of the same 

methods as sciences.  Most importantly the methodology that underlies these methods 

is the same.  In this thesis the implementations and the algorithms embedded in them 
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are the artificial, as are the Go-Words themselves.  Once constructed all of them have 

properties that can be analysed - in this thesis by experimentation. 

 

The problem of the verification of implementations is an example of the sciences of the 

artificial.  And it seems to be an unsolvable problem in-principle.  It can never be 

conclusively demonstrated that an implementation of some complexity is correct as 

opposed to demonstration of the correctness and/or logic consistency of the algorithms 

if there is an infinite number of different problems it is designed to solve.    

Nevertheless it can be agued that the more calculations that are performed correctly 

that are independently verifiable, the less and less likely it is that there will be a bug.  

So with an increasing number of correctly solved problems, while a rational confidence 

in the implementation can grow, there is never any certainty that one set of operations 

still unperformed will trigger the bug and create an incorrect result. 

 

An example of this is the Pentium chip.  As a physical implementation of circuit logic it 

had a bug in its floating-point operator.  T. Nicely originally discovered the bug 

(www.trnicely.net).  Byte magazine calculated from randomised trials that the bug 

would become apparent once in every 9 billion operations (Halfhill, 1995). This 

suggests that on average one would have reached a very high degree of rational 

confidence in the chip before it malfunctioned.  However, most operations are 

performed by humans on a non-randomised basis and could therefore easily pick up 

the effects of the bug much more frequently than the trials would appear to suggest. 

Nicely is an example of this non-random use, as it seems that he found the bug 

because of the intensive use of floating point operations in his work on prime numbers 

(www.trnicely.net). 

 

Essentially there can never be absolute certainty that experimental results are valid.  

Even with the Pentium chip after this bug was eliminated it is not certain that there is 

another unfound bug in the original chip that has passed into the new version or that a 

new bug was created as the old one was eliminated. 

 

Conversely and unfortunately the ever-present possibility of error can lead to mistakes 

if the fact that there can be errors always leads to dismissal of work.  Tanford and 

Reynolds (2001, 229-230) observe this in the case of Avery and two colleagues.  In 

1944 they published work that showed that DNA was the active genetic agent in a 

bacterium.  Tanford and Reynolds point out that, despite the fact that there was "no 

perceived error in Avery's work" and that all results have born this out, it was not 

accepted.  The result was not accepted by the most vocal and most prominent of the 

http://www.trnicely.net/
http://www.trnicely.net/
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geneticists, led by Max Delbruck at Caltech and others.  Although there was no 

perceived error in Avery's work, they just did not want to accept it because they had 

preconceptions to the contrary (2001, 230). 

 

2.4 The Benchmarking Problem and Benchmarking 

The benchmarking problem is treated here as a general one in computing and is 

largely an unacknowledged one.  This is especially the case as commercial concerns 

can lead to the uncritical use of benchmarks, (and are often specifically constructed to 

show certain products, both software and hardware, in favourable lights). 

 

Benchmarking can be taken as a specific form of empirical testing in relation to the 

methodology considered in the previous section.  Thus a search hypothesis is that one 

implementation is superior to another in some way (eg. time efficiency).  Or in some 

cases, the test is one of failed or passed.  However, this simple binary relationship is 

rather different when efficiency is concerned.  To argue that one implementation is 

better than another is a binary relationship.  However, each of these binary post-run 

experimental tests relies upon measurement.  And it is measurement comparability that 

is the “bête noir” of benchmarking. 

 

The measurement of efficiency used in this research is the ratio of inputs to outputs 

defined as:  

 

Efficiency = Determination of an optimal solution (output) / Time Taken (Input) 

 

If an optimal solution has been determined then the output is 1 (in cases where no 

solution exists then a null solution is considered optimal), if an optimal solution has not 

been determined then the output is 0.   The time taken is measured as the amount of 

time for an implementation to exhaust the search space.  If the search space has not 

been exhausted, and hence an optimal solution not determined then the efficiency is 0.   

 

In specific instances the branch depth and/or the number of nodes traversed by 

techniques was recorded.  The reason for the use of these additional measures was to 

aid development, especially in the case of newly developed techniques.  Within the 

evolutionary development of a technique most techniques started off relatively 

inefficient.  As such these measures provided an indication of a technique’s 

effectiveness to reduce the search space.  If a technique was found to be effective then 
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a greater potential was perceived for refinement of the algorithm and implementation to 

make it efficient.  This data is included in trial output however has not been 

summarised or included within the thesis.  Quite simply a poor correlation between 

these measures and run time efficiency was evident.   

 

The use of implementation execution time as an indicator of efficiency imposes a range 

of limitations.  The most notable limitation is that the efficiency of a technique is 

dependent on the implementation skills of the researcher.  As a consequence results 

represent the extent that the implementation of one technique is more or less efficient 

relative to the implementation of another technique.  Although the results provide some 

indication as to the benefits of the underlying algorithms and principles on which an 

implementation is based, it would be invalid to claim that an algorithm or principle is 

either efficient or inefficient based on empirical trials of an implementation.  

 

The primary reason for the use of execution time is that it provides a simple measure 

for what are complex techniques.  Unlike other indicators used in prior research, such 

as branch depth, the number of nodes traversed, or the number of consistency tests 

performed, the use of execution time allows comparison across a broad range of 

techniques, and importantly is independent of any technique.  

 

Most importantly in this thesis, the process of experimental development via 

implementation and empirical trials was found to be useful for the identification and 

implementation of new and potentially efficient techniques.  The most important benefit 

was that, in many cases, deficiencies in existing techniques were observed from run 

time behaviour that had not been immediately apparent from algorithmic analysis.  

From these observations new techniques were developed.   

 

Empirical trials also aided in the refinement of implementations, by allowing the 

efficiency of similar implementations to be compared.  This then aided in the more 

abstract definition of an algorithm for a given technique. 

 

However, as differences between algorithms and their implementations increased, the 

extent to which the trials were indicative of comparative efficiency diminishes in 

usefulness.  Given (a) two very different algorithms performing very different functions 

and (b) the decision as to the technique to develop, implementation trials are essential.  

In addition the two elements just described interact differently with different hardware.  

This presents further problems of comparability – the sine qua non of benchmarking.  

However, in the absence of any compelling logical reason for choosing one technique 
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over another, results from empirical trials have to be and were used to guide research 

decisions.  Although benchmarking has been used as a research tool, a broad scan of 

the literature shows that there is little appreciation of either the methodological or the 

practical problems of benchmarking. 

 

It was observed that the speed of execution was dependent on environmental factors 

such as the operating temperature of the computer hardware.  A test run when the 

computer was first turned on in the morning was frequently slower than the same test 

repeated later in the day when the ambient temperature had risen.  Test times would 

also differ from day to day.  Factors such as garbage collection and other operating 

system overheads also pose problems for accurate repeatability of testing.  

 

All such factors pose problems for attempting to benchmark refinements to an 

implementation.  As changes were made to the implementation of a technique and the 

program code recompiled and executed, it could not be readily established whether 

improvements in reported times for a trial were due to the changes made, or to other 

factors.  As such the approach adopted was to include both implementations (pre & 

post changes) within the same executable, then to test and re-test both across a 

selection of test-bed puzzles.  This added complexity and length to the development 

process.     

 

During the course of performing the final set of trials that are presented in this thesis, a 

noticeable degradation of times is apparent.  Several tests were repeated periodically 

during this period and were found to take increasing amounts of time.  The suspected 

reason for this is that the intensive processing involved in testing techniques over a 

one-year period degraded the performance of the computer hardware.   

 

Existing Techniques 

Initial evaluation of new techniques was made possible by comparison of these with an 

implementation developed by Geoff Harris (personal contact).  The implementation 

supplied by Harris was not perceived to be necessarily his most efficient, nor 

necessarily efficient in comparison to techniques developed by other researchers.  The 

primary reasons for using this implementation was due to its availability and that it was 

developed independently of this research.   

 

As new techniques were developed, these provided new benchmarks for further 

experimentation and development.  During the course of this research several existing 

techniques of other researchers were implemented.  These implementations also serve 
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as a benchmark for the techniques developed.  However, these are less independent, 

and may be more representative of programming skill than the worth of the technique.  

The implementation of these techniques was performed primarily to gain a better 

understanding of the techniques, and their applicability to the test-bed puzzles, than as 

a comparative benchmark.  The potential that existing techniques not implemented, or 

unidentified techniques in the literature exist that are more efficient than those 

presented certainly exists. 

 

Technique dependency 

Two holistic approaches are presented in this thesis; the first is referred to as a tree 

search model and the second as an evaluation model.  Each holistic approach is 

comprised of many techniques.  The difficulty in establishing the efficiency of an 

individual technique is that it must be considered within the holistic approach in 

conjunction with other supporting techniques.  A factor recognised by prior research 

and observed within the current research is that the efficiency of a technique is 

dependent on the set of other techniques used in conjunction with it (see eg Samaras 

& Stergiou, 2005).   

 

Although a technique may improve the time taken in many instances and, when used 

with a variety of supporting techniques, a technique may be considered as beneficial if 

its inclusion produces better results than when not used.  For example, if two 

techniques, A and B, are compared using supporting techniques, X or Y, then if [A, X] > 

[B, X] and [A, X] > [B, Y] then A would be considered more efficient than B even though 

[B, Y] may be > [A, Y].   

 

To declare that A is more efficient than B however, necessitates that X and Y are 

established to be the most efficient supporting techniques that could be used with A 

and B.  Numerous times throughout this research as new techniques were developed 

the relative efficiency of other supporting techniques would be altered.  At times a 

technique that had performed extremely poorly with one set of techniques was found to 

perform extremely well with another set.  Testing each possible combination of 

techniques developed within this research was beyond the resources of this research.  

Thus the potential exists that some unconsidered or untested technique Z may exist 

such that [B, Z] > [A, X]. 

 

The implication of dependency is that techniques could only be provisionally rejected 

as inefficient.  In many cases a range of techniques within each classification is 

presented, despite results indicating that some are vastly more efficient than others.  
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There are several reasons for presenting these apparently inefficient techniques. Firstly 

they provide a relative benchmark for the efficient techniques.  Secondly, future 

developments may see these apparently inefficient techniques gain support.  Finally, 

these techniques may be efficient on other problems.    

 

Benchmarking Go-Words 

A research decision was made to examine only a small number of puzzles.  This 

decision was made primarily to aid in the development of techniques, and partly from 

necessity given the resource constraints of this research.  This small sample size 

however is certainly not conducive to evaluating the efficiency of techniques.  Given the 

small number of puzzles the impact that chance has on the reported results should not 

be overlooked. 

 

Attempting to benchmark techniques for Go-Words was also problematic in that the 

attainment of high scoring solutions early in the implemented search process would 

often have a significant impact on the overall search time.  The problem being that in 

many cases the attainment of a high scoring solution was perceived to be due to 

chance rather than the specifics of the techniques used.  Thus potentially poor 

techniques would often perform well because they had produced high scoring solutions 

earlier in the search process.   

 

It was observed, as had been in prior research (Clausen, 1999), that value ordering 

has a minimal impact as the solution score nears the optimal solution score.  As such, 

a way of reducing the impact of early high score formation was to prime the search with 

the optimal solution score.  In so doing it was observed that value ordering did not alter 

overall search time.  Although reducing the impact of chance this method posed 

problems of its own.  With the search primed with the optimal score, B&B techniques 

will be at their most effective, and thus inefficiencies in these techniques when they are 

less effective will not be evident.  As a result of B&B being more effective the number 

of nodes traversed and the branch depth are likely to be decreased.  The impacts of 

this are likely to affect a vast range of techniques.  For example, forward tracking 

techniques that employ a limited degree of forward checking, but have lower costs per 

node are likely to benefit more than highly effective techniques, when the number of 

nodes that need to be traversed is reduced.   

 

The focus of this research was the development of techniques for determining optimal 

solutions to the 4 published puzzles.  The search space of three of these puzzles 

however has not yet been exhausted, and the time taken to exhaust the one that has 
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takes over a day (in the best case).  Thus attempts to benchmark the efficiency of 

techniques necessitated the use of smaller puzzles that could be exhausted in a 

reasonable time.  As such the majority of reported results are for empirical trials on 8 

reduced domain size puzzles.   

 

It is acknowledged that, by reducing the domain size, the complexity of a puzzle is 

altered.  This change is likely to affect the relative efficiency of some techniques.  Thus 

techniques that were found to be efficient on these reduced puzzles might not be 

efficient on the published puzzles.  The extent, to which the techniques presented are 

efficient on other Go-Words puzzles, or indeed other classes of problem, has not been 

established.   
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Chapter 3 - The Exemplar Problem 

This chapter describes the exemplar problem chosen for this research, Go-Words.  Go-

Words puzzles are instances of the weighted crossword problem, belonging to a wider 

class of problem known as word games.  The Go-Words problem may be described as: 

given a crossword style grid consisting of open and closed cells, assign words from a 

given and finite lexicon to word slots (a set of contiguous open cells), such that: no 

word slot is left vacant, no word is used more than once, and the score of words used 

in a solution is maximised.   

 

The puzzles examined consist of 4 instances of Go-Words published as a series of 

contests and 8 instances constructed from the four published puzzles by reducing the 

size of the lexicon.   

 

Section 3.1 The Published Series documents the rules, grids, letter values, and lexicon 

for four Go-Words puzzles.  This section presents the puzzles as they were presented 

to the original contestants.  This is to allow the problem to be viewed free from the 

interpretations of the current research.  It also emphasises the fact that these puzzles 

were not manufactured for this research, nor were the rules or properties of these 

puzzles modified to meet some ulterior research agenda.   

 

The reasons leading to the choice of Go-Words as a test-bed for this research are 

described in section 3.2.  Section 3.3 presents a calculation and discussion of the 

global maximum for each of the four published puzzles.  Human entrants had produced 

the best-known solution scores for each of the puzzles prior to this research.  These 

solutions are reproduced in section 3.4.  Section 3.5 describes prior automated 

attempts to solve these problems.  Section 3.6 describes the 8 constructed instances of 

the Go-Words problem and the reason for their use.  Finally, an automated formulation 

of the Go-Words problem is proposed in section 3.7.  This formulation is used as a 

basis for the solving techniques presented in parts 2 and 3 of this thesis. 

 

3.1 The Published Series 

This section describes four Go-Words puzzles used as a test-bed by this research.  

These four puzzles were published as a series of reader contests in late 1981 

(Australian Woman’s Day).  The magazine offered a share of $5000 as a prize for each 

contest, and reported receiving tens of thousands of entries for these contests.       
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The rules of the contest are presented in subsection 3.1.1.  The grids and letter scores 

for each contest are presented in 3.1.2.  Finally the lexicon that is used for all four 

contests is listed in 3.1.3.   

 

3.1.1 Rules 

The rules as published are: 

 

“…fill in the diagram on [Figure 3.1] with six-letter words from the Christmas 

Go-Words dictionary [Section 3.1.3] starting below.  Every letter of the alphabet 

has a numerical value [Figure 3.1]. 

 

The skill of Go-Words lies in finding word combinations whose letters, when 

given their numerical value, add up to a high points total… 

 

…work out how many points your words score by giving to each letter the value 

shown in the table of letter values… 

 

…In scoring, do either of these things; add the score for each word (across and 

down), then total the scores. Or add the value of each letter in the diagram, 

doubling the value where words interlock… 

 

…Although many words in the Christmas Go-Words dictionary are proper 

names, beginning with capital letters, you can use them where they interlock 

with words, whether those words begin with a capital letter or not.” 

 

A rule typically found in word games such as crosswords, that each word can only 

appear once in a solution, was a notable omission.  It is unknown whether the 

contestants imposed this rule on themselves or the judges disallowed entries where a 

word appeared more than once.  The winning solutions did not contain duplicate words.  

It would be expected however that for some puzzles the highest scoring solution would 

contain duplicate words if this were allowed.   

 

Unfortunately the original publication for the second contest was unobtainable (the grid 

and letter scores were supplied by Geoff Harris).  By the third contest the rules 

specified: 
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“When you’ve filled in the spaces for 29 different words, work out how many 

points your words score…” 

 

This rule, referred to here as the all-different constraint, is applied in this thesis to all 

puzzles. 

 

3.1.2 Grids and Letter Values 

This section presents the grids and letter values as published for the 4 Go-Words 

puzzles. 

 

CHRISTMAS GO-WORDS No 1 

18 WORDS ACROSS – 16 WORDS DOWN 
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TABLE OF LETTER VALUES 

A-30 J-39 S-28 

B-37 K-37 T-30 

C-35 L-32 U-33 

D-31 M-34 V-36 

E-29 N-29 W-38 

F-35 O-32 X-40 

G-36 P-33 Y-34 

H-35 Q-34 Z-38 

I-31 R-33  

   
 

Figure 3.1 Grid and Letter Values for the 1st Go-Words contest (GW1)  

 

 

CHRISTMAS GO-WORDS No 2 

16 WORDS ACROSS – 14 WORDS DOWN 
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TABLE OF LETTER VALUES 

A-37 J-30 S-19 

B-30 K-29 T-23 

C-31 L-22 U-41 

D-24 M-35 V-36 

E-36 N-19 W-33 

F-32 O-40 X-26 

G-25 P-34 Y-39 

H-29 Q-28 Z-27 

I-38 R-21  

   
 

Figure 3.2 Grid and Letter Values for the 2nd Go-Words contest (GW2) 

 

 

CHRISTMAS GO-WORDS No 3 

15 WORDS ACROSS – 14 WORDS DOWN 
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TABLE OF LETTER VALUES 

A-16 H-32 O-18 V-33 

B-33 I-17 P-30 W-36 

C-32 J-34 Q-38 X-34 

D-31 K-34 R-37 Y-20 

E-15 L-35 S-36 Z-35 

F-31 M-29 T-39  

G-30 N-40 U-19  

    
 

Figure 3.3 Grid and Letter Values for the 3rd Go-Words contest (GW3) 

 

 

 

CHRISTMAS GO-WORDS No 4 

20 WORDS ACROSS – 20 WORDS DOWN  

 

 

TABLE OF LETTER VALUES 

A-33 J-38 S-25 

B-29 K-39 T-30 

C-32 L-34 U-35 

D-26 M-27 V-36 

E-31 N-27 W-41 

F-30 O-29 X-38 

G-40 P-28 Y-37 
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H-35 Q-37 Z-36 

I-29 R-32  

   
 

Figure 3.4 Grid and Letter Values for the 4th Go-Words contest (GW4) 

 

  

3.1.3 Lexicon 

The lexicon is as much a part of the problem as the grid structure.  Smith & Steen 

(1981) speculated that the size and diversity of the lexicon, along with the number of 

slots, might be important indicators of puzzle difficulty.  They also suggest that the size 

and diversity of the lexicon influences the choice of techniques that might be used.   

 

The inclusion of the lexicon provides future researchers with the ability to reproduce 

experiments, something lacking from many of the prior papers in this field.    

 

Note: The rules governing the intersection of words are not case sensitive (see section 

2.1.1).  The lexicon as originally published included words with capital and lowercase 

letters.  When creating the input file for the computer model all letters were converted 

to uppercase.  The lexicon as used within this research is now presented. 
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AACHEN 

AALAND 

AARONS 

ABACUS 

ABBESS 

ABCESS 

ABJURE 

ABLAUT 

ABLEST 

ABNAKI 

ABOUND 

ABROAD 

ABSORB 

ABSURD 

ACACIA 

ACADIA 

ACAJOU 

ACCEDE 

ACCENT 

ACCESS 

ACCORD 

ACCRUE 

ACCUSE 

ACETIC 

ACHING 

ACIDIC 

ACIDLY 

ACKACK 

ACORNS 

ACQUIT 

ACROSS 

ACTING 

ACTION 

ACUMEN 

ADAPTS 

ADDERS 

ADDUCE 

ADHERE 

ADJOIN 

ADJURE 

ADMIRE 

ADMITS 

ADONIS 

ADOPTS 

ADORED 

ADRIAN 

ADVENT 

ADVICE 

ADVISE 

ADZING 

AEGEAN 

AENEAS 

AENEID 

AERIAL 

AFFECT 

AFFIRM 

AFGHAN 

AFLAME 

AFRAID 

AFRICA 

AFTERS 

AGADES 

AGARIC 

AGENCY 

AGENDA 

AGHAST 

AGNATE 

AGOUTI 

AGREED 

AHIMSA 

AILEEN 

AILING 

AIMING 

AIRMAN 

AIRWAY 

AISLES 

AKIMBO 

ALARMS 

ALBERT 

ALBINO 

ALCOTT 

ALCOVE 

ALEXIA 

ALEXIS 

ALFRED 

ALKALI 

ALLIED 

ALMOND 

ALPACA 

ALPINE 

ALSACE 

ALTERS 

ALWAYS 

ALZIRA 

AMAZED 

AMOUNT 

AMPERE 

AMULET 

AMUSED 

ANCHOR 

ANDEAN 

ANGLES 

ANGLIA 

ANGORA 

ANIMAL 

ANIMUS 

ANKARA 

ANKLES 

ANKLET 

ANNATE 

ANONYM 

ANSATE 

ANTHEM 

ANVILS 

ANYONE 

AORTAS 

APACHE 

APLOMB 

APODIC 

APPEAL 

APPLES 

APRONS 

APTEST 

APULIA 

AQUILA 

ARABIC 

ARBOUR 

ARCHER 

ARCTIC 

ARDENT 

ARDOUR 

ARENAS 

ARGUES 

ARISES 

ARMADA 

ARMING 

ARNHEM 

ARNICA 

AROMAS 

AROUND 

ARTHUR 

ARTIST 

ARTOIS 

ARYANS 

ASCENT 

ASGARD 

ASIDES 

ASKING 

ASLEEP 

ASPIRE 

ASSERT 

ASSIST 

ASSIZE 

ASTERN 

ASYLUM 

ATHENS 

ATOLLS 

ATOMIC 

ATONED 

ATRIUM 

ATTAIN 

ATTEND 

ATTEST 

ATTILA 

ATTIRE 

ATTUNE 

ATWEEN 

AUBADE 

AUBREY 

AUBURN 

AUDITS 

AUGUST 

AUMONT 

AUNTIE 

AUSSIE 

AUSTIN 

AUTHOR 

AVATAR 

AVENUE 

AVOIDS 

AWAKEN 

AWATEA 

AWNING 

AXEMAN 

AXILLA 

AXIOMS 

AYEAYE 

AZALEA 

AZONAL 

AZRAEL 

AZTECS 

BAALIM 

BABBLE 

BABIES 

BACALL 

BACKER 

BACONY 

BADGER 

BADGES 

BAFFIN 

BAFFLE 

BAGGED 

BAGMAN 

BAIKAL 

BAILED 

BAIRNS 

BAITED 

BAKING 

BALAAM 

BALBOA 

BALDER 

BALEEN 

BALKAN 

BALLET 

BALLOT 

BALSAM 

BALTIC 

BALZAZ 

BAMBOO 

BANANA 

BANDIT 

BANGLE 

BANKER 

BANNED 

BANQUE 

BANQUO 

BANTER 

BANYAN 

BANZAI 

BAOBAB 

BARBER 

BARCOO 

BARDIA 

BAREST 

BARGEE 

BARIUM 

BARKER 

BARLEY 

BARNEY 

BARODA 

BARONS 

BARONY 

BARQUE 

BARRED 

BARREL 

BARRIE 

BARRON 

BARSET 

BARTON 

BARWON 

BASQUE 

BATTEN 

BEACON 

BEADLE 

BEAGLE 

BEAKER 

BEARER 

BEASTS 

BEATEN 

BEATTY 

BEAUTY 

BEAVER 

BECKON 

BEDLAM 

BEEFED 

BEFANA 

BEGGAR 

BEGGED 

BEGINS 

BEGONE 

BEHAVE 

BEHEAD 

BEHIND 

BEHOLD 

BEHOOF 

BEHOVE 

BELIEF 

BELLOW 

BELTED 

BENBOW 

BENDER 

BENGAL 

BENIGN 

BENNET 

BERATE 

BERBER 

BEREFT 

BERGEN 

BERLIN 

BERTIE 

BESTED 

BETIDE 

BEULAH 

BEVELS 

BEXLEY 

BEZELS 

BHUTAN 

BIANCA 

BIBBER 

BICEPS 

BICKER 

BIDDIE 

BIFFED 

BIGAMY 

BIGOTS 

BIJOUX 

BIKINI 

BILKED 

BILLIE 

BILPIN 

BINYON 

BIOTIC 

BIRDIE 

BIRDUM 

BISTRE 

BISTRO 

BITTER 

BLACKS 

BLADES 

BLAINS 

BLAMEY 

BLANCH 

BLASTS 

BLAZER 

BOARDS 

BOASTS 

BOATED 

BOBBED 

BOBBIN 

BOBCAT 

BODICE 

BODLEY 

BOEING 

BOFFIN 

BOGART 

BOHEME 

BOHUNK 

BOILER 

BOLERO 

BOLTED 

BOMBER 

BONZER 

BOOTED 

BOOZED 

BOOZER 

BORZOI 

BOSOMY 

BOSSES 

BOSTON 

BOTANY 

BOTHAM 

BOTTLE 

BOUGHT 

BOVARY 

BOVINE 

BOWING 

BOWLER 

BOWRAL 

BOWWOW 

BOXERS 

BOXING 

BOYARS 

BOYISH 

BRAHMS 

BRANDY 

BRAWLS 

BRAWNY 

BRAYED 

BRYONY 

BUBBLE 

BUCKLE 

BUDGET 

BUFFET 

BUGLET 

BULLET 

BUNKUM 

CABANA 

CABINS 

CACKLE 

CADGER 

CAIRNS 

CAJOLE 

CAKING 

CALICO 

CALLED 

CALLUS 

CALMER 

CAMBER 

CAMELS 

CAMERA 

CANALS 

CANCER 

CANDID 

CANERS 

CANINE 

CANKER 

CANNON 

CANTER 

CANTON 

CANYON 

CAPTOR 

CARAFE 

CARBON 

CARDED 

CAREER 

CARFAX 

CARIES 

CARLOS 

CARMEN 

CAROLE 

CARPET 

CARROT 

CARTER 

CARVED 

CASBAH 

CASEIN 

CASHED 

CASHEW 

CASING 

CASKET 

CASPAR 

CASQUE 

CASTOR 

CATERS 

CATION 

CATKIN 

CATNIP 

CATSUP 

CATTLE 

CAUCUS 

CAUDAL 

CAVERN 

CAVITY 

CAVORT 

CAWING 

CAXTON 

CAYMAN 

CEASED 

CECILE 

CECILS 

CEDUNA 

CELERY 

CELLAR 

CELTIC 

CEMENT 

CENTRE 

CEREAL 

CERVIX 

CEYLON 

CHAFED 

CHAINS 

CHAMPS 

CHAPEL 

CHARGE 

CHARMS 

CHARTS 

CHASMS 

CHATTO 

CHATTY 

CHEOPS 

CHROME 

CLAIMS 

CLAMPS 

CLANKS 

CLAQUE 

CLARET 

CLASSY 

CLAUDE 

CLAWED 

CLEANS 

CLENCH 

CLERGY 

CLERIC 

CLIENT 

CLIFFS 

CLIMES 

CLINKS 

CLIQUE 

CLOAKS 

CLOCKS 

CLONED 

CLOSET 

CLOTHE 

CLOTHO 

CLOUGH 

CLOVES 

CLOWNS 

CLOYED 

CLUCKS 

CLUMPS 

CLUNES 

CLUTCH 

COALER 

COAXED 

COBALT 

COBBLE 

COBWEB 

COCCYX 

CODDLE 

COFFEE 

COFFIN 

COGENT 

COHERE 

COHORT 

COIFED 

COIGNS 

COKING 

COLDER 

COLLAR 

COLLIE 

COLMAN 

COLOUR 

COMBAT 

COMEDO 

COMEDY 

COMFIT 

COMITY 

COMMIT 

COMMIX 

COMMON 
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COMPLY 

CONCUR 

CONDOR 

CONFER 

CONGER 

CONKED 

CONNER 

CONRAD 

CONVEY 

CONVOY 

COOKED 

COOLER 

COOPER 

COPIER 

COPPER 

CORDON 

CORKER 

CORNET 

CORONA 

CORPUS 

CORSET 

CORTEX 

CORUNA 

CORYZA 

COSIER 

COSMOS 

COSTER 

COUGAR 

COUGHS 

COUNTY 

COUPES 

COURSE 

COURTS 

COVERT 

COWBOY 

COWERS 

COWING 

COWLED 

COYOTE 

COZENS 

CRACKS 

CRACOW 

CRAFTS 

CRANIA 

CRANKY 

CRAYON 

CRAZED 

CREAMY 

CRECHE 

CREEDS 

CRESTS 

CRETIN 

CRIKEY 

CRIMEA 

CRIMES 

CRISIS 

CRITIC 

CROCUS 

CROFTS 

CRONES 

CROOKS 

CROSBY 

CROUPE 

CROWED 

CRUDER 

CRUETS 

CRUISE 

CRUSOE 

CRYING 

CUBIST 

CUBITS 

CUCKOO 

CUDDLE 

CUFFED 

CULLED 

CUMBER 

CUNARD 

CUPPED 

CUPRIC 

CURVET 

CUSTER 

CUTLET 

CUTTER 

CYBELE 

CYCLED 

CYGNET 

CYPRUS 

CYRIAC 

CZECHS 

DABBED 

DACTYL 

DADOES 

DAFTER 

DAGGER 

DAHLIA 

DAINTY 

DAKOTA 

DALILA 

DAMIEN 

DAMNED 

DAMPER 

DAMSON 

DANCER 

DANDER 

DANGER 

DANIEL 

DANKER 

DANUBE 

DAPPER 

DARING 

DASHER 

DATIVE 

DAVITS 

DAWSON 

DAYTON 

DAZING 

DAZZLE 

DEADEN 

DEBITS 

DECIDE 

DECOCT 

DEDUCT 

DEEPER 

DEFEND 

DEGREE 

DEIGNS 

DEKKER 

DELAYS 

DELIUS 

DELUDE 

DEMAND 

DEMEAN 

DEMITS 

DEMOBS 

DEMONS 

DEMURE 

DENGUE 

DENNIS 

DENOTE 

DENSER 

DENTED 

DENUDE 

DENVER 

DENZIL 

DEODAR 

DEPART 

DEPORT 

DERIDE 

DESIRE 

DETAIN 

DEUTER 

DEVICE 

DEWING 

DEXTER 

DHURRA 

DIADEM 

DICTUM 

DIETED 

DIFFER 

DIGEST 

DIGGER 

DIKDIK 

DILATE 

DIMPLE 

DINING 

DINNER 

DIPNOI 

DIPPER 

DIRECT 

DIREST 

DISHED 

DIVEST 

DIVIDE 

DIXIES 

DJINNS 

DOBBED 

DOCTOR 

DODDER 

DOFFED 

DOGLEG 

DOGMAN 

DOLLOP 

DOMINO 

DONJON 

DONKEY 

DOOMED 

DOPING 

DORIAN 

DOSING 

DOTARD 

DOUGHY 

DOWNED 

DOYENS 

DOZERS 

DOZING 

DRACHM 

DRAFTS 

DRAGON 

DRAINS 

DRAKES 

DRAMAS 

DRAPED 

DRAWER 

DROWNS 

DUALLY 

DUBBED 

DUCATS 

DUCKED 

DUDLEY 

DUENNA 

DUFFER 

DUGONG 

DUGOUT 

DULCET 

DUMBER 

DUNCES 

DUNGOG 

DUPLEX 

DURESS 

DURING 

DUSTER 

DUTIES 

DVORAK 

DWARFS 

DWELLS 

DYBBUK 

DYNAMO 

DYNAST 

EAGLES 

EAGLET 

EALING 

EARBOB 

EARWIG 

EASIER 

EASILY 

EASTER 

EATING 

EBBING 

ECHOES 

ECHUCA 

ECZEMA 

EDDIES 

EDGING 

EDITOR 

EDUCED 

EDVARD 

EDWARD 

EERIER 

EFFECT 

EFFETE 

EFFORT 

EGERIA 

EIFFEL 

EITHER 

EJECTS 

ELIJAH 

EMBLEM 

EMBOSS 

EMIGRE 

EMPIRE 

EMURED 

ENABLE 

ENCYST 

ENDIVE 

ENGAGE 

ENGINE 

ENIGMA 

ENJOIN 

ENLIST 

ENMITY 

ENNEAD 

ENRAGE 

ENRICH 

ENSIGN 

ENTIRE 

ENVIED 

ENVOYS 

ENZYME 

EOTHEN 

EPICAL 

EQUINE 

ERMINE 

EROICA 

EROTIC 

ESCORT 

ESKIMO 

ESTATE 

EUREKA 

EVENED 

EXETER 

EXPERT 

EXTRAS 

EYELID 

EZZARD 

FABLED 

FACILE 

FACING 

FACTOR 

FADING 

FAFNER 

FAINTS 

FAKING 

FALLOW 

FAMILY 

FANTAN 

FARCES 

FARINA 

FARMER 

FARNOL 

FARRAR 

FASCIA 

FASTEN 

FATHER 

FATIMA 

FATTEN 

FAUVES 

FAVOUR 

FEALTY 

FEARED 

FEDORA 

FEEBLE 

FELLOW 

FEMALE 

FEMURS 

FENCED 

FENDER 

FENIAN 

FENNEL 

FERRIC 

FESTER 

FEUDAL 

FEVERS 

FEWEST 

FEZZAN 

FIANCE 

FIBBED 

FIELDS 

FIFING 

FIGURE 

FILLED 

FILLIP 

FILMED 

FILTER 

FINDER 

FINERY 

FIRING 

FISTIC 

FITTER 

FIVERS 

FIXING 

FIXITY 

FIZGIG 

FIZZED 

FIZZER 

FJORDS 

FLAKES 

FLAMES 

FLANKS 

FLARED 

FLASKS 

FLAVIA 

FLAWED 

FLAXEN 

FLAYED 

FLECKS 

FLEDGE 

FLEETS 

FLEXED 

FLICKS 

FLIERS 

FLIGHT 

FLIMSY 

FLINTY 

FLIRTS 

FLOATS 

FLOODS 

FLORES 

FLOUTS 

FLOWER 

FLUENT 

FLUFFY 

FLUIDS 

FLUKES 

FLUTED 

FLYING 

FOBBED 

FOCSLE 

FODDER 

FOEMAN 

FOGGED 

FOILED 

FOKINE 

FOKKER 

FOLIOS 

FOLKSY 

FOLLOW 

FOMENT 

FONDER 

FOOLED 

FORBID 

FOSTER 

FOULED 

FOWLER 

FOXIER 

FRACAS 

FRAMES 

FRANCE 

FRANCS 

FRAPPE 

FRAUDS 

FRAYED 

FUDGED 

FUHRER 

FUKIEN 

FULFIL 

FULLER 

FUNDED 

FURIES 

FUSSED 

FUTURE 

GABLES 

GAELIC 

GAGGED 

GAINED 

GALAXY 

GALLON 

GALWAY 

GAMBIT 

GANDER 

GAOLER 

GARAGE 

GASBAG 

GATHER 

GAUZES 

GAVIAL 

GAYYOU 

GAZEBO 

GEEZER 

GEHRIG 

GEISHA 

GEMINI 

GEMMAE 

GENDER 

GENIUS 

GEORGE 

GERALD 

GEWGAW 

GEYSER 

GHETTO 

GHOSTS 

GIFTED 

GIOTTO 

GIRDLE 

GITANA 

GIVING 

GLADES 

GLADYS 

GLAMIS 

GLANCE 

GLANDS 

GLARED 

GLASSY 

GLAZED 

GLAZES 

GNEISS 

GNOMES 

GNOMON 

GOADED 

GOANNA 

GOBLET 

GOCART 

GODWIT 

GOETHE 

GOGGLE 

GOITRE 

GOLDEN 

GOOFED 

GOOGIE 

GOPHER 

GORDON 

GOSPEL 

GOTHAM 

GOUGED 

GOVERN 

GOWNED 

GRAFIN 

GRAVEN 

GRAZED 

GREEDY 

GREEKS 

GREGOR 

GREUZE 

GREYER 

GRIEVE 

GRILLE 

GRIMES 

GRINGO 

GRIPPE 

GRIQUA 

GRISLY 

GRITTY 

GROANS 

GROCER 

GROOVY 

GROPER 

GROTTO 

GROUCH 

GROVES 

GROWTH 

GRUBBY 

GRUDGE 

GUFFAW 

GUINEA 

GUISES 

GULDEN 

GULLET 

GUMNUT 

GUNNED 

GURKHA 

GUSSET 
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GUTTER 

GUYING 

GUZZLE 

GWENDA 

GYMMAL 

GYPSUM 

HAAKON 

HABITS 

HACKED 

HAILED 

HALLOO 

HALLOW 

HAMLET 

HAPPEN 

HARPED 

HASTEN 

HATTER 

HAULED 

HAWSER 

HAZING 

HEARSE 

HEAVEN 

HECKLE 

HEDGES 

HEEDED 

HEGIRA 

HEIGHT 

HELENA 

HEMPEN 

HERALD 

HESIOD 

HETMAN 

HEWING 

HEXING 

HEYDAY 

HIATUS 

HICCUP 

HIDING 

HIKING 

HIRERS 

HISSED 

HOAXED 

HOAXES 

HOBNOB 

HOCKEY 

HODDLE 

HOFRAT 

HOGGED 

HOISTS 

HOLLOW 

HOMING 

HONEST 

HOODOO 

HOOPLA 

HOOPOE 

HOPPER 

HOPSAC 

HORNET 

HORSES 

HOSTED 

HOTTER 

HOUNDS 

HOWARD 

HOYDEN 

HUBBUB 

HUBCAP 

HUDDLE 

HUFFED 

HUGGED 

HUMBUG 

HUNTED 

HURTLE 

HUSTLE 

HUZZAH 

HYADES 

HYAENA 

HYSSOP 

IAMBIC 

IBERIA 

IBIDEM 

ICICLE 

IDEALS 

IDIOCY 

IDIOMS 

IDIOTS 

IDLERS 

IDLEST 

IGLOOS 

IGNORE 

IGUANA 

ILEXES 

ILLUME 

IMAGES 

IMBIBE 

IMMUNE 

IMPORT 

INSERT 

INSURE 

INTENT 

INVENT 

INWARD 

IODINE 

IONIAN 

IOWANS 

IRISES 

IRKING 

IRONED 

IRRUPT 

IRVING 

ISAACS 

ISABEL 

ISAIAH 

ISCHIA 

ISLAND 

ITALIC 

IZZARD 

JABBED 

JABIRU 

JACKAL 

JACKED 

JACKET 

JAGGED 

JAILER 

JALAPS 

JAMMED 

JANSEN 

JAQUES 

JARRED 

JASPER 

JAWING 

JAZZED 

JEANNE 

JEERED 

JEJUNE 

JEKYLL 

JEMIMA 

JENNET 

JERKIN 

JERSEY 

JETSAM 

JETTED 

JEWELS 

JEWESS 

JIBBED 

JIGGER 

JILTED 

JIMMIE 

JITTER 

JIVING 

JOANNA 

JOBLOT 

JOCKEY 

JOCOSE 

JOCUND 

JOFFRE 

JOGGER 

JOHORE 

JOINER 

JOKING 

JORDAN 

JOSEPH 

JOSHUA 

JOTTED 

JOULES 

JOVIAL 

JOWLED 

JOYFUL 

JUDAIS 

JUJUBE 

JULIET 

JUMPED 

JUMPER 

JUNIOR 

JURIST 

JUSTIN 

JUTTED 

KADINA 

KAFFIR 

KAKAPO 

KAOLIN 

KARROO 

KASSEL 

KAURIS 

KEATON 

KECKSY 

KEDGES 

KEEPER 

KEILOR 

KENYAN 

KEPLER 

KERMIT 

KETONE 

KHARMA 

KHYBER 

KIAORA 

KIBITZ 

KICKER 

KIDNEY 

KILLED 

KIMONO 

KINDER 

KIOSKS 

KIPPER 

KISSES 

KITCAT 

KLAXON 

KLEIST 

KNAVES 

KNEADS 

KNIFED 

KNIVES 

KOALAS 

KODIAK 

KOKODA 

KOWTOW 

KRAKEN 

KRAMER 

KYUSHU 

LAAGER 

LABELS 

LABOUR 

LACKEY 

LADDER 

LADIES 

LADLED 

LAGGED 

LAHORE 

LAMENT 

LARIAT 

LASCAR 

LATELY 

LATHES 

LAUGHS 

LAWYER 

LAXITY 

LAYING 

LAZIER 

LAZING 

LEADER 

LECHER 

LEDGER 

LEEWAY 

LEGBYE 

LEGEND 

LEMONS 

LEMURS 

LENTEN 

LEPERS 

LESSEN 

LESTER 

LETTER 

LEYDEN 

LIADOV 

LIBRAN 

LICKED 

LIDDED 

LIEBIG 

LIEFER 

LIFTED 

LIGHTS 

LIKELY 

LIKING 

LILIES 

LIMITS 

LINING 

LIONEL 

LIPPED 

LIQUID 

LIQUOR 

LISSOM 

LITTER 

LIVERY 

LIZZIE 

LLAMAS 

LOADED 

LOAFED 

LOAVES 

LOBBED 

LOCKET 

LODGER 

LOFTED 

LOGGER 

LOITER 

LONDON 

LOOFAH 

LOPING 

LOQUAT 

LOUISA 

LOUVRE 

LOVING 

LOWING 

LOYOLA 

LUBBER 

LUCIUS 

LUGGER 

LULLED 

LUMBER 

LUNGED 

LUPINS 

LUSTRE 

LUTHER 

LYDIAN 

LYRICS 

LYRIST 

MACAWS 

MADAME 

MAGPIE 

MAGYAR 

MAILED 

MAILEY 

MAJLIS 

MAKING 

MALAYA 

MALLOW 

MAMBAS 

MANTEL 

MAPLES 

MAQUIS 

MARTEN 

MASQUE 

MASTER 

MATTER 

MAXIMA 

MAXIMS 

MAXINE 

MAYHEM 

MAYING 

MEADOW 

MEDIAL 

MEGRIM 

MELLOW 

MELODY 

MEMOIR 

MEMORY 

MENACE 

MERINO 

MERITS 

MERMAN 

MESSER 

METRIC 

MEXICO 

MIAMIA 

MIASMA 

MICHEL 

MIDDLE 

MIGHTY 

MILLER 

MIMOSA 

MINGLE 

MIRAGE 

MISLED 

MITRAL 

MIXING 

MIZZEN 

MOANER 

MOBCAP 

MODERN 

MOHAWK 

MOIETY 

MOLEST 

MOMISM 

MONKEY 

MOOTED 

MOPING 

MORASS 

MOROSE 

MOSLEM 

MOSQUE 

MOTORS 

MOURNS 

MOVING 

MOWERS 

MUCKED 

MUDGEE 

MUFFIN 

MUGGER 

MUKDEN 

MULLET 

MUMMER 

MUNICH 

MUPPET 

MURMUR 

MUSTER 

MUTUAL 

MYALLS 

MYOPIA 

MYOPIC 

MYRTLE 

MYSTIC 

NAAMAN 

NABBED 

NAGARI 

NAIVER 

NAMING 

NANKIN 

NAPERY 

NAPKIN 

NAPLES 

NARROW 

NATION 

NATIVE 

NAUGHT 

NAVIES 

NAWABS 

NEATER 

NEBULA 

NECKED 

NEEDED 

NEEDLE 

NEGATE 

NEIGHS 

NEKTON 

NELSON 

NEMEAN 

NEPHEW 

NERVES 

NESTOR 

NETTED 

NEUTER 

NEVERS 

NEWEST 

NIACIN 

NIBBLE 

NICKEL 

NIELLO 

NIGHTS 

NILGAI 

NIMROD 

NINETY 

NIPPER 

NITRIC 

NIXIES 

NIZAMS 

NOBLER 

NOCENT 

NODDED 

NOGGIN 

NOODLE 

NORWAY 

NOSING 

NOTION 

NOURSE 

NOVIAL 

NOVICE 

NOYADE 

NUANCE 

NUCLEI 

NUDITY 

NUGGET 

NULLED 

NUMBER 

NUNCIO 

NURSES 

NUTMEG 

NUZZLE 

NYANZA 

NYLONS 

NYMPHS 

OAFISH 

OAKLEY 

OARING 

OARLAP 

OBERON 

OBEYED 

OBOIST 

OBSESS 

OBTAIN 

OBTUSE 

OCEANS 

OCELOT 

OCHRED 

OCKERS 

OCLOCK 

OCTAVE 

OCTAVO 

OCTETS 

OPTICS 

ORANGE 

ORATOR 

ORBITS 

ORBOST 

ORCHID 

ORDAIN 

ORDERS 

OREADS 

ORFORD 

ORGIES 

ORIENT 

ORKNEY 

ORMOLU 

ORNATE 

ORPHAN 

ORSINO 

ORSOVA 

OSBERT 

OSCARS 

OSMIUM 

OSPREY 

OSTEND 

OSTIUM 

OTTAWA 

OUTBID 

OUTFIT 

OUTGUN 

OUTING 

OUTLAW 

OUTLIE 

OUTMAN 

OUTPUT 

OUTWIT 

OVALLY 

OVERDO 

OVISAC 

OVOIDS 

OWLETS 

OWNING 

OXEYES 

OXFORD 

OXGANG 

OXYGEN 
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OYSTER 

PACKET 

PADDLE 

PADOVA 

PADUAN 

PAGING 

PAHANG 

PAIRED 

PAJAMA 

PALPAL 

PAMELA 

PAMPAS 

PAMPER 

PANCHO 

PARTIE 

PASTRY 

PATTER 

PAUSED 

PAVANE 

PAWING 

PAWPAW 

PAXWAX 

PAYNIM 

PAYOUT 
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3.2 Choice of Test Bed 

A variety of reasons led to the choice of weighted crosswords and specifically the Go-

Words puzzles as a test bed.  These may be summarised as: 

 the complexity of crossword puzzles in general, 

 the intrinsically discrete nature of the Go-Words problem, 

 the puzzle instances were created independently,  

 the availability of an objective scoring function, 

 a high level of abstractness from “real life problems”, and 

 the existence of previously published results of human and automated attempts. 

 

The highly complex nature of discrete combinatorial problems such as Go-Words is 

well known.  Although the size of the search space is dependent on how the problem is 

formulated, the possible permutations of words to word slots for the published series is 

between ~1.97x1098 and ~3.48x10135.  Two instances are considered where 

determining an optimal solution may be less difficult.  The first instance is when no 

solution exists.  In many of cases consistency pre-processing techniques will be 

capable of determining that no solutions exist and thus not require search.  In other 

cases the problem is equivalent to the NP-C problem of crossword puzzle construction.  

Solutions to the test bed puzzles however are known to exist, as demonstrated by 

human contestants (section 3.4).  Indeed vast numbers of solutions to these puzzles 

exist.  Purdin and Harris (1993) had estimated the solution space for GW3 as ~2.2 x 

1049.  The second instance is if a solution equalling the global maximum can be formed 

then by definition this solution would be an optimal one and not require further 

searching. Trials using words capable of achieving the global maximum determined 

that these words could not form a solution.  Indeed attempts to use the top 100 scoring 

words could not generate a solution on each of the puzzles.  Given the enormous 

search space and solution space, and that these problems do not allow for the 

formation of the global maximum, the specific puzzle instances comprising the 

published series may be considered as non-trivial.   

 

Like the problem of crossword puzzle construction, these puzzles are intrinsically 

discrete.  As such an optimal solution score cannot be calculated by optimisation 

formulae, and must be determined by search.  Attempts to better a solution by 

changing a letter or word assignment can move from a solution with a good score to an 

invalid solution.  
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In many DCO problems, such as timetabling, solutions are ranked based on user 

preferences, as such, criteria for what constitutes an optimal solution is often defined 

by the researcher (Sandhu, 2001).  In the case of Go-Words, a predefined objective 

function as specified by the rules for the contest exists and clearly defines what an 

optimal solution is.   In addition to the objective function the lexicon, grid, and letter 

values were all predefined, and as such created independently of this research.  

 

Although similarities between Go-Words and real life problems exist, there is no 

immediate economic benefit arising from solutions to Go-Words.  This research was 

conducted to learn more about these types of problems, and techniques for solving 

them.  

 

Most importantly solutions to these problems had been attempted by both human and 

automated attempts prior to this research.  This provided an independent benchmark 

by which techniques could be assessed.  Despite these prior attempts, the optimal 

solution to these puzzles was unknown.   

 

3.3 Global Maximum 

With no prior knowledge of the optimal solution the global maximum can be considered 

an upper limit on what the optimal score might be.  Calculation of the global maximum 

is the sum of the top scoring words that could potentially be placed in the grid.  

 

Given that all words have six letters, all slots six spaces, and that no word may be used 

more than once, the calculation of the global maximum for a puzzle equals the sum of 

the top N scoring words (where N = number of slots in the grid).   

 

 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Global Max 7055 6446 5766 8455 

Global Min 6006 4481 3790 6692 

Mid Solution 6530.5 5463.5 4778 7573.5 

Mean Solution 6490.084 5423.431 4782.166 7458.41 

Table 3.1 Global Maxima for the Published Series 

 

Purdin and Harris (1993) had noted that low scoring solutions were just as difficult to 

produce as high scoring solutions.  Although this statement may appear self evident, 

this may not be the case.  For example if the letter values favour less frequently used 

letters such as ‘Q’ or ‘Z’ then the number of high scoring solutions will be fewer, thus 
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locating low scoring solutions should be easier.  Conversely if the letter values favour 

frequently occurring letters such as ‘E’ or ‘R’ then locating high scoring solutions will be 

easier than locating low scoring ones. 

 

Examining the mean and mid solution scores for the four Go-Words puzzles (Table 3.1) 

reveals that the mean solution is below the midpoint on 3 out of 4 cases, thus 

suggesting that the solution space is denser around the minima than the maxima.  For 

the third puzzle, however, the mean is above the midpoint suggesting that the solution 

space is denser around the maxima. 

 

Although locating high scoring solutions should be easier if the solution space is denser 

around the maxima, it does not necessarily imply that locating an optimal solution will 

be easier.  An unanswered research question is whether locating an optimal solution is 

easier if the solution space is denser around the minima or maxima  A second 

unanswered research question is, having formed an optimal solution, can the 

remainder of the search space be traversed more efficiently in cases where the 

solution space is denser around the minima?   

 

3.4 Best Known (Human) Solutions 

Upon commencement of this research the scores of human entrants represented the 

best-known and potentially optimal solutions for each of the puzzles.  Details of winning 

entries are presented below.   

 

GW1 - two contestants submitted solutions with a score of 6907.   

 Contestant A – 9 solutions 

 Contestant B – 1 solution 

 GW2 - Four contestants submitted solutions with a score of 6281.   

 Contestant C – 1 solution 

 Contestant D – 13 solutions 

 Contestant E – 2 solutions 

 Contestant F – 1 solution 

GW3 Four contestants submitted solutions with a score of 5663.   

 Contestant A – 9 solutions 

 Contestant B – 6 solutions 

 Contestant G – 33 solutions 

 Contestant H – 34 solutions 
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GW4 - One contestant submitted a solution with a score of 8295. 

 Contestant I – 1 solution 

 

It should be noted that the 2 winning contestants of the first contest also submitted 

winning solutions for the third contest.  Only one winning solution was published for 

each contest and presented in figure 3.5. 

  

GW1 Score: 6907 

 

GW2 Score: 6281 

 

GW3 Score: 5663 

 

GW4 Score: 8295 

 

Figure 3.5 Winning solutions and scores for the published series 

 

 

These human results are presented along with the global maxima in table 3.2 below. 
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 Human Entry Global Maximum Percentage 

GW1 6907 7055 97.90% 

GW2 6281 6446 97.44% 

GW3 5663 5766 98.21% 

GW4 8295 8455 98.11% 

Table 3.2 Comparison of human scores with global maxima 

 

It had been speculated that the human entries might be optimal (John Forster, personal 

contact).  The combination of several factors lead to this speculation:  

1. Multiple contestants frequently submitted the same winning solution in a 

competition, 

2. Multiple entries with different solutions but the same score were frequently 

submitted, 

3. Several contestants appeared in the winners list for multiple contests, 

4. The failure of automated approaches to locate better solutions. 

 

The magazine reported receiving thousands of entries for these contests and it would 

be expected that many more people would have attempted these puzzles and not 

submitted an entry.  Despite the large number of contestants it would not be expected, 

given the enormity of the solution space, to see multiple entries with the same solution.  

This would suggest that either the solutions were indeed optimal or that human 

entrants were employing similar heuristics to guide them towards particular solutions.   

 

The fact that multiple entries with different solutions but the same score appear in the 

winners list also supports the notion that these solutions are optimal.   

 

The fact that several contestants appeared in the winners list more than once provides 

strong support for the notion that these contestants are employing heuristics to guide 

them towards the formation of high scoring solutions.  Quite obviously given the 

enormity of the search space we would not expect to see the same person winning 

multiple times if solutions were formed by chance alone.  Most certainly we can say 

that humans differ in their ability to solve these puzzles.  This observation led to certain 

humans being classified as “expert” solvers (Harris & Sandhu, 1998). 

 

Despite the suggestion that many humans were using similar heuristics, interviews 

performed by Harris (personal contact) with several of the contestant winners did not 

yield any identifiable heuristic.  Interviews with a collection of human “experts” also did 
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not reveal any heuristics (Harris & Kuldeep, 1998).  Harris observed by watching 

human solvers in action that many of the solvers displayed a preference for particular 

words.  That is they felt that the use of a specific word was more likely to lead to the 

formation of a high scoring solution than the use of other words.  Unfortunately the 

impetus for their choice of particular words remains unknown.  This observation may go 

towards explaining why multiple contestants submit the same or similar solutions for 

these contests. 

 

These factors are not unique to Go-Words, and have been observed in similar word 

games such as the unconstrained Crozzle problem (Forster, et al., 1992). 

 

3.5 Prior Automated Attempts 

Go-Words puzzles have been used as a test bed by several researchers in the field of 

discrete combinatorial optimisation.  Despite the efforts of these researchers only two 

publications are known to exist.  These papers are by Purdin & Harris (1993) and 

Harris & Sandhu (1998); in both cases the focus of the research was methods relating 

to the generation of high scoring solutions.   

 

Purdin & Harris 1993 

The first paper (Purdin & Harris, 1993) investigates the use of a hybrid genetic 

algorithm to generate solutions for GW3.  Utilising an implementation based on the 

algorithm described in their paper, the results reported for 100 trials are summarised in 

table 3.3. 

 

 

Description 

 

Score 

% Human % Global 

Maximum 

Global Maximum 5766  100 

Winning Human Entry 5663 100 98.2 

Best Score 5512 97.3 95.6 

Top 10% of trials scored better than 5380 95.0 93.3 

Average Score 5193 91.7 90.1 

Table 3.3 Results of a Hybrid Genetic Algorithm for GW3 (Purdin & Harris, 1993) 

 

Unfortunately this paper did not report the time taken for a trial or the total time for all 

trials.  Thus it is not known how costly this implementation was.  Nor do they present 

times for an implementation of a standard genetic algorithm.  As such there is no 
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indication that the modifications presented were of any benefit.  All that can be stated is 

that it failed to achieve the human score of 5663 or the best known automated attempt 

of 5648 described below. 

 

Of particular interest to this research is that the also paper reported a solution from 

prior experiments utilising a deterministic approach.   The implementation was reported 

to use a depth first search approach incorporating a system of forward checking used 

by Berghel and Yi (1989) with branch-and-bound pruning.  Perhaps central to the result 

was that it operated on a reduced lexicon of the top 200 “valued” words.  This 

implementation produced a reported score of 5648, being 99.7% of the human score, 

and 98% of the global maximum. 

 

The actual published solution by Purdin and Harris obtaining the score of 5648 would 

seem to have been misprinted.  The solution contained two instances of the word 

“trunks” and the solution score did not add up to 5648.  Replacing the word “trunks” in 

slot #27 with the word “trills”, forms a valid solution with a score of 5648.  This 

corrected solution is reproduced in figure 3.6 and represents the best-known 

automated solution, prior to this research (presuming that the solution was misprinted 

and not due to an error in their implementation).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Corrected solution of Purdin &Harris (1993) displaying a score of 5648 
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There are a several points worth noting, the first is how the top 200 “valued” words 

were chosen.  It is presumed that by “valued”, they meant, “scoring” words although 

this may not be correct.  Experiments with the lexicon reduced to the top 200 scoring 

words have produced the solution as shown in figure 3.6.  These experiments have 

also been able to exhaust the search space and determined an optimal score of 5660, 

for this puzzle with the lexicon limited to the top 200 scoring words. 

 

This leads to the second point.  The score of 5660 is less than the score of 5663 

achieved by the human entrants and is therefore suboptimal.  Therefore should this 

approach really have been described as deterministic?  That is, although the 

implementation may have been non-stochastic the reduction of the lexicon meant that it 

completed its search and did not produce the optimal solution for this puzzle.  

 

Finally, if Purdin & Harris had run their implementation for longer, they would have 

achieved a score of 5660.   

 

Harris & Sandhu 1998 

The second publication (Harris & Sandhu, 1998) utilised Go-Words as a test bed to 

evaluate several approaches.  Seemingly disillusioned by attempts to produce an 

automated system for generating high scoring solutions, Harris embarked on 

developing automated tools to aid human solvers, which is the core of the intelligent 

scheduling approach.   

 

This paper may be summarised as the comparison of three approaches: depth first 

search, genetic algorithm, and intelligent scheduling, utilising Go-Words and 

specifically GW3 as the test bed.  The paper maintains that their results suggest the 

use of an intelligent scheduling system to more “efficiently traverse what is a huge 

search space for comparative purposes”.  The fundamental problem with this is that 

both the genetic algorithm and the intelligent scheduling system lack the deterministic 

capability to traverse the search space.  Thus the intelligent scheduling system could 

not possibly be the most efficient at traversing it.  Thus their claims are clearly false.  In 

addition the extent to which empirical trials of implementations are indicative of the 

underlying approach is limited. 

 

Despite what was claimed, the experiments conducted would seem to be testing the 

effectiveness of three implementations to generate high scoring solutions in a 
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reasonable time.  The published results of these experiments are presented in table 

3.4. 

 

Description Best Score Best/Upper Limit Relative 

Deterministic 5383 93.4% 95.7% 

Genetic Algorithm 5528 95.9% 98.3% 

Intelligent Agent 5622 97.5% 100% 

Table 3.4 Results from Harris & Sandhu (1998) 

 

Based on the results presented, Harris & Sandhu maintained support for the use of an 

intelligent scheduling approach.  However if they had combined the results of these 

experiments with those previously achieved by Harris (Purdin & Harris, 1993) they may 

have drawn different conclusions (Table 3.5). 

 

 

Description 

 

Score 

% 

Human 

% Global 

Maximum 

Global Maximum 5766  100 

Winning Human Contestant Score (1981) 5663 100 98.2 

Depth First Search Reduced Lexicon (1993) 5648 99.7 98.0 

Intelligent Agent (1998) 5622 99.3 97.5 

Standard Genetic Algorithm (1998) 5528 97.6 95.9 

Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (1993) 5512 97.3 95.6 

Depth First Search (1998) 5383 95.1 93.4 

 Table 3.5 Combination of results from Purdin & Harris (1993) and Harris & Sandhu (1998) 

 

Perhaps the most important result is that no automated or indeed semi-automated 

attempt has yet equalled or bettered the score of 5663 submitted by the 4 contestants 

in 1981.  Even with the use of an intelligent agent, the “best” human selected from a 

panel of 50 “experts” could not compete with the original entrants to the contest.  Thus 

it must be questioned the extent to which humans are aided by the assistance of an 

intelligent agent.  Also the intelligent agent did not produce as good a result as the 

implementation based on a depth first search approach run over a reduced lexicon size 

of 200 words.  This might suggest that although the implementation did not produce a 

score equal to the winning contestants, the method of reducing the lexicon size to the 

top N scoring words, may be a useful method in generating high scoring solutions.  

Most certainly it produced better solutions than the other methods tested, and better 

than a similar implementation run over the full lexicon. 
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3.6 Reduced Domain Puzzles 

The selection of the published Go-Words series as a test-bed for this research posed a 

benchmarking problem due to the size of the search space.  Although an objective is to 

develop techniques capable of exhausting large search spaces, until such techniques 

are developed, benchmarking the efficiency of techniques is problematic. 

 

Initial attempts used milestones to benchmark the efficiency of techniques.  This 

involved recording the time taken to reach a specified node such as a known solution.  

This benchmark was only useful for comparing traversal techniques when a static 

variable and value ordering was used thus ensuring that techniques would traverse the 

same nodes and in the same order.  As such it did not provide an adequate benchmark 

for experimentation with dynamic construction techniques or traversal techniques when 

used with dynamic construction techniques.  In addition it was observed that B&B 

techniques in the early stages of search are relatively ineffective.  As such the depth of 

nodes being traversed is greater in the early stages of search than the average over 

the entire search.  Thus using milestones indicated the efficiency of techniques in the 

early stages of search, but not necessarily over the entire search. 

 

An alternate approach adopted was to benchmark techniques on smaller puzzles 

whose search space could be exhausted in a reasonable time.  Smaller puzzles were 

constructed using the grid and letter values from the published series, but limited the 

number of words from the lexicon that were loaded into domains for each word slot.  

The method used was to sort words by word score, and alphabetically within a word 

score1, and then load a specified number of words into each domain.  It should be 

noted that restricting the input lexicon would have achieved the same result for the Go-

Words puzzles that possess uniform word and slot lengths.  The reason for restricting 

the domain size was to allow for the use of puzzles with differing slot and word lengths.  

 

Several reasons existed for using word score as a means of restricting domains.  

Smaller domain sizes could be used to form solutions than was typically found when 

randomly selecting values, thus allowing the creation of puzzles with larger solution 

spaces for a given domain size.  The use of word score also allowed repeatability of 

experiments.  It was perceived that restricting domains to the top scoring words may be 

                                                
1
 Sorting words alphabetically within word score was to ensure a unique ordering of words, thus 

ensuring that irrespective of the order of the input lexicon or sorting algorithm the same words 
would be loaded into each domain with each experiment. 
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a potential means of forming high scoring solutions, thus allowing B&B techniques to 

be examined under similar conditions to that of the full size puzzles.  As described in 

the prior section, Purdin & Harris (1993) had used this method of experimentation, 

although with different objectives. 

 

Initially the number of words loaded into domains was set to the number of word slots 

in the puzzle grid.  Trials with this domain size revealed that no solutions existed and 

thus the global maximum could not be achieved.  Subsequent trials were performed 

with incrementally more words until solutions were formed.  Initial benchmarking of 

techniques took place on puzzles with domain sizes just slightly larger (20+) than 

required to form a solution.  Over time, with advances to the techniques developed, 

and advances to computer hardware, puzzles with increasingly larger domains were 

used to benchmark techniques. 

 

A problem with using reduced domain puzzles is that the probability that a word from a 

domain is consistent (able to form a solution), and the probability that the assignment 

of a word to a word slot during search will be consistent, is reduced.  This affects the 

ratio between the solution space and the search space.  Thus trials evaluating the 

efficiency of a technique on reduced domain puzzles are not necessarily indicative of a 

technique’s efficiency on puzzles with larger domain sizes.  Table 3.6 displays the 

consistency of words for the four Go-words puzzles with varying reductions in domain 

size.   
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Word Consistency in Reduced Domain Puzzles

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

100.0%

Domain Size

GW1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 27.8% 60.4% 81.1% 88.7% 91.5% 92.6% 94.0% 98.4%

GW2 0.0% 7.2% 47.6% 76.7% 89.3% 93.7% 95.7% 96.2% 96.8% 97.3% 98.8%

GW3 0.0% 45.2% 69.0% 76.5% 80.9% 85.7% 87.7% 89.2% 90.4% 91.7% 98.5%

GW4 0.0% 0.0% 37.4% 72.9% 83.1% 89.6% 94.0% 95.3% 96.1% 96.3% 98.8%

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 2466

 

Table 3.6 Consistency of words in reduced domain puzzles 

 

Although the results from a limited number of trials are presented for the published 

series with domains of 2466 words, the majority of results use reduced domain sizes.  

To gain some insight into how domain size affects technique efficiency two reduced 

sizes for each puzzle were used in empirical trials.  Table 3.7 displays the chosen 

puzzles, and the percentage of values capable of forming a solution.   

 

Small GW1-440 

(48.0%) 

GW2-300 

(47.6%) 

GW3-200 

(45.2%) 

GW4-320 

(46.1%) 

Medium GW1-500 

(60.4%) 

GW2-400 

(76.7%) 

GW3-400 

(76.5%) 

GW4-400 

(72.9%) 

Published GW1-2466 

(98.4%) 

GW2-2466 

(98.8%) 

GW3-2466 

(98.5%) 

GW4-2466 

(98.8%) 

Table 3.7 Test-Bed puzzles – Domain Size (consistency %) 

 

The small puzzles were chosen as having domain sizes just below 50% consistency.  

Although having a considerably reduced search space to the published series, prior 

research had been unsuccessful at exhausting the search space of the smallest of 

these puzzles (GW3-200).  The domain size chosen for the medium puzzles was more 

arbitrary and largely influenced by the expected time it would take techniques to 
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exhaust the search space.  In each case the domain size of the medium puzzles was 

larger than that used for benchmarking techniques during the developmental stage of 

this research.  Thus it was not known how long techniques would actually take.  With 

the benefit of hindsight, slightly larger domain sizes could have been used for puzzles 

GW1 & GW2.  The GW4-400 domain size was probably too large, resulting in several 

trials, of less efficient techniques or poor combinations of techniques, being aborted.  

For example a trial using traversal techniques developed by Harris (personal contact) 

with a manually compiled static variable order was terminated having not completed, 

nor looking like completing any time soon, after 30 days of run time.  

 

3.7 Problem Formulation 

The holistic process of automation may be viewed as two sub-processes: formulation, 

and solution.  The formulation process seeks to translate the original problem into a 

solvable computer model.  The solving process seeks to generate solutions for the 

computer model.  This section describes the formulation used as a basis by the 

solution techniques described in parts 2 and 3 of this thesis.   

 

DCO problems such as Go-Words are not computer problems, but problems that lend 

themselves to computer automation.  The first step in solving these problems is to 

translate or formulate the problem as a computer model.  A valid formulation is one in 

which the solution sets of the original problem are equivalent or may be constructed 

from the solution sets to the computer model (Smith, 2005), i.e. potential solutions to 

the original problem are not lost via the transformation.  Thus a solution to the 

computer model equates to a solution of the original problem, conversely determination 

that no solution exists to the computer model determines that there is no solution to the 

original problem.  Smith points out, symmetry of solutions of the original problem and 

within the computer model should be considered, and minimised if possible (2005: 

377).   

 

For any given problem, a multitude of possible computer formulations exist.  A common 

approach, used by this research, is to formulate the problem as a hypothetical search 

tree.  This search tree is an abstraction of the original problem, in which the nodes of 

the tree correspond to all possible assignments of values to variables.  Choosing how 

the values and variables of the problem are defined affects the size of the search tree.       
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Consistent with the search tree approach is the formulation of a problem as a 

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).  A CSP consists of a finite set of variables, a 

finite set of domain values for each variable and a set of constraints restricting the 

assignment of values (Stergiou, 2001).  The formulation adopted for the Go-Words 

problem as a CSP is defined as:  The variables consist of the word slots (sets of 

contiguous open cells) contained in the puzzle grid, the variables domain values 

consist of the given lexicon of words, and the following constraints restrict the possible 

assignment of values:   

 The number of letters in the word equals the number of open cells in the word 

slot, whereby a single letter occupies each cell and no cell is left vacant (length 

constraint),  

 A Letter placed in an intersecting cell must be the same for each word slot that 

forms the intersection (intersection constraint), 

 A word may only be used once in a solution (all-different constraint), and 

 The sum of word scores must equal the maximum possible (optimality 

constraint) 

 

This representation was based on the slot table formalism of Smith & Steen (1981) for 

the problem of CPC, with the addition of the optimality constraint for Go-Words.  Purdin 

& Harris (1993) and Harris & Sandhu (1998) also used this formulation for Go-Words.  

Other formulations of the CPC problem have also been proposed and examined (see 

eg. Mazlack, 1976, Samaras & Stergiou 2005, or Beachem et al, 2001).  Larossa & 

Dechter (2000) propose several formulations of the weighted crossword problem.  It 

should be noted that their definition of the problem specifies the use of words with 

uniform length, similar to that of the Go-Words puzzles examined, thus they omit the 

length constraint.  However, they do not consider the rule that a word may only be used 

once in a solution, thus their formulations do not consider the all-different constraint.   

 

Inspection of the Go-Words puzzles reveals that all words have six letters and all word 

slots have six cells, thus the length constraint is unnecessary for these puzzles.  The 

decision to include it was to allow for experimentation with different grid configurations 

and lexicons.  As described in chapter 12, enforcement of this unary constraint is trivial 

and does not significantly affect the total time taken or alter the efficiency of other 

techniques. 
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Part 2 – A Search Approach 
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Chapter 4 - Search Introduction  

This part describes techniques consistent with a traditional approach of 

deterministically searching a hypothetical search tree and thus determining an optimal 

solution.  This chapter describes the approach, used in this part of the thesis, for 

exhausting the search tree.  The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to 

the techniques described in the following chapters, and to provide a context for the use 

of these techniques within the holistic approach.   

 

Many of the techniques described are utilised to fulfil a variety of different functions and 

are suitable for use with other approaches.  Indeed many of the techniques described 

in this part are also utilised in the Evaluation Model (Part 3).  Despite the applicability 

that techniques may have to multiple strategies, the efficiency of a technique is often 

dependant on its use with other supporting techniques within a holistic approach.  As 

such, attempts to benchmark a technique via empirical trials tend only to indicate the 

efficiency of a technique within the confines of a holistic approach.   

 

The approach presented in this part contains three major components, being 

consistency pre-processing, solution-priming, and exhaustive search.  Consistency pre-

processing involves the application of constraint satisfaction techniques, prior to an 

exhaustive search, to permanently remove values from variable domains that are 

inconsistent with the problem’s constraints.  The solution-priming component uses 

nondeterministic techniques to attempt to form high scoring solutions as a means of 

priming the bound calculation and hence promoting a more effective pruning of the 

search space during an exhaustive search.  Finally, the exhaustive search component 

is used to traverse the search tree, and thus determine an optimal solution.  Each of 

these components will be described further in the following sections of this chapter.   

 

The exhaustive search component is the only one required to determine an optimal 

solution.  Consistency pre-processing and solution-priming are optional components 

whose purpose is to improve the efficiency of an exhaustive search.  An exception 

being, that many of the techniques presented presume that values are consistent with 

the problem’s unary constraints.  Thus the application of node consistency techniques 

is essential to the completeness of the overall model.   
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4.1 Consistency Pre-Processing 

The objective of consistency pre-processing is to improve search efficiency by 

permanently removing values from variables domains, which are identified to be 

inconsistent with the problem’s constraints, prior to an exhaustive search.  In instances 

where no solution exists, application of these techniques can, but not necessarily do, 

eliminate the need for an exhaustive search.  In all cases the removal of values by the 

techniques described does not invalidate the completeness of the system to determine 

an optimal solution.   

 

The notion of consistency and constraint satisfaction is dealt with extensively in the 

literature.  Barták (2001) provides an introduction to these concepts and a survey of 

consistency techniques.  Barták, and others, describe a hierarchy of consistency 

whereby values are tested against constraints, for node, arc, and path consistency.  

These processes do not necessarily ensure that a value is consistent but rather identify 

values that are not.     

 

For combinatorial problems, such as CPC, a value is inconsistent if its assignment 

cannot result in the formation of a valid solution.  If a value cannot form a solution then 

it cannot form an optimal solution.  For optimisation problems, such as GW, a value is 

inconsistent if its assignment cannot form a valid optimal solution.   

 

As interest lies in determining an optimal solution, and not all optimal solutions, a value 

is termed “redundant” if its assignment cannot form a solution better than the 

assignment of another value to the same variable.  Thus a value may be consistent, in 

that it can form an optimal solution, but redundant if it can be determined that another 

value from the variables domain can also form an optimal solution.   

 

Ultimately only one value is required in the domain of each variable to form an optimal 

solution; all other values are redundant.  As all but one value from each domain is 

redundant, a distinction is made such that, a value is defined as “inconsistent” if it is 

incapable of forming a solution, and redundant if it cannot form a solution better than 

another value from the same variables domain. 

 

The goal of consistency pre-processing is not to identify and remove all inconsistencies 

or redundancies, but to aid in the efficient determination of an optimal solution.  The 

benefits of removing values and the applicability of a technique are closely related to 

the efficiency of the search engine and the difficulty of the problem.  The effectiveness 
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of techniques to remove redundant values must be weighed against their processing 

costs.  The cost of identifying and removing a value will vary for each value, as will the 

benefits derived from removing a value.  Thus the question, does the cost of removing 

a value exceed the benefits associated with its removal, is integral to the application of 

techniques.   

 

The primary reason for removing values is that it reduces the search space.  In highly 

constrained problems such as GW the application of consistency pre-processing 

techniques can have a dramatic impact on reducing the size of the search space.  This 

reduction is likely to improve search efficiency via a reduction in the number of nodes 

that need to be traversed, and reduction of the number of consistency tests that need 

to be performed during search.   

 

Improvements to variable ordering heuristics, that use domain information in their 

calculations, are also likely to benefit from the removal of inconsistent values prior to 

search.  Improvements to variable ordering are also likely to further reduce search 

effort.  This however is not always the case (see redundancy chapter 16).     

 

The removal of values can also improve the effectiveness of forward tracking 

techniques (Chapter 7).  As inconsistencies are removed constraint propagation tests 

can more effectively ascertain whether a partial solution is likely to lead to a complete 

solution.  Thus searching paths where no solution exists is likely to be reduced.  The 

efficiency of forward tracking techniques will also be improved due to a reduction in the 

number of consistency tests performed.   

 

A noted exception to this is the FC11 forward tracking technique (section 7.14) that 

grows in effectiveness, by testing more constraints, as inconsistencies are 

encountered.  Although trials indicate that efficiency is typically enhanced by the 

removal of inconsistencies prior to search, several instances were encountered in 

which search was significantly prolonged as a consequence of removing 

inconsistencies. 

  

In cases where domain information is used in the calculation of the bound (Chapter 8), 

the accuracy of this calculation can also be improved by the removal of 

inconsistencies.  Improvements to the bound calculation are likely to lead to a reduction 

to the number of nodes in the search tree that need to be explicitly traversed.    
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An important point is that application of consistency pre-processing techniques not only 

reduces the time for an exhaustive search in absolute terms, but also affects the 

relative performance of search techniques.  A search technique that is relatively 

efficient compared to other techniques when domains contain a high level of 

inconsistency may not be comparably efficient when inconsistencies have been 

removed.  As such the efficiency of search techniques is at least partially dependant on 

the level of consistency achieved during pre-processing.   

 

Node Consistency 

Node consistency checks that values are consistent with the problems unary 

constraints.  Whilst these consistency tests may be incorporated into forward tracking 

techniques during search, it is simply more efficient to remove values that are 

inconsistent with unary constraints prior to search.  Chapter 12 describes a set of 

mandatory tests that: ensure that values are contained in the lexicon, that no word 

appears more than once in a domain, and that the length of words contained in a 

domain is equal to the length of the slot in which the words are to be assigned.  These 

tests are mandatory as the other techniques described in this paper operate on the 

presumption that these unary constraints have been satisfied.    

 

Arc Consistency  

An arc consistency test checks that values contained within domains satisfy the binary 

constraints of the problem.  That is, arc consistency checks that for each value, that a 

value exists in the domain of a connected variable within the constraint network, that 

satisfies the constraint between the two variables.  If a value cannot be found to satisfy 

a constraint then the check fails, and the value can be permanently removed.  A 

problem is considered arc consistent if all values in all variable domains are arc 

consistent.  The arc consistency test is described in greater detail in chapter 13. 

 

Arc Placement Test 

The arc placement test (Chapter 14) also checks that values are consistent with the 

binary constraints of the problem.  The difference being that the arc placement test 

performs a trial instantiation of a value then uses forward checking techniques to check 

the consistency of forward constraints of the variable, temporarily removing 

inconsistent values from forward variable domains, repeated testing of the constraints 

of forward variables is also performed to temporarily remove inconsistencies from 

these domains.   If any domain is reduced to zero then a value fails the test.  Like the 

arc consistency test this test can benefit from repeated retesting of values after the 

removal of inconsistencies.  The arc placement test achieves a higher level of 
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consistency than the arc consistency test, however is far more expensive in terms of 

processing costs. 

 

Solution Test 

Solution testing checks that each value from each domain can form a valid solution.  

This test operates by attempting to form a solution with each value from each variable 

domain.  Values that fail to form a solution can be permanently removed.  Unlike the 

arc consistency and arc placement tests this test need only be applied once.  If a value 

can form a valid solution then removal of inconsistent values will not alter this fact.  

 

This test emerged out of a curiosity as to how many words contained in domains could 

actually form a solution.  The test that each word can form a solution is similar to the 

NP-C problem of crossword puzzle construction, with the added difficulty of having to 

start with a specific word in a specific slot.  For a Go-Words problem with 40 slots and 

2 466 words this equates to solving 98 640 CPC problems.  Despite the obvious 

difficulties, and numerous initial attempts, an efficient process of identifying and 

removing inconsistent values is presented in chapter 15.   

 

In addition to removing inconsistencies, the solution test, by forming solutions acts as a 

solution primer, and thus provides an exhaustive search and specifically the bound 

calculation with a valid priming score to trim the search space.  Although chance and 

variable ordering have an affect on the scores produced, trials on GW3 typically 

produce scores within 1% of the best scores obtained by Harris (1993, 1998) and at 

times exceed them.  Trials on the other test-bed puzzles were found to typically 

produce scores within 3% of the best-known solution. 

 

Redundancy Test 

Two redundancy tests are presented for removing redundant values.  Neither of these 

tests removes all redundancies, in fact only a small percentage of redundancies are 

removed.  Despite the tests being fairly easy to implement and quick to execute, the 

logic employed in deriving these tests is quite complex and is described in chapter 16. 

 

Trials of these tests returned mixed results.  They are most effective for problems with 

large domain sizes and few constraints.  Due to the logic employed in these tests they 

tend to remove more words from less constrained variables.  Thus these tests may be 

seen as complementary to the other consistency tests that tend to remove more words 

from highly constrained variables, and tend to be less effective as domain sizes 

increase.  The removal of words from lowly constrained variables however can pose 
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problems for variable ordering techniques that use domain size within their heuristic.   

Thus application of redundancy techniques can prolong the time taken to perform an 

exhaustive search.  The reduction of the search space however should be seen as a 

positive result; the problem really lies with specific variable ordering heuristics that 

place too much emphasis on domain size in their choice of which slot to fill next.  

 

4.2 Solution Priming 

Solution priming is the act of forming, or at least attempting to form, solutions prior to 

an exhaustive search.  Like consistency pre-processing the aim of solution priming is to 

improve the efficiency of an exhaustive search.  Whilst deterministic approaches are 

essential for exhausting the search space, the efficiency of these approaches is largely 

dependant on the effectiveness of the bound calculation.  Until such time as a solution 

has been formed the bound calculation is completely ineffective.  Thus the goal of 

solution priming is to form high scoring solutions in a cost effective manner. 

 

The emphasis given to solution priming is a trade off between the costs associated with 

it and the benefits derived from forming high scoring solutions.  Quite obviously 

spending days attempting to prime a search that could otherwise be exhausted in 

minutes would be pointless.  However for problems that are estimated to take years to 

exhaust, spending more than a few minutes attempting to improve search efficiency by 

forming high scoring solutions, may be beneficial.  At the heart of this problem is the 

effectiveness of a given technique to form high scoring solutions in a reasonable time. 

 

Chapter 17 describes two approaches that were implemented for solution priming, 

namely: repetitive depth first search, and value selection.  The following provides a 

summary of these techniques. 

  

Repetitive Depth First Search 

Repetitive Depth First Search (RDFS) is a repetitive process of expanding nodes 

children prior to its siblings coinciding with the DFS approach, however upon reaching 

a specified node limit RDFS will terminate the search and repeat the process 

expanding the child nodes of a sibling.   

 

Value Selection 

The second technique presented for solution priming is value selection.  The process 

employed is to select values from each domain that are likely to form high scoring 
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solutions and then perform a search of the minimised search space.  The effectiveness 

and efficiency of this technique is dependant on arrange of factors including how the 

values are chosen, how many words are included in the selection, and the techniques 

used for forming solutions.    

 

Chapter 17.2 describes the value selection process and examines three heuristics for 

selecting values: word score, assignment frequency, and assignment frequency + word 

score.  The techniques using assignment frequency operate from information compiled 

during the solution test.  During solution testing, when a solution is formed, the words 

that are used to form solutions are recorded.  The assignment frequency technique 

then chooses words from each domain that were used more frequently to form 

solutions.  Thus the use of this heuristic is dependent on the application of solution 

testing prior to solution priming. 

 

4.3 Exhaustive Search 

An exhaustive search is the act of deterministically traversing the search space.  Whilst 

an optimal solution may have been formed during solution testing or solution priming, 

until the search space has been exhausted there is no way of knowing that solutions 

formed are indeed optimal.  Thus the exhaustive search component is essential to the 

determination of an optimal solution.   

 

This component is made up of a range of techniques that collectively may be classified 

as search techniques.  Search techniques define the size and structure of the 

hypothetical search tree and how it will be traversed.  Chapter 5 describes two holistic 

algorithms, or search engines, for performing an exhaustive tree search.  Chapters 6 to 

9 describe techniques that are used for traversing nodes of the search tree, and 

chapters 10 and 11 describe techniques for constructing the search tree.  An 

introduction to these techniques is presented in the following sections. 

 

Search Engine 

A search engine is defined here as the meta-processes involved in performing a 

search.  At the heart of the search engine lays the traversal approach, which provides 

general guidelines for choosing the order that nodes in the search tree are expanded.  

Examples of established traversal approaches are: breadth first search, depth first 

search, and a range of hybrid approaches including depth first iterative deepening.  
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Chapter 5.1 presents a discussion of these traversal approaches, and specifically the 

depth first search approach that was chosen for performing an exhaustive search.   

 

Chapter 5.2 describes two deterministic search engines that are consistent with the 

depth first search approach.  These are named “Exhaustive Search 1” (X1) and “Leap 

Limiter” (LL).  Both X1 and LL search engines are recursive models based on the 

forward checking paradigm.  They are made up of a range of ancillary search 

techniques as can be seen in the pseudo code for X1 (figure 4.1).   
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FILL_SLOT_X1 (variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                     (Ch.10 Variable Ordering) 

  order values in variables domain                   (Ch.11 Value Ordering) 

  FOR each consistent value in the variables domain DO   

    assign value to variable  

    IF all variables have been instantiated THEN 

      increase solution score by score of value 

      IF solution score > best score found THEN 

        assign solution score to best score found 

        record solution 

      decrease solution score by score of value      

    ELSE 

      filter domains of forward variables            (Ch.6 Domain Maintenance)  

      IF a solution is possible THEN                 (Ch.7 Forward Tracking)     

        increase solution score by score of value 

        IF optimal solution is possible THEN         (Ch.8 Branch & Bound)    

          FILL_SLOT_X1 (Variable_Depth+1) 

        decrease solution score by score of value 

      restore the domains of forward variables       (Ch.6 Domain Maintenance)      

    unassign value from variable 

  return to a prior position in the search           (Ch.9 Backtracking) 

Figure 4.1 Pseudo Code - Exhaustive Search 1 (X1) 

 

From figure 4.1 it can be seen that the search engine is like a holding container for the 

various traversal techniques such as: domain maintenance, forward tracking, branch & 

bound, and backtracking, as well as the construction techniques of variable ordering 

and value ordering.   

 

Traversal Techniques 

The following introduces a variety of search techniques for traversing nodes in a search 

tree.  These techniques are used by the search engines described in this paper 

although their application is not limited to these.      

 

Domain Maintenance 

Central to the implementation of a search engine is the data structure and process of 

maintaining domain information.  Selection of one system of domain maintenance over 

another does not affect the size of the search tree or the number of nodes traversed.  

However the choice of a particular system of domain maintenance will impact on the 

efficiency of the search engine and on the relative efficiency of other search techniques 
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and is therefore an important consideration.  Chapter 6 presents two techniques for 

domain maintenance: “Single-List” (SL) and “Multi-List” (ML).    

 

The SL technique was developed and used in the original implementation provided by 

Geoff Harris.  It uses a single list for each slot to store domain values.  Prior to domain 

filtering SL records the domain count of forward checkable variables.  The filtering 

process shuffles consistent values to the front of the list and then records the new 

domain count.  Domain restoration is achieved by reinstating the previous domain 

count. 

 

The ML technique was developed during this research, and uses a larger data 

structure consisting of multiple lists to store domain values for each slot.  Prior to 

domain filtering a reference to the current list for the domain is recorded.  The filtering 

process copies consistent values from the current list to a new list and then records the 

new list reference.  Domain restoration is achieved by reinstating the reference to the 

prior domain list.   

 

Forward Tracking  

Forward tracking techniques determine whether to expand a currently formed partial 

solution, or to halt expansion and return to a prior position in the search.  Forward 

tracking techniques may be categorised as being either forward checking or back 

checking2.  Chapter 7 provides a description of forward tracking techniques, and 

specifically those based on a system of forward checking, which forms the basis for the 

techniques developed. 

 

Forward checking operates by checking forward constraints to ensure that values exist 

in the domains of forward variables to satisfy these constraints.  If a forward constraint 

cannot be satisfied then a complete and valid solution is not possible and the 

expansion of nodes is halted.  In addition to checking forward constraints, forward 

checking techniques typically filter the domains of forward variables by temporarily 

removing values that are found to be inconsistent with the partial solution formed.  This 

removal of values adds a cost to the checking process; it can however improve 

efficiency by reducing the number of consistency checks required on subsequent 

expansions.  Filtering domains can also improve the effectiveness of the technique. 

 

                                                
2
 Forward checking and back checking, are often described as look-ahead and look-back 

schemes. 
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Forward checking techniques differ as to the number of forward constraints checked, 

the type of checking applied arc consistency or path consistency, and the extent to 

which inconsistencies are filtered from domains.  Chapter 7 presents 11 forward 

checking techniques, all have been implemented with the SL domain maintenance 

system, and 4 of these have also been implemented with the ML system.  Each of 

these techniques varies in their relative effectiveness to reduce the search space, and 

the efficiency that they achieve this reduction.    

 

Branch-and-Bound  

Branch-and-bound (B&B) techniques attempt to improve the search process by 

implicitly searching the solution space and trimming sub-branches when it can be 

determined that completion of a partial solution would produce sub-optimal results.  

Thus B&B attempts to reduce the number of nodes in the search tree that are 

expanded.     

 

Chapter 8 provides a description of the B&B approach and presents 10 B&B 

techniques, BB2 to BB11.  Two additional procedures BB0 and BB1 are also 

described; these are not B&B techniques but are used in place of B&B prior to the 

formation of a solution.  BB2 to BB7 each calculate a bound for the current partition, 

but use different properties to calculate the bound, and thus vary in their effectiveness 

and efficiency.  In each case, if the calculated bound is greater than the best score 

found so far then the search is allowed to progress to the next variable, other wise 

expansion of the current partition is halted.  BB8 to BB11 also calculate a bound for the 

current partition, if the bound is greater than the best score found, then prior to allowing 

search to progress, these B&B techniques use the bound calculation to temporarily 

remove values from the domains of forward variables.  

 

Backtracking  

Backtracking3 involves the process of choosing a prior position in the search tree 

structure to resume the search.  No progress was made towards the development of 

new techniques for performing the backtracking function.  Chapter 9 describes two 

existing techniques used for backtracking, namely: chronological backtracking, and 

conflict directed back jumping.    

 

                                                
3
 The word “backtrack” is sometimes used to describe a search approach; with the term 

backtrack being synonymous with depth first search.  It is also used as the name of a search 
engine that checks the backward constraints of the current variable after each instantiation. 
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Chronological backtracking chooses to return to the last variable instantiated to resume 

the search.  This technique was used throughout the majority of experimentation and 

development of other search techniques.  The second backtracking technique 

experimented with is conflict directed back jumping.  The implementation of this 

technique is based on the backtracking process of the “Forward Check with Conflict-

Directed Back Jumping” algorithm described by Prosser (1993).  During forward 

tracking conflict information is collected and stored.  Upon backtracking the conflict 

information is used to determine an appropriate node in the search tree to resume the 

search from, and thus potentially eliminate large areas of the search space that could 

not contain a solution.  The collection, maintenance, and processing of this information 

however comes at a cost. 

 

Construction Techniques 

The structure of the search tree is defined by the order that variables are instantiated, 

and the order that values are assigned to variables.  The following describes the 

construction techniques of variable ordering and value ordering. 

 

Variable Ordering  

Variable ordering techniques choose the order in which variables are instantiated.  The 

order that variables are instantiated affects the size of the search tree represented by 

the number of nodes contained in it.  Chapter 10 explores several goals for reducing 

search effort.  A range of established and new heuristics designed to target these goals 

is then reviewed.  In addition to the availability of the variable order to be read from a 

manually compiled input file a range of automated techniques, based on the described 

heuristics, are presented. 

 

The choice of the first variable to instantiate is made prior to performing a search, thus 

heuristics for choosing the primary variable are necessarily based on information 

available prior to search.  Section 10.4 presents several techniques for choosing the 

primary variable.  Each of these techniques may be differentiated by the information 

used by the heuristic and the goals targeted. The automated techniques presented are: 

intersection count + path length, domain count, expected placements, intersection 

count + domain count, constraint density, and degree of separation + domain count.  

Having chosen a primary variable the application allows for the choice of different 

heuristics to be used for the ordering of subsequent variables.    

 

Section 10.5 presents several static techniques that define the order of variable 

instantiation prior to traversal of the search space.  The techniques presented are: path 
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length + intersection count, domain count, smallest alternatives, smallest expected 

placements, domain count + intersection count, degree of separation + domain count, 

constraint density 1, and constraint density 2.  

 

Section 10.6 presents dynamic variable ordering techniques that choose the next 

variable to be instantiated as nodes in the search tree are traversed.  The benefit of 

using a dynamic approach is that, as domains are reduced during the forward checking 

and domain filtering process, domain information can potentially be used to more 

effectively target goals.  However dynamic techniques are more expensive to process 

than static techniques, as the process needs to be performed with the instantiation of 

each variable.  The dynamic variable ordering techniques presented are: domain count, 

intersecting domain count, connected domain count, connected domain count + 

intersection count, connected domain count + forward intersection count, connected 

assignment probability, connected expected placements, and connected score.   

 

Value Ordering 

Value ordering techniques choose the order that values are assigned to variables.  The 

order that values are chosen affects the structure of the search tree but not its size.  

For combinatorial problems the order that values are chosen can improve the 

probability of forming a solution sooner, and thus reduce the number of nodes 

traversed to locate a solution.  For optimisation problems such as Go-Words the order 

that values are chosen will affect the timing of solutions.  Due to the nature of the 

branch & bound technique to trim the search space, the production of high scoring 

solutions earlier can reduce the overall search time.   

 

Chapter 11 presents several value ordering techniques namely: as is, largest 

intersecting domains, assignment frequency, random, lexicon position, word score, and 

word score + score of intersecting letters.  The “as is” technique simply places words in 

the order that they are found in domains.  Largest intersecting domains was 

implemented for the solution testing component and attempts to improve the probability 

of forming a solution by choosing a word that least restricts the domains of intersecting 

variables.  Assignment frequency records words that are used to form solutions during 

solution testing and then on subsequent attempts to form solutions orders values 

based on their prior assignment frequency.  Random ordering uses a random 

generator to order values; it is used predominantly within solution priming and solution 

testing.  The lexicon position technique orders values by the position of the value in the 

lexicon, which is ordered by word score.  The word score technique orders words 

according to their score from highest to lowest.  Finally word score + score of 
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intersecting letters orders words by word score and then within a word score, by the 

sum of the letters found in the intersecting positions of the slot.  

 

The lexicon ordering technique was implemented for the purpose of benchmarking.  As 

multiple words possess the same word score, when word score is used for value 

ordering, the order that words appear in the domain is dependant on the score of each 

word and the prior ordering of the domain.  This posed problems for comparing other 

categories of search technique.  The lexicon ordering technique although slightly more 

costly to process than word score provides a better means of comparing techniques as 

it can be assured that repeated tests of various techniques will always place the same 

words in the same order.  Thus the lexicon ordering technique is used extensively in 

empirical testing.  
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Chapter 5 - Exhaustive Search Engines 

 

This chapter describes search engines for performing an exhaustive search of a tree.  

A search engine may be viewed as a meta-algorithm defining the processes involved in 

structuring and traversing the search tree.  It provides a shell that specifies the order 

that various sub-algorithms such as variable ordering, forward tracking, and branch-

and-bound operate.  Just as a search engine must be considered within the wider 

context of the holistic approach for solving a problem, the search techniques, such as 

branch-and-bound must be considered within the context of the search engine used.  

As such this chapter provides an overview of the processes involved in performing an 

exhaustive search. 

 

Logically the structure of the search tree needs to be defined before it can be 

traversed.  Although the concepts of construction and traversal should be considered in 

tandem, the research process was to develop traversal techniques and then to 

consider construction techniques that were conducive to these traversal techniques.  

Section 5.1 describes several traversal techniques and specifically the Depth First 

Search approach that was chosen for traversing nodes. 

 

It should be noted that many papers define a search engine/algorithm by the degree of 

forward checking, and level of backtracking employed.  For example Prosser (Prosser, 

1993) compares various search algorithms such as “Back Marking”, “Forward 

Checking”, and “Forward Checking with Conflict-directed Back Jumping”.  However 

many variants of these algorithms are possible whilst still maintaining the same degree 

of forward checking, and backtracking.  For example the structure of the “Forward 

Checking” algorithm described by Prosser (1993) differs significantly from that of the 

“Forward Checking” algorithm of Haralick and Elliott (1980), despite maintaining similar 

degrees of forward checking and backtracking.  Most importantly implementations 

based on these variants are likely to provide differing costs and benefits and thus are 

potentially suited to different problems. 

 

During this research several search engines were considered and various 

implementations of these experimented with.  Section 5.2 presents 2 search engines 

that were considered to be the best of the variants attempted.  Section 5.2.1 presents a 

meta-algorithm for performing an optimised exhaustive search.  This meta-algorithm is 

applicable to, and implemented with many of the search techniques described in 
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chapters 7 to 10.  Section 5.2.2 presents an alternate exhaustive search engine that 

utilises redundancy theory to limit the number of nodes that need to be traversed.   

 

Section 5.3 presents a reduction technique that can optionally be used by the two 

search engines.  This reduction technique incorporates an arc consistency test to 

progressively reduce the size of the search tree as partitions in it are exhausted.  

 

5.1 Traversal Techniques 

This section describes approaches for deterministically traversing nodes of a search 

tree.  A deterministic approach, sometimes referred to as a complete approach, is an 

approach that is guaranteed to exhaust the search space of a problem and hence 

determine an optimal solution.  Within the grouping of deterministic approaches exist 

two base approaches, Breadth First Search (BFS), and Depth First Search (DFS), that 

sit at opposing ends of the spectrum.  In between these base approaches lay a range 

of hybrid approaches that combine aspects of both base approaches to varying 

degrees. 

  

5.1.1 Breadth First Search 

Breadth first search, sometimes referred to as a level order traversal, is an approach 

that expands node siblings prior to its children.  A BFS algorithm is any search 

algorithm that expands nodes siblings prior to its children.   

 

Black (2007) provides a formal definition of a BFS algorithm:  

“Any search algorithm that considers neighbors of a vertex, that is, outgoing 

edges of the vertex's predecessor in the search, before any outgoing edges 

of the vertex.” 

 

Although many BFS algorithms exist, it is generally accepted that the implementation of 

these algorithms for problems such as Go-Words is prohibitive, due to the memory 

requirements (see eg. Korf, 1985).   

 

5.1.2 Depth First Search 

Depth first search, sometimes referred to as backtrack approach, is an approach that 

expands node children prior to its siblings.  A DFS algorithm is any search algorithm 

that expands node children prior to its siblings.   
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Black (2008) provides a formal definition of a DFS algorithm as:  

“Any search algorithm that considers outgoing edges (children) of a vertex 

before any of the vertex’s siblings, that is, outgoing edges of the vertex's 

predecessor in the search.” 

 

A misconception that appears frequently in the literature is the concept of the DFS 

algorithm that is seemingly so well known that its description is unwarranted.  For 

example, Jónsson & Ginsberg (1993:1), compare DFS along with other “algorithms” by 

empirical trial.  In relation to DFS they state: 

 

“The only issue concerning the implementation of depth first search is what 

heuristics to use.  The possible uses of heuristics are how to choose the next 

variable and how to choose the next value for that variable.” 

 

The choice of variable and value ordering are decisions related to the construction of 

the search tree.  It should be evident that how the tree is constructed is not an issue 

directly related to the implementation of any traversal approach including DFS.  By their 

synopsis this would leave no issues relating to the implementation of DFS.  They then 

compare the efficiency of an implementation based on DFS with implementations of 

other “algorithms”.  Ironically, one of these, an implementation of the “Dynamic 

Backtracking” algorithm is consistent with the DFS approach.  The fact is there exists 

many algorithms that are consistent with a DFS approach, and a range of issues 

relating to the design of these algorithms and implementations.   

 

Perhaps the biggest criticism of the DFS approach is that it can take an infinite amount 

of time to find a solution.  For problems with a finite search this is not the case, 

however the potential for DFS to take large amounts of time searching a partition 

without locating a solution, let alone a good one, still remains.  For example on one of 

the early trials of the solution testing technique, which was based on the DFS 

approach, a trial took 23 days without locating a solution, before the decision was 

made to terminate the test.  Exhaustion of the search space for this puzzle typically 

takes under an hour.  Although this occurred during solution testing the potential of this 

occurring during an exhaustive search most certainly exists.   

 

If a single traversal technique had to be chosen for solving a problem, then the above 

criticism of DFS would be a major factor in the decision process.  However within an 

overall approach there is no restriction to use a single technique.  By utilising 
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nondeterministic traversal techniques for solution testing and solution priming, the 

probability that DFS will encounter such problems during an exhaustive search can be 

greatly reduced.  Equipped with an adequate bound, B&B will lower the effective 

branch depth thus implicitly trimming the search space and significantly reduce the cost 

of travelling down a poor path.  Nonetheless this is a potential problem of DFS node 

traversal that was an impetus for development of the evaluation model (Part 3).   

 

Despite the potential problems associated with DFS, it was chosen as the technique for 

exhaustively traversing nodes of the search tree.  It was chosen, as algorithms and 

implementations based on this approach, were perceived to offer the most efficient 

means of traversing the search tree for an instance of the weighted crossword problem. 

 

5.1.3 Hybrids 

Basically at any point in the search the option exists to expand a node’s siblings, its 

children, or return to a previously expanded parent in the tree and start the decision 

process again.  Thus from the base approaches a seemingly endless array of hybrid 

approaches may be defined emphasising each base approach to a certain degree.  

One such hybrid approach is “depth-first iterative-deepening” (DFID).   

 

DFID is an iterative approach.  It operates by expanding a node’s children to a 

specified depth, then terminates the search, and expands the children of its siblings to 

a specified depth.  The depth is then increased and the process repeated.  For 

problems such as shortest path the completeness of the approach is dependant on the 

branch depth being increased by one on each iteration. 

 

DFID can be classified as a non-systematic approach due to its repeated expansion of 

nodes up to a depth of d.  Despite this seemingly inefficient repetition of revisiting 

previously expanded nodes, Korf (1985: 101-103) offers a proof that a DFID algorithm 

is “asymptotically optimal among brute-force tree searches in time, space, and length 

of solution”.  The benefits of DFID are that algorithms based on this approach do not 

suffer from the space complexity of algorithms based on BFS, or the potential of DFS 

travelling down an infinite tree and never locating a solution.  

 

Korf’s proof presumes that no information other than the initial state, the operators of 

the space, and the conditions for defining a solution are known.  Thus given a search 

problem, where no other information was known, DFID would be the best choice.  For 

specific problems where further knowledge is known, DFID is not necessarily optimal.   
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In the case of weighted crossword optimisation other information is known.  Each 

problem instance has a finite number of word slots and a finite lexicon, and hence a 

finite search space.  Having defined the variables of the problem as words slots, the 

search tree has a maximum branch depth equal to the number of word slots.  It is also 

known that all solutions exist at the maximum branch depth (presuming that a solution 

exists).   

 

Given this information it can be seen that DFID would fail to locate a solution until its 

final iteration at the maximum depth and thus all prior iterations are wasted effort.  Thus 

for GW with a known maximum branch depth, DFID will expand more nodes than DFS.   

  

5.2 Search Engines 

This section presents the search engines used for performing an exhaustive search.  A 

search engine describes the processes involved in constructing the hypothetical search 

tree and the processes involved in traversing nodes of the search tree.  This section 

presents two search engines named “Exhaustive Search 1” (X1) and “Leap Limiter” 

(LL).  These two engines are described in subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively.  

The remainder of this section describes the overall approach and processes shared by 

both engines. 

 

When considering a tree structure for the Go-Words problem a blank grid represents 

the root of the tree.  Nodes at a branch depth of 1 in the tree are represented by values 

that can be assigned to the first variable chosen.  Nodes at the second level represent 

values that can be assigned to the second variable, and so on.   

 

From the root node it is possible to implement a single recursive procedure for 

structuring and traversing the search space.  Indeed the original implementation 

provided by Geoff Harris (personal contact) did just that.  The approach presented here 

however uses three levels of processing. 

 

1. The first process, partitions the tree into a forest of smaller trees, with each 

partition rooted by the primary variable chosen, and a value from the domain of 

the primary variable.   

2. The second process initiates the search of a partition by assigning the chosen 

value to the primary variable and filtering the domains of forward variables.   
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3. The third process recursively expands the children of the root node.   

 

The third process could potentially be used independently to search the entire tree by 

passing the blank grid as the root node.  The first and second processes although 

unneeded were found to be useful.  The first two processing levels were initially 

created for: reporting purposes, to minimise the amount of repetitive code required to 

implement many techniques within the one framework, and to allow the processes 

involved in searching a partition to be used by the solution priming techniques.  

However this separation of processes also allows for different techniques to be used 

for instantiation of the first variable from those used for instantiating other variables.  

This is important as the amount of information available at the time of instantiating the 

first variable differs from that available when instantiating other variables.  It also allows 

for different value ordering techniques to be used for the domain of the primary 

variable. 

 

The difference between the X1 and LL search engines is in the application of the third 

process of recursively expanding the child nodes within the partition.  Both the X1 and 

LL search engines share the same procedures for performing the first two processes.       

 

The following describes the first process of selecting the primary variable and 

partitioning the search space.  The implementation is presented in figure 5.1 below.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Tree_DFS; 

var domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(IesSearch); 

      Display_Search_Started; 

      Score:=0; 

      with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         Display_Search_Word_Started(PrimarySlot,domainPos,True); 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 5.1 Implementation – Search Tree DFS 

 

Line 6 calls the procedure “Assign Search Techniques” and passes details of which 

techniques to use, such as the system of: domain maintenance, forward tracking, 

backtracking, branch-and-bound, primary variable selection, variable ordering, and 

value ordering.  In assigning the desired search techniques to use the first variable 
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chosen to be instantiated, is assigned to the global “PrimarySlot” variable, and values 

are ordered in the domain of this variable.  Line 8 sets the score to zero.  Line 10 

initialises a loop to traverse all values in the domain of the primary slot.  Search 

Partition (line 15) is a method pointer to a procedure selected in the assign search 

techniques for searching a partition.  The search partition procedure is passed the 

domain position of the value rooting the partition.     

   

The second process, that of initiating the search of a partition, instantiates the primary 

variable with the domain value passed to it, and then filters the domains of forward 

variables before calling the third process for searching child nodes.  Having executed 

the search of a partition it restores domains and removes the value from the primary 

variable.  The implementation of this process is dependant on the domain 

maintenance, forward tracking, and backtracking techniques used, thus many 

implementations exist for this second process within the test bed application.  The 

fundamental processes employed by these implementations however is the same and 

presented in figure 5.2.   
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SEARCH_PARTITION (domain_position) 

  update slot order with Primary Slot 

  assign value to the primary variable  

  record forward domains 

  IF assignment is consistent with forward variables THEN    

    increase solution score by score of value 

    FILL_SLOT(2) 

    decrease solution score by score of value 

  restore domains of forward variables                    

  remove value assignment to variable 

   

Figure 5.2 Pseudo Code – Search Partition 

 

The search partition procedure is passed the domain position of the word rooting the 

partition.  Line 2 updates the slot order table placing the primary slot in the first 

position.  This is to provide forward checking techniques a reference to forward slots 

when using dynamic variable ordering techniques.  Line 3 assigns the word to the slot.  

Line 4 records the domains of forward word slots, this process will differ dependent on 

the domain maintenance and forward checking techniques used.  Line 5 performs the 

forward checking function and filters the domains of forward slots.  If forward checking 

completes successfully then the score is updated (line 6) and the third process “Fill 

Slot” is called being passed the value of 2, being the branch depth of the slot to be 

filled next.  Having returned from searching all child nodes of the partition, the domains 

of forward variables are restored to their original state (line 9).  Again, this restoration 

process is dependent on the domain maintenance and forward checking techniques 

used.  Finally the word is unassigned from the primary slot (line 10).  Note that the 
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second process does not invoke B&B. From experimentation B&B was observed to be 

completely ineffective after placing only one word in the grid, even when the priming 

score equalled the optimal score for each of the test bed puzzles.  B&B was also 

omitted from the search partition procedure to allow search techniques used for 

solution testing to be used. 

 

For illustrative purposes figure 5.3 presents the implementation of this process with ML 

domain maintenance, FC1 to FC4 forward tracking, and Chronological backtracking 

techniques.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Partition_ML_Intersecting(domainPos:Cardinal); 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Slot_Order_Update(1,PrimarySlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if Domain_Filter(1) then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         Search_Fill_Slot(2); 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:=0; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 5.3 Implementation – Search Partition ML Intersecting 

 

The implementation presented in figure 5.3 instantiates the primary variable with a 

value passed to the procedure.  Line 4 updates the slot order table shifting the primary 

slot to the first position, this allows dynamic variable ordering techniques and B&B a 

reference to forward slots.   Lines 7 to 9 Instantiate the slot and mark the status of the 

word as used.  The “Used” array is utilised by the FC1 to VC4 forward checking 

techniques, and by B&B.  The node count variable (line 10) and its increment are used 

by the node limited search engines and are not required by the X1 or LL exhaustive 

search engines.  Line 11 calls the filter domains procedure that performs a forward 

check and filters the domains of intersecting variables.  If forward checking is 

successful then the solution score is increased (Line 13).  Line 14 calls “Search Fill 

Slot”, which is a method pointer to the chosen procedure for recursively traversing the 

remaining child nodes of the partition.  Upon returning the process of removing the 

assignment of the word from the slot begins.  Line 15 decreases the solution score.  

Lines 17 & 18 restore the domains of intersecting variables by resetting the filter count 

to zero.  Line 19 marks the slot as unfilled.  Line 20 changes the status of the word to 
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unused.  All search engines implementing ML domain maintenance use this procedure 

for instantiating the primary slot. 

 

Note: the recording of domains that occurs in the pseudo code above (Figure 5.2 Line 

4) is implemented when using the SL system of domain maintenance.  As all domains 

will be unfiltered prior to filling the primary slot there is no need for the ML system to 

record the filter count of intersecting slots prior to filtering.    

 

5.2.1 Exhaustive Search 1 

This section describes the “Exhaustive Search 1” (X1) search engine in relation 

to the processes involved in searching the child nodes of a partition.  Like the 

second process of initiating the search of a partition, the implementation of this 

third process is dependant on the domain maintenance, forward checking, and 

backtracking techniques used.  These specific implementations are presented 

in following chapters.  This section describes the general processes used by all 

techniques implementing the X1 search engine. 

 

The pseudo code for the X1 search engine is presented in figure 5.4. 
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FILL_SLOT_X1(variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain                      

  FOR each consistent value in variables domain DO  

    assign value to variable  

    IF all variables have been instantiated THEN 

      increase solution score by score of value 

      IF solution score > best score found THEN 

        assign solution score to best score found 

        record solution 

      decrease solution score by score of value      

    ELSE 

      record forward domains 

      IF assignment is consistent with forward variables THEN    

        increase solution score by score of value 

        IF formation of an optimal solution is possible THEN     

          FILL_SLOT_X1(variable_depth+1) 

        decrease solution score by score of value 

      restore domains of forward variables                    

    remove value assignment to variable 

  return to a prior position in the search 

Figure 5.4 Pseudo code – Fill Slot X1 

 

The meta-algorithm presented in figure 5.4 is a recursive model consistent with the 

DFS traversal approach.  The fill slot procedure is passed the branch or variable depth 

of the next slot to be filled.  Line 2 chooses what slot to fill next and updates the slot 

order table.  Line 3 sorts the words in the domain of the slot to be filled.  Line 4 initiates 
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a loop to traverse all words in the chosen slots domain.  Line 5 assigns the word to the 

slot.  If all slots have been filled (line 6) then the solution score is increased by the 

score of the placed word (line 7).  If the solution score is greater than the best score 

found thus far (line 8) then the solution is recorded and the best score found updated 

(lines 9 & 10).  The solution score is then decreased in preparation for the next value 

(line 11).  If all slots have not been filled then the domains of forward slots are recorded 

(line 13).  The implementation of this will differ dependant on the system of domain 

maintenance and forward tracking used.  A forward check is then performed to remove 

inconsistent values form the domains of forward variables (line 14).  If values remain in 

the domains of all forward variables then the assignment is consistent.  Line 15 

increases the solution score by the score of the assigned word.  Line 16 invokes B&B 

to check that the partial solution could potentially lead to a solution better than the best 

solution found thus far.  If a better solution is possible, then the search progresses to 

the next slot (line 17).  Upon returning from filling child slots, or if B&B failed, the 

solution score is reduced (line 18).  The domains of forward slots are then restored to 

their original state (Line 19).  The word is then removed from the slot (line 20).  Finally 

a slot higher in the tree is chosen to resume the search from (line 21).  In the case of 

chronological backtracking this is simply the last slot filled, if using conflict-directed 

backjumping then this is quite a lengthy process (see chapter 5).    

 

The effectiveness of this engine, i.e. its ability to exhaust the search space, is 

dependant on the correctness of its domain filtering, bound calculation, and 

backtracking techniques.  Given a correct implementation of these techniques, the 

model will complete a search and determine an optimal solution for a problem, or 

determine that no solution exists. 

 

For illustrative purposes the implementation of the X1’s fill slot procedure with ML 

domain Maintenance, FC1-4 forward checking, and Chronological Backtracking is 

presented in figure 5.5.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator. Search_Fill_Slot_X1_ML_Intersecting 

(slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var tempFilters: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 
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      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         tempFilters[anIntersection]:= 

            Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_ML_Intersecting(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:= 

            tempFilters[anIntersection]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 5.5 Implementation – Fill Slot X1 ML Intersecting 

 

1 The procedure is called being passed the variable depth of the slot to be filled. 

2 Local variable declarations; the “tempFilters” array is used for storing the filter 

count of variables prior to forward checking and filtering.  The size and nature of 

this array varies dependant on the method of domain filtering and forward 

checking; in this case as only intersecting slots are filtered the size of the array 

need only be the size of the maximum number of intersections for a slot.  

Variable “aSlot” is used for storing a unique identifier of the slot being filled, 

“anIntersection”, and “domainPos” are counters used for iterating through 

intersecting slots and words in the domain respectively. 

4 The call to Application.ProcessMessages is a procedure that effectively tells the 

operating system to check for and respond to user events.  This is not required 

and degrades the efficiency of this procedure.  The reason for its inclusion is to 

allow the user the ability to terminate the search cleanly.  For the large test bed 

problems this was seen as a necessary feature.   

5 The choice of which slot to fill is determined by a call to the variable ordering 

function pointed to by Slot_OrderNext, this returns the slot ID of the slot to 

instantiate and assigns it to the variable “aSlot” (see Chapter 10 Variable 

Ordering).   

6 Sorts the words in the domain dependant on the method pointed to by 

“Sort_Domain” (see Chapter 11 for Value Ordering). 
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8 Initiates a loop to process all words in the domain of the slot. 

9 Checks that the word to be placed has not been used.  This is achieved by 

checking the status of the word in the Used array.  This check is specific to the 

forward checking techniques that do not filter used words from domains (see 

Chapter 7 Forward Tracking).  The “Generate” variable allows stopping of the 

search by the user. 

11 The WordID is assigned to the WordUsed property of the slot. 

12 The status of the word in the Used array is set to true. 

13 The status of the slot is set to Filled. 

14 If all slots in the grid have been filled then process the solution (lines 16-24). 

16 The solution score is increased by the score of the word assigned. 

17 If the solution score is greater than the best score found then 

19 If this is the first solution found then 

20 Set the B&B technique to be used  (see chapter 8 Branch and Bound). 

21 Update the score to seek with the solution score 

22 Display Current High Score writes the solution to the solution file. 

24 Decrease the solution score as part of the process of removing the word from 

the slot, and preparing for the next placement. 

26 Else, if there are more slots are to be filled then 

28 For each slot intersecting with the current slot 

29 Record the filter count of the intersecting slot in the tempFilters array. 

30 Perform a forward check of variables and remove inconsistent values from the 

domain of these variables (see chapter 7 Forward Tracking).  If forward 

checking is successful then 

32 Increase the solution score by the word score. 

33 Check that the partial solution formed could potentially lead to a higher scoring 

solution than currently found (see Chapter 8 Branch and Bound).  If a higher 

scoring solution is possible then 

34 Fill the next slot 

35 Starts the process of removing the word from the slot, firstly decrease the 

solution score as part of the process of removing the word from the slot, and 

preparing for the next placement. 

37 Restore the domains of filtered slots, for each intersecting slot do 

38 Reinstate the filter count from those stored previously (see chapter 6 Domain 

Maintenance). 

40 Set the status of the slot to unfilled. 

41 Set the status of the word to unused. 
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5.2.2 Leap Limiter 

This section describes an alternate search engine that utilises redundancy theory 

(Chapter 16) as a propagation technique to limit the number of nodes that need to be 

traversed during a search.  Incorporation of this technique into the search process 

necessitates modification of the meta-algorithm described in the prior section and is 

thus a new search engine.   

 

During an optimised exhaustive search it was observed that when words in a domain 

are ordered by word score, that only a specific number of words from a domain could 

potentially form an optimal solution.  Lower scoring words from the domain were either, 

incapable of forming an optimal solution, or forming one better than another word from 

the domain, and thus redundant.  It was determined that when domains are ordered by 

word score the maximum number of words from a domain that need to be assigned 

can be calculated as: 

  

Maximum Number of Word Assignments Required = Number of unfilled slots * Number 

of possible insertions (characters) in the intersecting cell ^ number of unfilled 

intersecting cells in the slot 

 

Other information, such as knowledge of domain values (see especially Chapter 16.2), 

may further limit the number of assignments that are actually required.  It should be 

observed that this formula is applicable to both partially filled and empty grids.  Thus 

this formula is also used as a consistency pre-process to permanently remove words 

prior to search.  Here it is used as a constraint propagation technique to limit the 

placement of words during a search.  It should also be noted that the formula specifies 

the maximum number of words, being an upper limit on the number of assignments 

required.  In many circumstances the actual number of words requiring assignment will 

be less than this maximum.  In certain circumstances it is possible to use the 

redundancy principles to further limit the maximum number of assignments necessary.  

 

For the test bed puzzles the size and complexity of the lexicon and the size of the grid 

meant that this technique was probably only useful for slots that are fully constrained.  

Given a larger lexicon, or a smaller character set this limit may be useful for 

unconstrained or partially constrained slots.  In the case where a slot becomes fully 

constrained, the number of unfilled intersecting cells in the slot is zero, and the number 
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of characters in the intersecting cell is zero, thus the maximum number of assignments 

required in a fully constrained slot is equal to the number of unfilled slots in the grid.  

 

Despite its potential applicability to unconstrained or partially constrained slots, this 

technique was only implemented for fully constrained slots.  The meta-algorithm for the 

leap limiter search engine is presented in figure 5.6. 
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FILL_SLOT_LL (variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain by word score                               

  IF slot is fully constrained THEN 

    Set number of attempts equal to number of unfilled slots 

    FOR top scoring attempts of unused words in domain DO  

      assign value to variable  

      increase solution score by score of value 

      IF all variables have been instantiated THEN 

        IF solution score > best score found THEN 

          assign solution score to best score found 

          record solution 

      ELSE 

        IF calculated bound > best score found THEN     

          INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

      decrease solution score by score of value 

      remove value assignment to variable 

  ELSE 

    FOR each unused word in variables domain DO  

    assign value to variable  

    record intersecting domains               

    IF value assignment is consistent THEN    

      increase solution score by score of value 

      IF calculated bound > best score found THEN             

        INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

      decrease solution score by score of value 

    restore domains of intersecting variables                

    remove value assignment to variable 

  return to a prior position in the search     

Figure 5.6 Pseudo Code for the Leap Limiter Search engine 

 

Inspection of the meta-algorithm reveals several changes from the X1 engine 

described in section 5.2.1.  The first change is on line 3 where the order that values are 

placed must be primarily by word score, secondary degrees of ordering words within a 

particular word score are not important.  The core function of the leap limiter is 

performed on lines 4,5 & 6.  These lines check if a slot is fully constrained, calculate 

the number of unfilled slots including the current slot being filled, and limit the number 

of word placements to the number of unfilled slots.  It should be noted that the final slot 

to be filled is always fully constrained.  If a slot is not constrained then the search 

behaves much like that of the X1 search engine.   

 

The algorithm presented in figure 5.6 has been optimised for use with the forward 

checking techniques FC1 to FC4 that filter slots intersecting with the current variable 

(chapter 7).  In cases where a slot is fully constrained there are no intersecting slots to 

filter.  As can be seen from the code above, filtering of intersecting domains (line 21 & 
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22) and removal of the filter (line 27) only takes place when a slot is not fully 

constrained.  Whilst leap limiting could be utilised with other methods of forward 

checking, the above structure would need to be modified.  This however has not been 

attempted, and the leap limiter search engine has only been implemented with the ML 

domain maintenance system, FC1 to FC4 forward checking, and Chronological 

backtracking techniques.  The implementation of the Leap Limiter search engine is 

presented in figure 5.7. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator. Search_Fill_Slot_XLL_ML_Intersecting 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var tempFilters: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, nAttempts, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   if IntersectionCount=FilterCount then 

   begin 

      nAttempts:=SlotCount-slotOrderPos+1; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]])  

         and (nAttempts>0) and Generate then 

      begin 

         Dec(nAttempts); 

         WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

         Filled:=True; 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

         begin 

            if Score>ScoreToSeek then 

            begin 

               if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

               Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

               ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

               Display_Current_High_Score; 

            end; 

         end 

         else 

         if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

         Search_Fill_Slot_XLL_MDF_FIV(slotOrderPos+1); 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         Filled:=False; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

      end; 

   end 

   else 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      tempFilters[anIntersection]:= 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount; 

      if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

         Search_Fill_Slot_XLL_ML_Intersecting (slotOrderPos+1); 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:= 

         tempFilters[anIntersection]; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 
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Figure 5.7 Implementation – Search Fill Slot XLL ML Intersecting  

 

1 The procedure (figure 3.18) is passed the slot order position or branch depth of 

the slot to be instantiated. 

5 The next slot to be filled is chosen and assigned to the “aSlot” variable. 

7 A check is performed if “aSlot” is fully constrained (all intersecting slots have 

been filled). 

9 If fully constrained, the maximum number of words from the domain that could 

potentially be used to form an optimal solution is calculated.  This maximum is 

equal to the number of unfilled slots in the grid, and assigned to the “nAttempts” 

variable. 

10 A loop is initiated to process all values in the domain.  

11 A value is only processed if it is unused and one of the top unused “nAttempts” 

scoring words.  The check that a word has not been used is specific to the FIV 

forward checking technique. 

13 The variable nAttempts is decremented. 

14 The variable is instantiated by updating the “WordUsed” property of the slot with 

a word. 

15 The word assigned to the slot is marked as used. 

16 The status of the slot is changed to filled.  

17 The solution score is increased by the word score. 

18 The slot order position is checked against the slot count to establish if a solution 

has been formed.  

20 If the solution score is greater than solutions found thus far then the solution is 

recorded. 

22 Checks if the formed solution is the first.  

23 If the solution is the first one formed then the B&B technique is activated. 

24 The best score found thus far is updated with the solution score. 

25 The solution found is output to screen and file. 

28 Else, a solution has not been found 

29 B&B, checks if the partial solution formed could lead to a solution better than 

one previously found. 

30 If B&B returns true then the next slot is processed by a recursive call to the 

procedure 

31 If B&B returns false, or having returned from expanding child nodes, the process 

of removing the placed word begins.  The solution score is reduced by the word 

score. 
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32 The status of the slot is set to unfilled. 

33 The status of the word is set to unused. 

36 Else, the slot is not fully constrained. 

37 A loop is initiated to process al words in the slots domain. 

38 A check is performed to ensure the word has not been used. 

40 The variable is instantiated by updating the “WordUsed” property of the slot with 

a word. 

41 The word assigned to the slot is marked as used. 

42 The status of the slot is changed to filled. 

43 A loop is initiated to process all slots intersecting with the current slot 

44 The Filter Count of intersecting slots is stored in the “tempFilters” array. 

45 A forward Check is initiated to remove inconsistent values from domains and 

ensure that all intersecting slots have a value that can potentially be placed. 

47 If forward checking returns true then the solution score is increased by the word 

score. 

48 B&B, checks if the partial solution formed could lead to a solution better than 

one previously found. 

49 If B&B returns true then the next slot is processed by a recursive call to the 

procedure 

50 If B&B returns false, or having returned from expanding child nodes, the process 

of removing the placed word begins.  The solution score is reduced by the word 

score. 

52 The domains of filtered slots are restored. A loop is initiated to process all slots 

intersecting with the current slot. 

53 The filter count of intersecting slots is restored form the “tempFilters” array. 

54 The status of the slot is set to unfilled. 

55 The status of the word is set to unused. 

 

The completeness of the Leap Limiter search engine is dependant on values being 

ordered by word score.  As word score is a static value ordering technique that can be 

determined prior to search, and as ML retains the order of values during search, all 

values in the domains of variables are sorted prior to search.  Thus the implementation 

above does not include value ordering.   

 

Note: The name leap limiter was derived from the application of redundancy principles 

to fully constrained slots.  When all intersecting cells of a slot have been filled, the 

variable ordering technique is forced to “leap” to a non-intersecting slot.  The use of this 

technique helps limit the cost associated with the leap. 
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The LL search engine traverses fewer nodes than X1.  However the act of testing 

whether a slot is fully constrained introduces an additional cost with the traversal of 

each branch.  The efficiency of this search engine is largely dependant on the size of 

the lexicon, tending to favour large domain sizes where it can limit more placements.  It 

is also influenced by the geometry of the grid, as certain geometries like that found in 

GW3, require the variable order to leap several times in order to fill all slots in the grid, 

irrespective of the variable ordering technique used.  It is also affected by the heuristics 

employed in variable ordering, some heuristics have a tendency to cause large 

amounts of leaping, on the other hand techniques such as longest path (Chapter 

10.5.1) were specifically designed to reduce the amount of leaping.  Finally, the 

effectiveness of the branch and bound technique to reduce branch depth is an 

important factor.  As the bound becomes more effective, the leap limiter is likely to be 

less effective, as leaping is more likely to occur lower in the search tree, and at depths 

which will often be trimmed by the bounding technique.   

 

5.3 Reduction Technique  

It was recognised that once a partition had been exhausted that the word rooting the 

partition could be removed from the domain.  This removal could potentially cause 

values from other domains to no longer be consistent, and be identified as such by 

application of an arc consistency test.  Whilst the removal of these new inconsistencies 

will not necessarily reduce the number of nodes traversed, as forward checking is likely 

to eliminate these nodes, their removal does speed the forward checking process by 

reducing the number of consistency checks performed.  The removal of these 

inconsistencies could also have a positive effect on variable ordering and the bound 

calculation.  Thus the reduction option was added to the application to perform an arc 

consistency test at the exhaustion of each partition.  As an alternative to the “Search 

Tree DFS” procedure above the “Search Tree DFS Reducing” procedure (Figure 5.8) is 

used when the reducing option is enabled. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Tree_DFS_Reducing; 

var domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(IesSearch); 

      Display_Search_Started; 

      Score:=0; 

      with Slot[StartingSlot] do 

      while (DomainCount[0]>0) and Generate do 

      begin 

         Display_Search_Word_Started(StartingSlot,domainPos,True); 

         DArcFailed:=0;                                             
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         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         Search_Partition(1); 

         if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

         for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

         Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:= 

            Domains[FilterCount,domainPos+1]; 

         Dec(DomainCount[FilterCount]); 

         if DomainCount[FilterCount]>0 then 

         Arc_Consistency(True); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 5.8 Implementation – Search Tree DFS Reducing 

 

The following describes the implementation of the “Search Tree DFS Reducing” 

procedure.  Line 6 assigns the relevant search techniques and specifies a primary slot.  

Line 8 initialises the score to zero.  Line 10 sets up a while loop that terminates when 

the domain of the primary slot is empty.  The assignment on line 13 is for reporting 

purposes only.  Line 15 searches the partition rooted by the primary slot and the first 

value in the slots domain.  Lines 16 to 19 remove the value from the domain and 

shuffle remaining values in the domain to the front of the array.  Line 22 performs an 

arc consistency test.   
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Chapter 6 - Domain Maintenance 

This chapter describes techniques that are classified here as domain maintenance 

systems.  Domain maintenance systems describe the data structure used to maintain 

domain information and the processes involved in domain filtering and domain 

restoration.  Section 6.1 provides an introduction to domain maintenance and outlines 

several techniques found in the literature.  Section 6.2 describes the “Single-List” 

domain maintenance system (SL).  Section 6.3 presents an alternate system Multi-List 

domain maintenance (ML).    

 

6.1 Introduction and Prior Research 

This section describes domain maintenance techniques and provides several examples 

of alternate techniques found in the literature.  Domain maintenance refers to the 

processes involved in filtering the domains of forward variables as the search 

progresses and restoring these domains upon backtracking.  As domain maintenance 

is often carried out within the procedures for forward tracking and backtracking it is 

often overlooked as a technique.  However a system of domain maintenance can 

support many degrees of forward tracking and backtracking.  The reason that domain 

maintenance is important is that it affects the relative efficiency of forward tracking, 

backtracking, and branch-and-bound techniques.     

 

This research and indeed this chapter is concerned with what may be classified as 

dynamic domain maintenance techniques.  Dynamic domain maintenance techniques 

maintain domain lists that are filtered and restored during the search process.  This is 

opposed to static domain maintenance techniques that compile filtered domain lists 

prior to search, and typically store these lists as files on disk.  These static techniques 

were important, as computer memory was significantly restricted in the past.  With 

current computer hardware the ability to maintain domain information in memory is now 

possible for many large problems.   

 

From the papers reviewed, various systems of domain maintenance are evident.  

However little importance is given to the system chosen, and in many cases this topic 

is completely overlooked.  The possible reason for this is that the system of domain 

maintenance chosen does not affect the number of nodes traversed or the number of 

consistency checks performed; it only affects the efficiency of a search engine.  

Another possible reason that the system of domain maintenance is overlooked is that it 
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lies at the heart of the search engine.  Whilst variants of other search techniques 

(chapters 7-9) are relatively simple to substitute within a generic model, the system of 

domain maintenance is not.  Although some sharing of techniques exists, the test bed 

application contains practically two sets of techniques, those written for the SL system, 

and those written for the ML system.   

 

To clarify what is meant by domain maintenance, two examples are reproduced from 

the literature.  The first example is from a paper by Prosser (1993) and the second is 

from the thesis of Chen (2000).  Ironically both authors claim to be describing Haralick 

& Elliott’s “Forward Check” algorithm (1980) although their descriptions vary greatly 

and most notably with regards to their system of domain maintenance.  It should be 

noted that neither Prosser or Chen discuss domain maintenance, the following 

description is an interpretation of their systems obtained by extracting the relevant 

processes from them.   

 

Example 1 - Prosser 

Prosser’s system of domain maintenance is based on the removal of inconsistent 

values from domains during forward checking and then returning these values upon 

backtracking.  The data structure for each variable contains a “Domain” array, a 

“Reductions” array, a “ForwardConflicts” array, and presumably a “DomainCount” 

variable (although this is not explicitly declared in Prosser’s pseudo code).  The 

“Domain” array stores the values, or pointers to values, contained in the domain of a 

variable.  The “Reductions” array is a two-dimensional array storing inconsistent values 

that have been removed from the “Domain” by a referenced past variable.  The 

“ForwardConflicts” array stores a reference to forward variables, whose domain was 

reduced as a result of the instantiation of the current variable. 

 

During forward checking, inconsistent values are removed from the “Domain” of 

forward variables and added to “Reductions”.  The pseudo code for this process is as 

follows.  (C is the currently instantiated variable, F is a forward variable being checked, 

v is a value in the domain of F, and D is the branch depth)      
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FOR each F to be checked DO 

  FOR each v in the domain of F DO 

  IF F.Domain[v] is an inconsistent value THEN 

    REMOVE v from F.Domain 

    ADD v to F.Reductions[C] 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount-1 

  IF any v was removed from F THEN 

  Add F to C.ForwardConflicts 

 

Figure 6.1 Pseudo Code – Prosser’s Domain Filtering 
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Much of the work in Prosser’s algorithm is performed on line 4.  Removing a value from 

an array requires subsequent values in the array to be moved forward a position.  

When working with large domain sizes the removal of a value from a low position in the 

array will require some effort.  Restoration of values to the array however is far less 

intensive. 

  

Note: in Prosser’s paper the branch depth of F is added to C’s conflict list instead of F 

as presented above (line 8).  The reason for the change is that Prosser’s algorithm was 

based on a static variable order that enables forward variables to be referenced by 

their branch depth.  When using a dynamic variable order forward variables need to be 

referenced by a unique identifier for the variable as the branch depth of a forward 

variable is unknown.  As such the pseudo code presented in figure 6.1 allows for both 

static and dynamic variable ordering techniques. 

 

When the instantiation of C is revoked, the restoration of domains is as follows: 
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FOR each F in C.ForwardConflicts DO 

  FOR each v in F.Reductions[C] DO  

    ADD v to F.Domain 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount + 1 

  F.Reductions[C] ← Nil 

C.ForwardConflicts ← Nil 

 

Figure 6.2 Pseudo Code – Prosser’s Domain Restoration 

 

 

Example 2 - Chen 

The following is an interpretation of the domain maintenance system used by Chen.  

Chen’s system differs from Prosser’s in that Chen does not remove inconsistent values 

from the domain but simply marks inconsistencies as inactive.  This system therefore 

avoids the major cost of removing values from the domain.  The data structure for each 

variable contains a “Domain” array, an “Active” array, a “ForwardConflicts” array, and a 

“DomainCount” value.  The “Domain” array contains an unfiltered list of all values for a 

domain or pointers to the domains values.  The “Active” array is a set of markers 

corresponding to the position of a value in the “Domain” array indicating if a value is 

currently active or has been filtered.  This stores a 0 against active values and a 

number greater than 0 if not active, where the number corresponds to the branch depth 

at which the value was removed.  The “DomainCount“ stores the number of active 

values in the “Active” array.  The “ForwardConflicts” array is used to store references to 

forward variables whose domains are reduced during domain filtering.  Each position in 

the array corresponds to a variable.   
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During forward checking, inconsistent values are not removed from domains but 

marked as inactive.  The pseudo code for this process is as follows.   
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FOR each F to be checked DO  

  FOR each v in the domain of F DO  

  IF F.Active[v] = 0 and F.Domain[v] is an inconsistent value THEN 

    F.Active[v] ← C.D 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount-1 

  IF any v was removed from F THEN  

  C.ForwardConflicts[F] ← C.D 

 

Figure 6.3 Pseudo Code – Chen’s Domain Filtering 

 

Theoretically the assignment to “ForwardConflicts[F]” (line 7) could be any non zero 

value.  It is presumed that the reason for assigning branch depth of the current variable 

is to provide information for conflict-directed back jumping.   

 

When the instantiation of C is revoked, the restoration of domains is as follows: 
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FOR each F DO 

  IF C.ForwardConflicts[F] > 0 THEN 

    C.ForwardConflicts[F] ← 0    

    FOR each v in F.Domain DO 

    IF F.Active[v] = C.D THEN 

      F.Active[v] ← 0 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount +1  

Figure 6.4 Pseudo Code – Chen’s Domain Restoration 

 

A positive aspect of Chen’s system is that the domain filtering and domain restoration 

processes do not alter the order that values appear in a domain.  In Prosser’s system 

the removal of inconsistent values to the reductions array and their subsequent return 

will alter the position of values in a domain.  This is important when using a static 

system of value ordering such as word score.  In Chen’s case values can be ordered 

prior to search with the knowledge that this order will not be altered.  In Prosser’s case 

a domain will need to be sorted with the instantiation of each new variable.  Of course if 

a dynamic value ordering technique, such as largest intersecting domain, is used then 

both systems will incur this cost. 

 

A negative aspect to Chen’s system occurs when a variable is to be instantiated.  In 

Prosser’s system the next value in the domain is easily obtained, in Chen’s a search of 

the active list is required.  If working with highly constrained problems few values in the 

domain may be active thus many repetitions of the conditional “IF C.Active[v]=0” may 

be required to locate the next active value. 
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It would appear, from examining domain maintenance systems, that one system of 

maintaining domains is not necessarily more efficient than another across a range of 

problems.  It is more a case of which system is suited to a specific problem.  The 

following sections present two systems that were considered to be well suited to the 

problems of crossword puzzle construction and weighted crossword optimisation.  

These two systems are single-list and multi-list domain maintenance, which are 

described in the following sections.  

 

6.2 Single-List Domain Maintenance 

This section presents the single-list domain maintenance system (SL).   During 

development two variations of this technique were experimented with.  It was found 

that the second of these “SL2” was better suited to the implementation of FC5b forward 

tracking.  All other forward tracking techniques were found to perform better with “SL1”.  

These two variations of SL are presented in the following subsections.   

 

The final test bed application does not allow for a comparison of these variations.  

FC5b is only implemented with SL2 and all other forward tracking techniques are 

implemented with SL1.  

6.2.1 SL1 

This subsection presents the original Single-List domain maintenance system (SL1).  

This system is based on an implementation supplied by Geoff Harris.  The 

implementation described here has undergone some minor modifications although 

retains the fundamental behaviour of Harris’s approach.   

 

The SL1 system uses the following data structure for each variable: a global “Domains” 

array and a “DomainCount” variable, as well as a local “TempDomainCount” array.  

The “DomainCount” variable stores the number of consistent values in the “Domains” 

array.  The “Domains” array stores references to values contained in the domain of the 

variable.  The “TempDomainCount” array stores the “DomainCount” of variables prior 

to filtering of their domains.    Comparatively this data size is approximately half that 

required by Prosser and Chen’s systems. 

 

During forward checking, inconsistencies are not removed from the “Domains” array; 

instead consistent values are shuffled to the front of the “Domains” array.  The pseudo 

code for this process is as follows.  
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FOR each F to be checked DO 

  C.TempDomainCount[F] ← F.DomainCount  

FOR each F to be checked DO 

  Counter ← 0  

  FOR each v in the domain of F DO  

    IF F.Domain[v] is a consistent value THEN 

      Counter ← Counter + 1  

      TempValue ← F.Domain[Counter] 

      F.Domain[Counter] ← F.Domain[v] 

      F.Domain[v] ← TempValue  

  F.DomainCount ← Counter 

Figure 6.5 Pseudo Code – SL1 Domain Filtering 

 

There are two major differences between Harris’s system and those described in the 

prior section.  The first is that rather than storing a reference to forward variables that 

have been filtered, SL1 stores the domain count of forward variables, and it stores the 

domain count of all variables checked irrespective of whether the values are removed 

from their domain.  The second and most important difference is that most of the work 

is performed processing consistent values, as opposed to Prosser and Chen’s 

algorithms that incur the majority of their costs processing inconsistent values.  For 

problems such as CPC or GW where the probability that a value is consistent is 

approximately 1/26, far less words are likely to be consistent and retained in a domain.  

Thus the SL1 system is likely to perform far less work than Prosser or Chen’s system. 

 

When the instantiation of C is revoked, the restoration of domains is as follows: 
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FOR each F checked DO 

  F.DomainCount ← C.ForwardDomainCount[F]  

Figure 6.6 Pseudo Code – SL1 Domain Restoration 

 

To restore domains the only process required by SL1 is to restore the domain count of 

variables.  

 

The following describes an implementation of the SL1 domain maintenance system.  In 

addition to the other properties of a word slot, SL1 uses a “Domains” array and a 

“DomainCount” variable. The declaration of this data structure could be implemented 

as presented in figure 6.7.  
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Const  

  MaxDomain = 2500; 

  MaxSlots = 40; 

Type 

  TSlot = record 

    ~ 

    Domains     : array[1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 

    DomainCount : Cardinal; 

  end;  

end; 

Var 
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11 

 

  Slot : array[1..MaxSlots] of Tslot; 

   

Figure 6.7 Implementation – Possible data structure for SL1 

 

Due to the test bed application containing two systems of domain maintenance, a 

decision was made to use a shared data structure for both systems.  Figure 6.8 

presents this combined structure.  The extended size of this structure is for the benefit 

of the ML system. 
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Const  

  MaxDomain = 2500; 

  MaxSlots = 40; 

  MaxWordLength = 6; 

Type 

  TSlot = record 

    ~ 

    Domains     : array[0..MaxWordLength,1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 

    DomainCount : array[0..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    FilterCount : Cardinal; 

  end;  

end; 

Var 

  Slot : array[1..MaxSlots] of Tslot; 

   

Figure 6.8 Implementation – Actual data structure shared by SL1 and ML 

  

Within the shared data structure the SL variants use only the 0th order of the “Domains” 

array, and the 0th position of the “DomainCount” array.  Thus when using SL the 

number of consistent values in a domain can be obtained by accessing 

“DomainCount[0]”, and a value from a domain “Domains[0,value]”.  The “FilterCount” 

property was introduced for use with ML, when using SL “FilterCount” will always be 0.  

Thus supporting techniques can always obtain the domain count and values in a 

domain as “DomainCount[FilterCount]” and “Domains[FilterCount,value]” irrespective of 

which system is being used.   

 

6.2.1.1 SL1 with intersecting filter 

The SL1 process of recording domains and restoring them is illustrated in figure 6.9.  

This implementation uses the X1 search engine and can be used by FC1 to FC4 

forward checking techniques that only remove values from the domains of variables 

that intersect with the current variable.  A variation to the fill slot procedure, when used 

with filtering techniques that filter all forward variable domains is described in the 

following section.  
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procedure frmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Intersecting 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, anIntersection, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 
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   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if (not Used[Domains[0,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         tempDomainCount[anIntersection]:= 

            Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Intersecting(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].iSlot].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[anIntersection]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.9 Implementation – Search Fill Slot X1 SL1 Intersecting 

 

Line 2 the declaration of the “TempDomainCount” array is used for storing the domain 

counts of intersecting variables prior to filtering, its size is [1..MaxWordLength] where 

“MaxWordLength” is the maximum number of characters permitted in a word and 

hence also the maximum number of intersections that a word slot can possess.  Each 

position in the array corresponds to the intersecting position of an intersecting slot 

within the word slot.  For example the domain count of the first intersecting slot is 

stored in the first position of the array.  Lines 28 and 29 record the domain count of 

intersecting slots.  Note that in many cases intersecting slots will have been filled thus 

the recording and restoration of these domains is not needed.  However the cost of 

ascertaining whether an intersecting slot has been filled was found to be more costly 

than the act of recording the domain count for filled slots.  In cases where an 

intersecting slot has been filled then the domain count for the slot will remain 

unchanged by the restoration process.  Lines 37 and 38 restore the domains of all 

interesting slots. 
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The following describes the processes involved in filtering inconsistent values from 

domains.  The simplicity of SL1’s system of domain restoration is made possible by a 

clever method of shuffling consistent words to the front of the domains array during 

domain filtering.  This process is illustrated in figure 6.10 and the relevant processes 

described below.  The FC3 forward checking technique is described in greater detail in 

chapter 7.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC3(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

   Boolean;  

var anIntersection, intPos, wordCounter, wordID, aDomainPos: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) 

      and result then 

   begin 

      ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

      intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].iPos; 

      with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].iSlot] do 

      begin 

         wordCounter:=0; 

         for aDomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if Words[Domains[0,aDomainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

         begin 

            Inc(wordCounter); 

            if aDomainPos<>wordCounter then 

            begin 

               wordID:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

               Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,aDomainPos]; 

               Domains[0,aDomainPos]:=wordID 

            end; 

         end; 

         DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

         result:=wordCounter>0; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.10 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC3 

 

Line 13 initialises the “WordCounter” variable that is used to record the number of 

consistent values in the domain.  Line 14 initiates a loop to check each value in the 

variables domain.  Line 15 performs the consistency check of the value.  If the value is 

consistent then Line 17 to 22 moves the value to the next consistent position in the 

domain.  Line 17 increases the “WordCounter”.  Line 18 checks that the value is not 

already in the correct position.  If it’s not in the correct position then Lines 20 to 22 

insert the value into the “WordCounter” position of the array and moves the 

inconsistent value in that position to where the consistent value came from.  Finally line 

25 updates the domain count with the number of consistent values in the domain. 

 

An efficient aspect of this system is the check on line 18 that a value is in the correct 

position.  Whilst the probability that a value will be consistent is low, if the current 

variable is repeatedly instantiated with the same value, or a value with the same letter 
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in the intersecting cell, then the consistent values in a domain are likely to be the same 

and in the same position they were in when the domain was last filtered.  When this 

occurs SL will not have to move any value in the domain.  This occurrence is more 

likely in problems that have small domain sizes and hence few consistent values.  As 

the domain size of the problem increases the likelihood that a variable is repeatedly 

instantiated with the same or similar value diminishes. 

   

6.2.1.2 SL1 with forward filter 

The following describes modifications to the implementation of the SL1 system made 

during this research to allow for the filtering of all forward variables.  This is achieved 

by recording the domain count of all forward variables such that they can be restored 

upon backtracking.  Figure 6.11 presents the relevant processes of this 

implementation.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Forward 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, aSlotPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 
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Figure 6.11 Implementation – Search Fill Slot X1 SL1 Forward 

 

The declaration of the “TempDomainCount” array is increased to the maximum number 

of slots allowed in a grid (line 2).  The positions within this array correspond to the Slot 

ID.  Lines 28 & 29 record the domain count of all forward variables.  This is made 

possible by maintaining a list of forward variables in the “SlotOrders” array, irrespective 

of whether a static or dynamic variable ordering technique is used.  Lines 37 & 38 

restores the domain count of all forward variables.  The implementation of the domain 

filtering process is presented along with the forward tracking techniques in chapter 7. 

 

6.2.2 SL2 

This subsection presents a variation on the Single-List approach (SL2).  The impetus 

for this variation came during the implementation of Prosser’s (1993) “Forward Check” 

and “Forward Check with Conflict Directed Backjumping” algorithms.  During the initial 

implementation of these techniques the algorithm described by Prosser was closely 

adhered to.  Attempts were made to refine the implementation, gradually moving 

towards Harris’s SL1 system, whilst benchmarking each refinement.  It was found that 

the efficiency degraded when SL1’s system of storing all forward domain counts in the 

local “tempDomainCount” array and restoring all forward domain counts was 

introduced.  Although several variations were attempted the conclusion derived from 

results was that, for these two implementations at least, a hybrid approach based on 

Harris’s domain filtering, and Prosser’s system of using a conflict list to store forward 

variables whose domains had been reduced and only restoring those variables was 

more efficient for these algorithms.   

 

SL2 was then implemented with other forward tracking techniques.  Early trials of these 

techniques were performed however not included in the results section.  These trials 

indicated that SL1 was more efficient when used with the other forward tracking 

techniques presented, and that SL2 was more efficient when used with the forward 

tracking technique based on Prosser’s “forward check” algorithm.  This implementation 

is referred to as FC5b and FC5b_CBJ.  Given the number of techniques presented in 

this thesis, a decision was made to present the forward checking techniques with their 

most efficient domain maintenance systems. 

 

The following describes the SL2 variant and its implementation with FC5b forward 

tracking.  The data elements used by SL2 for each variable include a “Domains”, 

“ForwardConflicts”, and “ForwardDomainCount” arrays, and “DomainCount” and 
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“ForwardCount” variables.  The “Domains” array stores references to values in a 

variables domain.  The “ForwardConflicts” array stores the variable ID of variables 

whose domains are reduced by the instantiation of the current variable.  The 

“ForwardDomainCount” array stores the domain count of forward variables.  The 

“DomainCount” value stores the number of consistent values in the “Domains” array.  

The “ForwardCount” variable stores the number of forward variables whose domains 

were reduced. 
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FOR each F to be checked DO 

  C.ForwardDomainCount[F] ← F.DomainCount 

  Counter ← 0  

  FOR each v in the domain of F DO  

    IF F.Domain[v] is a consistent value THEN 

      Counter ← Counter + 1  

      TempValue ← F.Domain[Counter] 

      F.Domain[Counter] ← F.Domain[v] 

      F.Domain[v] ← TempValue  

  IF F.DomainCount <> Counter THEN 

    C.ForwardCount ← C.ForwardCount +1 

    C.ForwardConflicts[C.ForwardCount] ← F   

    F.DomainCount ← Counter 

   

Figure 6.12 Pseudo Code – SL2 Domain Filtering 

 

When the instantiation of C is revoked, the restoration of domains is as follows:  
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FOR each F in C.ForwardConflicts DO 

  F.DomainCount ← C.ForwardDomainCount[F]  

C.ForwardCount ← 0  

 

Figure 6.13 Pseudo Code – SL2 Domain Restoration 

 

The implemented data structure used by SL2 uses the same structure as SL1 and 

adds a “ForwardDomainCount”, a “ForwardConflict” array, and a “ForwardCount” 

variable.  These are depicted in figure 6.14 below. 
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Const  

  MaxDomain = 2500; 

  MaxSlots = 40; 

  MaxWordLength = 6; 

Type 

  TSlot = record 

    ~ 

    Domains     : array[1..MaxWordLength,1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 

    DomainCount : array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    FilterCount : Cardinal; 

    ForwardDomainCount : array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal;                        

    ForwardConflicts   : array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    ForwardCount       : Cardinal; 

  end;  

end; 

Var 

  Slot : array[1..MaxSlots] of Tslot; 

   

Figure 6.14 Implementation – Data structure shared by SL2, SL1 and ML 
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A specialised Fill Slot method is implemented for SL2.  This implementation is 

presented in figure 6.15 and modifications described below. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2  

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var aSlot, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b(slotOrderPos); 

      end; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

      Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.15 Implementation – Fill Slot X1 SL2  

 

The “tempDomainCount” array used by SL1 is no longer required (line 2).  The 

recording of forwardDomainCounts now occurs within the Filter Domains procedure 

(line27).   Domains are now restored within the Domains Restore procedure (line 34), 

which is described below (figure 6.17).  The process of recording the domains of 

forward variables and filtering the domains is presented in figure 6.16. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL2_FC5b 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aFowardSlotPos, anIntersection, intPos, domainPos, wordCounter, 

    tempWord: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      aFowardSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1; 

      while result and (aFowardSlotPos<=SlotCount) do 

      begin 
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         ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         found:=False; 

         anIntersection:=1; 

         while (not found) and (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 

         if Intersection[anIntersection].Islot= 

            SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos] then 

         found:=True 

         else 

         Inc(anIntersection); 

         if found then 

         begin 

            ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

            intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

            begin 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if (Words[Domains[0,domainPos]][intPos]=ch)  

                  and (Domains[0,domainPos]<> 

                  Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed) then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordCounter); 

                  if domainPos<>wordCounter then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                     Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                     Domains[0,domainPos]:=tempWord; 

                  end; 

               end; 

               DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

            end; 

         end 

         else 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

         begin 

            domainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (domainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if Domains[0,domainPos]= 

               Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed then 

            begin 

               found:=True; 

               if domainPos<DomainCount[0] then 

               begin 

                  tempWord:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainPos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

               end; 

               Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

            end 

            else 

            Inc(domainPos); 

         end; 

         if Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]<> 

            ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] then 

         begin 

            Inc(ForwardCount); 

            ForwardConflicts[ForwardCount]:= 

               SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]; 

         end; 

         result:=Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] 

                 .DomainCount[0]>0; 

         Inc(aFowardSlotPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.16 Implementation – Fill Slot X1 SL2 FC5b 

 

Line 10 records the Domain Count of each forward variable in the 

“ForwardDomainCount” array.  Lines 24 to 36 filters domains by shuffling consistent 

values to the front of the domain as per SL1.  For non-intersecting slots a slight 
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variation is used for removing inconsistent values from the domain.  For non-

intersecting slots there will be only one inconsistent value, being the word that has just 

been assigned to the current variable, and potentially many consistent words in the 

domain.  Whilst it’s possible to shuffle consistent words to the front of the array as was 

done with intersecting variables, it makes more sense to move the inconsistent word.  If 

an inconsistent word is found with regards to the use once constraint (line 45) then 

swap this word with the last consistent word in the domain and decrease the domain 

count (lines 50 to 54).  Line 59 checks if values have been removed from the domain 

by checking the domain count against the stored domain count.  If values have been 

removed from the forward variables domain then line 60 increases the current variables 

“ForwardCount”, and line 61 adds the forward variable to the current variables 

“ForwardConflicts” array.    

 

The domain restore procedure (figure 6.17) restores the domain count of forward 

variables whose domains were reduced during the domain filtering process. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var fowardConfPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for fowardConfPos:=1 to ForwardCount do 

      Slot[ForwardConflicts[fowardConfPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

         ForwardDomainCount[ForwardConflicts[fowardConfPos]]; 

      ForwardCount:=0; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.17 Implementation – Domain Restore SL2 FC5b 

 

 

6.3 Multi-List Domain Maintenance 

This section describes the Multi-List domain maintenance system (ML).  The ML 

system was developed during this research.  The impetus for this development was to 

produce a system that retained the order of values within domains during filtering and 

restoration, and thereby avoid the costly process of repetitively sorting values in a 

domain.  Unlike Chen’s system that also retains domain ordering, the ML system incurs 

most of its costs processing consistent values and is thus potentially better suited to 

problems such as Go-Words.  

 

The ML system was developed for use with FC1 to FC4 forward tracking techniques 

that filter the domains of variables that intersect with the current variable, similar to the 
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SL1 intersecting technique.  When used with these forward tracking techniques, results 

indicate that ML is more efficient than SL.  As a result the ML domain maintenance 

system was used for experimentation and development of other search techniques 

throughout the majority of this research.   

 

In the final stages of this research the development of B&B techniques that filter values 

from domains shifted the relative efficiency of forward tracking techniques from less 

effective techniques such as FC3 to more effective techniques such as FC11.  As a 

result some attempts were made to extend the capability of ML to allow filtering of all 

domains.  Initial attempts however have not yielded efficient implementations and the 

extension of ML to allow filtering of all forward domains remains a consideration for 

future research.  That said, whilst the extension from SL1 intersecting to SL1 forward 

was a relatively easy extension, extending ML is likely to be far more complex.  Indeed 

this complexity and the additional size of the data structure may undermine any 

benefits of using ML. 

 

The ML system maintains the following data structure for each variable: a two-

dimensional “Domains” array, a “TempDomainCount” array, a “DomainCount” array, 

and a “FilterCount” variable.  The “Domains” array stores references to values 

contained in the domain of a variable at each level of filtering.  The “TempFilterCount” 

array stores the “FilterCount” of variables prior to filtering of their domains.  The 

“DomainCount” array stores the number of consistent values in the “Domains” array at 

each level of filtering.  The “FilterCount” value stores the number of times a domain has 

been filtered, and allows access to the domain values and domain count.   

 

During domain filtering the original domain is retained and consistent values copied to 

the next order of the domains array.  The pseudo code for this process is as follows.  
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FOR each F to be checked DO 

  C.TempFilterCount[F] ← F.FilterCount  

FOR each F to be checked DO 

  Counter ← 0  

  FOR each v in the domain of F DO  

    IF F.Domain[FilterCount,v] is a consistent value THEN 

      Counter ← Counter + 1 

      F.Domain[F.FilterCount+1,Counter] ← F.Domain[F.FilterCount,v] 

  F.FilterCount ← F.FilterCount + 1 

  F.DomainCount[F.FilterCount] ← Counter 

Figure 6.18 Pseudo Code – ML Domain Filtering 

 

The ML system stores the “FilterCount” of variables as opposed to SL’s storage of the 

“DomainCount”.  Like SL most of the effort is expended processing consistent values in 
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a domain.  When a consistent value is located it is copied to the next order in the 

“Domains” array thus leaving the prior order of the array unchanged. 

 

When the instantiation of C is revoked, the restoration of domains is achieved by 

reinstating the saved filter count. 

 

1 
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FOR each F checked DO 

  F.FilterCount ← C.TempFilterCount[F]  

Figure 6.19 Pseudo Code – MDF Domain Restoration 

 

The implemented data structure, which is shared with the SL system, was presented in 

the prior section (Figure 6.8).  As the ML system was designed and implemented for 

forward tracking techniques, FC1 to FC4, that filter slots intersecting with the current 

variable, the size of the array was limited to the maximum number intersections in a 

slot, representing the maximum number of times a domain can be filtered.  Thus the 

size of the data structure is maximum intersections larger than that required by the SL 

system.   

 

The ML system is implemented with all of the search engines presented in this thesis 

including the X1 and LL for performing an exhaustive search, as well as the 

nondeterministic engines described in later chapters for performing solution priming 

and solution testing, and with search engines presented for the Evaluation Model (Part 

3).  However all these implementations only allow for the use of forward tracking 

techniques that filter the domains of variables connected via an intersection constraint 

to the current variable FC1 to FC4 (Chapter 7).   

 

Chapter 5 presented the implementation of the search partition and fill slot procedures 

for the X1 and LL search engines with ML domain maintenance.  These procedures 

when used with X1 are reproduced below and described with respect to the process 

used by ML for domain restoration.  This is followed by an implementation of FC3 

forward tracking technique with ML as means of clarifying the process of domain 

filtering.  

 

Search Partition 

The “Search Partition ML Intersecting” procedure (figure 6.20) is used for instantiating 

the primary variable with a value passed to it from the “Search Tree DFS” procedure.  

    

1 

 

procedure TfrmGenerator. Search_Partition_ML_Intersecting  

   (domainPos: Cardinal); 
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var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Slot_Order_Update(1,PrimarySlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if Domain_Filter(1) then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         Search_Fill_Slot(2); 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:=0; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.20 Implementation – Search Partition ML Intersecting 

 

The implementation presented in figure 6.20 instantiates the primary variable with a 

value passed to the procedure.  It then filters the domains of intersecting variables 

(Line 11).  Line 14 calls the “Search Fill Slot” procedure for recursively traversing the 

remaining child nodes of the partition.  Upon returning Lines 17 & 18 restore the 

domains of intersecting variables by resetting the filter count to zero.  Note that as all 

domains will be unfiltered prior to filling the primary slot there is no need to record the 

filter count of intersecting slots prior to filtering.  All search engines implementing ML 

use this procedure of instantiating the primary slot.  The node count variable (line 10) 

and its increment are used by the node limited search engines and are not required by 

the X1 or LL search engines. 

   

Fill Slot 

The Fill Slot X1 ML Intersecting procedure is used to traverse the remaining child 

nodes of the partition.  The implementation presented in figure 6.21 is specific to the X1 

search engine, however the processes employed for implementing ML are the same in 

all cases.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_ML_Intersecting 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var tempFilters: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 
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      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         tempFilters[anIntersection]:= 

            Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_ML_Intersecting(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:= 

            tempFilters[anIntersection]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.21 Implementation – Search Fill Slot X1 ML Intersecting 

 

The implementation of the Fill Slot procedure for ML with X1 is almost identical to the 

implementation of SL with X1, which was described in section 6.2 above.  The 

differences are as follows.  Line 2 declares the “tempFilters” array that is used to store 

the filter count of intersecting slots.  This implementation allows the use of dynamic 

value ordering techniques, thus line 6 enables the sorting of values within the domain.  

However if a static value order such as word score is used, then values are sorted prior 

to search and “sort_domain” is assigned a null procedure.  Line 28 & 29 assign the 

filter count of intersecting slots to the “tempFilters” array.  Upon removing the word 

from the slot the restoration of domains is achieved by reinstating the filter count of 

intersecting slots with those saved to the “tempFilters” array (lines 37 & 28).   

 

Domain Filtering   

The following describes the implementation of the FC3 forward tracking technique with 

ML.  This implementation is presented in figure 6.22 and the relevant processes 

described below.  The FC3 forward tracking technique is described in greater detail in 

chapter 7. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_ML_FC3 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var anIntersection, intPos, wordCounter, iDomainPos: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

begin 

   result:=True; 
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   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled)  

      and result then 

   begin 

      ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

      intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

      with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

      begin 

         wordCounter:=0; 

         for iDomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if Words[Domains[FilterCount,iDomainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

         begin 

            Inc(wordCounter); 

            Domains[FilterCount+1,wordCounter]:= 

               Domains[FilterCount,iDomainPos]; 

         end; 

         Inc(FilterCount); 

         DomainCount[FilterCount]:=wordCounter; 

         result:=wordCounter>0; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 6.22 Implementation – Filter Domains ML FC3 

 

The “wordCounter” variable is used to record the number of consistent words in the 

domain.  Line 13 initialises the “wordCounter” to zero.  When a word passes the 

consistency check (line 15), the “wordCounter” is increased by one (line 16), and the 

consistent word added to the next order of the “Domains” array.  Having added all 

consistent values to the next order of the “Domains” array, line 20 increases the 

“FilterCount” property of the slot.  Line 21 updates the “DomainCount” array with the 

number of consistent words in the domain.  
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Chapter 7 - Forward Tracking 

This chapter describes techniques that perform forward tracking processing.  Forward 

tracking determines whether to expand a currently formed partial solution, or to halt 

expansion and return to a prior position in the search.  This chapter presents forward 

tracking techniques that enforce the “hard” constraints of the problem.  The following 

chapter, Branch-and-Bound, describes techniques that provide additional testing of the 

problems optimisation constraint.  Chapter 10 describes backtracking4 techniques that 

determine the prior position in the search to return to. 

 

Section 7.1 provides an introduction to forward tracking and description of two 

alternative approaches to forward tracking, back checking and forward checking5 6.  

Section 7.2 describes the main data elements used during constraint testing and 

constraint ordering.  Section 7.3 describes constraint ordering and specifically 

techniques used for determining the order that constraints are checked during forward 

checking.  Section 7.4 presents a forward checking technique supplied at 

commencement of this research by Geoff Harris.  Sections 7.5 to 7.7 describe forward 

checking techniques based on Harris’s approach of filtering values from slots that 

intersect with the current variable.  Section 7.8 presents a technique based on the 

“forward check” algorithm as described by Prosser (1993) and also a new algorithm 

and implementation of a technique that checks and filters the forward constraints of the 

current variable.  Sections 7.9 to 7.14 describe techniques developed during this 

research that check and filter the forward constraints of forward variables.  Similarities 

certainly exist between the techniques developed here and those published by other 

researchers, however differences also exist. 

 

7.1 Introduction  

A system of forward tracking defines the processes involved in determining whether to 

expand a currently formed partial solution, or to halt expansion and return to a prior 

position in the search.  The determination of the prior position in the search to return to 
                                                
4
 The term backtracking is used here to denote techniques for determining the position in the 

search tree to which to return.  The term backtracking is often used elsewhere to describe any 
algorithm based on a DFS approach, and also as the name of a specific technique incorporating 
a system of back checking with Chronological Backtracking.   
5
 Back checking and forward checking approaches are sometimes referred to in the literature as 

“look back” and “look forward” schemes, however “look back” and “look forward” are also used 
synonymously with backtracking and forward tracking. 
6
 Harralick & Elliott (1980) describe a search algorithm that they and many other sources refer 

to as “Forward Checking”.  The term “forward checking” is used here to describe any forward 
tracking algorithm that checks forward constraints. 
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is treated as a separate process considered by backtracking techniques.  The 

completeness of the search engine to determine an optimal solution is dependent on 

the forward tracking technique’s ability to determine that a partial solution cannot be 

expanded to form a complete and valid solution.  The effectiveness of a forward 

tracking technique is defined as its ability to halt expansion earlier and thus eliminate 

the expansion of nodes that could not produce a valid solution.  The efficiency of a 

technique is dependent on the processing costs and the benefits derived from early 

halting of expansion.  Quite obviously, it is pointless reducing the number of nodes 

traversed if more time is spent determining whether to expand a node, than it would 

otherwise take to expand it and its children. 

 

In determining whether to expand a currently formed partial solution, forward tracking 

techniques typically consider non-unary constraints.  Unary constraints, such as the 

length constraint, involving one variable, could be considered by forward tracking but it 

is generally more efficient to remove values that are inconsistent with the problem’s 

unary constraints prior to search.  

 

As will be described in chapter 11, node consistency tests are applied to remove 

inconsistent values with regards to the unary constraints.  The impact of these tests is 

that only values contained in the lexicon and of the appropriate length are loaded into 

variable domains.  Thus it can be assured that all values contained in domains are 

consistent with the lexicon and length unary constraints.  In addition these node 

consistency tests remove duplicate values from domains.  Whilst this does not enforce 

the all-different constraint, knowledge that domain values are unique enables far less 

consistency checks to be performed during forward tracking.  Checking of the 

optimality constraint may be viewed as part of the forward tracking process.  A 

research decision to separate these processes and their description was made to 

extend the application of the forward tracking techniques described in this chapter to 

both discrete combinatorial and discrete combinatorial optimisation problems.  Branch-

and-bound techniques that use the optimality constraint in their halting decision are 

described separately in the next chapter.  The forward tracking techniques described 

here consider whether a valid solution can be formed, as opposed to a valid optimal 

solution.   

 

Forward tracking techniques may be classified as being based on a system of back 

checking or forward checking.  The fundamental difference between these approaches 

is that back checking checks the consistency of values after they have been 

instantiated, whereas forward checking tests the consistency of values prior to 
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instantiation thus ensuring that any partial solution formed is consistent.  From a 

constraint satisfaction viewpoint the differences between backward and forward 

checking approaches may be expressed in terms of the constraints checked.   

 

A constraint represents the relationship between variables, thus restricting the possible 

assignment of values to each variable.  A property of a constraint is, that it is non-

directional.  For example, given a binary constraint, the possible values that can be 

assigned to variable y can be computed when the value of variable x is specified, or the 

possible values of x may be computed given y.  However, if consideration is given to 

the constraints of a problem in conjunction with the order that variables are 

instantiated, then it is possible to classify constraints as being backward or forward.  

The reason for this classification is to aid in the description of techniques and, more 

importantly, to aid in the development of techniques by allowing constraints that require 

checking to be more readily identified. 

 

Constraints may be classified as being backward or forward in relative or absolute 

terms.  In relative terms, if variable x precedes variable y in the variable order, then a 

constraint between x and y may be described as a backward constraint of y, or a 

forward constraint of x.  In absolute terms, backward constraints are defined as the set 

of constraints involving variables that have all been instantiated, and the forward 

constraints are the set of constraints involving at least one variable that has not been 

instantiated.   

 

Using this terminology it can be stated that, in choosing whether to continue expansion, 

back checking techniques consider backward constraints, and forward checking 

techniques consider forward constraints.  For example, consider the grid and constraint 

network depicted in figure 7.1.   
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Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3 Slot 4

1 <> 4

2 <> 3

2[2] = 3[5]

1 <> 3 1[3] = 3[2]

1 <> 2

3<> 4

2<> 4

2[4] = 4[2]

 
 

 

Figure 7.1 Example – Grid & Constraint network (grid numbering represents Slot ID) 

 

Figure 7.1 presents a grid and the constraint network including intersecting and all-

different constraints.  Each constraint in the network is a binary constraint representing 

the two variables involved in the constraint.  Assume that the order of instantiating slots 

is [1, 3, 2, 4] and that slots 1 and 3 have been instantiated.  As slot 1 is instantiated 

prior to slot 3 then the constraint “1<>3” may be expressed in relative terms as a 

forward constraint of slot 1 or a backward constraint of slot 3.  In absolute terms the 

constraint “1<>3” is a backward constraint as both variables have been instantiated.   

 

It is also possible to define a set of constraints relative to a variable or group of 

variables.  With reference to variable 3, its backward constraints are {1<>3, 1[3]=3[2]}, 

and its forward constraints are {2<>3, 2[2]=3[5], 3<>4}.  The forward constraints of 

instantiated variables are a set comprising {1<>2, 1<>4, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5]}.   Each 

member of this set is a constraint containing one instantiated and one non-instantiated 

variable.  

 

Although the instantiation of the first variable will produce a partial solution that is 

consistent with the problem’s constraints, forward checking may test forward 
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constraints to determine if a valid solution is possible prior to instantiation of the first 

variable.  Any consistency checking performed prior to instantiation of the first variable 

within the processing of forward tracking would necessarily be repeated each time a 

value is assigned to the first variable.  These consistency checks performed on an 

empty grid are typically described as consistency pre-processing, and performed once 

prior to search.  Although consistency pre-processing is by definition a forward 

checking process it may be applied irrespective of whether a backward or forward 

checking approach is used for forward tracking.  These consistency pre-processing 

techniques are described in later chapters. 

 

7.1.1 Back Checking 

Techniques based on a system of back checking test the consistency of values after 

they have been instantiated.  That is they instantiate a variable, thus forming a partial 

or complete solution, and then test that the solution formed is consistent.  During the 

testing process only the backward constraints of instantiated variables require testing.  

If the assignment of a value is found to be inconsistent then the partial solution is 

inconsistent and thus could not be expanded to a complete and valid solution, thus 

further expansion is disallowed and backtracking invoked to return to a prior position in 

the search tree.  If the solution is consistent then further expansion is allowed. 

 

Back checking techniques differ in regards to the number of backward constraints 

checked and the frequency with which they perform checking.  For example the 

“Generate-and-Test” technique (see eg. Kumar, 1992) involves instantiating all 

variables and then checking that the solution formed is valid by checking the backward 

constraints of each variable.  If the solution is inconsistent then backtracking is invoked 

such that a new solution can be formed.   

 

The Generate-and-Test technique is often used with nondeterministic approaches, 

whereby upon backtracking the instantiation of all variables or those involved in a 

conflict are revoked.  However it can be also be used with various complete 

backtracking techniques, such as Chronological backtracking within a deterministic 

search engine.  This technique is the least effective of the forward tracking techniques 

as it always chooses to expand nodes until all variables have been instantiated.  As 

there is effectively no expansion decision it is also the least expensive. 

 

An alternate approach is to test if partial solutions are consistent thereby detecting 

inconsistencies earlier.  A common technique is to test the consistency of a partial 
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solution after the instantiation of each variable.  In doing so only the backward 

constraints of the current variable need to be tested.  If the partial solution is consistent 

then the search is allowed to continue expansion, if it is not consistent then 

backtracking commences with the revocation of the current instantiation.  Depending 

on the backtracking technique used other instantiations may also be revoked prior to 

moving forward again.  When used with Chronological backtracking, this technique is 

often referred to as the “Backtracking (BT)” technique (see eg, Kumar 1992, Prosser 

1993).  The name given however is not particularly descriptive, as this system of 

forward tracking may be used with various backtracking techniques.  It is also 

confusing, as all algorithms based on a DFS approach incorporate some degree of 

backtracking.  As a system of forward tracking, “Back Check Arc Current Variable” 

BCA{CV} would seem a more descriptive title as the backward constraints of the 

current variable (last instantiated) are checked for arc consistency to decide whether to 

continue expansion.     

 

Techniques based on a system of back checking are less effective than forward 

checking techniques.  The implementation of these techniques however typically 

requires far smaller data structures, and hence less memory consumption.  The use of 

back checking techniques has diminished over the last few decades.  This is, in part, 

due to advances in forward checking techniques, and due to advances in computer 

hardware that now provide larger memory capacity, and advances to memory 

management systems that provide faster access to large data structures.  For very 

large problems, the size of the data structure may still be prohibitive to the use of 

forward checking.  For problems where the probability of consistent placement is high, 

back checking may still provide for a more efficient implementation. 

 

However, for the problem of WCO the probability of consistent placement is low, and 

the memory capacity of current PCs was deemed adequate for implementing forward 

checking techniques.  Thus although back checking techniques were considered no 

attempt to implement or compare techniques based on a back checking approach was 

attempted.        

 

7.1.2 Forward Checking 

Forward checking considers forward constraints to determine whether to continue 

expansion.  Forward checking techniques test the consistency of values prior to 

instantiation thus ensuring that the next instantiation will result in the formation of a 

consistent partial solution.  If any forward constraint cannot be satisfied then a valid 
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solution cannot be formed and the expansion of further nodes is halted.  Depending on 

the extent of forward checking applied, it will typically not be known whether the partial 

solution formed can be expanded to form a complete and valid solution.  Forward 

checking determines if a partial solution cannot be extended to form a valid solution. 

 

Forward checking techniques differ as to: the extent that arc or path consistency is 

enforced, the set of constraints checked, the extent to which inconsistent values are 

filtered from variable domains, the extent that constraints are repetitively checked, and 

the order that constraints are checked.  Each of these factors affects the effectiveness 

and efficiency of forward checking techniques, and thus are important considerations.  

Each of these factors is described in the following sections followed by an introduction 

to the techniques developed for performing forward checking.  The point of this 

discussion is also to illustrate that a vast permutation of possible algorithms, beyond 

the few typically examined in the literature, may be constructed. 

  

7.1.2.1 Arc & Path Consistency 

As mentioned earlier unary constraints are checked prior to search, and values found 

to be inconsistent with these constraints are removed from variable domains prior to 

search.  Within the forward checking process, different degrees of consistency can be 

obtained by enforcing arc consistency or path consistency.  Arc consistency checks 

that a value from each variable involved in the constraint exists to satisfy the constraint.  

Path consistency checks that values exist such that multiple connected arcs may be 

simultaneously satisfied. 

 

An arc is represented in the constraint network as a connection between two variables 

by a constraint.  An arc consistency test checks the domain of each variable to ensure 

that a value in each exists that satisfies the constraint connecting the variables.  From 

the above example (Figure 7.1) the arc connecting variable 1 and 3 would be tested by 

checking that a value from each domain satisfies the intersecting constraint “1[3]=3[2]”. 

A second arc consistency test would check the all-different constraint “1<>3”.   

 

A path is a set of arcs connected by common variables.  For example a path may be 

constructed between variables 1, 3, and 2, as variable 1 and 3 are connected and 

variable 3 and 2 are connected.  Thus a path consistency check would assess whether 

a value could be assigned to each variable in the path such that the constraints joining 

each variable are satisfied.  Although slots 1 and 4 do not intersect they are connected 

in the constraint network by the all-different constraint, as are slots 1 and 2.  Thus it is 
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also possible to construct paths using these arcs e.g. [1,4,3] or [1,2,4].  Path 

consistency can be used to test either all permutations of possible paths or some 

subset of these (such as a specific path corresponding to the variable order).   

 

The number of arcs in the path represents the path length.  It is possible to create and 

test paths of length greater than 2.  However, as Kumar (1992) points out this is rarely 

done in practice due to the complexity and memory requirements of these algorithms.  

Indeed just testing path lengths of two can be a costly procedure.  The notion of k-arc, 

or simply k, consistency has been developed to describe varying degrees of 

consistency achieved by path consistency techniques.  This is dealt with elsewhere 

and not particularly relevant to the techniques presented here that use a maximum 

path length of 2 (see e.g. Kumar 1992, or Barták 1999). 

 

7.1.2.2 Constraint Set 

Forward checking techniques also differ as to the set of constraints tested.  Each 

forward constraint will have a probability with which it is likely to fail.  Typically, the 

more constraints that are tested, the more effective a technique will be.  However, the 

more constraints contained in the test set, the higher the processing costs.   

 

To ensure that the instantiation of the next variable will form a consistent partial 

solution, only the forward constraints connecting past instantiated variables with the 

next variable to be instantiated require checking for arc consistency.  This constraint 

set may be represented as the intersection of the forward constraints of past variables 

and the next variable (FCA{PV∩NV}).   

 

Continuing with the above example, having instantiated slots 1 & 3, and having chosen 

slot 2 to instantiate next, the forward constraints of past variables is {1<>2, 1<>4, 2<>3, 

2[2]=3[5], 3<>4}, the forward constraints of the next variable is {1<>2, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5], 

2[4]=4[2], 2<>4}, and the intersection of these sets is {1<>2, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5]}.  Thus to 

ensure that the instantiation of slot 2 forms a consistent partial solution, only values 

from the domain of slot 2 that satisfy the constraints {1<>2, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5]} should be 

instantiated.  This technique of checking the forward constraints of past variables that 

involve the next variable is the least effective of the forward checking techniques7.  

                                                
7 This is contrast to claims that checking the forward constraints of the current variable 

is the least effective of the forward checking techniques (Bacchus & Grove, 1999).  
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Although this is the least effective of the forward checking techniques, it is more 

effective than back checking techniques. 

 

To demonstrate this, the forward constraints connecting past variables with the next 

variable may be expressed as the backward constraints of the next variable.  Thus the 

same constraints are being checked by FCA{PV∩NV} as BCA{CV} described above.  

The difference being, that the constraints are checked prior to instantiation with 

FCA{PV∩NV} and after instantiation with the BCA{CV}.  Thus the same number of 

consistency tests is performed by both techniques, but FCA{PV∩NV} will instantiate 

less variables, corresponding to a reduction in the number of nodes expanded.  Thus it 

can be concluded that as FCA{PV∩NV} is the least effective forward checking 

technique and BCA{CV} is the most effective back checking technique, that forward 

checking is more effective than back checking.  However this does not mean that 

implementations based on forward checking are necessarily more efficient. 

 

Although FCA{PV∩NV} tests sufficient constraints to ensure that the next instantiation 

will result in a consistent partial solution, checking additional constraints may determine 

that the partial solution formed can not be expanded to form a complete and valid 

solution.  Checking all forward constraints of past variables (FCA{PV}) is potentially 

more effective.  Continuing with the above example, having instantiated slots 1 & 3, 

and having chosen slot 2 to instantiate next.  FCA{PV} would check the following 

constraints prior to the instantiation of slot 2: {1<>2, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5], 1<>4, 3<>4}, thus 

enuring that slot 4 has a value that has not been used by slots 1 or 3.  If the constraints 

“1<>4” or “3<>4” can not be satisfied then expansion is halted earlier, but if these 

constraints can be satisfied then the testing of these constraints has simply added to 

the costs.  In considering whether to test a constraint, consideration should be given to 

the probability that the constraint will be satisfied.  In the example, no domain sizes 

have been specified yet.  If the domain size is small, e.g. 4 words in each domain, then 

the probability that an all-different constraint will be satisfied is low.  However if 

domains contain large numbers of values as in the case of the Go-Words lexicon of 

2466 words then the probability that the all-different constraint will be satisfied is high.  

Thus it can be seen that the choice of which constraints to check is highly problem 

specific. 

 

The greatest number of constraints that can be tested is represented by the forward 

constraint set {1<>2, 2<>3, 2[2]=3[5], 1<>4, 3<>4, 2[4]=4[2], 2<>4}.  This may be 

considered as the forward constraints of all variables (FCA{AV}), being the union of the 

forward constraints of past variables with the forward constraints of forward variables.  
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All forward constraints may be tested for arc consistency or path consistency and can 

be represented as FCA{AV}, FCP2{AV} to FCPn{AV}.  Thus a vast array of 

permutations exists for forward checking between FCA{PV∩NV} and FCPn{AV}. 

 

7.1.2.3 Forward Filtering 

Forward checking techniques also differ as to the extent that inconsistent values are 

removed from variables domains during constraint testing.  The FCA{PV} technique 

described above would test the constraint “1<>4” prior to each instantiation of a 

variable.  Testing this constraint after the instantiation of slot 1 and removing 

inconsistencies from the domain of slot 4 allows for this test to be performed once for 

each instantiation of slot 1.  The process of removing inconsistencies during constraint 

testing is referred to as domain filtering and the process of removing the constraint 

upon revocation of the instantiation of a variable as domain restoration.  These 

processes were described in the preceding chapter domain maintenance.  By 

employing a system of dynamic domain maintenance the number of consistency 

checks required with each instantiation can be greatly reduced.  Of course the act of 

removing values and restoring them comes at a cost, which must be weighed against 

the benefits of performing less constraint testing. 

 

A commonly used technique incorporating forward filtering is “Forward Filter Arc 

Current Variable” (FFA{CV})8 in which the forward constraints of the current variable 

are checked for arc consistency and values inconsistent with these constraints are 

filtered from the domains of forward variables.  In doing so FFA{CV} ensures that, 

irrespective of which variable is instantiated next, a consistent partial solution will 

result.  In the above example having instantiated slots 1 and then slot 3, FFA{CV} 

would check the forward constraints of slot 3 {2<>3, 3[2]=2[5], 3<>4}.  Thus FFA{CV} 

enforces the same level of consistency as FCA{PV} but tests fewer constraints with 

each instantiation of a variable.  The pseudo code of an algorithm enforcing FFA{CV} is 

presented in figure 7.2 below.  

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

FOR each of C’s Forward Constraints DO 

  For each value in F.domain DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F.Domain 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

  IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

    Stop and Halt Expansion 

Figure 7.2 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV} 

 

                                                
8
 FFA{CV} checks the same constraints as the “Forward Checking” algorithm described by 

Harralick & Elliott, 1980.   
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If the domain count of a forward variable is reduced to nil then no consistent value 

could be assigned to this variable and thus further expansion is halted. 

 

By removing inconsistencies, the number of constraint checks performed by other 

forward checking techniques can also be reduced.  For example, filtering the forward 

constraints of the current variable and the forward constraints of forward variables 

(FFA{CVυFV}) will be as effective as FCA{AV} but perform fewer constraint checks with 

each instantiation. 

 

7.1.2.4 Repetition 

When using a forward filtering technique, the removal of inconsistent values, may result 

in constraint checks that had previously passed to upon retesting fail.  This is because 

a value that was inconsistent with a constraint may have been used to satisfy another 

constraint.  Thus when utilising a system of forward filtering, consideration should be 

given to the extent to which repeated testing of constraints can improve the 

effectiveness of forward tracking.  Of course the removal of a value during the filtering 

process does not require all constraints to be retested (Waltz, 1975).  Only constraints 

of a variable that an inconsistent value was removed from will potentially benefit from 

retesting. 

 

Sections 7.11 to 7.14 present several forward filtering techniques that repeat constraint 

testing.  For example FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} (section 7.12) filters the forward constraints 

of the current variable and then filters the forward constraints of forward variables.  

Upon completion of these checks, the forward constraints of forward variables that 

could fail as a result of removing values from a variable involved in the constraint are 

retested.  Testing is repeated until no inconsistencies are found.  Note that as the 

current variable has been instantiated repeated testing of its forward constraints is 

unnecessary.  

   

Forward filtering techniques do not need to remove all inconsistencies from the 

domains of forward variables, only those that would render the next instantiation 

invalid.  Thus algorithms may differ as to the extent that they repeat constraint 

checking.  At the lowest level is no repetition, and at the highest level is repeating the 

checks until no inconsistencies are detected.  In terms of repeated application of 

constraint testing, the law of diminishing returns appears to be applicable.  Each 

repetition is likely to detect and remove fewer inconsistencies.  Trials of the Arc-

Placement technique (Chapter 14) used for consistency pre-processing would tend to 
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suggest that retesting constraints once might provide a good cost benefit ratio for 

forward filtering techniques.  This however was not attempted with the forward filtering 

techniques presented in this chapter. 

 

A range of established algorithms exists that apply repeated testing of constraints.  For 

example the “Ripple Effect” algorithm of Harris et al. (1993) was implemented for the 

CPC problem.  The principles applied for achieving arc consistency prior to search, the 

AC9 algorithms, can also be incorporated into the process of forward checking 

(Bessière and Régin, 1996). These AC algorithms provide the same level of 

consistency but have been found to vary in their efficiency, and relative efficiency on 

specific problems (Bessière, 1993). 

 

 

7.1.2.5 Constraint Order 

The order that constraints are tested affects the efficiency of forward tracking 

techniques.  In the case of certain forward filtering techniques, the effectiveness of the 

technique and/or the number of constraint checks performed will also be affected by 

the order that constraints are checked.  This section discusses the importance of 

constraint ordering for forward tracking techniques.   

 

Central to the efficiency of both back checking and forward checking techniques is the 

order that constraints are checked.  The decision to halt expansion is dependant on the 

detection of an inconsistency in back checking, or the detection that a forward 

constraint cannot be satisfied when forward checking.  In each case once the decision 

to halt expansion has been established, further constraint checking is unnecessary.  

Thus the order that constraints are checked is important, as unnecessary constraint 

checks can be avoided (Haralick & Elliott, 1980).   

 

In the case of forward checking techniques that filter the forward constraints of forward 

variables, but do not maintain arc consistency, the effectiveness will be affected by the 

order that constraints are checked.  For example, the effectiveness of the FFA{CVUFV} 

technique, that filters both the forward constraints of the current variable and the 

forward constraints of forward variables, is affected by the order that constraints are 

checked.  From the example above, having instantiated slot 1 and then slot 3, 

FFA{CVUFV} (section 7.10) will filter the constraints {3<>2, 3[5]=2[2], 3<>4, 2<>4, 

2[4]=4[2]}.  Probabilistically, it is more likely that values contained in the domains of 

                                                
9
 A range of algorithms exists for achieving arc consistency; these are commonly referred to as 

AC-1 to AC-7 and perhaps higher now, see Barták 2001).   
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forward variables are inconsistent with the forward constraints of the current variable 

{3<>2, 2[2]=3[5], 3<>4} than the forward constraints of forward variables {2<>4, 

2[4]=4[2]}.  Thus filtering the forward constraints of the current variable and then the 

forward constraints of forward variables is likely to detect and remove more 

inconsistencies, and thus likely to improve the effectiveness of the technique to halt 

expansion earlier.  The order that the forward constraints of forward variables are 

tested will also affect the effectiveness of the technique.   

 

Another consideration is the notion of dependent constraints.  For problems such as 

CPC and GW where different types of constraints exist (intersection and all-different) 

consideration should be given to the extent to which testing one constraint prior to 

another will impact on the results of each test in terms of the number of inconsistencies 

removed and the number of consistency tests performed.  Returning to the above 

example, having instantiated slots 1 and 3, checking the constraint 2[4]=4[2] and 

filtering inconsistent values from the domains of slot 2 and slot 4 prior to applying the 

constraint 3<>4 is likely to remove less values from the domains of slots 2 and 4 than if 

the constraint 3<>4 were tested first. 

 

In certain cases attempting to reduce the number of constraint checks performed may 

adversely affect the effectiveness of the technique to halt expansion.  Thus a balance 

needs to be sought between ordering constraints for efficiency and effectiveness. 

 

The effectiveness of techniques that maintain arc consistency is not affected by the 

constraint order.  However, for these techniques and other techniques that repeat 

constraint checking the number of constraint checks can be significantly affected by the 

order that constraints are checked.  For those techniques that do not maintain arc 

consistency the constraint order will also affect which constraints are checked. 

 

Despite the importance of constraint ordering to the efficiency of forward tracking 

techniques and to the effectiveness of specific techniques that filter forward constraints 

of forward variables, little attention appears to have been given to it.  In trials conducted 

by Haralick & Elliott (1980), they observed that the efficiency and relative efficiency of 

back checking techniques such as “Back Marking” and “Backtracking” are affected by 

the order that constraint checks are performed.   

 

They described using a fail first approach for constraint ordering, whereby constraints 

most likely to fail are tested first.  In terms of heuristics they proposed that for back 

checking techniques variables should be checked by order of decreasing constraints.  
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That is constraints involving a variable that had the most constraints imposed on it 

should be checked first.  For back checking techniques such as GT this would appear a 

reasonable heuristic.  However their heuristic does not provide any insights as to how 

to order the constraints of the most constrained variable.  Also, it would not seem to be 

applicable for techniques such as BCA{CV} that only check the constraints of the last 

variable.  Unfortunately they do not describe any heuristics for forward checking 

techniques. 

 

Although discussion of heuristics is limited, Haralick and Elliott’s (1980) proposition that 

fail first, in which constraints most likely to fail are tested first, would appear to provide 

a reasonable basis for development of constraint ordering techniques, and equally 

applicable to back checking and forward checking techniques. 

 

The only other discussion of constraint ordering found in the literature is in the 

description of the “Generalised Maintain Arc Consistency” algorithm, Chen (2000).  

This paper proposes that the order that constraints are checked should be from least to 

most expensive.  Chen does not propose a heuristic other than to state that as 

checking the forward constraints of the current variable are cheaper, that they should 

precede testing of the forward constraints of forward variables.  However, there would 

appear to be no basis for why the forward constraints of the current variable are 

necessarily any cheaper to test than the forward constraints of forward variables.  

Despite this, what may be viewed as a “Cheapest First” approach is worthy of further 

consideration.  If two constraints were equally likely to fail then testing the cheapest 

constraint first would seem a reasonable proposition. 

 

An alternate approach was considered during this research namely “Most Constrained 

First”. That is constraints that affected the greatest number of other constraints should 

be tested first.  A question considered was whether the heuristic of choosing the most 

constrained variable by Haralick and Elliott was because it was most likely to fail first or 

because it simply constrained more variables.   

 

The issue of constraint ordering is a complex problem, but an important one that 

requires further investigation.  Whilst the fail first approach appears justified for 

ordering constraints, the stated optimality of this approach by Haralick and Elliott is 

certainly questionable given the scarcity of heuristics for implementing the approach.   
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Section 7.3 describes two attempts to order constraints; the first is based on the fail 

first approach, and the second on a most constrained approach.  The forward checking 

techniques described in subsequent sections are all based on a fail first approach.   

 

 

7.1.2.6 Multiple Techniques 

Another consideration is that the development of a search engine is not restricted to 

the use of one system of forward checking.  What has not been attempted, but is a 

consideration for future research, is development of a system whereby the forward 

checking technique applied after instantiation of the primary variable differs to that 

applied after the instantiation of other variables.  This would allow a highly effective 

technique to be applied initially to trim the search space and, subsequently, for a less 

effective, but less costly, technique to be used to traverse the space.  

 

This concept of using multiple techniques could be extended to allow each variable to 

be assigned its own system of forward checking.  For example, allowing highly 

constrained variables, or variables in highly constrained regions of the constraint 

network, to be assigned more effective forward checking techniques, and less 

constrained variables to be assigned less effective but cheaper techniques. 

 

7.2 Data Structure 

This section describes the data structure used by constraint ordering and forward 

checking techniques described in the following sections.  The data structure contains 

an array of intersection constraints for each variable.  In addition to the other properties 

of a slot, figure 7.3 presents the data structure for storing intersection constraints. 
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~ 
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Const 

  MaxSlots=40; 

  MaxWordLength=6; 

type 

  TIntersection = record 

    Pos     : Cardinal; 

    Islot   : Cardinal; 

    Ipos    : Cardinal; 

  end; 

  TSlots = record 

    ~ 

    IntersectionCount : Cardinal; 

    Intersection      : array[1..MaxWordLength] of TIntersection; 

    ~ 

  end; 

var 

  Slot  : array[1..MaxSlots] of TSlots; 

   

Figure 7.3 Data Structure – Intersecting Constraints 
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The intersection constraints for each variable are stored in the “Intersection” array (line 

12).  The size of the “Intersection” array is limited to the maximum length of a word, 

which represents the maximum number of intersecting cells.  For each intersection in a 

slot, a record is stored: “Pos” (line 6) stores the position of the intersecting cell within 

the slot, “Islot” (line 7) stores the Slot ID of the slot forming the intersection, and “Ipos” 

(line 8) stores the position of the intersecting cell within the intersecting slot.  

“IntersectionCount” (line 11) stores the number of intersections.   

 

Note that both forward and backward constraints are stored for each variable.  This is 

to allow a more efficient access to constraint data, and allows for the use of dynamic 

variable ordering techniques.  This data structure allows the consistency of values from 

variable domains to be checked as: 

 

Consistent ← Words[C.WordUsed][C.Pos] = Words[C.Islot.wordID][C.Ipos]     

   

This data structure and means of checking the consistency of values against 

intersection constraints is based on the system used by Harris (personal contact) and 

not a product of this research.  The process of checking forward constraints is 

performed within a filter domains procedure.  A separate filter domains procedure was 

implemented for each of the forward checking techniques presented.  These separate 

filter domains procedures are described later in this chapter. 

 

7.3 Constraint Order 

This section describes the use of constraint ordering by the forward checking 

techniques described in subsequent sections.  It also presents the implementation of 

two techniques for ordering intersection constraints prior to search.  Section 7.3.1 

describes an implementation based on the fail-first principle of Haralick and Elliott 

(1980), and uses a smallest domain heuristic for ordering constraints.  Section 7.3.2 

describes work with a heuristic referred to as most constrained for ordering constraints.   

 

The order that forward tracking techniques check constraints is dependent on the 

technique, however in most cases the following guidelines have been used.  Forward 

constraints of the current variable are checked prior to the forward constraints of 

forward variables, as the constraints of the current variable are more likely to fail.  The 

intersection constraints of the current variable are tested prior to the all-different 

constraints of the current variable, as the intersection constraints are more likely to fail.  
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The order that the forward all-different constraints of the current variable are checked 

against forward variables is dependant on the order that the forward variables appear 

in the variable order.  Within the implementation this corresponds to the order that they 

appear in the “SlotOrders” array.  The order that forward intersection constraints of the 

current variable are checked is based on the position of the forward variable within the 

intersections array.   

 

The reasons for checking the forward all-different constraints of the current variable in 

the order that forward variables appear in the “SlotOrders” array is for the following 

reasons.  Firstly for ease of implementation, given the current slot order position the 

“SlotOrders” array provides efficient access to a list of forward variables.  With large 

domain sizes the probability of any all-different constraint failing was deemed quite low.  

Thus the order that these constraints are checked was deemed unlikely to be critical to 

the efficiency of the implementation.  The second reason is that when using a static 

variable order, the order that variables appear in the “SlotOrders” array is typically 

based on a heuristic that orders forward variables by their likelihood of failure.  This 

however is not always the case as described in chapter 10 variable order.  In the case 

of dynamic variable ordering techniques, no attempt is made to order forward variables 

within the “SlotOrders” array.  From a variable ordering perspective this is not important 

as dynamic variable ordering techniques need only supply the next variable to 

instantiate.  As the search progresses, by the expansion of nodes during forward 

tracking and the return to preceding nodes during backtracking, the order that forward 

variables appear in the “SlotOrders” array is likely to coincide with the order that 

variables are likely to fail.  At commencement of the search however variables in the 

array are ordered by their slot ID, providing an arbitrary, random like, ordering.   

 

The order that the forward intersection constraints are tested is dependant on the order 

that forward variables appear in the intersections array.  If no explicit ordering is 

performed then intersection constraints are checked based on the geometric position of 

an intersection within a word slot.  As an attempt to improve this natural ordering an 

option was added to the implementation to allow for different techniques to be used for 

ordering the intersection constraints.  The following sub-sections describe two attempts 

to improve the ordering of intersection constraints prior to search by changing the order 

that variables appear in the intersections array.  At this stage of the research no 

attempt to dynamically order the intersection constraints has been made.  It is 

envisaged that a dynamic systems of constraint ordering during search may be 

productive, and thus an avenue for future research. 
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7.3.1 Fail First  

This section describes an implementation that orders intersection constraints prior to 

search based on the fail first principle.  The fail first principle with regards to constraint 

ordering is described.  This is followed by the description of an implementation utilising 

the smallest domain heuristic. 

 

During forward checking if, having instantiated a variable and performed the required 

forward constraint checks, the decision is made to continue expansion, then the order 

that constraints are checked is irrelevant.  Thus any costs associated with ordering 

constraints are necessarily wasted.  Constraint ordering is only of benefit when the 

decision to halt expansion is made.  Once the decision to halt has been made then 

further constraint checking can be avoided. 

 

The fail first principle has been used extensively with regards to variable ordering and, 

as Haralick and Elliott point out, it is equally applicable to constraint ordering.   For 

constraint ordering they state (1980:302): 

 

“The fail first principle states that we should first try those tests in the given 

set of tests that are more likely to fail since if they do fail we do not have to do 

the remainder of the tests in the set”.  

 

The adopted interpretation of this is that we do not necessarily order each consistency 

test based on its probability of failure, from highest to lowest, but try to identify 

constraints or groups of constraints, within the set of constraints to be tested, that are 

likely to identify failure, and test these first.  For example, having instantiated slots 1 

and 3 the FFA{CFUFV} technique will filter the constraints {3<>2, 3[5]=2[2], 3<>4, 

2<>4, 2[4]=4[2]}.  Given initial domain sizes of 100+ words, an ordering of the 

constraints based on their probability of failure would be {3[5]=2[2], 2[4]=4[2], 3<>2, 

3<>4, 2<>4}. However, an ordering {3[5]=2[2], 3<>2, 3<>4, 2[4]=4[2], 2<>4} is more 

likely to lead to a greater reduction in the domain of slot 2 and hence more likely to lead 

to failure.   

 

Although Haralick and Elliott (1980) presented forward checking techniques in their 

paper, they chose not to consider these when describing constraint ordering.  In their 

description of constraint ordering with relation to back checking techniques they 

assume that the probability of a constraint failing is an independent event.  However, 

for forward checking techniques that filter the domains of forward variables the 
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probability that a constraint will fail is dependant on which constraint checks have 

preceded it and the order that those constraints are checked.  The simple fact is that 

constraint ordering for forward checking techniques is far more complex and worthy of 

more consideration than it is given here.   

 

The following describes an attempt to implement constraint ordering based on the fail 

first principle.  The implementation uses the smallest domain heuristic as a predictor of 

the probability with which an intersection constraint is likely to be satisfied.  This was 

achieved by ordering variables within the intersections array of a slot from smallest to 

highest domain count.  The effectiveness of this predictor is dependent on the level of 

consistency achieved prior to search.  With no consistency pre-processing, all domains 

have the same number of values, thus this technique would not disturb the natural 

ordering of intersections.  Having applied consistency pre-processing techniques, such 

as arc and path consistency, the domain count of each variable provides a better 

indication of how likely a constraint will be satisfied.  Thus constraint ordering is applied 

after the consistency pre-processing techniques and prior to an exhaustive search.    

 

During search the order that variables are chosen to be instantiated will greatly affect 

which domains are filtered, and therefore the domain count of intersecting variables.  

The actual probability that a constraint will be satisfied is therefore dependent on the 

actual domain count of intersecting variables and the extent to which prior constraint 

checking has removed inconsistencies.  The use of domain count prior to search is a 

course predictor of the probability with which a constraint will fail during search. 

 

The reason for not experimenting with other heuristics was in part due to the 

probabilistic nature of constraint ordering and the small number of test bed puzzles.  

With such a small sample size it was impossible to ascertain whether the heuristic or 

chance was responsible for the results.  The use of the smallest domain count heuristic 

produces mixed results when compared to the natural ordering of constraints. 

 

The implementation of ordering intersecting constraints using the smallest domain 

count heuristic is presented in figure 7.4 below.  This moves intersections with the 

smallest domain count towards the front of the intersection array of a slot.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Constraint_Order_Intersections_Domain_Count; 

var aSlot, anIntersection, j, k: Cardinal; 

    tempIntersection: TIntersection; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 
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   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount-1 do 

   begin 

      j:=anIntersection; 

      for k:=anIntersection+1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if Slot[Intersection[k].Islot].DomainCount[0]< 

         Slot[Intersection[j].Islot].DomainCount[0] then 

      j:=k; 

      if anIntersection<>j then 

      begin 

         tempIntersection:=Intersection[anIntersection]; 

         Intersection[anIntersection]:=Intersection[j]; 

         Intersection[j]:=tempIntersection; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.4 Implementation – Order Intersecting Constraints by Domain Count 

 

 

7.3.2 Most Constrained 

This section describes a technique that orders the intersection constraints prior to 

search based on the most constrained approach.  A brief introduction to the most 

constrained approach is presented, followed by a description of the implementation that 

orders intersection constraints by the number of intersections within the intersecting 

slot.   

 

For variable ordering the most constrained approach states that we should choose to 

instantiate next the variable that constrains the greatest number of other variables.  

This approach may be considered a variation of failing first as the most constrained 

variable may also be likely to fail first.  However, as will be explained further in relation 

to variable ordering (chapter 10), the most constrained approach is attempting to 

improve search efficiency by reducing the number of constraint tests performed where 

fail first is attempting to improve efficiency by reducing branch depth, and hence these 

are different approaches.   

 

Given the applicability of the fail first to both variable ordering and constraint ordering, 

the potential use of the most constrained approach was considered for constraint 

ordering.  Also, it was questioned whether Haralick and Elliott’s heuristic for failing first, 

was actually attempting to fail first or offered benefits because the variable was simply 

more constrained. 

 

Applying this principle to constraint ordering, it was considered that we should choose 

the constraint whose variables constrain the most other variables.  For example (Figure 

7.1 above) the intersection constraints of slot 3 are {3[2]=1[3], 3[5]=2[2]}.  Having 

instantiated slot 3 the question is which of its two intersection constraints to check first.  
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Application of the most constrained approach would choose the constraint 3[5]=2[2], as 

slot 2 constrains more variables than slot 1.  The basis for this approach was thought 

that as slot 2 for example constrained slot 4 and that slot 1 constrained no other 

variables, that the impact of filtering slot 2 first would have the greatest impact on 

further constraint checks. 

 

The implementation of ordering intersecting constraints using the most intersections 

heuristic is presented in figure 7.5 below.  This moves variables with the highest 

intersection count towards the front of the intersection array of a slot. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator. 

   Constraint_Order_Intersections_Intersection_Count; 

var aSlot, anIntersection, j, k: Cardinal; 

    tempIntersection: TIntersection; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount-1 do 

   begin 

      j:=anIntersection; 

      for k:=anIntersection+1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if Slot[Intersection[k].Islot].IntersectionCount> 

         Slot[Intersection[j].Islot].IntersectionCount then 

      j:=k; 

      if anIntersection<>j then 

      begin 

         tempIntersection:=Intersection[anIntersection]; 

         Intersection[anIntersection]:=Intersection[j]; 

         Intersection[j]:=tempIntersection; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.5 Implementation – Order Intersecting Constraints by Domain Count 

 

 

7.4 FC1 - FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

This section describes the first of the forward checking techniques, 

FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV}, which is referred to as simply FC1.  The FC1 

technique was incorporated in the implementation supplied by Geoff Harris, and 

developed during the course of his research into problems such as CPC and WCO.  In 

Harris’s implementation the forward checking processes resided in the “Fill Slot” 

procedure.  From this implementation the necessary program code for forward 

checking was extracted to the “Filter Domains” procedure such that other forward 

checking techniques could be used with the search engine and so that this forward 

checking technique could be used with other search engines.   
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FC1 checks forward constraints for arc consistency, it checks and filters values from 

the domain of forward variables that are inconsistent with the constraint set 

represented by the intersection of past variables and variables that intersect with the 

current variable {PV∩ICV}.  Prior to the instantiation of the next variable the constraint 

set represented by the intersection of the all-different constraints of past variables and 

the all-different constraints of the next variable are checked {PV∩NV}.  Thus 

FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} may be viewed as a hybrid approach incorporating 

both forward checking and forward filtering. 

 

Returning to the above example, having instantiated slots 1 and 3 

FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} will filter the constraints {PV∩ICV} being {1<>2, 

3<>2, 3[5]=2[2]} having chosen the next variable to instantiate the all-different 

constraints {PV∩NV} will be checked.  If slot 2 is the next variable, then the constraints 

{1<>2, 3<>2} would be checked to ensure that a value is not assigned to slot 2 that 

violates these constraints.  In this specific example, the constraints {1<>2, 3<>2} will 

have been checked and inconsistent values filtered from the domain of slot 2, these 

constraints will then be checked again prior to the instantiation of slot 2 which is 

duplicated effort that does not improve the effectiveness of the technique.  The reason 

for the check of the constraints {PV∩NV} is that the next variable chosen may not be 

connected by the intersecting constraint with the current variable.  For example, if the 

next variable chosen was slot 4, then the words used by slots 1 & 3 would not have 

been filtered from the domain of slot 4 and thus the check {1<>4, 3<>4} would be 

necessary to ensure that a consistent partial solution is formed.    

 

To speed the process of checking the all-different constraints of past variables, FC1 

uses a “Used” array to record whether a word has been used in the currently formed 

partial solution.  Each position in the ”Used” array corresponds to the position of the 

word in the “Words” array.  Upon assignment of a value, its position in the used array is 

set to true.  This allows a value to be checked against the all-different constraints of all 

past variables by checking the “Used” array to ensure that the word has not already 

been assigned.  Upon removal of the word the “Used” array is set to false.  

 

The processes employed by FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} are illustrated in figure 

7.6 below. 

 

1 

 

2 
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IF not Used[v] then 

  // Instantiate C with V  

  Used[v] ← True  

  FOR each uninstantiated F that intersects with C DO 

    FOR each v in F.Domain DO 
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      IF letter in intersecting position of F.v =  

         letter in intersecting position of C.v  

        AND 

         not Used[v] THEN 

        Retain V 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN return False 

  //after revoking the instantiation of C 

  Used[v] ← False 

  

Figure 7.6 Pseudo Code – FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

 

It should be observed that used words are removed from the domains of intersecting 

slots only.  If it could be guaranteed that the next slot to be filled intersected with the 

prior slot then the check if a word had been used prior to instantiation (line1) would not 

be required.  However in many cases the geometry of the grid will simply not permit all 

slots to be filled in such a manner.  Thus the consistency check on line 1 is essential 

for handling a broad range of grid geometries and variable ordering techniques. 

 

The implementation of the all-different constraint check FCA(ad){PV∩NV} is performed 

within the “Search Partition” and “Fill Slot” procedures used by this technique.  As a 

means of clarifying the approach figure 7.7 provides the implementation of the 

FCA(ad){PV∩NV} with SL1 domain maintenance.  This technique has also been 

implemented with the ML domain maintenance system, and its implementation 

Search_Fill_Slot_X1_ML_Intersecting procedure can be found in the appendices.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Intersecting 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, anIntersection, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if (not Used[Domains[0,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         tempDomainCount[anIntersection]:= 

            Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 
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            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL1_Intersecting(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].iSlot].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[anIntersection]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.7 Implementation – Search Fill Slot X1 SL1 

 

Prior to instantiation of the next variable, line 9 checks that the value to be assigned 

has not been used by past variables, thus simultaneously checking the all-different 

constraints of past variables.  Line 11 assigns the value and line 12 sets used to true.  

Having revoked the instantiation line 41 resets used to false.  Filtering of the {PV∩ICV} 

constraints takes place on line 30 with a call to domain filter. 

 

The implementation of the “Domain Filter” procedure when used with SL1 domain 

maintenance system is presented in figure 7.8 below.  This implementation is 

essentially the same as the code supplied by Geoff Harris.  The only modification is the 

way that the domain values and the domain count are accessed, due to the sharing of 

the data structure with the ML domain maintenance technique.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC1(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var i, j, k, i1, w1: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) and result then 

   begin 

      ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]; 

      k:=Intersection[i].iPos; 

      with Slot[Intersection[i].iSlot] do 

      begin 

         j:=0; 

         for i1:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if (Words[Domains[0,i1]][k]=ch) and  

            (not Used[Domains[0,i1]]) then 

         begin 

            Inc(j); 

            if i1<>j then 

            begin 

               w1:=Domains[0,j]; 

               Domains[0,j]:=Domains[0,i1]; 

               Domains[0,i1]:=w1 

            end; 

         end; 

         DomainCount[0]:=j; 

         result:=j>0; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.8 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC1 
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1 The procedure is passed the slot order position, or branch depth, of the current 

variable. 

4 The result variable is the return value of the function, which is set to true, in case 

no intersecting slots are unfilled. 

5 With the currently instantiated variable do 

6 Initiate a loop to check each intersecting variable 

7 Check that the intersecting variable has not already been instantiated, and that 

a prior checked variable has not determined that a solution is not possible 

9 Assign the character in the intersecting cell of the current slot to the “ch” 

variable. 

10 Assign the position of the intersecting cell within the intersecting slot to the “k” 

variable. 

11 Perform the following processes on the intersecting slot  

12 Initialise a counter of consistent words in the domain to zero 

13 For each word in the domain do 

15 Check that the letter in the intersecting cell matches that used in the current slot, 

and check that the word has not already been assigned to another slot. 

17 If the word is consistent then move the word to the next consistent position in 

the domain, firstly update the number of consistent words in the domain. 

18 Check that the consistent word is not already in the correct position, if its not 

then move it (lines 20 to 22). 

20 Temporarily store the inconsistent word in the position where the consistent 

word is to be moved to. 

21 Assign the consistent word to the correct position. 

22 Assign the inconsistent word to the position where the consistent word came 

from.  

25 Update the domain count with the number of consistent words. 

26 Set the result to true if the domain contains consistent values and false if not. 

 

 

7.5 FC2 - FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

This section describes the FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique.  

This technique filters the intersecting constraints of the current variable then checks the 

all different constraints of past variables and prior to instantiation of the next variable 

limits assignment of values to those consistent with the constraint set represented by 
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the intersection of the all-different constraints of past variables and the all-different 

constraints of the next variable. 

 

From the above example, having instantiated slots 1 and 3, 

FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} will filter the intersecting constraints of the 

current variable {3[5]=2[2]}.  If this passes it will then check the all-different constraints 

of past variables {1<>2, 1<>4, 3<>2, 3<>4} to ensure that forward variables have an 

unused word in their domain.  Finally prior to instantiation of the next variable the 

assignment of values is limited to those consistent with the all-different constraints of 

the intersection of past variables with the next variable.  If slot 2 is to be instantiated 

next then values consistent with the constraints {1<>2, 3<>2} would be checked.  If slot 

4 is to be instantiated next then values consistent with {1<>4, 3<>4} would be 

assigned. 

 

In contrast to Harris’s FFA{PV∩ICV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique above, words used 

by past variables are not filtered from domains, but instead the domains of all forward 

variables are checked to ensure they have an unused word.  As used words are not 

removed from the domains of any variable the constraint check of the all-different 

constraints of {PV∩NV} is still required prior to instantiation of the next variable.   

 

An impetus for this technique came during development of the branch-and-bound 

techniques.  It was recognised that many of the branch-and-bound techniques 

developed were performing a check of the all-different constraint for all forward 

variables.  This technique was originally implemented as a means of assessing the 

extent to which these B&B techniques were benefiting from this added level of 

consistency checking, and not as a result of a more effective bound calculation.  It was 

observed that this technique was comparatively more efficient than 

FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} (described in the next section) when using B&B 

techniques that did not contain this consistency check.  Thus some of the gains of the 

new B&B techniques could be attributed to this added level of consistency. 

 

In other words, the check that forward variables have an unused word in their domain 

appeared to be of benefit.  From an implementation perspective this check can either 

be included in the forward checking function or in the B&B function.  Including this 

consistency test in both is unnecessary.  Thus the use of this technique with B&B that 

performs this consistency test is unwarranted.   
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Care should be taken in the interpretation of results involving the use of FC3 with B&B 

that perform a forward check of the use once constraint.  This is effectively FC2 

forward checking with the processing spread across the “Filter Domains” and “Branch 

Bound” functions (chapter 8). 

 

The processes employed by FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} are 

illustrated in figure 7.9 below. 
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IF not Used[v] then 

  // Instantiate C with v  

  Used[v] ← True  

  FOR each uninstantiated F that intersects with C DO 

    FOR each v in F.Domain DO 

      IF letter in intersecting position of F.v =  

         letter in intersecting position of C.v THEN 

        Retain v 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN  

      return False 

    ELSE 

      For each uninstantiated F do 

        IF all v in F are used THEN 

          Return False 

  //after revoking the instantiation of C 

  Used[v] ← False 

  

Figure 7.9 Pseudo Code – FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

 

The implementation of the constraint check FCA(ad){PV∩NV} is performed within the 

“Search Partition” and “Fill Slot” procedures as described in the previous section.  The 

filtering FFA(i){CV} and checking FCA(ad){PV} are performed in the domain filter 

function presented in figure 7.10 below. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC2(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var anIntersection, intPos, aSlotPos, wordCounter, wordID, domainPos: 

    Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and 

         result then 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

         intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].iPos; 

         with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].iSlot] do 

         begin 

            wordCounter:=0; 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if Words[Domains[0,domainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

            begin 

               Inc(wordCounter); 

               if domainPos<>wordCounter then 

               begin 

                  wordID:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                  Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,domainPos]:=wordID 

               end; 
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            end; 

            DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

            result:=wordCounter>0; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         Inc(slotOrderPos); 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

         if result and (DomainCount[0]<slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            domainPos:=DomainCount[0]; 

            found:=False; 

            repeat 

               if not Used[Domains[0,domainPos]] then 

               found:=True 

               else 

               Dec(domainPos); 

            until found or (domainPos=0); 

            result:=found; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.10 Implementation – Filter Domains SL1 FC2 

 

The first 30 lines of the Filter Domains SL1 FC2 procedure are essentially the same as 

for FC1, with the exception that the used word check on line 17 has been ommitted, 

thus allowing used words to be retained in domains.  Only words inconsistent with the 

intersecting constraints of the current variable are filtered from domains.  If this results 

in a domain wipeout then further processing is not performed.  If a valid solution is 

deemed still possible (line 31) then the domains of forward variables are checked that 

they have an unused word in their domain.  The “slotOrderPos” variable contains the 

branch depth of the current variable, line 33 increments this value by one.  Line 34 

initiates a loop to proces all forward variables.  If the domain count of a variable is 

greater than the number of slots filled then it must contain an unused word.  Thus only 

variables with a domain count less than or equal to the number of filled slots need to be 

checked (line 36).  During an exhaustive search an unused word could appear in any 

position in the domain, thus the order that values are searched is irrelevant.  During 

solution testing however where a search is terminated upon forming a solution there is 

a greater probability that unused words will be located at the end of a domain rather 

than the start.  As this procedure is used for both exhaustive search and solution 

testing, the search for an unused word commences with the last value in the domain 

and then iterates through the domain until an unused word is found or the position in 

the domain reaches 0.  If no unused words are found in a domain then the function 

returns false. 

 

As several of the B&B techniques implement the forward check of the all-different 

constraint, the FC2 implementation presented above is only of benefit to B&B that do 
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not implement this check, and to search engines used for solution testing that do not 

implement B&B.  For those B&B techniques that do implement the check the following 

FC3 technique is more suitable.    

 

7.6 FC3 - FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

This section describes the FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique.  This is essentially 

the FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} with the check of the all-different 

constraint FCA(ad){PV} removed.  The reason for this removal is for use with B&B 

techniques that implement this check in the calculation of the bound.  

 

The primary reason for this variation is that in many cases FC1 checks the all-different 

constraint for each value in the domain twice.  The first check is performed during 

domain filtering and the second prior to assignment.  Whilst the first check is performed 

earlier, and thus able to detect fail points earlier, it was considered to be potentially 

inefficient.  In the case of the test bed problems, which contain domain sizes of 2466 

words, the probability that a specific word from a domain is inconsistent with the all-

different constraint is quite low.  For the test bed problems that have reduced domain 

sizes (approx. 400 words) the probability is higher, although still quite low in absolute 

terms.  Thus the all-different consistency test added a cost with a low probability of 

improving the effectiveness of the technique to determine if the partial solution can lead 

to the formation of a valid solution. 

 

Another reason for removing the first consistency check is that one of the benefits of 

using the SL domain maintenance system is that it reduces the cost of “thrashing”, 

repeatedly instantiating a variable with the same value, due to a forward inconsistency.  

When “thrashing” occurs repeated filtering of intersecting slots will frequently not 

require values in those domains to be moved, except when one of the values in the 

domain has been used.  If the first value in the domain is used then subsequent 

consistent values will need to be shifted forward a position, thus undermining one of 

the benefits of using SL.  As such by not removing used words the values in domains 

will require shifting less often.  Improvement to the efficiency of sorting domains was 

also envisaged if used words were not removed.   Whilst FC3 offers potential efficiency 

gains for both SL and ML domain maintenance systems, it is likely to benefit SL more. 
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The only difference between the implementation of FC1 and FC3 occurs on line 15 by 

removing the consistency check that a word has been used.  Thus retaining used 

words in the domain. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC3(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

  Boolean; 

var anIntersection, intPos, wordCounter, wordID, aDomainPos: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and  

      result then 

   begin 

      ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

      intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].iPos; 

      with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].iSlot] do 

      begin 

         wordCounter:=0; 

         for aDomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if Words[Domains[0,aDomainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

         begin 

            Inc(wordCounter); 

            if aDomainPos<>wordCounter then 

            begin 

               wordID:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

               Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,aDomainPos]; 

               Domains[0,aDomainPos]:=wordID 

            end; 

         end; 

         DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

         result:=wordCounter>0; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.11 Implementation – Filter Domains SL1 FC3 

 

FC3 is the least effective of the forward checking techniques presented in this paper.  

Thus search engines using this technique traverse more nodes in the search tree.  

However it is the least costly of the techniques allowing the traversal of more nodes in 

a given time. 

 

7.7 FC4 - FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

This section describes the FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique.  This technique 

uses a path consistency test of intersection constraints to filter values from the domains 

of forward variables, and like the previous techniques performs a check of the all-

different constraint prior to the assignment of a value to the next variable.   

 

The pseudo code for the FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} is presented in figure 7.12 

below. 

 

1 IF not Used[v] then 
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  // Instantiate C with V  

  Used[v] ← True  

  FOR each uninstantiated variable F that intersects with C DO 

    FOR each v in F.Domain DO 

      IF letter in intersecting position of F.v =  

         letter in intersecting position of C.v THEN 

        FOR each uninstantiated variable J that intersects with F DO 

          Locate a value in J such that 

            letter in intersecting position of F.v =  

            letter in intersecting position of J.v 

        IF a consistent value exists in each J THEN 

          Retain F.v  

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN return False 

  //after revoking the instantiation of C 

  Used[v] ← False 

  

Figure 7.12 Pseudo Code – FFP2(i){CV}+ FCA(ad){PV∩NV} 

 

As can be seen in the Pseudo code above, values are removed from the domain of a 

variable if the intersection constraint is not satisfied between F and C and a value in 

each of the variables intersecting with F can not be found that satisfies the intersection 

constraint between F and J.   

 

Returning to the example problem, having instantiated variables 1 and 3, FFP2(i){CV}+ 

FCA(ad){PV∩NV} will filter values from the domain of slot 2 that are inconsistent with 

the intersection constraints {3[5]=2[2], 2[4]=4[2]}.  This ensures that a path of length 2 

can be formed from the current variable with regards to the intersection constraint.  As 

the use once constraint is ignored in this path consistency test it may be that values 

that have been used previously, allow the consistency test to pass, or that a value may 

use its self in another variable to pass the test.  Thus it cannot be guaranteed that a 

consistent path of length 2 can be formed from the current variable.  However if this 

test fails it can be assured that a valid solution cannot be formed. 

  

The implementation of the FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique with the SL1 

domain maintenance system is presented in figure 7.13. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC4(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var anIntersection, intPos, iiPos, wordCounter, iDomainPos, iiDomPos, wordID:  

    Cardinal; 

    ch:Char; 

    insert, found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and  

      result then 

   begin 

      ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

      intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

      with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

      begin 

         wordCounter:=0; 

         for iDomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

         begin 
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            insert:=True; 

            for iiPos:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

            if (not Slot[Intersection[iiPos].Islot].Filled) then 

            begin 

               found:=False; 

               iiDomPos:=1; 

               while (not found) and (iiDomPos 

                  <=Slot[Intersection[iiPos].Islot].DomainCount[0]) do 

               begin 

                  if Words[Slot[Intersection[iiPos].Islot]. 

                     Domains[0,iiDomPos]][Intersection[iiPos].Ipos]= 

                     Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]] 

                     [intersection[iiPos].Pos] then 

                  found:=True 

                  else 

                  Inc(iiDomPos); 

               end; 

               if not found then 

               insert:=False; 

            end; 

            if insert then 

            begin 

               Inc(wordCounter); 

               if iDomainPos<>wordCounter then 

               begin 

                  wordID:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                  Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,iDomainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,iDomainPos]:=wordID 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

         DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

         result:=wordCounter>0; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.13 Implementation – Filter Domains SL1 FC4 

 

The following describes the implementation of the FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV}.  As 

with FC2 & FC3, Line 15 performs checks that the value in the intersecting domain is 

consistent with the intersection constraint of the current variable.  If the value is 

consistent then lines 16 to 31 check that the value is consistent with forward 

intersecting constraints of the intersecting variable.   

 

17 The “insert” variable is used to indicate the consistency of the value, and is 

initialised to true. 

18 A loop is initialised to check all intersecting constraints 

19 Intersecting constraints are restricted to forward constraints, by definition if a 

variable within the constraint has been instantiated then it is a backward 

constraint  

21 The found variable is initialised to false to indicate that a consistent value has 

not been located 

22 The domain position within the intersecting variable is initialised to 1 

23 A loop is initialised to iterate through all values in the domain of the intersecting 

variable or until a consistent value is found 

25 The consistency test of the intersection constraint is performed 
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26 If a consistent value has been located then found is set to true, else 

28 If the consistency test failed, then the domain position of the next value is set 

30 If no consistent values are found in the domain of the intersecting variable, then 

31 Insert is set to false indicating the value should be removed from the domain 

 

Lines 33 to 41 remove inconsistent values from the domain.  If no consistent values 

exist then the function returns false. 

 

By looking further ahead, and testing more constraints, the 

FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique is more effective than the 

FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique that only tests the intersection constraints of 

the current variable for arc consistency.  Trials of FFP2(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} show 

that it typically halts expansion higher in the search tree. 

 

7.8 FC5 - FFA{CV} 

This section describes two techniques that filter values from the domains of forward 

variables that are inconsistent with the forward constraints of the current variable.  The 

first of these is based on Haralick and Elliott’s “Forward Check” algorithm (1980) as 

presented by Prosser (1993).  The implementation of this technique is referred to as 

FC5b.  The second technique was developed during this research, and is referred to as 

FC5. Although FC5 differs from that of Haralick and Elliott, and Prosser’s algorithms, 

the concepts described by Haralick and Elliott with regards to constraint ordering, fail 

first, and remembering what has been performed, served as a major impetus for the 

development of FC5 and refinement of the techniques described in later sections of this 

chapter.   

 

The process employed by both techniques is to check the forward constraints of the 

current variable and to filter values from the domains of forward variables that are 

inconsistent with these constraints.  From the above example, having instantiated slots 

1 and 3, FFA{CV} will check the constraints {3[5]=2[2], 3<>2, 3<>4} and filter values 

from the domain of slot 2 that are inconsistent with the intersection constraint 

(3[5]=2[2]) and the all-different constraint (3<>2), it will also remove the value assigned 

to slot 3 from the domain of slot 4 thus satisfying the all-different constraint 3<>4.  

Although both techniques perform the same constraint checks, and are therefore 

equally effective at halting expansion, they are algorithmically different and differ with 

regards to the efficiency that they traverse the search space.  Despite the improved 
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efficiency of FC5 as indicated by the empirical trials, neither would appear particularly 

efficient for the problems of CPC or WCO.  The following subsections describe the two 

techniques. 

 

7.8.1 FC5b 

This subsection describes an implementation based on the “Forward Check” algorithm 

as described by Prosser (1993).  As stated previously the purpose of this thesis is not 

to provide a comparative analysis of existing algorithms, but the development of new 

techniques via experimentation.  The reason for implementing this algorithm was to 

investigate backtracking techniques such as “Conflict Directed Backjumping” when 

used with forward checking techniques.  As such the implementation of this technique 

was intended as a benchmark for evaluating different systems of backtracking as 

opposed to comparing it with other forward tracking techniques developed during this 

research.   

 

Despite being based on Prosser’s description of the “Forward Check” algorithm, the 

FC5b technique differs from the algorithm described by Prosser.  The major changes 

are that it uses the SL2 domain maintenance system for reasons described in the prior 

chapter, and it resides within the recursive X1 search engine.  The following describes 

the processes of the “Forward Check” algorithm that relate to the function of forward 

tracking.  The generic algorithm described by Prosser is presented in figure 7.14 below. 
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FOR each uninstantiated variable F DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with C.v THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount =0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

 

Figure 7.14 Pseudo Code – Prosser’s Forward Check 

  

As the problem of WCO has two types of binary constraints (intersecting and all-

different), the generic algorithm was adapted to the WCO problem and presented in 

figure 7.15. 
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FOR each uninstantiated variable F DO 

  IF F intersects with C then 

    For each value in the domain of the F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersecting constraint  

        OR F.v is inconsistent with the all-different constraint THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount =0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

  ELSE 
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10 
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15 

    Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

      IF found THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

        IF F.DomainCount =0 THEN 

          Stop and return False 

 

Figure 7.15 Pseudo Code – FC5b 

 

Line 2 establishes whether the forward variable F is subject to both types of 

constraints.  If it is then line 3 & 4 check each value in the domain of F against the 

intersection and all-different constraints.  Inconsistent values are removed from F (line 

5).  If the domain of F contains no consistent values then the process is stopped and 

further expansion halted.  If F is only subject to the all-different constraint, then there is 

no need to check each value in F; instead an attempt is made to locate the value 

assigned to the current variable in the domain of F.  If it is located then it is removed 

from the domain of F (lines 10 to 13) thus reducing the number of consistency tests 

performed. 

 

The implementation of the FC5b technique with SL2 domain maintenance is presented 

in figure 7.16 and described below.  Chapter 6 described the SL2 domain maintenance 

system and included a description of this procedure regarding the removal of values 

from a domain and the process of restoring domains.  The following describes aspects 

related to checking the consistency of values against the constraints of the current 

variable. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL2_FC5b(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

   Boolean; 

var aFowardSlotPos, anIntersection, intPos, domainPos, wordCounter, 

    tempWord: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      aFowardSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1; 

      while result and (aFowardSlotPos<=SlotCount) do 

      begin 

         ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         found:=False; 

         anIntersection:=1; 

         while (not found) and (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 

         if Intersection[anIntersection].Islot= 

            SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos] then 

         found:=True 

         else 

         Inc(anIntersection); 

         if found then 

         begin 

            ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

            intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

            begin 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 
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               if (Words[Domains[0,domainPos]][intPos]=ch)  

                  and (Domains[0,domainPos]<> 

                  Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed) then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordCounter); 

                  if domainPos<>wordCounter then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                     Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                     Domains[0,domainPos]:=tempWord; 

                  end; 

               end; 

               DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

            end; 

         end 

         else 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

         begin 

            domainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (domainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if Domains[0,domainPos]= 

               Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed then 

            begin 

               found:=True; 

               if domainPos<DomainCount[0] then 

               begin 

                  tempWord:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainPos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

               end; 

               Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

            end 

            else 

            Inc(domainPos); 

         end; 

         if Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]<> 

            ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] then 

         begin 

            Inc(ForwardCount); 

            ForwardConflicts[ForwardCount]:= 

               SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]; 

         end; 

         result:=Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] 

                 .DomainCount[0]>0; 

         Inc(aFowardSlotPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.16 Implementation – Domain Filter SL2 FC5b 

 

4 The return value of the function is set to true. 

7 The slot position of the first forward variable is assigned to FowardSlotPos. 

8 A loop is initiated to process all forward variables. 

11 Lines 11 to 17 determine whether the forward variable intersects with the current 

variable, and thus subject to the intersection constraint.   

18 If the forward variable intersects with the current variable then values are 

checked against the intersection and all-different constraints (lines 19 to 38).  

20 Assign the letter in the intersecting cell of the current variable to “ch”. 

21 Assign the position of the intersecting cell within the intersecting slot to “intPos”. 

25 Initiate a loop to check all values in the forward variable’s domain. 

26 Perform the consistency check.  Firstly check that the letter in the intersecting 
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cell of the value is the same as that used in the current variable.  Secondly 

check that the value is not the same as the value used by the current variable. 

39 If the forward variable is not subject to the intersection constraint then process 

lines 40 to 58. 

44 A loop is initiated to ascertain whether the word used by the current variable is 

contained in the domain of the forward variable.  

45 Perform the consistency check that the value in the forward variables domain is 

not the same as the value used by the current variable. 

64 The number of consistent values in the variables domain is checked to ensure 

that it contains at least one consistent value.  If no consistent values exist then 

forward checking returns false. 

 

7.8.2 FC5 

This subsection describes an alternate algorithm and implementation of FFA{CV} using 

a constraint based approach.  The FC5 technique tests the forward intersection 

constraints of the current variable prior to checking the forward all-different constraints 

of the current variable.  It is acknowledged that at any given point in the search the 

probability that a specific constraint will cause a failure is dependent on the actual 

values contained in the domains of forward variables and the values assigned to prior 

variables.  However, probabilistically, the intersection constraints have a higher 

probability of reducing the number of values in the domain of a forward variable, and 

thus a higher probability of causing a domain wipeout.  Thus, the testing of intersection 

constraints of the current variable prior to its all-different constraints provides a coarse 

heuristic for implementing the fail first approach for constraint ordering.      

 

The pseudo code for the FC5 variant is presented in figure 7.17 below.  
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  For each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

 

Figure 7.17 Pseudo Code – FC5 
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As can be seen from Figure 7.17 the FC5 technique contains two outer loops, one for 

the intersection constraints of C (line 1) and the second for the all-different constraints 

(line 8).  This algorithm differs from that described by Prosser (1993), and from that 

described by Harralick & Elliott (1980), in that focus has shifted from satisfying the 

constraints of forward variables to satisfying the forward constraints of the current 

variable. 

 

The implementation of FC5 is presented in figure 7.18 and described below.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC5(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

         if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

         result:=False; 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 
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                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.18 Implementation – Fill Slot X1 SL1 FC5 

 

The domain filter function makes use of two sub-procedures, “Filter Slot Word” and 

“Filter Slot Intersection Letter”, these are used for checking the all-different and 

intersection constraints respectively.   The main function commences on line 47.  Line 

51 initiates a loop of all intersection constraints of the current variable.  Line 52 restricts 

checking to the forward constraints.  Line 53 calls the Filter Slot Intersection Letter 

procedure passing the reference to the forward variable to be filtered, the position of 

the intersection within the forward variable, and the letter used in the intersecting cell 

by the current variable.  Line 54 initiates a loop to check the all-different constraints of 

the current variable.  Line 56 calls the “Filter Slot Word” procedure passing the forward 

variable to be filtered and the word used by the current variable. 

 

The “Filter Slot Intersection Letter” procedure filters values from the domain of a 

variable that are inconsistent with the intersection constraint.  It operates by restricting 

words in the domain to those that contain the “letter” in the “letterPos” position of the 

word. 

 

The “Filter Slot Word” procedure filters a value from the domain that is inconsistent with 

the all-different constraint.  It operates by searching the domain for the “wordID” and if 

found removes it from the domain.  In this case a linear search of the domain is used 

starting at the first value in the domain.  This is because when using SL domain 

maintenance the order of values in the domain is unknown.  If using a system of 

domain maintenance that maintained sorted domains such as ML or Chen’s Domain 

maintenance system more efficient methods of searching the domain could be utilised.  

However, the cost of removing a single word from a domain using ML was deemed to 

be to great to warrant its use with this forward checking technique.   

 

7.9 FC6 - FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} 

This section describes the FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} forward checking technique.  This 

technique filters the forward constraints of the current variable and then filters the 

forward intersection constraints of forward variables.  As forward variables by definition 

have not been instantiated it is questionable the extent to which their forward all-
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different constraints can be checked.  The following FFA{CVUFV} technique makes 

some attempt to check these constraints where a domain is reduced to a single value.  

However no attempt to check the forward all-different constraints of forward variables is 

made by the FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} technique.   

 

Like the FC5 implementation described above this technique uses a constraint-based 

approach.  It filters the forward intersection constraints of the current variable, followed 

by the forward all-different constraints of the current variable followed by the forward 

intersection constraints of forward variables, as this was perceived to provide the most 

likely order of failure.  Within the forward intersection constraints of the current variable 

the order is determined by the order of intersections in the intersection array which may 

be pre-ordered prior to search by the domain count of variables involved in the 

intersection.  The order that the all-different constraints are tested is based on the 

position of a variable within the variable order.  Finally the order that the forward 

intersection constraints of forward variables is tested is based on a dynamically created 

constraint list whereby the forward constraints of variables that are involved in the 

forward intersecting constraints of the current variable are added first as these are 

probabilistically more likely to fail, the remaining intersection constraints of forward 

variables are added to the list based on the position of variables within the variable 

order. 

 

Although some attempts have been made to order constraints based on the probability 

of failure, the heuristics used are certainly coarse predictors.  The extent to which 

dynamic formulation of constraint probabilities can improve the efficiency of these 

techniques is an avenue for future research.  

 

Figure 7.19 presents the pseudo code for the FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} technique  
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

    FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

  FOR each or F’s forward intersection constraint DO 

    IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 
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      Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each intersection constraint in constraint list do 

  FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

 

Figure 7.19 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} 

 

As can be seen in the pseudo code above, the constraint list is dynamically constructed 

with each call to the function.  If using a static variable order then a constraint list for 

each variable could be constructed prior to search, as the forward constraints of a 

variable could be predetermined.  The process of dynamically building the constraint 

list is to allow both static and dynamic variable ordering techniques to be used with this 

forward tracking technique.  However, even when using a dynamic variable order, it 

would seem more logical to build the constraint list once prior to attempting to 

instantiate a variable, as opposed to after the assignment of each value.  Despite this 

presumption, experimentation with implementations that built the constraint list prior to 

instantiation did not yield efficient results on the test bed problems.  Certainly more 

experimentation is required to ascertain the reasons for these results. 

 

From the above example, having instantiated slot 1 and 3, FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} will 

check the constraints {2[2]=3[5], 2<>3, 3<>4, 2[4]=4[2]}. This involves filtering values 

from the domain of slot 2 that are inconsistent with the intersection constraint of the 

current variable 2[2]=3[5].  If values are removed from the domain of slot 2 then the 

forward intersection constraints of slot 2 are added to a constraint list.  In this example 

the single constraint 2[4]=4[2] might be added.  The all different constraints of the 

current variable are then checked, firstly the constraint 2<>3 removes the value 

assigned to slot 3 from the domain of slot 2 irrespective of whether the value was 

removed from slot 2’s domain the forward intersection constraints of slot 2 2[4]=4[2] is 

added to the constraint list.  Secondly the constraint 3<>4 removes the value assigned 

to slot 3 from the domain of slot 4, again, irrespective of whether the constraint check 

removes a value from slot 4’s domain, its forward intersection constraints 4[2]=2[4] are 

added to the constraint list.  By this stage the constraint list will contain all forward 

intersection constraints of forward variables.  Finally the forward intersection 

constraints of forward variables are checked.  In this example the constraint list will 

contain two entries for the constraint 2[4]=4[2] the first entry will check the domain of 

slot 2 and the second will check the domain of slot 4.  As FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} does 

not include the forward all-different constraints of forward variables, the all-different 

constraint 2<>4 is not tested. 
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The implementation of the FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} presented builds the constraint list 

within the domain filter function.  The reason for presenting this implementation and not 

the other variations that built the constraint list prior to instantiation of a variable is that 

this implementation performed better on the test bed problems.  The “Domain Filter 

Add Constraint” procedure (7.21) is used to add an intersection constraint to the 

constraint list.  The declaration of the constraint list is presented in figure 7.20. 
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Const  

  MaxConstraints=200; 

Type 

  TIntConstraint = record 

    CheckSlot : Cardinal; 

    CheckPos  : Cardinal; 

    IntSlot   : Cardinal; 

    IntPos    : Cardinal; 

  end; 

Var 

  IntCCount      : Cardinal;   

  IntConstraints : array[1..MaxConstraints] of TIntConstraint; 

 

Figure 7.20 Implementation – Domain Filter Add Constraint 

 

The constant, MaxConstraints, is used to limit the size of the static array IntConstraints; 

this was compiled with a value of 200 being the maximum number of constraints in the 

test bed puzzles.  The CheckSlot property stores the slot ID of the variable to be 

filtered.  The CheckPos property stores the position of the intersection within the 

CheckSlot.  The IntSlot property stores the slot ID of the other variable involved in the 

constraint.  The IntPos property stores the position of the intersection within the IntSlot.  

This enables a value in a domain to be checked against the intersection constraint as: 

CheckSlot.v[CheckPos]=InstSlot.v[IntPos].  The IntCCount variable stores the number 

of intersection constraints that have been added to the IntConstraints array.  

 

The “Domain Filter Add Constraint” procedure (figure 7.21) adds intersection 

constraints passed to it, to the IntConstraints array, if they have not already been 

added to it. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var found: boolean; 

    i: cardinal; 

begin 

   found:=False; 

   if IntCCount>0 then 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      while (not found) and (i<=IntCCount) do 

      if (IntConstraints[i].CheckSlot=slotID) and 

         (IntConstraints[i].IntSlot=iSlotID) then 

      found:=True 

      else 

      Inc(i); 
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   end; 

   if not found then 

   begin 

      Inc(IntCCount); 

      with IntConstraints[IntCCount] do 

      begin 

         CheckSlot:=slotID; 

         CheckPos:=chPos; 

         IntSlot:=iSlotID; 

         IntPos:=iChPos; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.21 Implementation – Domain Filter Add Constraint 

 

Lines 4 to 13 check that the constraint passed to the procedure is not already in the 

IntConstraints array.  If the constraint has not been added (line14) then the constraint is 

added to the end of the array (lines 16 to 24). 

 

The following describes the implementation of the domain filtering process for 

FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} which was coded as FC6.  Like FC5 the domain filter function 

contains sub-procedures “Filter Slot Word” and “Filter Slot Intersection Letter”.  

However these sub-procedures have been modified in FC6 to allow building of the 

intersection constraint list for forward variables.  FC6 also includes an additional sub-

procedure “Filter Slot Intersection” for filtering the forward intersection constraints of 

forward variables.  The implementation of FC6 with the SL1 domain maintenance 

system is presented in figure 7.22, and described below. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC6(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

      Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                   Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                   slotID, Intersection[i].Pos); 

   end; 

end; 
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procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 

         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 
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   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                     Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

   i:=1; 

   while result and (i<=IntCCount) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[i] do 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Inc(i); 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.22 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC6 

 

The main function commences on line 93.  Line 94 initialises the result to true.  Line 95 

initialises the intersection constraint list to nil.  Line 98 initiates a loop of the intersection 

constraints of the current variable.  Line 99 restricts the intersection constraints to 

forward intersections.  Line 100 calls the Filter Slot Intersection Letter procedure to 

filter the domains of forward variables, the properties passed are the Slot ID of the 

variable to be filtered, the position that the intersection occurs in the word slot, and the 

letter used in the intersecting cell by the current variable.  Line 101 initiates a loop of 

the forward variables.  Line 103 calls the Filter Slot Word procedure that removes the 

word used by the current variable from the domain of forward variables.  Line 105 

initialises “i” being a reference to the current constraint in the list being tested. Line 106 

initiates a loop of the constraint list.  Line 109 calls the Filter Slot Intersection procedure 

that filters values from the “CheckSlot” variable that are inconsistent with the constraint. 

 

The Filter Slot Word procedure is essentially the same as in FC5 with the addition of 

lines 22 to 25 that add forward intersection constraints of the filtered variable to the 

constraint list.  

 

The Filter Slot Intersection Letter procedure is again similar to FC5 with the addition of 

lines 51 to 53 that add forward intersection constraints of the filtered variable to the 

constraint list.  Note that these constraints are only added to the list in cases where the 

domain of the filtered variable has been reduced.  Ultimately these constraints will be 

added during the Filter Slot Word procedure; however, their addition to the constraint 

list is delayed, as they are less likely to fail as no reduction to the filtered variable has 

taken place. 
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The Filter Slot Intersection procedure filters a variable based on the intersection 

constraint passed to it.  It operates by checking each value in the domain of the 

CheckSlot variable to ensure that a value in the domain of the IntSlot variable exist to 

satisfy the binary constraint.  The consistency check on line 72 checks the intersection 

constraint and checks that the value being checked does not use itself to satisfy the 

constraint thus partially enforcing the all-different constraint.  The extent to which this 

additional check is useful has not been verified experimentally or analytically.   

 

7.10 FC7 - FFA{CVUFV} 

This section describes the FFA{CVUFV} technique.  This technique filters the 

constraint set represented by the union of the current variable and forward variables 

forward constraints for arc consistency.  This constraint set is the same as the “Full 

Looking Ahead” algorithm described in Haralick and Elliottt (1980).  The algorithm and 

implementation presented here were developed independently during the course of this 

research and differs from that described by Haralick & Elliott.  The impetus for the 

development of this technique was to attempt to find a balance between the highly 

effective FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} technique (Section 7.12 FC9) and the less effective but 

efficient FFA(i){CV}+FCA(ad){PV∩NV} technique (Section 7.5 FC3).  No attempt was 

made to implement the algorithm described by Haralick and Elliott.  

 

Results obtained from empirical trials indicate that FFA{CVUFV} is both more effective 

at halting expansion on the test bed puzzles and that the FC7 implementation of 

FFA{CVUFV} is more efficient for both CPC and WCO than the FC5 and FC5b 

implementations of FFA{CV} on the test bed puzzles.  Haralick & Elliott concluded, that 

whilst FFA{CVUFV} was more effective, that the additional constraint checks performed 

by FFA{CVUFV} were unwarranted and that FFA{CV} was more efficient based on a 

set of performance indicators.  The results obtained during this research contradict the 

claims made by Haralick and Elliott.  Of course the results obtained from this research 

do not mean that FFA{CVUFV} is necessarily more efficient than FFA{CV}, simply that 

on the test bed puzzles the FC7 implementation outperformed the FC5 and FC5b 

implementations. 

      

The pseudo code for the FFA{CVUFV} technique is presented in figure 7.23 

below.  As mentioned in the prior subsection, it is arguable the extent to which 

the forward all-different constraints of forward variables can be enforced.  The 

FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} technique only enforced this constraint with respect to not 
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allowing a value to use itself to pass the intersection constraint test.  The 

FFA{CVUFV} technique extends testing of the all-different constraint when a 

variable is reduced to a single value.  When this occurs the value remaining in 

the domain is removed from the domain of all other forward variables domains.  

In cases where a domain is reduced to a single value, then a complete solution 

must include the assignment of the single remaining value to the variable, 

imposition of the all-different constraint means that the value can therefore not 

be assigned to any other variable.  Thus removal of the value does not 

invalidate the completeness of the technique to form a complete and valid 

solution.   

 

This additional consistency testing is classified here as testing the all-different 

constraint of forward variables.  However, additional testing of the all-different 

constraint is still possible such that each variable could be tested to ensure that 

it has sufficient unique values in its domain to ensure that other variables have 

a unique value that could be placed.  This additional testing was deemed to be 

expensive to implement and deemed unlikely to improve the halting decision 

relative to its cost.    
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

      IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

        Stop and return False 

      ELSE 

      IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

        FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

          Remove F.v from J  

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

  FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

    IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

      Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

    ELSE 

    IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

      FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

        Remove F.v from J 

  FOR each or F’s forward intersection constraint DO 

    IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

      Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each intersection constraint in constraint list do 

  FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 
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      Stop and return False 

    ELSE 

    IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

      FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

        Remove F.v from J 

 

Figure 7.23 Pseudo Code – FFA{CVUFV} 

 

In figure 7.23, the removal of a value when a domain contains a single value is 

performed on lines 9 to 11 during testing of the forward intersection constraints 

of the current variable.  Lines 24 to 26 during testing of the forward all-different 

constraints of the current variable, and lines 38 to 40 during testing of the 

intersection constraints of forward variables.  In each case the removal of 

values occurs only when the filtered variable, F, has had a reduction to its 

domain; this is to avoid repetitively attempting to remove values with each 

attempt to filter F when F is involved in multiple constraints.  Quite obviously, 

when looping through forward variables, it is essential that the value is not 

removed from F (eg. line 10). 

 

From the above example, having instantiated slot 1 and 3, FFA{CVUFV} will check the 

constraints {2[2]=3[5], 2<>3, 3<>4, 2[4]=4[2], 2<>4}. This technique operates similarly 

to FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} except that if the domain of slot 2 or slot 4 is reduced to a 

single value as a result of imposing the constraints {2[2]=3[5], 2<>3, 3<>4, 2[4]=4[2]} 

then the all-different constraint 2<>4 is checked.   

 

The FFA{CVUFV} technique is implemented as FC7 and presented in figure 

7.24.    
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC7(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word 

   (slotID, wordID:Cardinal; addConstraints: boolean); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 
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      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         if addConstraints then 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if (DomainCount[0]=1) and found then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1],False); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if (DomainCount[0]=1) then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1],False); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 
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         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1],False); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                  Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed,True); 

   end; 

   i:=1; 

   while result and (i<=IntCCount) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[i] do 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Inc(i); 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.24 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC7 

 

The main function of FC7 is essentially the same as FC6 and uses the sub-procedures 

“Filter Slot Intersection Letter” “Filter Slot Word” and Filter Slot Intersection” however 

modifications have been made to each of these procedures.  It uses the same “Domain 

Filter Add Constraint” procedure as described in the prior section.  

 

The “Filter Slot Word” procedure is used to filter the forward all-different constraints of 

the current variable and to remove values from a variable’s domain when another 

domain has been reduced to a single value.  The added parameter “addConstraints” in 

its declaration is used to distinguish between these two different processes.  During 

filtering of the all-different constraint of the current variable the intersection constraints 

of the filtered variable are added to the constraint list (lines 24-27).  During removal of a 

value due to another variable being reduced to a single value, intersection constraints 

are not added to the constraint list.  Thus, when called from the main function on line 
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121, the addConstraints parameter is passed true and in all other cases it is passed 

false.  Line 28 checks if the domain has a single value and that the “found” variable is 

true, indicating that the domain has been reduced as a result of the current constraint 

check. Line 29 initiates a loop of all forward variables.  Line 30 restricts removing the 

value from the variable currently being filtered.  Line 31 performs a recursive call to the 

“Filter Slot Word” procedure.   

 

The “Filter Slot Intersection Letter” and Filter Slot Intersection” procedures are again 

essentially the same as described for FC6, with the addition of the check that a domain 

has a single value.  This process is performed on lines 61 to 64 in the Filter Slot 

Intersection Letter procedure, and on lines 105 to 108 in the Filter Slot Intersection 

procedure.  Note that in both cases this check is only performed when a reduction has 

occurred due to testing of the current constraint. 

 

 

7.11 FC8 - FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} 

This section describes the FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} technique. This, along with the 

remaining techniques presented, employs repetitive testing of constraints.  This 

technique performs a filter of the forward constraints of the current variable.  Forward 

intersection constraints of forward variables that could potentially result in an 

inconsistency being detected are then tests, and at times retests, until all 

inconsistencies have been removed with respect to these constraints. 

  

This technique maintains arc consistency of intersection constraints.  That is, if an arc 

consistency test is performed prior to search, then FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} will ensure 

that values remain arc consistent with respect to intersection constraints.  If an arc 

consistency test is not applied prior to search then inconsistencies may remain in 

forward variables domains during search.  Like the FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} technique 

above the all-different constraints of forward variables are not enforced, however within 

the testing of intersection constraints a value may not use itself to pass the test.   

 

The pseudo code for the FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} technique is presented in figure 7.25 

below. 
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 
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      IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

        Stop and return False 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each or F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

WHILE constraint list <> nil do 

  Check the first constraint in list (F=J) 

    FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with the constraint THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

        IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

          Stop and return False 

    IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

      FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints <> F=J DO 

        IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

          Add intersection constraint to constraint list  

    Delete first constraint from list 

   

Figure 7.25 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} 

 

The pseudo code for FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} is similar to that of  FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} 

described above, these check the forward intersection and all different constraints of 

the current variable.  FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} differs by adding line 19 restricting addition 

of intersection constraints to the constraint list only when a value has been removed.  

Also, lines 31 to 34 have been added, these add forward intersection constraints of F to 

the constraint list when a reduction to F has occurred.  Note that if F is being tested 

against the constraint F=J, then the constraint J=F is not added to the constraint list, as 

the reason that F is being checked is due to a prior reduction in the domain of J.  At 

commencement of the while loop (line 22), the constraint list will not necessarily 

contain all forward intersection constraints of forward variables, only those that have 

been identified as potentially containing inconsistencies.  Thus FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} 

may actually test fewer constraints than FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV}.  However, if an arc 

consistency test is performed prior to search then FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} will be at least 

as effective, and typically more effective than FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV}. 

 

The implementation of FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} is now described.  This implementation is 

referred to as FC8 and in addition to the “Domain Filter Add Constraint” procedure 

described above uses the “Domain Filter Delete Constraint” procedure (figure 7.26) to 

remove the first constraint from the constraint list.   

 

1 procedure TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_Delete_Constraint; 
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var i: Cardinal; 

begin 

   if IntCCount>1 then 

   for i:=1 to IntCCount-1 do 

   IntConstraints[i]:=IntConstraints[i+1]; 

   Dec(IntCCount); 

end; 

Figure 7.26 Implementation – Domain Filter Delete Constraint 

 

The implementation of the constraint list uses a static array.  Constraints are added to 

the end of the list and removed from the start of the list, first in first out.  Thus replacing 

the array with a queue structure may improve the efficiency of maintaining the 

constraint list, although this has not been attempted. 

  

The “Domain Filter” procedure as implemented for FC8 with the SL1 domain 

maintenance system is presented in figure 7.27 and described below.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC8 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if found then 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

      Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                   Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                   slotID, Intersection[i].Pos); 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 
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            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 

         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (Intersection[i].Islot<>iSlotID) and  

            (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                 Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 
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      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

   while result and (IntCCount>0) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[1] do 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Domain_Filter_Delete_Constraint; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.27 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC8 

 

The FC8 implementation of FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} is very similar to the FC6 

implementation of FFA{CV}+FFA(i){FV} described above.  Line 23 has been added to 

the “Filter Slot Word” procedure, whereby intersection constraints are only added to the 

constraint list if a reduction has occurred.  Lines 91 to 96 add intersection constraints to 

the constraint list when a reduction has occurred as a result of filtering the intersecting 

constraints of forward variables.  Line 95 restricts adding intersection constraints to the 

forward intersections of the variable being filtered, and importantly does not add the 

other variable involved in the constraint.  That is if the constraint being tested is F=J 

(where F is the variable being filtered) then J=F is not added to the constraint list.  The 

reason for this is that the reason F=J appears in the constraint list is due to a reduction 

in J thus the values in J’s domain will be consistent with values in F’s domain.  Thus, 

having filtered F, there is no need to retest J.  This process of restricting the retesting of 

J avoids unnecessary constraint tests and showed significant improvements to 

efficiency on the tests performed.  This restriction however was not evident in the 

forward checking techniques surveyed that maintained arc consistency.  As constraints 

are added during the “Filter Slot Intersection” procedure, a while loop is established on 

line 112 to continue processing the forward constraints of forward variables until all of 

these constraints are satisfied.  Line 116 deletes the constraint tested from the 

constraint list. 

 

 

7.12 FC9 - FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} 

This section describes the FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} technique.  This technique filters the 

forward constraints of the current variable, and then filters the forward constraints of 

forward variables that potentially require checking, and repeats the process of checking 

the constraints of forward variables until all arcs are consistent.  Thus if domain values 

are arc consistent prior to search, then FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} will maintain the arc 

consistency of values within variable domains.  This technique extends the constraint 
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testing of FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} to including retesting of the forward all-different 

constraints of forward variables when a domain is reduced to a single value. 

 

The FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} technique is the most effective of the forward tracking 

techniques presented.  Higher degrees of effectiveness could be achieved by testing 

the forward constraints of the current variable and forward variables for path 

consistency.  This however has not been attempted. 

 

The pseudo code for the FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} technique is presented in figure 7.28 

below.  
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

      IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

        Stop and return False 

      ELSE 

      IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

        FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

          Remove F.v from J 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

    ELSE 

    IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

      FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

        Remove F.v from J 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each or F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

WHILE constraint list <> nil do 

  Check the first constraint in list (F=J) 

    FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with the constraint THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

        IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

          Stop and return False 

        ELSE 

        IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

          FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

            Remove F.v from J     

    IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

      FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints <> F=J DO 

        IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

          Add intersection constraint to constraint list  

    Delete first constraint from list 

   

Figure 7.28 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} 

 

As can be seen from the pseudo code above FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} differs from 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} by the addition of the constraint checks of the all different 
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constraint when a domain has been reduced to a single value.  These additions occur 

on lines 8 to 11, 23 to 26, and 39 to 42. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC9 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if found then 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 
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         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 

         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (Intersection[i].Islot<>iSlotID) and  

            (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                 Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

   while result and (IntCCount>0) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[1] do 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Domain_Filter_Delete_Constraint; 
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   end; 

end; 

Figure 7.29 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC9 

 

The FC9 implementation of FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} differs from the FC8 

implementation of FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} by the addition of lines 28 to 31, 61 to 

64, and 107 to 110.  These call the “Filter Slot Word” procedure to remove a 

word from the domain of forward variables when the domain of the variable 

being filtered is reduced to a single value.   

 

 

7.13 FC10 - FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

This section describes the FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique.  This technique filters 

the forward constraints of the current variable for arc consistency.  It then filters the 

forward intersection constraints of forward variables that are connected via the 

intersection constraint to the current variable, when a reduction occurred as a result of 

checking the forward intersection constraints of the current variable.  Other forward 

intersection constraints of forward variables are only tested and retested as a result of 

a reduction from an intersection constraint to a variable. 

 

This technique does not maintain arc consistency.  The impetus for the development of 

this and the following technique was to remove testing and retesting of constraints that 

were deemed unlikely to improve the halting decision.  Trials of 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} and the following FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

technique show minor degradation to the effectiveness of these techniques when 

compared with FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} that maintains arc consistency.  However, each 

shows significant improvements to search efficiency. 

 

Like FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} described above, FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} does not check 

the all-different constraints of forward variables.  Where FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} added 

forward intersection constraints of the variable being filtered to the constraint list as a 

result of filtering the all-different constraint of the current variable, 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} does not.  Thus forward intersection constraints of forward 

variables are only added to the constraint list as a result of a reduction to a forward 

variable via filtering of an intersection constraint. 
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The pseudo code for the FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique is presented in figure 7.30 

below.  This pseudo code is the same as that for FFA{CV}+FFAR(i){FV} (figure 7.25) 

with lines 19 to 22 removed.  
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

      IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

        Stop and return False 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s forward all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

WHILE constraint list <> nil do 

  Check the first constraint in list (F=J) 

    FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with the constraint THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

        IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

          Stop and return False 

    IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

      FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints <> F=J DO 

        IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

          Add intersection constraint to constraint list  

    Delete first constraint from list 

   

Figure 7.30 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

 

Returning to the above example (Figure 7.1), having instantiated slot 1 and 3, 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} will perform the following constraint checks.  Firstly to filter the 

domain of slot 2 against the forward intersection constraint of the current variable 

{2[3]=3[5]}, if a reduction occurs to slot 2 then the forward intersection constraints of 

slot 2 {4[2]=2[4]} are added to the constraint list.  It will then check the all-different 

constraints of the current variable {2<>3,4<>2}, by removing the word used by slot 3 

from the domains of slots 2 and slot 4.  Finally any constraints in the constraint list are 

checked with the potential of adding more constraints to the list and potentially 

retesting constraints in the list, until the list is empty.  In this example however the 

domain of slot 4 will be filtered against the constraint 4[2]=2[4] if a reduction occurs 

then the only constraint of slot 4, 4[2]=2[4], will not be added to the list.  This technique 

does not maintain arc consistency and thus values in the domain of slot 2 are 

potentially inconsistent with the constraint 2[4]=4[2]. However, FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

maintains a high level of consistency such that values in the domain of slot 2 are likely 

to be consistent and as such filtering the domain of slot 2 against the constraint 
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2[4]=4[2] is unlikely to improve the halting decision relative to the costs of checking the 

constraint.  

 

The FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique was implemented as FC10 and is presented in 

figure 7.31 below.  The only difference from the implementation of FC10 to that of FC8 

(Figure 7.27) is that lines 22 to 26 have been removed from the “Filter Slot Word” 

procedure. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC10 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

      result:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 
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var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 

         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (Intersection[i].Islot<>iSlotID) and  

            (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

   while result and (IntCCount>0) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[1] do 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Domain_Filter_Delete_Constraint; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.31 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC10 
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7.14 FC11 - FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV}   

This section describes the FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique.  This 

technique filters the forward constraints of the current variable for arc consistency and 

then filters the forward intersection constraints of forward variables that are connected 

via the intersection constraint to the current variable when a reduction occurred as a 

result of checking the forward intersection constraints of the current variable.  Other 

forward intersection constraints of forward variables are only tested and retested as a 

result of a reduction from an intersection constraint to a variable.  During domain 

filtering if any forward variables domain is reduced to a single value then its forward all-

different constraints are checked.  No repetition of the forward all-different constraints 

occurs as domains can only be reduced to a single value once. 

 

The pseudo code for the FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique is 

presented in figure 7.32 below.   
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FOR each of C’s forward intersection constraints DO 

  FOR each value in the domain of the F DO 

    IF F.v is inconsistent with the intersection constraint THEN 

      Remove v from F 

      F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

      IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

        Stop and return False 

      ELSE 

      IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

        FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

          Remove F.v from J 

  IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

    FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints DO 

      IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

        Add intersection constraint to constraint list 

FOR each of C’s all-different contraints DO 

  Attempt to find C.v in F.domain 

  IF found THEN 

    Remove v from F 

    F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

    IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

      Stop and return False 

    ELSE 

    IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

      FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

        Remove F.v from J 

WHILE constraint list <> nil do 

  Check the first constraint in list (F=J) 

    FOR each value in the domain of F DO 

      IF F.v is inconsistent with the constraint THEN 

        Remove v from F 

        F.DomainCount ← F.DomainCount -1 

        IF F.DomainCount = 0 THEN 

          Stop and return False 

        ELSE 

        IF F.DomainCount = 1 AND F.Domain has been reduced THEN 

          FOR each forward variable J <> F DO 

            Remove F.v from J     

    IF F.Domain has been reduced THEN  

      FOR each of F’s forward intersection constraints <> F=J DO 

        IF NOT intersection constraint in constraint list THEN 

          Add intersection constraint to constraint list  

    Delete first constraint from list 

   

Figure 7.32 Pseudo Code – FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV}  
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From figure 7.32, it can be seen that when a domain is reduced to a single value as a 

result of checking the forward intersection and all-different constraints of the current 

variable or the forward intersection constraints of forward variables that the forward all-

different constraints of forward variables are checked (lines 8 to 11, 23 to 26, and 35 to 

38).  In all cases when a reduction occurs from filtering the forward intersection 

constraints of the current or forward variables, the intersection constraints of those 

variables are added to the constraint list.  However, when a reduction occurs as a 

result of filtering an all-different constraint, then the forward intersection constraints of 

the variable being filtered are not added to the constraint list.  Thus like 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} (section 7.13), FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} does 

not maintain arc consistency.      

 

Returning to the above example (Figure 7.1), having instantiated slot 1 and 3, 

FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} will perform the following constraint checks.  

Firstly to filter the domain of slot 2 against the forward intersection constraint of the 

current variable {2[3]=3[5]}, if a reduction occurs to slot 2 then the forward intersection 

constraints of slot 2 {4[2]=2[4]} are added to the constraint list, if the domain of slot 2 is 

reduced to a single word then the forward all-different constraints of slot 2 {2<>4} are 

checked.  This would result in the word used by slot 2 being removed from the domain 

of slot 4, if the domain of slot 4 is reduced to 1 then its forward all-different constraints 

are checked.  It will then check the all-different constraints of the current variable 

{2<>3,4<>2}, by removing the word used by slot 3 from the domains of slots 2 and slot 

4.  In each case if the domain of slot 2 or slot four are reduced to a single value then 

the forward all-different constraints of the slot are checked, thus removing the single 

value from forward variables domains.  Finally any intersection constraint in the 

constraint list is checked with the potential of adding more constraints to the list and 

potentially retesting constraints in the list, until the list is empty.  In this example 

however the domain of slot 4 will be filtered against the constraint 4[2]=2[4] if a 

reduction occurs then the only constraint of slot 4, 4[2]=2[4], will not be added to the 

list.  This technique does not maintain arc consistency and thus values in the domain of 

slot 2 are potentially inconsistent with the constraint 2[4]=4[2]. However, 

FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} maintains a high level of consistency such that 

values in the domain of slot 2 are likely to be consistent and as such filtering the 

domain of slot 2 against the constraint 2[4]=4[2] is unlikely to improve the halting 

decision relative to the costs of checking the constraint. 
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The FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique was implemented as FC11 and is presented in 

figure 7.33 below.  The only difference in the implementation of FC11 to that of FC9 

(Figure 7.29) is that lines 25 to 27 have been removed from the “Filter Slot Word” 

procedure.  Alternatively the FC11 implementation can be achieved by adding lines 22 

to 28, 57 to 60, and 103 to 106 to the FC10 implementation (figure 7.32) of 

FFA{CV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV}.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL1_FC11 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Word(slotID, wordID:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      i:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      while (not found) and (i<=DomainCount[0]) do 

      if Domains[0,i]=wordID then 

      begin 

         found:=True; 

         Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

         Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

         Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

      end 

      else 

      Inc(i); 

      if DomainCount[0]=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         if (DomainCount[0]=1) and found then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter 

   (slotID, letterPos: Cardinal; letter: Char); 

var i, wordID, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Words[Domains[0,i]][letterPos]=letter then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         if tempDomainCount<>i then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

            Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,i]; 

            Domains[0,i]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 
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         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

procedure Filter_Slot_Intersection 

   (slotID, chPos, iSlotID, iChPos: Cardinal); 

var i, iDomainPos, tempDomainCount, wordID: Cardinal; 

    ch: char; 

    found: boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      begin 

         ch:=Words[Domains[0,i]][chPos]; 

         wordID:=Domains[0,i]; 

         with Slot[iSlotID] do 

         begin 

            iDomainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iChPos]=ch) and 

               (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<>wordID) then 

            found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(iDomainPos); 

         end; 

         if found then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempDomainCount); 

            if tempDomainCount<>i then 

            begin 

               Domains[0,i]:=Domains[0,tempDomainCount]; 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=wordID; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if tempDomainCount=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      if tempDomainCount<DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (Intersection[i].Islot<>iSlotID) and  

            (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

         Domain_Filter_Add_Constraint(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                                      slotID,Intersection[i].Pos); 

         if DomainCount[0]=1 then 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         if SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]<>slotID then 

         Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],Domains[0,1]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   IntCCount:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if result and (not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled) then 

      Filter_Slot_Intersection_Letter(Intersection[i].Islot, 

                                      Intersection[i].Ipos, 

                               Words[WordUsed][Intersection[i].Pos]); 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

      if result then 

      Filter_Slot_Word(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i],WordUsed); 

   end; 

   while result and (IntCCount>0) do 

   begin 

      with IntConstraints[1] do 
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      Filter_Slot_Intersection(CheckSlot,CheckPos,IntSlot,IntPos); 

      Domain_Filter_Delete_Constraint; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 7.33 Implementation – Domain Filter SL1 FC11 
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Chapter 8 - Branch-and-Bound 

This chapter describes techniques that are classified as Branch-and-Bound (B&B).  

B&B techniques determine whether to expand the currently formed partial solution, or 

to halt expansion and return to a prior position in the search.  Whilst forward tracking 

techniques also perform this function, B&B techniques consider the objective function 

or soft constraints as opposed to the hard constraints considered by forward tracking.  

B&B considers whether the current partial solution can be extended to form a higher 

scoring solution than one already formed. 

 

Section 8.1 provides an introduction to B&B.  Although B&B is well established in the 

research community the definition of B&B and description of it differs significantly within 

the papers surveyed.  The intention of this introduction is thus to clarify the definition of 

B&B within the context of this research.   

 

Prior to a solution being formed, B&B will be ineffective; section 8.2 describes the use 

of no B&B or additional consistency checking in this instance.  Section 8.3 describes a 

B&B technique based on the work of Harris (personal contact).  This represented a 

starting point for experimentation and a benchmark reference for the development of 

new B&B techniques.  Sections 8.4 & 8.5 describe two early attempts that utilised 

domain information to calculate the bound.  Sections 8.6 & 8.7 describe two techniques 

that use multiple bound calculations to improve effectiveness.  Section 8.8 describes a 

technique that offers the most effective bound calculation of those presented.  

However, attempts to create an efficient implementation were unsuccessful, due in part 

to the complexity of the bound calculation. 

 

Significant improvements in efficiency were achieved when the bound was used to 

remove values from forward variable domains that were incapable of producing a 

solution better than that already found.  Sections 8.9 to 8.12 describe four B&B 

techniques that filter forward domains using a selection of bound calculations.  Of 

these, the BB11 technique (Section 8.12) exhibits consistently good results, when 

combined with FC11 forward tracking, across the range of test-bed puzzles. 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Branch-and-Bound is often described as an algorithmic paradigm for combinatorial 

optimisation.  B&B techniques are well established in the field of discrete combinatorial 
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optimisation (see e.g. Lawler & Wood, 1966 or Clausen, 1999).  Although some 

attempts at generic B&B models exist (see e.g. de Bruin et al., 1996), the algorithm / 

implementation of B&B on any given problem is likely to focus on the specificities of the 

problem and its constraints.  Despite being an established approach, development of 

problem specific techniques provides an avenue for continued research.  It is also 

hoped that lessons learnt from the development of specific B&B techniques may guide 

development on other problems.   

 

B&B algorithms are often described as holistic search engines that utilise the objective 

function within a halting rule for trimming branches from the search tree.  As such B&B 

algorithms described in the literature are often combined with other techniques such as 

traversal techniques, forward tracking, variable ordering and value ordering, within a 

holistic algorithm.  These holistic algorithms are then referred to as a B&B algorithm.  

Whilst the need to consider the holistic approach is accepted, a narrower definition of 

B&B focusing on the halting rule is used here.   

 

The B&B technique attempts to improve the optimisation process by implicitly 

searching the solution space and trimming sub-branches when it can be determined 

that completion of a partial solution would produce sub-optimal results.  B&B consists 

of a “Branch” being a partition of the solution space and a “Bound” being an estimation 

of the local maxima for that partition.  In cases where an optimal solution is required, it 

must be ensured that the estimation of the bound is greater than or equal to the local 

maxima.    

 

In generic terms this technique may be stated as: 

 

IF bound of current partition ≤ score of the best solution located thus far 

THEN do not proceed down the current path 

 

The approach adopted for the Go-Words problem is to define a partition or branch as 

being all possible solutions emanating from a partially filled grid.  Thus with any 

placement of a word into the grid a bound can be calculated to determine whether or 

not to proceed further down that path.  Such that: 

  

IF score of the partially completed grid + S ≤ best score located thus far 

THEN do not proceed down the current path 
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(Where S = an estimation of i highest scoring potential insertion in unfilled slot 

i, such that S ≥ i highest scoring potential insertion in unfilled slot i.) (Harris & 

Sandhu, 1998) 

 

The question for B&B techniques is how to estimate the highest scoring potential 

insertion in unfilled slot i, without underestimating it.  

 

8.1.1 Effectiveness 

A B&B algorithm is most effective when the bound estimation is greater than or equal 

to the local maxima but less than the optimal solution score resulting in the correct 

termination of a search.  However a significant portion of time may be encountered in 

which the B&B algorithm will be operating sub-optimally.   The following table lists the 

possible conditions leading to suboptimal operation.    

 

Condition Description 

I Local Maxima is estimated to be ≤ best score found, when in fact its > best 

score found 

II Local Maxima is estimated to be > best score found, when in fact its ≤ best 

score found 

III Local Maxima > best score found  

But best score found < Optimal Solution Score 

 

Condition I is due to an under estimation of the bound. A bounding algorithm that 

produces this type of error has the potential of terminating the search of the current 

path even though the local maxima may represent an optimal solution.  Thus when an 

optimal solution is required care should be taken that a condition I error cannot be 

produced.   

 

Condition II occurs due to an overestimation of the bound.  That is the local maximum 

is estimated to be greater than the best score found when in fact its not.   

 

Condition III occurs due to the score of the best solution found being less than the 

optimal score.  The bound is being estimated accurately enough to determine that the 

local maxima are greater than the best solution found.  But B&B is performing sub-

optimally because it is allowing continuation of the search even though the local 
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maxima is not greater than the optimal score.  This is something that a B&B algorithm 

cannot avoid however it highlights the desirability of locating good solutions early.  

 

The accuracy of the bound can be expressed as the difference between the actual and 

estimated value of the local maxima.  Improvements to the accuracy of the bound 

estimation however do not necessarily improve the efficiency of the algorithm.   When 

B&B is correctly terminating the search because the local maxima is less than or equal 

to the optimal score, it can be said to be operating effectively, improvements to the 

accuracy of the estimation would not improve this effectiveness.  Likewise in the 

condition III case, the bound is being estimated with sufficient accuracy to determine 

that the local maxima is greater than the best score found, improvements to the 

accuracy of the bound estimation would not alter the outcome.  Only in the case where 

a condition II error is encountered can improvements to the accuracy of the bound be 

translated into efficiency gains.  Thus the effectiveness of a B&B algorithm is its ability 

to minimise a condition II error.  This is very important in practical terms because it is 

intrinsically unknowable at what point the optimal solution will be located. 

 

The accuracy of the bound estimation and the effectiveness of the B&B are influenced 

by the constraints on the partition.  Given a partition it can be easily established that as 

the number of instantiated variables within a partition increases, and the number of 

variables to be estimated decreases, that the accuracy of the bound estimation is likely 

to improve.  As a consequence the effectiveness of B&B techniques is likely to 

converge, as more variables are instantiated.   

 

The accuracy of the bound is not dependant on the score of the best solution found 

however the number of condition II and III errors encountered is affected by this score. 

As the score approaches optimal the number of type II & III errors is reduced but by 

differing degrees.  This is important because B&B can do nothing about type III thus 

expensive B&B operating in the type III range become even more expensive.   

 

An unanswered research question relates to the effect of variable ordering on B&B.  In 

cases where B&B uses domain information, estimation of the bound should be 

improved as a variable’s domains is filtered by more constraints.  Filtering more 

variables should also improve the accuracy of the bound estimation.  The question is, 

should variable ordering seek to increase the extent to which variables are filtered, or 

the number of variables filtered?   
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8.1.2 Efficiency 

The efficiency of the B&B can be represented by time saved by its inclusion in the 

overall search algorithm, as:  

 

The time taken for the search algorithm to explicitly search branches that the 

B&B algorithm would exclude, less the time taken to perform the bound 

estimations.  

 

The efficiency of the bounding algorithm is determined by:  

 The effectiveness of the algorithm in reducing condition II errors, 

 The speed with which the overall search algorithm would otherwise take to 

search a partition that the bounding algorithm would exclude, and 

 The time taken to perform the calculation. 

 

An important point is that the efficiency of the branching algorithm is related to the 

speed of the search engine.  An expensive search engine that performs large amounts 

of constraint satisfaction or ordering routines can often benefit from more expensive 

branching algorithms when that expense represents a reduction in condition II errors.   

Therefore the efficiency of the branching algorithm cannot be determined in isolation 

but must be considered in terms of a holistic approach that incorporates techniques for 

exhaustive search, consistency pre-processing, and solution priming. 

 

8.2 BB0 - No B&B 

Prior to the formation of a solution B&B techniques do not have a solution score to 

compare the bound with.  The bound of a partition is guaranteed to be greater than 

zero and hence the time taken to calculate the bound is wasted.  Thus prior to the 

formation of a solution calculation of a bound should be avoided. 

 

It was observed in early tests on puzzle GW1-400 that it took ~23 minutes to form a 

solution.  When the B&B technique was removed it took approximately half this time.  

As a result the search engine was modified to allow for a B&B technique to be used 

initially and then upon obtaining a solution a different B&B technique could be 

assigned. 

 

This was implemented by creating a B&B function that always returned true (Figure 

8.1).  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_0(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

end; 

Figure 8.1 Implementation – Branch Bound 0 

 

8.2.1 BB1 - Check Unused Words 

An implicit check is performed by the B&B techniques BB3 to BB11 that ensure that 

each variable has an unused value in its domain that can potentially be assigned.  As 

described in the prior chapter, the FC3 forward tracking technique was conceived by 

removing this consistency test from FC1, as it was duplicated effort that did not need to 

be performed by both the forward tracking and B&B techniques.  However, it was 

observed that when using FC3 and assigning BB0 prior to a solution being formed that 

the time taken to form a solution was increased, compared to the time taken when 

using a B&B prior to a solution being formed.   

 

As a result the BB1 technique was implemented that performs the consistency test that 

each variable has a value in its domain that can potentially be assigned.  Like BB0 this 

technique does not have a bound calculation.  Its sole purpose is to act as a 

consistency test for forward tracking techniques that do not include this test prior to a 

solution being formed. 

 

This technique was found to improve the time taken to form the first solution when 

using FC3 and FC4 forward tracking.  The implementation is presented in Figure 8.2 

below.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_1(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, aDomainPos: Cardinal; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   if result and (DomainCount[FilterCount]<slotOrderPos) then 

   begin 

      aDomainPos:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

      found:=False; 

      repeat 

         if not Used[Domains[FilterCount,aDomainPos]] then 

         found:=True 

         else 

         Dec(aDomainPos); 

      until found or (aDomainPos=0); 

      result:=result and found; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.2 Implementation – Branch Bound 1 
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The implementation operates by checking that an unused word exists in each forward 

variable.  Only in cases where the number of words in a domain is less than the 

number of unfilled slots is there the potential that an unused word won’t be found (line 

8).  Finally, the last values in a domain are less likely to have been placed, in the early 

stages of a search such as prior to a solution being formed, thus domains are searched 

in reverse order for an unused word.     

 

 

8.3 BB2 - Lexicon 

An initial starting point for this research was development of a B&B technique based on 

the work of Harris & Kuldeep.  In their paper (1998) they define a branch-and-bound 

algorithm for the go-words problem as: 

  

“IF score of partially completed grid + S = best score located thus far 

THEN do not proceed down the current sub-tree of the search space 

WHERE S = i highest scoring potential insertion in unfilled slot i” 

   

Unfortunately they did not specify in their paper how S might be calculated or the 

processes involved in the calculation.  From discussions with Geoff Harris it was 

established that S was calculated as the sum of the top N scoring unused words from 

the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid).   

 

This heuristic utilises the constraints that each word must come from the lexicon and 

that each word can only be used once.  This heuristic will never underestimate the 

bound, thus it will never produce a type I error, and is therefore suitable for locating an 

optimal solution.   

 

For example if a blank grid is specified as the partition then at best the optimal solution 

will be made up of the top N scoring words from the lexicon (where N = the number of 

slots in the grid).  In the best-case scenario, all these words can be placed in the grid, 

and the bound will be calculated as equalling the global maximum.  Due to the 

constraints imposed by the intersection constraints the top N scoring words may not fit 

into the grid, in this case words deeper in the lexicon would need to be used, if the 

score of the deeper words is equal to the words in the top N positions then the global 
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maxima will be the same, if deeper words of lesser value are used then the maxima will 

be lower and the bound will be overestimated. 

 

Based on the formula prescribed by Harris an implementation was produced (Figure 

8.3) 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_2(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlot, tempScore, aWordPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   aWordPos:=1; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   begin 

      while Used[aWordPos] do 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

      Inc(tempScore,WordScores[aWordPos]); 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

   end; 

   result:=tempScore>ScoreToSeek; 

end; 

 

Figure 8.3 Implementation – Branch Bound 2 

 

The bounding function is passed the depth of the next variable to be instantiated.  The 

global variable Score maintains the current score of the partially filled grid.  The local 

tempScore variable stores the value of the bound and is initialised with the Score (line 

4).  Line 7 initiates a loop of forward variables.  Lines 9 & 10 locate the next unused 

word in the lexicon.  Line 11 increments the bound by the score of the unused word.  

Line 12 prepares for the next iteration of the loop.  Finally, line 14 compares the bound 

with the value of the best scoring solution found thus far. 

 

 

8.4 BB3 - Domains 

The first attempt to improve on the bounding function of Harris was to use values from 

domains to calculate the bound.  It was observed that when running BB2 that many 

sub-optimal solutions were formed.  The reason for this was that, prior to instantiation 

of the final slot, the bound was calculated from words that were contained in the lexicon 

but that had typically been filtered from a variable’s domain.  

 

As a result BB3 was created that calculated the bound as: 

 

Bound = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot  
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It was initially perceived that calculating the bound using words contained in domains 

would be more accurate.  With only one slot to fill the bound calculates the potential 

score perfectly, and thus will only fill the last slot when a solution can be formed that is 

better than prior solutions.  The problem with this technique is that it does not impose 

the use once constraint for unfilled slots, thus allowing the same word to be used in the 

bound calculation multiple times.  Given an empty grid the top scoring unused word in 

each domain will be the top scoring word from the lexicon (subject to it not being 

removed during consistency pre-processing), and thus the bound calculated by BB3 

will be greater & less accurate than BB2.   

 

As words are placed in the grid and domains of unfilled slots are filtered during forward 

checking BB3 improves in accuracy.  At some depth the accuracy of BB3 will be better 

than BB2.  The accuracy of BB3 is affected by the effectiveness of forward checking 

procedures to filter the domains of forward variables.  Using higher degrees of forward 

checking improves the accuracy of BB3 and reduces its effective depth.    

 

In addition to the accuracy problems of BB3 at low depths, locating the highest scoring 

unused word in a domain added additional processing, especially when used with the 

SL domain maintenance system that does not maintain sorted domains.   

 

On early trials using FC1 to FC4 BB3 was found to be less efficient than BB2.  

However when using higher degrees of forward checking such as FC11 it was found to 

be typically more efficient.  Figure 8.4 presents the implementation of BB3 for the ML 

domain maintenance system. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_3_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, tempScore: Cardinal; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   if result then 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   begin 

      domainPos:=1; 

      found:=False; 

      repeat 

         if not Used[Domains[FilterCount,DomainPos]] then 

         begin 

            found:=True; 

            Inc(tempScore,Wordscores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]); 

         end 

         else 

         Inc(domainPos); 

      until found or (domainPos>DomainCount[FilterCount]); 

      if not found then 

      result:=False; 

   end; 

   result:=result and (tempScore>ScoreToSeek); 
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26 

 

end; 

Figure 8.4 Implementation – Branch Bound 3 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

The implementation in figure 8.4 was designed specifically for ML that maintains 

domain sorting, thus having sorted domains prior to search by word score the top 

scoring word will always be the first word in the domain.  However, only FC1 to FC4 

forward checking were implemented for ML and each of these do not remove used 

words from the domains of all forward variables.  Thus obtaining the top scoring 

unused word in a domain requires searching the domain for the first unused word.  The 

potential also exists that all words contained in a domain are used.  The repeat loop 

(lines 13 to 21) completes when an unused word has been found or all words in the 

domain are used.  If all words in a domain are used then a solution is not possible and 

the bounding function returns false.     

 

Figure 8.5 presents another implementation of BB3 designed for use with SL & FC1 to 

FC4.  These techniques do not maintain sorted domains and do not remove used 

words from all forward variable domains.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_3(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, tempScore, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   if result then 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   begin 

      bestScore:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and   

         (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]>bestScore) then 

      bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]; 

      if bestScore=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      Inc(tempScore,bestScore); 

   end; 

   result:=result and (tempScore>ScoreToSeek); 

end; 

Figure 8.5 Implementation – Branch Bound 3 optimised for SL & FC1 to FC4 

 

From figure 8.5 it can be seen that to calculate the score of the top scoring unused 

word in a domain requires iteration through the entire domain.  This adds an additional 

cost to the bound calculation when using SL domain maintenance.  
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Figure 8.6 presents an implementation of BB3 designed for SL when used with FC5 to 

FC11 forward checking techniques that remove used words from the domains of 

forward variables. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_3_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, tempScore, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   begin 

      bestScore:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if WordScores[Domains[0,domainPos]]>bestScore then 

      bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,domainPos]]; 

      Inc(tempScore,bestScore); 

   end; 

   result:=tempScore>ScoreToSeek; 

end; 

Figure 8.6 Implementation – Branch Bound 3 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

The removal of used words from forward variables domains not only reduces the 

number of words in a domain but also allows for a more efficient implementation, as it 

can be assured that all domains will have an unused word in their domain that can be 

used in the bound calculation. 

 

8.5 BB4 - Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

The major deficiency of BB3 was the accuracy of the bound calculation at low depths 

when few forward variables domains had been filtered.  BB4 was developed by 

combining the lexicon data of BB2 with domain data of BB3 for domains that had been 

filtered from the imposition of an intersection constraint of a prior variable.  The 

bounding formula of BB4 may be sated as: 

 

Bound = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Like BB3 this technique becomes more accurate as more domains are constrained and 

as domains become more constrained.  As such the use of higher degrees of forward 

checking improve the accuracy of the bound.  However like BB3 it does not impose the 

use once constraint for filtered domains, thus the same word’s score may be used 
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multiple times in the bound calculation, and thus it is not necessarily more accurate 

than BB2. 

 

The bound calculated by BB4 was an improvement over BB3 resulting in an earlier 

trimming of the search space when using low degrees of forward checking.  When 

using higher degrees of forward checking results are mixed, however BB4’s average 

time across the reduced domain puzzles is much better.  Figure 8.7 presents the 

implementation of BB4 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to FC4. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_4_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, aWordPos, tempScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   aWordPos:=1; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   if result then 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   if FilterCount>0 then 

   begin 

      domainPos:=1; 

      while (domainPos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

         Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]] do 

      Inc(domainPos); 

      if domainPos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      Inc(tempScore,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]); 

   end 

   else 

   begin 

      while Used[aWordPos] do 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

      Inc(tempScore,WordScores[aWordPos]); 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

   end; 

   result:=result and (tempScore>ScoreToSeek); 

end; 

Figure 8.7 Implementation – Branch Bound 4 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

The implementation of BB4 creates a loop of the unfilled slots in the grid (line 8).  If the 

FilterCount >0 (line 11) then the slot has been filtered by the intersection constraint of a 

prior variable and the bound is increased by the top scoring unused word from the 

domain (lines 12 to 20).  If the slot has not been filtered then the next top scoring word 

from the lexicon is added to the bound (lines 22 to 27)   
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_4(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, aWordPos, tempScore, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   aWordPos:=1; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   if result then 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

   begin 
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      bestScore:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and  

         (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]>bestScore) then 

      bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]; 

      if bestScore=0 then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      Inc(tempScore,bestScore); 

   end 

   else 

   begin 

      while Used[aWordPos] do 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

      Inc(tempScore,WordScores[aWordPos]); 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

   end; 

   result:=result and (tempScore>ScoreToSeek); 

end; 

Figure 8.8 Implementation – Branch Bound 4 optimised for SL & FC1 to FC4 

 

Like BB3 obtaining the sore of the top scoring word in the domain when using SL 

requires iteration through the entire domain (line 14).  Another drawback is that SL 

does not maintain a FilterCount property to identify if a slot is constrained.  The function 

Intersecting_Slot_Filled (figure 8.9 below) is used to determine if the domain has been 

filtered by an intersection constraint of a prior variable.  This function 

Intersecting_Slot_Filled is assigned prior to search to the method pointer 

Slot_Constrained (line 11) when using SL10. The reason for calling Slot_Constrained 

and not calling Intersecting_Slot_Filled directly is that whilst this implementation of BB4 

was designed for SL, it allows ML to use it in cases where domains are not sorted by 

word score, such as when random value ordering is used in solution priming11.  
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function TfrmPuzzle.Intersecting_Slot_Filled(slotID: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=False; 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      anIntersection:=1; 

      while (not result) and (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 

      if Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].ISlot].Filled then 

      result:=True 

      else 

      Inc(anIntersection); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.9 Implementation – Intersecting Slot Filled 

 

The intersecting slot filled function simply checks each slot that intersects with the slot 

passed to it to see if an intersecting slot has been filled.  Although this is relatively 

simple it does add a cost to the use of the SL system. 

                                                
10

 The method pointer Slot_Constrained is also used extensively by variable ordering 
techniques and allows these techniques to be used with either ML or SL.   
11

 In cases where this version of BB4 is to be used by ML an Intersecting_Slot_Filled_ML 
function is assigned to Slot_Constrained. 
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Figure  8.10 presents an implementation of BB4 that has been optimised for use with 

SL and FC5 to FC11 that remove used words from the domains of forward variables. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_4_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

   Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, domainPos, aWordPos, tempScore, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   tempScore:=Score; 

   aWordPos:=1; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

   if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

   begin 

      bestScore:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if (WordScores[Domains[0,domainPos]]>bestScore) then 

      bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,domainPos]]; 

      Inc(tempScore,bestScore); 

   end 

   else 

   begin 

      while Used[aWordPos] do 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

      Inc(tempScore,WordScores[aWordPos]); 

      Inc(aWordPos); 

   end; 

   result:=tempScore>ScoreToSeek; 

end; 

Figure 8.10 Implementation – Branch Bound 4 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

 

8.6 BB5 - Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

It was observed that at times the bound calculation of BB2 was more accurate than 

BB3 or BB4.  The BB5 technique calculates two bounds, the first by combining data 

from filtered domains with lexicon data for unfiltered slots as per BB4, and the second 

from lexicon data as per BB2. 

 

The two bounds calculated by BB5 are:   

 

Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 
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If either of these bounds is less than or equal to the score of the best solution found 

then a better solution does not exist within the current partition.  By calculating two 

bounds the BB5 technique is guaranteed of being at least as effective as BB2 & BB4.  

Figure 8.11 presents the implementation of BB5 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to 

FC4. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_5_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      tempScore1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if FilterCount>0 then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         pos:=1; 

         while (pos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

                Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         if pos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         Inc(tempScore1,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         tempScore2:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         if tempScore1+tempScore2<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=tempScore2>ScoreToSeek; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.11 Implementation – Branch Bound 5 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

The implementation in figure 8.11 first calculates the sum of the top scoring unused 

word from each domain filtered by an intersection constraint (lines 7 to 21), and stores 

this value in the variable tempscore1.  If a domain was found not to contain an unused 

word then the function returns false.  It then assigns the score of the current partial 

solution to tempscore2 (line 24) and adds to this the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon where N = the number of unfilled and unfiltered slots in the grid 
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(lines 25 to 32).  Line 33 performs the comparison of the first bound.  If it is satisfied 

then lines 37 to 43 add the remaining top N scoring words from the lexicon where N = 

the number of slots filtered by an intersection constraint.  Finally line 44 performs a 

comparison of the second bound.  In cases where the first bound fails then the second 

bound is not calculated. 

 

An implementation of BB5 optimised for use with SL and FC1 to FC4 is presented in 

figure 8.12.  Like BB4 ML can also use this function, although this is only desirable in 

case where domains are not sorted by word score. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_5(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      tempScore1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]) and 

            (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>bestScore) then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]; 

         if bestScore=0 then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         Inc(tempScore1,bestScore); 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         tempScore2:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         if tempScore1+tempScore2<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=tempScore2>ScoreToSeek; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.12 Implementation – Branch Bound 5 optimised for SL & FC1 to FC4 
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Figure 8.13 presents an implementation of BB5 that has been optimised for use with 

SL and FC5 to FC11 that remove used words from the domains of forward variables. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_5_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      tempScore1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]; 

         Inc(tempScore1,bestScore); 

      end; 

      tempScore2:=Score; 

      pos:=1; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         while Used[pos] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

         Inc(pos); 

      end; 

      if tempScore1+tempScore2<=ScoreToSeek then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         result:=tempScore2>ScoreToSeek; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.13 Implementation – Branch Bound 5 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

 

8.7 BB6 Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

BB6 was developed combining the three bound calculations of BB2, BB3 & BB4. The 

three bounds calculated by BB6 are: 

 

Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 
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scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 3 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 

 

If any one of these bounds is less than or equal to the best score found then a better 

solution does not exist within the current partition. 

 

The addition of a third bound improved the effectiveness over the calculation of the two 

bounds of BB5.  In terms of efficiency a mixed result was experienced dependent on 

the degree of forward checking.  When using low degrees of forward checking such as 

FC3 an almost neutral effect was experienced with improvements in the effectiveness 

of the technique being offset by the additional processing costs.  However, when using 

high degrees of forward checking such as FC11 results fluctuated from puzzle to 

puzzle, BB6 recorded better times on more puzzles but a higher aggregate time across 

the reduced domain puzzles than BB5.  Figure 8.14 presents the implementation of 

BB6 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to FC4. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_6_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2, tempScore3: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      tempScore1:=Score; 

      tempScore2:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      begin 

         pos:=1; 

         while (pos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

                Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         if pos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            Inc(tempScore1,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

            if FilterCount>0 then 

            begin 

               Inc(filteredSlots); 

               Inc(tempScore2,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      result:=result and (tempScore1>ScoreToSeek); 

      if result then 

      begin 

         tempScore3:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 
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         end; 

         if tempScore2+tempScore3<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=tempScore3>ScoreToSeek; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.14 Implementation – Branch Bound 6 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

The implementation in figure 8.14 operates by calculating 3 bounds.  Testing of these 

bounds is performed on lines 28, 40 & 51.  If any of these bounds is less than or equal 

to the best score found (ScoreToSeek) then the function returns false. 

 

An implementation of BB6 optimised for use with SL and FC1 to FC4 is presented in 

figure 8.15.  Again ML can also use this function, although this is only desirable in case 

where domains are not sorted by word score. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_6(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2, tempScore3, bestScore:  

    Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      tempScore1:=Score; 

      tempScore2:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      begin 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]) and  

            (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>bestScore) then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]; 

         if bestScore=0 then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            Inc(tempScore1,bestScore); 

            if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

            begin 

               Inc(filteredSlots); 

               Inc(tempScore2,bestScore); 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      result:=result and (tempScore1>ScoreToSeek); 

      if result then 

      begin 

         tempScore3:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 
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            Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         if tempScore2+tempScore3<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=tempScore3>ScoreToSeek; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.15 Implementation – Branch Bound 6 optimised for SL & FC1 to FC4 

 

Figure 8.16 presents an implementation of BB6 that has been optimised for use with 

SL and FC5 to FC11 that remove used words from the domains of forward variables. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_6_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

    Boolean; 

var aSlotPos, filteredSlots, pos, tempScore1, tempScore2, tempScore3, bestScore: 

    Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      tempScore1:=Score; 

      tempScore2:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      begin 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]; 

         Inc(tempScore1,bestScore); 

         if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

         begin 

            Inc(filteredSlots); 

            Inc(tempScore2,bestScore); 

         end; 

      end; 

      result:=tempScore1>ScoreToSeek; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         tempScore3:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         if tempScore2+tempScore3<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(tempScore3,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=tempScore3>ScoreToSeek; 
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         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.16 Implementation – Branch Bound 6 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

 

8.8 BB7 - Unique Domains 

Inaccuracies were identified with all the above techniques, those that used domain 

information would frequently use the same word in multiple domains for the calculation 

of the bound, despite the fact that the constraints of the puzzle do not allow this.  From 

a branching perspective this is allowable, as using duplicates will always overestimate 

the bound.  This overestimate however potentially reduces the effectiveness of the 

technique to trim the search space.  The lexicon method whilst not using the same 

word twice would often use words that were no longer contained in the domain.   

 

As such a new branching technique was conceived that calculated the bound as:  

 

Bound = the sum of the top scoring unique & unused word from each domain (such 

that no word is used more than once in the calculation).   

 

For an empty grid with no words removed from the domains this method would 

calculate the same score as the lexicon method.  As words are removed from domains 

it will be more accurate.  For partially filled grids the method can be seen to be more 

accurate than the other techniques that use domain information, as it removes the 

problem of duplicate information across domains. 

 

Developing an algorithm that performed this calculation however became a challenge.  

Eventually one was developed, however the implementation was far from efficient.  To 

illustrate what this technique is attempting to achieve lets consider a puzzle with 6 slots 

in which slot 1 has been instantiated with Word 2, and that slots 2 & 3 intersect with 

slot 1.   

 

The table 8.1 shows the domains of the 5 unfilled slots along with word’s score.  Words 

from the lexicon not appearing in a domain have been removed either prior to search or 

as a result of forward checking.  

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 
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Word4 195 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word1 210 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word2 205 

Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 Word6 190 Word3 200 

  Word6 190 Word7 180 Word4 195 

  Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 

  Word8 170 Word9 165 Word6 190 

Table 8.1 Example domains 

 

The problem is to choose a word from each domain such that each word is used only 

once and the sum of the word scores is maximised.  Table 8.2 displays two possible 

solutions with a score of 1180 (Slot 1 = Word2 205).  

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word7 180 Word1 210 

Word7 180 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word6 190 Word1 210 

Table 8.2 maximum possible solutions to example 

 

The algorithm developed to calculate the bound for BB7 is as follows: 

 

1. For each domain select the top scoring unused word 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word4 195 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word1 210 

(Shading represents duplicate values) 

 

2. If sum of selected words is less than or equal to best score found then return false 

(as duplicates are replaced with lower scoring words the bound can only get smaller). 

 

3. Check if a duplicate exists amongst selected words, and mark slots where 

duplicates exist, if no duplicates exist then return true, else 

 

4. Create a list of the next top N scoring unused words from each domain, omitting the 

top scoring unused word for each domain (where N = number unfilled slots - 1) record 

in the list the slot the word came from.   

  

Slot Word 

2 Word6 190 

2 Word7 180 
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3 Word8 170 

4 Word5 195 

4 Word6 190 

4 Word7 180 

4 Word8 170 

5 Word6 190 

5 Word7 180 

5 Word8 170 

5 Word9 165 

6 Word3 200 

6 Word4 195 

6 Word5 195 

6 Word6 190 

 

5. Sort list by word score 

Slot Word 

6 Word3 200 

6 Word4 195 

4 Word5 195 

6 Word5 195 

2 Word6 190 

4 Word6 190 

5 Word6 190 

6 Word6 190 

2 Word7 180 

4 Word7 180 

5 Word7 180 

3 Word8 170 

4 Word8 170 

5 Word8 170 

5 Word9 165 

 

6. Starting at top of list locate first slot with a duplicate value  

 

7. Replace selected word with the one from the list (Replace Slot 2 with Word6) 
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Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word1 210 

 

8. If sum of selected words is less than or equal to best score found then return false. 

 

9. Check if a duplicate exists amongst selected words, and mark slots where duplicates 

exist, if no duplicates exist then return true. 

 

10. Repeat steps 6 to 9 starting at the next position in the list, until no duplicates exist, 

or until the end of list is reached. 

 

2nd Iteration (Replace Slot 5 with Word6 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word6 190 Word1 210 

 

3rd Iteration (Replace Slot 2 with Word7) 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word7 180 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word6 190 Word1 210 

 

11. If the end of the list is reached then return false as a unique word cannot be placed 

in each slot and hence a solution cannot be formed. 

 

As a comparison the bounds that would be calculated in this example by each of the 

B&B techniques is presented in Table 8.3. 

 

BB2 – Lexicon 1195 

BB3 – Domain 1200 

BB4 – Filtered Domains + Lexicon 1200 

BB5 – Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 1195 

BB6 – Lexicon, Domains, & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 1195 

BB7 – Unique Domains 1180 

Table 8.3 Example - Bound calculations 

 

Although the relative accuracy of the bounds calculated by the B&B techniques will 

vary during search, BB7 will produce at least as accurate bound calculation as the 

other B&B techniques.  However it is likely to produce only marginal improvements 

over the combined bound calculations of BB6 on average.  For example given an 
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empty grid this technique will only be more accurate than BB2 if high scoring words 

have been removed from domains prior to search.  As slots are instantiated and 

domains filtered the extent to which duplicate values are used in the calculation by the 

other techniques is reduced.   

 

Given the complexity of this technique, the costs of calculating the bound exceed the 

benefits derived from greater trimming of the search space.  This technique is simply 

not as efficient as BB2 to BB6 on the test-bed puzzles.   

 

Due to the need to build a list of the top scoring words from each domain this B&B 

technique was only implemented for ML (Figure 8.17). 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_7_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var tempDomains: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    domainPos: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    conflicts: array[1..MaxSlots] of Boolean; 

    tempWordList:array[1..MaxBranchList] of Cardinal; 

    tempSlotNum:array[1..MaxBranchList] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, wordnum, aWordCount, i, k, tempScore: Cardinal; 

    ok: Boolean; 

 

function Conflict:Boolean; 

var aSlot, checkSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=False; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]:=False; 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount-1 do 

      if not conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] then 

      for checkSlot:=aSlot+1 to SlotCount do 

      if tempDomains[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,checkSlot]]= 

         tempDomains[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] then 

      begin 

         conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aslot]]:=True; 

         conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,checkSlot]]:=True; 

         result:=True; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      tempScore:=Score; 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] do 

      begin 

         domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]:=1; 

         ok:=False; 

         while (not ok) and (domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]<= 

                             DomainCount[FilterCount]) do 

         begin 

            if not Used[Domains[FilterCount, 

               domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]]] then 

            begin 

               ok:=True; 

               tempDomains[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]:= 

                  Domains[FilterCount,domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]]; 

               Inc(tempScore,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount, 

                  domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]]]); 

            end; 

            Inc(domainpos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]); 
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         end; 

         if not ok then 

         result:=False; 

      end; 

      result:=result and (tempScore>ScoreToSeek); 

      if result and Conflict then 

      begin 

         aWordCount:=0; 

         for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] do 

         begin 

            wordNum:=1; 

            while (wordNum<=SlotCount-slotOrderPos) and 

                  (domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]<= 

                   DomainCount[FilterCount]) do 

            begin 

               if not Used[Domains[FilterCount, 

                  domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]]] then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordNum); 

                  Inc(aWordCount); 

                  tempWordList[aWordCount]:= 

                   Domains[FilterCount,domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]]; 

                  tempSlotNum[aWordCount]:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]; 

               end; 

               Inc(domainPos[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]]); 

            end; 

         end; 

         for wordNum:=1 to aWordCount-1 do 

         begin 

            i:=wordNum; 

            for k:=wordNum+1 to aWordCount do 

            if WordScores[tempWordList[k]]>WordScores[tempWordList[i]] then 

            i:=k; 

            if i<>wordNum then 

            begin 

               k:=tempWordList[wordNum]; 

               tempWordList[wordNum]:=tempWordList[i]; 

               tempWordList[i]:=k; 

               k:=tempSlotNum[wordNum]; 

               tempSlotNum[wordNum]:=tempSlotNum[i]; 

               tempSlotNum[i]:=k; 

            end 

         end; 

         wordNum:=1; 

         repeat 

            while (wordNum<=aWordCount) and  

                  (not conflicts[tempSlotNum[wordNum]]) do 

            Inc(wordNum); 

            if wordNum<=aWordCount then 

            begin 

               Dec(tempScore,WordScores[tempDomains[tempSlotNum[wordNum]]]); 

               tempDomains[tempSlotNum[wordNum]]:=tempWordList[wordNum]; 

               Inc(Tempscore,WordScores[tempDomains[tempSlotNum[wordNum]]]); 

               result:=tempScore>ScoreToSeek; 

               Inc(wordNum); 

            end 

            else 

            result:=False; 

         until (not result) or (not Conflict); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.17 Implementation – Branch Bound 7 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

8.9 BB8 – Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon, Filter Lexicon 

This section describes the first of four techniques developed that use the calculated 

bound to filter values from the domains of forward variables.  This technique, BB8, 

calculates the same 2 bounds as BB5: 
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Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 

 

If both bounds are greater than the best solution found, then a “Value Bound” is 

calculated.  If any value in a forward variables domain is less than or equal to the value 

bound then it is removed from the domain. 

 

Value Bound = Nth top scoring unused word from the lexicon – (Bound 2 – Best 

Solution Score) 

(where N = Number of slots in the grid) 

 

The BB8 technique uses Bound 2, (lexicon bound) to calculate the value bound.  For 

example if the bound is 1 point above the best solution score then the assignment of 

any word of lesser value than the Nth top scoring unused word from the lexicon would 

result in a solution of equal or lesser value to the best solution score. 

 

Returning to the above example where slot 1 was instantiated with Word2 with a score 

of 205.   

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word4 195 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word1 210 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word2 205 

Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 Word6 190 Word3 200 

  Word6 190 Word7 180 Word4 195 

  Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 

  Word8 170 Word9 165 Word6 190 

Table 8.3 example domain sets (reproduced) 

 

Bound 1 will calculate a value of 1200 (205+195+195+210+200+195) and Bound 2 will 

calculate a value of 1195 (205+210+200+195+195+190). For filtering to take place 

both bounds must be greater than the best solution score so lets for this example say 
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that its 1190.  The value bound will be calculated as 190-(1195-1190)=185.  Application 

of the value bound would result in the domain sets in table 8.4 

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word4 195 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word1 210 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word2 205 

  Word5 195 Word6 190 Word3 200 

  Word6 190  Word4 195 

    Word5 195 

    Word6 190 

Table 8.4 example domain sets after filtering 

 

The BB8 technique was implemented for ML with FC1 to FC4, and SL with FC5 to 8.  

These implementations differ in that the SL version filters all forward variables 

domains.  The ML version only filters domains of variables that intersect with the 

current variable (last instantiated).  The reason for this is that ML only records the 

domains of intersecting variables prior to domain filtering, thus any attempt to remove 

values from other domains would undermine the domain restoration process upon 

backtracking.   

 

Figure 8.18 presents the implementation of BB8 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to 

FC4. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_8_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      if FilterCount>0 then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         pos:=1; 

         while (pos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

                Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         if pos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         Inc(s1,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         s2:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 
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            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         Inc(s1,s2); 

         if s1<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

            if result and (s2-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) and  

               (WordScores[pos-1]>s2-ScoreToSeek) then 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos-1]] do 

            begin 

               s2:=WordScores[pos-1]-(s2-ScoreToSeek); 

               for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

               with Slot[Intersection[i].Islot] do 

               begin 

                  pos:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

                  while (pos>0) and (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]<=s2) do 

                  Dec(pos); 

                  DomainCount[FilterCount]:=pos; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.18 Implementation – Branch Bound 8 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

The implementation of BB8 (Figure 8.18) operates the same as BB5 up to line 45 

which calculate the two bounds.  The BoundMargin is a global variable initialised prior 

to search that records the largest difference between the top scoring word and bottom 

scoring word in a domain, across all domains.  Line 46 checks that the difference 

between the 2nd bound and the best solution score is less than or equal to the 

BoundMargin, if it is greater then there is no chance of removing values.  The other 

comparison (line 46) checks that the difference between the 2nd bound and the best 

solution score is less than the Nth scoring word in the lexicon, again if it were not then a 

negative value bound would be produced and there are no negatively valued words.  

These comparisons were put in place as the difference between the bound and the 

best solution score is often large, especially in the early stages of search when the best 

solution score is well below the optimal score for the puzzle.   

 

The Value bound is calculated on line 49 by taking the Nth scoring word in the lexicon, 

and subtracting from it the difference between the 2nd bound and the best solution 

score.  A loop is then initiated to remove values that are less than or equal to the value 

bound from slots that intersect with the current variable (lines 50 to 59). 
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No implementation of BB8 for SL with FC1 to FC4 was attempted.  Figure 8.19 

presents an implementation of BB8 that has been optimised for use with SL and FC5 to 

FC11.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_8_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

   Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos, wordID, bestScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]; 

         Inc(s1,bestScore); 

      end; 

      s2:=Score; 

      pos:=1; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         while Used[pos] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

         Inc(pos); 

      end; 

      if s1+s2<=ScoreToSeek then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

         if result and (s2-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) and  

            (WordScores[pos-1]>s2-ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            s2:=WordScores[pos-1]-(s2-ScoreToSeek); 

            for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

            if s2>=MinScore then 

            begin 

               pos:=1; 

               while pos<=DomainCount[0] do 

               if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]<=s2 then 

               begin 

                  wordID:=Domains[0,pos]; 

                  Domains[0,pos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

                  Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

               end 

               else 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.19 Implementation – Branch Bound 8 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 
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The implementation for SL & FC5 to FC11 (Figure 8.19) differs in two respects to that 

of ML.  Firstly as the domains of all forward domains are recorded prior to domain 

filtering, values can be removed from all forward variables.  Secondly, as all forward 

variables domains are being processed, and as domain values are not necessarily 

ordered by word score, this technique is more costly for SL.  Thus, in addition to the 

BoundMargin a MinScore property of the slot is maintained for each slot.  MinScore is 

initialised prior to search with the lowest scoring word in the domain.  If the value bound 

is less than the MinScore then there is no possibility that words will be removed from 

the domain, and thus the domain does not need to be processed (line 45). 

  

8.10 BB9 - Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon, Filter Filtered 

Domains + Lexicon 

The BB9 technique is similar to BB8 in that the same bounds are calculated, however 

BB9 calculates the value bound from the filtered domains + lexicon bound to filter 

values from the domains of forward variables.  The bounds calculated by BB9 are: 

 

Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 

 

If both bounds are greater than the best solution found, then a “Value Bound” is 

calculated for each domain.   

 

Value Bound = Top scoring unused word from the domain – (Bound 1 – Best Solution 

Score) 

 

Where BB8 used bound 2 to calculate the value bound, BB9 uses bound 1.  As such 

the difference between the bound and the best solution score, must be subtracted from 

the top scoring unused word from the domain, being the score used in the calculation 

of the bound, and will therefore differ for each domain.  Also as the domain information 

is collected from filtered domains, then the value bound can only be applied to filtered 

domains to remove values. 
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Returning to the above example where slot 1 was instantiated with Word2 with a score 

of 205.   

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word4 195 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word1 210 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word2 205 

Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 Word6 190 Word3 200 

  Word6 190 Word7 180 Word4 195 

  Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 

  Word8 170 Word9 165 Word6 190 

Table 8.5 example domain sets 

 

Bound 1 will calculate a value of 1200 (205+195+195+210+200+195) and Bound 2 will 

calculate a value of 1195 (205+210+200+195+195+190). For filtering to take place 

both bounds must be greater than the best solution score so lets for this example say 

that its 1190. 

 

Based on the difference between Bound 1 and the best solution score (1200-1190=10) 

the following value bounds would be calculated for each domain.  A value bound of 

195-10=185 would be calculated for slots 2 & 3, and result in the lowest scoring word 

from slot 2 & slot 3 being removed. 

 

Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

Word4 195 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word2 205 Word1 210 

Word6 190 Word4 195 Word3 200 Word4 195 Word2 205 

  Word5 195 Word6 190 Word3 200 

  Word6 190 Word7 180 Word4 195 

  Word7 180 Word8 170 Word5 195 

  Word8 170 Word9 165 Word6 190 

Table 8.6 example domain sets after filtering 

 

Due to the fact that only domains filtered by the intersection constraint are filtered by 

the value bound, the implementations of BB9 for ML & SL are more similar than they 

were for BB8.  Due to ML maintaining sorted domains some minor differences do exist.  

Figure 8.20 presents the implementation of BB8 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to 

FC4. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_9_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos, scoreDif: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      if FilterCount>0 then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         pos:=1; 

         while (pos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

                Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         if pos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         Inc(s1,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         s2:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         Inc(s1,s2); 

         if s1<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

            if result and (s1-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) then 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos-1]] do 

            begin 

               scoreDif:=s1-ScoreToSeek; 

               for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

               with Slot[intersection[i].Islot] do 

               begin 

                  pos:=1; 

                  while Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

                  Inc(pos); 

                  if WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>scoreDif then 

                  begin 

                     s1:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]-scoreDif; 

                     pos:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

                     while (pos>0) and  

                           (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]<=s1) do 

                     Dec(pos); 

                     DomainCount[FilterCount]:=pos; 

                  end; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.20 Implementation – Branch Bound 9 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 
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The scoreDif variable is used to store the difference between bound 1 and the best 

solution score, and is initialised on line 49, prior to entering the loop to filter forward 

intersecting domains.  In order to calculate the value bound the top scoring unused 

word used in the calculation of bound 1 must first be located (lines 54 to 56).  Line 59 

assigns the value bound for the domain to s1.  Lines 61 to 63 remove words of equal or 

lesser score than the value bound from the domain.  

 

No implementation of BB9 for SL with FC1 to FC4 was attempted.  Figure 8.21 

presents an implementation of BB9 that has been optimised for use with SL and FC5 to 

FC11.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_9_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

   Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos, tempWord, bestScore, scoreDif: Cardinal; 

    bestScores: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) then 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]; 

         Inc(s1,bestScore); 

         bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]:=bestScore; 

      end; 

      s2:=Score; 

      pos:=1; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         while Used[pos] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

         Inc(pos); 

      end; 

      Inc(s1,s2); 

      if s1<=ScoreToSeek then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

         if result and (s1-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) then 

         begin 

            scoreDif:=s1-ScoreToSeek; 

            for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

            if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) and 

               (bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]>scoreDif) then 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

            begin 

               s1:=bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]-scoreDif; 

               if s1>=MinScore then 

               begin 

                  pos:=1; 
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                  while pos<=DomainCount[0] do 

                  if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]<=s1 then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,pos]; 

                     Domains[0,pos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                     Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

                     Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

                  end 

                  else 

                  Inc(pos); 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.21 Implementation – Branch Bound 9 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

Given the processing associated with locating the top scoring unused word in a domain 

when using SL, a bestScores array is used to store the score of the top scoring word 

for each filtered domain during the calculation of bound 1 (line 19).  This provided a 

more efficient way of calculating the value bound (line 50) than attempting to relocate 

the top scoring word. 

   

8.11 BB10 - Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon, Filter 

Lexicon & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

The BB10 technique calculates value bounds based on the lexicon approach of BB8 

and the Filtered Domains approach of BB9.  It then uses these two value bounds to 

filter values from the domains of forward variables.  BB10 uses the same bound 

calculations as BB8 & BB9 being: 

 

Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 

 

If both bounds are greater than the best solution found, then two “Value Bounds” are 

calculated.   

 

Value Bound 1 = Top scoring unused word from the domain – (Bound 1 – Best Solution 

Score) 
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Value Bound 2 = Nth top scoring unused word from the lexicon – (Bound 2 – Best 

Solution Score) 

 

Value Bound 1 can only be applied to domains that have been filtered by the 

intersection constraint of a past variable.  Value Bound 2 can be applied to all forward 

variables.  For variables where both bounds are applicable the highest value is used. 

 

Figure 8.22 presents the implementation of BB10 optimised for use with ML & FC1 to 

FC4.   This implementation only removes values from the domains of variables that 

have an intersecting slot filled.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_10_ML(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos, scoreDif: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=True; 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      if FilterCount>0 then 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         pos:=1; 

         while (pos<=DomainCount[FilterCount]) and  

               Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         if pos>DomainCount[FilterCount] then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         Inc(s1,WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]); 

      end; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         s2:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         Inc(s1,s2); 

         if s1<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

            if result and ((s1-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) or  

                           (s2-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin)) then 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos-1]] do 

            begin 

               scoreDif:=s1-ScoreToSeek; 

               if WordScores[pos-1]>s2-ScoreToSeek then 

               s2:=WordScores[pos-1]-(s2-ScoreToSeek) 
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               else 

               s2:=0; 

               for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               if not Slot[Intersection[i].Islot].Filled then 

               with Slot[intersection[i].Islot] do 

               begin 

                  pos:=1; 

                  while Used[Domains[FilterCount,pos]] do 

                  Inc(pos); 

                  if WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>scoreDif then 

                  s1:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]-scoreDif 

                  else 

                  s1:=0; 

                  if s2>s1 then 

                  s1:=s2; 

                  pos:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

                  while (pos>0) and (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]<=s1) do 

                  Dec(pos); 

                  DomainCount[FilterCount]:=pos; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.22 Implementation – Branch Bound 10 optimised for ML & FC1 to FC4 

 

As can be seen in the implementation of BB10 (Figure 8.22) the value bound 2 is 

calculated on line 51, and value bound 1 on line 62.  The highest of these two value 

bounds (lines 65-66) is used to filter forward variables domains.  Note that in the case 

of ML only variables that intersect with the current variable are reduced. 

 

No implementation of BB10 for SL with FC1 to FC4 was attempted.  Figure 8.23 

presents an implementation of BB10 that has been optimised for use with SL and FC5 

to FC11.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_10_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

    Boolean; 

var s1, s2, i, filteredSlots, pos, tempWord, bestScore, scoreDif: Cardinal; 

    bestScores: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      s1:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) then 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      begin 

         Inc(filteredSlots); 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]; 

         Inc(s1,bestScore); 

         bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]:=bestScore; 

      end; 

      s2:=Score; 

      pos:=1; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         while Used[pos] do 

         Inc(pos); 

         Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

         Inc(pos); 
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      end; 

      Inc(s1,s2); 

      if s1<=ScoreToSeek then 

      result:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s2,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         result:=s2>ScoreToSeek; 

         if result and ((s1-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) or  

                        (s2-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin)) then 

         begin 

            if WordScores[pos-1]>s2-ScoreToSeek then 

            s2:=WordScores[pos-1]-(s2-ScoreToSeek) 

            else 

            s2:=0; 

            scoreDif:=s1-ScoreToSeek; 

            for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

            begin 

               if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) and 

                  (bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]>scoreDif) then 

               s1:=bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]-scoreDif 

               else 

               s1:=0; 

               if s2>s1 then 

               s1:=s2; 

               if s1>=MinScore then 

               begin 

                  pos:=1; 

                  while pos<=DomainCount[0] do 

                  if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]<=s1 then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,pos]; 

                     Domains[0,pos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                     Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

                     Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

                  end 

                  else 

                  Inc(pos); 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.23 Implementation – Branch Bound 10 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

The implementation of BB10 with SL allows the reduction of all forward variables.  

Value bound 1 is only calculated for variables whose domain has been reduced by the 

intersection constraint of an intersecting slot (lines 52-55), for these slots the highest of 

the value bounds is used, for all other slots value bound 2 is used. 
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8.12 BB11 – Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon, 

Filter Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

The BB11 technique calculates three bounds as per BB6, and uses each of these to 

calculate three value bounds for filtering values from forward domains.  The bounds 

calculated by BB11 are: 

 

Bound 1 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot 

 

Bound 2 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top scoring unused word 

from each unfilled slot filtered by an intersection constraint + the sum of the top N 

scoring unused words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled and unfiltered 

slots in the grid) 

 

Bound 3 = score of partially completed grid + the sum of the top N scoring unused 

words from the lexicon (where N = number of unfilled slots in the grid) 

 

If any one of these bounds is less than or equal to the best score found then a better 

solution does not exist within the current partition.  If all bounds are greater than the 

best solution score then three value bounds are calculated.   

 

Value Bound 1 = Top scoring unused word from the domain – (Bound 1 – Best Solution 

Score) 

 

Value Bound 2 = Top scoring unused word from the domain – (Bound 2 – Best Solution 

Score) 

 

Value Bound 3 = Nth top scoring unused word from the lexicon – (Bound 3 – Best 

Solution Score) 

 

For slots that have an intersecting slot filled the highest of the three bounds is used.  

For all other slots the higher of value bounds 1 and 3 are used.  As bound 1 was only 

found to be effective when using high degrees of forward checking, BB11 was only 

implemented for SL when used with FC5 to FC11.  When combined with FC11, BB11 

produced significant reductions in time across the test-bed puzzles.   
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Figure 8.24 presents the implementation of BB11 optimised for use with FC5 to FC11 

that remove used words from the domains of all forward variables. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Branch_Bound_11_SL_No_Used_Words(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

    Boolean; 

var s1, s2, s3, i, filteredSlots, pos, wordID, bestScore, scoreDif1, scoreDif2: 

    Cardinal; 

    bestScores: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      s1:=Score; 

      s2:=0; 

      filteredSlots:=0; 

      for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

      begin 

         bestScore:=0; 

         for pos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]>bestScore then 

         bestScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,pos]]; 

         Inc(s1,bestScore); 

         if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) then 

         begin 

            Inc(filteredSlots); 

            Inc(s2,bestScore); 

         end; 

         bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]:=bestScore; 

      end; 

      result:=s1>ScoreToSeek; 

      if result then 

      begin 

         s3:=Score; 

         pos:=1; 

         for i:=slotOrderPos+filteredSlots to SlotCount do 

         begin 

            while Used[pos] do 

            Inc(pos); 

            Inc(s3,WordScores[pos]); 

            Inc(pos); 

         end; 

         Inc(s2,s3); 

         if s2<=ScoreToSeek then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         begin 

            for i:=1 to filteredSlots do 

            begin 

               while Used[pos] do 

               Inc(pos); 

               Inc(s3,WordScores[pos]); 

               Inc(pos); 

            end; 

            if s3<=ScoreToSeek then 

            result:=False 

            else 

            if ((s1-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) or  

                (s2-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin) or  

                (s3-ScoreToSeek<=BoundMargin)) then 

            begin 

               if WordScores[pos-1]>s3-ScoreToSeek then 

               s3:=WordScores[pos-1]-(s3-ScoreToSeek) 

               else 

               s3:=0; 

               scoreDif1:=s1-ScoreToSeek; 

               scoreDif2:=s2-ScoreToSeek; 

               for i:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

               with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]] do 

               begin 

                  if bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]>scoreDif1 then 

                  s1:=bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]-scoreDif1 

                  else 

                  s1:=0; 

                  if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]) and 

                     (bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]>scoreDif2) then 
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                  s2:=bestScores[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,i]]-scoreDif2 

                  else 

                  s2:=0; 

                  if s2>s1 then 

                  s1:=s2; 

                  if s3>s1 then 

                  s1:=s3; 

                  if s1>=MinScore then 

                  begin 

                     pos:=1; 

                     while pos<=DomainCount[0] do 

                     if WordScores[Domains[0,pos]]<=s1 then 

                     begin 

                        wordID:=Domains[0,pos]; 

                        Domains[0,pos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                        Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=wordID; 

                        Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

                     end 

                     else 

                     Inc(pos); 

                  end; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 8.24 Implementation – Branch Bound 11 optimised for SL & FC5 to FC11 

 

The implementation of BB11 calculates three bounds (lines 3-49).  The processes 

involved have been described with relation to BB6 (figure 8.15).  The only difference is 

that the highest score from each domain is recorded in the bestScores array (line 22) 

for efficient calculation of value bounds 1 and 2.  Value bound 3 is calculated on lines 

53-55.  Value bound 1 is calculated from domain information for each slot on lines 62 to 

65.  Value bound 2 is also calculated for each slot in cases where the slot is 

constrained by the intersection constraint of an intersecting slot, otherwise it is set to 

zero (lines 66-69).  Lines 70 to 73 assign the highest of the value bounds to s1, which 

is then used to filter values from the domain (lines 74-87). 

 

What has not been attempted is removing the bound 2 and value bound 2 calculations 

and filtering to create a new BB technique.  When using high degrees of forward 

checking the accuracy of the bound 1 calculation is improved.  It is questionable to 

what extent the addition of bound 2 improves the effectiveness of the technique, and it 

certainly does incur additional processing costs for SL to obtain this bound.  Thus 

removal of this bound from the calculations may lead to efficiency gains.  
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Chapter 9 - Backtracking 

This chapter describes techniques that perform the backtracking function.  

Backtracking chooses the variable from which to resume the search, having chosen to 

halt expansion of further nodes.  With the exception of chronological backtracking, 

backtracking techniques seek to reduce the number of nodes traversed by identifying 

branches of the search tree that could not contain a valid solution. 

 

The following sections describe the implementation of two existing techniques namely, 

“Chronological Backtracking” (CB) (Section 9.1) and “Conflict-Directed Back Jumping” 

(CBJ) (Section 9.2).  The reason for implementing the CBJ algorithm of Prosser (1993) 

was to experiment with more intelligent forms of backtracking than CB.  Some positive 

results were obtained using CBJ when used in solution testing (Chapter 15).  Several 

factors were identified that indicated that more intelligent forms of backtracking, such 

as CBJ, were unlikely to be efficient for optimisation problems such as Go-Words.  

These issues are discussed further in section 9.2. As such attention was directed to 

other areas where progress was deemed more likely. 

 

9.1 Chronological Backtracking 

Chronological backtracking always chooses to return to the last variable instantiated.  

CB is the least effective backtracking technique, as it does not attempt to trim branches 

from the search tree that could not contain a valid solution.  CB is however the least 

costly technique as no cost is incurred in the decision process.  For these reasons CB 

is often referred to as Naïve Backtracking.   

 

For problems such as Go-Words where a value may only be assigned to a single 

variable (use-once constraint), all variables are connected in the constraint network to 

each other.  Thus when the decision to halt has been made, the reason for this will 

frequently be due to the value assigned to the last variable.  When variable ordering 

techniques, such as that described by Smith & Steen (1981), are used that choose a 

variable connected by the intersection constraint to the last variable instantiated, the 

likelihood of the last variable being the cause of the conflict is increased.  Despite being 

the least effective backtracking technique, the heuristic of choosing the last instantiated 

variable to return to will quite often be the correct choice. 
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For comparative purposes the implementation of chronological backtracking when used 

with the SL2 system of domain maintenance is re-presented in figure 9.1 below. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2(slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var aSlot, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b(slotOrderPos); 

      end; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

      Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.1 Implementation – Chronological Backtracking within SL2 

 

The implementation of chronological backtracking is implicit within the recursive “fill 

slot” procedure.  Having attempted to place all words from a domain, the procedure will 

simply return to the recursive instance of the calling procedure of the prior variable. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL2_FC5b(slotOrderPos: Cardinal):  

   Boolean; 

var aFowardSlotPos, anIntersection, intPos, domainPos, wordCounter, 

    tempWord: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      aFowardSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1; 

      while result and (aFowardSlotPos<=SlotCount) do 

      begin 

         ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         found:=False; 

         anIntersection:=1; 

         while (not found) and (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 
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         if Intersection[anIntersection].Islot= 

            SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos] then 

         found:=True 

         else 

         Inc(anIntersection); 

         if found then 

         begin 

            ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

            intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

            begin 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if (Words[Domains[0,domainPos]][intPos]=ch)  

                  and (Domains[0,domainPos]<> 

                  Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed) then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordCounter); 

                  if domainPos<>wordCounter then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                     Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                     Domains[0,domainPos]:=tempWord; 

                  end; 

               end; 

               DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

            end; 

         end 

         else 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

         begin 

            domainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (domainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if Domains[0,domainPos]= 

               Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed then 

            begin 

               found:=True; 

               if domainPos<DomainCount[0] then 

               begin 

                  tempWord:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainPos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

               end; 

               Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

            end 

            else 

            Inc(domainPos); 

         end; 

         if Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]<> 

            ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] then 

         begin 

            Inc(ForwardCount); 

            ForwardConflicts[ForwardCount]:= 

               SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]; 

         end; 

         result:=Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] 

                 .DomainCount[0]>0; 

         Inc(aFowardSlotPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.2 Implementation – Domain Filter SL2 FC5b 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b(slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var fowardConfPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for fowardConfPos:=1 to ForwardCount do 

      Slot[ForwardConflicts[fowardConfPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

         ForwardDomainCount[ForwardConflicts[fowardConfPos]]; 

      ForwardCount:=0; 
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   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.3 Implementation – Domain Restore SL2 FC5b 

 

9.2 Conflict-Directed Backjumping 

As a starting point for investigating more intelligent forms of backtracking, the 

established technique of Conflict-Directed Backjumping (CBJ) (Prosser, 1993) was 

implemented.  CBJ seeks to improve search efficiency by returning to the variable that 

is causing the conflict and thus avoiding areas of the search tree that cannot contain a 

valid solution. 

 

Before describing CBJ, it should be noted that differences in nomenclature exist 

between Prosser’s description, and the one presented here.  Most notably, the 

distinction is made here between systems of forward tracking (when to halt expansion) 

and backtracking (which variable to return to).  Prosser refers to base algorithms and 

the combination of these as hybrids.  Figures 9.4 and 9.5 below clarify the differences. 

 

 Go Back 

Go Forward 

BT BJ BM 

BM BMJ BM-CBJ 

FC FC-BJ FC-CBJ 

Figure 9.4 Base algorithms and 4 hybrids (shaded) described by Prosser (1993) 

   

Backtracking / 

Forward Tracking  

CB BJ CBJ 

BCA{CV} BCA{CV}-CB (BT) BCA{CV}-BJ (BJ) BCA{CV}-CBJ 

(CBJ) 

BCABM{CV} BCABM{CV}-CB 

(BM) 

BCABM{CV}-BJ 

(BM-BJ) 

BCABM{CV}-CBJ 

(BM-CBJ) 

FFA{CV} FFA{CV}-CB (FC) FFA{CV}-BJ (FC-

CBJ) 

FFA{CV}-CBJ (FC-

CBJ 

Figure 9.5 Combinations of 3 forward tracking and 3 backtracking techniques 

(Shaded region shows the 9 algorithms described by Prosser, & his notation in 

brackets)  

 

The distinction between forward tracking and backtracking techniques is made, firstly to 

focus attention on the process involved in choosing the variable to return to, and 
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secondly, to avoid the need to name and discuss the use of each combination 

separately.  The important point being, is that discussion of CBJ here, is as a 

backtracking technique and its use with forward checking techniques such as FFA{CV}.  

 

Theoretically, CBJ could be combined with all forward tracking techniques described in 

chapter 8.  Chen (2000) and others have implemented CBJ with algorithms for 

maintaining arc consistency in forward tracking.  However, CBJ was only implemented 

here with FFA{CV}. 

 

Upon halting expansion of the current variable i, CBJ jumps back to the deepest 

variable h that was in conflict with i’s constraints.  Upon jumping back it then replaces 

the value assigned to h with the next value from its domain.  If all values in h’s domain 

have been attempted, then it jumps back to the deepest variable g that is in conflict 

with either i’s constraints or h’s constraints.  CBJ operates by maintaining a “conflict 

set” for each variable.  During forward tracking if a value is removed from the domain of 

a variable then the other variable involved in the constraint is added to the constraint 

list.  Upon halting of expansion, the deepest variable in the constraint list is chosen to 

jump back to.  

 

The implementation of CBJ with FFA{CV} was based on the “Forward Check with 

Conflict-Directed Backjumping”  algorithm described by Prosser (1993).  The process 

was to implement Prosser’s algorithms as closely as possible & then to move towards 

a more integrated implementation similar to the other techniques presented.  The most 

notable difference is that Prosser’s algorithm was designed for locating a solution in a 

discrete combinatorial problem as opposed to determining an optimal solution to one.  

Thus Prosser’s algorithm needed to be modified for the Go-Words problem.  Several 

other differences also exist, including the use of the SL2 domain maintenance system 

(chapter 6), and the recursive search engine X1 (chapter 5).   

 

The implementation of the domain filter function used during forward tracking is 

presented in figure 9.6 
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function TfrmGenerator.Domain_Filter_SL2_FC5b_CBJ(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var aFowardSlotPos, anIntersection, intPos, pc, cs, domainPos, wordCounter, 

    tempWord: Cardinal; 

    ch: Char; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      aFowardSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1; 

      while result and (aFowardSlotPos<=SlotCount) do 
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      begin 

         ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         found:=False; 

         anIntersection:=1; 

         while (not found) and (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 

         if Intersection[anIntersection].Islot= 

            SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos] then 

         found:=True 

         else 

         Inc(anIntersection); 

         if found then 

         begin 

            ch:=Words[WordUsed][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

            intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

            begin 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if (Words[Domains[0,domainPos]][intPos]=ch) and 

                  (Domains[0,domainPos]<> 

                   Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed) then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordCounter); 

                  if domainPos<>wordCounter then 

                  begin 

                     tempWord:=Domains[0,wordCounter]; 

                     Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                     Domains[0,domainPos]:=tempWord; 

                  end; 

               end; 

               DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

            end; 

         end 

         else 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

         begin 

            domainPos:=1; 

            found:=False; 

            while (not found) and (domainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

            if Domains[0,domainPos]= 

               Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]].WordUsed then 

            begin 

               found:=True; 

               if domainPos<DomainCount[0] then 

               begin 

                  tempWord:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainPos]:=Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]; 

                  Domains[0,DomainCount[0]]:=tempWord; 

               end; 

               Dec(DomainCount[0]); 

            end 

            else 

            Inc(domainPos); 

         end; 

         if Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]<> 

            ForwardDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] then 

         begin 

            Inc(ForwardCount); 

            ForwardConflicts[ForwardCount]:= 

               SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]; 

            with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]] do 

            begin 

               Inc(PastCount); 

               PastConflicts[PastCount]:=slotOrderPos; 

            end; 

         end; 

         result:=Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]>0; 

         Inc(aFowardSlotPos); 

      end; 

      if not result then 

      begin 

         Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b_CBJ(slotOrderPos); 

         Dec(aFowardSlotPos); 

         for pc:=1 to Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].PastCount do 

         begin 

            found:=False; 

            for cs:=1 to ConfCount do 
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            if ConfSet[cs]= 

               Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].PastConflicts[pc] then 

            found:=True; 

            if not found then 

            begin 

               Inc(ConfCount); 

               ConfSet[ConfCount]:= 

                  Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aFowardSlotPos]].PastConflicts[pc]; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.6 Implementation – Domain Filter SL2 FC5 CBJ 

 

The following additions are made to the domain filter function to record information that 

can be used by CBJ upon backtracking.   

 

If values have been removed from the domain of a forward variable (line 59), then the 

variable depth of the current variable is added to the forward variable’s list of past 

conflicts (lines 63 to 67).   

 

If no values in the domain of a forward variable could be found to satisfy the constraints 

of the current variable (line 72) then additional processing is performed after the 

domains of forward variables are restored (line 74).  The variable aForwardSlotPos is 

returned to reference the forward variable whose domain was reduced to zero (line 75).  

Lines 76 to 87 then add past variables that have removed values from the forward 

variables domain to the forward variables conflict set (ensuring that each variable 

appears only once in the conflict set). 

 

Modification to the domain restoration procedure (Figure 9.7) is also required.       
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b_CBJ(slotOrderPos:Cardinal); 

var i: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 

      for i:=1 to ForwardCount do 

      begin 

         Slot[ForwardConflicts[i]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            ForwardDomainCount[ForwardConflicts[i]]; 

         Dec(Slot[ForwardConflicts[i]].PastCount); 

      end; 

      ForwardCount:=0; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.7 Implementation – Domain Restore SL2 FC5 CBJ 

 

During the restoration of domains, line 9 is added to restore the past conflicts of 

forward variables. 
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The calculated variable to return to was implemented within the fill slot function (Figure 

9.8).   
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function TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2_CBJ(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): 

    Cardinal; 

var aSlot, h, j, cc, domainPos: Cardinal; 

    found, branchfailed: Boolean; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   h:=slotOrderPos; 

   branchFailed:=False; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   begin 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if (h=slotOrderPos) and Generate then 

      begin 

         WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

         Filled:=True; 

         if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

            begin 

               if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

               Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

               ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

               Display_Current_High_Score; 

            end; 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end 

         else 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            h:=Search_Fill_Slot_X1_SL2_CBJ(slotOrderPos+1) 

            else 

            branchFailed:=True; 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            Domain_Restore_SL2_FC5b_CBJ(slotOrderPos); 

         end; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

         Filled:=False; 

      end; 

      if h=slotOrderPos then 

      begin 

         if branchFailed or (ConfCount=0) then 

         Dec(h) 

         else 

         begin 

            if (PastCount=0) then 

            h:=0 

            else 

            h:=PastConflicts[PastCount]; 

            for cc:=1 to ConfCount do 

            if Confset[cc]>h then 

            h:=Confset[cc]; 

         end; 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,h]] do 

         begin 

            {for cc:=1 to ConfCount do 

            if ConfSet[cc]=h then 

            begin 

               if cc<ConfCount then 

               begin 

                  j:=ConfSet[ConfCount]; 

                  ConfSet[ConfCount]:=ConfSet[cc]; 

                  ConfSet[cc]:=j; 

               end; 

               Dec(ConfCount); 

            end;} 

            for j:=1 to Slot[aSlot].ConfCount do 
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            if Slot[aSlot].ConfSet[j]<>h then 

            begin 

               found:=False; 

               for cc:=1 to ConfCount do 

               if ConfSet[cc]=Slot[aSlot].ConfSet[j] then 

               found:=True; 

               if not found then 

               begin 

                  Inc(ConfCount); 

                  ConfSet[ConfCount]:=Slot[aSlot].ConfSet[j]; 

               end; 

            end; 

            for j:=1 to Slot[aSlot].PastCount do 

            if Slot[aSlot].PastConflicts[j]<>h then 

            begin 

               found:=False; 

               for cc:=1 to ConfCount do 

               if ConfSet[cc]=Slot[aSlot].PastConflicts[j] then 

               found:=True; 

               if not found then 

               begin 

                  Inc(ConfCount); 

                  ConfSet[ConfCount]:=Slot[aSlot].PastConflicts[j]; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      ConfCount:=0; 

      result:=h; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 9.8 Implementation – Fill Slot X1 SL2 CBJ 

 

To allow CBJ to operate within a recursive framework, i.e. the ability to jump back 

rather than step back, the fill slot procedure was changed to a function with the return 

value being the variable depth of the variable chosen to resume the search from.  Local 

variable h records the current variable depth (Line 7).  Line 34 sets h to the return value 

of the recursive call (Line 34).  If upon returning from this call h no longer equals the 

variable depth of the current variable then continued expansion is halted (Line 12).  

Finally the function returns h to its calling instance (Line 88).   

 

The comparison of h with the variable depth (line 43) is made such that only in cases 

where h has not been altered does the need exist to determine a variable to jump back 

to.  In cases where the reason for terminating the search was due to branching the only 

variable that can be returned to, is the last variable (line 45), thus h is decremented.  

The reason for this is that all variables contribute to the score of a solution thus the 

reason that B&B halting expansion could be due to the prior assignment of any value to 

any variable.  This factor was perceived to undermine the potential benefits of using 

CBJ for an optimised exhaustive search.  Certainly, the relative dominance of the 

optimisation constraint to other constraints is a factor that influences the choice of 

whether or not to use CBJ. As the solution score approaches the optimal score the 

benefits arising from the use of CBJ would appear to diminish as B&B reduces the 

search depth at which nodes are expanded. 
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The other comparison made on line 43 is ConfCount=0, if it is zero then the reason for 

backtracking will be due to the exhaustion of the sub space rooted by the current 

variable.  Prosser’s algorithm was designed to terminate upon the formation of a 

solution.  As an exhaustive search, by definition, continues after a solution is found this 

comparison was added to ensure that jumping did not occur as a result of exhausting a 

sub-tree, and not as a result of a forward conflict.  

 

Prosser does not state what should occur when no past conflicts exist for the current 

variable.    When the past count is zero (line 49) h is initialised to the root of the tree 

variable depth 0 (line 50).    Data from the conflict set is then used to determine the 

variable depth to jump back to.  The reason that the past conflict list could be empty is 

when a variable is instantiated that is not constrained by any past variables, 

instantiation of the first variable is an instance of this situation.  There would appear to 

be no reason why the past count could be zero and for a solution to exist.  Thus 

termination of the search is likely to be the correct decision.  The conservative 

approach was adopted here but may be unnecessary.  

 

If the past conflict set is not empty then h is initialised with the maximum depth in the 

set (line 52).  Lines 53 to 55 then check the conflict set for a greater depth.  Thus the 

variable depth chosen to leap back to is the maximum depth from the past conflicts and 

conflict sets. 

 

Having chosen the depth to return to, lines 59 to 84 prepare h’s conflict set for jumping 

back to.  Prosser suggests that the first step in this preparation is 

 

“conf-set[h] ← remove (h,union(conf-set[h],union(conf-set[i],past-fc[i])))” 

 

Although h may appear in the conflict set or past conflict set of j12, there would appear 

to be no reason that it would appear in its own conflict set.  Figure 10.8 shows the code 

for removal of h from its conflict set, however this commented out.  Trials did not 

identify any instances where h was found in its own conflict set, but this may be 

incorrect.   

 

                                                
12

 The use of j in the implementation of CBJ above corresponds with Prosser’s use of i. 
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Lines 59 to 71 merge the conflict set of j to the conflict set of h, ensuring that h is not 

added. Lines 72 to 84 merge the past conflicts of j to h’s conflict set, again ensuring 

that h is not added.  

 

Finally, the conflict count of the current variable is set to 0 (line 87) and the depth for 

the search to return to is set as the result of the function (line 88). 
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Chapter 10 - Variable Ordering 

This chapter describes techniques that choose the order that variables are instantiated.  

Together with value ordering, the order that variables are instantiated defines the size 

and structure of the search tree.  Changes to the search tree are likely to impact on the 

time taken by a search engine to exhaust it and thus are an important consideration.   

 

Section 10.1 investigates the objective and goals of variable ordering.  Section 10.2 

describes a selection of heuristics identified from the literature and developed from this 

research for targeting the goals.  Section 10.3 provides an overview of the 

implementation.  Section 10.4 presents several techniques for choosing the first 

variable to instantiate, which may be used with both static and dynamic techniques.  

Section 10.4 describes the implementation of static variable ordering techniques that 

determine the order that variables are instantiated prior to search.  Section 10.4 

describes dynamic variable ordering techniques that use data available during search 

to choose the next variable to instantiate.  

 

10.1 Objectives 

The primary objective of variable ordering techniques is to improve search efficiency.  

This may be expressed as the time taken for a search engine to traverse the 

hypothetical tree structure defined by the variable and value ordering techniques used.  

This section investigates potential sub-objectives or goals that support the efficient 

exhaustion of the search space by a search engine.   

 

Search Space / Nodes 

The search space of a problem is a notional concept represented by the size and 

structure of the hypothetical search tree.  That is the number of nodes contained in the 

search tree is not defined by the problem, but by the order that variables are 

instantiated, for a given problem formulation.   It would seem reasonable that a small 

tree, with fewer nodes, can be searched faster than a big tree.  Thus reduction or 

minimisation of the search space would appear consistent with the objective of 

improving search efficiency.   

 

Node Expansion 

The number of nodes in a search tree is dependent on the size of the search tree.  Due 

to the constraints imposed by the problem many of the nodes in the search tree will be 
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contained in branches that do not contain a valid solution.  Forward tracking and 

backtracking techniques attempt to exploit this fact by seeking to reduce the expansion 

of nodes that do not contain a valid solution.  Branch-and-bound techniques also seek 

to reduce the expansion of nodes that could not lead to an optimal solution.  As costs 

are incurred for each node that is actually expanded, a reasonable correlation would be 

expected between the number of nodes traversed and the time taken, for a given set of 

traversal techniques.  Thus reduction of the number nodes expanded would appear 

consistent with the objective of improving search efficiency.  

 

Branch Depth 

Branch depth is defined as the depth at which forward tracking or B&B techniques 

choose to halt expansion.  Reduction of the branch depth moves fail points higher in 

the search tree.  Successful reduction of branch depth should reduce the number of 

variables that are instantiated within a branch.  However it will not necessarily reduce 

the number of times each variable is instantiated.  Nonetheless, costs are incurred 

moving deeper into the search tree, such as value ordering, and determining which 

variable to instantiate next.  Reducing branch depth will likely, although not necessarily, 

lead to a reduction in the number of nodes expanded.  Thus the reduction of branch 

depth would appear consistent with improving search efficiency.   

 

Consistency Tests 

A consistency test involves the comparison of a value with a constraint.  For forward 

tracking techniques that perform back checking, this involves the comparison of the 

values assigned with prior constraints, those that perform forward checking test the 

consistency of values in forward domains against the forward constraints of the current 

variable, and in some cases against the forward constraints of forward and prior 

variables.  A significant portion of the costs associated with searching a tree can be 

attributed to consistency testing.  Reduction of these costs is therefore likely to improve 

search efficiency. 

 

High Score Formation 

In optimisation problems the early formation of high scoring solutions, is likely to 

improve search efficiency via the trimming of branches from the search tree by branch-

and-bound techniques.  Thus ordering variables in such a way as to improve the 

probability of locating good solutions earlier may lead to improvements to search 

efficiency.   
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Summary/ Conclusion 

The goals described above may all be seen as consistent with improving search 

efficiency.  Although these goals are not mutually exclusive, they are not necessarily 

compatible with each other.  Attempts to improve one goal may be to the detriment of 

others.  For example attempting to reduce the branch depth, the number of nodes 

expanded, or the number of consistency tests performed will not necessarily lead to a 

minimisation of the search space.  Alternatively, attempting to reduce the number of 

consistency tests will not necessarily result in the expansion of fewer nodes, or a good 

solution being formed sooner rather than later.   

 

As achievement of one goal may counter another, the question arises as to which is 

the dominant or most beneficial of these.  Although future trials may show a better 

correlation between one of these goals and search time, on any specific problem the 

dominant goal is likely to be governed by the specificities of the problem, and by the 

search techniques used.   

 

If a puzzle is envisaged that has few or no constraints, such that all values are 

consistent with the constraints, then no fail points will exist in the search tree.  Thus 

attempting to reduce branch depth or the number of nodes traversed would be futile.  

However, attempting to reduce the search space or the number of consistency tests 

performed is possible and likely to improve efficiency.  Conversely if a heavily 

constrained puzzle is envisaged with few consistent values and perhaps no solution, 

then attempting to reduce branch depth may be beneficial.  For puzzles with few hard 

constraints but a dominant objective function, then locating good solutions early may 

be most beneficial.  Thus the dominant goal would appear to be dependent on the 

specificities of the problem. 

 

The dominance of a goal is also dependent on the search techniques that are used in 

conjunction with the variable ordering technique.  The ability of forward tracking to 

detect fail points in the search tree contrasted against the costs associated with this 

detection is likely to shift the balance between goals.  For example, if a system of back 

checking is used, such as BCA{CV}, then the ability to look ahead to locate fail points is 

more limited than when using a forward checking and forward filtering system such as 

FFA{CV}.  As such when using BCA{CV} attempting to simply reduce the search space 

may be more beneficial than attempting to reduce the number of nodes expanded. 

 

At commencement of this research it was thought that if two search engines were 

travelling down the same search tree, defined by identical variable and value ordering 
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techniques, that the fastest of these was the more efficient.  What was recognised was 

that as the variable order changed the relative efficiency of the search techniques 

would also frequently change.  Thus trials of two or more search techniques on 

identical trees did not necessarily indicate anything about the efficiency of the search 

technique but simply how well suited the variable order was with a specific set of 

search techniques for the given problem.  The fact that dependencies exist between 

variable ordering and search techniques compounds the difficulties of benchmarking 

each.  

 

The fact is that each goal is important and should be considered, however goals may 

dominate over one another, for any given problem, and when used with different 

search techniques.  For the search techniques examined in this thesis and the puzzles 

investigated the greatest cost would appear to emanate from constraint checking, thus 

reduction of the number of constraint checks is inferred to provide the most probable 

benefits for reducing the time taken to perform a search.  In part this inference is 

supported in the literature from the widespread use of the number of consistency tests 

performed as an indicator of run time efficiency (see eg Prosser, 1993).  Certainly more 

research is required to substantiate this inference. 

 

10.2 Heuristics 

This section describes heuristics for achieving the goals described in the previous 

section.  The heuristics described are grouped by the goal that each is primarily 

targeting.  Despite being targeted towards a specific goal, the heuristics described 

frequently promote multiple goals, although to varying degrees.   

 

10.2.1 Search Space 

A relationship between the time taken to search a tree and the size of the search space 

would appear a reasonable presumption.  However, there would appear to be only 

limited processing performed by traversal techniques that can be directly attributed to 

the size of the search space.  It is theorised that a relationship exists between the 

search space and the other goals, and that a relationship exists between these other 

goals and search efficiency.  That is, as the search space is reduced, it is likely that: 

the number of nodes traversed, the branch depth, and the number of constraint checks 

performed, will also be reduced.  Thus targeting other goals is perceived more likely to 

improve search efficiency, than simply attempting to reduce the search space. 
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When a heuristic fails to achieve its goals, then the resultant search space is an 

important consideration.  For example, if a variable other than the one with the smallest 

domain is chosen in an effort to reduce branch depth, but failure does not occur, then 

the search space will have been increased and potentially lead to more nodes requiring 

traversal.  Thus in developing heuristics to target other goals, caution should be paid to 

the extent to which the search space is increased. 

 

For problems with uniform domain sizes, such as the Go-Words test-bed puzzles, the 

search space cannot be altered via variable ordering.  However, application of 

consistency pre-processing prior to search will often reduce the number of values in 

variable domains, thus allowing for a reduction to the search space. 

 

Smallest Domain First 

The smallest domain first (SDF) heuristic orders variables from those with the fewest 

number of values in their domain to the most number of values in their domain.  The 

application of the SDF heuristic minimises the size of the search space, producing a 

search tree with the least number of nodes (Smith & Steen, 1981).  As the number of 

values in each variable’s domain can be ascertained prior to search, SDF can be used 

to produce a static ordering of variables.  

 

Smallest Domain First + Most Forward Constraints  

Refinement to the smallest domain first heuristic may be achieved by breaking ties by 

choosing the variable with the greatest number of forward constraints.  By choosing the 

variable with the smallest domain, minimisation of the search space is assured.  

Breaking ties by choosing the variable with the largest number of forward constraints 

also seeks to reduce the number of consistency tests performed by moving variables 

with more consistency tests higher in the search tree.  The number of forward 

constraints may also be considered as a course predictor of failure.  That is as the 

number of forward constraints increases the probability that a consistent value can be 

assigned to the variable decreases.  Thus in addition to targeting the size of the search 

space it also targets the number of consistency checks performed and the branch 

depth, although to lesser degrees.   

 

A potential problem with heuristics that favours variables with more forward constraints 

was observed.  A variable with more forward constraints is also more likely to be a 

variable with fewer past constraints.  This is certainly the case where each variable has 

the same number of constraints.  Thus by choosing a variable with the most forward 

constraints movement is directed away from variables that have been instantiated.  
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This tactic will result in greater areas of the constraint network being examined, and 

potentially lead to earlier identification of fail points in the search tree by forward 

tracking techniques.  Counter to this argument is that the identification of whether a 

variable will fail is improved as a variable becomes more constrained by past variables.  

If failure actually occurs in a variable due to constraints imposed by a variable higher in 

the search tree then greater amounts of backtracking will be needed to resolve the 

conflict.  Thus breaking ties based on the number of forward constraints is not 

necessarily an improvement over breaking ties randomly.   

 

Of course the use and performance of this heuristic is dependent on the search 

techniques used in conjunction with it.  As the degree of forward checking is improved, 

fail points are more likely to be identified sooner rather than later, thereby reducing the 

associated level of risk.  The use of backtracking techniques such as CBJ will also 

reduce the costs associated with resolving conflicts higher in the search tree. 

  

A variety of other heuristics based on SDF are conceivable by choosing to break ties 

based on other criteria in order to promote other goals.  Examples of this are to break 

ties based on the estimated probability of failure, or by the degree of separation 

(described later).  Thus promotion of other goals is possible, dependent on the 

specificities of the problem.   

 

10.2.2 Node Expansion 

With the traversal of each node in the search tree comes costs that are directly 

attributable to it.  These emanate from processes such as: the assignment of value to a 

variable and its subsequent removal, the filtering and subsequent restoration of forward 

variable domains, and the application of B&B techniques.  These processes represent 

a significant proportion of the total traversal costs. 

 

Expansion of a node in the search tree will take place if it cannot be predetermined that 

the sub-tree rooted by the node does not contain a valid or optimal solution.  When 

using a forward checking system two factors would appear to affect the number of 

nodes that are expanded.  The number of values in a domain that are consistent with 

the forward constraints of past variables, represent the number of values in a domain 

that will be expanded at the next depth of the search tree.  The number of values in a 

domain that are consistent with both the forward constraints of prior variables and the 

forward constraints of the variable, represent the number of values that contain 

consistent subspaces that will require expansion at subsequent depths.  The extent to 
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which the second factor should be taken into account will not be known and is thus 

probabilistic. 

 

Smallest Remaining Domain 

The smallest remaining domain (SRD) heuristic chooses as the next variable to 

instantiate the one with the smallest number of remaining values in its domain (Bitner & 

Reingold, 1975 cited Kumar, 1992).  This is a dynamic variable ordering technique that 

uses domain information during search.  Although it will not be known how many 

values within each domain can actually be consistently assigned, it will at least be 

known that having applied forward checking, that values are at least consistent with the 

forward constraints of prior variables.  The effectiveness of this technique to reduce the 

number of nodes traversed is closely related to the degree of forward checking.  As 

back checking techniques do not remove values from forward variable domains the 

SRD heuristic is not applicable to these techniques.   

 

Smallest Remaining Domain + Forward Constraints 

Like the SDF heuristic, ties between variables when using the SRD heuristic may be 

broken using other criteria such as the number of forward constraints.  This is 

commonly referred to as the Brélez heuristic (Gent et al., 1996).    

 

Smallest Alternatives 

A static variable ordering heuristic was proposed by Smith & Steen (1981) that 

estimates the expected number of values that will be contained in a domain prior to its 

instantiation given the prior instantiation of variables higher in the tree.  Their heuristic 

assumes an even distribution of letters within the lexicon and calculates the expected 

number of values in a domain as ((Cn)
1/n)n-k where n is the number of cells for the word 

slot, and k13 is the number of cells with a letter from a prior instantiation.  It should be 

noted that the stated basis for the smallest alternatives heuristic, by Smith & Steen, 

was to choose the most difficult variables first.  

 

10.2.3 Branch Depth 

Haralick & Elliott (1980:308) proclaimed, “The best search order is the one that 

minimises the expected length or depth of any branch”.  Unfortunately they provide no 

evidence or argument to support this claim.  Although this statement may be true for 

some puzzles it is certainly not the best across all puzzles, such as the example posed 

                                                
13

 Smith & Steen define the filled cells as “i”. It is presumed that this is a typographical error that 
should have read k.  However this may be incorrect and the error may have been in the formula.  
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above where all values can be assigned consistently.  This section examines heuristics 

that seek to improve efficiency via the reduction of branch depth. 

 

Fail First 

To achieve a reduction in branch depth Haralick & Elliottt (1980:263) propose a fail first 

approach, which states that “to succeed, try first where you are most likely to fail”.  

Despite originally referring to fail first as a heuristic to improve search efficiency, in their 

application to variable ordering, they refine their definition to “the fail first principle 

states that the next unit [variable] to choose should be that one with the fewest possible 

labels [values] left” (1980:302-303).  These statements have led to some confusion, 

firstly in the interpretation of what it means to fail first, and secondly the acceptance of 

fail first as a general principle for variable ordering.  

 

The narrow interpretation of fail first is that the next variable chosen must be the one 

with the smallest remaining domain.  This has resulted in many researchers and 

practitioners viewing the smallest remaining domain heuristic as synonymous with fail 

first (eg. Gent et al., 1996).  As described in the previous section, the SRD heuristic 

would appear to target the number of nodes traversed and the search space more so 

than branch depth.  Although it may be used as a course predictor of failure it would 

appear that there are better heuristics for this purpose. 

 

A wider interpretation includes any heuristic that attempts to identify variables most 

likely to fail (Smith & Grant, 1997).  Beck, et al, (2003) refer to this as “Radical Fail 

First”.  This wider interpretation is adopted here.   

 

The stated goal of fail first is to reduce branch depth.  Haralick & Elliott note that 

application of fail first is also likely to reduce the number of consistency tests performed 

when compared to a random ordering of variables.  Smith & Grant (1998) refuted the 

use of fail first as a general principle based on empirical trials and this finding was 

upheld by Beck et al. (2003).  They showed that although heuristics designed to fail 

first succeeded in reducing branch depth, this did not necessarily improve search 

efficiency.  The problem with their trials was that they measured search efficiency by 

the number of consistency tests performed.  Thus their results do not in themselves 

refute the fail first principle.  What these results demonstrate is the incompatibility of the 

goals of reducing branch depth and reducing the number of consistency tests 

performed.  In achieving different results for different search techniques, their results 

also support the notion that the dominance of goals is dependent on the search 

techniques used. 
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In order to refute a principle we need to show that the principle is either inconsistent 

with its stated goals, or that its goals are inconsistent with its objective.  The data 

presented by Beck et al. (2003) would tend to support a relationship between fail first 

and reduction of branch depth, although their results cast doubt on the relation and 

between the reduction of branch depth and run time efficiency, they do not provide an 

argument to suggest that there is no relationship.  Although the relationship between 

reduction of branch depth and run time efficiency is perhaps tenuous there would 

appear to be reasons to suspect that a correlation exists.   

 

However, based on the logical argument that as fail first or indeed reduction of branch 

depth is not applicable for all problems, such as the example posed where all values 

are consistent with the problems constraints, it is evident that fail first is not a general 

principle for variable ordering.  Fail first is considered in this paper as neither a principle 

nor heuristic, but simply as an approach for guiding heuristic and algorithmic 

development.    

 

An interesting question arising from the research of Beck et al. (2003), is how branch 

depth might be measured and whether this measure actually represents actual 

reductions to branch depth.  The decision to incorporate recording of branch depth 

within this research was made when investigating B&B techniques to ascertain whether 

a technique was effective at halting expansion earlier.  When results from BB6 and 

BB7 were compared for a search with a priming score equal to the optimal score it can 

be observed that BB7 halts expansion higher in the search tree and does not progress 

as deep into the tree as BB6; BB7 also traverses far less nodes.  These indicators 

would tend to suggest that BB7 is more effective than BB6 at halting expansion higher 

in the search tree.  The average branch depth recorded however was frequently higher 

for BB7.  The reason that this is presumed to occur is that BB7 is more effective at 

halting expansion higher in the tree, thus trimming large branches that BB6 will 

continue to traverse.  As search progresses deeper into the tree the effectiveness of 

many B&B techniques including BB6 tends to improve, as a consequence the relative 

effectiveness of BB6 to BB7 also improves.  As such BB7 tends to spend 

proportionately more of its search time traversing nodes deep in the tree and hence 

records a larger average branch depth, despite being more effective at reducing branch 

depth.  

 

Although the branch depth of forward tracking techniques was not recorded, a similar 

argument could be put forward.  Forward tracking techniques based on a forward 
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checking paradigm are more likely to detect fail points in a search tree as the depth of 

search increases towards the fail points.  However the relative effectiveness of forward 

tracking techniques to halt expansion would appear to converge.  Thus more effective 

forward tracking techniques may halt expansion earlier and traverse fewer nodes, but 

record a larger average branch depth.  Thus attempts to order variables such that 

failure is detected earlier by FT and B&B techniques may lead to an increase to the 

average branch depth.   

 

Beck et al (2003) point out that the measurement of branch depth by Smith & Grant 

(1997) was methodologically flawed.  This was due to the recording of when 

backtracking took place and not when failure was detected.  It would appear however 

that calculation of average branch depth by Beck et al. is not necessarily reflective of a 

lowering of branch depth.  Unfortunately, this research has not been able to resolve the 

question of how a reduction in branch depth might be adequately measured.  It has 

also not been able to resolve the more important question of why, either measure or 

attempt to target the reduction of branch depth, when the number of nodes traversed, 

and the number of consistency tests performed would seem more closely related to 

search efficiency.  

 

Curiously, the benchmark used by Haralick & Elliott, to test variable ordering heuristics 

was not branch depth, but the number of consistency tests performed.   

 

Smallest Assignment Probability 

It is conjectured that to reduce branch depth the variable with the lowest probability of 

successfully assigning a value, consistent with forward constraints, from its domain 

should be chosen.  Various factors for calculating this probability can be envisaged.  

Smith & Grant (1997) propose four heuristics for calculating this probability, balancing 

the accuracy of the calculation against the costs of performing it.  A similar approach 

was adopted in this research treating each possible assignment of a value as a 

binomial experiment, and using established probability formula to estimate the 

probability that a value from a variables domain could be consistently assigned.  This 

formula was also used in the FF4 heuristic developed by Smith and Grant.  

 

Lowest Maximum Domain Score 

The lowest maximum domain score heuristic chooses as the next variable to 

instantiate, the one with the lowest top scoring value in its domain.  This may be 

viewed as a fail first heuristic for optimisation problems that use B&B to trim branches 
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from the search tree.  This heuristic was developed during this research and a 

description of its implementation provided below.   

 

It should be observed that the reason that a variable will have only low scoring words in 

its domain is because high scoring words have been filtered from it.  Thus variables 

with the lowest maximum scoring word are likely to have been heavily filtered and thus 

also have fewer values.  Thus the lowest maximum scoring word heuristic may also be 

viewed as a course predictor to the smallest remaining domain heuristic for reducing 

the number of nodes traversed. 

 

10.2.4 Consistency Tests  

The number of consistency tests is often used as a benchmark or indicator of run time 

efficiency, for the evaluation of search techniques (Haralick & Elliottt, 1980, Prosser, 

1993) and variable ordering techniques (Bacchus and van Run, 1995, Smith & Grant, 

1999, Beck et al. 2003).  Despite the frequent use of the number of consistency tests 

as a performance benchmark, little attention appears to be given to directly targeting 

this goal.  As a significant portion of the costs related to searching a tree can be 

attributed directly to consistency testing, this section examines potential heuristics for 

reducing the number of consistency tests performed.  

 

The following heuristics are proposed considerations for continued research.  

Implementations based on these heuristics have not yet been developed or tested.  

The implemented constraint density techniques (Sections 10.5.7 & 10.5.8) draw on the 

foundation of these heuristics and also incorporate the degree of separation between 

variables.  Although the success of the constraint density approach is suspected to 

emanate from a reduction to the number of consistency tests performed, this has not 

as yet been established.   

 

Largest Constraint Set 

The largest constraint set LCS heuristic chooses as the next variable to instantiate to 

be the one with the largest number of constraints in its set of constraints that require 

checking.  For back checking techniques, this may be refined to choosing the variable 

that has the largest number of past constraints and, for forward checking techniques, 

the variable with the largest number of forward constraints.  In both cases attempts are 

made to increase the number of variables that will be checked against the constraints 

of the next variable chosen.  By moving variables with more testable constraints higher 
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in the search tree the number of times these variables are instantiated is reduced and 

is therefore likely to reduce the number of consistency tests performed. 

 

The variable with the largest set of testable constraints will not necessarily perform the 

largest number of consistency tests.  Other variables with fewer constraints, which 

involve variables with larger domains, may perform more consistency tests.  Thus the 

LCS heuristic may be viewed simply as a course predictor to the actual number of 

consistency tests that each variable is likely to perform.  More refined heuristics are 

certainly possible, although these are likely to be more costly to execute.  A benefit of 

LCS is that the number of forward or backward constraints of a variable can be 

determined prior to search allowing for the implementation of a static variable ordering. 

 

By performing consistency tests against more variables, it is anticipated that failure will 

be detected compared to a random ordering.  That is when using a forward checking 

technique the variable with the largest forward constraint set is also likely to have a 

high probability of failure.  Thus the LCS heuristic may be viewed as a fail first heuristic.  

However there are some important distinctions,  

1. The variable with the largest testable constraint set is not necessarily the one 

most likely to fail.   

2. It is theorised that choosing the variable with largest constraint set will reduce 

the number of consistency tests performed over a variable, that may be more 

likely to fail, with a smaller constraint set.  

3. It is theorised that constraining more variables is likely to have a greater impact 

on the size of the resultant search space than choosing a variable more likely to 

fail.  

 

The fundamental difference is that heuristics based on fail first seek to reduce branch 

depth whilst heuristics such as LCS seek to reduce the number of consistency tests.   

 

Of course there would seem to be no reason why LCS could not be combined with 

other heuristics to emphasise other objectives. To attempt to reduce the size of the 

search space, a variable with the largest forward constraint set would be chosen and 

ties broken by choosing the variable with the smallest remaining domain.  

 

Most Constrained Remaining Values 

The most constrained remaining values (MCRV) heuristic chooses as the next variable 

to instantiate the one that constrains the greatest number of values in forward variable 

domains.  This is calculated as the sum of variable domains referenced by a variable’s 
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testable constraints.  MCRV is an attempt to refine the LCS heuristic, and thus further 

reduce the number of consistency tests performed. 

 

Although MCRV could be used by back checking techniques, MCRV is more costly to 

process than the static LCS technique, and will produce the same result as LCS, as 

each instantiated variable has a domain size of 1.  Thus MCV is more applicable to 

forward checking techniques.   

 

The MCV heuristic may be implemented as a static variable ordering by estimating the 

number of remaining values in forward domains, or dynamically by counting the actual 

number of remaining values in domains referenced by a variables forward constraint 

set. 

 

The difficulty comes when using forward checking techniques that test the forward 

constraints of forward variables.  That is what emphasis is given to these forward 

constraint checks.  Certainly the actual number of consistency tests performed is 

dependent on the degree of forward checking used.  The extent to which this may 

impact on the choice of variable to instantiate next, and thus refinement of the MCRV 

heuristic has not been considered. 

 

Just as choosing the variable with the smallest remaining domain may not result in the 

traversal of the fewest nodes, choosing the variable that constrains the most values 

may not result in performing the minimal number of consistency tests.  Other factors 

are likely to affect the outcomes, such as the number of forward constraints of 

constrained variables.  For instance if two variables have the same number of 

constraints in their constraint set but one of these variables constraints reference 

variables with more constraints, then it would be seen as the better choice.  The 

density of constraints within the region of the constraint network that a variable resides 

is considered to be an important factor.  The degree of separation of variables may 

also be a relevant factor.  Thus further refinement of the MCV heuristic is likely by 

incorporating additional factors such as these. 

 

10.2.5 High Score Formation 

Although being a potential objective for reducing search effort it is questionable how 

the variable order affects the early formation of high scoring solutions, and what 

heuristics might be employed to improve the probability of locating these sooner rather 

than later.   
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A considered theory is that a relationship exists between a variable’s constraints and 

the score of a word that will be used in an optimal solution.  Such that high scoring 

words are likely to be assigned to variables with few constraints and lower scoring 

words assigned to variables with more constraints.  The basis for this theory is that 

given a slot with no constraints then the highest scoring word from the domain would 

be used unless it was required elsewhere.  As more constraints are added to a variable 

the likelihood of the highest scoring word being capable of forming any solution let 

alone an optimal one diminishes.  Thus it was theorised that the more constraints 

applied to a variable the more likely that lesser scoring words in a domain would be 

required to satisfy the constraints. 

 

Analysis of the best-known solutions to the four published Go-Words puzzles however 

does not support this theory.  On puzzle GW3 a reasonable correlation between word 

score and the number of intersection constraints exists, however a poor correlation 

exists on the other puzzles.  The possible reasons for this are: that GW3 is the only 

known optimal solution and higher scoring solutions for the other puzzles may exist to 

support the theory, the sample size is too small to draw any conclusions, or the theory 

is baseless.      

 

Presuming that the theory is not baseless poses complexities for variable ordering and 

value ordering techniques.  That is, if the theory holds across a broader range of 

problems then assigning high scoring words to lowly constrained variables should 

promote early formation of high scoring solutions.  Given a value ordering technique 

that orders values by word score then a variable ordering heuristic would be to 

instantiate lowly constrained variables first.  This would appear at odds with the other 

variable ordering heuristics.  This factor may help to explain why certain variable 

ordering techniques perform much better after the application of solution priming 

techniques to form high scoring solutions prior to search.  Certainly the development 

and benchmarking of variable ordering heuristics is more complex in optimisation 

problems. 

  

10.2.6 Miscellaneous 

Connectivity Restrictions 

A research question explored was the extent to which the position of a variable within 

the constraint network, relative to instantiated variables including the current variable, 

should restrict the choice of the next variable to instantiate.  It was noted that although 
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Smith and Steen (1981) advocated the use of the smallest alternatives heuristic, their 

algorithm chose to give preference to a word slot that intersected with the last word slot 

chosen (i.e a variable whose intersection constraints were directly connected to the 

current variable, and not necessarily the one with the smallest alternatives. 

 

Although this restriction necessarily increased the search space, it was questioned 

whether this restriction was likely to reduce the number of nodes traversed by limiting 

the extent to which backtracking was required.  Some rudimentary analysis of simple 

examples, investigating the effects of variable ordering on tree structures, and 

estimates of the number of nodes traversed by a forward tracking technique was 

performed.  It was noticed that application of this restriction tended to reduce the 

number of nodes traversed on these simple problems.  However two points became 

apparent, firstly that results were largely dependant on the degree of forward checking, 

and secondly that choosing a variable that was simply connected to an instantiated 

variable, and not necessarily the current variable, was likely to lead to fewer nodes 

being expanded.     

 

As a consequence of this analysis implementations were produced allowing 

experimentation with 4 levels of restriction to be applied to variable ordering 

techniques.  These restrictions are presented in table 10.1. 

  

ID Description 

1 No restrictions. 

2 Restrict choice to a variable whose intersection constraints are directly 

connected to an instantiated variable.  If no variable can be found, then do not 

apply any restrictions to the choice of the next variable. 

3 Restrict choice to a variable whose intersection constraints are directly 

connected to the current variable.  If no variable can be found, then do not apply 

any restrictions to the choice of the next variable. 

4 Restrict choice to a variable whose intersection constraints are directly 

connected to the current variable.  If no variable can be found, then choose a 

variable whose intersection constraints are directly connected to an instantiated 

variable.  If no variable can be found, then do not apply any restrictions to the 

choice of the next variable. 

Table 10.1 Connectivity Restrictions 
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The restriction ID (Table 10.1) is used within the implementations of static variable 

ordering techniques.  In relation to restrictions 2 and 4, for puzzle grids that are 

completely interlocking a variable connected to an instantiated variable will always be 

located.   

 

Although the intent of these restrictions was to investigate their effects on the number 

of nodes traversed, it was envisaged that these restrictions were potentially applicable 

to variable ordering techniques emphasising other goals. 

 

As described further in the appendices the application of restrictions have mixed results 

when used with different variable ordering techniques.  However, the results certainly 

do not support the use of restrictions 3 or 4.  The best times are reported by applying 

no restrictions to the CD1 technique, however the differences in time are not 

significant.  The average time across the variable ordering techniques, and when used 

with different search techniques, were significantly better by restricting the choice of the 

next variable to one that is directly connected via an intersection constraint to an 

instantiated variable (restriction 2).   

 

 

Degree of Separation  

The degree of separation (DoS) is defined as the distance between two variables, 

measured by the number of constraints required to connect the variables.  In the case 

of Go-Words where the all-different and optimisation constraints connect all variables 

to each other only the intersection constraints are considered.  The DoS can be defined 

for a single variable or the constraint network.  A variable’s DoS is defined as the 

minimum number of intersection constraints required to connect it to any other variable.  

The constraint network’s minimum and maximum DoS is the smallest and largest DoS 

of any variable.  Figure 10.1 is used to clarify the concept of DoS. 
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Figure 10.1 DoS Example (puzzle grid reproduced from Ginsberg et al, 1990). 

 

From figure 10.1 it can be readily calculated that the DoS of Slot 2 is equal to 2.  This is 

calculated as the minimum number of intersection constraints required to connect it to 

any other variable.  To get from slot 2 to slot 8 we can use the intersection constraints 

2[3]=7[3] and 7[1]=8[1], or 2[4]=9[3] and 9[1]=8[2], or 2[5]=10[3] and 10[1]=8[3].  To get 

from slot 2 to slot 4 we can use the intersection constraints 2[1]=1[1] and 1[3]=4[1], or 

2[2]=5[2] and 5[4]=4[2], or 2[3]=7[3] and 7[5]=4[3].  Table 10.2 displays the DoS for 

each variable.  

 

Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

DoS 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 

Table 10.2 Degree of Separation for each variable in the crossword grid of figure 10.1 

 

The minimum DoS of the constraint network is 2, and the maximum 3.  It is theorised 

that variables with the minimum DoS represent potentially good primary variables.  The 

maximum DoS of the constraint network would not appear to have any relevance to 

variable ordering however may be a useful indicator of puzzle complexity. 

 

It is theorised that choosing variables with a low DoS first will improve search efficiency 

when used with forward tracking techniques with a high degree of forward checking.  

For example if we consider the forward tracking technique FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} that 

filters the forward constraints of the current variable and then applies repeated filtering 

of the forward constraints of forward variables, such that the arc consistency of values 

is maintained.  The greatest reduction of domain values is likely to occur in variables 

connected to the current variable (DoS=1).  The next greatest reduction is likely to 

occur in forward variables that are connected to variables that are connected to the 
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current variable (DoS=2).  The greater the distance a variable is from the current 

variable the less likely that values will be removed from the variable’s domain.  Thus 

choosing a variable with a low DoS seeks to increase the number of variables affected 

by the next instantiation, and lead to a greater reduction of the resultant search space.      

 

For puzzles with slots of uniform length, constraints, and domain size, DoS is possibly 

the only factor that can be used to choose the first variable to instantiate. 

 

10.3 Implementation Overview 

To enable the use of both dynamic and static variable ordering techniques by the 

search engines the method pointer Slot_Order_Next is used.  This is referenced within 

the Fill_Slot procedure, and assigned one of the variable ordering techniques prior to 

search.  A function exists for each of the dynamic variable ordering techniques, these 

functions return the next variable chosen to be instantiated.  When using a static 

variable order the Slot_Order_Static function (Figure 10.2) is asigned.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Static(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=frmPuzzle.SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]; 

end; 

 

 

Figure 10.2 Implementation – Slot Order Build Domain Count 

 

This function simply returns the variable to instantiate next from the SlotOrders array 

which is declared publically as:  

SlotOrders: array[0..MaxSlots,1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

 

The 0th order of the array stores the order that variables are tested during solution 

testing.  The remaining orders store a variable order starting from the slot referenced 

by the order.  For example SlotOrders[3,2] references the second variable to be 

instantiated when slot 3 is chosen as the Primary Slot.  The reason for creating and 

storing multiple variable orders emanating from each slot in the grid is to facilitate 

solution testing and the evaluation model.  Only one variable order is compiled prior to 

an exhaustive search by firstly choosing a primary variable to instantiate and then 

choosing subsequent variables.  This construction immediately precedes an exhaustive 

search such that reductions to domains from consistency pre-processing techniques 

can be taken into account. 
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Prior to the development of automated techniques for variable ordering, 

experimentation was performed using a manually compiled static variable order for 

each puzzle.   These variable orderings are stored in text files and read into the 

SlotOrders array prior to search (Supplied on the accompanying disk).  The variable 

order detailed in these files was refined during months of experimentation.  As such 

these are not necessarily indicative of what might be expected for a human to compile.  

The purpose of using these files was to attempt to gain insights into potentially good 

strategies for implementing automated techniques, and in the absence of automated 

techniques to allow experimentation with traversal techniques, when using a refined 

variable order.  Unexpectedly many of the automated techniques described below 

typically allow a more efficient traversal of the search space, than the manually 

compiled input files.   

 

10.4 Primary Slot Selection 

This section describes techniques for the choosing the first variable to instantiate.  The 

reason for choosing a technique to choose the primary variable and another technique 

for subsequent variables is that more information is available after the instantiation of 

the first variable.  The use of these techniques is independent of whether a static or 

dynamic variable ordering technique is used to order subsequent variables.   

 

The Constraint Density technique described in section 10.4.5 was found to be most 

conducive to an efficient search, when used in conjunction with a variety of search 

techniques.   

 

10.4.1 Smallest Domain Count 

The smallest domain count technique chooses the variable with the smallest number of 

values in its domain.    In cases where two or more variables have the same domain 

count then the variable with the smallest variable ID is arbitrarily chosen amongst 

these.   

 

This may be viewed as an implementation of the SDF heuristic, however the smallest 

alternatives heuristic would also choose the variable with the smallest domain size for 

the primary variable.  Thus the choice of the variable with the smallest domain count is 

consistent with the objective of minimising the search space and attempting to reduce 

the number of nodes traversed.  Figure 10.3 presents the implementation of the 

domain count technique for choosing the primary variable. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Domain_Count: Cardinal; 

var aSlot, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   minDomCount:=MaxDomain; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if DomainCount[0]<minDomCount then 

   begin 

      minDomCount:=DomainCount[0]; 

      result:=aSlot; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.3 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Domain Count 

 

10.4.2 Smallest Expected Placements 

The smallest expected placements technique chooses the variable with the smallest 

number of values that are expected to be consistent with the variables forward 

constraints.  The basis of this estimation is the probability that a word from the domain 

will be able to find a supporting value in the domains of variables connected by the 

intersection constraint.  This estimation presumes a uniform distribution of letters within 

the lexicon.  It also presumes that no pre-processing of domains has occurred. 

 

Having applied arc consistency pre-processing, all values within a domain will be 

capable of finding consistent supporting values in connected variables.  Having applied 

solution testing it will actually be known that all values in domains are capable of 

forming a solution.  Thus having applied pre-processing techniques, domains will only 

contain values that are consistent with the variable’s forward constraints and, as such, 

no estimation is required.  Thus the prior domain count technique above will accurately 

choose the variable with the fewest consistent values.  The reason for implementing 

this technique was to provide a variable order that could be used by pre-processing 

techniques such as arc consistency and solution testing when domains were initially 

loaded with all values from the lexicon.    
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Expected_Placements: Cardinal; 

var aSlot, anIntersection: Cardinal; 

    aProb, minEDom: Extended; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   minEDom:=MaxDomain; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   begin 

      aProb:=1; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

      aProb:=aProb*(1-Power(1-(1/AlphabetCount),DomainCount[0])); 

      aProb:=1-Power(1-aProb,DomainCount[0]); 
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      if DomainCount[0]*aProb<minEDom then 

      begin 

         result:=aSlot; 

         minEDom:=DomainCount[0]*aProb; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 10.4 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Expected Placements 

 

10.4.3 Largest Intersection Count + Smallest Domain Count 

The largest intersection count + smallest domain count technique chooses the variable 

with the highest number of intersection constraints and breaks ties by choosing 

amongst these the variable with the smallest domain count.  As all variables are 

affected by the all-different constraint, the variable with the most intersections also has 

the most constraints.  This technique is consistent with the objective of reducing the 

number of consistency tests performed.  The number of constraints and the domain 

count may also be used to predict failure thus the objective of reducing branch depth is 

also targeted, although to a lesser extent.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Intersection_Count_Domain_Count:  

   Cardinal; 

var aSlot, mostInt, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   mostInt:=0; 

   minDomCount:=MaxDomain; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if (IntersectionCount>mostInt) or 

      ((IntersectionCount=mostInt) and (DomainCount[0]<minDomCount)) then 

   begin 

      mostInt:=IntersectionCount; 

      minDomCount:=DomainCount[0]; 

      result:=aSlot; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 10.5 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Intersection Count + Domain Count 

 

 

10.4.4 Largest Intersection Count + Longest Path Length 

The intersection count + path length technique chooses the variable with the most 

intersection constraints and breaks ties by choosing the variable with the longest path 

length.  The path length is defined as the longest chain of variables that can be formed 

from a specific variable, such that each variable in the chain is connected via an 

intersection constraint to the prior variable in the chain.  Path length is described further 

below in relation to the longest path static variable ordering technique.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Intersections_Path_Length: Cardinal; 

var aSlot, mostInt, pathLength, longestPath: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   mostInt:=0; 

   longestPath:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if IntersectionCount>mostInt then 

   begin 

      mostInt:=IntersectionCount; 

      longestPath:=Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path(aSlot); 

      result:=aSlot; 

   end 

   else 

   if IntersectionCount=MostInt then 

   begin 

      pathLength:=Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path(aSlot); 

      if pathLength>longestPath then 

      begin 

         longestPath:=pathLength; 

         result:=aSlot; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.6 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Intersection Count + Path Length 

 

 

10.4.5 Largest Constraint Density  

The constraint density technique chooses a variable in the most constrained region of 

the grid.  The constraint density techniques described below in sections 10.5.7 & 10.5.8 

performs calculation of this.  These techniques take into account the number of 

constraints of a variable, the number of constraints of surrounding variables, and the 

DoS separating variables.  The constraint density techniques output results to the 

global Slot_Rank array.   The primary variable returned by the implementation is the 

one with the highest value from the Slot_Rank array.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Constraint_Density: Cardinal; 

var aSlot, maxConstraints: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   maxConstraints:=0; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   if (Slot_Rank[aSlot]>maxConstraints) then 

   begin 

      maxConstraints:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]; 

      result:=aSlot; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.7 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Constraint Density 
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10.4.6 Smallest Degree of Separation + Smallest Domain Count 

The smallest degree of separation technique + smallest domain count technique 

chooses the variable with the smallest degree of separation and breaks ties by 

choosing the variable with the smallest domain count.  The DoS for each variable is 

first compiled and stored in the Slot_Rank array.  The process of calculating the DoS is 

described below (Section 10.5.6). 
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Primary_Degrees_Of_Seperation_Domain_Count: 

   Cardinal; 

var aSlot, minDoS, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   minDos:=MaxSlots; 

   minDomCount:=MaxDomain; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if (Slot_Rank[aSlot]<minDos) or 

      ((Slot_Rank[aSlot]=minDos) and (DomainCount[0]<minDomCount)) then 

   begin 

      minDos:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]; 

      minDomCount:=DomainCount[0]; 

      result:=aSlot; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.8 Implementation – Slot Order Primary Degree of Separation + Domain Count 

 

 

10.5 Static Variable Ordering Techniques 

This section describes the implementation of variable ordering techniques that use 

information available prior to search to compile a static variable ordering.  All 

implementations were developed during this research, however several are based on 

established heuristics described in section 10.2 above.  A product of this research is 

the Constraint Density (CD) techniques, and specifically CD1 (section 10.5.7) that was 

found to produce the best search times across the test bed puzzles. 

 

With the exception of the longest path technique (section 10.5.1) the other static 

variable orderings allow for the application of connectivity restrictions to be applied.  

Thus each technique is capable of producing four static variable orderings. 

 

10.5.1 Longest Path + Most Intersection 

The longest path technique orders variables by choosing those with the greatest path 

length and breaks ties by choosing the variable with the most intersection constraints.  

The longest path heuristic was the first attempt at slot order automation.  In part this 
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heuristic attempted to replicate early attempts at compiling a variable order manually.  

Whilst this technique is successful in creating a variable order its performance was 

found to be relatively poor in comparison to manually constructed variable orderings.     

 

The longest path heuristic is based on the concept that the next variable chosen should 

be connected via an intersection constraint to the last instantiated variable.  Thus the 

longest path heuristic attempts to find a path such that all variables can be instantiated 

without leaping (choosing a slot that does not intersect with the last instantiated slot) if 

no such path exists then the longest uninterrupted path is chosen such that leaping is 

pushed further down the search tree.  Paths are constructed in order of path length 

until no variable remains unassigned.  Where leaping occurs new paths are 

commenced from a variable connected via an intersection constraint to a pre-assigned 

variable. 

 

The implementation for constructing the variable order uses Slot Order Build Longest 

Path Intersection Count procedure (Figure 10.9) for building the static slot order table, 

and the Slot Order Calculate Longest Path function (Figure 10.10) which returns the 

path length of the longest possible path of unassigned slots from a given starting slot.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Longest_Path_Intersection_Count 

   (slotID: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var tempSlot, tempPath, nextSlot, longestPath, aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Slot_Order_Add_Slot(aSlot: Cardinal); 

var anIntersection, pathCount, nextSlot, longestPath, iCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Inc(aSlotPos); 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=aSlot 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=aSlot; 

      with Slot[aSlot] do 

      begin 

         Filled:=True; 

         longestPath:=0; 

         iCount:=0; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled then 

         begin 

            pathCount:=Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path 

                       (Intersection[anIntersection].Islot); 

            if (pathCount>longestPath) or 

               ((pathCount=longestPath) and 

               (Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]. 

                     IntersectionCount>iCount)) then 

            begin 

               nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

               longestPath:=pathCount; 

               iCount:= 

                  Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].IntersectionCount; 

            end; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot>0 then 

         Slot_Order_Add_Slot(nextSlot); 

      end; 
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   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      aSlotPos:=0; 

      Slot_Order_Add_Slot(slotID); 

      while (aSlotPos<SlotCount) do 

      begin 

         longestPath:=0; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         for tempSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[tempSlot].Filled) and  

            Intersecting_Slot_Filled(tempSlot) then 

         begin 

            tempPath:=Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path(tempSlot); 

            if tempPath>longestPath then 

            begin 

               longestPath:=tempPath; 

               nextSlot:=tempSlot; 

            end; 

         end; 

         Slot_Order_Add_Slot(nextSlot); 

      end; 

      for tempSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[tempSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.9 Implementation – Slot Order Build Longest Path + Most Intersections 
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path 

   (slotID: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var anIntersection, longestPath, pathLength: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      with Slot[slotID] do 

      if not Filled then 

      begin 

         Filled:=True; 

         longestPath:=0; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         begin 

            pathLength:=Slot_Order_Calculate_Longest_Path 

                        (Intersection[anIntersection].Islot); 

            if pathLength>longestPath then 

            longestPath:=pathLength; 

         end; 

         Filled:=False; 

         result:=longestPath+1; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.10 Implementation – Slot Order Calculate Longest Path 

 

10.5.2 Smallest Domain Count 

This section presents the domain count technique that orders variables from smallest 

to largest domain count and arbitrarily breaks ties by choosing the variable with the 

smallest variable ID.  This technique is based on the smallest domain first heuristic 

(Bitner & Reingold, 1975 cited Kumar, 1992).  The variable order produced by this 

technique has a minimal search space with the fewest nodes in the search tree.  
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In addition the implementation allows for experimentation with the connectivity 

restrictions described previously.   The purpose of these restrictions is to seek to 

reduce the number of nodes traversed.  Application of these restrictions however will 

result in a larger search space.    
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Domain_Count 

   (slotID, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var aSlot, lastSlot, nextSlot, aSlotPos, anIntersection, minDomSize: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      lastSlot:=slotID; 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         minDomSize:=MaxDomain; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and  

            (Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0] 

             <minDomSize) then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) and 

            (Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize) then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and  

            (Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize) then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[NextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         lastSlot:=nextSlot; 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.11 Implementation – Slot Order Build Domain Count 

 

The Slot Order Build Domain Count procedure is passed the slotID being a reference 

to the chosen primary variable.  It is also passed the buildIndex being the level of 

restriction to apply to the choice of the next variable (see Table 10.1 above).  The 

testOrder parameter indicates whether the variable order produced should be written to 
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the order of the Slot_Orders array corresponding to the primary variable (False), or the 

0th order being the order that variables are tested by solution testing and the evaluation 

model (True).   

 

If restrictions 3 or 4 are applied then lines 16 to 23 locate a variable connected via an 

intersection constraint to the last assigned variable.  If restriction 2 is applied or 

restrictions 4 failed to locate an intersecting variable then a variable connected to a 

prior assigned variable is chosen (lines 24 to 30).  If no restrictions are applied or a 

variable has not yet been chosen for restrictions 2 to 4 then the variable with the 

smallest domain from unassigned variables is chosen (lines 31 to 37). 

 

10.5.3 Smallest Domain Count + Largest Intersection Count 

The smallest domain count + largest intersection count technique orders variables from 

smallest to largest domain count and breaks ties by choosing the variable with the most 

intersection constraints.  As each variable has the same number of all-different 

constraints it could be stated that ties are broken by choosing the variable with the 

most constraints.  This technique was developed independently during this research 

however the similarities between this and the dynamic Breléz heuristic are 

acknowledged.  The difference between the two heuristics is that the Breléz heuristic 

breaks ties by choosing the variable with the largest number of forward constraints as 

opposed to the largest number of constraints.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Domain_Count_Intersection_Count 

   (slotID, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var aSlot, lastSlot, nextSlot, aSlotPos, anIntersection, maxInt, minDomSize: 

    Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      lastSlot:=slotID; 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         minDomSize:=MaxDomain; 

         maxInt:=0; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and 

            ((Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize) 

            or 

            ((Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]=minDomSize) 

            and 

            (Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].IntersectionCount>maxInt))) 

            then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]; 
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            maxInt:=Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].IntersectionCount; 

            nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) and 

            ((Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize) or 

            ((Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]=minDomSize) and 

            (Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount>maxInt))) then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            maxInt:=Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and  

            ((Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize) or  

            ((Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]=minDomSize) and 

            (Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount>maxInt))) then 

         begin 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            maxInt:=Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[NextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         lastSlot:=nextSlot; 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.12 Implementation – Slot Order Build Domain Count + Intersection Count 

 

 

10.5.4 Smallest Alternatives  

The smallest alternatives technique orders variables from smallest to largest expected 

domain count at the time when instantiation occurs.  This technique is based on the 

heuristic of Smith & Steen (1981).  This technique seeks to emulate the dynamic 

smallest remaining domain heuristic.  The heuristic presumes an even distribution of 

letters within the lexicon.   

 

Smith & Steen applied restriction 3 to this technique.  However results showed that 

using no restrictions, or restriction 2, produced significantly better times. 

 

What could not be established was the reason for the use of slot length within Smith & 

Steen’s formula, as this would not appear to be a factor relating to the probability of a 

value being removed from a domain.  This heuristic was implemented primarily out of 

curiosity.  Trials of this technique were not particularly good, but unexpectedly better 

than the smallest expected domain technique described in the next section, which was 

an attempt to refine the formula.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Domain_Count_Smith_Steen 

   (slotID, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var alternatives: array[1..MaxSlots] of Double; 

    aSlot, aSlotPos, nextSlot, lastSlot, anintersection: Cardinal; 

    minAlternatives: Double; 

 

procedure Update_Alternatives(slotID: Cardinal); 

var intSlot, anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   begin 

      intSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

      with Slot[intSlot] do 

      alternatives[IntSlot]:= 

      Power(Power(DomainCount[0],1/Slot_Length(intSlot)), 

            Slot_Length(intSlot)-Filled_Intersections(intSlot)); 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      alternatives[aSlot]:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      Update_Alternatives(slotID); 

      lastSlot:=slotID; 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         minAlternatives:=MaxDomain+1; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and                 

            (alternatives[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] 

             <minAlternatives) then 

         begin 

            minAlternatives:=alternatives[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]; 

            nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) and  

            (alternatives[aSlot]<minAlternatives) then 

         begin 

            minAlternatives:=alternatives[aSlot]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and  

            (alternatives[aSlot]<minAlternatives) then 

         begin 

            minAlternatives:=alternatives[aSlot]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[NextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         Update_Alternatives(nextSlot); 

         lastSlot:=NextSlot; 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 
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Figure 10.13 Implementation – Slot Order Build Domain Count (Smith & Steen, 1981) 

 

The alternatives array stores the expected domain size of each variable. This array is 

initialised with the actual number of values in each domain.  As a variable is chosen 

and assigned to the variable order the update alternatives procedure updates the 

expected domain size of intersecting variables within the alternatives array. 

  

10.5.5 Smallest Expected Domain 

The smallest expected domain (SED) technique orders variables from the smallest 

expected number of consistently assignable values to the largest.  The basis for this 

technique was to attempt to refine the heuristic of Smith & Steen (1981).  However, 

there exists a significant difference between the smallest alternatives and the smallest 

expected domain techniques.  Firstly SA seeks to estimate the number of values that 

will exist in a domain at the time the variable will be instantiated, thus targeting the 

objective of reducing the number of nodes traversed.  SED however seeks to estimate 

the number of values in a domain that can be consistently assigned with respect to the 

variable’s forward constraints.  In doing so SED looks ahead to predict failure thus 

targeting the objective of reducing branch depth over that of reducing node traversal. 

 

In addition to the Smith & Steen paper, the fail first approach of Harralick & Elliott 

(1980) had a major influence on the development of SED.  Although developed 

independently of heuristics proposed by Smith & Grant (1997), SED is based on the 

same probability theory relating to binomial distributions, thus exhibits similarities to the 

dynamic variable ordering heuristics proposed by them. 

 

Trials of this technique showed it to be less efficient than the other static variable 

ordering techniques. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Expected_Placements 

   (slotID, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var tempDomainSizes: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, lastSlot, nextSlot, anIntersection, aSlotPos, minEDom, eDom: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Update_Domain_Sizes(slotID: Cardinal); 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

   if not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled then 

   tempDomainSizes[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]:= 

      Round(tempDomainSizes[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]/AlphabetCount); 

end; 

 

function Estimated_Domain_Size(slotID:Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

    aProb: Extended; 
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begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      aProb:=1; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      if not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled then 

      aProb:=aProb*(1-Power(1-(1/AlphabetCount), 

             tempDomainSizes[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot])); 

      aProb:=1-Power(1-aProb,tempDomainSizes[slotID]); 

      result:=Round(tempDomainSizes[slotID]*aProb); 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      tempDomainSizes[aSlot]:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      lastSlot:=SlotID; 

      Update_Domain_Sizes(lastSlot); 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         minEDom:=MaxDomain+1; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         begin 

            aSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

            with Slot[aSlot] do 

            if (not Filled) then 

            begin 

               eDom:=Estimated_Domain_Size(aSlot); 

               if eDom<minEDom then 

               begin 

                  minEDom:=eDom; 

                  nextSlot:=aSlot; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         with Slot[aSlot] do 

         if (not Filled) and Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) then 

         begin 

            eDom:=Estimated_Domain_Size(aSlot); 

            if eDom<minEDom then 

            begin 

               minEDom:=eDom; 

               nextSlot:=aSlot; 

            end; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         with Slot[aSlot] do 

         if (not Filled) then 

         begin 

            eDom:=Estimated_Domain_Size(aSlot); 

            if eDom<minEDom then 

            begin 

               minEDom:=eDom; 

               nextSlot:=aSlot; 

            end; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[nextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         lastSlot:=nextSlot; 

         Update_Domain_Sizes(lastSlot); 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 
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      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 10.14 Implementation – Slot Order Build Smallest Expected Domain 

 

Variables are chosen by SED based on the expected number of values that will be 

consistently assigned with respect to a variable’s forward constraints.  This estimation 

is performed by the estimated domain size function.  Upon choosing a variable it is 

added to the variable order, and the domains referenced by the forward constraints of 

the variable are reduced, by the update domain sizes procedure. 

 

10.5.6 Smallest Degree of Separation + Smallest Domain Count 

The smallest degree of separation + smallest domain count technique orders variables 

from smallest to largest DoS and breaks ties by choosing the variable with the smallest 

domain size.  The intended use of DoS was to supplement other techniques such as 

domain count and constraint density.  The implementation of DoS as a primary basis 

for variable ordering was implemented out of curiosity with no real expectations as to 

how it might fare.   

 

Trials of this technique showed it to be less efficient than the constraint density 

techniques, but competitive with many of the techniques described in this chapter.  

These results would tend to support further investigation into the DoS property, and its 

use with other variable ordering heuristics. 

 

Prior to building the slot order, the DoS of each variable is calculated (Figure 10.15) 

and stored in the global Slot_Rank array.  Based on these calculations the slot order 

table is compiled (Figure 10.16)  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Calculate_Degrees_Of_Separation; 

var pathLengths: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    startSlot, aSlot: Cardinal; 

 

procedure Expand_Depth(slotID, depth: Cardinal); 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   if (pathLengths[slotID]>depth) then 

   begin 

      pathLengths[slotID]:=depth; 

      Inc(depth); 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      Expand_Depth(Intersection[anIntersection].Islot,depth); 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for startSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 
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   with Slot[startSlot]do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      pathLengths[aSlot]:=MaxSlots; 

      Expand_Depth(startSlot,1); 

      Slot_Rank[startSlot]:=0; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         if pathLengths[aSlot]>Slot_Rank[startSlot] then 

         Slot_Rank[startSlot]:=pathLengths[aSlot]; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.15 Implementation – Slot Order Calculate Degree of Separation 

 

The calculate degrees of separation procedure calculates the minimum distance 

between each variable and the variable farthest from it.  The recursive expand depth 

sub-procedure (line 3) determines the minimum distance between a variable and all 

other variables and stores this distance in the path_lengths array.  The largest distance 

in the path_lengths is then assigned to the Slot_Rank array representing the DoS for 

the variable (lines 24 to 28).  The Slot Order Build Degrees of Separation Domain 

Count procedure  (Figure 10.16) then builds the variable order based on the DoS 

stored in the Slot_Rank array. 

 

Although the process of determining path lengths is computationally intensive, the time 

taken to build the slot order was found to be less than a second on each of the test-bed 

puzzles. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Degrees_Of_Seperation_Domain_Count 

   (slotID, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var aSlot, lastSlot, nextSlot, aSlotPos, anIntersection, minDos, minDomSize: 

    Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      lastSlot:=slotID; 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         minDos:=MaxSlots; 

         minDomSize:=MaxDomain; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and 

            ((Slot_Rank[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]<minDos) or 

            ((Slot_Rank[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]=minDos) and 

             (Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0] 

              <minDomSize))) then 

         begin 

            minDos:=Slot_Rank[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]; 

            minDomSize:=Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 
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         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and 

            Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) and 

            ((Slot_Rank[aSlot]<minDos) or 

            ((Slot_Rank[aSlot]=minDos) and 

            (Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize))) then 

         begin 

            minDos:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]; 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and 

            ((Slot_Rank[aSlot]<minDos) or 

            ((Slot_Rank[aSlot]=minDos) and 

            (Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]<minDomSize))) then 

         begin 

            minDos:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]; 

            minDomSize:=Slot[aSlot].DomainCount[0]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[NextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         lastSlot:=nextSlot; 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.16 Implementation – Slot Order Build Degree of Separation + Domain Count 

 

10.5.7 Constraint Density 1 

The constraint density 1 (CD1) technique orders variables by choosing first variables 

found in highly constrained regions of the constraint network.  By choosing difficult 

highly constrained variables this technique seeks to reduce the number of consistency 

tests performed, and may also be viewed as consistent with the fail first objective of 

reducing branch depth.   

 

It was recognised that when high degrees of forward checking are used, such as 

FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} that maintain arc consistency, that the number of constraint 

checks performed is influenced by the number of forward constraints of the current 

variable and the forward constraints of forward variables.  The number of repeated 

constraint checks or revisions tends to focus on variables within a small DoS of the 

current variable.  It was theorised that a technique for reducing the number of 

consistency tests therefore not only had to consider the constraints of a variable but the 

constraints of connected variables.  

 

It was also observed that the number of a variable’s constraints provided a reasonable 

indicator of where inconsistencies would be detected by consistency pre-processing 

techniques.  That is, word slots with more intersections tended to contain more 
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inconsistent values.  It was also observed that a word slot with few intersections would 

possess higher levels of inconsistency if word slots with many intersections surrounded 

the word slot.  Thus the number of constraints operating directly on a variable and on 

variables within a small DoS of a variable provided a course predictor of where failure 

was likely to occur.  It was theorised that targeting variables within highly constrained 

regions of the constraint network should lead to failure being detected earlier and thus 

reduce branch depth.   

 

The formula used by CD1 to calculate the constraint density of a variable is the number 

of intersection constraints of the variable + the sum of the intersection constraints of 

connected variables –1.  Alternatively this may be stated as the sum of the intersection 

constraints of a variable and variables connected by an intersection constraint to it.  For 

example the CD1 of slot 1 in GW-1 is 12 = 4 + (2 - 1) + (2 - 1) + (4 - 1) + (4 – 1).  Table 

10.3 displays the constraint density for each slot in the GW1 grid as calculated by CD1. 

 

Where two or more slots have the same constraint density, the variable with the 

smallest slot ID is chosen.  Breaking ties based on the domain count, probability of 

failure, or maximum DoS are considered refinements, although have not yet been 

attempted.    

Slot ID CD1 Puzzle Grid & Slot ID (GW1) 

1 12  

 

2 12 

3 8 

4 7 

5 10 

6 7 

7 10 

8 16 

9 16 

10 16 

11 14 

12 11 

13 14 

14 11 

15 15 

16 19 

17 15 

18 19 

19 18 

20 11 

21 10 

22 11 

23 10 

24 15 

25 9 

26 13 

27 15 

28 13 

29 9 

30 18 

31 10 

32 10 

33 7 

34 7 

Table 10.3 Constraint Density 1 values for GW1 
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The calculation of CD1 for each slot is performed by the 

Slot_Order_Calculate_Constraint_Density1 procedure (Figure 10.17).   This procedure 

stores the result in the Slot_Rank array, which is used by the build procedure (Figure 

10.18) for creating the static slot order table. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Calculate_Constraint_Density1; 

var aSlot, anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot_Rank[aSlot]:=0; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[aSlot] do 

      begin 

         Inc(Slot_Rank[aSlot],IntersectionCount); 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Inc(Slot_Rank[aSlot], 

             Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].ISlot].IntersectionCount-1); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.17 Implementation – Slot Order Calculate Constraint Density 1 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Build_Constraint_Density 

   (slotID, AddCost, buildIndex: Cardinal; testOrder: Boolean); 

var aSlot, lastSlot, nextSlot, aSlotPos, anIntersection, maxValue: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      if testOrder then 

      SlotOrders[0,1]:=slotID 

      else 

      SlotOrders[slotID,1]:=slotID; 

      Slot[slotID].Filled:=True; 

      lastSlot:=slotID; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      ConstraintCountTemp[aSlot]:=0; 

      Slot_Order_Calculate_CD_Add_Costs(slotID,AddCost); 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      begin 

         maxValue:=0; 

         nextSlot:=0; 

         if (buildIndex in [3,4]) then 

         with Slot[lastSlot] do 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and  

            (Slot_Rank[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]+ 

             ConstraintCountTemp[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]> 

             maxValue) then 

         begin 

            maxValue:=Slot_Rank[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]+ 

                      ConstraintCountTemp[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]; 

            nextSlot:=Intersection[anIntersection].Islot; 

         end; 

         if (buildIndex=2) or ((buildIndex=4) and (nextSlot=0)) then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and Intersecting_Slot_Filled(aSlot) and 

            (Slot_Rank[aSlot]+ConstraintCountTemp[aSlot]>maxValue) then 

         begin 

            maxValue:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]+ConstraintCountTemp[aSlot]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if nextSlot=0 then 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 
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         if (not Slot[aSlot].Filled) and  

            (Slot_Rank[aSlot]+ConstraintCountTemp[aSlot]>maxValue) then 

         begin 

            maxValue:=Slot_Rank[aSlot]+ConstraintCountTemp[aSlot]; 

            nextSlot:=aSlot; 

         end; 

         if testOrder then 

         SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot 

         else 

         SlotOrders[slotID,aSlotPos]:=nextSlot; 

         Slot[NextSlot].Filled:=True; 

         lastSlot:=nextSlot; 

      end; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[aSlot].Filled:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.18 Implementation – Slot Order Build Constraint Density 

 

The implementation of the build procedure (Figure 10.18) is used by both the CD1 and 

CD2 techniques.  In each case the variable order is based on the calculated constraint 

density stored in the Slot_Rank array, and the ConstraintCountTemp array.  The 

ConstraintCountTemp array is used to alter the ranking of slots by pushing slots within 

a close proximity to the primary slot higher up the ranking.  This is achieved by the 

Slot_Order_Calculate_CD_Add_Costs procedure (Figure 10.19).   

 

The basis for this approach is to allow the evaluation model to gain more information 

about slots within less constrained regions of the constraint network and the values that 

might be assigned to them, thereby attempting to improve the evaluation models ability 

to identify potentially good values capable of forming high scoring solutions.  This 

technique was also found to be useful for solution testing, providing refinement to 

variable orders that started from less constrained slots.   In particular trials indicated 

that favouring variables in close proximity to the primary variable was more beneficial 

when using low degrees of forward checking.  For performing an exhaustive search 

however there would not appear to be any justification in altering the initial ranking 

produced by CD1.  That is the constraint density calculated by CD1 provides a good 

heuristic for ordering subsequent variables when a highly constrained variable is 

chosen as the primary variable.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Calculate_CD_Add_Costs 

   (slotID, aCost: Cardinal); 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   if aCost>ConstraintCountTemp[slotID] then 

   begin 

      ConstraintCountTemp[slotID]:=aCost; 

      if aCost>1 then 

      begin 

         aCost:=aCost div 2; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot_Order_Calculate_CD_Add_Costs 

            (Intersection[anIntersection].Islot,aCost); 
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      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.19 Implementation – Slot Order Calculate CD Add Costs 

 

The Slot_Order_Calculate_CD_Add_Costs procedure takes as input the primary slot 

and an input cost, this cost is then assigned to the primary slot, a reduced cost is then 

added to intersecting slots, and lesser costs added to other variables as the DoS 

between a variable and the primary variable increase.  This procedure is very much in 

the experimental stage, heuristics for choosing the initial input cost and the extent to 

which this should be reduced, as the DoS increases have not been established.   

 

10.5.8 Constraint Density 2 

The constraint density 2 (CD2) technique operates similarly to that of CD1 in that it 

chooses first variables found in highly constrained regions of the constraint network.  

The difference being that CD2 incorporates constraints of more distant variables.  This 

technique was found to produce some of the best search times on the reduced domain 

puzzles using grids GW1, GW2, and GW3.  Like many of the other techniques 

presented however CD2 performed significantly worse than CD1 on puzzles GW4-400 

and GW4-500 resulting in a much higher aggregate time than CD1.  

 

The formula used by CD2 to calculate the constraint density of a variable is the number 

of intersection constraints of a variable plus the sum of intersection constraints of 

surrounding variables less the degree of separation from the variable being calculated.  

For example table 10.4 displays the calculation of CD2 for Slot 1 in GW1.  

 

Slot ID Intersections DoS from Slot 1 Sub Total 

1 4 0 4 

2 4 2 2 

3 2 1 1 

4 2 1 1 

5 3 2 1 

6 2 3 0 

7 3 4 0 

8 4 1 3 

9 4 2 2 

10 4 2 2 

11 4 1 3 

12 3 2 1 

13 4 3 1 

14 3 4 0 

15 4 3 1 

16 5 4 1 

17 4 3 1 

18 5 4 1 

19 4 3 1 

20 3 3 0 

21 3 4 0 

22 3 5 0 
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  Total 26 

Table 10.4 Calculation of CD2 for GW1 Slot 1  

  

Table 10.5 displays the CD2 values for the GW1 grid.  Although a strong correlation 

(~0.94) exists between the values calculated by CD1 and CD2 minor differences in the 

ranking of variables is evident.  For instance slot 19 at the centre of the puzzle is 

moved from equal 3rd to the top of the rankings and would be instantiated first by CD2. 

 

Slot ID CD1 CD2 Puzzle Grid & Slot ID (GW1) 

1 12 26  

 

2 12 26 

3 8 16 

4 7 18 

5 10 23 

6 7 18 

7 10 23 

8 16 30 

9 16 35 

10 16 35 

11 14 27 

12 11 25 

13 14 27 

14 11 25 

15 15 33 

16 19 39 

17 15 33 

18 19 39 

19 18 40 

20 11 29 

21 10 22 

22 11 29 

23 10 22 

24 15 28 

25 9 19 

26 13 27 

27 15 28 

28 13 27 

29 9 19 

30 18 34 

31 10 20 

32 10 20 

33 7 17 

34 7 17 

Table 10.5 Constraint Density 2 values for GW1 

 

The implementation of the calculation of CD2 is presented in figure 10.20.  CD2 uses 

the same procedure as CD1 for building the slot order table that was presented in the 

prior section.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Calculate_Constraint_Density2; 

var cCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot,i: Cardinal; 

 

procedure MarkSlot(aSlot,depth: Cardinal); 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   if depth>ccount[aSlot] then 

   begin 

      ccount[aSlot]:=depth; 

      if depth>1 then 

      begin 
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         Dec(depth); 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         MarkSlot(Intersection[anIntersection].Islot,depth); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      Slot_Rank[aSlot]:=0; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[aSlot] do 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to SlotCount do 

         cCount[i]:=0; 

         MarkSlot(aSlot,IntersectionCount); 

         for i:=1 to SlotCount do 

         Inc(Slot_Rank[i],cCount[i]); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.20 Implementation – Slot Order Calculate Constraint Density 2 

 

The process employed to create the CD2 values is to assign to a variable the number 

of its intersections, then to assign to variables with a DoS of 1 the number of 

intersections – 1, and variables with a DoS of 2 the number of intersections –2, and so 

on until the number of intersections minus DoS equals zero.  This is repeated for each 

variable. 

 

10.6 Dynamic Variable Ordering 

This section describes dynamic variable ordering techniques that choose the next 

variable to instantiate based on data obtained during the search process.  These 

techniques are based on the premise that information obtained during search can be 

used to more effectively target objectives.  In doing so they accept the additional costs 

that emanate from having to choose the next variable to instantiate each time a node is 

traversed.   

 

In contrast to the static variable ordering techniques described above, the cost of 

processing dynamic variable ordering techniques is a significant factor.  This point is 

illustrated in the case of Harris et al. (1992) who were able to achieve significant 

reduction in the number of nodes traversed on an instance of the CPC problem through 

the use of a dynamic variable ordering heuristic; however their implementation took 

significantly longer measured in execution time.  Thus a balance needs to be sought 

between the cost and benefits of a technique.   
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The first thee dynamic techniques presented: Smallest Domain Count, Smallest 

Connected Domain Count, and Smallest Intersecting Domain Count, are all based on 

the SRD heuristic of Bitner & Reingold (1975 cited Kumar, 1992).  These techniques 

differ in the connectivity restrictions applied.  Restricting the choice of the next variable 

to one that is connected via an intersection constraint to an instantiated variable, 

although not necessarily one that intersects with the current variable, was found to 

produce better times on early trials using less effective forward checking techniques.  

As a consequence the remaining techniques in this section apply this connectivity 

restriction to their choice of the next variable.  Trials presented comparing these 

techniques using higher degrees of forward checking show that application of no 

restriction produces marginally better although not significantly better times. 

 

Of the dynamic techniques presented below the smallest connected assignment 

probability technique based on the fail first approach produces significantly better 

aggregate search times across the reduced domain puzzles, although not necessarily 

better on any given puzzle.  The reported times however for all dynamic techniques are 

significantly worse than the static CD1 and CD2 techniques when using high degrees 

of forward checking such as FC11 and effective B&B techniques such as BB11. 

 

A dynamic version of the longest path technique was implemented and included in the 

application, but omitted from discussion in this section.  Trials indicate that this 

technique is not worthy of further consideration.   

 

10.6.1 Smallest Remaining Domain Count 

The smallest remaining domain count technique chooses the variable with the smallest 

number of values remaining in its domain.  This is an implementation based on the 

SRD heuristic (Figure 10.21).   

 

The implementation of all dynamic variable ordering techniques presented maintain a 

list of all variables.  As variables are instantiated they are moved to the position in the 

list corresponding to their depth in the search tree.  This provides forward tracking, 

branch-and-bound, and variable ordering techniques a list of forward variables (being 

variables in the list at a depth beyond the current variable.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Domain_Count 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlot, minDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 
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   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minDomainCount:=MaxDomain+1; 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] do 

      if (DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomainCount) then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]; 

         minDomainCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

      end; 

      Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 10.21 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Domain Count 

 

The slotOrderPos parameter passed to the procedure represents the depth in the 

search tree of the next instantiation.  The choice of the next variable to instantiate 

considers only forward variables (lines 8 and 9).  Where two or more variables share 

the same domain count the variable chosen will be the first forward variable in the 

SlotOrders array whose ordering of forward variables is effectively random.  The 

Slot_Order_Update procedure (line 15) updates the SlotOrders array with the chosen 

variable.  The returned result of the function is the slot ID of the chosen variable. 

 

10.6.2 Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count 

The smallest remaining connected domain count technique chooses a variable that is 

connected via an intersection constraint to an instantiated variable with the smallest 

domain count.  This is an implementation of the SRD heuristic with the application of 

the connectivity restriction 2.   

 

The implementation is almost identical to the smallest domain count technique with the 

addition of the connectivity check (Slot_Constrained procedure line 10 Figure 10.22).   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Domain_Count 

  (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlot, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minDomCount:=MaxDomain+1; 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] do 

      if (DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomCount) and  

         Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]) then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]; 

         minDomCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

Figure 10.22 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Connected Domain Count 
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10.6.3 Smallest Intersecting Remaining Domain Count 

The smallest remaining intersecting domain count technique chooses a variable that is 

connected via an intersection constraint to the last variable instantiated variable with 

the smallest domain count, if no remaining variables intersect with the last instantiated 

variable then the variable with the smallest domain count is chosen.  This is an 

implementation of the SRD heuristic with the application of the connectivity restriction 

3.  The implementation is presented in figure 10.23.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Intersecting_Domain_Count 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var i, aSlot, minDomainCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minDomainCount:=MaxDomain+1; 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos-1]] do 

      begin 

         for i:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         begin 

            aSlot:=Intersection[i].Islot; 

            with Slot[aSlot] do 

            if (not Filled) and (DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomainCount) then 

            begin 

               result:=aSlot; 

               minDomainCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

      if result=0 then 

      for aSlot:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]] do 

      if DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomainCount then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlot]; 

         minDomainCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

 

Figure 10.23 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Intersecting Domain Count 

 

Lines 8 to 20 choose an intersecting variable with the smallest domain count.  If no 

variable is located, then lines 22 to 28 choose the variable with the smallest domain 

count from the list of forward variables.  

 

10.6.4 Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count + Largest 

Forward Intersection Count 

The smallest remaining connected domain count + largest forward intersection count 

technique chooses a variable connected via an intersection constraint to an 

instantiated variable with the smallest number of remaining values in its domain and 
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breaks ties by choosing the variable with the largest number of intersection constraints.  

As all variables possess the same number of other constraints, the variable with the 

most forward intersection constraints also has the most forward constraints.  This 

technique is based on the Brelez heuristic.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Domain_Count_ 

   Forward_Intersection_Count(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlotPos, maxFowardSlots, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minDomCount:=MaxDomain; 

      maxFowardSlots:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) and 

         ((DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomCount) or  

         ((DomainCount[FilterCount]=minDomCount) and  

         (Foward_Intersections(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos])> 

          maxFowardSlots))) then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]; 

         minDomCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

         maxFowardSlots:=Foward_Intersections(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]); 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

 

Figure 10.24 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Connected Domain Count + Forward Intersection 

Count 

 

10.6.5 Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count + Largest 

Intersection Count 

The smallest remaining domain count + largest intersection count chooses a variable 

connected via an intersection constraint to an instantiated variable with the smallest 

number of remaining values in its domain and breaks ties by choosing the variable with 

the largest number of intersection constraints.   

 

This technique of breaking ties using the number of constraints, as opposed to the 

number of forward constraints, was developed in response to an observed deficiency 

with the prior technique.  Using forward constraints tended to direct the search away 

from variables that had been instantiated towards unchartered regions of the constraint 

network.  In response choosing variables with more constraints tended to promote 

instantiation of variables in closer proximity to the primary variable.  Breaking ties using 

the number of constraints was found to marginally reduce the aggregate times for both 

solution testing and exhaustive search.  The reasons for this have not yet been 

established.    
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Domain_Count_ 

   Intersection_Count(slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlotPos, maxIntersections, minDomCount: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minDomCount:=MaxDomain; 

      maxIntersections:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) and 

         ((DomainCount[FilterCount]<minDomCount) or  

         ((DomainCount[FilterCount]=minDomCount) and  

          (IntersectionCount>maxIntersections))) then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]; 

         minDomCount:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

         maxIntersections:=IntersectionCount; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

Figure 10.25 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Connected Domain Count + Intersection Count 

 

 

10.6.6 Smallest Connected Assignment Probability 

The smallest connected assignment probability (SCAP) technique chooses a variable 

connected via an intersection constraint to an instantiated variable that is least likely to 

satisfy its forward constraints, i.e. a variable most likely to fail.   This technique was 

based on the fail first approach of Harralick & Elliott (1980) and the smallest 

alternatives heuristic of Smith & Steen (1981). 

 

It was questioned the extent to which the domain size of a variable was a good 

predictor of where failure would occur.  It was reasoned that as a variable became 

more constrained by prior variables the confidence in the ability to consistently assign 

remaining values from the domain improved.  Thus variables with small remaining 

domains were not necessarily more likely to fail.  For example a variable with only one 

value in its domain but no forward constraints has a zero probability of failing.  Although 

the basis for Smith & Steen’s heuristic is not understood, the emphasis placed on the 

number of a variable’s forward constraints appears justified.  

 

In response the SCAP technique was developed that sought to calculate the probability 

that at least one value from the domain would be consistent with the variables forward 

constraints.  For this task probability theory relating to binomial distributions was used.  

Although developed independently during this research the formula used would appear 

to be the same as that used in the FF4 heuristic developed by Smith and Grant (1997).     
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Figure 10.26 presents the implementation of the SCAP technique. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Probability 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlotPos, anIntersection: Cardinal; 

    aProb, minProb: Extended; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minProb:=2; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

      begin 

         aProb:=1; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

         if not Filled then 

         aProb:=aProb*(1-Power(1-(1/AlphabetCount),DomainCount[FilterCount])); 

         aProb:=1-Power(1-aProb,DomainCount[FilterCount]); 

         if aProb<minProb then 

         begin 

            result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]; 

            minProb:=aProb; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

Figure 10.26 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Connected Probability 

 

A problem was found with the storage of floating point variables aProb and minProb.  

Although the extended type used stores 20 significant digits the calculated probability 

of variables was at times so close to either 1 or 0 that they were stored as 1 or 0.  In 

cases where all variables had a recorded probability of 1 indicating that no variable was 

likely to fail SCAP has no basis to distinguish between variables, and thus arbitrarily 

chooses the first forward variable from the SlotOrders array.  In cases where 2 or more 

variables have a probability of 0 then one of these is also chosen arbitrarily.  A 

considered remedy to this problem is the expected placements technique described in 

the next section.   

 

The SCAP technique was developed for forward tracking techniques that do not filter 

the domain of forward variables beyond the forward constraints of the current variable 

(FC1-FC5).  When using higher degrees of forward checking the domains of forward 

variables are also filtered by the forward constraints of forward variables, this will affect 

the probability that values in domains are likely to be consistently assigned.  As such 

refinement of this technique for more effective forward checking techniques offers an 

avenue for future research. 
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10.6.7 Smallest Connected Expected Placements   

The smallest connected expected placements technique chooses a variable connected 

via an intersection constraint to an instantiated variable with the fewest values in its 

domain that are expected to satisfy the variable’s forward constraints.  This technique 

multiplies a variable’s probability of failure, calculated by the technique above, with the 

variable’s domain count.  The purpose of this was to provide a means of distinguishing 

between variables when all variables were unlikely to fail.  This however did not aid in 

distinguishing between variables with a calculated probability of 0.  Results indicate 

that this modification was detrimental.  However these results relate to the use of these 

techniques with high degrees of forward checking which this and the above probability 

technique were not designed for. 
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Expected_Placements 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlotPos, anIntersection: Cardinal; 

    aProb, minEDom: Extended; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      minEDom:=MaxDomain+1; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if Slot_Constrained(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]) then 

      begin 

         aProb:=1; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

         if not Filled then 

         aProb:=aProb*(1-Power(1-(1/AlphabetCount),DomainCount[FilterCount])); 

         aProb:=1-Power(1-aProb,DomainCount[FilterCount]); 

         if DomainCount[FilterCount]*aProb<minEDom then 

         begin 

            result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]; 

            minEDom:=DomainCount[FilterCount]*aProb; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

Figure 10.27 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Expected Placements 

 

10.6.9 Smallest Remaining Connected Score 

The smallest connected score technique chooses a variable that is connected via an 

intersection constraint to an instantiated variable that has the lowest maximum scoring 

word remaining in its domain. This may be considered as an application of the fail first 

approach for optimisation problems.   

 

It was theorised that instantiating the variable with the lowest maximum scoring word 

and filtering forward domains would lead to the bound of the partition being calculated 
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more accurately and thus allow identification of failure (the current partition does not 

contain a better solution) to be detected earlier.  

 

Results from early trials revealed that this technique would at times produce good 

results although not consistently.  The suspected reason for this is that its efficiency 

appeared to be dependent on the best score generated thus far, and consequently the 

effectiveness of B&B techniques to trim the search space.  In the early stages of 

search prior to the generation of high scoring solutions, B&B techniques are for the 

most part ineffective, and thus satisfying the problems hard constraints takes 

precedence.  As the solution score approaches the optimal score B&B techniques start 

to dominate and the smallest connected score technique grows in effectiveness to trim 

branch depth.   

 

Another problem with this technique was that by choosing to instantiate variables with 

low scoring words tended to direct the search, at least initially, away from high scoring 

solutions.  Thus this technique should only be applied after the formation of high 

scoring solutions.  Having formed an optimal solution during solution priming the results 

produced by this technique are promising.  Certainly the use of word score, perhaps in 

conjunction with other indicators such as constraint density, within a variable ordering 

heuristic is worthy of further consideration.    
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function TfrmGenerator.Slot_Order_Dynamic_Connected_Score_ML 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var aSlotPos, lowScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      lowScore:=WordScores[1]+1; 

      for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos to SlotCount do 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

      if (FilterCount>0) and (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,1]]<lowScore) then 

      begin 

         result:=SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]; 

         lowScore:=WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,1]]; 

      end; 

   end; 

   Slot_Order_Update(slotOrderPos, result); 

end; 

Figure 10.28 Implementation – Slot Order Dynamic Connected Score 

 

This technique has only been implemented for the ML domain maintenance system 

that maintains sorted domains, thus the first word in the domain will be the maximum 

scoring word.  Implementation for the SL system would requiring searching the domain 

for the maximum scoring word and would thus be more costly.  Unfortunately this 

technique was overlooked when performing the final set of trials reported in this thesis.   
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11 Value Ordering 

This chapter describes techniques for ordering values in variable domains.  The order 

that values are assigned to variables affects the positions of solutions within the search 

tree, and thus affects the timing of when solutions are formed.  This in turn affects the 

effectiveness of B&B techniques to halt expansion and thus affects search efficiency. 

 

Prior to search it will not be known where solutions in the search tree exist.  Thus value 

ordering techniques seek to guide search towards desired solutions.  This chapter 

describes the implementation of six heuristics that were perceived to offer potential 

benefits for performing an exhaustive search, and for the formation of a solution when 

used by solution testing techniques (Chapter 15). 

 

Although in each case the objective of value ordering is to promote an efficient 

traversal of the search space by search techniques.  Different goals were identified for 

performing an exhaustive search to that of attempting to form a solution.  The goals 

sought by value ordering will also be influenced by the search techniques that are 

used.  

 

Exhaustive Search 

When performing an exhaustive search the order that values are assigned to variables 

affects the timing of solutions.  During search three phases were identified with 

potentially different goals for each.  These phases are presented in table 11.1 and 

described below.  

 

 Commencement of Phase 

Phase 1 Commencement of Search 

Phase 2 Formation of a solution 

Phase 3 Formation of an optimal solution 

Table 11.1 Search Phases for Value Ordering  

 

During the first phase the B&B technique is not effective, and thus is not required.  A 

research question is which goal should dominate, either to form any solution such that 

B&B is invoked earlier, or seek to form a high scoring solution such that when B&B is 

invoked it is more effective and can potentially operate more efficiently.  Central to this 

question is the relative effectiveness of value ordering techniques to form solutions and 
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high scoring solutions, and the relative performance of B&B techniques when primed 

with better solutions.  No attempt to resolve this research question has been attempted.   

 

In the second phase the goal is to promote the formation of high scoring solutions and 

thus improve the effectiveness of B&B techniques to halt expansion.     

 

In the third phase the goal is to avoid ordering values.  That is once an optimal solution 

has been formed, the order that values are assigned is irrelevant.  Thus any processing 

of value ordering should be avoided.  The problem is that until the search space is 

exhausted it will not be known at what point an optimal solution was actually formed.  

Halting value ordering prematurely is likely to increase the time taken to form an 

optimal solution.  At this stage no attempt has been made to develop heuristics for 

predicting optimal solution scores or halting rules for value ordering.  

 

The approach adopted in this research is to use the same value ordering technique for 

all three phases, based on the goal of phase 2, being to promote the formation of high 

scoring solutions.  Potential improvements to search efficiency exist during phase 1 

and phase 3, and thus are considerations for future research.   

 

Solution Testing 

The solution testing techniques seek to find a solution for a partition rooted by a 

specified variable and value assignment.  This is similar to the problem of crossword 

puzzle construction, however with three notable exceptions.  Firstly, the primary 

variable to be instantiated and the value assigned to it are predetermined.  Secondly, 

solution testing seeks to determine whether a solution can be formed by the 

assignment of each value to each variable.  When a solution is formed, each value in 

the solution is recorded against the variable to which it was assigned, and thus reduces 

the number of tests that need to be performed.  Finally it was recognised that the score 

of the solutions formed during solution testing could be used as a primer for an 

exhaustive search, thus the taken time to perform the search must be considered in 

conjunction with the score obtained.   

 

Technique Dependency  

Like the majority of techniques described, the benefits of a good value ordering 

heuristic must be considered in relation to the search techniques used in conjunction 

with it.  As described in chapter 6 the ML domain maintenance system maintains the 

order that values appear in a domain during search whilst the SL system does not.  As 

such what may be an effective heuristic, and efficient for ML, may be very costly when 
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used with SL.  The effectiveness of solution priming techniques to form high scoring 

solutions prior to search may also influence the choice of value ordering used during 

search.  For example if a solution priming technique can be relied upon to form optimal 

or near optimal solutions prior to search then no value ordering may be a viable option.  

 

11.1 No Ordering 

A procedure was implemented for value ordering that performs no processing (Figure 

11.1). The reasons for implementing this are described.   

 

The ML domain maintenance system has no need to order values during search when 

a static value ordering heuristic, such as word score, is used that can order values prior 

to search.  When using ML and a static value ordering, domains are sorted prior to 

search, and the Sort_None procedure is assigned to the method pointer Sort_Domain, 

which is called during the Fill_Slot procedure.   

 

Value ordering represents a significant cost when using the SL domain maintenance 

system.  This cost is increased as the number of values in a domain increase.  In the 

case of SL the costs of ordering values must be weighed against the benefits of 

forming solutions earlier.  Thus the Sort_None procedure was also used to assess 

whether value ordering is of benefit to SL.  Should a heuristic be developed for 

estimating when an optimal solution has been formed, then this procedure could be 

used to turn off value ordering in SL. 

  

A point worth noting is that even in instances where the Sort_None procedure is 

assigned prior to search, domains will initially be ordered by word score, as the lexicon 

is ordered by word score prior to loading values into variable domains.  When using ML 

this ordering will be maintained.  When using SL the order of values will be shifted 

around during search but will be at least initially ordered by word score. 
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_None(slotID: Cardinal); 

begin 

 

end; 

Figure 11.1 Implementation – Sort None 
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11.2 Word Score 

The heuristic proposed by Harris (personal contact) and used in the implementation 

supplied by him is to order words within a domain by word score.  The basis for this 

heuristic is the premise that high scoring words are more likely to form high scoring 

solutions than low scoring words.  Given that solution scores are calculated as the sum 

of word scores in a solution this heuristic would appear reasonable.  The prevalent 

occurrence of high scoring words within the best-known and optimal solutions for the 

test-bed puzzles would also support this.  Table 11.2 lists the average and maximum 

depth in the lexicon of words used in the best-known human solutions for the published 

series.    

 

 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Average Depth 148.9 60.6 56.2 83.9 

Maximum Depth 1239 360 381 522 

Table 11.2 Position of words used in best known solution  

 

In highly constrained problems with few solutions, it would be expected that a wider 

distribution of word scores is likely to appear in optimal solutions.  The number of 

words in the lexicon and the distribution of letters and letter scores are also likely to 

affect the average depth of words used to form an optimal solution.  Thus for certain 

problems, high scoring words will not necessarily be more likely to form high scoring 

solutions. 

 

The implementation of the word score heuristic is presented in figure 11.2.  This 

implementation sorts words based on the score of words stored in the WordScores 

array, which is compiled prior to search.  No attempt to refine the sorting algorithm 

used by Harris, or consideration of other sorting algorithms was performed.  This 

sorting algorithm is used by all value ordering techniques presented in this chapter. 
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_By_Word_Score(slotID: Cardinal); 

var domainPos, wordID, j, k: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

   begin 

      j:=domainPos; 

      for k:=domainPos+1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]> 

         WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]] then 

      j:=k; 

      if domainPos<>j then 

      begin 

         wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:=Domains[FilterCount,j]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,j]:=wordID; 
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      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.2 Implementation – Sort Domain by Word Score 

 

 

11.3 Lexicon Position 

The lexicon position technique orders words by their position in the Words array. The 

Words array is sorted by word score prior to search.  The purpose of this technique 

was to aid in benchmarking other techniques, and not as a proposed heuristic for 

improving efficiency.   This technique is used frequently in the presented trials.   

 

When using SL, words are shuffled around during domain filtering and restoration.  

Upon sorting a variable’s domain prior to instantiation, the order that words appear in a 

domain is often different to the last time the domain was sorted, due to multiple words 

possessing the same score.  This posed benchmarking problems for comparing SL and 

ML, and for benchmarking against a range of other techniques when using SL.  For 

example the removal of inconsistencies prior to search would at times affect the order 

that same scoring words would be ordered within a domain.  As such it was difficult to 

know whether fluctuations in time were as a result of removing inconsistencies or due 

to changes in the value order.   

 

The implementation of the lexicon ordering technique (figure 11.3) is similar to the 

implementation of word score.   
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_By_Lexicon_Position(slotID: Cardinal); 

var domainPos, j, k, wordID: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

   begin 

      j:=domainPos; 

      for k:=domainPos+1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if Domains[FilterCount,k]<Domains[FilterCount,j] then 

      j:=k; 

      if domainPos<>j then 

      begin 

         wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:=Domains[FilterCount,j]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,j]:=wordID; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.3 Implementation – Slot Domain by Lexicon Position 
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Line 10 is changed to compare the position of a word within the Words array.  This 

avoids looking up the word score, but will typically perform more rearrangement of 

words.  The net result is that it is more costly than the word score implementation.  

Thus the use of the lexicon ordering reduces the impact of chance but introduces a 

new benchmarking problem.  The additional cost of ordering values by the lexicon 

position will tend to favour the relative performance of techniques that reduce the size 

of domains, and traverse fewer nodes, when using SL.   

 

11.4 Word Score + Score of Intersecting Letters 

A proposed improvement to the word score heuristic is to order words by word score 

and break ties by the sum of letter scores in intersecting cells.  The basis for this 

heuristic is the premise that the placement of words with high scoring letters in their 

intersecting cells will promote the placement of high scoring words in intersecting word 

slots. 

 

In cases where the sum of letter scores for words is the same ties are broken by the 

lexicon position.  The reason for this additional tiebreak is to ensure a unique ordering 

of words for use with the path restoration procedure in the evaluation model (part 3).  

Although the heuristic, and its implementation, are applicable to both ML and SL, the 

implementation was designed primarily for use with ML.  As described below, 

refinement of this implementation for use with SL is likely provide benefits and remains 

on the to do list. 

 

The “score of intersecting letters” function (figure 11.4) returns the sum of letter scores, 

for letters whose position corresponds with a cell that forms the intersection between 

two word slots, for a given word and word slot.  This function is used by the “sort 

domain by word and intersecting letter score” procedure (figure 11.5) to build a list of 

intersecting letter scores.  
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function TfrmPuzzle.Score_Of_Intersecting_Letters 

   (slotID: Cardinal; aWordPos: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var anIntersection: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID]do 

   begin 

      result:=0; 

      for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

      Inc(result, 

          LetterValues[Words[aWordPos][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]]); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.4 Implementation – Score of Intersecting Letters 
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_By_Word_And_Intersecting_Letter_Score 

   (slotID: Cardinal); 

var iLetterScores: array[1..MaxWords] of Cardinal; 

    domainPos, wordID, j, k: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

   begin 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

      iLetterScores[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]:= 

         Score_Of_Intersecting_Letters(slotID,Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]); 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

      begin 

         j:=domainPos; 

         for k:=DomainPos+1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if (WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]> 

             WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]]) or 

           ((WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]= 

             WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]]) and 

            (iLetterScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]> 

             iLetterScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]])) or 

           ((WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]= 

             WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]]) and 

            (iLetterScores[Domains[FilterCount,k]]= 

             iLetterScores[Domains[FilterCount,j]]) and 

            (Domains[FilterCount,k]<Domains[FilterCount,j])) then 

         j:=k; 

         if domainPos<>j then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:=Domains[FilterCount,j]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,j]:=wordID; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.5 Implementation – Slot Domain by Word and Intersecting Letter Score 

 

The calculation of the sum of intersecting letter scores for each word in the domain is 

performed on lines 7 & 8.  The comparison of word scores, intersecting letter scores, 

and lexicon position is performed on line 13. 

 

A potential improvement would be to calculate intersecting letter scores and store 

these in an array for each domain prior to search, such that SL does not need to 

repetively perform this processing.  This was an oversight, as when the implementation 

was originally written its intended use was with ML, which at the time was percieved to 

be the better domain maintenance system.    

 

11.5 Largest Intersecting Domains 

The largest intersecting domains (LID) technique chooses a value that when placed will 

maximise the number of values in forward variable domains.  The basis for this 

heuristic is to improve the probability that future value placements will be successful.  

As such LID seeks to improve the likelihood of forming solutions sooner, a goal of the 
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solution testing techniques.  This technique was based on and exhibits strong 

similarities to value ordering heuristics described by Harralick and Elliott (1980) and 

Ginsberg et al (1990). 

 

The LID technique is a problem specific heuristic for Go-Words that ignores the impact 

of the all-different constraint when considering the domain sizes of forward variables.  

In doing so only domains connected by the intersection constraint to the current 

variable are considered.  Thus LID trades what is theorised to be a minimal reduction in 

accuracy against the costs of additional processing.  As LID uses domain information 

during search it is a dynamic value ordering technique. As such both ML and SL order 

values during the search process.  Production of a static value ordering using 

estimates of expected domain sizes remains a potential avenue for future research.  

The implementation of LID is presented in figure 11.6.   
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_Largest_Intersecting_Domains(slotID: Cardinal); 

var wordRank: array[1..MaxWords] of Cardinal; 

    anIntersection, intPos: Cardinal; 

    domainPos, iDomainPos, wordCounter, j, k: Cardinal; 

    wordID: Cardinal; 

    ok: Boolean; 

    ch: char; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

   begin 

      for wordID:=1 to WordCount do 

      wordRank[wordID]:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]] then 

      begin 

         ok:=True; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         if (not Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].Filled) and ok then 

         begin 

            ch:=Words[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]] 

                     [Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

            intPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

            with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

            begin 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for iDomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

               if Words[Domains[FilterCount,iDomainPos]][intPos]=ch then 

               Inc(wordCounter); 

               ok:=wordCounter>0; 

            end; 

            Inc(wordRank[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]],wordCounter); 

         end; 

         if not ok then 

         wordRank[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]:=0; 

      end; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

      begin 

         j:=domainPos; 

         for k:=domainPos+1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

         if wordRank[Domains[FilterCount,k]]> 

            wordRank[Domains[FilterCount,j]] then 

         j:=k; 

         if domainPos<>j then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:=Domains[FilterCount,j]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,j]:=wordID; 

         end; 
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      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.6 Implementation – Sort Domain Largest Intersecting Domains 

 

The wordRank array stores the number of words, in forward variable domains that are 

connected by the intersection constraint to the current variable, which are arc 

consistent with relation to the intersection constraint, for each word in the domain.  

Lines 6 & 7 initialise the array.  Lines 9 to 30 then fill the array with counts for each 

value in the current variables domain.  If a domain is found with no consistent words, 

then 0 is stored (lines 29 & 29).  Words are then ordered from highest to lowest forward 

domain count (lines 31 to 43).  

 

Words that do not have a consistent value in an intersecting domain could have been 

temporarily removed, thus avoiding future placement, rather than simply moving them 

to the bottom of the value order.  This was considered, although not undertaken, as 

removal of words during value ordering would have required modification to the existing 

search engines, and domain maintenance systems, for the sake of a technique that 

was not deemed to be particularly useful, within the context of this research.   

 

11.6 Assignment Frequency 

The frequency with which words are assigned to a variable that successfully form a 

path is a core component of the selection process within the evaluation model (see part 

3).  It was perceived that similar information could be compiled during solution testing 

and form the basis for a solution priming technique for tree search and also as a value 

ordering technique.  This section describes the compilation of frequency data and its 

use within a search approach.   

 

As part of the solution testing process, when a solution is formed, each word in the 

solution is marked as having passed a solution test, thus reducing the number of tests 

that need to be performed.  In relation to assignment frequency a record is also kept of 

how many times a word is used in a specific word slot to form a solution.  This 

information is then used to order values, from most to least assigned.  The basis for 

this technique is that if a value is found in a domain that has previously been used to 

form a solution then it would seem likely that its repeated use would be capable of 

forming another solution.  This of course is not necessarily the case, as each time a 

variable is instantiated different values will have been assigned to past variables.   
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As will be shown, this technique traverses the least number of nodes on average to 

form a solution.  However, as it repeatedly uses the same words to form a solution, the 

testing of all values in each domain requires far more tests to be performed than the 

other techniques.  The net impact of this is that the assignment frequency technique 

takes much longer than the other techniques to complete solution testing. 

 

Experiments were also performed using this technique to order values in the primary 

variables domain prior to an exhaustive search.   

 

The implementation of the recording procedure used during solution testing is 

presented in figure 11.7.  This procedure is called when a solution is formed.  The 

addition of line 9 records the assignment frequency data.  Figure 11.8 displays the 

procedure for sorting values based on assignment frequency.    
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Update_Passed; 

var aSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   if Slot[aSlot].Filled then 

   begin 

      SolutionResults[aSlot,Slot[aSlot].Wordused]:=trPass; 

      Inc(Rankings[aSlot,Slot[aSlot].Wordused]); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.7 Implementation – Solution Test Update Passed 
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_By_Rank(slotID: Cardinal); 

var domainPos, j, k: Cardinal; 

    wordID: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   if DomainCount[FilterCount]>1 then 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

   begin 

      j:=domainPos; 

      for k:=domainPos+1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

      if Rankings[slotID,Domains[FilterCount,k]]> 

         Rankings[slotID,Domains[FilterCount,j]] then 

      j:=k; 

      if domainPos<>j then 

      begin 

         wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:=Domains[FilterCount,j]; 

         Domains[FilterCount,j]:=wordID; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.8 Implementation – Slot Domain by Rank 
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11.7 Random 

Random value ordering was primarily implemented for use with solution priming and 

the evaluation model.  It was also perceived to provide a useful benchmark for 

evaluating value ordering techniques when performing an exhaustive search and 

solution testing.   

 

The problem of creating a truly random ordering of values by computers is well known.  

Techniques for generating random values have not been investigated within the current 

research.  The implementation uses heuristics implemented by Delphi’s Random 

function.   

 

The implementation of random value ordering is presented in figure 11.9.  The process 

used is to repeatedly choose a randomly selected word from forward positions in the 

domain and then assign it to the next position.  This implementation was derived 

independently of prior research although the use of random ordering would 

undoubtedly have been proposed elsewhere prior to this research. 
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Sort_Domain_Random(slotID: Cardinal); 

var posLeft, randPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

    wordID: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      posLeft:=DomainCount[FilterCount]; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount]-1 do 

      begin 

         randPos:=Random(PosLeft); 

         if randPos<>0 then 

         begin 

            wordID:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]:= 

               Domains[FilterCount,domainPos+randPos]; 

            Domains[FilterCount,domainPos+randPos]:=wordID; 

         end; 

         Dec(posLeft); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 11.9 Implementation – Sort Domain Random 
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12 Node Consistency Testing (Pre-Process) 

Consistency pre-processing techniques remove values from variable domains, prior to 

search, where assignment of the value is inconsistent with the problems constraints.  

This chapter describes techniques that permanently remove values that are 

inconsistent with the problems unary constraints.   

 

Testing of unary constraints could be performed within forward tracking techniques.  

Performing these tests once prior to search, and permanently removing inconsistencies 

was perceived to be a more efficient approach.  In addition to the potential benefits of 

removing inconsistencies, other techniques described in this thesis operate under the 

presumption that all values contained in variable domains are node consistent.   

 

For the Go-Words problem two unary constraints exist,  

1. A word must exist in the given lexicon (lexicon constraint), and 

2. The number of letters in a word must be equal to the number cells in the word 

slot it is assigned to (length constraint). 

 

All test bed puzzles have slots with six cells and all words in the lexicon have six 

letters.  As such no inconsistencies were removed as a result of enforcing the problems 

unary constraints.   These consistency tests were included to provide a more robust 

implementation capable of handling a larger range of problems.    

 

No attempt was made to implement a version that tested unary constraints during 

search.  As such the relative efficiency of removing values that are inconsistent with 

respect to the problems unary constraints prior to search cannot be established from 

this research. 

 

12.1 Lexicon Constraint 

Satisfaction of the lexicon constraint is achieved by only loading words into variable 

domains that appear in the lexicon, and only assigning values from variable domains.  

The process used is to load words from a text file containing the lexicon into the Words 

array (figure 12.1).  Subsequently, a reference to words in the Words array is added to 

variable domains (figure 12.2).  Thus ensuring that the assignment of any value from a 

variables domain exists in the lexicon.   
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function TfrmLexicon.Load(aFileName: TFileName): boolean; 

var f: textfile; 

    aWord: string; 

    wordLength, aSlot: byte; 

    wordPos: cardinal; 

    found: boolean; 

    allowLength: array[2..MaxWordLength] of boolean; 

begin 

   result:=False; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      LexiconFileName:=aFileName; 

      if FileExists(LexiconFileName) then 

      begin 

         for wordLength:=2 to MaxWordLength do 

         allowLength[wordLength]:=False; 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         allowLength[Slot_Length(aSlot)]:=True; 

         AssignFile(f,LexiconFileName); 

         try 

            WordCount:=0; 

            Reset(f); 

            while (not Eof(f)) and (WordCount<MaxWords) do 

            begin 

               Readln(f,aWord); 

               wordLength:=Length(aWord); 

               if (wordLength>1) and (wordLength<=MaxWordLength) and 

                  allowLength[wordLength] then 

               begin 

                  aWord:=UpperCase(aWord); 

                  found:=False; 

                  for wordPos:=1 to WordCount do 

                  if Words[wordPos]=aWord then 

                  found:=True; 

                  if not found then 

                  begin 

                     Inc(WordCount); 

                     Words[WordCount]:=aWord; 

                  end; 

               end; 

            end; 

            if not Eof(f) then 

            MessageDlg('Lexicon contains more than Maximumum ' 

               +IntToStr(MaxWords)+'Words',mtWarning,[mbok],0); 

            result:=True; 

         finally 

            CloseFile(f); 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 12.1 Implementation – Load Lexicon 

 

During the loading of the lexicon, it should be observed that only words of a length 

equal to the length of a word slot are loaded (lines 9 to 13 & 21 to 22), and that 

duplicate words (if any) are not loaded (lines 25 to 33).  
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procedure TfrmPuzzle.Initialise_Domains; 

var aSlot, slotLength, aWordPos, wordCounter: Cardinal; 

begin 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   begin 

      slotLength:=Slot_Length(aSlot); 

      wordCounter:=0; 

      FilterCount:=0; 

      aWordPos:=1; 

      while (aWordPos<=WordCount) and (wordCounter<DomainSizeLimit) do 

      begin 

         if Length(Words[aWordPos])=slotLength then 

         begin 
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            Inc(wordCounter); 

            Domains[FilterCount,wordCounter]:=aWordPos; 

         end; 

         Inc(aWordPos); 

      end; 

      DomainCount[FilterCount]:=wordCounter; 

      Filled:=False; 

      FowardCount:=0; 

      PastCount:=0; 

      ConfCount:=0; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 12.2 Implementation – Initialise Domains 

 

 

12.2 Length Constraint 

Satisfaction of the length constraint is achieved by only adding words to domains 

where the number of letters in the word is equal to the number of cells in a word slot.  

This is performed during the initialisation of domains (Figure 12.2 above).  Firstly the 

number of cells in the slot is calculated via a call to the slot length function (line 7).  

Only words whose length is equal to the slot length are loaded (line 13).  The 

implementation of the slot length function is presented in figure 12.3.   
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function TfrmPuzzle.Slot_Length(slotID: Cardinal): Cardinal; 

var x, y: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=0; 

   with Slot[slotID] do 

   for x:=Left to Right do 

   for y:=Top to Bottom do 

   Inc(result); 

end; 

Figure 12.3 Implementation –Slot Length 

 

The calculation of the slot length is required, as this information is not stored by the 

current implementation.  The choice to store the top left and bottom right co-ordinates 

of a word slot is to improve output efficiency.  This data structure for storing grid 

information for a word slot differs to prior research that advocated storage of the top left 

co-ordinate of a word slot, its orientation (horizontal, vertical), and its slot length (Smith 

& Steen, 1981, Harris et al, 1992).   

 

Despite allowing for words and slots of varying length, it should be observed that the 

implementation contains the global constant “MaxWordLength” which is set at 6 for the 

GWGen application, and 15 for the GWDemo application, to reduce the size of the data 

structure.  As such, words contained in the input file with a length greater than these 

maxima will not be loaded.   It should also be observed that specific B&B techniques, 
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such as the lexicon technique of Harris (personal contact), have been refined for 

problems that posses uniform lengths. 
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13 Arc Consistency Testing (Pre-Process) 

This chapter describes a technique developed for removing values that were found to 

be inconsistent with the problem’s binary constraints.  Techniques for performing this 

function are typically referred to in the literature as arc consistency algorithms.   

Indeed, the principles and use of arc consistency as a pre-processing technique and as 

a constraint propagation technique are well established in the literature (see e.g. Vipin, 

1992).  Although the technique developed is similar to those found in the literature for 

achieving arc consistency over the constraint network, the technique developed does 

not achieve arc consistency for all problem instances.  The reasons for this are 

described.   

 

Although no attempt was made to implement other techniques, the technique 

developed would appear far less efficient than techniques described in the literature for 

achieving arc consistency.  The reason for this relates to the purpose of this chapter, 

which is to: 

1. Direct the reader to prior research which describes a range of potentially 

efficient algorithms for achieving arc consistency, 

2. Document the implementation of the technique used in empirical trials, and  

3. Present the results from trials of the technique developed, which despite its 

inefficiencies support its use to improve overall search efficiency. 

 

The reason for not further developing either this technique or the more efficient 

techniques described in the literature, is that the reported time taken to perform the test 

described on each of the test-bed puzzles is close to 0 seconds14.  Directing research 

to shave miniscule amounts off the search time was considered unproductive.  

 

13.1 Introduction and Prior Research 

An arc is a directional relationship between two variables restricting possible value 

assignments of the second variable based on the value assigned to the first variable.   

For example a binary constraint can be represented as two directional arcs.  An arc 

between two variables i and j is said to be consistent if a value in the domain of j can 

be found to support a value in the domain of i such that the constraint between i and j is 

satisfied.  A variable is said to be arc consistent if for each value in the domain of i a 

                                                
14

 As times are rounded to the nearest second, a reported time of 0 seconds represents an 
actual time of less than 0.5 seconds. 
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supporting value in the domain of j exists to satisfy the constraint between i and j.   A 

constraint network is arc consistent if all variables are arc consistent (Bessière, 1994). 

 

As described in Barták (2001) a variety of arc consistency algorithms exist for making a 

constraint network arc consistent.  These range from AC-1 up to and possibly beyond 

AC-7.  Despite Mohr and Henderson’s AC-4 algorithm being shown to have optimal 

worst-case complexity, other algorithms such as Mackworth’s AC-3 algorithm are 

frequently used (Vipin, 1992).   As Bessière (1994) points out, despite the optimality of 

AC-4 in reducing worst-case performance, the size of the data structure maintained by 

AC-4 can be prohibitive to its use, and its average runtime is often worse than AC-3, as 

such they proposed AC-6.  More recently several papers have emerged proposing a 

range of general, class, and problem specific algorithms for achieving arc consistency, 

although these have not been investigated. 

 

13.2 Implementation 

The removal of values, found to be inconsistent with the problem’s binary constraints, 

prior to search was the first avenue attempted in this research for promoting an efficient 

search.  Early experiments were performed using extremely primitive techniques and 

over time developed into the one presented here.  Subsequent to this development, 

prior research in constraint satisfaction was identified, and it was recognised that the 

technique developed exhibited strong similarities to those described in the literature for 

achieving arc consistency. As such this technique was renamed to arc consistency.  

Although, of course, important differences between the implementation presented and 

other existing techniques were observed.  

 

Figure 13.1 presents a generic algorithm for achieving arc consistency.  This served as 

a basis for the problem specific implementation for go-words (although as will be 

described later this was not strictly adhered to). 
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Arc_Consistency 

FOR each Variable DO 

  Passed[Variable] ← False 

Repeat 

  TestComplete ← True 

  FOR each Variable DO 

    IF NOT Passed[Variable] DO 

      FOR each Value in the Variable’s Domain DO 

        For each of the Variable’s Constraints DO 

          Find a supporting Value that satisfies the constraint 

        IF not satisfied THEN 

          Remove value from Variable’s Domain 

      IF a value was removed THEN 

        TestComplete ← False 

        For each constraining variable DO 
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          Passed[Constraining Variable] ← False 

      Passed[Variable] ← True   

 UNTIL TestComplete 

             

Figure 13.1 Pseudo Code  – Arc Consistency 

 

The pseudo code depicted in figure 13.1 may be viewed as a variable based approach 

for achieving arc consistency.  That is when a value is found to have no supporting 

value then all other variables connected to the variable by constraints are marked for 

retesting.  When retesting of variables occurs, values are tested against all constraints 

of those variables.   

 

This technique will perform fewer consistency tests to AC-1, which retests all 

constraints upon removal of an inconsistent value.  It will however perform more 

consistency testing than AC-3 that processes directed arcs and only retests arcs that 

are affected by the removal of an inconsistent value. 

  

The implementation for Go-Words is presented in figure 13.2.  The variations from the 

generic algorithm described above and impact of these variations is described below. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Arc_Consistency(permanent:Boolean); 

var passedTest: array[1..MaxDomain] of Boolean; 

    conflicts: array[1..MaxSlots] of Boolean; 

    aSlotPos, anIntersection, iSlotChPos, domainPos, iDomainPos, 

    tempDomainCount, failedCount: Cardinal; 

    testComplete: Boolean; 

    ch: Char; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      failedCount:=0; 

      for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

      conflicts[aSlotPos]:=True; 

      repeat 

         testComplete:=True; 

         for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] do 

         if conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] and  

            (DomainCount[0]>0) then 

         begin 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            begin 

               passedTest[domainPos]:=True; 

               anIntersection:=1; 

               while passedTest[domainPos] and  

                    (anIntersection<=IntersectionCount) do 

               begin 

                  passedTest[domainPos]:=False; 

                  ch:=Words[Domains[0,DomainPos]] 

                      [Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]; 

                  iSlotChPos:=Intersection[anIntersection].Ipos; 

                  iDomainPos:=1; 

                  with Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot] do 

                  while (not passedTest[domainPos]) and  

                        (iDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) do 

                  if (Words[Domains[0,iDomainPos]][iSlotChPos]=ch) and 

                     (Domains[0,iDomainPos]<> 

                      Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]] 

                      .Domains[0,domainPos]) then 

                  passedTest[domainPos]:=True 

                  else 
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                  Inc(iDomainPos); 

                  Inc(anIntersection); 

               end; 

               if not passedTest[domainPos] then 

               Inc(failedCount); 

            end; 

            tempDomainCount:=0; 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if passedTest[domainPos] then 

            begin 

               Inc(TempDomainCount); 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

            end; 

            if DomainCount[0]<>tempDomainCount then 

            begin 

               testComplete:=False; 

               for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               conflicts[Intersection[anintersection].Islot]:=True; 

            end; 

            DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

            conflicts[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:=False; 

         end; 

      until testComplete; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 13.2 Implementation – Arc Consistency 

 

The implementation presented in figure 13.2 will not achieve arc consistency for all 

problem instances.  When a value is tested, a supporting value for each constraint 

needs to be located in the domain of connected variables that satisfies the constraint.  

However, the implementation iterates through variables that are connected to the test 

variable by the intersection constraint, and finds a supporting value in these variables 

only (lines 18-32).  As such supporting values for the all-different constraint are not 

located in variables that are not connected via the intersection constraint.  Thus the 

implementation does not necessarily achieve arc consistency over the constraint 

network. 

 

This omission however does not invalidate the use of this technique.  That is, in the 

specific instance where a domain is reduced to a single value, satisfaction of the all-

different constraint would cause the removal of the value from the domains of all other 

variables.  By omitting this test and hence failing to remove these values, arc 

consistency is not assured, however the number of valid solutions is not reduced, thus 

the technique remains valid.  No instances were found in the test-bed puzzles where a 

domain is reduced to a single value.  Thus arc consistency is achieved on the test-bed 

puzzles despite the omission. 

 

Another variation in the implementation, from the algorithm presented, is that 

supporting values are tested against both the intersection constraint and the all-

different constraint.  The impact of this is that a value cannot use itself as a support to 

satisfy the intersection constraint.  This is valid, as a value cannot be used twice in a 
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solution, thus a value that has no supporting value other than its self is inconsistent, 

and therefore its removal will not reduce the number of valid solutions.  Although this is 

not invalid the arc consistency algorithms surveyed test arcs independently of one 

another.  By requiring supporting values to simultaneously satisfying multiple arcs 

between two variables, the implementation is potentially more effective at removing 

inconsistencies than generalised arc consistency algorithms.  On the test-bed puzzles 

it was observed that several instances where found where a value could only be 

supported by itself.  Thus the results reported are likely to differ slightly to those 

produced by a technique that achieves arc consistency.  
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14 Arc Placement Testing (Pre-Process) 

This chapter describes a consistency pre-processing technique that seeks to increase 

the consistency of the constraint network via the use of constraint propagation.  The 

technique developed removes, at least, as many inconsistencies as the arc 

consistency test described in the prior chapter.   

 

The arc placement technique operates by assigning a value to a variable and then 

applying forward checking to propagate constraints to forward variables.  If any domain 

is emptied then the value being tested fails, and can be permanently removed from its 

variable’s domain.  Values in the domains of all variables are tested, and as values are 

removed, domains that are potentially affected by the removal of the value are added 

to a list to be retested.   
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Arc_Placement 

Repeat 

  TestComplete ← True 

  FOR each Variable DO 

    FOR each Value in the Variable’s Domain DO 

      Assign Value 

      ValueFailed ← Forward_Check=0 

      Restore_Domain 

      Unassign value          

      IF ValueFailed THEN 

        Remove Value from Domain 

        Decrease Domain Count  

        TestComplete ← False 

UNTIL TestComplete 

             

Figure 14.1 Pseudo Code  – Arc Placement 

 

The effectiveness of this technique is dependent on the level of forward checking used.  

In this research, use of the technique FC9 FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV}, that filters the forward 

constraints of the current variable and then repeats filtering of the forward constraints 

of forward variables is more effective at removing inconsistencies.  

 

Unlike the arc consistency test where arcs affected by the removal of a value can be 

readily identified, constraints and arcs affected by the removal of a value within the arc 

placement test cannot, although some variables are more likely to be affected than 

others.  As such to achieve a maximum reduction of inconsistencies all domains need 

to be retested upon removal of an inconsistent value.   

   

To demonstrate the effectiveness of arc placement the following example (figure 14.2) 

is used. 
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CAR 

CAT 

HAS 

HOT 

RAP 

RAT 

SIP 

SUN 

TAN 

TOP  

Figure 14.2 Example Grid & Lexicon, and the constraint network representation, domain values after 

application of an arc consistency test are shown (all-different constraints are not shown) 

 

Investigation of the constraint network and domain values in figure 14.2 reveals that 

each domain is arc consistent.  For example each value in the domain of variable 1 has 

a supporting value in variable 2 to satisfy the constraint 1[1]=2[1].  Although not shown, 

the all-different constraint of each variable is also satisfied.  For each value in domain 1 

we can locate a value in domain 2 that is different.   

 

As described in the previous chapter, the arc consistency test implemented differs from 

what is generally considered to be an arc consistency test.  Application of this test, that 

checks values against all constraints connecting two variables would remove RAT from 

domains 1 and 2, as it would not be allowed to use itself to satisfy the intersection 

constraint 1[1]=2[1].  Table 14.1 displays the domains for each variable after the 

application of this test.  

 

Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3 Domain 4 

CAR CAR RAP RAP 

CAT CAT RAT RAT 

HAS HAS SIP SIP 

HOT HOT SUN SUN 

  TAN TAN 

  TOP TOP 

Table 14.1 Example Domains after Arc Consistency Test 

 

Application of the arc placement test using any of the forward checking techniques that 

check the forward constraints of forward variables, will remove RAT & SIP from 

Domain 3, and remove RAT from Domain 4.  This will result in the domains as shown 

in figure 14.2.   
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Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 

CAR CAR RAP RAP 

CAT CAT SUN SIP 

HAS HAS TAN SUN 

HOT HOT TOP TAN 

   TOP 

Table 14.2 Example - Domains after multiple constraints test 

 

The following demonstrates the use of arc placement and the reason for RAT’s 

removal from domain 3.  Having assigned RAT to slot 3, filtering of the forward 

constraints of slot 3, would reduce domain 1 to CAR, and domain 4 to TAN & TOP, 

filtering the forward constraints of slot 1 will reduce domain 2 to CAT, filtering slot 4’s 

forward constraints will reduce domain 2 to nil.  Thus the assignment of RAT to slot 3 is 

invalid.  

 

Table 14.3 displays the total domain size for this example as a result of applying the 

consistency techniques. 

 

Consistency Pre-Processing Total Domain Size 

None 40 

Arc Consistency Test 22 

Arc Consistency Modified Test 20 

Arc Placement 17 

Table 14.3 Example – Domain Sizes after application of consistency 

pre-processing 

 

In this example the arc placement test was able to identify and remove values that had 

not been removed by the arc consistency test; however this will not always be the 

case.  As domain sizes increase the probability that a word passes the arc consistency 

test, but fails the arc placement test will diminish.  In addition, all values in this example 

that pass the arc placement test can form a valid solution, this also will not always be 

the case.   

 

14.1 Implementation 

The implementation of arc placement is based on the pseudo code presented in figure 

14.1 above.  Three options were added to the implementation that affect both the time 

taken to perform testing and the number of inconsistencies removed.     
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The first option is to allow for different forward checking techniques to be used.  The 

implementation allows for the use of FC6 to FC11 (chapter 7).  The second option 

specifies which variables are retested upon removal of a value.  The options being, to 

retest all variables, or to retest only those variables that are connected by an 

intersection constraint to a variable in which a reduction took place.  The third option is 

to allow repeated testing of variables until no inconsistencies are found, or to repeat a 

specified number of iterations of the outer loop. 

 

Figure 14.3 presents the implementation of the arc placement technique. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Arc_Placement; 

var conflicts: array [1..MaxSlots] of Boolean; 

    tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    testResults: array[1..MaxDomain] of TTestResult; 

    testSlotPos, aSlotPos, anIntersection, run, domainPos, wordCounter: Cardinal; 

    testComplete, continue: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      case IcpArcPlaceForward of 

         6: Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC6; 

         7: Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC7; 

         8: Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC8; 

         9: Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC9; 

         10:Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC10; 

         11:Domain_Filter:=Domain_Filter_SL1_FC11; 

      end; 

      run:=0; 

      continue:=True; 

      for testSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

      conflicts[testSlotPos]:=True; 

      repeat 

         testComplete:=True; 

         Inc(run); 

         Display_Arc_Placement_Run_Started(run); 

         for testSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if (conflicts[SlotOrders[0,testSlotPos]] or  

             IcpArcPlaceTestNon) and Generate then 

         begin 

            PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,testSlotPos]; 

            Display_Arc_Placement_Slot_Started(PrimarySlot); 

            with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

            if (DomainCount[0]=0) then 

            continue:=False 

            else 

            begin 

               Filled:=True; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if Generate then 

               begin 

                  Application.ProcessMessages; 

                  WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

                  Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

                  for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

                  tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

                     Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

                  if Domain_Filter(1) then 

                  TestResult:=trPass 

                  else 

                  TestResult:=trFail; 

                  TestResults[domainPos]:=TestResult; 

                  for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

                  Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

                     tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

                  Used[WordUsed]:=False; 
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                  Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

               end; 

               Filled:=False; 

               Display_Arc_Placement_Slot_Completed; 

               wordCounter:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if testResults[domainPos]=trPass then 

               begin 

                  Inc(wordCounter); 

                  Domains[0,wordCounter]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

               end; 

               if DomainCount[0]<>wordCounter then 

               begin 

                  DomainCount[0]:=wordCounter; 

                  testComplete:=False; 

                  for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

                  conflicts[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot]:=True; 

                  Arc_Consistency(True); 

               end; 

               conflicts[PrimarySlot]:=False; 

            end; 

         end; 

      until testComplete or (run=IcpArcPlaceMaxRuns) or  

           (not continue) or (not Generate); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 14.3 Implementation – Arc Placement 

 

The efficiency of this technique is affected by the order that variables are tested thus 

prior to execution of this test the static CD2 variable order using connectivity restriction 

2 is constructed (Chapter 10).  Experimentation with other variable ordering techniques 

remains an avenue for future research.  
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Chapter 15 - Solution Testing  

This chapter describes techniques for determining if the assignment of a value to a 

variable can form a complete and valid solution, although not necessarily an optimal 

solution.  Those values that are determined incapable of forming a valid solution are 

removed from their variables domain.  As solutions are formed during execution of this 

testing procedure, solution testing may be viewed as both a consistency pre-

processing and a solution priming technique. 

  

Section 15.1 provides an introduction to solution testing and the pitfalls encountered 

during development of techniques.  Section 15.2 describes the use and implementation 

of a depth and/or node limited search engine developed during this research.  Section 

15.3 describes five complete approaches, and their implementations, for performing 

solution testing.  Upon completion of these techniques solutions will have been formed 

for each consistent value in each domain, and inconsistent values removed from their 

domain.  Section 15.4 describes a modification to these approaches to achieve 

incomplete versions of each technique.  The incomplete versions will not necessarily 

remove all inconsistencies.  Section 15.5 presents the results from trials of these 

techniques on the test-bed puzzles.  

 

15.1 Introduction 

Solution testing operates by forming solutions for each word in all variable domains.  If 

upon testing a value, the partition rooted by the variable and its test domain value is 

exhausted without locating a solution, then the test value is removed from its domain. 

The formation of a solution to a Go-Words puzzle is similar to attempting to form a 

solution for a crossword puzzle.  The problem of crossword puzzle construction is 

known to be in the class of nondeterministic polynomial complete problems (Garey & 

Johnson, 1979).  The task confronted by solution testing is more difficult as it needs to 

determine whether a solution exists within specific partitions rooted by each variable 

and value assignment. 

  

Although CPC is in NP-C, many researchers have found that locating a solution to a 

crossword puzzle is often achieved in a relatively short space of time.  For small 

puzzles this may frequently be the case, but is not always the case.  If a poor choice of 

variable ordering or value assignment is made by a heuristic then search can take 

considerable amounts of time.  Of course as the number of word slots increase the size 
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of the search space grows exponentially, as does the difficulty of finding a solution.  

Increases to the number of words in the lexicon although making a puzzle potentially 

easier to locate a solution, will increase the time taken in the worst case.   

 

The initial reason for implementing solution testing was simply to establish the number 

of consistent values in each variable domain.  This was to assess the viability of 

developing more effective consistency pre-processing techniques to arc consistency.  

However as will be discussed techniques for performing solution testing in a reliably 

efficient manner, such that it can be used as a pre-processing technique were 

developed. 

 

Initial attempts used a modification of the X1 search engine (Chapter 5), with B&B 

removed, and which terminated search when a solution was found.  The use of this 

search engine with FC1 forward checking and a humanly compiled static variable 

ordering was certainly less than promising.  Although solutions were frequently formed 

and at times inconsistencies removed, invariably the testing of a specific word in a 

word slot would take hours and at times days without either exhausting the search 

space or locating a solution.  In such cases the test was terminated.  Tests such as this 

are simply referred to hereafter as a “protracted tests”. 

 

The reason for protracted tests is perceived to be due to a poor variable ordering or a 

poor value assignment.  As a consequence many attempts to refine the humanly 

compiled variable order for a specific puzzle were made.  In many instances a slight 

change to the variable order would resolve the problem, allowing a previously 

protracted test to be performed in a reasonable time.  However, changes to the 

variable order that resolved a protracted test would frequently cause other tests that 

had previously been performed in a reasonable time to become protracted.  After 

weeks of refinement, variable orderings were produced that allowed solution testing to 

be completed on the 4 published puzzles.   

 

Despite taking hours and in some cases days to perform a solution test, this research 

had at least achieved the objective of determining which values were consistent.  It was 

observed that only a few values, beyond those detected by arc consistency, were 

inconsistent.  Another positive result to come from these tests was the observation that 

the solutions formed during this process were within 3% of the best known scores for 

each of the puzzles, and a times better than prior automated attempts for GW3-2466 

(Purdin & Harris, 1993, Harris & Kuldeep, 1998).   
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Later when research turned to examining puzzles with reduced domain sizes, solution 

testing was again used to determine the level of inconsistencies in these puzzles.    

The humanly compiled variable orders developed for the full lexicon puzzles were not 

found to be efficient on the reduced domain size puzzles, as numerous protracted tests 

were encountered.  However, through modification of the variable order, eventually 

solution testing was completed on these puzzles.  This revealed that, in percentage 

terms, these smaller puzzles had far more inconsistencies, and far more 

inconsistencies that had not been identified and removed by arc consistency testing.  It 

was also revealed that the solutions formed during solution testing were within 1% of 

the known optimal solutions for these puzzles. 

 

Attempts to improve solution testing, by the use of automated variable ordering 

techniques, more effective forward checking techniques, and the use of conflict 

directed backjumping, did produce positive results.  These techniques typically 

improved the time taken to test each value, and perhaps more importantly lowered the 

instances in which protracted tests were encountered.  In certain instances the 

application of solution testing prior to search was found to reduce the total time taken.  

For example, on early trials the time taken to complete an exhaustive search of GW3-

200 was typically around a minute.  Application of a solution test would take about 5 

seconds and reduce the overall time to around 30 seconds.   

 

However, for the easier GW3-180 puzzle the time taken without solution testing was 

typically around 10 seconds.  Using the same variable ordering technique application of 

a solution test ran for 23 days before the decision to terminate the test was made.  

Thus although solution testing was found to reduce search time in some cases, the 

potential for a protracted test to be encountered, meant that solution testing was still 

not a viable technique. 

 

The major break through for the use of solution testing as a reliable and viable 

consistency pre-processing technique came from the realisation that theories and 

techniques that had been developed during work with the evaluation model (Part 3) 

could be applied to the problem of solution testing.  In particular the use of an iterative 

node limited approach.  The use of this approach was found to greatly reduce the 

instances of protracted tests, to the extent that trials of this technique have produced 

positive results irrespective of the choice of variable or value ordering used.   

 

Despite the positive results on the trials performed to date, the potential for the node 

limited approach, in its complete format, to encounter a protracted test still remains.  
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However, another lesson learnt from the evaluation model is that it’s not necessary to 

remove all inconsistencies to promote an efficient search.  As such incomplete versions 

of solution testing were developed.  These versions do not necessarily remove all 

inconsistencies, but eradicate the inherent risk associated with deterministically forming 

a solution or showing that no solution exists.  Although the test results presented all 

use the complete version, the incomplete version would be advocated for any practical 

application.  

 

Trials using the incomplete approach and identification of appropriate supporting 

techniques remains an avenue for future research.  The implementation described 

supports the use of both complete and incomplete approaches.  Either can be achieved 

by adjusting the input parameters for the procedures. 

 

15.2 Depth and/or Node Limited Search Engine 

This section describes the depth and/or node limited search engine (DNLS) developed 

for solution testing.  This is a multi-purpose engine that is used with each of the five 

approaches, and both complete and incomplete versions of each.   

 

The DNLS search engine terminates a search upon one of four conditions being met: 

1. A complete and valid solution has been formed, 

2. The search space is exhausted without locating a solution, 

3. A specified branch depth has been reached, or 

4. A specified number of nodes have been expanded. 

 

As input the search engine uses three global variables that determine whether 

conditions 3 and 4 are used to terminate the search.  These are DepthLimit that 

specifies the branch depth that needs to be achieved, NodeLimit that specifies the 

upper limit on the number of nodes that can be expanded, and AllowNodePass that 

specifies if the NodeLimit is to be enforced.  Setting the DepthLimit equal to the number 

of variables effectively cancels this condition.   Thus dependent on the input 

parameters specified, DNLS can perform a depth first search, a depth limited search, a 

depth and node limited search, or a node limited search.  

 

The testing process is to initialise a global TestResult variable to trFail, and then search 

the partition using the DNLS search engine.  If a solution is found then the result is set 

trPass.  If the search engine exhausts the search space without locating a solution then 
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the initialised trFail result will remain.  If the search reaches the specified branch depth 

a result of trPass is returned.  If the search reaches the specified node limit and 

AllowNodePass is set to true, then trNodePass is returned.  Only in cases where the 

test result remains trFail is the value being tested removed from its domain.   

 

Figure 15.1 presents the pseudo code for testing a single value. 
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TEST_VALUE 

  Choose search techniques 

  Set Depth and Node Limits 

  Choose Variable to be tested 

  Choose Value from Variable’s domain 

  Test_Result ← trFail 

  Continue_Testing ← True 

  Node Count ← 0 

  SEARCH_PARTITION(domain_position) 

  IF Test_Result = trFail THEN 

    Remove Value from domain 

 

SEARCH_PARTITION (domain_position)  

  assign value to variable 

  increase solution score by score of value 

  filter domains of forward variables 

  INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(2) 

  Restore Domains 

  decrease solution score by score of value 

 

INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain                      

  FOR each value in variables domain DO 

    IF Continue_Testing THEN  

      assign value to variable  

      Increase Node Count 

      IF Depth limit reached THEN 

        Test_Result ← trPass 

        Continue_Testing ← False 

        IF all variables have been instantiated THEN 

          increase solution score by score of value 

          IF solution score > best score found THEN 

            assign solution score to best score found 

            record solution 

          decrease solution score by score of value 

      ELSE 

      IF Node Limiter active and Node Limit = Node Count THEN 

        Test_Result ← trNodePass 

        Continue_Testing ← False 

      ELSE 

        filter domains of forward variables               

        IF value assignment is consistent THEN    

          increase solution score by score of value 

          INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

          decrease solution score by score of value 

        remove filter from forward variables                

      remove value assignment to variable 

  return to a prior position in the search              

Figure 15.1 Pseudo Code - Depth & Node Limited Search Engine used by Solution Testing 

 

Initialisation of variables, choice of test conditions, search techniques, and choice of 

which value to test (lines 1 to 11) is handled by the testing approaches, and described 

in the next section.  The procedure for searching a partition (lines 12 to 18), assigns the 

value to be tested to the selected variable.  The search partition procedures were 

described in chapter 5 with relation to an exhaustive search.  As described in chapter 5 

different search partition procedures are used dependent on the system of domain 
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maintenance, forward tracking, and backtracking selected.  Lines 19 to 47 outline the 

recursive process of searching deeper branches of the specified partition.   

 

Several versions of the DNLS search engine were implemented for use with different 

systems of domain maintenance, forward tracking, and backtracking.  Figure 15.2 

presents the implementation designed for use with SL1 domain maintenance, FC5 to 

FC11 forward tracking, and CB backtracking. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_DNLS_SL1_Forward 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, aSlotPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if Searching and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if (slotOrderPos=DepthLimit)  then 

      begin 

         Solution_Test_Update_Passed; 

         TestResult:=trPass; 

         Searching:=False; 

         if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Score>ScoreToSeek then 

            begin 

               ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

               Display_Current_High_Score; 

            end; 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

      end 

      else 

      if (NodeCount>=NodeLimit) and AllowNodePass then 

      begin 

         TestResult:=trNodePass; 

         Searching:=False; 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            Search_Fill_Slot_DNLS_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 15.2 Implementation – Search Partition SL1 Forward 
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The implementation of the DNLS search engine is a modification of the X1 engine 

described in chapter 5, with the removal of B&B and the addition of the depth and node 

limiters.   Line 14 increments the node count for each value assignment attempted.  

Line 15 checks if the branch depth has reached the limit and if so terminates the 

search.  The procedure Solution_Test_Update_Passed (line 17) is used to reduce the 

number of tests required by marking each word used in the formed solution as passed.  

If the depth limit has not been reached then the node limit is checked (line 32), if the 

node limit has been reached then the search is terminated, if not then the search is 

allowed to progress. 

 

Although the implementation in figure 15.2 was designed for FC5 to FC11, setting the 

assigned word as used and unused (lines 12 & 51) is unnecessary.  These forward 

checking procedures remove used words from domains and do not access the Used 

array.  The Used array is accessed by B&B techniques during an exhaustive search, 

but not required by solution testing.  Inclusion of these lines was an oversight, however 

do not invalidate the implementation, they simply impair its efficiency.   

 

A potential improvement when using the depth limited approach was recently 

recognised.  This involves returning a different result such as trDepthPass when the 

depth limit is reached but a solution is not formed, and calling 

Solution_Test_Update_Passed only when a solution is formed.  This is described 

further in section 15.3.3 below. 

 

15.3 Complete Approaches 

This section describes five approaches namely: test all, test not passed, iterative depth 

limited, iterative depth & node limited, and iterative node limited.  Sections 15.3.1 to 

15.3.5 describes complete versions of these techniques.  Upon completion of these 

techniques it will be known if a solution exists, and those values capable of forming 

one.  All values incapable of forming a solution are removed from their domain. 

 

All approaches use the DNLS search engine described in the prior section.  

Irrespective of the approach used for solution testing, if a value can form a solution, 

then removal of inconsistent values will not alter this fact.  Thus unlike the arc 

consistency and arc placement tests repeated testing of values due to the removal of 

an inconsistent value is unnecessary.   
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In terms of determining which words can form a solution the iterative node limited 

approach (section 15.3.5) was found to be the most efficient and reliably efficient 

approach.     

 

15.3.1 Test All 

This subsection describes a solution testing approach that tests all words from all 

domains, and removes those that cannot form a solution.  This approach uses a depth 

first search method of node traversal.  The Pseudo Code for the test all technique is 

presented in figure 15.3.  
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TEST_All 

  DepthLimit ← Total Variables 

  NodeLimit ← 0 

  AllowNodePass ← False 

  Choose search techniques (DM, FT, BT, VAR, VAL) 

  FOR each Variable DO 

    WordFailed ← False 

    FOR each Value in Variable’s Domain DO 

      Test_Result ← trFail 

      Continue_Testing ← True 

      Node Count ← 0 

      SEARCH_PARTITION(value) 

      Test_Results[value] ← Test_Result 

    FOR each Value DO 

      IF Test_Results[Value] = trFail THEN 

        Remove Value from domain 

        WordFailed ← TRUE 

    IF WordFailed THEN 

      Perform an arc consistency test  

  

Figure 15.3 Pseudo Code – Test All approach to solution testing 

 

The test all approach tests each domain, and each value with the domain.  Upon 

testing all values in a domain, those values failing to form a solution are removed from 

the domain.  If any word is removed from the domain then an arc consistency test is 

performed to attempt to remove further inconsistencies.  Thus the test all technique 

does not actually need to test all values, as some of values are likely to be removed by 

the arc consistency test.  However, the test all technique will form a solution for each 

value that can form a solution.   

  

Figure 15.4 presents the implementation of the test all approach. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_All; 

var testResults: array[1..MaxDomain] of TTestResult; 

    aSlotPos, domainPos, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

    wordsFailed: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Icpst1Search do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst1Search); 

      for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]; 
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11 
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         Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Started(PrimarySlot); 

         with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

         begin 

            Sort_Domain(PrimarySlot); 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if Generate then 

            begin 

               NodeCount:=0; 

               Searching:=True; 

               TestResult:=trFail; 

               Search_Partition(domainPos); 

               testResults[domainPos]:=TestResult; 

               Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

            end; 

            tempDomainCount:=0; 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if testResults[domainPos]<>trFail then 

            begin 

               Inc(tempDomainCount); 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

            end; 

            wordsFailed:=DomainCount[0]>tempDomainCount; 

            DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         end; 

         Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Completed; 

         if wordsFailed then 

         Arc_Consistency(True); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 15.4 Implementation – Solution Testing Test All 

 

The Assign_Search_Techniques assigns the chosen search techniques, such as 

forward tracking and backtracking, and initialises the slot order array.   Line 7 initiates a 

loop to test all variables.  Line 15 initiates a loop to test all values in the domain of the 

variable.  Having completed testing of all values, the domain is rebuilt, excluding values 

that failed the test (lines 25 to 33).  If any values from the domain failed, then an arc 

consistency test is performed.  The parameter passed to the arc consistency test is for 

reporting purposes. 

 

Note: the sorting of domains on line 14 is unnecessary.  As all values are tested, the 

order that values are assigned to the primary variable will not affect efficiency.  This 

was added to allow output to be more readily compared.  

 

15.3.2 Test Not Passed 

The test not passed technique only test values the have not yet formed a solution.  It 

was observed that when a solution is formed all values used in the solution, albeit from 

other domains, have also formed a solution.  Thus the test not passed technique 

records all values that have formed a solution and only tests those that haven’t. 

 

This technique forms less solutions than the test all technique, and perhaps not 

surprisingly trials of this technique showed it to be more efficient.  As a result of 
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attempting to form fewer solutions there is also less chance of encountering protracted 

tests that take enormous amounts of time to complete.  Although it was observed that 

fewer protracted tests were encountered by this technique, they still frequently 

occurred and as such remain a major impediment to the use of this technique in its 

complete format.  A negative aspect of forming fewer solutions is that the probability of 

forming high scoring solutions is diminished.  Thus this technique is not as useful as a 

solution primer, as the test all technique. 

 

The pseudo code for the test not passed technique is presented in figure 15.5.   
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TEST_NOT_PASSED 

  DepthLimit ← Total Variables 

  NodeLimit ← 0 

  AllowNodePass ← False 

  Choose search techniques (DM, FT, BT, VAR, VAL) 

  Initialise Solution_Results ← trUnknown 

  FOR each Variable DO 

    WordFailed ← False 

    FOR each Value in Variable’s Domain DO 

      IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value]<>trPass THEN 

        Test_Result ← trFail 

        Continue_Testing ← True 

        Node Count ← 0 

        SEARCH_PARTITION(value) 

        Solution_Results[Variable,Value] ← Test_Result 

    FOR each Value DO 

      IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value] = trFail THEN 

        Remove Value from domain 

        WordFailed ← TRUE 

    IF WordFailed THEN 

      Perform an arc consistency test  

  

Figure 15.5 Pseudo Code – Test Not Passed approach to solution testing 

 

When a solution is formed the values used in that solution are recorded in global 

SolutionResults array.  Line 6 calls the procedure for initialising array values to 

trUnknown.   Line 10 limits testing to those values that have not already passed.   

 

SolutionResults is a globally declared array [1..MaxSlots, 1..MaxDomains] of 

TestResult.  The initialisation procedure for this array is presented in Figure 15.6.  The 

procedure for updating this array during testing is presented in figure 15.7.  Finally the 

implementation of the Test Not Passed procedure is presented in figure 15.8. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Initialise_Results; 

var aSlot, wordPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   for wordPos:=1 to WordCount do 

   SolutionResults[aSlot,wordPos]:=trUnknown; 

end; 

Figure 15.6 Implementation – Solution Test Initialise Results 

 

1 procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Update_Passed; 
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var aSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   if Slot[aSlot].Filled then 

   begin 

      SolutionResults[aSlot,Slot[aSlot].Wordused]:=trPass; 

      Inc(Rankings[aSlot,Slot[aSlot].Wordused]); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 15.7 Implementation – Solution Test Update Passed 

 

The rankings array and updating of it (line 9) is for used by the Assignment Frequency 

value ordering technique (Chapter 11), and the Value Selection solution priming 

technique  (Chapter 17). 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Not_Passed; 

var aSlot, domainPos, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

    wordsFailed: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Icpst1Search do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst1Search); 

      Solution_Test_Initialise_Results; 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,aSlot]; 

         Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Started(PrimarySlot); 

         with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

         begin 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if (SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trPass) and 

               Generate then 

            begin 

               NodeCount:=0; 

               Searching:=True; 

               TestResult:=trFail; 

               Search_Partition(domainPos); 

               SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]:=TestResult; 

               Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

            end; 

            tempDomainCount:=0; 

            for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trFail then 

            begin 

               Inc(tempDomainCount); 

               Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

            end; 

            wordsFailed:=DomainCount[0]>tempDomainCount; 

            DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

         end; 

         Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Completed; 

         if wordsFailed then 

         Arc_Consistency(True); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 15.8 Implementation – Solution Test Not Passed 

 

15.3.3 Iterative Depth-Limited 

This section describes an iterative depth-limited approach for testing the consistency of 

domain values.  This approach limits testing of a value to a specified branch depth.  
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The system of node traversal coincides with that of the Depth First Iterative Deepening 

(DFID) technique (Korf, 1985).  However the use of the depth limit here differs from that 

typically attributed to DFID.  This approach is complete in that at completion of the test 

it will be known if a solution exists, and which values, if any, are capable of forming a 

solution, and those that cannot.   

 

The pseudo code for the iterative depth limited technique is presented in figure 15.9. 
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ITERARTIVE_DEPTH_LIMITED 

  DepthLimit ← Specified depth for first pass 

  NodeLimit ← 0 

  AllowNodePass ← False 

  WHILE DepthLimit <= Total Number of Variables DO 

    Initialise Solution_Results ← trUnknown 

    Choose search techniques (DM, FT, BT, VAR, VAL) 

    FOR each Variable DO 

      WordFailed ← False 

      FOR each Value in Variable’s Domain DO 

        Test_Result ← trFail 

        Continue_Testing ← True 

        Node Count ← 0 

        SEARCH_PARTITION(value) 

        Solution_Results[Variable,Value] ← Test_Result 

      FOR each Value DO 

        IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value] = trFail THEN 

          Remove Value from domain 

          WordFailed ← TRUE 

      IF WordFailed THEN 

        Perform an arc consistency test  

    Increase DepthLimit by specified amount 

 

Figure 15.9 Pseudo Code – Iterative Depth Limited approach for solution testing 

 

The basis for the iterative depth limited approach, and the other iterative approaches 

described later, is that as inconsistent values are removed, the search space and the 

probability of assigning an inconsistent value to a variable are reduced on subsequent 

iterations.  Thus the iterative approaches seek to remove values that can be 

determined to be inconsistent within a reasonable time, and retain those that can’t for 

later testing.  It is hoped that these reductions will improve efficiency, and reduce the 

number of protracted tests. 

 

The current implementation of this technique allows for two iterations only, the first at a 

specified depth, and the second at a depth equal to the maximum branch depth at 

which solutions are formed.  Thus all values are tested to assess whether a specified 

branch depth can be achieved on the first pass.  If a value cannot reach the specified 

depth then it cannot form a solution and thus can be removed.  On the second pass 

each value is tested to assess whether it can form a solution.  By performing an easy 

test on the first pass it is hoped that inconsistencies are removed, thus making the 

more difficult test on the second pass easier. 
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Figure 15.10 presents the implementation of the two-pass version of the iterative 

depth-limited technique. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Two_Pass_Depth_Limited; 

var aSlot, passNo, domainPos, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

    wordsFailed: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for passNo:=1 to 2 do 

      begin 

         Solution_Test_Initialise_Results; 

         Display_Solution_Test_Run_Started(passNo); 

         if passNo=1 then 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst1Search) 

         else 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst2Search); 

         Display_Solution_Test_Depth; 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if Generate then 

         begin 

            PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,aSlot]; 

            Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Started(PrimarySlot); 

            with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

            begin 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if Generate then 

               begin 

                  Application.ProcessMessages; 

                  NodeCount:=0; 

                  Searching:=True; 

                  TestResult:=trFail; 

                  Search_Partition(domainPos); 

                  SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]:=TestResult; 

                  Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

               end; 

               tempDomainCount:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trFail then 

               begin 

                  Inc(tempDomainCount); 

                  Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

               end; 

               wordsFailed:=DomainCount[0]>tempDomainCount; 

               DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

            end; 

            Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Completed; 

            if wordsFailed then 

            Arc_Consistency(True); 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 15.10 Implementation – Solution Test Two Pass Depth Limited 

 

In figure 15.10 the assignment of search techniques (lines 10-13) is performed for each 

pass.  A potential benefit of this, would be to use efficient but perhaps less effective 

forward tracking and backtracking techniques for the first pass, and more effective 

techniques for the second pass.  Of course in doing so the risk of encountering a 

protracted test on the first pass is increased. 

 

The implementation presented is non-systematic as repeated expansion of nodes is 

performed.  That is, on the second pass testing of a value recommences at the root 

node.  A systematic version would recommence testing from the last node expanded 
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on the last test of the value.  A systematic approach of storing paths when search is 

terminated and reconstructing those paths when search recompenses, was developed 

for the evaluation model, and could be adapted to solution testing.  The cost of 

recording and restoring paths however was perceived to outweigh the benefits for 

solution testing, at least in the current two pass format, and as such was not attempted. 

 

A recently considered improvement to this implementation would be for the DNLS 

search engine (section 15.2) to return a result of trDepthPass when the depth limit is 

reached but a solution is not formed, and calling Solution_Test_Update_Passed only 

when a solution is formed.  By doing this and changing line 23 in the code above to: 

if (SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trPass) 

and Generate then  

would result in fewer tests being perfomed on the second pass, like that of the test not 

passed approach. 

 

Early trials of this technique showed a reduction in the number of protracted tests 

encountered.  However, protracted tests were still evident, and evident on each pass 

dependent on the specified branch depth.   That is, the larger the branch depth on the 

first pass, the higher the probability that a protracted test would be encountered on the 

first pass, and the less likely it would be encountered on the second pass.   

 

More research is required to establish heuristics for choosing an initial branch depth.  

Trials have been performed on the test bed puzzles at arbitrary depths, 5, 10, 15, and 

20.  However, the iterative node-limited approach would appear vastly superior to the 

depth-limited approach, and more likely to benefit from further research. 

 

15.3.4 Iterative Depth & Node Limited 

This section describes an iterative depth and node limited approach for testing the 

consistency of domain values.  This is an iterative approach that limits testing of a 

value to a specified branch depth and number of node expansions.  With each iteration 

the branch depth and node limit are increased, until the maximum branch depth is 

reached. 

 

The node limit is applied to terminate the search upon expansion of a specified number 

of nodes.  Thus limiting the cost of searching a partition in instances where search fails 

to reach the specified depth or exhaust the search space of the partition.  Like the 

depth limited approach, this technique has only been implemented for two passes, on 
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the first pass a depth and node limit is used and on the second pass these limits are 

removed.  

 

The two-pass depth & node-limited technique uses the same implementation as the 

two-pass depth-limited technique (figure 15.10).  The difference being that the input 

parameters specify a node limit for the first pass, and allow the search to be halted 

upon expansion of the node limit.  Application of the node limit on the first pass may 

result in fewer values failing and being removed, and thus increasing the probability of 

a protracted test on the second pass.  However, it reduces the costs associated with 

encountering a protracted test on the first pass. 

 

15.3.5 Iterative Node-Limited 

This section describes the iterative node-limited approach for testing the consistency of 

domain values.  This is an iterative approach that limits testing of a value to a specified 

number of attempted node expansions.  This approach is complete in that at 

completion of the test it will be known if a solution exists, and which values, if any, are 

capable of forming a solution, and those that cannot.     

 

Each test of a value allows search to continue until a solution is formed, the search 

space of the partition is exhausted, or a specified number of node expansions have 

been attempted.  Upon formation of a solution those values from other domains that 

formed the solution are also recorded as having passed the solution test.  If the search 

space of the partition is exhausted, then the value is removed from the domain.  If the 

specified node limit is reached, then the value is retained for further testing.  Upon 

testing values from all domains, the specified number of allowed node expansions is 

increased, and those values requiring further testing are retested.  This process is then 

repeated until all values have either formed a solution or been removed as they are 

incapable of forming one.   

 

Figure 15.11 presents the pseudo code for the iterative node-limited approach. 
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ITERATIVE_NODE_LIMITED 

  Depth ← Total number of variables 

  AllowNodePass ← True 

  NodeLimit ← Specified Limit for first pass 

  Initialise Solution_Results ← trUnknown 

  REPEAT 

    TestComplete ← True 

    Choose search techniques (DM, FT, BT, VAR, VAL) 

    FOR each Variable DO 

      WordFailed ← False 

      FOR each Value in Variable’s Domain DO 

        IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value] <> trPass THEN   

          Test_Result ← trFail 
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          Continue_Testing ← True 

          Node Count ← 0 

          SEARCH_PARTITION(value) 

          Solution_Results[Variable,Value] ← Test_Result 

      FOR each Value DO 

        IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value] = trNodePass THEN 

          TestComplete ← False  

        ELSE 

          IF Solution_Results[Variable,Value] = trFail THEN 

            Remove Value from domain 

            WordFailed ← TRUE 

      IF WordFailed THEN 

        Perform an arc consistency test  

    Increase NodeLimit by specified amount 

  UNTIL TestComplete 

 

Figure 15.11 Pseudo Code – Node Limited approach to solution testing 

 

Despite the similarities between this and the other iterative approaches, the node-

limited approach offers some significant and important advantages.  These may be 

summarised as: 

1. As solutions are formed the number of values requiring testing is reduced, 

2. A better relationship exists between the time taken and the number of nodes 

expanded, to that of the branch depth achieved,  

3. The use of different variable and/or value ordering on each iteration can reduce 

the probability of encountering a protracted test. 

 

A major impediment for the depth limited approaches is that until the maximum branch 

depth is reached, solutions are not formed.  Thus consistent values are subjected to 

repeated testing.  Removing the depth limit, and using only a node limit, allows 

solutions to be formed (given a node limit greater than the number of variables).  As 

solutions are formed, values used to form those solutions are recorded, which reduces 

the number of values that require testing. 

  

Use of the branch depth alone, was not necessarily conducive to limiting the amount of 

time taken to test a value.  A protracted test could still be encountered on the first pass 

where the branch depth was not reached, and the search space not exhausted.  

Although not always the case, increases to the number of nodes expanded typically 

results in increases to the time taken.  Thus by limiting the number of nodes expanded 

the time taken is also limited. 

 

Tests performed within the evaluation model using a time-limited technique produced 

similar results to those of node-limited techniques.  The major problem with using a 

time limit is that it is highly dependent on the computer hardware configuration used, 

and thus portability of an implementation is substantially hindered.    
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Although a weak correlation seems to exist between the time taken and the number of 

nodes expanded across forward tracking techniques, a reasonable correlation would is 

apparent for a given forward tracking technique.  Thus the use of a node limit provides 

a reasonably good method of limiting the time taken, without the problems associated 

with using different hardware.   

 

Finally and perhaps most importantly, changing the variable and/or value order reduces 

the probability that a protracted test will be encountered.  The reasons for this are 

dependent on whether a consistent value or inconsistent value is being tested.   

 

In the case where a protracted test occurs testing a consistent value, this will be 

primarily caused by a poor choice of value assignment.  That is a value is a assigned to 

a variable that inhibits the formation of a solution, thus requiring it to be unassigned 

during backtracking, of course poor assignments made early in the variable order may 

take large amounts of time to resolve.  Although choice of a good variable ordering will 

limit the choice of poor values that can be assigned, for any given variable ordering, a 

correct choice of value assignments will lead to the formation of a solution.  Thus when 

a protracted test is encountered, changing the value order on subsequent tests may 

alleviate the problem.  

 

In the case where an inconsistent value is being tested, the search space needs to be 

exhausted.  Thus the order that values are assigned is irrelevant.  The reason that a 

protracted test will be encountered is that the variable order has failed to move fail 

points high in the search tree such that they can be detected by forward tracking.  Thus 

changing the variable order on subsequent trials may alleviate the problem. 

 

Of course during testing it will not be known whether the value being tested is 

consistent, thus changing both the value ordering and variable ordering techniques, is 

recommended.   

 

For the depth limited approach there is no advantage in changing the value or variable 

ordering techniques.  The reason for this is that when a value passes the test by 

reaching the required branch depth, it will not be known if there is a problem.  That is 

the current variable and value ordering techniques may have lead to the formation of a 

solution in a reasonable time.  Changing the value or variable order may actually cause 

a problem on subsequent trials.   
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However when the node limit is reached it is known that a problem exists.  Thus 

changing the value order and variable order can potentially resolve the problem.  The 

trial data reveals that the probability of a protracted test being encountered is less than 

1 in 1000 tests, for a given variable and value ordering combination.  By changing the 

variable or value ordering technique the probability that a problem is encountered is the 

product of the tests.  Although protracted tests have not been encountered on the 

second pass, during trials of this technique, the probability however small still remains. 

 

The current implementation of this approach uses only two passes.  On the first pass a 

node limit is specified, and AllowNodePass is set to true, and on the second pass 

AllowNodePass is set to false, ensuring that either a solution is formed or the search 

space of the partition exhausted.  Figure 15.12 presents the implementation of the 

iterative node limited technique using two passes. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Test_Two_Pass_Node_Limited; 

var aSlot, passNo, domainPos, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

    wordsFailed:Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Solution_Test_Initialise_Results; 

      for passNo:=1 to 2 do 

      begin 

         Display_Solution_Test_Run_Started(passNo); 

         if passNo=1 then 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst1Search) 

         else 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(Icpst2Search); 

         for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if Generate then 

         begin 

            PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,aSlot]; 

            Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Started(PrimarySlot); 

            with Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

            begin 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if (SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trPass) and 

                  Generate then 

               begin 

                  Application.ProcessMessages; 

                  NodeCount:=0; 

                  Searching:=True; 

                  TestResult:=trFail; 

                  Search_Partition(domainPos); 

                  SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]:=TestResult; 

                  Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

               end; 

               tempDomainCount:=0; 

               for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

               if SolutionResults[PrimarySlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]<>trFail then 

               begin 

                  Inc(tempDomainCount); 

                  Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

               end; 

               wordsFailed:=DomainCount[0]>tempDomainCount; 

               DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

               Display_Solution_Test_Slot_Completed; 

               if wordsFailed then 

               Arc_Consistency(True); 

            end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 
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end; 

Figure 15.12 Implementation – Solution Test Two Pass Node Limited 

 

Setting of the NodeLimit and AllowNodePass parameters is performed within the 

Assign_Search_Techniques procedure, dependent on the input paramaters stored in 

Icpst1Search and Icpst2Search. 

 

Setting the Node Limit  

The number of nodes expanded to form a solution, or exhaust the search space of a 

value that cannot form a solution, is dependent on the search techniques used.  For 

example, as higher degrees of forward checking are used, fewer nodes will be 

expanded.  As the efficiency of the node-limited technique is affected by the node limit 

imposed, which is affected by the search techniques used, this poses problems for the 

use of the node-limited approach, however not insurmountable problems. 

 

It should be observed that imposing an infinite node limit on the first pass would 

produce essentially15 the same result as using the test not passed approach.  Imposing 

a node limit of zero will provide no benefits, but again produce significantly the same 

result, as the test not passed approach.  Setting the node limit anywhere between the 

number of nodes at which values fail or can form a solution, and the maximum number 

of nodes that are traversed to either form a solution or exhaust the search space of one 

that can’t, is likely to produce a positive outcome.   

 

As the limit is increased more values will complete a test without reaching the node 

limit.  As more values are removed, and more solutions formed, the number of tests 

required is reduced, as is the cost of performing each test.  However the higher the 

limit the greater the time spent testing values on protracted tests, and the greater time 

taken on initial tests.  Thus a balance needs to be found. 

 

In the initial stages of experimentation a high value eg. 1 000 000 000 was used for the 

node limit.  The basis for this was that most words would complete the test with in a 

short period of time, and only on the rare occasions in which a protracted test was 

encountered would it be necessary to impose the node limit.   

 

                                                
15

 The test not passed approach would be more efficient, as it does not need to maintain a node 
count or test if the node limit has been reached, however this improvement is not deemed to be 
significant. 
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It had been considered that the node limit should be set at a level sufficient to allow the 

majority of words to successfully complete a search either positively or negatively on 

the first pass.  Thus reducing the number of instances that a test node passed.  

Although a heuristic had not been formulated, it was observed that properties of the 

problem such as the size of the lexicon, the number of slots, and the number of 

constraints, were important factors that might be used. 

  

The trials performed however, support the use of a small node limit, such as 1000 

nodes.  It would seem that the majority of inconsistent words, tend to fail within a small 

number of node expansions.  Tests in which great numbers of node expansions occur 

frequently involve testing of consistent words.  Thus setting the node limiter low eg. 

1000 will remove the majority of inconsistencies, and thus reduce the time taken to 

form a solution when testing a consistent value.  Of course setting the node limit too 

low will cause all words to node pass undermining the benefits of the iterative 

approach. 

 

15.4 Incomplete Approaches 

This section describes incomplete approaches that do not necessarily remove all 

inconsistencies.  Although knowledge of which values can form a solution may be of 

academic interest, the primary objective of solution testing, or indeed any pre-

processing technique is to improve search efficiency.  Thus the basis of these 

incomplete techniques is to provide a good cost benefit ratio between the time taken 

and the level of consistency achieved. 

 

The fact is that all inconsistencies do not need to be removed prior to search.  Arc 

consistency does not necessarily remove all inconsistencies, but given its extremely 

minimal cost of execution it is successful in reducing the total time taken.  Although 

trials of the iterative node-limited approach described above produce positive results, 

the risk of a protracted test on the final pass remains.   

 

The five complete techniques described in the prior section can be converted to 

incomplete techniques by simply imposing a node limit on the final pass.  For the single 

pass techniques, test all and test not passed, a node limit is imposed.  For the iterative 

techniques a node limit is imposed on the second pass.  
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Although trials of these incomplete techniques are not presented, early trials showed 

that these incomplete techniques improved the time taken to perform testing and 

removed the majority of inconsistencies, leading to improvement to the overall search 

time.  The incomplete iterative node-limited approach removed more inconsistencies 

and did so in less time than the other techniques.  However, the incomplete test all 

technique frequently produced higher scores that resulted in better search times.  

These early tests however were performed using some of the earlier developed search 

techniques, and prior to the implementation of solution priming techniques. 
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Chapter 16 - Redundancy 

This chapter describes a pre-processing technique that uses the objective function or 

soft constraints to remove redundant values.  In many cases a domain will contain 

multiple words with the same letters in intersecting cells.  Although these words may be 

consistent, in that they can form a solution, and potentially an optimal solution, it was 

recognised that not all of these words were needed to ensure the formation of an 

optimal solution.  As such words that are not required for an optimal solution to be 

formed are referred to as redundant. 

 

An introduction to redundancy and the identification of potentially redundant values is 

provided in section 16.1.  Section 16.2 describes rules for identifying and removing 

redundant values such that the completeness of the overall model to determine an 

optimal solution is not undermined.  Based on these rules section 16.3 describes the 

implementation of a technique for removing redundant values.  Section 16.4 describes 

a second redundancy technique that removes further values however is more costly to 

execute.  Trials of these techniques are presented in section 16.5.   

 

The results indicate that these techniques are most suited to the removal of values 

from variables with few constraints or large domains.  As such these redundancy 

techniques are not applicable to all problems, however in these cases the cost of 

execution is minimal.  For problems where they are effective at removing values, 

reduction of domains typically lead to an improvement in overall efficiency.  In some 

cases however, when using variable ordering techniques that incorporate domain count 

in their heuristic, search times were degraded.   

 

16.1 Introduction 

In optimisation problems, such as Go-Words, where the objective is to form an optimal 

solution, and not all optimal solutions, only one value is required in the domain of each 

variable, and as such all other values are redundant.  A value is defined as redundant 

when its assignment to a variable cannot improve the outcome over the assignment of 

another value to the same variable. 

 

As the outcome cannot be improved, the assignment of redundant values should be 

avoided.  Note that a distinction is made between consistency and redundancy.  A 

value may be consistent with the problems constraints as it can form an optimal 
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solution, but is redundant because it cannot form a solution better than another value 

from the same domain.     

 

For the Go-Words puzzles it was identified in that in cases where words in a domain 

contain the same letters in intersecting cells, that many of these words are redundant.  

For example if we consider the domain of slot 1 for the GW3 (Figure 16.1), Table 16.1 

lists the set of 82 words with an “A” in the 3rd position and a “S” in the 6th position.    

 

 

 

Figure 16.1 GW3 Grid showing numbering of word slots 

 

 

ID Word Score ID Word Score ID Word Score ID Word Score 

4 STARTS 203 115 QUARTS 185 723 VIANDS 173 1326 FRAMES 164 

6 SLANTS 202 122 TRAINS 185 847 MYALLS 171 1396 YEARNS 164 

24 BLASTS 195 137 STAINS 184 856 BOARDS 171 1412 GLAMIS 163 

27 PRAWNS 195 143 TOASTS 184 857 QUAFFS 171 1425 GLADES 163 

34 BRAWLS 193 151 BRAHMS 183 902 FRAUDS 170 1493 FLAMES 162 

35 CLANKS 193 157 SMACKS 183 1004 PHAROS 169 1522 QUAILS 161 

39 STACKS 193 166 CHARMS 182 1011 ALARMS 169 1547 TIARAS 161 

41 CHARTS 192 180 PSALMS 182 1044 DRAKES 169 1661 HIATUS 159 

42 FLANKS 192 201 CHASMS 181 1052 GLADYS 168 1669 QUAKES 158 

43 FRANCS 192 245 QUARKS 180 1067 FRACAS 168 1845 UKASES 156 

49 CRAFTS 191 253 STASIS 180 1085 PLAZAS 168 1894 KOALAS 156 

55 DRAFTS 190 316 BOASTS 178 1102 ADAPTS 168 2005 LOAVES 153 

67 SLACKS 189 232 CLAMPS 178 1127 GLAZES 167 2015 ISAACS 153 

71 STAFFS 189 361 BLAINS 177 1133 LLAMAS 167 2049 USAGES 152 

76 FLASKS 188 367 DRAINS 177 1180 FLAKES 167 2055 ABACUS 152 

77 GLANDS 188 517 CHAMPS 175 1185 THAMES 167 2090 HOAXES 151 

87 CRACKS 187 522 QUACKS 175 1194 URANUS 167 2141 HYADES 150 

88 DWARFS 187 540 STAVES 175 1205 BLADES 166 2340 AGADES 144 
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95 SMALLS 187 545 BEASTS 175 1283 PHASES 165 2368 IMAGES 143 

98 TRAMPS 187 593 KNAVES 174 1301 CLAIMS 165    

100 BLACKS 186 682 CHAINS 173 1319 DRAMAS 165    

Table 16.1 Set of words from the Go-Words lexicon with an “A” in the 3rd position and a “S” in the 6th position  

 

Given a partially completed grid with only slot 1 left to fill and a word required with an 

“A” in the 3rd position and a “S” in the 6th position, then only the top scoring word 

“STARTS” could be used to form an optimal solution.  Assignment of lesser scoring 

words would necessarily be suboptimal.  However, given the all-different constraint, the 

word “STARTS” may have been used in another word slot thus requiring a lesser 

scoring word to be assigned.  As a consequence more words from the set may need to 

be retained to ensure that an optimal solution can be formed. 

 

Prior to search, it will not be known which words will be assigned to a word slot in order 

to form an optimal solution.  Thus upon instantiation of a word slot it will not be known 

what words have been assigned to prior slots, and which words might be required in 

forward word slots.  However, it is possible to determine words that cannot be used.   

 

At worst the number of words from a set that needs to be retained is equal to the 

number of variables.  As such an upper limit is imposed on the number of values that 

need be included for any given slot.  This limit to the domain size can be expressed as: 

 

Maximum Domain Size = the number of unassigned variables in which a value may be 

assigned * the number of characters in the alphabet of the lexicon ^ the number of 

unfilled intersecting cells in the word slot 

 

As implied by the formula, this limit may be imposed on empty or partially filled grids.  

Prior to search the grid is blank.  Thus the number of unassigned variables equals the 

number of slots in the grid, and the number of unfilled intersecting cells equals the 

number of intersecting cells in the word slot. 

 

Although this formula imposes a maximum limit on the domain size, many of these 

words will still be redundant, and can be identified as such.  The following section 

describes rules for identifying and removing further redundant values prior to search.   

 

These rules provide a basis for the leap limiter search engine (chapter 6) that uses the 

formula above to reduce the number of nodes that need to be expanded during search.  

As solutions are formed, the identification of further redundant values is deemed 
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possible.  As a consequence, the development of rules for removing redundant values 

as part of a post-solution test remains an avenue for further research. 

 

16.2 Rules for determining redundant values 

This subsection describes a hierarchy of rules for determining that specific values are 

redundant prior to search.  These rules do not determine all redundant values or 

conversely determine an optimal value.  If a value is not redundant with respect to a 

rule does not mean that it is not redundant, but simply that it cannot be determined 

redundant with respect to the rule.  However when a value is determined to be 

redundant it can be removed from a variables domain without invalidating the 

completeness of the model to form an optimal solution.     

 

It can be stated that a word needs to be retained if all higher scoring words from the set 

can be placed in other slots to form an optimal solution.  Although this is correct it does 

not describe how to deal with words of the same score.  When multiple words within 

the set are scored equally, there is the potential for some of these words to be 

redundant.  In some cases the decision of which words are redundant is arbitrary in 

other cases it’s not.  Certainly the potential occurrence of equally scored words within a 

set makes the rules for determining redundancy more complex.  

 

Given a set of words in which the potential occurrence of equally scored words exists, 

multiple orderings of the set are possible whilst maintaining an ordering by word score.  

From the example the top 4 scoring words in the set can be ordered “STARTS” (203), 

“SLANTS” (202), “BLASTS” (195), “PRAWNS” (195) as presented in the table or could 

be ordered “STARTS” (203), “SLANTS” (202), “PRAWNS” (195), “BLASTS” (195).  

With consideration that the set may be re-ordered whilst maintaining an ordering by 

word score it can be stated that: 

 

Rule 1  

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if any of the preceding words in 

the set are not required by other slots to form an optimal solution. 

 

For example if the words “STARTS”, “SLANTS” and “BLASTS” are required in other 

slots in order to form an optimal solution and the word “PRAWNS” is not, then given the 

first ordering above “BLASTS” would not be identified as redundant, as the preceding 
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words are all required in other slots.  However given the second ordering “BLASTS” 

would be correctly declared redundant as the word “PRAWNS” is not required by 

another slot.  As “PRAWNS” cannot be placed in another slot to form an optimal 

solution, then no matter which words are placed in other slots the word “PRAWNS” will 

be available for placement in the test slot. 

 

In practice it will not be known prior to search which words can form an optimal 

solution.  However in the following cases it can be determined that the formation of an 

optimal solution could not result from the assignment of certain words.  The following 

rules are derived from rule 1 via the relaxation of the problems constraints.   

 

Rule 1 requires that for a word to be retained all preceding words in the set must be 

capable of forming an optimal solution when assigned to other slots.  It should be 

observed that rule 1 applies to the other slots as well.  Although it may not be known if 

a word can form an optimal solution when assigned to another slot, its assignment will 

be suboptimal if all preceding words in the set of the other slot are incapable of 

potentially optimal assignment to other slots.  If the preceding words in the set of the 

other slot cannot be assigned optimally then the test word is redundant.  Thus as a 

logical implication of rule 1 it can be stated that: 

 

Rule 2  

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if preceding words in the set 

cannot be assigned simultaneously to other slots and preceding words in the sets of 

the other slots cannot also be simultaneously assigned such that a solution can be 

formed. 

 

For example suppose that the test word “SLANTS” from slot 1 is being evaluated for 

redundancy.  For it to be retained, the word “STARTS” must be capable of assignment 

elsewhere.  If it is to be assigned in slot 5 then words preceding “STARTS” in the set of 

words for slot 5 with an “S” in the first position and a “T” in the fifth position must also 

be capable of assignment to other slots.  In this example the word “STUNTS” precedes 

“STARTS” in that set and thus for “STARTS” to be used in slot 5 “STUNTS” must be 

capable of being assigned elsewhere given the assignment of  “SLANTS” in slot 1 and 

“STARTS” in slot 5.  If “STUNTS” cannot be assigned elsewhere then “STARTS” could 

not be used in slot 5 and another slot must be attempted.  If this test is repeated for all 

potential slots and “STARTS” cannot be assigned to another slot then the word 

“SLANTS” and successive words from the set are redundant. 
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If the optimality constraint is relaxed such that suboptimal assignment of words to other 

slots is allowed, then it can be stated that: 

 

Rule 3  

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if the preceding words in the set 

cannot be assigned simultaneously to other slots and a solution formed. 

 

Application of this rule would require that all preceding words in the set could be 

simultaneously assigned in the grid and that a solution could be formed.  If this 

condition is not met then the test word and all following words in the set are redundant.  

For example if it could be shown that the word “SLANTS” and “STARTS” could not be 

simultaneously assigned elsewhere and a solution formed then all words following 

“SLANTS” in the set would be redundant. 

 

Alternatively rather than relaxing the optimality constraint if we relax the constraint that 

letters in the intersecting positions of words must be the same.  Then it can be stated 

that: 

 

Rule 4  

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if the number of preceding 

words in the set + the minimum number of unique preceding words in the sets of other 

domains is greater than the number of slots in which those words can be assigned. 

 

For example, for the 29th word in the set “PSALMS” to be used the first 28 words in the 

set need to be used.  The 28th word is “CHARMS”, the minimum number of words (not 

already in the set) that precede the word in the set of words that contain the same 

letters in intersecting positions for any slot. If the minimum unique preceding words of 

“CHARMS” are greater than 0, then PSALMS is redundant.  In this example by virtue of 

the fact that slot 16 has 6 intersections all words will have a minimum of 0. 

 

If we relax the requirement in rule 3 that a complete and valid solution can be formed, 

then it can be stated that: 
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Rule 5  

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if the preceding words in the set 

cannot be simultaneously assigned elsewhere. 

 

This requires that a consistent instantiation of preceding words in the set can be found. 

 

If the constraint that intersecting words must contain the same letter in intersecting 

positions is relaxed, then Rule 5 can be reduced to the number of unique alternate 

variables to which a preceding word from the set can be assigned.  Thus it will not be 

known whether a word could be successfully assigned in an alternate slot, simply that it 

exists in the domain of the alternate slot and thus could potentially be assigned. Then it 

is possible to state that:  

 

Rule 6 

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if its position in the set is 

greater than the number of unique alternate domains in which preceding words in the 

set are found +1. 

 

For example if the word “STARTS” is found in the domains of slots 4 & 5 and the word 

“SLANTS” is found in the domain of slots 4, 10 & 22 then the number of unique 

domains equals 4.  Without further inspection this tells us that at least 5 words from the 

set will need to be retained.  If however STARTS and SLANTS are both only found in 

slot 4 then the number of unique domains equals 1 and thus only STARTS and 

SLANTS are required all other words from the set are redundant. 

 

Irrespective of the number of unique alternate domains in which preceding words in the 

set can be assigned, it is known from rule 5 that if a word cannot be assigned 

elsewhere to form a solution then successive words are redundant.  As a consequence 

if a word is not found in any other domain it could not be assigned elsewhere.  

Therefore we can state that: 

 

Rule 7 

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, and given any 

ordering of that set by word score, a word is redundant if any preceding word from the 

set is not found in another domain. 
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If a word is not found in another domain then it could not be assigned to another slot to 

form an optimal solution and thus lower scoring words are redundant.  Where multiple 

words have the same score as the word identified, these alternate words could 

potentially be used in other slots to form an optimal solution.  However they could not 

be substituted in the current slot to produce a solution better than the word that could 

not be assigned elsewhere.  Thus words with the same score are also redundant. 

 

Rule 6 calculates the number of unique alternate domains in which preceding words 

from the set are found.  With the exception of word slots of different length, the only 

case where some words from the set may appear in another domain and not all is 

when a consistency test fails a word because it is required in another slot.  Given large 

lexicon sizes the occurrence of this case becomes less likely.  Thus rather than 

locating each preceding word, a test for the occurrence of a word with the same letters 

in the intersecting positions is likely to produce similar results.  As this test is no longer 

considering actual words the ordering of the domain is no longer of relevance, so long 

as the set is ordered by word score.  Also as the occurrence of a letter pattern is being 

considered and not individual words there is no necessity to identify unique domains.  

As such it can be stated that:   

 

Rule 8 

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, ordered by word 

score, a word is redundant if its position in the set is greater than the number of 

alternate domains that contain words with the same letters and in the same position as 

those in the intersecting cells of the word set +1. 

 

For example, given a word set with an “A” in the 3rd position and an “S” in the 6th 

position corresponding to the intersecting cells.  Then each alternate domain is one 

that contains a word with an “A” in the 3rd position and an “S” in the 6th position.  This 

test does not establish whether any words from the set actually appear in another 

domain.  However this rule allows a potentially quick test to establish if words from the 

set are likely to be found and thus could potentially be assigned to another slot. 

 

If the domains of other variables are ignored completely it can still be stated that: 

 

Rule 9 

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, ordered by word 

score, a word is redundant if its position in the set is greater than the number of 

alternate slots with the same length as words from the set + 1. 
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For example there are 28 alternate slots with the same length as slot 1.  By retaining 

the top 29 words (“STARTS” to “PSALMS”) from the set it can be assured that a word 

can be assigned to slot 1 that has not been used elsewhere.  Therefore words at 

positions 30 and greater are redundant.   

 

In cases such as the test bed problems that have uniform slot lengths, rule 9 can be 

reduced to: 

 

Rule 10 

Given a set of words with the same letters in intersecting positions, ordered by word 

score, a word is redundant if its position in the set is greater than the number of slots in 

the grid. 

 

Application of this rule to a problem with irregular slot lengths would not be invalid.  It 

would simply overestimate the number of words required and thus include words that 

rule 9 would have declared as redundant.   

 

16.3 Redundancy-1 

This section describes a technique described here as redundancy-1.  This technique is 

based on rule 9 above, which states that: Given a set of words with the same letters in 

intersecting positions, ordered by word score, a word is redundant if its position in the 

set is greater than the number of alternate slots with the same length as words from the 

set + 1. 

 

Although basing an implementation on rule 10 would be more efficient for the test bed 

puzzles.  The decision to implement rule 9 was made to provide a more robust 

implementation capable of handling a wider range of problems.  The pseudo code for 

the redundancy-1 technique is presented in figure 16.2 below. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

FOR each variable C DO 

  IF Length(C) > C.IntersectionCount THEN  

    N ← 1 

    FOR each other variable F DO 

      IF Length(C)=Length(F) THEN 

        N ← N + 1 

    FOR each value I in the domain of C DO 

      TestResult[I] ← Unknown  

    FOR each value I in domain of C DO 

      IF TestResult[I] = Unknown THEN 

        TestResult[I] ← Pass 

        Counter ← 1  

        FOR each remaining value J in the domain of C DO 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

 

          IF TestResult[J] = Unknown THEN 

            IF J.IntersectingLetters = I.Intersectingletters THEN 

              Increment Counter 

              IF counter <= N THEN 

                TestResult[J] ← Pass 

              ELSE 

                TestResult[I] ← Fail 

    Remove values that failed       

Figure 16.2 Pseudo Code – RedundancyTest 1 

 

In cases where the number of intersecting cells is equal to the total number of cells in 

the word slot, no redundancies could be identified with respect to this rule.  Thus line 2 

(figure 16.2) omits testing of these word slots.  Lines 3 to 6 calculates the maximum 

number of words form a word set, with the same letters in intersecting cells, that need 

to be retained.  Lines 5 and 6 initialise an array for storing test results.  Lines 9 and 10 

iterate through each possible combination of letters in intersecting cells.  Lines 13 to 19 

mark each successive word with the same letters in intersecting cells up to a count of N 

as having passed.  Finally line 20 removes redundant words from the domain. 

 

The implementation of this technique is presented in figure 16.3 below.    

 

1 

2 

 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

procedure TfrmGenerator.Redundancy_Test_1; 

var testResult: array[1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, aSlotLength, insertionCount, count, i, j: Cardinal; 

    ok: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   begin 

      aSlotLength:=Slot_Length(aSlot); 

      if aSlotLength>Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount then 

      begin 

         insertionCount:=0; 

         for i:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if aSlotLength=Slot_Length(i) then 

         Inc(insertionCount); 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         testResult[i]:=0; 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if testResult[i]=0 then 

         begin 

            count:=1; 

            testResult[i]:=1; 

            if i<DomainCount[0] then 

            for j:=i+1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if testResult[j]=0 then 

            begin 

               ok:=True; 

               for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               ok:=ok and (Words[Domains[0,i]][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]= 

                   Words[Domains[0,j]][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]); 

               if ok then 

               begin 

                  Inc(count); 

                  if count<=insertionCount then 

                  testResult[j]:=1 

                  else 

                  testResult[j]:=2; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

         count:=0; 
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40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if testResult[i]=1 then 

         begin 

            Inc(count); 

            Domains[0,count]:=Domains[0,i]; 

         end; 

         Inc(DRedundancy1Failed,DomainCount[0]-count); 

         DomainCount[0]:=count; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 16.3 Implementation – RedundancyTest 1 

 

Note: line 46 is for reporting purposes only. 

 

16.4 Redundancy-2 

This section describes a technique described here as redundancy-2.  This technique is 

based on rule 8 above, which states that: given a set of words with the same letters in 

intersecting positions, ordered by word score, a word is redundant if its position in the 

set is greater than the number of alternate domains that contain words with the same 

letters and in the same position as those in the intersecting cells of the word set +1. 

 

The pseudo code for the redundancy-2 technique is presented in figure 16.4. 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

 

FOR each variable C DO 

  IF Length(C) > C.IntersectionCount THEN  

    FOR each value I in the domain of C DO 

      TestResult[I] ← Unknown  

    FOR each value I in domain of C DO 

      IF TestResult[I] = Unknown THEN 

        TestResult[I] ← Pass 

        Counter ← 1  

        FOR each remaining value J in the domain of C DO 

          IF TestResult[J] = Unknown THEN   

            IF J.IntersectingLetter = I.intersecting letters THEN  

              IF Counter = 1 THEN 

                N ← 1 

                FOR each other variable F DO 

                  IF a word exists in F.Domain with the same letters  

                    as those in intersecting postions of I THEN               

                    N ← N + 1  

              Increment Counter 

              IF Counter <= N THEN 

                TestResult[J] ← Pass 

              ELSE 

                TestResult[I] ← Fail 

    Remove values that failed       

Figure 16.4 Pseudo Code – Redundancy-2 

 

Many words in a domain will not have any other words in the domain with the same 

letters in intersecting cells.  That is the size of the word’s word set is 1.  Locating a 

word within other domains that have the same letters, in the same position as the word 

sets intersecting cells represents a significant cost (line 15).  As such only when a word 
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set with at least two words is encountered, is the number of alternate domains 

calculated (lines 12 to 16).   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Redundancy_Test_2; 

var testResult: array[1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, aSlotLength, insertionCount, count, i,j,k,l: Cardinal; 

    ok, found: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   begin 

      aSlotLength:=Slot_Length(aSlot); 

      if aSlotLength>Slot[aSlot].IntersectionCount then   

      begin 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         testResult[i]:=0; 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if testResult[i]=0 then 

         begin 

            Application.ProcessMessages; 

            count:=1; 

            testResult[i]:=1; 

            insertionCount:=1; 

            if i<DomainCount[0] then 

            for j:=i+1 to DomainCount[0] do 

            if testResult[j]=0 then 

            begin 

               ok:=True; 

               for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

               ok:=ok and (Words[Domains[0,i]][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]= 

                          Words[Domains[0,j]][Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]); 

               if ok then 

               begin 

                  if count=1 then 

                  begin 

                     for k:=1 to SlotCount do 

                     if (k<>aSlot) and (aSlotLength=Slot_Length(k)) then 

                     begin 

                        found:=False; 

                        l:=1; 

                        while (not found) and (l<=Slot[k].DomainCount[0]) do 

                        begin 

                           ok:=True; 

                           for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

                           ok:=ok and 

                              (Words[Domains[0,i]] 

                                    [Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]= 

                               Words[Slot[k].Domains[0,l]] 

                                    [Intersection[anIntersection].Pos]); 

                           found:=ok; 

                           Inc(l); 

                        end; 

                        if found then 

                        Inc(insertionCount); 

                     end; 

                  end; 

                  Inc(count); 

                  if count<=insertionCount then 

                  testResult[j]:=1 

                  else 

                  testResult[j]:=2; 

               end; 

            end; 

         end; 

         count:=0; 

         for i:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

         if testResult[i]=1 then 

         begin 

            Inc(count); 

            Domains[0,count]:=Domains[0,i]; 

         end; 

         Inc(DRedundancy2Failed,DomainCount[0]-count);  

         DomainCount[0]:=count; 

      end; 
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   end; 

end; 

Figure 16.5 Implementation – Redundancy-2 

 

Note: Line 63 is for reporting purposes only. 
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17 Solution Priming 

Solution-priming techniques seek to form high scoring solutions prior to an exhaustive 

search.  These techniques seek to improve efficiency by improving the effectiveness of 

branch-and-bound techniques to trim the search space earlier in the search process.  

Like consistency pre-processing, the application of solution priming techniques is 

optional within the overall model. 

 

Section 17.1 provides an introduction to solution priming.  Section 17.2 describes a 

node-limited search engine developed specifically for solution priming.  Section 17.3 

describes the use of a repetitive depth first search approach that uses the node-limited 

search engine.  Section 17.4 describes a value selection approach developed during 

this research and also optionally uses the node-limited search engine.    

 

17.1 Introduction 

The objective of solution priming techniques is to reduce the overall time taken to 

determine an optimal solution.  These techniques seek to achieve this by forming high 

scoring solutions in a reasonable time, and thus provide the B&B technique with an 

effective and valid mechanism to trim the search space.   

 

Prior to the formation of a solution, an exhaustive search for an optimal solution is 

similar to that of forming a solution for CPC for which deterministic approaches have 

been found to be problematic (see eg. Ginsberg et al, 1990, and Chapter 15).  In the 

early stages of this research instances were encountered where an exhaustive search 

of even small puzzles could take an exorbitant amount of time to locate the first 

solution.  In contrast when solutions were formed prior to search the entire search 

space could be exhausted in less time than it had previously taken to form a single 

solution.   

 

Instances however were also encountered where an optimal solution was formed very 

early in the exhaustive search process.  In these instances priming the exhaustive 

search with an optimal solution score, had no noticeable impact on the search time.  

Thus any attempt to form high scoring solutions prior to search in these instances 

would be necessarily wasted.  
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Being nondeterministic, the scores generated by solution priming techniques are 

probabilistic.  Prior to an exhaustive search it will not be known when solutions, or the 

optimal solution, will be formed.  Thus the potential benefit derived from the use of 

solution priming techniques is also probabilistic.   

 

Given the probabilistic nature of solution priming techniques and the small number of 

test-bed puzzles examined, this research was extremely limited as to the extent to 

which solution priming techniques could be adequately evaluated.  This limited the 

development of techniques as it could not be reasonably established the extent to 

which efficiency gains were a result of modifications or chance.   Although some 

experimentation was performed with two approaches, the extent to which these are 

comparatively efficient with regards to each other, and to the vast array of established 

techniques remains a question for future research. 

 

The use of solution priming within an overall model and the use of nondeterministic 

approaches, raises two important issues.  The first of these is how much time should 

be given to solution priming techniques.  The second is the effect that solution priming 

will have on the efficiency and relative efficiency of search techniques.    

 

Whilst deterministic approaches have a natural stopping rule (they have exhausted the 

search space), nondeterministic approaches do not.  Thus an arbitrary stopping rule 

must be imposed.  If the rule prematurely terminates the search then only low scoring 

solutions or no solutions may be found.  If the search is allowed to progress too long 

the benefits of forming high scoring solutions will be eroded by the cost of forming 

them.   

 

Imposition of a stopping rule is likely to be dependant on the specific problem instance 

and the search techniques used.  Thus attempting to optimise and tailor a stopping rule 

for a given problem instance becomes problematic as it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

measure the extent that chance has impacted on the results of a single test.   

 

Generic stopping rules based on course predictors may be possible.  It was observed 

that many of these nondeterministic approaches suffer from the law of diminishing 

returns.  That is increasing amounts of time are needed to produce marginally better 

results.  Thus it may be possible to define a cost benefit function for a problem or range 

of problems and hence formulate a stopping rule based on this function.  The 

development of estimation formula for an optimal solution score may also aid in the 

development of a stopping rule.  Research in this direction requires empirical data on 
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which to base formulae.  As such the model was designed to allow for experimentation 

and the collection of performance data.   

 

The other issue faced by this research is that the score obtained prior to search, will 

have an impact on the absolute time to exhaust the search space, and on the relative 

efficiency of search techniques.  For example, with a low or no priming score, effective 

yet costly B&B techniques are likely to take longer to progress through the search tree 

than cheaper less effective techniques.  As the priming score is improved the costly 

techniques are likely to grow in effectiveness and more likely to offset their costs by a 

greater reduction of the search space (see Chapter 7).  Another change that occurs is 

the balance between forward checking and B&B.  When B&B is ineffective the ability of 

forward checking to trim branches that do not contain a solution is important.  As the 

effectiveness of B&B improves, knowledge of whether a partial solution can form a 

solution becomes less important than the knowledge of whether a partial solution can 

form a better solution than one already formed.  Thus the importance of B&B improves 

as the priming score increases.  The score obtained prior to search was also found to 

affect the relative efficiency of variable and value ordering techniques. 

 

17.2 Node-Limited Search Engine  

This section describes a search engine used exclusively during solution priming.  This 

engine is a variant of the X1 search engine, that utilises a node count to limit the 

number of nodes traversed in a partition of the search space.  This engine could be 

used by an iterative approach to deterministically exhaust the search space.  However 

its intended use here is within nondeterministic approaches for solution priming, and 

referred to as the node-limited priming (NLP) search engine.  The usage of this engine 

by the RDFS and Value Selection techniques differ in the search techniques used in 

conjunction with it, and in the number of nodes that are specified for termination.  

These differences are described in following sections. 

 

The pseudo code for the NLP search engine is presented in figure 17.1 below. 
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INITIALISATION 

  Choose search techniques 

  Node_Limit ← Predifined limit 

  Searching ← True 

  Node_Count ← 0 

  Choose Variable to be tested 

  Choose Value from Variable’s domain 

  SEARCH_PARTITION(domain_position) 

   

 

SEARCH_PARTITION (domain_position)  

  assign value to variable 

  Increase Node_Count 
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  increase solution score by score of value 

  filter domains of forward variables 

  INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(2) 

  Restore Domains 

  decrease solution score by score of value 

 

INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain                      

  FOR each value in variables domain DO 

    IF Searching THEN  

      assign value to variable  

      Increase Node_Count 

      IF all variables have been instantiated THEN 

        increase solution score by score of value 

        IF solution score > best score found THEN 

          assign solution score to best score found 

          record solution 

        decrease solution score by score of value 

      ELSE 

        IF Node_Count = Node_Limit THEN 

          Searching ← False 

      ELSE 

        filter domains of forward variables               

        IF value assignment is consistent THEN    

          increase solution score by score of value 

          IF calculated bound > best score found THEN     

            INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

          decrease solution score by score of value 

        remove filter from forward variables                

      remove value assignment to variable 

  return to a prior position in the search              

Figure 17.1 Pseudo Code - Node Limited Search Engine used for Solution Priming 

 

The NLP search engine differs from X1 by the introduction of the NodeCount, 

NodeLimit, and Searching variables.  Prior to search these variables are initialised 

(lines 3-5).  The generic Search Partition procedure that is used by all search engines 

is used to instantiate the primary variable with the chosen value (lines 9-16).  The 

Instantiate Variable procedure continues expansion of nodes within the partition.  

During this process the NodeCount is incremented with the expansion of each node 

(line 23). If the NodeCount reaches the NodeLimit (line 31), then searching of the 

partition is terminated by setting the continue search variable to false (line 32).  Whilst 

the NodeCount remains below the NodeLimit, search progresses in the same way as 

the X1 engine allowing the formation of solutions and exhaustion of the partition. 

 

The implementation of the NLP search engine is presented in figure 17.2 below.  This 

implementation was designed for use with ML domain maintenance, and FC1 to FC4 

forward tracking, and chronological backtracking.  Implementation of this engine for 

other systems of domain maintenance, forward tracking, and backtracking remain a 

task for continued research.   

 

The reason for implementing the ML version was that at the time of development of 

solution priming techniques, ML was deemed to be more efficient.  However as 
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described in prior chapters the use of SL1 with FC11 provides good results when used 

in conjunction with BB11.  As such an implementation of NLP supporting these other 

search techniques is likely to be beneficial. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_NLP_ML_Intersecting 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var tempFilters: array[1..MaxWordLength] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, anIntersection, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if Searching and (not Used[Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]]) and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[FilterCount,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      if NodeCount>=NodeLimit then 

      Searching:=False 

      else 

      begin 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         tempFilters[anIntersection]:= 

            Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_NLP_ML_Intersecting(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for anIntersection:=1 to IntersectionCount do 

         Slot[Intersection[anIntersection].Islot].FilterCount:= 

            tempFilters[anIntersection]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end;  

 

Figure 17.2 Pseudo Code for Node Limited Search  

 

 

17.3 Repetitive Depth First Search 

This section describes a search technique based on the Repetitive Depth First Search 

approach (RDFS).  RDFS is a repetitive process of expanding nodes children prior to 

its siblings coinciding with the DFS approach, however upon reaching a specified 

goal(s) RDFS will terminate the search and repeat the process expanding the child 
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nodes of a sibling.  RDFS exhibits similarities to other non-systematic search 

approaches such as iterative sampling (Langley, 1992), and limited discrepancy search 

(Harvey & Ginsberg (1995).  

 

An early version of the RDFS technique terminated the search upon formation of a 

solution.  However this was found to be problematic for the following reasons.  The first 

reason is that prior to any solutions being found RDFS will behave similarly to DFS in 

that it may take an exorbitant amount of time to locate a solution.  Secondly, it was 

recognised from observation of the exhaustive search engine that upon formation of a 

solution that a succession of better, albeit similar, higher scoring solutions typically 

followed within a short period of time.  Terminating the search of a partition upon 

formation of a solution would necessarily miss these additional solutions.  As a 

consequence, the goal of forming a solution was replaced by a node limit.  Such that 

upon expansion of a predefined number of nodes, the search would be terminated and 

a new partition searched.  This variant is referred to as node-limited repetitive depth 

first search. 

 

The use of the node limit overcame the potential for a bad path to be chosen and the 

search taking huge amounts of time to find a solution.  Once the node limit is reached 

the search of a new partition commences, thus improving the probability that a solution 

will be found in a reasonable time.  It also allows the search to progress after locating a 

solution, thus potentially allowing for the identification of similar but higher scoring 

solutions.  

   

Despite the benefits associated with using a node limit it introduced the fundamental 

problem of what was an appropriate node limit for a given problem, and how can the 

process of choosing a node limit be automated.  At this stage in the research no 

attempt to automate the process has been made, the computer model has been 

designed to allow for human input to specify the node limit, thus allowing for 

experimentation.  Trials of this technique indicate that solutions are typically formed 

within a small number of node expansions (<1000).  Setting the node limit just above 

the number of nodes at which solutions are found on average was found to be useful.   

 

A similar and unresolved question is how many repetitions should be attempted.  The 

more time RDFS is allowed to run the more likely it is to form higher scoring solutions, 

but the greater its costs.  Again, at this stage in the research no attempt to automate 

the decision of how many repetitions to perform has been made, the computer model 

has been designed to allow for human input to specify the number of repetitions, thus 
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allowing for experimentation.  Trials indicate that this technique suffers from the law of 

diminishing returns, such that increasing amounts of time are required to produce 

marginally better outcomes.  Of course once an optimal solution has been formed then 

continued repetitions are pointless.  The problem being that it will not be known if a 

solution is optimal.  Certainly more experimentation is required to develop heuristics for 

choosing a stopping rule.  The development of estimation formula for optimal scores is 

also likely to provide benefits in choosing when to stop repetitions. 

 

The implementation of the outer loop of this approach is presented in figure 17.3 below.  

The NLP search engine described in the prior section is used for searching partitions.  

In addition this search engine is supported by the search techniques described in 

chapters 7 to 11.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Tree_RDFS(aSearchEngine: TSearchEngine; 

                                         maxTrials: Cardinal;  

                                         randomStart: Boolean); 

var trial, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(aSearchEngine); 

      if RandomStart or (aSearchEngine.ValueOrder=2) then 

      Randomize; 

      Display_Search_Started; 

      for trial:=1 to maxTrials do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         if randomStart then 

         StartingSlot:=Random(SlotCount)+1; 

         domainPos:=Random(Slot[StartingSlot].DomainCount[0])+1; 

         Display_Search_Word_Started(StartingSlot,domainPos,False); 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         Searching:=True; 

         NodeCount:=0; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 17.3 Implementation – Search Tree RDFS 

 

The following describes the implementation of the “Search Tree RDFS” procedure.  

The procedure is passed details of the search techniques to be used, the number of 

partitions to be searched, and whether the primary slot is to be chosen randomly or as 

per the primary slot technique of the search engine (line 1).  “Assign Search 

Techniques” (line 6) assigns the appropriate method pointers, chooses a primary slot 

and orders values in the domain of the primary slot.  If a random primary variable or 

random value ordering is used the random generator is initialised (line 7 & 8).  Line 10 

initiates a loop for the number of trials to be performed.  Lines 13 & 14 choose a 

random primary variable, if one is to be used.  Irrespective of the value ordering used 

the partition searched is always rooted by the primary variable and a random value 
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from its domain (line 15).  Lines 18 & 19 initialise the global variables “Searching” and 

“NodeCount” that are used by the node limited search engine (see chapter 3).  Line 20 

searches the partition rooted by the primary variable and the domain value.  Searching 

of the partition uses the node limited search engine described in the prior section. 

 

 

17.4 Value Selection 

This section describes a search approach called Value Selection.   Value selection was 

initially developed within the “Evaluation Model” (Part 3) and adapted for use within the 

tree search model.    

 

As will be described further in part 3, the value selection approach involves three major 

processes.  The first process involves using a heuristic to rank values based on the 

ability of the value to form high scoring solutions.  The second process involves 

choosing a selection of values from the ranked list that are likely to form high scoring 

solutions, or conversely removing values that are deemed unlikely to form high scoring 

solutions.  The third process involves searching the minimised search space for high 

scoring solutions.  Due to values being removed from domains during the selection 

process, the values in domains are recorded prior to value selection such that they can 

be restored upon completion and prior to an exhaustive search. 

 

Although all values may be capable of forming a solution prior to the selection process, 

values will not necessarily be consistent after domains are reduced.  Within the 

reduced search space an optimal solution or indeed any solution may not exist.  The 

effectiveness of the value selection technique to form high scoring solutions and the 

efficiency with which those solutions are formed is dependent on the number of values 

from each domain that are selected, and the technique used for selecting values.   

Increases to the number of values from each domain included in the selection is likely 

to lead to the existence of more and higher scoring solutions.  However it is also likely 

to increase the time taken to locate solutions. 

 

Three techniques were experimented with for the ranking process: word score, 

assignment frequency, and a combination of assignment frequency and word score.  

No heuristics have as yet been developed for choosing a selection size.  The current 

model relies on human input to allow for experimentation.  For the search process, two 
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search engines were experimented with, the X1 search engine (chapter 5) and the NLP 

search engine described above.   

 

The following describes the implementation of the value selection approach, the three 

techniques for ranking values, the selection process, and the process of searching the 

resultant search space.  The value selection approach uses the same domain structure 

and supporting search techniques such as forward tracking and variable ordering that 

are used during an exhaustive search.  The process of saving and restoring domain 

values is performed by the procedures “Save Domains” and “Load Saved Domains” 

which are called from the “Solution Priming” procedure (refer to the source code for 

implementations of these procedures).  “Solution Priming then calls the “Solution 

Priming Value Selection” procedure (Figure 17.4).  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Priming_Value_Selection; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      Display_Solution_Priming_Value_Selection_Started; 

      Load_Selection(IspSelectionType,IspSelectionSize,IspSelectionConfidence); 

      Search_Tree_NLDFS; 

      Display_Solution_Priming_Value_Selection_Completed; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 17.4 Implementation – Value Selection 

 

The value selection procedure selects values based on the ranking technique chosen 

(line 7) and searches the resultant search space (line 8).  The reason that the saving 

and loading of domains occurs within the calling procedure is that value selection is 

also used by the evaluation model, that performs additional processing in between the 

saving and loading of the domains.  The following describes the selection process.  

Load Selection (Figure 17.5) calls the technique for selecting values based on the 

parameter set for the selection type.     
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Load_Selection(selectionType, nWords, confidence: 

                                       Cardinal); 

begin 

   case selectionType of 

      1: Load_Selection_Top_Scoring_Words(nWords); 

      2: Load_Selection_Top_Ranked_Words(nWords,confidence); 

      3: Load_Selection_Top_Ranked_And_Scoring_Words(nWords,confidence); 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 17.5 Implementation – Load Selection 
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Word Score 

Although the best solutions produced for the full lexicon test bed puzzles contain words 

that might be considered to be low scoring, the vast majority of the words contained in 

these solutions reside in the top 20% of the lexicon when ordered by word score.  

Certainly the probability that a high scoring word will appear in an optimal solution is 

much greater than that of a low scoring word.  Thus word score was perceived to offer 

a potentially good technique for ranking values.   

 

Harris also experimented with reduced domain sizes in an attempt to form high scoring 

solutions in a reasonable time (personal contact).  It was observed from his research 

that the best solution reported for GW3 was achieved by performing a deterministic 

search after reducing the domains to the top 200 scoring words.  Although Harris did 

not exhaust this reduced search space, the techniques presented here, and advances 

to computer hardware, allow for problems of this size to be solved more efficiently.  

More importantly it has been found that the time taken to exhaust a problem can be 

improved by first solving the problem with the domain sizes reduced.   

 

The implementation of this selection process is presented in figure 17.6 below. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Load_Selection_Top_Scoring_Words(nWords: Cardinal); 

var aSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if (DomainCount[0]>nWords) and generate then 

   begin 

      Sort_Domain_By_Lexicon_Position(aSlot); 

      DomainCount[0]:=nWords; 

      Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   end; 

   Arc_Consistency(False); 

   Display_Loading_Selection_Score(nWords); 

end; 

Figure 17.6 Implementation – Load Selection Top Scoring Words 

 

The “Load Selection Top Scoring Words” procedure reduces the domain size of all 

slots to the top scoring nWords in the domain (where nWords is currently an input 

value).  Line 5 initiates a loop to process each slot in the grid.  Line 7 checks that the 

current domain size is greater than nWords.  If it is not then there is no need to reduce 

the domain.  Line 9 Sorts the words in the domain by their position in the lexicon (which 

is sorted by word score), this is to ensure that irrespective of the current sorting of 

words, that the same words will always be chosen in the selection process.  This is for 

benchmarking purposes sorting by word score would be more efficient.  This is also to 

allow for the use of the SL1 domain maintenance technique, in a pure ML model no 

sorting would be necessary as the words in all domains would be sorted by word score.  
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The number of words in the domain is then reduced to nWords (line 10).  The order 

that values appear in the domain is then restored to their original order (line 11).  This 

has to do with the implementation being shared with the evaluation model, for solution 

priming, the search process applied after the selection process also performs this.  

After the domains of all slots have been reduced, an arc consistency test is performed 

to remove inconsistencies from the newly defined search space.  

 

Assignment Frequency 

The following describes the assignment frequency technique for ranking values.  This 

technique was originally developed for the evaluation model.  It was recognised 

however that the technique could be adapted to collect and use frequency data from 

solution testing.  This technique and the following frequency and word score technique 

are only applicable if solution testing is performed prior to solution priming.   

 

During solution testing a record is kept of the number of times each value is assigned 

to a variable to form a solution.  This effectively builds a frequency distribution for each 

variable of values used to form solutions.  During the selection process the distribution 

is sorted from highest to lowest and values assigned more frequently included in the 

selection. 

 

The effectiveness of this technique to form high scoring solutions is dependant on the 

order that words are placed during solution testing.  If word score is used to order 

values during solution testing, then high scoring words will be more likely to be 

frequently assigned and included in the selection.  Trials indicate that using word score 

as a method of value ordering during solution testing improves the solution scores 

obtained by value selection, when compared to other value ordering techniques such 

as random, or largest intersecting domains.  Thus a trade off exists between, the extra 

time added to the solution test from ordering values by word score, and the benefits of 

forming higher scoring solutions by the value selection technique.  Trials indicate that 

this is a profitable trade.  

 

If high scoring words are likely to be assigned more frequently, and thus chosen in the 

selection, the obvious question is how this technique differs from simply choosing a 

selection of high scoring words? It could be argued that the words chosen represent 

high scoring words that can form solutions.  However, as solution testing removes 

words that cannot form a solution this is not entirely the case.  The important factor in 

using assignment frequency is that it selects predominately high scoring words, and 

those lesser scoring words in certain domains that allow high scoring words from other 
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domains to form a solution.  That is, although each word is known to be capable of 

forming a solution, this solution will at times require the use of low scoring words thus 

selecting only high scoring words may result in no solutions being formed.  For 

example on puzzle GW3 selecting less than 170 of the top scoring words from each 

domain would result in no solutions being formed.  However when using assignment 

frequency selection of as few as 30 words has been found to allow solutions to be 

formed. 

 

An observed deficiency with the use of assignment frequency is that it currently 

increments each value in a solution by one each time it used to form a solution, 

irrespective of how good that solution is.  Thus values assigned to low scoring solutions 

receive equal weighting to those used to form good solutions.  Thus a potential, 

although as yet unattempted, refinement would by to weight the increment of values 

based on the solution score obtained.  Thus, potentially improving the ranking process, 

and especially when used with techniques such as random value ordering, that were 

found to be efficient for performing solution testing.  

 

Implementation 

The following describes the implementation of this technique.  During solution testing 

when a solution is formed, the words assigned to each slot are recorded in the 

Rankings array, which is an array [1..MaxSlots, 1..MaxWords] of cardinal.  This array is 

initialised to zero at commencement of solution testing.  When a solution is formed the 

position in the array corresponding to the Slot ID and Word ID is incremented by one 

for each word in the solution.  This is performed by the “Solution Test Update Passed” 

procedure (figure 15.7).      

 

Figure 17.7 presents the “Load Selection Top Ranked Words” procedure.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Load_Selection_Top_Ranked_Words(nWords, confidence: 

                                                        Cardinal); 

var aSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if (DomainCount[0]>nWords) and Generate then 

   begin 

      Sort_Domain_By_Rank(aSlot); 

      if (confidence=0) or  

         ((confidence<=DomainCount[0]) and 

          (Rankings[aSlot,Domains[0,confidence]]>0)) then 

      DomainCount[0]:=nWords; 

      Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   end; 

   Arc_Consistency(False); 

   Display_Loading_Selection_Ranked(nwords); 

end; 
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Figure 17.7 Implementation – Load Selection Top Ranked Words 

 

The parameters passed to this procedure are nWords, which represents then number 

of words to be included in the selection, and confidence, which is applicable to the 

evaluation model, for tree search confidence is set to 0.  The difference between the 

word score procedure and the frequency technique occurs on line 9 where words are 

sorted by rank.  

 

In comparison to the word score technique, selecting values based on assignment 

frequency tends to improve the consistency of values within the resultant search space.  

For a given selection size, the probability that values are consistent, and the probability 

that solution exists, was found to be higher.  A benefit of this is that smaller selection 

sizes can be used.  A negative aspect is that due to the increased consistency of 

values, the search space is likely to take longer to search.   

 

 

Frequency and Word Score 

It was observed that in certain instances known high scoring words that could be used 

in a particular slot to form high scoring solutions were at times moved down the rank 

due to the letters in the intersecting cells occurring less frequently in words contained in 

intersecting slots.  If the word is moved down the rank sufficiently it will not be included 

in the selection.  For example a word with a Q in an intersecting cell may be a high 

scoring word and a good choice for a particular slot but the frequency with which it is 

used is likely to be low.  By including in the selection both frequently assigned and high 

scoring words alleviates this problem.   

 

The Frequency and word score technique chooses a selection of the top N frequently 

occurring words and then adds to this the top N scoring words.  Quite often words will 

belong to both sets, however for a given selection size N the number words contained 

in the selection is potentially doubled.  Thus to minimise the time taken to search the 

newly defined problem the value for N should be less than that chosen for the 

frequency or word score techniques described above. 

 

The implementation of the frequency and word score technique is presented in figure 

17.8.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Load_Selection_Top_Ranked_And_Scoring_Words(nWords, 

                                                           confidence: Cardinal); 

var tempDomain: array[1..MaxDomain] of Cardinal; 
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    aSlot, tempCount, domainPos, j: Cardinal; 

    found: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   with Slot[aSlot] do 

   if (DomainCount[0]>nWords) and Generate then 

   begin 

      Sort_Domain_By_Rank(aSlot); 

      if (confidence=0) or 

         ((confidence<=DomainCount[0]) and 

          (Rankings[aSlot,Domains[0,confidence]]>0)) then 

      begin 

         tempCount:=0; 

         for domainPos:=1 to nWords do 

         if Rankings[aSlot,Domains[0,domainPos]]>0 then 

         begin 

            Inc(tempCount); 

            tempDomain[tempCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

         end; 

         Sort_Domain_By_Lexicon_Position(aSlot); 

         for domainPos:=1 to nWords do 

         begin 

            found:=False; 

            j:=1; 

            while (j<=tempCount) and not found do 

            if (tempDomain[j]=Domains[0,domainPos]) then 

            Found:=True 

            else 

            Inc(j); 

            if not found then 

            begin 

               Inc(tempCount); 

               tempDomain[tempCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

            end; 

         end; 

         for domainPos:=1 to TempCount do 

         Domains[0,domainPos]:=TempDomain[domainPos]; 

         DomainCount[0]:=TempCount; 

      end; 

      Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   end; 

   Arc_Consistency(False); 

   Display_Loading_Selection_Ranked_And_Score(nwords); 

end; 

Figure 17.8 Implementation – Load Selection Top Ranked & Scoring Words 

 

To enable both frequently occurring and high scoring words to be included in the 

selection a temporary domain is created and the selected words added to it.  Words 

added to the temporary domain are then copied back to the actual domain.  Line 11 

sorts the actual domain by the frequency that words were used during solution testing.  

Lines 14 to 20 then add the top nWords frequently occurring words to the temporary 

domain.  The actual domain is then sorted by lexicon position (line 21).  Lines 22 to 36 

then add the top nWords scoring words to the temporary domain if they have not 

already been added.  Lines 37 to 39 replace words in the actual domain with words in 

the temporary domain.  Line 41 sorts the words in the actual domain in preparation for 

searching.  Line 43 performs an arc consistency test to remove inconsistencies from 

the new search space. 

 

Search 
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Having reduced the domain sizes the next process is to search the resultant space.  

Two search engines were experimented with, the deterministic X1 search engine, and 

the nondeterministic NLP search engine.  To initiate this search the “Search Tree 

NLDFS” is used irrespective of the search engine.  The implementation of this 

approach is almost identical to the DFS approach described above, with the addition of 

two lines to initialise the global variables “NodeCount” and “Searching” Lines 15 & 16.  

The implementation is presented in figure 17.9. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Tree_NLDFS; 

var domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(IspSearch); 

      Display_Search_Started; 

      score:=0; 

      with Slot[StartingSlot] do 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         Display_Search_Word_Started(StartingSlot,domainPos,True); 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         NodeCount:=0; 

         Searching:=True; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 17.9 Implementation – Search Tree NLDFS 

 

The fundamental problem with value selection is choosing how many values from each 

domain should be included in the selection.  Choosing too few will result in no solutions 

being formed, choosing too many will increase the time expended thus undermining 

any benefits.  At this point in time the value selection technique is still very much in the 

experimental phase with far more experimentation needed to automate the process of 

choosing a selection size. 

 

Results tend to indicate that for the test bed puzzles with reduced domain sizes, that 

selection sizes in the range 10 to 30 % provide good results.  When the full lexicon of 

2466 words is used, then the selection size is lowered to 5 to 15 % of the original 

domain size.  The higher the constraint density of a problem the larger the selection 

needs to be.    
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Part 3 - Evaluation Model 
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Chapter 18 - Evaluation Model Introduction 

This part presents a novel holistic approach focusing on the evaluation of domain 

values.  Central to the evaluation process is the ability to identify suboptimal values 

such that they can be removed from their domain and to identify values that can be 

used to form optimal solutions.  While utilising many existing techniques, including 

many of those listed in part 2 of this thesis, the evaluation of domain values is a 

departure from the more traditional approaches that are focused on searching for 

solutions.   

 

Unlike search models that have undergone decades of refinement by various 

researchers and during the course of this research, the evaluation model evolved from 

observations made during the course of this research.  Consequently, the approach, 

algorithms and implementations described in this part are necessarily in the early 

stages of experimental development.   

 

Initial trials of the evaluation model showed it to be effective at reducing the search 

space, and competitive with the search approach (part 2).  Given a good selection of 

techniques it frequently achieved significantly better times than the search model.  

These initial trials however were conducted using what are now considered to be less 

than efficient search techniques, such as FC3 forward tracking, FC5 branch-and-

bound, and smallest remaining domain variable order.  It was envisaged that 

improvements to these supporting search techniques would improve the efficiency of 

both models.   

 

During the evolutionary and experimental development of the evaluation model it was 

recognised that techniques developed for the evaluation model could potentially be 

used within the search model.  For example an adaptation of the depth and/or node 

limited search engine used for the removal of suboptimal values was perceived to be 

potentially useful to provide an efficient means of solution testing within the tree search 

model.  The solution priming technique of value selection was also seen as potentially 

useful to the search model.   

 

Attempting to benchmark the efficiency of search techniques within the search model 

was, as reported in part 2, troublesome at best.  Attempting to benchmark and refine 

techniques within the more complex evaluation model was absurdly difficult.  As a 

result research returned to the search model to apply concepts and techniques 
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developed for the evaluation model and continue development of search techniques 

shared by both models.  During this stage of the research many new techniques such 

as FC11 forward tracking and BB11 branch-and-bound were developed. 

 

The empirical trials and results reported in appendix 1 represent what are effectively 

initial trials of the evaluation model using a new set of supporting search techniques 

developed within the search model.  Results from these trials indicate that these new 

techniques were of benefit to both models, however of far greater benefit to the search 

model, shifting the comparative efficiency firmly in its favour.  Certainly more testing is 

required to adequately ascertain suitable techniques, and strategies using these 

techniques within the evaluation model, before the viability of the evaluation model can 

be fairly assessed.  Updating of techniques within the evaluation model based on 

lessons learnt from continued research into the search model also remains a task for 

future research.  However, results currently indicate that when a good selection of 

search techniques is used within the tree search model that it is more efficient than the 

evaluation model. 

 

This chapter provides an introduction to the evaluation model, the principles on which it 

is based, and how it might be applied.  The following chapter (19) describes a set of 

techniques and initial attempts to implement these within the confines of a complete 

approach for determining an optimal solution.  Chapter 20 describes a nondeterministic 

variant of the evaluation approach with the focus of forming high scoring solutions in a 

reasonable time.  Results from empirical trials of these techniques on the test-bed 

puzzles are presented in Appendices A1.13 and A1.14. 

 

It should be noted that much of the discussion in the following chapters is based on 

research conducted using less than efficient supporting search techniques.  As such 

what was found using these techniques, and the strategies advocated, may no longer 

be applicable.   

 

18.1 An Evaluation Approach 

An evaluation approach may be stated as: any approach that iteratively evaluates 

values across multiple domains, with the intent of removing suboptimal values, and 

identifying values with the potential to form high scoring solutions, and using those 

values identified to form solutions. 
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The search space of the evaluation model is represented by the problems’ domain 

values.  Exhaustion of the search space involves determining that the assignment of 

any value could not lead to the formation of a solution better than one that is already 

known.  As each value is determined to be suboptimal to the best known score it can 

be removed from its domain.  The removal of all values from a domain will result in 

exhaustion of the search space.  Having exhausted this space it will be known that the 

best solution formed is optimal.   

 

This process of exhausting the search space is consistent with a domain reduction 

strategy.  In order to determine suboptimal values solutions must be formed.  Rather 

than searching for solutions, solutions are constructed by identifying values that are 

capable, or at least potentially capable of forming optimal solutions, and using these to 

form solutions.  This process is represented diagrammatically in figure 18.1. 

 

 

Figure 18.1 Evaluation Model: an iterative process of evaluating values and solution 

formation. 

 

As depicted in figure 18.1, from the problem’s domain values, a selection of potentially 

good values is identified, from this selection solutions are formed, as higher scoring 
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solutions are formed suboptimal values can be identified and removed from their 

domain, the removal of values reduces domain sizes, which in turn enhances the ability 

to identify good values.  Most importantly the evaluation process is iterative.   

 

The evaluation model contains 3 core processes, the removal of suboptimal values, the 

identification of good values, and solution formation.  Each of these is described 

further. 

 

Removal of suboptimal values 

A suboptimal value is defined as a value incapable of participating in a solution better 

than one already formed.  Having formed an optimal solution all values are suboptimal 

to this solution.  Thus once an optimal solution has been formed all values can be 

removed from domains.  Although some values can be removed through consistency 

and redundancy checking prior to forming solutions, the majority of values will only be 

able to be determined to be suboptimal as the solution score approaches and finally 

equals the optimal solution score.  

  

Identification of good values 

Although a value can be determined to be suboptimal, determining values capable of 

forming an optimal solution is much more difficult.  As a consequence the level of 

determinism is relaxed to identifying “good” values with the potential to form high 

scoring or indeed optimal solutions.  In this process a selection of values from each 

domain is compiled.  This process is enhanced by the reduction of domain values 

during the iterative process and by the formation of high scoring solutions. 

 

Solution formation 

Solution formation attempts to construct solutions from the selection of potentially good 

values from each domain.  Theoretically, having selected potentially good values, any 

deterministic or nondeterministic solution generator may be used for this process.   

 

18.2 Approach Impetus 

This section describes the impetus for the evaluation approach.  The purpose of this 

section is to describe the research process.  Importantly it highlights observations and 

research decisions that could be interpreted by readers quite differently and lead to 

further developments.  
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The primary reason for attempting to develop a new approach is due to the time 

complexity of tree spanning approaches.  These approaches traverse a tree structure 

in search of a solution; compare each new solution with prior solutions; record the new 

solution if it is better than prior solutions; and then continue the search for solutions.  

Thus the focus of tree spanning approaches is on locating and comparing solutions.  

The fundamental problem with tree spanning approaches is that because the size of 

the search space grows exponentially with the size of the problems inputs the search 

space becomes too vast and there becomes too many solutions to evaluate in any 

reasonable amount of time. 

 

Central to an optimisation problem is the notion that some solutions are more desirable 

than others based on a set of criteria.  In the case of Go-Words a solution score is 

based on the sum of the values contained within a solution.  Thus some values may be 

viewed as more desirable than others.  Those that can form an optimal solution can be 

considered as highly desirable.  The question is how these might be identified?  

 

In addition to the recognition of this fundamental problem of search inefficiency, a 

number of potentially useful observations were made during execution of a tree search.  

The first observation came from considering the search space as a set of partitions or 

sub-trees emanating from each value of its primary domain.  Having primed a search 

with the known optimal score for the problem, the time taken to search each of these 

partitions or sub-trees was noted.  It was observed that sub-trees emanating from 

values whose assignment were known to produce optimal or high scoring solutions 

took a greater time to search than other partitions.  It was also observed that the 

search typically progressed deeper into the sub-trees when good or optimal values 

were assigned to the primary domain. 

 

It was also observed that many values, although consistent with the problems 

constraints, would be repeatedly assigned to a variable deeper in the search tree, only 

for the search to be terminated after a few more assignments because the branching 

algorithm had determined that no good solution was possible down the current path.  

Other values when assigned to the same variable were observed to allow the search to 

proceed much deeper before the search was terminated and backtracking 

commenced.  It was also observed that the values that allowed for deeper progression 

of the search were often found in known high scoring solutions.   

 

Over time, through experience, and repeated observation, it became apparent which 

values could be considered as poor or good from a particular domain.  To an extent 
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this was due to the benefit of hindsight, the optimal solutions and many other high 

scoring solutions being known. 

 

Nonetheless these observations supported the existence of relationships between 

search time and value potential and between search depth and value potential.  These 

relationships also tended to indicate that whilst poor values may be determined to be 

suboptimal quickly, determination of optimal values is much more difficult.  This 

highlights a problem with approaches focused on searching for solutions.  If the search 

is directed towards potentially high scoring solutions, as is likely the case, considerable 

time may be spent finding a good but suboptimal local maximum before progressing.  

 

A limitation of these empirically observed and determined relationships is that in order 

to measure either the depth, or time taken, the search needs to have taken place.  So it 

was questioned how these observations could be useful in guiding the search after the 

fact?   

 

With consideration of a tree spanning approach, each value from the primary domain 

will only be assigned once.  Removing the value after the search of its partition will only 

be useful when it is the highest scoring word in the domain in this case the bound 

calculation of a blank grid will be less and have the potential of terminating the search.  

This however is likely to be a rare occurrence although supports ordering values by 

word score and removing the value from the domain once the search of its sub-tree is 

complete.  Searching a partition and removing the value from the primary domain 

however will typically only reduce the total search time by a factor equal to the time 

taken to search the partition. Thus the relationship of depth or time is unlikely to be 

helpful for traditional tree spanning approaches. 

 

Other or secondary domains are a different story.  Whilst each value from the primary 

domain will be placed only once during the total search, values in secondary domains 

will frequently be assigned multiple times.  Measurement of the search depth or the 

time taken to search the sub-tree of a value from a secondary domain may aid in the 

repeated assignment of values from that domain.  Removal of values from secondary 

domains can reduce the total search time.  Examples of this are the arc consistency 

test and solution tests, described in part 2, that remove values from secondary 

domains prior to search.   

 

With consideration of the relationship between a values potential and the search time 

or depth, a research decision was made:   
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Stop evaluating solutions, and focus on evaluating values. 

 

Rather than searching the solution space for an optimal solution, shift the focus to 

constructing one by identifying and using values that can form one.  Rather than 

attempting to exhaustively search an exponential tree structure, define the search 

space as the values in the domains.  When all values in a domain have been 

determined as not being able to form a solution better than one that has already been 

found, then the search space is exhausted, and the optimal solution will have been 

found. 

 

Having defined the search space, as the problems domain values, if a technique of 

determining suboptimal values can be found that operates in polynomial time then 

increases to the size of the problem would result in only a polynomial time expansion.  

That said there is nothing to suggest that one exists or might exist.  However focusing 

on the evaluation of domain values offered a different way of looking at the problem 

that was perceived to have potential for success. 

 

Having noted that the search time for good values was typically greater than for poor 

values. An iterative strategy was adopted that identified and removed values that could 

be quickly determined to be suboptimal and retained potentially better values till later 

when the domain sizes were smaller. 

 

An initial attempt at implementing this strategy used a repetitive DFS with a time limiter 

similar to that described for the RDFS solution priming technique described in part 2.  

This involved assigning a value to a variable and then attempting to exhaust the 

partition.  The time limiter was used to terminate the search on expiration of an 

arbitrary period.  This allowed for the generation of solutions within the limits of the time 

interval.  If the partition was exhausted within the time period the value was determined 

to be suboptimal and could be removed from its domain.  If the timer expired then the 

value was judged to be too difficult to evaluate at the moment and was thus retained in 

its domain for later evaluation.  An evaluation run consisted of testing each value in 

each domain.  Runs were repeated until the search space was exhausted. 

 

Trials of this implementation revealed that it operated effectively, given a long enough 

time interval.  Poor values were removed first and better values were left until later. An 

optimal solution for a puzzle was produced and all values from each domain were 
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removed.  In comparative terms though this method took far more time on the smaller 

test-bed puzzles than implementations using the search model. 

 

The biggest problem appeared to be the amount of time expended evaluating good 

values.  A second problem was the question as to what is an appropriate time limit, 

given more time it was likely that more values would fail evaluation sooner and that 

more or better solutions would be generated sooner, however a larger time period was 

spent evaluating good values thus increasing the amount of wasted time.  It was 

observed that the evaluation and removal of values appeared to aid further evaluation 

of values.  However increasing amounts of time were required to exhaust the search 

space of a partition and remove subsequent values.  This was due to the fact that with 

each iteration the percentage of good values remaining in domains was higher, that is 

the ability of these values to form high scoring solutions was better.  As a result the 

B&B technique was less able to implicitly trim nodes from the partition rooted by the 

value.  The technique was refined such that the time limit was increased with each 

iteration.  This had the effect of progressively increasing the difficulty of evaluations.  

This improved its efficiency although it was still relatively inefficient.   

 

A problem with the time-limited technique was that it was device dependent.  As the 

implementation was transported from one computer to another the time limit needed to 

be adjusted, to cater for changes in processing speed.  

 

A second attempt at implementing the approach was made by replacing the time limit 

with a depth limit.  If the search of a value’s partition could reach a specified depth then 

the value was deemed to be too difficult to evaluate and retained for later evaluation, if 

it could not reach the depth then the partition was exhausted, and thus the value was 

removed from its domain.  This method had the advantage that good values would 

often pass the evaluation test very quickly thus wasting less time than the time limited 

approach.  However, the depth-limited technique did not allow for solutions to be 

formed.  In order to operate this technique needed to be primed in some way.  Early 

trials used the score obtained during solution testing or were manually primed with a 

good score that was known to be achievable to test the viability of this technique.   

 

It was recognised that those values that had passed the evaluation and been deemed 

as too difficult to currently evaluate further were potentially good candidates for 

constructing solutions.  More importantly, it was observed that the values used in other 

domains to construct the partial solution were also potentially useful.  A technique was 

then implemented that recorded the values from each domain that had been used to 
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pass the depth-limited evaluation.  Upon evaluating each value from each domain, a 

selection of values that were used frequently to form partial solutions, were then used 

to construct solutions from.    

 

This process evolved in part from the way human’s deal with complex combinatorial 

problems.  As humans cannot process large numbers of permutations they 

discriminate.  That is, they limit the permutations by limiting their options based on at 

times arbitrary or incomplete information.  When faced with problems of the size 

examined, computers also have difficulties processing the number of permutations in a 

reasonable time.  In choosing a selection of potentially good values it will not be known 

whether these can actually form an optimal solution, or indeed a solution better than 

one formed.  But by choosing a selection of values based on criteria such as 

assignment frequency, word score, or some other heuristic, reduces the permutations 

allowing a computer to form solutions in a reasonable time. 

 

Results from early attempts to construct solutions from frequently assigned values 

were positive with this technique producing high scoring and at times optimal solutions 

after only one or two iterations.  It also frequently produced these scores in far less 

time than attempts using implementations based on the tree search approach, or 

solution priming techniques such as RDFS (Part 2).  Whilst these early trials were far 

from conclusive they certainly offered support for the theory that focusing on the 

evaluation of domain values could produce good solutions and enhance the reduction 

of the search space.  

 

In contrast to the time-limited approach, the depth-limited approach would frequently 

pass good values in a short period of time, but expend large periods of time exhausting 

the search space of a partition that failed to reach the depth limit.  As a consequence a 

depth and node limited approach was adopted.  The depth and node limited technique 

terminated the evaluation upon a specified depth being reached or upon expansion of a 

specified number of nodes.  With each iteration the depth and node limits were 

increased until the maximum depth was reached.  Upon reaching the maximum depth 

the depth and node limits were removed thus ensuring that the search space of each 

partition was exhausted.  The depth and node limited evaluation engine is described 

further in the following chapter. 

 

It was observed that upon reaching a particular depth eg. 60%, which varied for each 

puzzle, that only a small set of good values would be left in domains.  Subsequent 

increases to the depth limit would typically only remove a few of these values despite 
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taking an increasing amount of time on each evaluation.  For example a word capable 

of forming an optimal solution would be evaluated at a depth of 16, 20, and so on.  

Only when the depth approached the maximum depth, could it be determined that the 

value was suboptimal.  In response to this observation, having reached a specified 

depth, the iterative process was terminated, and a final evaluation at the maximum 

depth with the depth and node limits removed was performed.   This final evaluation is 

equivalent to an exhaustive search using the tree search model, albeit on significantly 

reduced domain sizes.  

 

Trials of this technique, in certain instances, were more efficient than implementations 

based on the tree search model.  However in other instances it was not as efficient.  

The results would appear to be influenced by the properties of the test bed puzzle, and 

the parameters specified for the evaluation model.   

 

Although the question of what is an appropriate depth limit and node limit for each 

evaluation remains, experimentation revealed that changes to the increments of the 

depth and node limit had little significant impact on efficiency.  However changes to the 

specified depth at which the iterative process was halted and the final evaluation 

performed had a dramatic affect on the time taken.   No heuristics have as yet been 

developed for choosing these parameters.  Instead the implementation has been 

designed to allow for experimentation with different parameters.  It is hoped that further 

experimentation may yield insights into the specification of appropriate parameters, 

however this issue is currently an impediment to the use of this model in a practical 

context.  

 

Of course the development of heuristics for choosing an efficient system of domain 

maintenance, forward tracking, backtracking, variable and value ordering to use for a 

given problem instance, remain for both the search model and the evaluation model. 
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Chapter 19 - Evaluation Techniques 

Many of the search techniques described in part 2 such as domain maintenance, 

forward tracking and variable ordering are also used within the evaluation model.  This 

chapter describes additional techniques developed for the evaluation model.   

 

The overall process of evaluating values, removing suboptimal values, selecting good 

values and forming solutions, is controlled by the evaluation management procedure 

described in section 19.1.   

 

The search engines used for the evaluation process are described in sections 19.2 and 

19.3.  Section 19.2 describes a depth and node limited engine using a non-systematic 

approach that repeats expansion of nodes.  Section 19.3 describes a systematic 

variant of the depth and node limited engine with an added path restoration process, 

such that search is recommenced from the last node expanded from the prior 

evaluation of a value.  Also described is a variation to the X1 search engine that allows 

it to be used for the final evaluation run, and commence from the last node expanded 

on the prior evaluation run.   

 

Section 19.4 describes techniques for identifying good values.  This involves two 

processes, firstly, the ranking of values for each domain based on a set of criteria, and 

secondly to select values from each domain.   

 

Section 19.5 discusses the process of solution formation.  The techniques used were 

described in chapter 17 with regards to solution priming in the tree search model.  

Differences between the application of these techniques when used with the tree 

search model and evaluation models is examined. 

 

Section 19.6 describes a process of extended evaluation.  This is a set of additional 

and optional processes that attempt to improve the identification of good values.  This 

is achieved by iteratively: selecting values, evaluating some of these further, and 

refining the selection, until a selection of a manageable size is reached for forming 

solutions.  These processes were found to improve the quality of values included in the 

selection and thus improve the likelihood of forming high scoring solutions earlier.  

These extended evaluation processes form the basis for the evaluative sampling 

technique described in chapter 20.   
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19.1 Evaluation Management 

Evaluation management is the holistic framework for controlling the operation of the 

evaluation model.  The intended use of this component of the model is to control 

factors such as: which values are evaluated, the order that value’s are evaluated, the 

selection of search techniques for each iteration and the specification of appropriate 

parameters for each iteration.  Each of these factors is important as they influence the 

efficiency of the model.  

 

Currently the implementation of the evaluation management process has been 

designed to allow for experimentation.  That is it currently lacks the heuristics needed 

to operate autonomously and thus relies on human input.  This in part is no different to 

the tree search model described in part 2 that lacks the ability to examine the problems 

properties and select appropriate systems of domain maintenance, forward tracking 

etc. each of which are important decisions that influence the efficiency of the model. 

 

In addition to the selection of appropriate search techniques for performing an 

evaluation the following factors were considered to influence the efficiency of the 

evaluation model.  

 

Evaluation Order 

Although all values are suboptimal compared to the optimal solution score for a puzzle, 

the premise on which the evaluation model is based is that by identifying and removing 

lesser values, better values will be easier to identify and remove.  Based on this 

premise it seemed reasonable to attempt to target lesser values first.   

 

An attempt to order values based on their word score, and evaluate low scoring words 

from each domain, and then higher scoring words from each domain was implemented 

and described below.  Results however do not support this approach.  It was observed 

that low scoring words were more likely to fail at a given depth than high scoring words.  

However, there would appear to be a greater benefit in removing high scoring words.  

As domain values are sorted by word score, high scoring words will be assigned more 

frequently during the evaluation process, thus removal of these values has a greater 

benefit.  Having removed a high scoring word, words from other domains cannot use 

the word to pass the evaluation.  Thus more low scoring words are likely to fail if high 

scoring words have already been removed. 
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Ordering values based on their assignment frequency is alternate strategy, as yet not 

implemented or experimented with.  Although worthy of further consideration, it is 

perceived that is may suffer from the same problem as word score, in that greater 

benefits are perceived to exist by removing words that were used more frequently. 

 

The strategy adopted is to evaluate all values from a domain and allow the node limit of 

the evaluation engine to allow more costly values to pass.  Thereby adopting a 

cheapest first approach to domain reduction.   Having decided to evaluate all values 

from a domain, the order that values are evaluated within the domain does not appear 

to be important.  The order that domains are chosen would appear to be important.  

The question remains as to whether it is better to order domains, such that those with 

values more likely to fail are chosen first, or such that those domains that constrain the 

greatest number of other domains are chosen first.  Interestingly the constraint based 

variable ordering heuristics were found to provide a better indicator of where failure will 

take place than the fail first heuristics.  However the dynamic fail first heuristics such as 

smallest remaining domain appear to be comparatively more efficient. 

 

Choice of Values and Domains 

The tree search model effectively evaluates all values from a single domain.  In doing 

so it establishes that no value from the domain can form a solution better than one 

already formed.  As a consequence of evaluating and removing all values from the 

primary domain, values in other domains do not need to be evaluated.  Thus for the 

search space within the evaluation model to be exhausted only one domain needs to 

be reduced to nil.  Having reduced a domain to nil application of an arc consistency test 

would reduce all other domains to nil.  The point is that it is not necessary to reduce all 

domains, or indeed attempt to reduce all domains. 

 

Trials have indicated that reduction of more heavily constrained domains typically 

removes a higher percentage of values and in less time.  Indeed values in some less 

constrained regions of the grid were only removed from some domains after the depth 

and node limits had been increased substantially, leading to large costs to remove 

values from these domains that appeared to outweigh the benefits.    

 

A strategy referred to as ring barking was attempted in which only variables in close 

proximity to the primary variable were evaluated.  It was hoped that by targeting these 

domains that the search tree would collapse.  This strategy was not successful.  The 

perceived reasons for this are that the removal of distant variables from the primary 
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variable, and those in less constrained regions of the constraint network, aid in the 

evaluation and removal of values close to the primary variable.  Perhaps most 

importantly by evaluating values from only a small set of domains, good values in other 

domains could not be identified.  Thus it appeared that attempting to evaluate all values 

from all domains was a good strategy. 

 

Given that values in some domains were more difficult to remove the question arose as 

to whether more or less time (node limit) should be spent attempting to evaluate values 

from these domains.  This question is largely unresolved.  Increasing the node limit, 

increases the costs, however given sufficient node expansions, benefits of reduction 

can be realised.  The strategy adopted is to set the node limit the same for each 

domain, thereby again adopting a cheapest first strategy.  It is accepted that this will 

frequently result in some domains being evaluated and no values being removed.  This 

cost is not necessarily wasted as good values can be identified for the domain during 

the process. 

 

Evaluation Depth 

The depth that each evaluation is limited to affects efficiency.  For example for a puzzle 

with 20 variables, evaluations may be performed with depth limits 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 

16, 18, 20, or at depths 6, 11, 20, or any permutation of the number of variables in the 

grid.  In addition just as the node limit could potentially be varied for each domain so to 

could the depth limit (although the implementation does not currently allow for this).  

Even with the strategy of evaluating all values on an evaluation run at the same depth, 

this allows for a vast number of possible depths that could be chosen. 

 

Initial trials indicated that the most important factor influencing overall efficiency of the 

evaluation model is the depth to evaluate values to prior to the final evaluation.  As 

such this is referred to as the critical depth.  Although being the most important factor it 

is foreseen as being the least likely to be resolved, and as such the greatest 

impediment to the successful use of the evaluation model within a practical context.  

Further experimentation over a larger collection of puzzles is required to gain insights 

into resolving this issue, if indeed it can be resolved.   

 

The number of iterations and the extent that the depth limit is increased up to the 

critical depth affects the time taken although not as significantly.  This is due to the fact 

that the cost of performing an evaluation is less at lower depths, and that performing an 

evaluation at a lower depth will improve the efficiency of subsequent evaluations at 
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higher depths.   However, the more iteration the more time that is spent repeatedly 

evaluating values that pass.   

 

In performing more iteration greater cost is also expended by repeatedly attempting to 

form high scoring solutions.  If the optimal score is formed then further attempts to form 

high scoring solutions is necessarily wasted.  By attempting to form solutions more 

frequently the probability that a good solutions will be formed is increased.   

 

Node Limit 

The efficiency of the model is affected by the node limit specified for each evaluation.  

Setting this too low will result in all values passing.  Setting it too high will potentially 

result in large amounts of time being expended exhausting a partition.  A relationship, 

although not yet established, appears to exist between the depth and node limits.  As 

the evaluation depth is increased, more nodes are required to be expanded to exhaust 

a partition, thus it would seem reasonable to increase the node limit, although to what 

extent has not been established.   

 

Initial trials set the node limit quite high eg. 1 000 000, even for evaluations at low 

depths, such that the node limit was designed to terminate the evaluation only in the 

worst cases.   Through experimentation it was recognised that the node limit could be 

used proactively to allow only the worst of values to fail (cheapest first), and thus 

allowing far more values to pass.  This strategy reduced the cost of each evaluation, 

such that more values were removed within a given time.   

 

A relationship also appears to exist between the node limit and the critical depth.  

Lowering the node limit increases the critical depth.  Again more experimentation is 

required to establish heuristics for specifying the node limit.   

 

Selection Technique & Size 

The technique used to select potentially good values and the size of the selection 

affects the ability to form high scoring solutions, or indeed any solutions.  The selection 

size also affects the time taken to form solutions.  As a consequence the efficiency of 

the model is affected by these choices.  Thus development of heuristics for choosing 

appropriate techniques for selecting values and the size of the selection remain a task 

for further research.  

 

An interesting phenomenon was observed during initial trials and is evident in some of 

the reported trials.  That is, that the early formation of high scoring solutions may 
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actually be detrimental to overall efficiency.  It was observed that many words that pass 

evaluation by reaching the depth limit expand more nodes when the current solution 

score is higher.  The reason for this is that it is more difficult for them to pass.  Thus 

although forming high scoring solutions earlier will result in more values failing at a 

specified depth, and each of these values failing in less time, it will not necessarily 

improve efficiency, due to the added cost of evaluating good values.  This finding 

supports the strategy or iteratively increasing the difficulty of evaluations, however it 

also posses some significant problems.  How can solution-priming techniques be 

designed to form high scoring solutions, but not too high, at least in the early stages of 

the evaluation process?     

 

The strategy adopted is to attempt to form high scoring or indeed optimal solutions 

early.  Having reduced the number of node expansions required to remove values, by 

forming high scoring solutions, the node limit specified for the evaluation can be 

reduced and thus limit the number of node expansions performed evaluating potentially 

good values. 

 

Implementation 

Figure 19.1 presents the implementation of the evaluation management procedure.  

This procedure initialises the ranking and path restoration process and assigns the 

technique to be used for the ranking of values.  These processes are described further 

in the following sections.  Two variations were experimented with, first to evaluate all 

words from each domain, or to evaluate the lower scoring words from each domain first 

and then the higher scoring words.   

 

Prior to execution of the evaluation management procedure, processes such as arc 

consistency, solution testing, and redundancy may be executed.  Upon completion an 

exhaustive search is performed if required.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Evaluation_Management; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   if (IeType>0) and Generate then 

   begin 

      Display_Evaluation_Started; 

      Rankings_Reset; 

      Path_Restoration_Initialise; 

      Assign_Ranking(IeRanking); 

      case IeType of 

      1: Evaluate_All_Slots; 

      2: Evaluate_All_Slots_Lowest_Score_First; 

      end; 

      Display_Evaluation_Completed;                                     

   end; 

end; 
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Figure 19.1 Implementation – Evaluation Management 

 

The “Evaluate All Slots” procedure (figure 19.2) performs an evaluation of all values in 

each variables domain.  The reason for its name was that a procedure that evaluated 

values from a selection of variables also existed, however has since been discarded. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Evaluate_All_Slots; 

var aSlotPos, runID, dTemp, tempScore: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for runID:=1 to IeRunCount do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      tempScore:=ScoreToSeek; 

      Display_Evaluation_Run_Started(runID); 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(IeRunSearch[runID]); 

      Display_Evaluation_All_Words; 

      for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

      if Generate then 

      with Slot[SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]] do 

      Evaluate_Range_Of_Words_In_Slot(SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos],1,DomainCount[0]); 

      dTemp:=DArcFailed;                                               //Display 

      Save_Domains; 

      Extended_Evaluation(runID); 

      Display_Evaluation_Run_Completed; 

      Solution_Priming_Value_Selection; 

      Load_Saved_Domains; 

      if (IeResetRankings=2) or  

         ((IeResetRankings=3) and (ScoreToSeek>tempScore)) then 

      Rankings_Reset; 

      DArcFailed:=dTemp;                                               //Display 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.2 Implementation – Evaluate All Slots 

 

The “Evaluate All Slots” procedure performs an input number of evaluation runs 

(iterations).  On each run search techniques are assigned (line 10).  As illustrated in 

figure 19.3 below the implementation allows for different search techniques, depth and 

node limits to be assigned for each run.  The reason for this is to provide flexibility and 

thus allow for experimentation.  For example if a value passes the evaluation due to the 

node limit changing the variable order may result in the value either failing due to 

exhaustion of its search space, or reaching the specified depth limit. Alternatively the 

system of forward tracking may be changed such that the degree of forward checking 

is increased on each run such that testing gets progressively more difficult for a value 

to reach the specified depth.     

 

The “evaluate all slots” procedure then initiates a loop to evaluate all variables (line 12) 

the order that variables are chosen is dependent on the test order specified.  The 

“evaluate all words in slot” procedure is then called passing the variable ID, and the 

domain position of the first and last variables to be evaluated.  Having evaluated all 

values in all domains, the domain values are saved to an array (line 17) prior to calling 
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“Extended Evaluation” and “Solution Priming”.  “Extended Evaluation” (line 18) is 

described later in this chapter and attempts to improve the selection process by 

evaluating values to a greater depth.  “Solution Priming” (line 19) attempts to form 

solutions from selected values for each domain; this procedure is also described later. 

These processes arbitrarily reduce domains, and as such domains are saved, and then 

restored (line 21) after these processes have completed.  Dependent on the system of 

ranking used lines 22 and 23 reset all rankings to zero in preparation for the next run.   

 

 

 

Figure 19.3 Screen Capture – Evaluation Settings 

 

A variation to the “Evaluate All Slots” procedure is the “Evaluate All Slots Lowest Score 

First” procedure figure 19.4.  On each evaluation run two passes are made.  The first 

pass performs an evaluation of the lower scoring words from each variables domain, 

and the second pass evaluates the remaining high scoring words from each variables 

domain.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Evaluate_All_Slots_Lowest_Score_First; 

var midPos: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    aSlotPos, passNo, runID, dTemp, tempScore, startRange, endRange:  Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for runID:=1 to IeRunCount do 

   if Generate then 
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   begin 

      tempScore:=ScoreToSeek; 

      Display_Evaluation_Run_Started(runID); 

      Assign_Search_Techniques(IeRunSearch[runID]); 

      for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

      midPos[aSlotPos]:=Trunc(Slot[SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]/2)+1; 

      for passNo:=1 to 2 do 

      begin 

         if passNo=1 then 

         Display_Evaluation_Low_Words 

         else 

         Display_Evaluation_High_Words; 

         for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if Generate then 

         with Slot[SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]] do 

         begin 

            if passNo=1 then 

            begin 

               startRange:=MidPos[aSlotPos]; 

               endRange:=DomainCount[0]; 

            end 

            else 

            begin 

               startRange:=1; 

               if MidPos[aSlotPos]=1 then 

               endRange:=1 

               else 

               endRange:=MidPos[aSlotPos]-1; 

            end; 

            Evaluate_Range_Of_Words_In_Slot 

               (SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos],startRange,endRange); 

         end; 

      end; 

      dTemp:=DArcFailed;                                               //Display 

      Save_Domains; 

      Extended_Evaluation(runID); 

      Display_Evaluation_Run_Completed; 

      Solution_Priming_Value_Selection; 

      Load_Saved_Domains; 

      if (IeResetRankings=2) or  

         ((IeResetRankings=3) and (ScoreToSeek>tempScore)) then 

      Rankings_Reset; 

      DArcFailed:=dTemp;                                               //Display 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.4 Implementation – Evaluate All Slots Lowest Score First 

 

The implementation of the “Evaluate All Slots Lowest Score First” (figure 19.4) 

calculates at records the value in the mid position of the domain (line 11 & 12).  It then 

initiates two passes (line 13) with the first evaluating the bottom half of the domain and 

the second evaluating the top half.  Having revisited this code a logical error is 

apparent.  The reason for recording the domain position of the middle value is that as a 

result of performing the first pass values may be removed from the domain.  Thus 

calculating the mid position on the second pass could result in some values being 

missed.  However as a result of using the recorded domain position, the potential exists 

for values to be evaluated twice if values are removed from the top half of the domain.  

This error does not invalidate the procedure, however may detriment its performance.  

Note that a check is made in the following “Evaluate Range Of Words In Slot” 

procedure to ensure that the first and last domain position passed are within the 

domain.  
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The “Evaluate Range Of Words In Slot” procedure, presented below (figure 19.5) 

evaluates a selection of values for a specified domain.     
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Evaluate_Range_Of_Words_In_Slot 

   (slotID: Cardinal; startDomainPos, endDomainPos: Cardinal); 

var testResults: array[1..MaxDomain] of TTestResult; 

    domainPos, tempDomainCount: Cardinal; 

    wordsFailed: Boolean; 

begin 

   Display_Evaluation_Slot_Started(slotID); 

   wordsFailed:=False; 

   PrimarySlot:=slotID; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   if startDomainPos<DomainCount[0] then 

   begin 

      if endDomainPos>DomainCount[0] then 

      endDomainPos:=DomainCount[0]; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      testResults[domainPos]:=trPass; 

      for domainPos:=startDomainPos to endDomainPos do 

      if Generate then 

      begin 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         NodeCount:=0; 

         Score:=0; 

         Searching:=True; 

         TestResult:=trFail; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

         testResults[domainPos]:=TestResult; 

         Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

      end; 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if testResults[domainPos]<>trFail then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      end; 

      wordsFailed:=DomainCount[0]>tempDomainCount; 

      DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

   end; 

   Display_Evaluation_Slot_Completed; 

   if wordsFailed then 

   Arc_Consistency(True); 

end; 

Figure 19.5 Implementation – Evaluate Range of Words in Slot 

  

Then “Evaluate Range Of Words In Slot” (Figure 19.5) procedure firstly initialises 

variables lines (5 to 13) and ensures that the range of domain values to evaluate is 

valid.  Line 14 initialises a loop of values in the range.  Lines 18 to 21 initialise variables 

used during the evaluation, and allow termination of it.  The test result is set to false, if 

the search returns, having exhausted the search space, this result will remain.  The 

search partition procedure initiates a search of the partition rooted by the selected 

variable and domain value.  During this process, if the search reaches the node limit or 

the depth limit then a test result of trPass or trNodePass will be returned.  Upon 

evaluating all words, the domain is rebuilt removing words that failed the evaluation 

(lines 26 to 34).  If any words were removed from the domain then an arc consistency 

test is applied to remove inconsistencies from other domains. 
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19.2 Identification and Removal of Sub-Optimal Values 

Central to the ability of the evaluation model to exhaust the search space is the 

capacity to identify and remove suboptimal values.  Ultimately all values need to be 

removed to exhaust the search space, and having formed an optimal solution all values 

are suboptimal, in that no value can participate in a solution that is better than the 

optimal solution.  Thus having formed an optimal solution the identification of 

suboptimal values would appear trivial.  Of course until the search space is exhausted 

it will not typically16 be known if solutions formed are optimal, and consequently it will 

not be known which values are suboptimal to those formed solutions.  Thus the 

identification, and the removal, of suboptimal values are separate and distinct 

functions. 

 

Removal of Suboptimal Values 

In order to remove a value from a domain it must be determined that the value cannot 

participate in a solution that is better than a solution already formed.  Prior to forming 

solutions consistency pre-processing techniques, such as node consistency, arc 

consistency, and solution testing, may be applied to values to determine values that 

cannot form a valid solution.  Redundancy checks may also be applied to remove 

values that cannot form better solutions than other values from the domain.   Although 

future research may lead to development of techniques for removing more redundant 

values, it is would seem improbable for it to lead to the removal of all values.  Having 

passed all consistency and redundancy checks the question remains as how to best 

determine that a value is suboptimal? 

 

The only techniques considered thus far, that possess the level of determinism 

required, are deterministic tree spanning approaches.  That is to determine that a value 

is suboptimal requires the exhaustion of the hypothetical search tree rooted by the 

variable and domain value.   

 

Given this restriction of using a deterministic tree-spanning algorithm, the search space 

of the tree search model can be represented by a series of search trees rooted by each 

value in the domain of the primary variable.  The search space of the evaluation model 

can be represented by a series of search trees rooted by each value in the domain of 

all variables.  Thus the initial search space of the evaluation model is approximately N 

times greater than the tree search model (where N=the number of variables).  It is 

                                                
16

 If a solution were generated with the maximum possible score for a puzzle then the solution 
would be known to be optimal, although this is likely to be a rare occurrence. 
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actually likely to be more than N times larger as the primary domain chosen by the 

trees search model is likely to have less values in its domain than other variables.   

 

The time taken to exhaust a partition in the tree search model is also likely to be less 

on average.  This is because commencing the search from the primary variable is likely 

to promote a better variable ordering, more effective forward tracking, and more 

effective branching allowing the search space to be trimmed more effectively and 

efficiently. 

 

As described in chapter 5 with relation to the reduction technique, removing a value 

from the domain of the primary variable upon exhaustion of the partition will have 

minimal impact on the time taken to exhaust subsequent partitions.  In the evaluation 

model however, the exhaustion of a partition and removal of a value will potentially 

reduce the size of partitions rooted by all values from other domains.  At the very least 

the sub-trees rooted by the value within the search trees of other partitions will be 

removed.  As a result of removing a value, values from other domains may also be able 

to be removed through application of consistency tests.  As a result the total search 

space is reduced far greater each time a partition is exhausted and a value removed, 

than exhaustion of a partition within the tree search model.   

 

To have any hope of exhausting what is at least initially a much larger search space, 

the evaluation model needs to target values whose partitions can be readily exhausted, 

and those that are likely to produce a reduction in the size of other partitions.  Thus the 

order that values are evaluated and partitions exhausted is of critical importance.   

 

Identification of Suboptimal Values 

As described above, good values that can form high scoring solutions are likely to 

reside within partitions that will take longer to search.  Thus attempting to exhaust the 

partition of a good value is likely to be more difficult than a lesser value.  Of course this 

will not always be the case.  Some lesser values may have very large partitions, or 

partitions that cannot be exhausted in a reasonable time.  This was clearly evident, and 

documented in part 2 with relation to solution testing.  Numerous instances were 

encountered in which the time taken to exhaust the partition of values incapable of 

forming any solution was exorbitant.  Although it initially appeared a good strategy to 

target potentially poor values, the removal of poor values was not necessarily efficient, 

and there appeared to be less benefits derived from their removal.  
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As a consequence a cheapest first strategy was adopted in which partitions that could 

be exhausted quickly were attempted first.  Those partitions requiring more effort were 

delayed until later.  This was achieved by imposing a time limit, which was later 

replaced with a depth limit, and finally the depth and node limited evaluation (DNLE) 

engine described below.  In part the use of DNLE avoids the question of which partition 

to target, allowing all partitions to be attempted, and exhausting the cheapest of these 

partitions first and delaying exhaustion of more difficult partitions until later.  However 

considerable time is wasted in choosing whether to delay further expansion of a difficult 

partition until later.  The process of path restoration, also described below, reduces the 

amount of wasted effort by allowing nodes to be expanded systematically.  This was 

found to improve performance however does not eliminate the costs associated with 

attempting to exhaust expensive partitions to early.  Thus the question remains how to 

identify partitions that will be quick to exhaust such that these can be targeted, or 

conversely how identify partitions that will take a long time to exhaust such that they 

can be avoided?  

 

Although not attempted, the development and use of estimation formula to terminate 

the search of potentially large partitions earlier is a consideration for future research.  

Two properties that may be useful are the domain size of forward variables during the 

filtering process, and the calculated bound of a partition.  If either of these properties 

indicates that the partition may not be exhausted in a reasonable time then the search 

can be terminated.  For example the branch-and-bound technique halts expansion 

when the bound is less than the best solution score, in cases where it allows continued 

expansion, the difference between the bound and the best solution score may provide 

an indicator as to how likely continued expansion will result in early exhaustion.  Use of 

domain sizes to estimate the search space of a partition during forward tracking may 

also allow for the earlier termination of attempts to exhaust large partitions, and thus 

reduce potential costs by reducing further expansion of these.   

 

 

19.2.1 Non-Systematic Search Engines 

This subsection describes search engines used within a non-systematic approach to 

exhausting partitions and removing suboptimal values.  Repeated expansion of nodes 

occurs as a result of repeated evaluation of values.  When a value passes the 

evaluation process it is retained in its domain, and on the next iteration, search 

commences at the root of the partition, resulting in repeated expansion of nodes from 

the prior iteration.  The following section describes a process of path restoration that 
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eliminates this repeated expansion, however incurs costs doing so and imposes 

restrictions on the supporting search techniques that can be used.    

 

Within the non-systematic approach two search engines are used, the depth and node 

limited evaluation engine, and the X1 search engine that was described in part 2 for 

performing an exhaustive search.  The DNLE engine is used for all evaluations up to 

the final evaluation at a depth equalling the number of variables.  Although only one 

search engine is required, the use of two engines, specifically one with the ability to 

form solutions, and the other with this function removed improved efficiency.  Trials 

also revealed that repeated evaluation at the maximum depth until all values had been 

removed was less efficient than simply removing both the node and depth limits on the 

final evaluation and allowing each partition to be exhausted.    As such, the X1 search 

engine is used on the final evaluation run to exhaust the partitions of remaining values. 

 

Depth & Node Limited Evaluation Engine 

The depth and node limited evaluation engine is very similar to the depth and/or node 

limited search engine used for solution testing and described in chapter 17.  Several 

important differences exist.  Firstly the DNLE engine uses B&B to halt expansion of 

nodes, secondly as the engine is used to evaluate values up to but not including the 

maximum depth solutions cannot be formed, and finally a depth and node limit must be 

specified.  The pseudo code for DNLE engine is presented in figure 19.6. 
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SEARCH_PARTITION (domain_position)  

  assign value to variable 

  increase solution score by score of value 

  filter domains of forward variables 

  INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(2) 

  Restore Domains 

  decrease solution score by score of value 

 

INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain                      

  FOR each value in variables domain DO 

    IF Continue_Searching THEN  

      assign value to variable  

      Increase Node Count 

      IF Depth limit reached THEN 

        Record values used to form partial solution 

        Test_Result ← trPass 

        Continue_ Searching ← False 

      ELSE 

      IF Node Limit = Node Count THEN 

        Test_Result ← trNodePass 

        Continue_ Searching ← False 

      ELSE 

        filter domains of forward variables               

        IF value assignment is consistent THEN    

          increase solution score by score of value 

          IF formation of an optimal solution is possible THEN     

            INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

          decrease solution score by score of value 

        remove filter from forward variables                

      remove value assignment to variable 
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  return to a prior position in the search              

Figure 19.6 Pseudo Code - Depth & Node Limited Evaluation Engine 

 

From figure 19.6 it can be seen that if the depth limit is reached (line 12) then the 

search of the partition is terminated.  Values used to form the partial solution are 

recorded for use by the selection process, and a result of trPass is returned ensuring 

that the value is retained in the domain.  The search of the partition is also terminated if 

the attempted number of node expansions reaches the node limit (line 20).  In this case 

a result of trNodePass is returned, again ensuring that the value is retained in the 

domain.  In all other respects the engine is equivalent to the X1 search engine allowing 

the exhaustion of the partition, and thus determination that the value rooting the 

partition cannot form a better solution. 

 

The search partition procedure is the same as that used with the other search engines 

and described in part 2.  As a consequence of using the generic search partition 

procedure the minimum evaluation depth is 2.  The implementation of the “Search Fill 

Slot” procedure for recursively instantiating variables and exhausting the partition is 

presented in figure 19.7.  The implementation presented was designed for the SL 

domain maintenance system, and forward checking techniques FC5 to FC11 that filter 

all forward variables.  Implementations for the use with other search techniques can be 

found on the accompanying disk. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_DNLE_SL1_Forward 

  (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    aSlot, aSlotPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

   if Searching and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if (slotOrderPos=DepthLimit)  then 

      begin 

         Rankings_Add; 

         TestResult:=trPass; 

         Searching:=False; 

      end 

      else 

      if NodeCount>=NodeLimit then 

      begin 

         TestResult:=trNodePass; 

         Searching:=False; 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 
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            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_DNLE_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.7 Implementation – Search Fill Slot DNLE SL1 Forward 

 

 

19.2.2 Systematic Search Engines & Path Restoration 

This section describes search engines that are designed to commence the search of a 

partition from the last node expanded during the prior evaluation of a value.  As such 

the repeated expansion of nodes at each evaluation depth by the techniques described 

in the prior section is avoided.  This section also describes the supporting path 

restoration processes that allow the search engines to achieve this.   

 

The path restoration process operates by recording values that were assigned to 

variables when the evaluation process is terminated by either the depth or node limits.  

Upon attempting to search the partition again, the domain positions of values 

previously assigned are determined.  This allows these values to be re-assigned to 

their respective variables such that the search can continue from where it left off.  As 

will be described, consideration must be given to the fact that values that had been 

previously assigned may have been removed from the domain.  In these instances the 

domain positions chosen need to reflect the next node in the search tree to ensure the 

completeness of the model. 

   

The overall process was primarily focused on attempting to minimise the cost within the 

recursive “fill slot” procedure for instantiating variables.  Any substantial cost added to 

this procedure was likely to undermine any benefits derived from continuing the search 

from the next node in the partition.  The pseudo code for the evaluating a value using 

path restoration is presented in figure 19.8. 
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SEARCH_PARTITION (domain_position)  

  IF LOAD_PATH THEN 

    assign value to variable 

    increase solution score by score of value 

    filter domains of forward variables 
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    INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(2) 

    Restore Domains 

    decrease solution score by score of value 

 

INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE(variable_depth) 

  choose variable to instantiate                        

  order values in variables domain                      

  FOR each remaining value  

      starting at a specified position in the variables domain DO 

    IF Continue_Searching THEN  

      assign value to variable  

      Increase Node Count 

      IF Depth limit reached THEN 

        Record values used to form partial solution 

        Test_Result ← trPass 

        Continue_ Searching ← False 

        SAVE_PATHS(Variable_Depth)  

      ELSE 

      IF Node Limit = Node Count THEN 

        Test_Result ← trNodePass 

        Continue_ Searching ← False 

        SAVE_PATHS(Variable_Depth)  

      ELSE 

        filter domains of forward variables               

        IF value assignment is consistent THEN    

          increase solution score by score of value 

          IF formation of an optimal solution is possible THEN     

            INSTANTIATE_VARIABLE (Variable_Depth+1) 

          decrease solution score by score of value 

        remove filter from forward variables                

      remove value assignment to variable 

  specified starting position in domain ← 1     

  return to a prior position in the search              

Figure 19.8 Pseudo Code - Depth & Node Limited Evaluation Engine using Path Restoration 

 

Upon commencing to search a partition an attempt is made to restore the path of 

assigned values from the prior evaluation (line 2).  The restore path function returns a 

positive result if the value has not been evaluated, or is successful in restoring the 

path, a negative result will be returned in cases where a previous evaluation had been 

performed but, due to the removal of values, no unexpanded nodes within the partition 

remain.  The restore path functions main purpose is to set the starting domain positions 

for each variable.   

 

Within the recursive procedure of instantiating variables search commences by 

assigning the value determined by the restore path function (line 12).  If either the 

depth or node limits are reached then the paths are saved (lines 20 & 25).  Finally prior 

to backtracking the starting position in the domain is returned to 1 ensuring that future 

attempts to instantiate the variable will commence from the first value in the domain. 

 

Although the loading and saving of paths adds a cost to the approach, these are each 

performed once.  The major cost is line 35 that executes each time the variable is 

instantiated.  Thus if the number of nodes that had previously been expanded during 

the prior evaluation is relatively few in comparison to those that will be expanded during 

the current evaluation, efficiency gains may not be achieved. 
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To ensure the completeness of the path restoration process and ensure that areas of 

the search space are not bypassed, the variable and value ordering techniques must 

instantiate variables and assign values in the same order for each evaluation.  This 

means that a static variable ordering technique must be used, and that it cannot use 

properties, such as domain count, that could change from one evaluation to the next.  

The Constraint Density 1 & 2 variable ordering techniques were developed for this 

specific purpose.  The value ordering technique must also ensure that it places values 

in the same order each time a domain is sorted.  The implementations of the lexicon, 

and the word score & intersecting letter score, value order techniques are suitable for 

this purpose.   The word score & intersecting letter score technique was modified to 

provide a third level of sorting based on the alphabetic position of letters, thus ensuring 

that values are placed in a unique order.   

 

Implementation 

To clarify the evaluation process using path restoration the implementation of the depth 

& node limited evaluation engine (DNLEPR) and X1 search engine with path 

restoration (XPR) are presented.  The procedures presented are for use with the SL1 

system when used with forward tracking techniques that filter all domains (FC5 to 

FC11).  These techniques were originally implemented for the ML and the code found 

in the appendix. 

  

Figure 19.9 presents the implementation of the search partition procedure for initialising 

the search of a partition.  This procedure is used by both DNLEPR and XPR.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Partition_PR_SL1_Forward(domainPos:Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

     aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Slot_Order_Update(1,PrimarySlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[PrimarySlot] do 

   if Path_Restoration_Load(Domains[0,domainPos]) then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

      if Domain_Filter(1) then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         Search_Fill_Slot(2); 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end; 

      for aSlotPos:=2 to SlotCount do 

      Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 
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   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.9 Implementation – Search Partition Path Restoration SL1 Forward 

 

As will be described the “Path Restoration Load” procedure loads the domain positions 

of the first value to be assigned for each domain in the search path.  These starting 

positions are stored in the global StartingDomainPos array (Figure 19.10). The global 

SavedPaths array is used for storing paths upon completion of an evaluation, if the 

search space is not exhausted.   
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SavedPaths         : array[1..MaxSlots,1..MaxWords,0..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

StartingDomainPos  : array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

Figure 19.10 Implementation – Path Restoration Global Variables 

 

The implementation of the DNLE engine with path restoration is presented in figure 

19.11.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_DNLEPR_SL1_Forward 

   (slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, aSlotPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos] to DomainCount[0] do 

   if Searching and Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      Inc(NodeCount); 

      if (slotOrderPos=DepthLimit)  then 

      begin 

         Rankings_Add; 

         TestResult:=trPass; 

         Searching:=False; 

         Path_Restoration_Save(slotOrderPos); 

      end 

      else 

      if NodeCount>=NodeLimit then 

      begin 

         TestResult:=trNodePass; 

         Searching:=False; 

         Path_Restoration_Save(slotOrderPos); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_DNLEPR_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 
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      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

   StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=1; 

end; 

Figure 19.11 Implementation – Search Fill Slot DNLEPR SL1 Forward 

 

The implementation (figure 19.11) initiates a loop of all values in the variables domain 

starting at the domain position determined by the path restoration process (line 8).  

Prior to backtracking the starting position of the domain is returned to 1 (line 46).  If the 

search of a partition is terminated as a result of reaching the depth or node limits, then 

the values assigned to the current path are saved in preparation for future evaluations 

(lines 20 & 27).   

 

Figure 19.12 presents the implementation of the XPR search engine.  As this engine is 

used for the final evaluation, and does not impose any limits the save paths procedure 

is not called.  Selection of variable and value ordering techniques used with the XPR 

engine must be the same as those used with the DNLEPR engine, to ensure that the 

correct values are assigned when the path is restored, and thus ensure the 

completeness of the model to determine an optimal solution. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Search_Fill_Slot_XPR_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var  tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

     aSlot, aSlotPos, domainPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   Application.ProcessMessages; 

   aSlot:=Slot_Order_Next(slotOrderPos); 

   Sort_Domain(aSlot); 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[aSlot] do 

   for domainPos:=StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos] to DomainCount[FilterCount] do 

   if Generate then 

   begin 

      WordUsed:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

      Filled:=True; 

      if slotOrderPos=SlotCount then 

      begin 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if (Score>ScoreToSeek) then 

         begin 

            if ScoreToSeek=0 then 

            Assign_Branch(CurrentSearchEngine,False); 

            ScoreToSeek:=Score; 

            Display_Current_High_Score; 

         end; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

      end 

      else 

      begin 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         if Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) then 

         begin 

            Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

            if Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) then 

            Search_Fill_Slot_XPR_SL1_Forward(slotOrderPos+1); 

            Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         end; 
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         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

      end; 

      Filled:=False; 

      Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

   end; 

   StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=1; 

end; 

Figure 19.12 Implementation – Search Fill Slot XPR ML Intersecting 

 

Path Restoration 

The following describes the process of determining the starting domain position for 

each variable.  These starting positions represent a path to the last node expanded 

during the prior evaluation.  If the last node expanded has been removed, then the next 

node in the partition is determined.  If no remaining nodes exist in the partition then the 

process returns false, indicating that the partition has been exhausted and that the 

value can be removed from its domain. 

 

As values may have been removed from domains subsequent to the path being saved, 

the values that were assigned to variables may no longer exist in a domain.  As such 

the prior path cannot simply be reinstated, the path must be verified to ensure that 

values assigned to each node in the path can be consistently assigned.  If the prior 

path cannot be reinstated, then next node in the partition must be determined, ensuring 

that potentially valid nodes are not bypassed.   

 

The approach used, is to maintain two data structures, one with the saved paths of the 

prior evaluation, and a second that stores the new starting positions for each domain 

and is compiled as the new evaluation commences.  Figure 19.13 presents the pseudo 

code for initialising the array used to store paths. 
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INTIALISE_SAVED_PATHS 

FOR each variable DO 

  FOR each value in the lexicon DO  

    SavedPaths[Variable, Value, 0] ← 0  

Figure 19.13 Pseudo Code - Path Restoration Initialise 

  

The structure of the SavedPaths array is, the first order stores the root variable in the 

path, the second order stores the value assigned to the root variable, and the third 

order stores the value assigned at each depth within the path.  The 0th position of the 

third order stores the number of variables in the path.  Thus to initialise the array a path 

length of 0 is stored against the possible assignment of all values to all variables. 
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The implementation of this process is displayed in figure 19.14.  This procedure is 

called at commencement of the evaluation process within the evaluation management 

procedure. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Path_Restoration_Initialise; 

var aSlot, aWordPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   for aWordPos:=1 to WordCount do 

   SavedPaths[aSlot,aWordPos,0]:=0; 

end; 

Figure 19.14 Implementation – Path Restoration Initialise 

 

The process of saving the current path is to store the path length to the 0th position of 

the third order of the SavedPaths array, and then the value assigned at each variable 

depth.  The pseudo code is presented in figure 19.15 and the implementation in figure 

19.16. 
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SAVE_PATHS 

  SavedPaths[root variable, value assigned to root variable, 0] ← path length  

  FOR each variable depth up to path length DO 

    SavedPaths[root variable, value assigned to root variable, variable depth] ← 

      Value assigned at variable depth 

Figure 19.15 Pseudo Code - Path Restoration Save 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Path_Restoration_Save(slotOrderPos: Cardinal); 

var aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      SavedPaths[PrimarySlot,Slot[PrimarySlot].WordUsed,0]:=slotOrderPos; 

      for aSlotPos:=1 to slotOrderPos do 

      SavedPaths[PrimarySlot,Slot[PrimarySlot].WordUsed,aSlotPos]:= 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].WordUsed; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.16 Implementation – Path Restoration Save 

 

At commencement of the evaluation of a value, a starting domain position for each 

variable is determined.  Figure 19.17 presents the pseudo code for determining the 

starting positions.   
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LOAD_PATH (value being evaluated) 

  RESULT ← True 

  FOR each depth DO 

    Initialise StartingDomainPos[depth] ← 1 

  IF path has been saved THEN 

    Initialise Score ← 0 

    RESULT ← LOCATE_DOMAIN_POSITION (value being evaluated, depth 1) 

     

LOCATE_DOMAIN_POSITION (TestValue, VariableDepth) 

  RESULT ← TRUE 

  SavedValue ← SavedPaths[root variable, TestValue, VariableDepth] 
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  IF SavedValue can be located in the domain THEN 

    IF VariableDepth = PathLength THEN 

      StartingDomainPos[VariableDepth] ← Domain position of Saved Value 

    ELSE 

    IF a trial instantiation of the value is succesful AND  

       LOCATE_DOMAIN_POSITION(TestValue, VariableDpeth +1) is succesful THEN 

      StartingDomainPos[VariableDepth] ← Domain position of Saved Value 

    ELSE 

    IF VariableDepth=1 or SavedValue is the last value in the domain THEN 

      RESULT ← FALSE 

  ELSE (SavedValue can not be located in the domain,  

        and thus the next value from the domain needs to be determined) 

    IF the SavedValue would be the last value in the domain,  

       had it not been removed THEN 

      RESULT ← FALSE 

    ELSE 

    StartingDomainPos[VariableDepth] ← the domain position of the next value in 

        the domain, had the saved word not been removed,  

        given a unique system of ordering values  

 

Figure 19.17 Pseudo Code – Load Path 

 

The Load Path function (figure 19.17) initialises the starting position for each domain 

(lines 3 & 4).  If a previous evaluation has been saved then the recursive locate domain 

position function is called.  The recursive function calculates domain positions for each 

domain up to the saved path length.  For each domain the process of choosing a 

starting position is dependent on whether the saved value is still in the domain, and 

whether the value can be successfully assigned to its variable.  

 

If the value is in the domain then, if the domain is the last domain in the path (line 12) 

then the value will have been the last value assigned prior to termination of the 

evaluation, and the starting position is set to the values domain position (line 13).  

Otherwise the assignment of the value must be checked to ensure that forward tracking 

and branch and bound techniques would not halt expansion upon assignment of the 

value (line 15).  Values deeper in the path also need to be checked to ensure they to 

can be successfully assigned, which is achieved by the recursive call.  If these checks 

are successful then the domain position of the value is assigned to the starting position 

(line 16).  If further expansion is halted by the forward tracking or branch-and-bound 

techniques or the call to “locate domain position” for the next value in the path fails, 

then the starting position for variables deeper in the path needs to remain as 1, and the 

next value in the domain must be chosen.  If the value is the last value in the domain 

then the starting domain position of 1 is retained, and the function returns false (line 19) 

such that the next domain position is chosen for the prior domain in the path.  The 

function also returns false if the variable depth is 1, which represents the assignment of 

the value being evaluated to the root variable. 

 

If the value is not found in the domain (line 20), then the domain position of the next 

value in the domain needs to be determined.  This will be dependent on the technique 
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used to order values in the domain.  If having determined the position that the value 

would have occupied, there are no remaining values in the domain, then a starting 

position of 1 is retained and the function returns false (line 22).  Otherwise the domain 

position of the next value is assigned to the starting position (line 24).  As no 

subsequent calls are made to locate domain positions of deeper variables these remain 

as 1. 

 

The implementation of the “Path_Restoration_Load” and “Path_Restoration_Locate 

DomainPos” procedures is presented in figures 19.18 & 19.19 below.  The recursive 

locate domain function has been implemented for use with the lexicon, and the word 

score + intersecting letter score, value ordering techniques.  The implementation has 

been tailored for the use with these techniques, for example line 23 checks if the word 

score of the value is less than the lowest scoring word in the domain.  This check is 

applicable to use by either technique but may not be applicable to other value ordering 

techniques.   
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function TfrmGenerator.Path_Restoration_Load(wordID: Cardinal):Boolean; 

var aSlot: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

      StartingDomainPos[aSlot]:=1; 

      if SavedPaths[PrimarySlot,wordID,0]>0 then 

      begin 

         Score:=0; 

         result:=Path_Restoration_Locate_DomainPos(wordID,1); 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.18 Implementation – Path Restoration Load 

 

From figure 19.18 the starting domain positions are initialised to 1 (line 7& 8) if a prior 

evaluation saved a path then the starting domain positions are set by the “Path 

restoration Locate Procedure”  (line 12).  This is a method pointer which points to the 

procedure used dependent on the system of domain maintenance used.  Figure 19.19 

presents the implementation for SL1.  The only significant difference is that line 7 is 

omitted from the ML version, as domains will have been sorted previously and not 

require resorting.  
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function TfrmGenerator.Path_Restoration_Load_Start_SL1_Forward 

   (wordID: Cardinal; slotOrderPos: Cardinal): Boolean; 

var tempDomainCount: array[1..MaxSlots] of Cardinal; 

    aDomainPos, aSlotPos, score1, score2, searchWord: Cardinal; 

begin 

   result:=True; 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]] do 

   begin 
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      Sort_Domain(SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos]); 

      searchWord:=SavedPaths[PrimarySlot,wordID,slotOrderPos]; 

      aDomainPos:=1; 

      while (aDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) and  

            (Domains[0,aDomainPos]<>searchWord) do 

      Inc(aDomainPos); 

      if aDomainPos>DomainCount[0] then 

      begin 

         if (slotOrderPos=1) or (WordScores[searchWord]< 

             WordScores[Domains[FilterCount,DomainCount[FilterCount]]]) then 

         result:=False 

         else 

         if WordScores[searchWord]>WordScores[Domains[0,1]] then 

         StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=1 

         else 

         begin 

            aDomainPos:=1; 

            while (aDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) and  

                  (WordScores[searchWord]<WordScores[Domains[0,aDomainPos]]) do 

            Inc(aDomainPos); 

            if WordScores[searchWord]>WordScores[Domains[0,aDomainPos]] then 

            StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=aDomainPos 

            else 

            begin 

               case IeRunSearch[1].ValueOrder of 

                  4: //Lexicon Postion 

                  begin 

                     while (aDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) and  

                           (searchWord>Domains[0,aDomainPos]) do 

                     Inc(aDomainPos); 

                  end; 

                  6: //Words Score + Intersecting Letter score + Alphabetically 

                  begin 

                     score1:=Score_Of_Intersecting_Letters 

                             (SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos],searchWord); 

                     score2:=Score_Of_Intersecting_Letters 

                             (SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos], 

                             Domains[FilterCount,aDomainPos]); 

                     while (aDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) and 

                           (WordScores[searchWord]= 

                            WordScores[Domains[0,aDomainPos]]) and 

                           ((score1<score2) or ((score1=score2) and  

                           (searchWord>Domains[0,aDomainPos]))) do 

                     begin 

                        Inc(aDomainPos); 

                        if (aDomainPos<=DomainCount[0]) then 

                        score2:=Score_Of_Intersecting_Letters 

                                (SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,slotOrderPos], 

                                Domains[0,aDomainPos]); 

                     end; 

                  end; 

               end; 

               if aDomainPos>DomainCount[0] then 

               result:=False 

               else 

               StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=aDomainPos; 

            end; 

         end; 

      end 

      else 

      if slotOrderPos=SavedPaths[PrimarySlot,wordID,0] then 

      StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=aDomainPos 

      else 

      begin 

         WordUsed:=Domains[0,aDomainPos]; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=True; 

         Filled:=True; 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]:= 

            Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]; 

         Inc(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         if not (Domain_Filter(slotOrderPos) and 

            Branch_Bound(slotOrderPos+1) and 

            Path_Restoration_Load_Start(wordID,slotOrderPos+1)) then 

         begin 

            Inc(aDomainPos); 

            if (slotOrderPos=1) or (aDomainPos>DomainCount[0]) then 

            result:=False; 
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         end; 

         if result then 

         StartingDomainPos[slotOrderPos]:=aDomainPos; 

         Dec(Score,WordScores[WordUsed]); 

         for aSlotPos:=slotOrderPos+1 to SlotCount do 

         Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]:= 

            tempDomainCount[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]]; 

         Filled:=False; 

         Used[WordUsed]:=False; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.19 Implementation – Path Restoration Locate DomainPos 

 

 

19.4 Value Ranking 

This section describes heuristics for ranking values in each variable’s domain.  The 

goal of value ranking is to attempt to identify values that can form high scoring or 

optimal solutions.  The system used is to attempt to compile a ranked list of values for 

each domain based on their ability to form high scoring solutions.  From this list a 

selection of highly ranked values is chosen. 

 

If the partitions rooted by the assignment of all values to all variables were exhausted, 

and the best solution score within each partition recorded, then it would be possible to 

produce a ranked list of values for each domain that accurately reflected the capability 

of each value to form high scoring solutions.   Values at the top of the list would be 

known to be capable of forming an optimal solution, and values at the bottom might not 

be capable of forming any solution, or at best low scoring solutions.  Given this ranking, 

the correlation between the true order of values and the order chosen by a heuristic, 

provides a potential benchmark.  Of course attempting to determine the true order of 

values for many problems would take considerable time.  

 

As only highly ranked values capable of forming optimal solutions need to be identified, 

how a heuristic orders lesser values is really immaterial.  As such two benchmarks 

were considered.  Firstly, the number of selected values required from each domain to 

form an optimal solution.  This was achieved by incrementally increasing the selection 

size for a heuristic until a solution with the known optimal score was produced.  The 

second benchmarking technique is the score of solutions that can be formed by 

selecting the top N values from each domain based on the heuristics ordering.  The 

choice of N as will be described in the next section is dependent on the properties of 

the problem.  This was useful in cases where the optimal solution score for a puzzle 

was unknown.  Thus given a selection size that could be exhausted in a reasonable 
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time the scores generated could be used as a comparative measure of the value 

ranking heuristic. 

 

Three heuristics for ranking values were considered and implemented.  These 

heuristics, namely: assignment frequency, word score, and assignment frequency plus 

word score were described in chapter 17 in relation to the value selection technique for 

solution priming within the tree search model.  The following describes variations of the 

assignment frequency technique and its use within the evaluation model.   

 

Assignment Frequency 

Within the tree search model, assignment frequency is based on data compiled during 

solution testing.  In this process each time a solution is successfully formed the 

assignment frequency of values that are assigned to each variable are incremented.  

During the solution-priming phase values in each domain are then sorted by their 

assignment frequency and a selection of highly ranked values is made.    

 

Within the evaluation model, assignment frequency data is compiled whilst attempting 

to remove sub-optimal values.  During the evaluation of a value, if the depth limit is 

reached, then the assignment frequency of values forming the partial solution is 

increased, with exception of the value being evaluated. 

   

The reason for not incrementing the value being evaluated is that, all values in all 

domains are evaluated, and hence values remaining in domains are presumed for the 

most part to be good.  Incrementing this value would increase the assignment 

frequency of all values by one, but not improve the ability to distinguish between 

values.  By not incrementing this value only values assigned to a domain as a result of 

evaluating another domain are recorded, which was perceived to provide a better 

method on which to select values.   

 

There are two important differences between the uses of assignment frequency in the 

two models.  Firstly when used with solution testing, as formation of a solution 

necessarily instantiates all variables, frequency data will be compiled for all variables.  

During the evaluation process all variables may not have had a value assigned to 

them.  As a consequence more data will have been compiled for some domains, and 

potentially no data for others, dependent on the depth limit and variable ordering 

technique used.  It will also not be known whether a partial solution formed can be 

extended to a complete solution. 
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The second difference is that branch-and-bound techniques are used during an 

evaluation.  Thus during an evaluation, values assigned to the partial solution are more 

likely to be capable of forming a high scoring solution, than values assigned during 

solution testing.   

 

An unresolved question investigated is the potential relative worth of each value 

assigned to the path when an evaluation reaches the depth limit, and whether the 

branch depth might be a useful indicator?  As search progresses within a partition it will 

assign the first value from a domain, and if consistent, move on to instantiation of the 

next variable.  Only if the search backtracks to a variable will other values from the 

domain be attempted.   To reach a specified depth limit it was observed that values 

assigned close to the root of the partition would frequently be the first consistent value 

from the domain, as the branch depth increases the likelihood that backtracking will 

occur due to the B&B technique halting expansion also increases.  Subsequently lower 

order values from a domain are more likely to be assigned as the branch depth 

increases.   

 

Based on this observation it is conjectured that values assigned close to the root of the 

partition are assigned largely by chance, whereas values assigned at greater depths 

are required to enable the bound of the partition to pass, and as such should be 

attributed more worth.  Contrary to this argument is that all values in the partition 

contribute to the bound calculation, and thus should be attributed equal worth.  As a 

consequence a technique was experimented with, and presented below, that 

increments each value in the path by its branch depth, as an alternative to simply 

incrementing each value by one.   

 

Another issue relates to the difficulty of on an evaluation.  Given a more difficult 

evaluation process, due to increases in the depth limit, or an increase to the score of 

the best solution found, it is conjectured that greater worth should be attributed to each 

value assigned to the path.  For example values assigned to a path reaching a depth 

limit of 20 would be considered more likely of being extended to form a better solution 

score than values assigned to a path reaching a depth limit of 2.  Also for any given 

evaluation depth, values that can reach the depth limit when the best solution score is 

higher, would appear more promising than values evaluated against lower solution 

scores. 

 

This raised the question as to the extent to which the assignment frequency data of 

prior, and easier, evaluations should be used, and what weight if any should be 
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attributed to them.  Several approaches were experimented with.  The first of these 

attributes greater worth to each value contained in a path as the depth limit increases.  

For example values reaching a depth limit of 2 receive two points, those in a path of 10 

receive 10 points. The second approach considered was to reset the frequency data 

with each evaluation run, thus completely ignoring prior evaluations.  A third technique 

is to reset it when a better solution score is produced.  Implementation of these 

techniques is presented below. 

 

Implementation 

The following presents the implementation of procedures for ranking values based on 

the assignment frequency technique.  The rankings array as described in chapter 17 

records the number of times a value is assigned to a variable.  Figure 19.20 presents 

the implementation of the rankings reset procedure.   
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Procedure TfrmGenerator.Rankings_Reset; 

var aSlot, aWord: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlot:=1 to SlotCount do 

   for aWord:=1 to WordCount do 

   Rankings[aSlot,aWord]:=0; 

end; 

Figure 19.20 Implementation – Rankings Reset 

 

Although the evaluation model allows for solution testing, the current implementation 

was made prior to solution testing compiling frequency data, and using it via value 

selection to form high scoring solutions.  Incorporating these techniques within the 

evaluation model is likely to beneficial, and thus remains an avenue for future 

development.    The current implementation however resets the frequency data prior to 

the first evaluation run.   

 

The model allows for experimentation with three options to reset the frequency data: 

never, at commencement of each run, and at commencement of an evaluation run 

when a new high scoring solution has been formed.  

 

When an evaluation reaches the depth limit the each value assigned is incremented 

within the rankings array.  Four weighted systems of incrementing the ranking of a 

value were implemented: add one, add evaluation depth, add slot depth, and add 

evaluation by slot depth.  These implementations are presented in figures 19.21 to 

19.24.  The rankings add one procedure simply increments all values assigned by one.  

The rankings add evaluation depth procedure increments all values assigned by the 
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depth limit applied to the evaluation.  The rankings add slot depth increments each 

value by the branch depth of the variable that it was assigned to.  Finally, the rankings 

add evaluation by slot depth procedure increments each value by the product of the 

depth limit and the branch depth of the variable that the value is assigned to. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Rankings_Add_One; 

var aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=2 to DepthLimit do 

   Inc(Rankings[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos], 

       Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].Wordused],1); 

end; 

Figure 19.21 Implementation – Rankings Add One 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Rankings_Add_EvaluationDepth; 

var aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=2 to DepthLimit do 

   Inc(Rankings[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos], 

       Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].Wordused],DepthLimit); 

end; 

Figure 19.22 Implementation – Rankings Add Evaluation Depth 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Rankings_Add_SlotDepth; 

var aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=2 to DepthLimit do 

   Inc(Rankings[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos], 

       Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].Wordused],aSlotPos); 

end; 

Figure 19.23 Implementation – Rankings Add Slot Depth 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Rankings_Add_SlotByEvaluationDepth; 

var aSlotPos: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   for aSlotPos:=2 to DepthLimit do 

   Inc(Rankings[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos], 

       Slot[SlotOrders[PrimarySlot,aSlotPos]].Wordused],aSlotPos*DepthLimit); 

end; 

Figure 19.24 Implementation – Rankings Add Slot By Evaluation Depth 

 

Assignment Frequency + Word Score  

The assignment frequency + word score technique combines the two ranking heuristics 

such that those values ranked highly by either heuristic are included in the selection.  

Currently equal weighting is given to each heuristic.  Although this technique of 

combining heuristics was found to be productive more sophisticated approaches can 

certainly be envisaged.   
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The choice of heuristic would appear to be dependent on the specificities of the 

problem.  Factors such as the size of the lexicon, the density of constraints, and the 

variance in word scores, would appear to be important.  Although based on only a 

small sample of empirical trials it is theorised that the probability that high scoring 

words are found in an optimal solution improves as the number of constraints of a 

puzzle is reduced, or the variance in word score is increased.  Thus for puzzles with 

few constraints and a high variance in word score, the word score value ranking 

heuristic is likely to perform better, and thus should be attributed more weight.  For 

more highly constrained problems, or where the variance in word score is low the 

assignment frequency heuristic might be attributed more weight.   Certainly at this point 

what is required is more experimentation. However refinements to the existing 

heuristics and the potential development of new heuristics is foreseeable. 

 

19.5 Selection 

This section describes the selection process that involves choosing how many values 

from each domain will be used to attempt to form solutions with.  The size of the 

selection is important in terms of the ability to form high scoring solutions, and the time 

taken to form those solutions, which impact the total time taken to exhaust the search 

space.   

 

Despite the importance of selection no heuristics have been currently implemented.  

The choice of a selection size is dependent on the effectiveness of the value ranking 

technique.  As such the model currently relies on the use of human input for choosing a 

selection size, and thus allowing for experimentation and benchmarking of value 

ranking heuristics. 

 

Like value ranking heuristics, the choice of a selection size would appear to be 

dependent on the specificities of the problem.  That is for a given problem a probability 

may be assigned to which we expect a value ranking heuristic to perform well.  

Individual domains may also be assigned probabilities based on factors such as their 

relative domain size to other variables or the number of constraints.  For example in 

highly constrained regions of the constraint network variables will likely be instantiated 

more often, given a variable ordering technique that gives preference to these 

variables.  As a consequence more assignment frequency data will be collected for 

values in these domains, and thus more confidence can be given to applying the 

assignment frequency heuristic.  In less constrained regions the probability that a high 
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scoring word will be used is greater, and less frequency data will have been collected, 

thus more confidence might be applied to the word score heuristic for these domains. 

 

An attempt, albeit a very course heuristics, was implemented.  This involves inputting a 

confidence value.   The confidence value represents the minimum number of words 

from a domain that need to have been assigned in order to make a selection based on 

assignment frequency data.  If the number of words from the domain is less than the 

confidence level then all values from the domain are included in the selection.  As such 

a confidence level of 0 means that a selection of N words will be made even in cases 

where no frequency data exists.  Increases to the confidence value equates to having 

less confidence in the use of assignment frequency heuristic.  This was implemented 

due to an observed deficiency in the assignment frequency approach, being that no 

data was collected for some domains when evaluating values at a low depth limit.  

Thus in cases where no data existed as a basis for selection, all words from the 

domain were included.  This technique has the obvious problem that the search space 

is dramatically increased.  However as these domains are likely to be in less 

constrained regions, and hence low in the variable order, the impact on the time taken 

to search the increased space was found to be minimal, and the benefits were that 

higher scoring solutions were produced.  

 

The concept of using a confidence value was implemented prior to the assignment 

frequency + word score heuristic.  When using assignment frequency alone even if no 

assignment data exists the technique will choose the top N words from the domain, 

which have been sorted by word score.   Thus using a higher confidence level also 

indicates that little confidence is given to the word score heuristic.  The implementation 

of this technique was presented in chapter 17.  

 

Another important issue related to the choice of the selection size is the time taken to 

search the resultant search space.  Including all values in the selection guarantees 

formation of an optimal solution, but would be no different to performing an exhaustive 

search, and thus would have no benefit.  As the selection size is reduced the time 

taken to search the space will reduce but so to the probability of forming an optimal 

solution, thus a trade off exists.  The more effective the value ranking heuristic the 

smaller the selection size needs to be.  It should be noted that formation of an optimal 

solution, although desirable, is not necessarily the goal.  What is required is to form 

high scoring solutions in a reasonable time. 
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An important distinction between the selection size when used with the tree search 

model and evaluation models is that within the tree search model, selection and 

priming is only performed once, where as in the evaluation model it is performed 

multiple times.  As a consequence a larger selection size might be used within the tree 

search model to improve the probability of locating a high scoring solution.  In the 

evaluation model the time taken to perform solution priming in each instance needs to 

be reduced, such that the total time taken does not outweigh the benefits of forming 

high scoring solutions.   

 

Initial trials would tend to support the use of smaller selection sizes within the 

evaluation model.  Choosing a smaller selection is likely to, at least initially, produce 

low scoring solutions.  However, due to repeated application by the evaluation model 

the selection is refined, such that progressively higher scoring solutions are produced 

throughout the iterative process.   

 

Selections in the range of 10 to 30% of domain sizes were found to provide reasonable 

results on the smaller test-bed puzzles.  On the puzzles with the full lexicon selections 

in the range 5% to 15% of words were found to produce good solutions (within 99% of 

the best known solutions to these puzzles).  As these puzzles have not been 

exhausted however, it has not been established whether these selections promote 

efficient search times.    

 

A reason for requiring a larger percentage of domains to be selected on the reduced 

domain puzzles is suspected to be due to the fact that each domain is a selection of 

the top scoring words from the full lexicon.  Thus attempting to choose a selection of 

goods values from what already is a potentially good selection is more difficult.  

Another factor may simply be that a minimum number of words on any puzzle must be 

chosen to have a reasonable probability that solutions will be formed.  At least one 

unique word from each domain must be selected to ensure the all-different constraint is 

satisfied.  Using the word score heuristic a minimum selection size equalling the 

number of variables is required to have any chance that a solution will be formed.  

However, using the assignment frequency heuristic, tests were performed with smaller 

selection sizes that produced solutions, however the probability of this occurring is 

suspected to be low.  
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19.6 Solution Formation 

The process of forming solutions is to the search the reduced search space defined by 

the value ranking and selection techniques.  Two search engines for performing this 

function, X1 and NLP, were documented in chapter 17 with relation to solution priming 

in the tree search model.  Trials of these techniques indicated that the exhaustive X1 

engine produced high scores, but could take more time doing so.  The NLP engine was 

developed for use with the evaluation model to limit the time taken, as a poor choice in 

variable order could lead to prohibitive times taken by the X1 engine.  Improvements to 

search techniques such as branch-and-bound, and variable ordering, whilst improving 

the efficiency of both engines have certainly improved the reliability of the X1 engine, 

and thus improved its relative worth.  However, forward tracking systems such as FC11 

have not yet been implemented for the NLP engine, thus comparison of these 

approaches is currently difficult.  Again further experimentation with these techniques is 

required to gain any insight into their comparative efficiency.   

 

19.7 Extended Evaluation 

This section describes optional and additional processes for identifying potentially good 

values.  The approach is to iteratively evaluate a sample of values from each domain, 

refine the selection of values within each domain, and repeat the process until domains 

are reduced to a size suitable for attempting to form solutions. 

 

This process follows on from the evaluation and removal of values and precedes the 

selection process described above.  The purpose of this technique is to attempt to 

supplement the assignment frequency data and thus improve the selection process, 

such that higher scoring solutions are formed sooner.  As such this approach is only 

useful if ranking is based on assignment frequency, or assignment frequency plus word 

score.    

 

Upon completion of a normal evaluation run, extended evaluation removes values that 

are deemed to be less likely to form high scoring solutions.  That is low scoring words 

that were assigned less frequently, or not at all, are removed from domains.    From 

these reduced domains a sample of words from each domain are chosen and 

evaluated with a higher depth limit.  Three heuristics for choosing the sample of words 

have been implemented, namely random, ranked, and word score.  During this 

extended evaluation process, continued compilation of assignment frequency data is 

maintained.   This process is repeated until domains are reduced to an adequate size.  
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At completion of extended evaluation a final selection of words from each domain is 

performed (section 19.5) and solutions are formed (section 19.6).  The shaded regions 

in figure 19.25 represent an example of the additional processing performed by 

extended evaluation.   

 

Processes Depth Selection Size 

Evaluation Run 1 4  

Save Domains   

Value Ranking   

Value Selection  1000 

Extended Evaluation Run 1 8  

Value Ranking   

Value Selection  500 

Extended Evaluation Run 2 12  

Value Ranking   

Value Selection  200 

Solution Formation   

Restore Domains   

Evaluation Run 2 6  

Figure 19.25 Addition Processing (shaded) performed by Extended Evaluation 

 

For example, without extended evaluation, having completed evaluating all values to a 

depth limit of 4, words would be ranked and a selection of 200 words from each domain 

would be chosen and solutions formed.  By adding extended evaluation, domains are 

reduced to a selection of 1000 words, a sample of words from each domain is 

evaluated to a depth of 8, then the selection is refined to 500 words and a sample of 

words from each domain is evaluated to a depth of 12.  Thus in performing the 

additional processing, it is hoped that the final selection of 200 words is improved such 

that higher scoring solutions are formed. 

 

In certain instances high scoring solutions and optimal solutions were produced, and in 

less time, by the introduction of the extended evaluation process.  In other instances 

this technique failed to form as good solutions, compared to the standard process of 

value ranking and selection.  Although many experiments were performed altering the 

input parameters, given the small set of test-bed puzzles, it could not be known the 

extent to which the results were based on chance, or the parameters chosen.  For 

example increasing the sample size and performing more evaluations increases the 
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time taken, however by virtue of the fact that more evaluations are performed, and 

hence more data is compiled on which to base a selection, it was envisaged that better 

solutions should be formed.  This however was not necessarily the case, at times 

increasing the sample size lead to formation of lower scoring solutions.  Thus it could 

not be determined if a strategy was good but failing to form high scoring solutions by 

chance, or because the strategy was flawed. 

 

The parameters that need to be considered within extended evaluation are; the number 

of iterations performed, the extent that domains are reduced on each iteration, the 

value ranking heuristics used and specifically the weight given to assignments during 

extended evaluation, the sampling heuristic used, the number of words included in the 

sample, the depth and node limits to be used on each evaluation, and the search 

techniques to be used for performing an evaluation. 

 

The conclusion drawn from initial trials was that due to the additional cost of 

processing, it was better suited to more difficult problems with large domain sizes.  On 

the smaller test bed puzzles the standard process of ranking, selection, and solution 

formation was good at forming high scoring solutions.  Extended evaluation increased 

the time taken but did not produce sufficiently higher scoring solutions to offset the time 

taken.  On the puzzles with the full lexicon of 2466 words this technique was found to 

frequently produce higher scoring solutions, and in less time than if the technique was 

not used.  Further experimentation is required to establish the extent to which these 

results were due to chance or the specified input parameters.  Should the viability of 

extended evaluation as an efficient technique be established, then further research 

focused on developing heuristics for choosing input parameters would be required. 

 

Implementation 

The implementation of extended evaluation is presented in figure 19.26 as a means of 

clarifying the approach.   
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Extended_Evaluation(eRunID: Cardinal); 

var aSlotPos, runID: Cardinal; 

    continue: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   if IeeEnabled then 

   begin 

      Display_Extended_Evaluation_Started; 

      continue:=True; 

      for runID:=1 to IeeRunCount do 

      with IeeExtendedRuns[runID] do 

      if (EvaluationRunID=eRunID) and continue and Generate then 

      begin 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(IeeRunSearch[runID]); 

         Load_Selection(SelectionType,SelectionSize,1); 

         Display_Extended_Evaluation_Run_Started; 

         for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

         if continue and Generate then 
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         if Slot[SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]].DomainCount[0]=0 then 

         continue:=False 

         else 

         case SamplingMethod of 

            1: Ext_Evaluate_Random_Words_In_Slot 

                  (SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos],SampleSize); 

            2: begin 

                  Sort_Domain_By_Lexicon_Position(SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]); 

                  Ext_Evaluate_Top_Words_In_Slot 

                     (SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos],SampleSize); 

                  Sort_Domain(SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]); 

               end; 

            3: begin 

                  Sort_Domain_By_Rank(SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]); 

                  Ext_Evaluate_Top_Words_In_Slot 

                     (SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos],SampleSize); 

                  Sort_Domain(SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]); 

               end; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.26 Implementation – Extended Evaluation 

 

An identifier to the last evaluation run performed is passed to the procedure.  Lines 9 to 

11 initiate a loop to process all input extended evaluation runs linked to the last 

evaluation run. Line 16 initiates a loop to process all variables.  If all values have been 

removed from a variable’s domain then the process of extended evaluation is halted 

(lines 18 & 19).  Processing of a domain is dependant on the sampling technique 

chosen.  The procedures for evaluating a sample of random words or top ranked words 

from each domain are presented in figures 19.27 and 19.28.  The sort domain by rank 

procedure (line 29 above) sorts values by their assignment frequency. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Ext_Evaluate_Random_Words_In_Slot 

  (slotID: Cardinal; sampleSize: Cardinal); 

var testResults: array[1..MaxDomain] of TTestResult; 

    nAttempts, domainPos, tempDomainCount, passed: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      Display_Extended_Evaluation_Slot_Started(slotID); 

      Randomize; 

      nAttempts:=0; 

      passed:=0; 

      PrimarySlot:=slotID; 

      while (passed<sampleSize) and (nAttempts<=Domaincount[0]) and Generate do 

      begin 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         domainPos:=Random(DomainCount[0])+1; 

         NodeCount:=0; 

         Searching:=True; 

         TestResult:=trFail; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

         testResults[domainPos]:=TestResult; 

         if TestResult=trPass then 

         Inc(passed); 

         Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

         Inc(nAttempts); 

      end; 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for DomainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 

      if testResults[domainPos]<>trFail then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 
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         Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      end; 

      DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.27 Implementation – Ext Evaluate Random Words In Slot 

 

The input sample size reflects the number of evaluations required to reach the depth 

limit.  When an evaluation reaches the depth limit then the number of attempts is 

incremented.  Given an optimal score and a sufficiently high depth limit, or a low node 

limit, no evaluations might reach the depth limit.  As such the number of extended 

evaluations attempted is limited to the number of words in a domain (line 11).  The 

current procedure allows for the same word to be evaluated multiple times, and thus 

could be refined.   

 

The use of random sampling was implemented for use with the evaluative sampling 

approach and described further in the next chapter.  The reason for using either word 

score, or assignment frequency, as a sampling method is to attempt to identify values 

in other domains that support highly ranked values.  That is a value from a domain may 

have a high assignment frequency due to evaluations performed on domains in close 

proximity to it.  Supporting values in other domains that are required to allow a solution 

to be formed however may have low assignment frequencies, and thus would not be 

included in the selection.  As such performing an extended evaluation of a value to a 

higher depth increases the assignment frequency of words that are required to enable 

a solution to be formed, and thus improving the likelihood that these words will also be 

included in the selection.  
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Ext_Evaluate_Top_Words_In_Slot 

   (slotID: Cardinal; sampleSize: Cardinal); 

var testResults: array[1..MaxDomain] of TTestResult; 

    domainPos, tempDomainCount, passed: Cardinal; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle, Slot[slotID] do 

   begin 

      Display_Extended_Evaluation_Slot_Started(slotID); 

      passed:=0; 

      PrimarySlot:=slotID; 

      domainPos:=1; 

      while (passed<sampleSize) and (domainPos<=Domaincount[0]) and Generate do 

      begin 

         Application.ProcessMessages; 

         NodeCount:=0; 

         Searching:=True; 

         TestResult:=trFail; 

         Search_Partition(domainPos); 

         testResults[domainPos]:=TestResult; 

         if TestResult=trPass then 

         Inc(passed); 

         Display_Test_Word_Completed; 

         Inc(domainPos); 

      end; 

      tempDomainCount:=0; 

      for domainPos:=1 to DomainCount[0] do 
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      if testResults[domainPos]<>trFail then 

      begin 

         Inc(tempDomainCount); 

         Domains[0,tempDomainCount]:=Domains[0,domainPos]; 

      end; 

      DomainCount[0]:=tempDomainCount; 

   end; 

end; 

Figure 19.28 Implementation – Ext Evaluate Top Words In Slot 
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Chapter 20 - Evaluative Sampling 

This chapter describes a nondeterministic approach referred to as evaluative sampling.  

Like the solution priming techniques described in chapter 17, evaluative sampling can 

be used as a solution primer within a deterministic framework such as the tree search 

model or evaluation model, or as a stand-alone solution generator.  The extended 

evaluation technique described in the prior chapter was an attempt to integrate aspects 

of evaluative sampling with existing processes of the evaluation model.  Evaluative 

sampling was initially developed however as a holistic technique for generating high 

scoring solutions in a reasonable time.      

 

The objective of generating high scoring solutions in a reasonable time is a departure 

from the primary focus of this research of determining an optimal solution.  As such this 

technique was subjected to limited empirical testing and refinement.  Establishing the 

relative effectiveness and efficiency of evaluative sampling in comparison to existing 

techniques and across a broader range of puzzles remains a task for future research.  

The reason for its inclusion in this thesis is primarily due to the solutions it generated.  

These solutions are important as they provide new benchmarks for future research.      

 

The following provides an overview of the evaluative sampling approach and 

implementation.  Results obtained from empirical trials are presented in appendix 

A1.14. 

 

Evaluative sampling is a nondeterministic variant of the evaluation model.  Central to 

this approach is the identification of potentially good values that can be used to form 

high scoring solutions.  With the requirement of exhausting the search space to 

determine an optimal solution relaxed, the process of removing sub-optimal values can 

also be relaxed.  This allows poor values that are deemed unlikely to be capable of 

forming good solutions to be removed from domains.   

 

Evaluative sampling is an iterative approach in which values from each domain are 

evaluated.  Based on this evaluation, poor values that are deemed unlikely to be 

capable of forming high scoring solutions are removed, thus retaining potentially good 

values.  This process of evaluation and reduction is then repeated with progressively 

more difficult depth limits, until domains are reduced to a size that is conducive to 

searching in a reasonable time.  Having completed solution formation, the original 

domain values are reinstated and the process repeated. 
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An overview of this approach can be seen in figure 20.1  
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Evaluative_Sampling 

  Save Domains 

  Repeat 

    WHILE the number of values in domains is greater than target size DO 

      Evaluate sample of values from each domain 

      Reduce Domains by removing poor values 

      Increase Depth Limit 

    Form Solutions   

    Load Saved Domains 

  UNTIL Stopped   

 

Figure 20.1 Pseudo Code – Evaluative Sampling (overview) 

 

Unlike the evaluation model that evaluates each value in a domain, evaluative 

sampling chooses only a small sample of values from each domain.  As described in 

the prior chapter various methods of choosing the sample are possible.  The current 

implementation however uses random selection on the first iteration, and assignment 

frequency on subsequent iterations.  Relaxing the requirement to determine an optimal 

solution also allows for much lower node counts, and larger depths to be explored, than 

would be ideal for attempting to deterministically reduce domains.  As a result, 

potentially good values can be identified more rapidly. 

 

Figure 20.2 provides more detailed pseudo code of evaluative sampling. 
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Evaluative_Sampling 

  InitialDepth ← InputValue 

  DepthIncrement ← InputValue 

  MaxDepth ← InputValue 

  NodeBase ← InputValue 

  MaxTrials ← InputValue 

  MaxRuns ← InputValue 

  FinalSelection ← InputValue 

  ReductionFactor ← InputValue 

  Save_Domains 

  Runs ← 1 

  WHILE Runs < MaxRuns DO 

    MinDepth ← InitialDepth  

    DepthLimit ← MinDepth 

    RandomSample ← True 

    CurrentDomainSize ← MaximumDomainSize 

    Continue ← True 

    WHILE CurrentDomainSize > FinalSelection AND Continue DO  

      Set NodeLimit based on NodeBase and Depth Limit 

      FOR each variable DO 

        IF v.DomainCount > 0 THEN 

          Continue ← False 

        ELSE 

          SuccessfulTrials ← 0 

          Trials ← 0 

          REPEAT 

            Trials ← Trials +1 

            IF RandomSample THEN 

              Choose a random TestValue from domain 

              RandomSelection ← False    

            ELSE 

              Choose the next most frequently assigned TestValue from domain   

            TestResult ← Search_Partition rooted by choosen value 

            IF TestResult = DepthPassed THEN 

              SuccessfulTrials ← SuccessfulTrials +1 

              Increment frequency of values used to reach depth except TestValue 
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            ELSE  

              IF TestResult = Fail THEN 

                Remove TestValue from domain       

          UNTIL SuccessfulTrials = MaxTrials OR  

                Trials = Number of values in Domain 

          Reduce CurrentDomainSize by ReductionFactor 

          Reduce domains by retaining CurrentDomainSize values from each domain 

          DepthLimit ← DepthIncrement 

          IF DepthLimit > MaxDepth THEN 

            DepthLimit ← MaxDepth 

    IF Continue THEN 

      Solution_Priming 

      Increase MinDepth  

      Runs ← Runs + 1 

      IF higher solutions were found OR MinDepth = MaxDepth THEN 

        Reset_Frequency_Data 

        Load_Saved_Domains 

 

Figure 20.2 Pseudo Code – Evaluative Sampling 

 

Being a holistic technique, the effectiveness of evaluative sampling to form high scoring 

solutions, and the efficiency that these solutions are formed is dependent on the 

supporting search and evaluation techniques used in conjunction with it.  It is also 

dependent on numerous parameters such as: depth and node limits applied to 

evaluations, the extent to which domains are reduced on each iteration, and the final 

selection size from which solutions are formed.  Given that a random sample of values 

is chosen for the initial evaluations on each run the results are also subject to chance. 

 

Despite all these factors, initial trials of evaluative sampling using a range of different 

supporting techniques and parameters produced consistently good results relative to 

prior automated attempts to solve these puzzles.  

 

Figure 20.3 presents the current implementation of evaluative sampling. 
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procedure TfrmGenerator.Solution_Priming_Evaluative_Sampling; 

var initialDepth, aSlotPos, currentDomainSize, aScore, runs: Cardinal; 

    continue, randomOrder: Boolean; 

begin 

   with frmPuzzle do 

   begin 

      Display_Evaluative_Sampling_Started; 

      Assign_Ranking(IspeRanking); 

      initialDepth:=IspeInitialDepth; 

      randomOrder:=True; 

      runs:=1; 

      while Generate and ((runs<=IspeMaxRuns) or (IspeMaxRuns=0)) do 

      begin 

         Assign_Search_Techniques(IspeSearch); 

         DepthLimit:=initialDepth; 

         currentDomainSize:=DomainSizeLimit; 

         continue:=True; 

         while (currentDomainSize>IspSelectionSize) and continue and Generate do 

         begin 

            Display_Evaluative_Sampling_Run_Started; 

            NodeLimit:=Trunc(Power(IspeNodeBase,DepthLimit/10)); 

            for aSlotPos:=1 to SlotCount do 

            if continue and Generate then 

            begin 

               PrimarySlot:=SlotOrders[0,aSlotPos]; 

               Application.ProcessMessages; 

               if Slot[PrimarySlot].DomainCount[0]=0 then 

               continue:=False 

               else 
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               if randomOrder then 

               begin 

                  Ext_Evaluate_Random_Words_In_Slot(PrimarySlot,IspeSampleSize); 

                  randomOrder:=False; 

               end 

               else 

               begin 

                  Sort_Domain_By_Rank(PrimarySlot); 

                  Ext_Evaluate_Top_Words_In_Slot(PrimarySlot,IspeSampleSize); 

                  Sort_Domain(PrimarySlot); 

               end; 

            end; 

            Inc(DepthLimit,IspeStep); 

            if DepthLimit>IspeMaxDepth then 

            DepthLimit:=IspeMaxDepth; 

            currentDomainSize:=Trunc(currentDomainSize*IspeMultiplier); 

            if currentDomainSize>IspSelectionSize then 

            Load_Selection(IspSelectionType, 

                           currentDomainSize,IspSelectionConfidence); 

         end; 

         Inc(runs); 

         if continue and Generate then 

         begin 

            aScore:=ScoreToSeek; 

            Solution_Priming_Value_Selection; 

            Inc(initialDepth,2); 

            if (ScoreToSeek>aScore) or (initialDepth=IspeMaxDepth) then 

            begin 

               initialDepth:=IspeInitialDepth; 

               randomOrder:=True; 

               Rankings_Reset; 

            end; 

            Load_Saved_Domains; 

         end; 

      end; 

   end; 

end; 

 

Figure 20.3 Implementation – Evaluative Sampling 
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Part 4 – Conclusions 
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Chapter 21 - Conclusions 

This thesis investigated the automated search techniques for determining solutions to 

finite and discrete combinatorial optimisation problems.  A variety of techniques for 

determining optimal solutions to these problems are established in the literature.  Given 

the enormity of the search space however of many real problem instances the time 

taken by these techniques is simply prohibitive to their use.  As a consequence many 

researchers and practitioners have embraced nondeterministic approaches to locate 

good solutions in a reasonable time.  Nonetheless the task of determining optimal 

solutions in an efficient manner remains an important research question.    

 

The primary objective was to explore new ways to exhaust the search space of these 

problems more efficiently.  For this task an experimental method of development was 

applied to a set of test-bed puzzles known as Go-Words.  This resulted in a broad 

range of techniques being developed and documented within the thesis.  These 

techniques are considered as the major contribution of this research.   

 

The extent to which this research can establish the efficiency of the techniques 

developed is limited.  The reasons for this were described in the thesis and 

summarised in section 21.1.  Subject to these limitations section 21.2 provides a 

summary of contributions of this research.  Highlighted are techniques developed that 

were found to perform well in empirical trials.  These techniques when used in concert 

with existing techniques were found to significantly reduce the time taken to determine 

optimal solutions. In addition new high scoring solutions to the test-bed puzzles were 

achieved, thus providing future research with new benchmarks.   

 

21.1 Limitations 

A range of factors limits the extent to which it can be claimed that the techniques 

developed are actually efficient.  These limitations may be summarised as follows.   

 

Existing techniques 

Due to the resource constraints of this research only a small number of existing 

techniques were examined.  This research does not proclaim to provide a survey of 

existing techniques.   As a consequence the potential certainly exists that unexamined 

techniques exist that are more efficient than those presented. 
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Technique Dependency 

The efficiency of techniques has been established to be dependent on their use with 

other techniques.  Performing trials of each possible permutation of techniques was 

beyond the resources of this research.  As such the possibility exists that trials indicate 

a technique to be inefficient, when its use with an untested set of techniques could 

reveal it to be efficient.  

 

Benchmarking Techniques 

A range of inherent methodological problems was discussed for benchmarking the 

relative efficiency of techniques.  In addition to these is the limited number of puzzles 

examined by this research.  As a consequence the extent to which chance has 

impacted on the reported results should not be underestimated.  

 

Test-bed Representation 

It is questionable the extent to which the test-bed puzzles examined are representative 

of other Go-Words problems, and the broader class of discrete combinatorial 

optimisation problems.  Although it is assayed that results provide some indication to 

the broader problems, the extent to which this is the case can simply not be 

established from this research.   

 

21.2 Contributions 

A summary of the major contributions of this research is presented. 

 

Forward Tracking 

A range of existing and new forward tracking techniques was implemented during this 

research.  One technique that is believed to be novel (due in part to its highly problem 

specific nature) was found to produce significantly better results across the test bed 

puzzles.  The FFA{CV} + FFA(ad){FV} + FFAR(i)(i){FV} technique implemented as 

FC11, filters the forward constraints of the current variable for arc consistency, and 

then filters the forward intersection constraints of forward variables that are connected 

via the intersection constraint to the current variable when a reduction occurred as a 

result of checking the forward intersection constraints of the current variable.  Other 

forward intersection constraints of forward variables are only tested and retested as a 

result of a reduction by an intersection constraint.  In instances where a forward 

variables domain is reduced to a single value the all-different constraints of this 
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variable are enforced, however reductions as a result of this enforcement do not give 

rise to further constraint checks of the intersection constraints of forward variables.    

 

Branch-and-Bound 

The very nature of branch-and-bound techniques are highly problem specific.  Despite 

the potentially limited applicability to other problems, considerable attention was paid to 

the development of efficient branch-and-bound techniques for the problem of Go-

Words.  This development was viewed as imperative to establishing the relative 

efficiency of other techniques due to technique dependency.  It is also hoped that 

lessons learnt from these techniques may aid in the development of techniques for 

other problems. 

 

Several new techniques are proposed and implemented for the Go-Words problem.  

One technique (BB11) that was found to be efficient calculates three bounds for a 

partition and uses the smallest of these to halt expansion.  If expansion is not halted 

then three value bounds are calculated for each domain to trim values from forward 

variable domains whose assignment can be determined to be sub-optimal.  Trials of 

this implementation were found to significantly reduce the search space and search 

times compared to the technique proposed by Harris & Kuldeep (1998). 

 

Domain Maintenance 

The multi-list domain maintenance system was developed to maintain dynamic lists of 

domain values such that the order of values was maintained during search.  This 

system avoids the necessity to order values during search and provides for more 

efficient calculation of partition bounds.  A limitation of this technique is that it only 

allows for the use of forward tracking techniques that filter the forward intersection 

constraints of the current variable.  When using these forward tracking techniques it 

was found to be more efficient than the single-list technique developed by Harris 

(personal contact).  Attempts to extend the capabilities of this technique to allow for 

filtering of all variable domains however did not result in efficient implementations.   

 

In contrast Harris’s technique was readily adapted to allow for filtering of all variable 

domains.  This allowed it to be used with more effective forward tracking techniques 

such as FC11 and more effective branch-and-bound techniques such as BB11.  The 

combination of these techniques was found to produce better results than combinations 

incorporating the multi-list system.  As such this research provides documentation and 

support for the use of the, as yet unpublished, technique of Harris. 
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Variable Ordering 

Smith & Grant (1997) refuted “Fail First” (Haralick & Elliott, 1980) as a general principle 

for ordering variables, and has subsequently been supported by Beck, et. al, (2003).  

Methodological issues were discussed questioning the validity of their claim.  However 

based on logical arguments presented in this research, Fail First is rejected as a 

general principle.  In addition there would appear tenuous support for the notion put 

forward by Haralick & Elliott (1980) that seeking to reduce branch depth improves 

search efficiency.  

 

The Constraint Density approach of choosing first variables within a densely 

constrained region of the constraint network, and thus attempting to reduce the number 

of consistency tests performed, provides an alternative approach to fail first.  In 

particular the CD1 technique developed was found to be competitive with other 

techniques on all puzzles, and produced significantly better aggregate results.  As such 

the approach and heuristics developed are deemed worthy of further consideration. 

 

Redundancy 

A set of techniques referred to as redundancy checking remove values that are 

inconsistent with the problems objective function.  Via a relaxation of the problems 

constraints, rules were developed for determining if a value was capable of forming a 

solution better than other values from the domain.  These rules were then applied 

during search to limit the number of nodes traversed, and as consistency pre-

processing techniques to remove values prior to search. 

 

Although these techniques were not effective on certain puzzles the cost of application 

on these puzzles was minimal.  In cases where the technique was effective it was 

found to provide benefits, leading to an improvement of aggregate search times.    

 

Solution Testing 

A consistency pre-process referred to as solution testing is proposed.  This technique 

ensures that all variables domain values are capable of forming a complete and valid 

solution.  The use of an iterative node limited search engine is also proposed for 

performing this function.  In addition to removing inconsistencies, solutions are formed 

during the process, thus providing a valid priming score prior to the exhaustive search.  

 

Application of this technique was found to provide minor reductions to aggregate times 

across the test-bed puzzles when a good selection of search techniques was used for 

performing an exhaustive search.  When a poor selection of exhaustive search 
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techniques was used however improvements to search efficiency were more 

significant.  For the reduced domain puzzles examined the use of solution testing also 

was found to aid in the formation of higher scoring solutions by solution priming, thus 

providing greater benefits.  Several instances however are noted where the cost of 

applying this technique outweighs its benefits.    

 

Evaluation Model  

Research was undertaken on the development of a new holistic approach referred to 

as the evaluation model.  This approach showed initial success, notably being the first 

automated attempt to determine an optimal solution to puzzle GW3-2466.  Subsequent 

improvements however to branch-and-bound and forward tracking techniques provided 

far greater benefits for more traditional search approach presented in part 2 of this 

thesis.  The use of more effective forward tracking and branch-and-bound techniques 

would appear well suited to the problem of Go-Words, but less compatible with an 

iterative approach such as the evaluation model.  The suspected reason for this is that 

these techniques perform substantial work reducing the domains of forward variables, 

even by returning to the last node visited within a partition, an iterative approach needs 

to repeatedly reduce these domains thus incurring repeated additional costs.   

 

Trial results indicate that the evaluation model in its current state is less efficient than 

the tree search model presented.  Proposed enhancements to the evaluation model 

have already been identified, and given its short developmental life further 

enhancements are likely.  Exploration of this research path however was found to be 

productive as it lead to the development of the iterative node limited search engine, 

solution testing, redundancy theory, and evaluative sampling, each of which were 

found to be beneficial techniques when used within the tree search model. 

 

Evaluative Sampling 

Derived from the evaluation model, evaluative sampling is a nondeterministic approach 

to forming high scoring solutions.  The process of evaluating a sample of values from 

each domain, selecting potentially good values from each domain using the combined 

assignment frequency + word score heuristic, and using these values to form solutions 

was found to produce high scoring solutions on the test-bed puzzles.  Although further 

research is required to adequately benchmark the efficiency of this technique, solutions 

were produced that either equalled or improved upon the best-known solutions to the 

four primary test-bed puzzles (GW1-2466, GW2-2466, GW3-2466, & GW4-2466).   
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These techniques were also successfully combined with solution testing within the tree 

search model to produce high scoring solutions prior to an exhaustive search.  Like 

solution testing the cost of achieving high scoring solutions at times outweighed the 

benefits.  However the improvement in search times on difficult puzzle instances 

resulted in improved aggregate times across the test-bed puzzles.  Trials of this 

technique were also found to produce higher scoring solutions, and typically in less 

time, than the repetitive depth first search technique presented.  

 

New Benchmarks 

As a product of experimentation new high scoring solutions to the test-bed puzzles 

were produced.  These solutions provide future research, into both deterministic and 

nondeterministic techniques, with new benchmarks.  Figure 21.1 presents these new 

high scoring solutions for GW1-2466 and GW2-2466.  Although it has not been 

established if these solutions are optimal the formation of these solutions demonstrate 

that the prior best-known human solutions were not optimal. 

 

GW1-2466 Solution Score: 6912 

 

GW2-2466 Solution Score: 6284 

 

Figure 21.1 New High Scoring Solutions for Puzzles GW1-2466 & GW2-2466 

 

Exhaustion of the search space of GW3-2466 by both the tree search model and the 

evaluation model determined that the solution score of 5663 produced by human 

contestants was indeed optimal. 
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Appendix 1 – Empirical Trials  

This appendix provides a summary of data from empirical trials.  Actual output from 

these trials is available on the accompanying disk to this thesis.  Test ID’s presented in 

the results section correspond to the configuration file used as input to select the 

techniques used on the trial.  These ID’s also correspond to the output files, for 

example results from Test 1 on puzzle GW1-440 can be found in the GW1-440 

directory and files relating to this test are named with the prefix GW1-440-T0001.  The 

top of the “.log” file provides a full listing of techniques that were used in the execution 

of the trial.  The time format used in the log files is days:hours:minutes:seconds, all 

times reported in this section use the format hours:minutes:seconds.    

 

Due to time constraints and some techniques, and some combinations of techniques, 

taking excessive amounts of time to complete a test, several tests were terminated 

prior to completion.  Times reported in bold italics are for tests that were terminated 

and thus could have taken much longer to complete.  The basis for terminating a test 

was if a technique was taking excessively longer to perform a task than other 

techniques with which it was being compared.  NT is used to denote a technique that 

was not tested on a specific puzzle.  The reason for this was again due to time 

constraints and poor performance of a technique on prior trials during development.  It 

was hoped that these tests would be performed if time permitted, unfortunately it didn’t.   

  

Two executables were created GWGen.exe and GWDemo.exe.  GWDemo contains 

high levels of reporting whilst GWGen is a cut down version with much of the on-screen 

and file output removed to improve efficiency.  Code from GWGen was presented 

within the thesis to aid with the explanation of techniques.  Although it had been 

intended to run trials using both executables this was not possible, and all results 

presented were produced using the GWDemo executable.  As a consequence the 

reported times for all techniques are longer than could have been achieved using the 

more efficient GWDemo executable.  As the purpose of this testing was to gauge the 

relative efficiency of techniques this was not seen as a significant issue.  The efficiency 

of techniques such as solution testing and the evaluation model however that produce 

large amounts of screen output are certainly degraded from the use of the GWDemo 

version.    

 

Ideally repeated trials of techniques would have been performed using multiple PC’s to 

compensate for day-to-day variances in run times.  Unfortunately this research was 
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limited to the use of a single pc that was used for all of the empirical trials presented in 

this appendix.  A couple of repeated trials are presented that illustrate that variances 

are experienced from one day to the next.  It also became apparent that the 

performance of the test computer over the course of the trials was becoming slower.  

Trials conducted at: commencement of testing, mid way through, and at completion 

reveal significant variations in run time.  Immediately prior to test #269 the test 

computer was moved to a new location.  Shortly after this component failure began to 

be experienced with the test computer.  It is not known whether the computer was 

damaged as a result of the move, or the intensive testing over one year period was 

beginning to take its toll on hardware components.  Repeated trials of value ordering 

techniques performed after the move revealed large variances and anomalies between 

trials making it difficult to draw any conclusions with regards to these techniques.  On 

completion of the final trial presented for evaluative sampling the test computer was 

experiencing problems with the CPU, RAM, and Graphics card, resulting in complete 

operating system failure and termination of testing.  For the most part however, trials 

performed prior to test #269 are reflective of results obtained on prior trials during 

experimentation and development of techniques. 

 

Sections within this appendix correspond to chapters within the thesis and provide 

results and comparison of techniques described in those chapters.  Except where 

noted, all tests were performed using chronological backtracking, intersection 

constraints are ordered by their geometric position (no ordering), and values within the 

domain of the primary variable and other variables are ordered using the lexicon value 

ordering technique. 

 

A1.1 – Exhaustive Search Engine 

Four trials were performed comparing the efficiency of the X1 and LL search engines 

and the reduction technique.  As the LL search engine has only been implemented for 

the ML domain maintenance system selection of search techniques was necessarily 

restricted to those compatible with ML.  Table A1.1 displays the total time taken by 

each search engine when combined with arc consistency, solution testing, and 

redundancy pre-processors, “Value Selection” solution priming, and search techniques 

FC3 forward tracking, BB10 branch-and-bound, “CD1-cr1” primary slot selection and 

variable ordering, and Lexicon value ordering.  The trial of the X1 engine on the GW1-

500 puzzle was terminated, having run for three days without completing.  The LL 
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engine was not tested on GW1-500 as there was no reason to suspect that the LL 

engine would produce significantly different results.  

  

Test Search 

Engine 

GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

261 X1 29:46:02 75:00:33 0:00:13 0:02:57 0:02:42 3:58:55 0:07:40 11:28:13 45:26:42 

262 LL 29:23:35 NT 0:00:13 0:02:58 0:02:50 3:27:37 0:07:20 11:40:09 44:44:42 

Table A1.1 Test Results – Comparison X1 & LL search Engines (Total Time) 

 

The results from table A1.1 are mixed although not significantly different, LL performs 

well on specific puzzles but not on others, the aggregate time across all puzzles is 

marginally improved.  Implementation of LL with the SL domain maintenance system 

and further testing is required to provide a better indication of its benefits. 

 

Table A1.2 displays results from trials of the reduction technique.  Test 263 performed 

an exhaustive search, with SL domain Maintenance, FC11 forward tracking, and BB11 

branch-and-bound.  Test 264 repeated the test using the reduction technique.   

 

Test Reduc-

tion 

GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

263 No 0:01:33 0:11:58 0:00:20 0:04:48 0:01:49 0:35:11 0:01:09 1:09:29 2:06:17 

264 Yes 0:02:10 0:11:41 0:00:20 0:04:45 0:01:48 0:34:57 0:01:08 1:06:22 2:03:11 

Table A1.2 Test Results – Reduction Technique (Total Time) 

 

With the exception of GW1-440 the reduction technique produced positive results.  The 

reason for the extended time on GW1-440 is not perceived to be due to the additional 

costs incurred by performing an arc consistency test at completion of the search of a 

partition.  This result is due predominately to the FC11 forward tracking technique that 

at times, such as this, reduces in effectiveness as inconsistencies are removed, 

resulting in longer search times.   

 

Having searched a partition, the removal of a value from the primary domain, is more 

likely to lead to an arc consistency test removing values from other domains on the 

reduced domain puzzles, than it would for the published puzzles with the full lexicon of 

2466 words.  Thus the tests performed tend to show the reduction technique 

favourably.   
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A1.2 – Domain Maintenance 

This section provides a description of attempts to compare the relative efficiency of SL 

and ML domain maintenance techniques.  Unlike the other search techniques 

presented, these techniques do not affect the number of consistency checks performed 

or the number of nodes traversed.  The only measure suitable for evaluating these 

techniques is the time taken to traverse nodes.  Despite the similarities of these 

systems a number of benchmarking problems were encountered.  

 

A difficulty in attempting to evaluate SL and ML is that, due to multiple words containing 

the same word score, when word score is used to sort a domain, words in the domain 

may appear in a different order each time the domain is sorted.  To overcome this 

problem a method of sorting words by their position in the lexicon was introduced.  This 

technique ensured that each time a domain was sorted, words would be placed in the 

same position.  This ensured that both SL and ML would traverse the same search 

space.  However sorting words by their lexicon position is potentially more costly than 

sorting words by word score.  As SL repeatedly orders values, this added expense is 

likely to degrade the performance of SL greater than that of ML.   

 

The SL and ML systems were tested with regards to their ability to perform solution 

testing and an exhaustive search.  

 

Solution Testing 

Table A1.3 displays the time taken to perform solution testing (chapter 15).  Each test 

uses a 2 pass node limited search engine with a node limit of 100 000, and the 

selected system of domain maintenance, and forward tracking for the first pass.  The 

static variable ordering technique CD1-cr2 and Lexicon value ordering technique are 

used to ensure each system is searching the same search space. 

 

Test DM, FT  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

106 SL1, FC1 0:04:39 0:09:09 0:00:39 0:03:06 0:00:06 0:01:39 0:02:47 0:17:32 0:39:37 

107 SL1, FC2 0:05:22 0:09:02 0:00:39 0:03:02 0:00:05 0:01:36 0:02:38 0:17:31 0:39:55 

108 SL1, FC3 0:05:20 0:08:50 0:00:42 0:03:09 0:00:06 0:01:41 0:02:37 0:17:26 0:39:51 

109 SL1, FC4 0:20:36 0:34:09 0:00:54 0:08:25 0:00:10 0:01:35 0:02:35 0:23:04 1:31:28 

116 SL1, FC11 0:01:08 0:02:08 0:00:13 0:01:00 0:00:04 0:00:44 0:00:26 0:01:51 0:07:34 

119 ML, FC1 0:06:54 0:11:04 0:00:47 0:03:28 0:00:06 0:01:48 0:03:20 0:18:57 0:46:24 

120 ML, FC2 0:07:32 0:11:58 0:00:49 0:03:35 0:00:06 0:01:50 0:03:43 0:19:25 0:48:58 

121 ML, FC3 0:06:55 0:11:07 0:00:51 0:03:36 0:00:07 0:01:53 0:03:26 0:19:05 0:47:00 

122 ML, FC4 0:30:03 0:51:01 0:01:03 0:09:09 0:00:11 0:01:44 0:03:34 0:27:28 2:04:13 
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Table A1.3 Test Results – Domain Maintenance (Time take to perform solution testing only) 

 

From Table A1.3 it can be seen that for each of the forward tracking techniques FC1 to 

FC4, SL consistently takes less time to perform the test, despite the degradation to 

efficiency from the use of the Lexicon value ordering technique.  It can also be 

observed that when higher degrees of forward tracking are used, such as FC11, that 

the time taken is greatly reduced.  Thus the robustness of the SL system to allow for 

the use of these techniques is a significant benefit. 

 

Exhaustive Search 

The following provides results from trials of SL & ML when performing an exhaustive 

search.  The following table A1.4 displays results using the dynamic expected 

placement probability variable ordering technique, and BB5 branch-and-bound. 

 

Test DM, FT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

242 SL1, FC3 0:08:11 0:00:23 1:01:08 0:02:02 1:11:44 

252 SL1, FC11 0:10:49 0:00:30 4:17:46 0:03:04 4:32:09 

253 ML, FC3 0:06:42 0:00:22 0:37:36 0:02:01 0:46:41 

Table A1.4 – Test Results - Domain Maintenance BB5 & EPP (Total Time) 

 

Results obtained during many of the early trials were consistent with those displayed in 

table A1.4.  These results supported the efficiency of ML over that of SL, when the 

same forward tracking and B&B techniques were used.  These results also indicated 

that FC3 was more efficient than more effective forward tracking techniques such as 

FC11.     

 

As research progressed it was recognised that the order that variables are instantiated 

not only affects the time taken, it also affects the relative efficiency of forward tracking 

techniques.  Table A1.5 displays results using the static CD1-cr1 variable ordering 

technique.   

 

Test DM, FT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

223 SL1, FC3 31:48:45 0:00:19 0:04:14 0:12:35 32:05:53 

239 SL1, FC11 0:06:15 0:00:21 0:03:28 0:02:56 0:13:00 

225 ML, FC3 25:50:45 0:00:18 0:03:09 0:09:14 26:03:26 

Table A1.5 – Test Results - Domain Maintenance BB5 & CD1-cr1 (Total Time) 
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Comparison of tables A1.4 and A1.5 clearly show that efficiency of forward tracking 

techniques is dependent on the variable order.  Although ML is still more efficient than 

SL when using FC3, it takes far greater time than the combination of SL1 with FC11.   

 

The tests presented in tables A1.4 & A1.5 for an exhaustive search were only 

performed on the smaller reduced domain puzzles.  The reason for this is that the time 

taken to exhaust the search space of the medium domain size puzzles using forward 

tracking techniques such as FC3 was suspected to be prohibitive, when used with BB5.   

 

The development of B&B techniques that filter the domains of forward variables also 

shifted the balance further towards the use of more effective forward tracking 

techniques.  Table A1.6 compares the use of SL1 and FC11 with that of ML with FC3, 

when using BB10. 

 

Test DM, FT  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

259 SL1, FC11 0:05:41 0:48:37 0:00:21 0:05:16 0:01:49 0:32:18 0:01:39 1:40:55 3:16:36 

261 ML, FC3 29:46:02 75:00:33 0:00:13 0:02:57 0:02:42 3:58:55 0:07:40 11:28:13 120:27:15 

Table A1.6 – Test Results -  Domain Maintenance BB10 & CD1-Any (Total Time) 

 

Further developments lead to the implementation of BB11, which is more efficient than 

BB10 when used with FC11, however was not implemented for ML as it was not likely 

to improve the performance of FC3.  Table A2.7 displays times for ML with FC3 using 

the dynamic smallest domain count variable order.   

 

Test DM, FT  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

228 ML, FC3 0:06:09 1:54:33 0:01:47 1:50:44 0:02:42 63:39:57 0:07:36 31:10:24 98:53:52 

Table A1.7 – Test Results - ML Domain Maintenance with FC3 and Smallest Domain Count dynamic variable order 

(Total Time) 

 

Although better times are reported on some puzzles, FC3 was found to lack the 

reliability to produce good times across the test bed puzzles for any of the variable 

ordering techniques attempted.  This may be due to certain variable ordering 

techniques being better suited to specific puzzles.  However the FC11 technique, 

although experiencing a large variance in search times dependent on the variable order 

was found to be more reliable. 
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Conclusion 

When using the same supporting search techniques SL was found to be more efficient 

than ML for performing a non-optimised search within solution testing.  By maintaining 

sorted domains ML was found to be more efficient for performing an exhaustive search, 

due to a more efficient calculation of the bound.  The ML system was observed to 

improve in relative efficiency on puzzles with larger domain sizes and fewer 

constraints, performing much better on earlier trials on the full size test bed puzzles 

with a lexicon of 2466 words. 

 

The restriction imposed by ML however on the degree of filtering by forward tracking 

and B&B techniques was found to be a major impediment to its use.  On the test bed 

puzzles forward tracking techniques such as FC11 were found to be more reliably 

efficient than less effective techniques such as FC3 when used with more effective 

B&B.  The development of variable ordering techniques that are better suited to FC3 

may change this balance, although this is not anticipated.  Thus the adaptation 

presented of Harris’s SL system to allow filtering of all forward variable domains, allows 

for the use of a greater range of supporting search techniques, and thus provides 

greater benefits on the test bed puzzles.   

 

A1.3 – Forward Tracking 

This section provides a comparison of the forward tracking techniques presented 

based on the forward checking paradigm.  Like the domain maintenance systems 

described in the prior section, the efficiency of forward tracking techniques, must be 

considered in relation to the problem, and the other search techniques used in 

conjunction with them.  It is not a case of which technique is most efficient, but a 

question of on what types of problems is a particular technique better suited, and which 

supporting techniques should be used in conjunction with it.   

 

As demonstrated in the prior section the effect of variable order on the relative 

efficiency of forward checking techniques can be quite dramatic.  Regrettably the 

resources of this research did not extend to evaluating each forward tracking technique 

with each variable ordering technique.  The variable ordering techniques chosen were 

those that had been found to provide good results on earlier trials.  

 

Forward tracking techniques were tested with regards to their ability to perform solution 

testing and an exhaustive search. 
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Solution Testing 

The following trials compare the efficiency of forward checking techniques when used 

on the first pass of the iterative node limited search engine with a node limit of 10 000.  

The second pass uses the FC9 being the most effective of the forward checking 

techniques.  Both passes use the CD1-cr2 technique for selection of the test order and 

variable order. 

 

Although the FC9 technique was found to produce the most reliable results it was 

questioned whether the use of less effective techniques on the first pass could improve 

overall efficiency.  On the first pass the effectiveness of a technique is balanced 

against the efficiency of node traversal.  That is less effective techniques may complete 

the first pass sooner but will typically reach the node limit more frequently thus 

requiring more values to be retested on the second pass.  Table A2.7 presents the time 

taken to complete solution testing. 

 

T# FT  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

106 FC1 0:04:39 0:09:09 0:00:39 0:03:06 0:00:06 0:01:39 0:02:47 0:17:32 0:39:37 

107 FC2 0:05:22 0:09:02 0:00:39 0:03:02 0:00:05 0:01:36 0:02:38 0:17:31 0:39:55 

108 FC3 0:05:20 0:08:50 0:00:42 0:03:09 0:00:06 0:01:41 0:02:37 0:17:26 0:39:51 

109 FC4 0:20:36 0:34:09 0:00:54 0:08:25 0:00:10 0:01:35 0:02:35 0:23:04 1:31:28 

110 FC5 0:08:58 0:13:23 0:01:18 0:04:35 0:00:08 0:02:27 0:05:31 0:22:15 0:58:35 

117 FC5b* 0:13:03 0:19:45 0:01:57 0:06:41 0:00:10 0:03:20 0:09:19 0:29:38 1:23:53 

111 FC6 0:02:38 0:05:10 0:00:23 0:02:38 0:00:13 0:03:30 0:01:14 0:18:39 0:34:25 

112 FC7 0:01:53 0:04:01 0:00:22 0:02:25 0:00:10 0:02:57 0:00:49 0:04:06 0:16:43 

113 FC8 0:02:20 0:04:49 0:00:25 0:02:52 0:00:10 0:03:14 0:01:04 0:16:20 0:31:14 

114 FC9 0:02:15 0:04:51 0:00:28 0:03:01 0:00:08 0:02:46 0:01:01 0:05:05 0:19:35 

115 FC10 0:01:28 0:02:48 0:00:13 0:01:07 0:00:04 0:00:47 0:00:35 0:11:57 0:18:59 

116 FC11 0:01:08 0:02:08 0:00:13 0:01:00 0:00:04 0:00:44 0:00:26 0:01:51 0:07:34 

Table A1.8 Test Results – Forward Tracking (Time take to perform solution testing only) 

* Used with SL2 domain maintenance 

 

From table A1.8 the FC11 technique produces better results than the other forward 

checking techniques across all puzzles.  An interesting result is that attempts to 

enforce the all-different constraint for forward variables by removing a word from other 

domains when a domain is reduced to a single value produces positive results.  That is 

techniques FC7, FC9 and FC11 that enforce the constraint produce better times than 

FC6, FC8, and FC10 that do not.   
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Exhaustive Search 

This section compares the efficiency of forward checking techniques to perform an 

exhaustive search.  The reported times include the time taken to perform consistency 

pre-processing and solution priming.  Table A1.9 displays results from a series of trials 

on the smaller reduced domain puzzles using SL1 and BB5 with the CD1-cr1 variable 

order.   

 

Test FT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

229 FC1 31:51:52 0:00:20 0:04:19 0:12:16 32:08:47 

225 FC3 31:48:45 0:00:19 0:04:14 0:12:35 32:05:53 

230 FC4 9:15:52 0:00:33 0:06:44 0:09:39 9:32:48 

231 FC5 56:07:43 0:00:23 0:06:46 0:27:54 56:42:46 

234 FC6 0:12:00 0:00:23 0:13:01 0:08:23 0:33:47 

235 FC7 0:10:42 0:00:23 0:12:56 0:06:39 0:30:40 

236 FC8 0:07:05 0:00:23 0:07:41 0:05:22 0:20:31 

237 FC9 0:07:19 0:00:24 0:07:57 0:04:47 0:20:27 

238 FC10 0:06:43 0:00:21 0:03:23 0:03:47 0:14:14 

239 FC11 0:06:15 0:00:21 0:03:28 0:02:56 0:13:00 

Table A1.9 – Test Results – Forward Checking with BB5 & CD1-cr1 (Total 

Time) 

 

Although BB5 had been found to be better suited to less effective forward checking 

techniques and not a particularly good accompaniment to FC11, FC11 produces the 

best times on all puzzles.  FC2 was omitted from these trials accidentally (Table A1.9), 

although it was designed for solution testing and not an exhaustive search.  

 

These trials were repeated using the dynamic Smallest Connected Assignment 

Probability variable order.  This technique had been found to produce poor results on 

puzzles GW3-200 and GW3-400, a suspected reason for this was due to the high 

number of values removed from less constrained slots by redundancy techniques, thus 

undermining the probability calculation.  As such the redundancy techniques were not 

applied to the following tests.  The results in Table A1.10 indicate that this was not the 

cause of the poor performance on GW3 thus the reason for this still needs to be 

established.  

 

Test FT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

240 FC1 0:06:16 0:00:21 1:53:39 0:01:41 2:01:57 

241 FC2 0:06:50 0:00:19 1:03:03 0:02:17 1:12:29 

242 FC3 0:08:11 0:00:23 1:01:08 0:02:02 1:11:44 

243 FC4 0:24:27 0:00:26 4:12:27 0:03:46 4:41:06 
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244 FC5 0:09:13 0:00:20 0:34:18 0:02:35 0:46:26 

247 FC6 0:39:46 0:00:36 12:41:59 0:07:17 13:29:38 

248 FC7 0:29:56 0:00:31 9:46:36 0:05:46 10:22:49 

249 FC8 0:24:40 0:00:38 9:35:05 0:05:07 10:05:30 

250 FC9 0:27:48 0:00:37 7:50:12 0:04:43 8:23:20 

251 FC10 0:11:35 0:00:30 4:22:44 0:03:42 4:38:31 

252 FC11 0:10:49 0:00:30 4:17:46 0:03:04 4:32:09 

Table A1.10 – Test Results – Forward Checking with BB5 & SCAP (Total 

Time) 

 

A comparison of tables A1.9 and A1.10 reveals that the ranking of forward tracking 

techniques is substantially changed dependent on the variable order.  FC5 that had 

performed worst with CD1-cr1 performs best with SCAP.  This is perhaps not surprising 

as SCAP was designed as a fail first technique for forward checking techniques that 

filter the forward constraints of the current variable such as in the case of FC5, and 

CD1-cr1 was designed to reduce the number of consistency tests performed when 

using forward checking techniques that check the forward constraints of forward 

variables (FC6 to FC11).   

 

The development of B&B techniques that filter values from forward variable domains 

allowed puzzles with larger domain sizes to be solved more efficiently.  These B&B 

techniques however had a greater impact when used with higher degrees of forward 

checking.  These B&B techniques were not implemented for SL with FC1 to FC4, and 

BB11 was not implemented with ML domain maintenance.   As such table A1.11 

displays results using BB10 branch-and-bound to enable comparison of FC3 with other 

forward tracking techniques.  It should be noted however that earlier trials showed that 

BB11 improved search efficiency over BB10 when forward tracking techniques FC5 to 

FC11 were used. 

 

T# FT  GW1-

440 

GW1-500 GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

261 FC3** 29:46:02 75:00:33 0:00:13 0:02:57 0:02:42 3:58:55 0:07:40 11:28:13 120:27:15 

260 FC5 38:52:21 107:10:24 NT NT NT NT NT NT 146:02:45 

254 FC6 0:10:16 1:40:17 0:00:26 0:06:47 0:02:28 2:25:07 0:04:50 12:16:51 16:47:02 

255 FC7 0:09:17 1:33:43 0:00:23 0:05:41 0:02:06 2:05:51 0:03:50 10:36:35 14:37:26 

256 FC8 0:07:13 1:00:51 0:00:24 0:07:38 0:02:12 1:51:03 0:03:02 8:31:41 11:44:04 

257 FC9 0:06:44 1:00:46 0:00:23 0:08:38 0:02:01 1:44:16 0:02:37 8:58:52 12:04:17 

258 FC10 0:06:26 0:52:50 0:00:21 0:05:32 0:01:54 0:32:46 0:02:25 2:10:02 3:52:16 

259 FC11 0:05:41 0:48:37 0:00:21 0:05:16 0:01:49 0:32:18 0:01:39 1:40:55 3:16:36 
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Table A1.11 – Test Results – Forward Checking with BB10 & CD1-cr1 (Total Time) 

** Used with ML domain maintenance 

 

Results show that FC3 when used with BB10 produces the best times on puzzles 

GW2-300 and GW2-400, however considerably worse times on the other puzzles.  

Other trials have shown that FC3 can produce better results on these other puzzles 

when used with other variable orders such as SCEP (TableA2.4) or SCAP.  Across the 

test-bed puzzles however, FC11 performs significantly better than the other forward 

tracking techniques.   

 

Constraint Ordering 

All trials of forward tracking techniques described above use a natural ordering of 

intersection constraints within a word slot (left to right for horizontal word slots, and top 

to bottom for vertical word slots).  The following trials display results comparing the use 

of the smallest domain count and largest intersection count techniques for constraint 

ordering (Table A1.12).  The other techniques used on these trials are those that were 

found to operate efficiently given a natural ordering of constraints, and do not 

necessarily represent the best combination of techniques when used with these other 

constraint orderings.     

  

T# CO  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

263 Natural 0:01:33 0:11:58 0:00:20 0:04:48 0:01:49 0:35:11 0:01:09 1:09:29 2:06:17 

265 SDC 0:01:34 0:11:16 0:00:19 0:04:09 0:01:50 0:34:37 0:01:09 1:10:16 2:05:10 

266 LIC 0:02:12 0:11:27 0:00:20 0:04:43 0:01:49 0:35:43 0:01:10 1:17:05 2:14:29 

Table A1.12 – Test Results – Constraint Ordering (Total Time) 

 

The smallest domain count technique produces marginally better results than the 

natural ordering across puzzles but not necessarily better on any given puzzle.  Results 

do not appear to support the use of the largest intersection count technique.  The issue 

of constraint ordering however received far less consideration than it is perceived to 

deserve.  There is little doubt that more refined and efficient techniques for constraint 

ordering are possible.  Further research is required to gain a better understanding of 

this issue. 

 

Conclusion 

The highly effective FC9 technique that maintains arc consistency was found to be 

beneficial in reducing the number of protracted tests encountered during solution 

testing (see solution testing below).  Due to this its average performance was much 
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better over a range of puzzles and variable orderings when a single technique was 

used.  Using the iterative node limited search engine with FC11 on the first pass and 

FC9 on the second pass was found to improve efficiency whilst retaining a high degree 

of reliability. 

 

For performing an exhaustive search the efficiency of techniques was found to be 

largely dependent on the other search techniques used in conjunction with them.  It 

should be noted that prior to the development of the constraint density variable 

ordering techniques and the development of B&B techniques that filter domains, 

different conclusions would have been drawn with regards to forward tracking and 

domain maintenance techniques.  However, trials performed thus far show that the 

combination of FC11 when used with SL1 domain maintenance, BB11 branch-and-

bound, and CD1-Any variable ordering, result in superior search times to other 

combinations of techniques attempted.  Thus the FC11 technique is judged to be the 

most efficient for performing an exhaustive search.   

 

A1.4 – Branch-and-Bound 

Although B&B is not suited to all optimisation problems it was certainly found to be an 

essential component for the problem of Go-Words.  No serious consideration was 

given to attempting to exhaust the search space on even the smallest of the test-bed 

puzzles without the use of B&B.  As such no results are presented showing the run 

times without the use of B&B. 

 

Like the forward tracking techniques presented, the relative efficiency of B&B 

techniques is dependent on the techniques used in conjunction with them.  Most 

notable are: the score obtained prior to search by solution priming techniques, forward 

tracking, and variable ordering techniques. 

 

The use of solution testing and solution priming as will be described below increases 

the total time on many of the smaller reduced domain puzzles, however improvements 

to the aggregate time across the test-bed puzzles is evident from their application and 

thus would be recommended.  Application of these techniques improves the score 

obtained prior to search and thus affects the relative effectiveness and efficiency of 

B&B techniques.   
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Table A1.13 provides a comparison of B&B techniques when used with techniques 

FC11 and CD1-cr1 that were found on prior trials to produce good results most notably 

when used with BB11.  At times better results were obtained for the other B&B 

techniques when used with other forward tracking and variable ordering techniques 

than those presented in table A1.13, however none of these times were better than 

those reported for BB11 below.   

  

T# B&B  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

214 BB2 1:11:34 NT 0:00:32 NT 0:15:31 NT 8:16:49 NT 9:44:26 

215 BB3  0:01:52 0:16:35 0:00:18 0:04:44 0:58:17 14:13:18 0:02:54 14:23:52 30:01:50 

216 BB4  0:04:47 0:52:20 0:00:19 0:05:12 0:12:40 8:04:17 0:02:36 6:45:17 16:07:28 

217 BB5  0:04:54 0:51:54 0:00:19 0:05:08 0:03:08 15:17:54 0:02:44 6:44:47 23:10:48 

218 BB6  0:02:43 0:17:50 0:00:19 0:04:56 0:03:51 20:25:48 0:01:55 5:00:24 25:57:46 

219 BB8   0:05:55 0:54:22 0:00:20 0:05:22 0:01:48 0:49:46 0:02:45 5:56:47 7:57:05 

220 BB9   0:05:31 0:46:27 0:00:19 0:04:54 0:02:00 3:34:58 0:01:31 1:42:55 6:18:35 

221 BB10  0:05:40 0:47:44 0:00:20 0:05:08 0:01:46 0:31:21 0:01:35 1:37:20 3:10:54 

222 BB11  0:02:09 0:11:31 0:00:19 0:04:41 0:01:46 0:34:20 0:01:06 1:07:55 2:03:47 

Table A1.13 – Test Results – Branch-and-Bound (Total Time) 

NT = Not Tested 

 

The BB2 technique based on Harris’s lexicon calculation of the bound was found on 

earlier trials to reduce in accuracy as domain sizes increased.  This resulted in far less 

efficient operation.  As such trials of this technique were not attempted on the larger 

reduced domain puzzles. 

 

The non B&B techniques BB0 and BB1 were found to be useful prior to the formation of 

a solution in earlier trials when solution testing or solution priming was not applied.  

Application of solution testing, as in the trials above, ensures that a solution will be 

formed prior to an exhaustive search thus BB0 or BB1 are not required.   

 

Implementation of BB7 has not yet been attempted with SL domain maintenance and 

FC5 to FC11 forward tracking remains a task for future research.  There would appear 

little reason for suspecting that it would be efficient.  Earlier trials of BB7 performed with 

ML and FC3 show it to be effective but not efficient. 

   

Conclusion 

The results in Table A1.13 indicate that BB11 is significantly more efficient than the 

other B&B techniques developed.  Although the relative effectiveness and efficiency of 

B&B techniques was observed to be affected by the use of supporting techniques, 
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BB11 performed consistently better than other B&B techniques in earlier trials using 

numerous combinations of techniques.   

 

A1.5 – Backtracking  

This section reports results from trials comparing the efficiency of Chronological 

Backtracking (CB) with Conflict-Directed Back Jumping (CBJ).  CB was used 

throughout the majority of development and experimentation with other classes of 

technique.  The CBJ technique based on algorithms described by Prosser (1993) was 

implemented and experimentation was performed with it.   

 

Trials of these techniques by Prosser (1993) on the ZEBRA problem revealed that 

when used with FFA{CV}17 forward tracking CBJ was consistently more effective at 

reducing the number of consistency tests performed and the number of nodes 

expanded compared to CB.  Of course given the same degree of forward checking any 

backtracking technique that chooses a variable other than the last instantiated variable 

to continue expansion from will be more effective than CB at reducing the number of 

nodes expanded and the number of consistency tests performed.  The question is can 

it achieve these reductions in an efficient manner?  

 

Prosser does not report execution times but instead chooses to report an average 

consistency check per second estimate for each of the techniques examined.  The 

reason for this is not apparent and would appear to obscure the actual efficiency of the 

implementations examined.  There would appear however no reason to doubt 

Prosser’s claims as to the relative efficiency of CBJ over CB on these trials given that a 

random ordering of variables was used on each trial.  As such it would be expected 

that the vast majority of these would represent poor variable orderings.  As CBJ is 

specifically designed to aid in recovery when poor choices in variable order are made 

these results are not surprising.  The question therefore may be refined to can CBJ 

improve search efficiency over CB given a good ordering of variables? 

 

The tests performed in this research compare implementations of the backtracking 

techniques of CB and CBJ when used with implementations of FFA{CV} forward 

tracking.  This is achieved by testing three combinations of implemented techniques: 

FC5 and CB, FC5b and CB, and FC5b_CBJ and CBJ.  FC5 is an implementation of a 

constraint-based algorithm developed during this research.  FC5b is an implementation 

                                                
17

 Prosser refers to FFA{CV} as the “Forward Check” algorithm  
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initially based on the variable-based algorithm of Prosser (1993) and then refined 

during this research.  FC5b_CBJ is an implementation similar to FC5b, but includes 

collection of data during forward tracking to necessitate the backtracking function of 

CBJ.   

 

Solution Testing 

The following presents trials of the above sets of techniques when used on the first 

pass of the iterative node limited search engine with a node limit of 10 000.  These 

trials are the same as those used to compare forward tracking techniques.  Table 

A1.14 displays times for the three sets of techniques.   

 

T# FT, BT  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

110 FC5, CB 0:08:58 0:13:23 0:01:18 0:04:35 0:00:08 0:02:27 0:05:31 0:22:15 0:58:35 

117 FC5b, CB  0:13:03 0:19:45 0:01:57 0:06:41 0:00:10 0:03:20 0:09:19 0:29:38 1:23:53 

118 FC5b_CBJ, CBJ 0:16:47 0:22:43 0:01:20 0:05:30 0:00:05 0:02:17 0:06:59 0:25:47 1:21:28 

Table A1.14 – Test Results – Backtracking (Time take to perform solution testing only) 

 

From table A1.14 it can be seen that the use of CBJ with FC5b_CBJ produces a 

marginally improved aggregate search time over that of FC5b with CB.  However each 

is less efficient than FC5 with CB.   

 

These trials were not designed to compare CB and CBJ but instead to establish 

techniques suitable for use on the first pass of the iterative node limited search engine.  

By limiting the number of nodes traversed on the first pass the cost arising from poor 

choices in variable ordering is also limited.  Thus these trials indicate that there is little 

benefit of using CBJ within a node-limited approach.  Earlier trials using a non-limited 

approach requiring techniques to locate a solution or exhaust the space of the partition 

showed significant benefits arising from the use of CBJ.  However, using a non-limited 

approach for solution testing is not recommended. 

 

Exhaustive Search 

The following presents results for performing an optimised search.  As noted in chapter 

9 there exists some concerns relating to the efficient implementation of CBJ, when 

used with B&B techniques, to perform an optimised search.  In addition, an unresolved 

question is how CBJ might be implemented with B&B techniques that filter the domains 

of forward variables.  At this stage the use of CBJ is restricted to the use of the forward 

tracking technique FFA{CV} and B&B techniques BB2 to BB6.  Table A1.15 displays 
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search times on the smaller reduced domain puzzles using BB5 and the static CD1-cr1 

variable order. 

 

Test DM, FT, BT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

231 SL1, FC5, CB 34:24:23 0:00:21 0:04:23 0:15:44 34:44:51 

232 SL2, FC5b, CB  56:07:43 0:00:23 0:06:46 0:27:54 56:42:46 

233 SL2, FC5b CBJ  0:27:30 0:00:21 0:06:38 0:25:40 1:00:09 

Table A1.15 – Test Results – Backtracking CD1-cr1 (Total Time) 

 

Results from table A1.15 show that the use of CBJ only reduced search times in 1 

instance, however this reduction was substantial.   Table A1.16 repeats the trials using 

the dynamic SCAP variable order. 

 

Test DM, FT, BT  GW1-440 GW2-300 GW3-200 GW4-320 Total 

244 SL1, FC5, CB 0:09:13 0:00:20 0:34:18 0:02:35 0:46:26 

245 SL2, FC5b, CB  0:23:31 0:00:22 1:01:18 0:04:15 1:29:26 

246 SL2, FC5b CBJ  0:26:11 0:00:26 0:36:14 0:03:00 1:05:51 

Table A1.16 – Test Results – Backtracking SCAP (Total Time) 

 

Comparison of tables A1.15 and A1.16 reveals that the constraint based FC5 

implementation produces consistently better times than the variable based FC5b 

implementation.  With the exception of GW1-440 when used with SCAP FC5b_CBJ 

and CBJ performs better than FC5b and CB.  The combination of FC5 and CB produce 

the best aggregate times (Table A1.16), and the best times for each of the puzzles 

when used with a good variable order.   

 

Conclusion 

For solution testing, the potential benefits arising from the use of CBJ would appear 

limited, when used within a node limited search engine, thus supporting the use of CB.  

Implementation of CBJ with higher degrees of forward checking however was not 

attempted and may change this outcome.   

 

For an exhaustive search results indicate that the relative efficiency of CB and CBJ is 

largely dependent on the variable order.  In the best case CB produces better results 

than CBJ.  An observation by other researchers (eg. Bessière & Régin, 1996) is that 

CBJ may be more efficient when a poor choice of variable ordering is used, but unlikely 

to provide benefits when a good variable order is used.  However the results presented 

are not entirely consistent with this observation.  For example on the GW3-200 puzzle, 

CB is more efficient than CBJ when using the SCAP variable order.  When using CD1-
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cr1 search times are significantly worse suggesting that this is a poor variable order for 

this puzzle given the use of FFA{CV}.  However given this poor variable order CBJ is 

still less efficient than CB.    

 

Again, implementation of CBJ with higher degrees of forward checking such as 

FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} that maintain arc consistency may change this outcome.  

However the question of how to implement CBJ with B&B techniques that filter the 

domains of forward variables was not resolved.  The use of CB when used with BB11 

that filters forward domains are vastly better than results produced by CBJ when used 

with BB5 that don’t, and as such CB would currently be recommended over CBJ.  

Another unresolved question is how to efficiently implement CBJ with constraint based 

forward checking algorithms. 

 

A1.6 – Variable Ordering 

This section compares the efficiency of variable ordering techniques for performing 

solution testing and performing an exhaustive search.   

 

Solution Testing 

This section reports the time taken to perform solution testing using the test-all 

approach.  Although this approach is not recommended for practical application, it was 

perceived to provide a good benchmark for variable ordering techniques when used 

with other approaches to solution testing.  Given the problems with benchmarking an 

exhaustive search, due to timing differences in solution formation, it was also perceived 

to provide some insights into variable ordering for an exhaustive search.  These tests 

however do not consider the interactions of the variable order with the accuracy of the 

bound calculation. 

 

The test-all approach tests each value in each variable domain to ensure that the 

assignment of the value can form a solution.  In doing so the same number of values is 

tested irrespective of the variable order used.  At completion of each test the same 

number of solutions will have been formed and the same number of partitions 

exhausted.   

 

As described in chapter 15 each test of a value is similar to that of the NP-C problem of 

crossword puzzle construction, with the added difficulty of having to start from a 

predefined slot and word assignment.  As a consequence the time taken for any single 
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value test could be quite large and thus if the testing of a word took more than a few 

hours the test was aborted  (these are noted).  For these tests the FC9 forward tracking 

technique that maintains arc consistency was chosen.  This is the most effective of the 

forward tracking techniques and was found to be the most reliable in avoiding 

protracted tests on earlier trials.  Each trial used: a manually compiled test order for 

choosing the order that variable domains were tested, lexicon value ordering, and arc 

consistency pre-processing applied prior to solution testing. 

Table A1.18 displays results of all variable ordering techniques presented in the thesis.  

Table A1.17 provides a legend to the variable orders in Table A1.18.   

 

Code Variable Ordering Technique 

MC Manually Compiled 

LP+IC Longest Path + Largest Intersection Count 

CD1 Constraint Density 1 

CD2 Constraint Density 2 

DC Smallest Domain Count 

SA Smallest Alternatives 

EP Expected Placements 

DoS+DC Smallest Degree of Separation + Smallest Domain Count 

LP+SRDC Longest Path + Smallest Remaining Domain Count 

SRDC Smallest Remaining Domain Count 

SIRDC Smallest Intersecting Remaining Domain Count 

SCRDC Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count 

SCRDC+IC Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count + Largest Intersection 

Count 

SCRDC+FIC Smallest Connected Remaining Domain Count + Largest Forward 

Intersection Count 

SCAP Smallest Connected Assignment Probability 

SCEP Smallest Connected Expected Placements 

Table A1.17 Legend – Codes for variable ordering techniques 

 

The static variable ordering techniques were tested with the 4 connectivity restrictions, 

these are denoted as –cr1, -cr2, -cr3, and –cr4.  For example DC-cr2 applies 

connectivity restriction 2 to the smallest domain count, such that it chooses the variable 

with the smallest domain count that is connected via an intersection constraint to an 

instantiated variable.  CD1 and CD2 were also tested with the add costs method with a 

value of 20 for CD1, and 50 for CD2.  These are represented as –c20 and –c50.  
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These cost values were found to be reasonable on prior trials however no real attempts 

have yet been made to optimise or fine-tune these values.   

 

T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

24 MC 0:10:33 4:58:41 0:01:16 0:21:12 0:00:09 0:03:09 0:03:59 4:55:19 10:34:18 

25 LP+IC 0:08:58 0:57:16 0:01:25 0:18:05 0:00:09 0:11:57 0:02:56 3:15:01 4:55:47 

26 CD1-cr1 0:04:34 0:09:32 0:01:11 0:06:36 0:00:07 0:01:59 0:01:33 0:08:05 0:33:37 

27 CD1-cr2 0:03:06 0:06:32 0:00:46 0:04:43 0:00:08 0:02:47 0:01:29 0:14:27 0:33:58 

28 CD1-cr3 0:04:07 0:16:57 0:01:30 0:50:58 0:00:09 0:03:04 0:01:29 3:02:39 4:20:53 

29 CD1-cr4 0:04:27 0:15:11 0:01:19 0:45:19 0:00:09 0:03:01 0:01:29 3:00:21 4:11:16 

30 CD1-cr1-c20 0:03:25 0:08:03 0:00:49 0:04:41 0:00:07 0:01:54 0:01:22 0:11:12 0:31:33 

31 CD1-c2-c20 0:03:24 0:07:47 0:00:48 0:04:42 0:00:08 0:02:55 0:01:34 0:10:19 0:31:37 

32 CD1-cr3-c20 0:04:09 0:23:39 0:01:05 1:16:08 0:00:09 0:03:05 0:01:36 4:54:57 6:44:48 

33 CD1-cr4-c20 0:04:23 0:25:15 0:01:10 1:20:52 0:00:09 0:03:04 0:01:35 4:49:25 6:45:53 

34 CD2- cr1 0:03:53 0:08:04 0:01:03 0:08:10 0:00:07 0:01:58 0:09:54 85:31:20 86:04:29 

35 CD2-cr2 0:02:59 0:07:01 0:00:47 0:04:37 0:00:08 0:02:47 0:12:12 22:16:34 22:47:05 

36 CD2-cr3 0:03:50 0:16:38 0:00:52 0:05:43 0:00:09 0:02:57 34:48:08 11:32:01 46:50:18 

37 CD2-cr4 0:03:56 0:16:18 0:00:50 0:05:32 0:00:09 0:02:51 6:31:53 17:23:42 24:25:11 

38 CD2- cr1-c50 0:03:00 0:07:41 0:00:47 0:04:40 0:00:08 0:02:39 0:02:21 22:33:21 22:54:37 

39 CD2-cr2-c50 0:03:01 0:07:34 0:00:46 0:04:32 0:00:08 0:02:46 0:02:45 24:29:13 24:50:45 

40 CD2-cr3-c50 0:05:32 1:04:05 0:01:18 1:19:14 0:00:10 0:03:09 1:39:05 3:42:57 7:55:30 

41 CD2-cr4-c50 0:05:48 1:03:40 0:01:19 1:17:14 0:00:09 0:03:06 1:40:55 4:01:02 8:13:13 

42 DC-cr1 0:04:36 0:13:41 0:01:10 0:07:17 0:00:06 0:03:39 0:03:02 0:56:38 1:30:09 

43 DC-cr2 0:03:07 0:07:57 0:00:51 0:05:13 0:00:08 0:03:07 0:02:55 4:29:41 4:52:59 

44 DC-cr3 0:03:56 0:12:24 0:01:03 0:06:19 0:00:09 0:03:18 0:30:25 1:30:38 2:28:12 

45 DC-cr4 0:03:53 0:11:50 0:00:57 0:17:36 0:00:10 0:03:34 0:03:16 1:30:58 2:12:14 

46 SA-cr1 0:03:22 0:10:58 0:01:51 0:42:14 0:00:07 0:03:11 0:02:24 1:17:42 2:21:49 

47 SA-cr2 0:03:45 0:10:55 0:01:50 0:42:07 0:00:09 0:03:13 0:02:26 1:18:27 2:22:52 

48 SA-cr3 0:04:17 0:26:29 0:01:41 0:55:01 0:00:09 0:03:21 0:16:25 5:01:31 6:48:54 

49 SA-cr4 0:04:20 0:26:44 0:01:43 0:55:31 0:00:09 0:03:14 0:15:15 5:05:16 6:52:12 

50 EP-cr1 0:03:24 0:15:50 0:02:00 16:40:32 0:00:08 0:02:41 9:28:45 8:49:25 35:22:45 

51 EP-cr2 0:03:35 0:17:22 0:02:05 5:40:48 0:00:08 0:03:05 0:01:34 1:14:33 7:23:10 

52 EP-cr3 0:03:55 0:27:07 0:01:28 13:53:48 0:00:08 0:03:19 0:03:53 4:08:45 18:42:23 

53 EP-cr4 0:03:53 0:27:17 0:01:29 7:10:06 0:00:08 0:03:03 0:02:32 4:36:13 12:24:41 

54 DC+IC-cr1 0:04:18 0:14:29 0:01:14 0:07:46 0:00:07 0:03:59 0:03:20 1:02:22 1:37:35 

55 DC+IC-cr2 0:03:47 0:08:58 0:00:55 0:05:42 0:00:09 0:03:16 0:03:02 4:42:30 5:08:19 

56 DC+IC-cr3 0:04:06 0:12:57 0:01:06 0:06:42 0:00:10 0:03:34 0:33:02 1:34:29 2:36:06 

57 DC+IC-cr4 0:04:02 0:12:29 0:00:58 0:18:09 0:00:10 0:03:35 0:03:16 1:26:33 2:09:12 

58 DoS+DC-cr1 0:03:29 0:08:21 0:01:08 0:09:37 0:00:07 0:02:16 0:02:38 6:27:56 6:55:32 

59 DoS+DC-cr2 0:03:30 0:07:59 0:00:53 0:05:30 0:00:09 0:03:03 0:01:41 11:15:06 11:37:51 

60 DoS+DC-cr3 0:04:43 0:20:20 0:02:51 15:08:25 0:00:09 0:02:36 0:04:28 16:47:33 32:31:05 

61 DoS+DC-cr4 0:04:53 0:21:52 0:03:06 6:46:31 0:00:09 0:03:07 0:04:28 13:44:38 21:08:44 

62 LP+SRDC 2:26:49 4:46:59 0:09:32 0:39:38 0:00:13 0:12:50 0:56:20 5:22:04 14:34:25 
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63 SRDC 0:03:13 0:08:19 0:01:18 0:07:00 0:00:09 0:03:22 0:01:43 0:14:12 0:39:16 

64 SIRDC 0:06:48 0:30:14 0:01:18 10:53:33 0:00:11 0:04:02 0:12:08 3:48:32 15:36:46 

65 SCRDC 0:03:21 0:08:36 0:01:19 0:07:05 0:00:09 0:03:33 0:01:44 0:15:27 0:41:14 

66 SCRDC+IC 0:03:20 0:08:17 0:01:12 0:06:45 0:00:09 0:03:33 0:01:42 0:15:15 0:40:13 

67 SCRDC+FIC 0:03:12 0:08:34 0:01:14 0:07:15 0:00:10 0:03:51 0:01:50 0:16:29 0:42:35 

68 SCAP 0:03:30 0:09:15 0:01:11 0:08:26 0:00:09 0:03:17 0:01:48 0:11:46 0:39:22 

69 SCEP 0:03:25 0:08:57 0:01:26 0:07:52 0:00:10 0:03:40 0:01:47 0:13:03 0:40:20 

Table A1.18 Test Results – Variable Order (Solution Test Times) 

 

The results in Table A1.18 show that the efficiency of variable ordering techniques 

varies greatly across the test bed puzzles.  The time of 85+ hours recorded for the CD2 

technique on puzzle GW4-400 (test 34) demonstrates just how long it can take to 

complete solution testing when poor choices in variable order are made.  The time 

recorded for CD2 certainly does not represent an upper limit and is the reason for 

aborting many of the trials.   As tests were terminated prior to completion it is not 

possible to establish a ranking of techniques. 

 

The best cumulative time is recorded using the CD1 technique with no connectivity 

restrictions and a cost of 20.     In relation to the add cost technique, search times using 

a cost of 20 were found to typically, although not always, improve efficiency when using 

no connectivity restrictions, however degraded performance when choosing a variable 

connected to an instantiated variable, and significantly worse results when using cr3 

and cr4.  Thus, the “Add Cost” technique may be viewed as an alternative to 

connectivity restriction cr2.  The times taken by CD1-cr1, CD1-cr2, CD1-cr1-c20, and 

CD1-cr2-c20 do not differ significantly enough however to draw any real conclusions 

regarding these variations.   

 

Investigation of connectivity restrictions across variable ordering techniques reveals 

that cr3 and cr4 produce consistently worse times compared to cr1 and cr2.  

Restrictions cr3 and cr4 were also more likely to lead to a test being aborted, and as 

such there would appear no basis for these restrictions.  Earlier trials had supported 

the use of cr2 when using lesser degrees of forward checking such as FC3, however 

the trials presented using FC9 show no clear benefit from the application of this 

restriction with results being mixed for any given puzzle and across puzzles dependent 

on the variable order.  Thus further investigation of connectivity restrictions is required.  

It is speculated that the use of connectivity restrictions is dependent on the degree of 

forward checking, the number of variables, and the DoS separating variables.  That is 

when the distance between the next variable to be instantiated and past variables is 

small then checking forward variable constraints is likely to remove inconsistent values, 
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resulting in a consistent assignment from which backtracking is not required.  For large 

grid structures leaping to an unconnected variable some distance away from past 

variables is less likely to lead to a consistent assignment, thus applying connectivity 

restrictions may be advisable in this instance. 

  

Although the CD2 technique performed horribly on GW4-320 and GW4-400 it 

performed much better on the other puzzles recording some of the best times for these 

puzzles.  Given that the poor performance of CD2 on GW4-320 and GW4-400 can be 

attributed to encountering a small number of protracted tests on each of these puzzles, 

its use within an iterative node limited approach to solution testing may be beneficial.   

 

Although large numbers of solutions were generated during these trials it still must be 

questioned the impact that chance had on the results.  For example, it is questionable 

whether an intrinsic problem exists with CD2 that caused it to perform poorly on GW4-

400, or was this due to chance.  CD1 did not encounter a protracted test, and thus 

produced better times, but it is still questionable the extent that this positive result is 

due to chance.  Certainly more testing across a broader range of problems, and when 

used with other forward tracking and backtracking techniques is required to adequately 

benchmark these techniques. 

 

Test Order 

This section reports results of automated attempts for choosing the order that variable 

domains are tested during solution testing.  The trials of variable ordering techniques 

above tested variable domains in an order specified by a manually compiled table.     

 

Table A1.19 displays results for each of the test ordering techniques using the CD1-cr2 

variable order.  Each of these test orders applied cr2 restrictions; testing of these 

techniques with no restrictions (cr1), cr3 and cr4 remain a task for future research.  

  

T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

70 IC+LP 0:03:42 0:08:20 0:00:52 0:05:13 0:00:08 0:03:00 0:01:56 0:16:11 0:39:22 

71 CD1-cr2 0:03:09 0:06:59 0:00:40 0:04:42 0:00:08 0:02:57 0:01:25 0:15:45 0:35:45 

72 CD2-cr2 0:03:09 0:07:06 0:00:42 0:04:47 0:00:08 0:02:58 0:01:30 0:16:08 0:36:28 

73 DC-cr2 0:03:12 0:07:22 0:00:42 0:04:51 0:00:08 0:02:59 0:01:39 0:16:55 0:37:48 

74 SA-cr2 0:03:14 0:07:06 0:00:45 0:04:49 0:00:08 0:02:58 0:01:42 0:16:00 0:36:42 

75 EP-cr2 0:03:15 0:07:15 0:00:47 0:04:53 0:00:08 0:02:59 0:01:40 0:16:03 0:37:00 

76 IC+DC-cr2 0:03:15 0:07:24 0:00:42 0:04:52 0:00:08 0:02:59 0:01:39 0:16:10 0:37:09 

77 DoS+DC-cr2 0:03:03 0:07:03 0:00:47 0:04:57 0:00:08 0:02:58 0:01:35 0:15:58 0:36:29 
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Table A1.19 Test Results – Test order for Solution testing with CD1-cr2 variable order (Solution Test Times) 

 

Results from Table A1.19 show that the order that variables are tested has little impact 

on the time taken to complete solution testing when used with CD1-cr2.  The CD1-cr2 

test order technique however does produce marginally better times than the other 

techniques.  Table A1.20 repeats the trials using the dynamic SRDC variable order. 

 

T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

78 IC+LP 0:04:20 0:10:48 0:01:16 0:19:28 0:00:10 0:03:38 0:05:07 0:29:11 1:13:58 

79 CD1-cr2 0:04:08 0:08:29 0:00:55 0:18:03 0:00:09 0:03:25 0:02:22 0:15:17 0:52:48 

80 CD2-cr2 0:03:50 0:08:40 13:09:02 10:09:39 0:00:09 0:03:28 0:03:12 0:16:20 23:54:20 

81 DC-cr2 0:03:10 0:09:06 0:01:09 0:07:38 0:00:09 0:03:35 0:02:42 0:33:11 1:00:40 

82 SA-cr2 0:03:41 0:08:25 0:01:14 0:07:05 0:00:09 0:03:33 0:02:37 0:34:49 1:01:33 

83 EP-cr2 0:03:40 0:08:32 0:01:13 0:07:09 0:00:09 0:03:39 0:02:26 0:34:19 1:01:07 

84 IC+DC-cr2 0:04:08 0:09:01 0:01:08 0:07:29 0:00:09 0:03:32 0:02:40 0:16:59 0:45:06 

85 DoS+DC-cr2 0:03:37 0:08:28 4:36:16 8:44:37 0:00:09 0:03:22 0:01:30 0:16:52 13:54:51 

Table A1.20 Test Results – Test order for Solution testing with SRDC variable order (Solution Test Times) 

 

Results from table A1.20 show a greater variation of search times.  Although the SRDC 

technique was found to provide reasonably good results (Table A1.18) when used with 

a manually compiled test order, times taken using automated test orders are much 

worse on average.  Ordering variables by the number of intersection constraints and 

breaking ties based on the domain count achieves the best time.  These results would 

tend to suggest that the efficiency of variable ordering techniques and the order that 

variables are chosen for testing are co-dependent.  Testing all combinations of variable 

ordering and test ordering techniques was beyond the resources of this research. 

 

Exhaustive Search 

This section reports results comparing variable ordering techniques when performing 

an exhaustive search.   All test performed used: SL1, FC11, and BB11, the primary 

variable was chosen manually based on prior experimentation.  The first set of trials 

displayed in table A1.21 apply arc consistency prior to search but no other consistency 

pre-processing or solution priming.  Tests taking much longer than would be 

considered efficient were terminated prior to completion.  Many techniques that were 

perceived to be inefficient were not tested.  It was hoped that these would be tested at 

a later date if time permitted, unfortunately it didn’t.   
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The static variable ordering techniques with connectivity restrictions cr3 and cr4, and 

the dynamic longest path + SRDC technique were not included in the trials, as these 

had not performed well on prior trials.  The smallest connected score technique was 

omitted from these trials as it had only been implemented for the ML domain 

maintenance system. 

 

T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-400 Total 

153 MC 0:12:06 1:51:54 0:03:37 2:15:49 0:00:14 1:03:11 0:01:26 2:25:07 7:53:24 

154 LP+IC 0:59:56 10:30:30 0:02:52 2:01:39 0:00:53 9:56:52 0:02:05 18:22:40 41:57:27 

155 CD1-cr1 0:01:04 0:09:40 0:00:07 0:03:43 0:00:15 0:58:45 0:00:39 1:30:48 2:45:01 

156 CD1-cr1-c20 0:01:26 0:12:30 0:00:21 0:14:32 0:00:14 1:03:29 0:01:08 2:08:01 3:41:41 

157 CD1-cr2 0:00:46 0:09:03 0:00:06 0:02:43 0:00:15 0:59:04 0:00:39 1:29:32 2:42:08 

158 CD1-cr2-c20 0:01:27 0:12:37 0:00:21 0:14:37 0:00:14 1:03:46 0:01:07 2:08:01 3:42:10 

159 CD2-cr1 0:01:26 0:13:27 0:00:06 0:01:29 0:00:12 0:53:50 0:02:09 6:57:09 8:09:48 

160 CD2-cr1-c50 0:03:16 0:33:00 0:00:07 0:02:53 0:00:22 1:20:53 0:08:11 22:54:10 25:02:52 

161 CD2-cr2 0:01:02 0:13:03 0:00:05 0:01:20 0:00:12 0:53:54 0:02:10 6:57:54 8:09:40 

162 CD2-cr2-c50 0:03:18 0:33:24 0:00:07 0:02:57 0:00:22 1:21:51 0:08:12 23:00:25 25:10:36 

163 DC-cr1 0:02:21 0:34:36 0:00:17 0:09:42 0:02:01 40:26:57 NT NT 41:15:54 

164 DC-cr2 0:01:10 0:16:33 0:00:44 0:07:31 0:00:15 6:54:42 0:01:00 4:25:39 11:47:34 

165 SA-cr1 0:14:37 3:46:15 0:41:25 12:09:10 NT NT NT NT 16:51:27 

166 SA-cr2 0:14:35 3:44:11 0:40:47 19:16:05 0:00:18 1:02:13 0:16:25 44:06:35 69:21:09 

167 EP-cr1 NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 0:00:00 

168 EP-cr2 0:17:33 4:22:17 0:38:18 18:39:01 NT NT NT NT 23:57:09 

169 DC+IC-cr1 NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 0:00:00 

170 DC+IC-cr2 0:01:05 0:17:23 0:00:44 0:07:31 0:00:15 6:50:58 0:01:04 4:40:56 11:59:56 

171 DoS+DC-cr1 NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 0:00:00 

172 DoS+DC-cr2 0:01:48 0:30:49 0:00:05 0:01:32 0:00:28 2:04:31 0:15:51 33:40:48 36:35:52 

173 SRDC 0:23:55 3:06:27 0:29:27 15:57:13 0:00:06 0:51:45 0:03:44 151:53:57 172:46:34 

174 SIRDC NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

175 SCRDC NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

176 SCRDC+IC NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

177 SRDC+FIC NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

178 SCAP NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

179 SCEP NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 

Table A2.21 Test Results – Variable Order Exhaustive Search (Total Time) 

 

The only automated technique to produce better cumulative times than the manually 

compiled slot order was CD1 (Table A2.21).  The add cost methods for CD1 and CD2 

degraded performance as expected, as these were designed for solution testing and 

the evaluation model to promote search efficiency when testing values in less 
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constrained regions of the constraint network.   Given the poor performance of SRDC 

the remaining dynamic techniques were not tested.   

 

The following table A1.22 presents trials with arc-consistency, solution testing, 

redundancy and solution priming performed prior to an exhaustive search.   

 

T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

180 MC 0:08:21 1:29:00 0:01:57 1:55:47 0:01:33 0:37:49 0:01:12 1:33:03 5:48:42 

181 LP+IC 0:38:29 7:52:02 0:01:35 1:43:13 0:02:06 7:03:34 0:02:03 13:23:06 30:46:08 

182 CD1-cr1 0:02:01 0:11:01 0:00:17 0:04:04 0:01:30 0:29:44 0:00:58 0:58:55 1:48:30 

183 CD1-cr1-c20 0:02:24 0:13:53 0:00:25 0:13:24 0:01:34 0:34:09 0:01:13 1:32:35 2:39:37 

184 CD1-cr2 0:02:02 0:11:13 0:00:17 0:03:26 0:01:35 0:31:02 0:01:01 1:01:21 1:51:57 

185 CD1-cr2-c20 0:02:24 0:13:58 0:00:25 0:13:30 0:01:35 0:34:28 0:01:14 1:33:48 2:41:22 

186 CD2-cr1 0:01:47 0:14:45 0:00:17 0:02:15 0:01:35 0:25:18 0:01:59 4:02:21 4:50:17 

187 CD2-cr1-c50 0:03:46 0:30:35 0:00:17 0:03:33 0:01:40 0:43:32 0:04:07 9:06:21 10:33:51 

188 CD2-cr2 0:02:15 0:13:41 0:00:15 0:02:04 0:01:28 0:23:35 0:01:52 4:08:08 4:53:18 

189 CD2-cr2-c50 0:03:49 0:31:00 0:00:18 0:03:37 0:01:42 0:44:10 0:04:10 9:30:45 10:59:31 

190 DC-cr1 0:05:51 0:40:16 0:00:33 0:06:01 0:04:18 8:52:13 NT NT 9:49:12 

191 DC-cr2 0:05:40 0:37:07 0:00:36 0:06:20 0:02:07 1:26:56 0:05:33 2:04:48 4:29:07 

192 SA-cr1 0:09:47 2:24:21 0:13:40 14:51:42 0:02:05 0:32:09 0:07:41 18:34:05 36:55:30 

193 SA-cr2 0:09:38 2:25:14 0:14:00 14:58:23 0:02:04 0:31:51 0:07:38 18:47:13 37:16:01 

194 EP-cr1 0:27:31 1:24:18 0:14:21 15:16:25 0:01:47 9:06:30 23:04:59 NT 49:35:51 

195 EP-cr2 0:18:49 4:17:45 0:14:30 15:15:27 0:01:49 0:34:40 0:10:13 22:46:22 43:39:35 

196 DC+IC-cr1 0:06:18 0:44:28 0:00:38 0:06:52 0:04:53 5:02:38 NT NT 6:05:47 

197 DC+IC-cr2 0:05:51 0:38:10 0:00:37 0:06:30 0:02:11 1:29:36 0:05:36 2:08:18 4:36:49 

198 DoS+DC-cr1 0:04:36 0:31:44 0:00:18 0:02:38 0:02:12 0:54:05 0:22:35 46:30:10 48:28:18 

199 DoS+DC-cr2 0:03:55 0:31:34 0:00:18 0:02:37 0:02:12 0:54:15 0:22:37 24:21:34 26:19:02 

200 SRDC 0:06:02 1:33:19 0:11:52 14:07:55 0:01:39 1:22:08 0:02:15 43:28:30 60:53:40 

201 SIRDC 0:10:15 3:52:22 0:06:49 9:43:49 0:07:14 33:04:21 NT NT 47:04:50 

202 SCRDC 0:06:03 1:35:49 0:11:46 13:41:06 0:01:37 1:20:34 0:02:11 42:40:02 59:39:08 

203 SCRDC+IC 0:05:03 1:22:34 0:11:04 13:00:31 0:01:34 1:14:34 0:01:46 41:34:15 57:31:21 

204 SRDC+FIC 0:05:01 1:28:29 0:12:03 13:30:24 0:01:32 1:13:00 0:01:43 42:51:43 59:23:55 

205 SCAP 0:04:08 0:39:18 0:00:25 0:14:09 0:32:29 21:56:07 0:00:59 4:06:06 27:33:41 

206 SCEP 0:05:01 1:18:49 0:10:41 12:49:13 0:01:32 1:15:36 0:01:38 42:08:19 57:50:49 

Table A1.22 Test Results – Variable Order Exhaustive Search after application of solution testing, redundancy and 

solution priming techniques (Total Time) 

 

A comparison of tables A1.21 and A1.22 reveals that the cumulative time of all variable 

ordering techniques is improved by the application of consistency pre-processing and 

solution priming techniques.    Although search times are typically improved, the total 

time taken for specific puzzles, most notably the smaller domain puzzles, is frequently 
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greater from application of these pre-processors.  This is due largely to the time taken 

to perform the pre-processing.  In all tests the same pre-processing was applied to all 

puzzles, however as will be described in following sections, puzzles with smaller 

domains can benefit from less pre-processing and less time spent for solution priming.   

 

Again the CD1-cr1 and CD1-cr2 techniques were found to be substantially more 

efficient than other techniques across the range of test-bed puzzles.  CD2-cr2 was 

found to provide the best results on the GW2 and GW3 grids but performed less well 

with GW1 and much worse on GW4 leading to a higher cumulative time.  Removal of 

inconsistencies by solution testing greatly aided DC-cr2 and pushed it higher up the 

rankings.   

 

Curiously the dynamic SRDC technique that had produced the best times for puzzles 

GW3-200 & GW3-400 without pre-processing, was adversely affected by the pre-

processing on these puzzles, however benefited across the test-bed puzzles.  Another 

interesting result is that the SCAP technique performs well on puzzles the other 

dynamic techniques have problems with, but poorly on the GW3 puzzles for which the 

other dynamic techniques perform relatively well.  The reasons leading to these results 

require further investigation. 

 

Analysis of the variable ordering techniques revealed that a strong correlation exists 

between the calculated constraint density of a variable by CD2 and the number of 

inconsistent values in a domain, on these reduced domain puzzles.  As domain sizes 

increase this correlation becomes weaker as smaller percentages of inconsistencies 

exist.  The impact of this is that a strong correlation also exists, albeit a negative one, 

between the CD2 calculation, and the domain count of variables after solution testing.  

Thus the variable orders produced by the domain count heuristic and CD2 are similar, 

leading to similar search times.  As a consequence the CD2 technique may be viewed 

as a course predictor of domain count and its success attributable to a reduction in 

node expansion, conversely the domain count variable may be viewed as a course 

predictor as to the constraint density of a variable and its success due to targeting the 

number of consistency tests performed.   By virtue of this correlation, on these reduced 

domain puzzles, both techniques would appear to be targeting both objectives.  Of 

course it could also be argued that the domain count of variables after solution testing 

is a course predictor of where failure will occur during search and as such these 

techniques are attempting to lower branch depth. 
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The CD1 technique places more emphasis on the number of constraints of a variable, 

and lesser emphasis on surrounding variables within the constraint network compared 

to CD2.  This technique was found to have a weaker correlation between the calculated 

constraint density of a variable and the number of consistent values within a domain 

than CD2.  It is speculated that the success of this technique is due to its ability to 

reduce the number of consistency checks performed.  However as the number of 

consistency checks was not recorded this cannot be established.   

 

Primary Variable Selection 

The above trials of variable ordering techniques were all performed using a manually 

chosen primary variable.  This section investigates the affect on the CD1-cr1 variable 

order from application of automated techniques for choosing the primary variable.   

 

 T# Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

207 IC+LP 0:01:31 0:10:48 0:00:19 0:04:23 0:01:38 0:32:32 0:01:07 1:01:20 1:53:38 

208 CD1 0:01:55 0:10:03 0:00:17 0:04:04 0:01:32 0:29:50 0:00:58 0:59:42 1:48:21 

209 CD2 0:01:53 0:10:08 0:00:17 0:04:06 0:01:34 0:31:25 0:01:03 1:07:14 1:57:40 

210 DC 0:02:08 0:11:02 0:00:18 0:04:29 0:01:42 0:32:46 0:01:03 1:05:15 1:58:43 

211 EP 0:02:09 0:11:06 0:00:19 0:04:30 0:01:43 0:32:54 0:01:04 1:05:12 1:58:57 

212 IC+DC 0:02:05 0:11:06 0:00:18 0:04:31 0:01:43 0:33:02 0:01:04 1:05:44 1:59:33 

213 DoS+DC 0:02:06 0:11:12 0:00:18 0:04:30 0:01:43 0:33:26 0:01:05 1:05:47 2:00:07 

Table A1.23 Test Results – Test order for exhaustive search with CD1-cr1 variable order (Total Time) 

 

As with solution testing, the CD1 primary variable selection technique was found to 

produce the best results when used with CD1-cr1 variable ordering.  Surprisingly little 

variance in times is experienced by changing the primary variable.  Earlier trials 

performed with other variable ordering techniques had revealed larger variances.  

Benchmarking the affect of primary variable selection on the performance of other 

variable ordering heuristics remains a task for future research.   

 

Conclusion 

Results would indicate that variable ordering techniques are typically highly volatile to 

small changes in puzzle complexity.  Small modifications to variable ordering 

techniques frequently resulted in significant changes to search times.  No single 

technique produced the best search times for all puzzles examined.  Those techniques 

that performed well on some puzzles frequently performed much worse on others.  
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In light of the above observations the success of the CD1 technique to produce 

consistently good results for solution testing and an exhaustive search should be 

viewed with a reasonable degree of scepticism.  Nonetheless the CD1 technique 

developed during this research was found to produce better aggregate results than the 

other techniques examined and as such is deemed worthy of further investigation.  

Further development of new heuristics for targeting multiple goals including reduction 

of the number of consistency tests performed is a considered avenue for future 

research. 

 

A1.7 – Value Ordering 

This section reports results from trials of value ordering techniques for solution testing 

and exhaustive search.  Immediately preceding trial 269 the test computer was moved 

to a new location.  Trials performed at this location exhibited noticeable degradation of 

performance and increased variance in search times. For example trials performed on 

one day produced very different results to repeated trials the following day.  It is not 

known whether damage was caused to the computer by the move, power fluctuations 

occurring at the new location, or the amount of prior testing was finally taking its toll on 

the computer hardware.  Several weeks later, during testing of the evaluative sampling 

techniques multiple hardware components experienced failure, resulting in the 

termination of further testing.   

 

Solution Testing 

This section examines the efficiency of value ordering techniques for performing 

solution testing. Table A1.24 displays the time taken to perform solution testing.  Each 

test uses the two-pass node limited search engine, with SL1 domain Maintenance, 

Chronological Backtracking and the CD1-cr2 variable order and the value ordering 

technique being evaluated.  The first pass uses FC11 forward tracking with a node limit 

of 1000.  The second pass uses FC9 forward tracking with no node limit. 

  

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

100 Rand 0:00:37 0:01:04 0:00:08 0:00:29 0:00:02 0:00:11 0:00:15 0:00:55 0:03:41 

104 None 0:00:39 0:01:07 0:00:09 0:00:31 0:00:02 0:00:14 0:00:16 0:01:06 0:04:04 

102 WS 0:00:49 0:01:39 0:00:11 0:00:53 0:00:03 0:00:39 0:00:23 0:01:39 0:06:16 

98 Lex 0:00:50 0:01:43 0:00:12 0:00:56 0:00:03 0:00:40 0:00:23 0:01:38 0:06:25 

103 WS+ILS 0:00:52 0:01:38 0:00:12 0:00:55 0:00:05 0:00:45 0:00:25 0:01:44 0:06:36 

99 LID 0:00:47 0:01:32 0:00:10 0:00:47 0:00:04 0:00:48 0:00:22 0:03:06 0:07:36 

101 AF 0:00:48 0:01:35 0:00:12 0:00:57 0:00:04 0:00:43 0:00:39 0:04:12 0:09:10 
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Table A1.24 Test Results – Value Order Times (Solution Testing) 

 

The random value ordering technique produces the best time for each of the puzzles.  

Although repeated testing would be expected to produce different results, random 

ordering was found to produce similar results on prior trials.  The reason for this is that 

as solutions are formed the words used to form these solutions are recorded as having 

passed the test and thus do not require further testing.  Thus by randomising the value 

order different words are more likely to be assigned to form a solution thus reducing the 

number of tests that need to be performed.  Table A1.25 displays the number of value 

tests that were performed by each technique. 

  

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Max Tests 12973 15030 8558 11579 4125 9867 10554 13969 86655 

100 Rand 6447 7025 3901 4663 1109 2935 4739 5406 36225 

104 None 6488 7160 3954 4770 1548 3477 4810 5624 37831 

99 LID 7240 7897 4206 5741 1949 6376 5289 6989 45687 

102 WS 7486 8773 4736 6813 2383 7666 5989 8405 52251 

103 WS+ILS 7549 8856 4758 6861 2411 7745 6022 8439 52641 

98 Lex 7574 8871 4764 6862 2415 7748 6029 8484 52747 

101 AF 7746 9136 4902 7212 2503 8009 6185 8943 54636 

Table A1.25 Test Results – Tests Performed (Solution Testing) 

 

As can be seen from table A1.25 the random variable order performs the least number 

of tests.  Performing no value ordering achieves the next best result as values are 

shuffled around during the filtering process.  By using values that were used on prior 

trials, the assignment frequency technique performs the greatest number of tests.   

 

On each test the number of nodes traversed also varies between techniques.  Table 

A1.26 displays the number of nodes expanded when testing values in the domain of 

the primary variable.  All techniques perform the same number of tests as displayed at 

the top of the table. 

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Words Tested 334 387 283 385 62 273 263 380  

101 AF 14092 8774 2121 6989 241 3479 2788 10745 49229 

99 LID 13674 8288 2067 7260 231 3468 2545 12662 50195 

104 None 10782 9565 2229 7375 234 3545 2699 14116 50545 

98 Lex 11695 8964 2201 9424 230 3525 3557 14744 54340 
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103 WS+ILS 11762 9384 2210 9667 231 3521 3256 14737 54768 

102 WS 11636 9164 2203 9617 230 3518 3253 15695 55316 

100 Rand 15777 10293 2155 8371 237 3516 2820 13320 56489 

Table A1.26 Test Results – Node Count for Primary Slot (Solution Testing) 

 

Although values in the domain of the primary variable are the first tested, even after the 

formation of a few solutions the assignment frequency technique uses this information 

effectively, resulting in fewer node expansions required to form a solution.  The largest 

intersecting domain technique produces the next best result.  This result is consistent 

with prior research advocating the use of LID for the problem of locating a solution to 

the CPC problem, as AF is only useful after solutions have already been formed.  A 

comparison of the above tables reveals that LID traverses fewer nodes than the word 

score techniques, and performs fewer tests, but these benefits do not compensate for 

the additional processing resulting in more time taken compared to the word score 

techniques.  Thus although LID may expand less nodes its costs would appear to 

outweigh its benefits.   

 

An interesting result is that using no value ordering traverses fewer nodes than those 

based on word score or a random ordering.  Chance is the only considered reason for 

this positive result.  

 

As solution testing has the dual objective of removing inconsistencies and forming high 

scoring solutions, Table A1.27 presents the highest scores obtained by value ordering 

techniques. 

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Optimal Score 6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 54241 

103 WS+IS 6876 6879 6261 6279 5639 5630 8242 8239 54045 

98 Lex 6880 6879 6261 6279 5639 5625 8242 8239 54044 

102 WS 6876 6879 6261 6279 5639 5620 8241 8229 54024 

99 LID 6858 6882 6198 6175 5539 5442 8193 8144 53431 

101 AF 6853 6850 6220 6186 5502 5471 8176 8130 53388 

104 None 6854 6846 6192 6165 5519 5448 8191 8145 53360 

100 Rand 6850 6850 6214 6158 5504 5442 8172 8145 53335 

Table A1.27 Test Results – Value Order Highest Score (Solution Testing) 

 

As expected the ordering of words by word score and breaking ties by the score of 

intersecting letters produces the highest scores on average.  The lexicon ordering 

techniques was expected to produce similar results to word score.  The reason for its 
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better performance may be due to chance, however the perceived reason, is that as 

the lexicon order tests more values and thus forms more solutions (Table A1.25), it has 

a higher probability of encountering a high scoring solution. 

 

A consequence of attempting to reduce the number of tests performed and thus 

improve the efficiency of solution testing is counter to the objective of forming high 

scoring solutions.  For example table A1.28 reports the total time to perform an 

exhaustive search using no ordering and lexicon ordering.  Although the lexicon 

ordering took over two minutes longer to complete solution testing, this was 

compensated by the higher scores produced.  Regrettably, an exhaustive search was 

not performed using the other techniques on the above trials.   

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

98 Lex 0:01:22 0:09:08 0:00:14 0:02:56 0:00:15 0:52:35 0:01:11 1:34:19 2:42:00 

105 None 0:01:11 0:08:59 0:00:13 0:02:54 0:00:16 0:59:23 0:01:14 1:47:37 3:01:47 

Table A1.28 Test Results – Value Order Solution Testing (Total Time) 

 

The effect on search efficiency from application of the value ordering techniques on the 

first pass of solution testing is compared in table A1.29 below.  On the first pass the 

selected value ordering technique is used with FC11, CD1-cr2. On the second pass the 

largest intersecting domain value ordering is used with FC9 and DC to improve the 

probability of completing the tests in a reasonable time.   

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

279 None 0:01:14 0:11:06 0:00:15 0:03:25 0:00:21 1:11:15 0:01:31 2:09:44 3:38:51 

280 LID 0:02:03 0:11:36 0:00:18 0:03:43 0:00:23 1:12:13 0:01:38 2:10:33 3:42:27 

281 Rand 0:01:51 0:11:17 0:00:15 0:03:27 0:00:20 1:11:36 0:01:31 2:10:53 3:41:10 

282 AF 0:02:07 0:11:58 0:00:20 0:03:59 0:00:23 1:13:40 0:01:44 2:15:51 3:50:02 

283 Lex 0:02:16 0:12:41 0:00:20 0:04:14 0:00:22 1:17:03 0:01:43 2:26:40 4:05:19 

284 WS 0:02:13 0:12:28 0:00:19 0:04:09 0:00:21 1:13:53 0:01:39 2:16:18 3:51:20 

285 WS+IS 0:02:14 0:12:30 0:00:21 0:04:14 0:00:23 1:30:06 0:02:01 2:29:07 4:20:56 

Table A1.29 Test Results – Value Order Solution Testing (Total Search Time) 

 

The results presented in table A1.29 appeared to be at odds with all prior testing and 

expectations.  Analysis of these results revealed numerous anomalies.  For example a 

comparison of test 279 and 285 on puzzle GW4-400 reveals that despite the formation 

of a significantly higher scoring solution by the WS+IS technique during solution 

testing, the time taken to perform an exhaustive search is much greater.  In addition to 
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these anomalies the reported times in table A1.29 are significantly worse than those 

reported in table A1.28 and on prior testing of these techniques. 

 

These tests were then repeated, but in reverse order to see if the order of testing could 

explain the results (Table A1.30).   

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

293 WS+IS 0:01:40 0:14:04 0:00:23 0:04:35 0:00:25 1:18:02 0:01:48 2:20:17 4:01:14 

294 WS 0:02:17 0:12:42 0:00:20 0:04:14 0:00:22 1:16:35 0:01:42 2:21:02 3:59:14 

295 Lex 0:02:19 0:12:53 0:00:20 0:04:18 0:00:22 1:16:26 0:01:43 2:32:48 4:11:09 

296 AF 0:02:40 0:13:22 0:00:22 0:04:26 0:00:26 1:33:02 0:02:14 2:50:17 4:46:49 

297 Rand 0:02:25 0:14:34 0:00:19 0:04:22 0:00:25 1:29:33 0:01:54 2:43:14 4:36:46 

298 LID 0:02:33 0:14:57 0:00:23 0:04:51 0:00:31 1:28:45 0:01:54 2:28:44 4:22:38 

299 None 0:02:06 0:12:45 0:00:17 0:03:48 0:00:23 1:17:50 0:01:39 2:43:35 4:22:23 

Table A1.30 Test Results – Value Order Solution Testing – Repeated (Total Time) 

 

Comparison of tables A1.29 and A1.30 reveal practically no similarities.  Shortly after 

these tests were performed the test-bed computer started to show signs of component 

failure.  

 

In between the trials presented in tables A1.29 and A1.30, trials were performed using 

CD1-cr1 variable ordering for an exhaustive search (Table A1.31).  It would appear that 

variances in the performance of the computer was greater than the effect that value 

ordering had on the search times.  Thus results presented in these trials are not likely 

to be representative of technique efficiency.   

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

286 None 0:01:17 0:13:55 0:00:20 0:05:49 0:00:28 1:24:05 0:01:43 2:33:21 4:20:58 

287 LID 0:02:08 0:12:09 0:00:19 0:04:57 0:00:24 1:14:40 0:01:44 2:30:28 4:06:49 

288 Rand 0:01:53 0:11:35 0:00:16 0:04:31 0:00:20 1:13:35 0:01:37 2:29:27 4:03:14 

289 AF 0:02:09 0:12:13 0:00:21 0:05:09 0:00:23 1:14:48 0:01:49 2:34:08 4:11:00 

290 Lex 0:02:19 0:13:02 0:00:21 0:05:29 0:00:23 1:19:54 0:01:52 3:04:26 4:47:46 

291 WS 0:02:38 0:14:52 0:00:24 0:06:11 0:00:25 1:28:06 0:02:02 2:43:49 4:38:27 

292 WS+IS 0:02:18 0:12:41 0:00:21 0:05:19 0:00:23 1:14:29 0:01:46 2:31:59 4:09:16 

Table A2.31 Test Results – Value Order Solution Testing, with CD1-cr1 used for an exhaustive search (Total 

Time) 
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Exhaustive Search 

This section compares the use of value ordering techniques for performing an 

exhaustive search.   Due to later problems experienced with the test computer it is 

questionable the extent to which times reported in table A1.32 are reflective of 

technique efficiency.  Certainly the time reported for the lexicon technique is 

substantially longer than reported on prior trials.   

 

Test Value  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

269 None 0:01:41 0:12:09 0:00:21 0:04:35 0:02:01 0:37:42 0:01:15 1:14:40 2:14:24 

270 LID 0:02:38 0:13:21 0:00:20 0:04:32 0:02:01 0:32:03 0:01:17 1:26:12 2:22:24 

271 Rand 0:02:27 0:12:09 0:00:21 ERROR NT NT NT NT 0:14:57 

272 AF 0:01:30 0:13:27 0:00:26 0:05:39 0:02:29 0:43:11 0:01:31 1:33:18 2:41:31 

273 Lex 0:03:02 0:14:48 0:00:26 0:05:31 0:02:25 0:45:14 0:01:29 1:29:12 2:42:07 

274 WS 0:02:57 0:14:24 0:00:25 0:05:23 0:02:21 0:44:24 0:01:27 1:28:09 2:39:30 

275 WS+IS 0:02:56 0:14:37 0:00:25 0:05:29 0:02:24 0:47:51 0:01:20 1:24:13 2:39:15 

Table A1.32 Test Results – Value Order Solution Testing (Total Time) 

 

Results in Table 1.32 indicate that due to the formation of high scoring solutions during 

solution testing and solution priming, there would appear to be little benefit in 

attempting to form higher scoring solutions via manipulation of the value order.  As a 

consequence applying no ordering produces the best results.  However this does not 

explain why the most costly LID technique produces the second best results.  

 

The random variable order reported a general protection fault during testing.  This error 

was also reported during an early trial of the RDFS solution priming technique when 

using random value ordering.  Although this may be operating system related it 

indicates a potential bug within this technique.  Attempts to locate this bug have as yet 

been unsuccessful.  

 

Conclusion 

No conclusion regarding value ordering has been formed as a result of this research.  

At commencement of this research the ordering of values by word score for an 

exhaustive search, to attempt to promote the formation of high scoring solutions 

appeared self-evident.  Attempts to refine this technique by breaking ties with the score 

of intersecting letters was found to produce positive results when using the ML domain 

maintenance system, however was more costly to process for the SL system.   The 

lexicon ordering technique was used thought the majority of experimentation to aid in 
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the benchmarking of other techniques.  As such little experimentation was performed 

with other value ordering techniques.   

 

The incorporation of solution testing and solution priming, in particular the value 

selection technique, in to the overall model certainly adds a level of complexity that 

may alter preconceptions as to value ordering.  The choice of value ordering technique 

is dependent on the solution score that has currently been formed and the relationship 

of this score to the optimal solution score.  As the optimal solution score will not be 

known prior to complete exhaustion, the choice of value ordering is necessarily 

probabilistic.  Unfortunately the tests presented in this section do not adequately 

address the complexities of value ordering.  In addition the results for many of the trials 

presented cannot be relied on due to apparent problems with the test computer.   

 

A1.8 – Arc Consistency 

This section reports improvements to search efficiency achieved from application of an 

arc consistency test prior to an exhaustive search.  Table A1.33 displays the effect on 

total domain size from application of an arc consistency test.   

 

Puzzle Initial Domain 

Size 

After Arc 

Consistency 

Removed by 

Arc consistency 

%Removed 

GW1-440 14960 12973 1987 13.28% 

GW1-500 17000 15030 1970 11.59% 

GW1-2466 83844 82471 1373 1.64% 

GW2-300 9000 8558 442 4.91% 

GW2-400 12000 11579 421 3.51% 

GW2-2466 73980 73076 904 1.22% 

GW3-200 5800 4125 1675 28.88% 

GW3-400 11600 9867 1733 14.94% 

GW3-2466 71514 70428 1086 1.52% 

GW4-320 12800 10554 2246 17.55% 

GW4-400 16000 13969 2031 12.69% 

GW4-2466 98640 97497 1143 1.16% 

Table A1.33 Arc Consistency - Effect on Total domain Size  

 

From table A1.33 it can be seen that the arc consistency test is effective at removing 

inconsistencies on all puzzles tested.  It can also be seen that as domain sizes 

increase for a given grid structure, the percentage of consistent values also increases.   
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Three tests are presented indicating the benefits of performing an arc consistency test 

prior to search.  Tables A1.34 to A1.36 display total search times using three different 

variable orderings: Manually Compiled, CD1-cr2, and SCRDC+FC.  Each test used the 

X1 search engine, SL1 domain maintenance, FC11 forward tracking, BB11 branch-

and-bound, and chronological backtracking.   These results are similar to unreported 

trials using different forward tracking and B&B techniques.  On all trials the time taken 

to perform the arc consistency test was reported as zero seconds. 

 

T# Arc  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

5 No 0:09:57 1:32:39 0:03:05 1:59:02 0:00:13 1:03:54 0:01:13 1:58:20 6:48:23 

9 Yes 0:09:50 1:29:44 0:02:58 1:51:04 0:00:11 0:50:30 0:01:08 1:56:43 6:22:08 

Table A1.34 Test Results – Arc Consistency with Manually Compiled Variable Order (Total Time) 

 

T# Arc  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

6 No 0:00:52 0:07:24 0:00:05 0:02:21 0:00:14 0:57:22 0:00:54 1:31:52 2:41:04 

10 Yes 0:00:49 0:07:08 0:00:05 0:02:12 0:00:13 0:48:45 0:00:52 1:29:44 2:29:48 

Table A1.35 Test Results – Arc Consistency with CD1-cr2 Variable Order (Total Time) 

 

T# Arc  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

7 No 0:21:31 22:28:26 0:24:13 16:59:45 0:00:07 0:49:03 0:04:20 47:44:37 88:52:02 

11 Yes 0:20:45 21:33:48 0:23:24 16:24:24 0:00:05 0:36:56 0:03:54 45:12:35 84:35:51 

Table A1.36 Test Results – Arc Consistency with SCRDC+FC Variable Order (Total Time) 

 

Improvement to search efficiency is evident across all puzzles tested irrespective of the 

choice of variable order.  Improvements appear greater when less efficient variable 

orderings techniques are used.  Search efficiency was improved on average for CD1-

cr2 by 5.4%, Manually Compiled by 7.4%, and SCRDC+FC by 10.4%.       

 

The removal of more inconsistencies on the puzzles with a smaller domain size for 

each grid structure was expected.  However, it is interesting that the average 

improvement to search time of 8.1% for the larger puzzles (GW1-500, GW2-400, GW3-

400, GW4-400) is greater than the improvement of 7.4% on the small puzzles (GW1-

440, GW2-400, GW3-200, GW4-320).  
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A fourth test was performed to assess whether the use of an arc consistency test would 

improve the choice of the primary variable when using smallest domain count heuristic 

(Table A1.37). 

 

T# Arc  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

8 No 0:04:40 1:00:35 6:39:06*           N/A 

12 Yes 0:06:40 1:38:44 0:23:34 18:46:06 0:00:05 1:03:16 0:02:23 202:06:03 224:06:51 

Table A1.37 Test Results – Arc Consistency – DC Primary Variable Selection (Total Time) 

 

Trial #8 was aborted as it was realised that using DC for primary variable selection 

when all domains are of equal size results in the 1st variable being chosen.  Given the 

method used for numbering variables, slot 1 will be in the top left corner of the puzzle, 

and thus likely to be a poor choice.  Surprisingly slot 1 was a better choice on GW1-

440 and GW1-500 than using the slot chosen by DC after application of the arc 

consistency test.  The impact of this test demonstrates that although the application of 

arc consistency will typically reduce search times, the potential exists for it to have a 

negative impact on primary slot selection, and result in longer run times.  Although this 

test may simply demonstrate the limitations of variable ordering heuristics that 

incorporate domain count. 

 

Conclusion 

The benefits arising from application arc consistency as a pre-processing technique 

would appear to be dependent on the specificities of the problem and on the selection 

of search techniques used.  Lesser benefits are achieved when a good selection of 

search techniques are used.  Given that the cost of application is minimal and that 

benefits, although minimal in some cases, are evident on all tests performed 

application of arc consistency would be recommended. 

  

A1.9 – Arc Placement 

This section presents trials of the arc placement technique described in chapter 14 

detailing the time taken to remove inconsistencies, the number of inconsistencies 

removed, and the effect on total search time.  The arc placement test allows for the use 

of FC5 to FC11 forward checking techniques.  Prior trials revealed that application of 

the most effective FC9 technique and the more efficient FC11 were most beneficial.  

The following trials examine the pay off the number of inconsistent values removed and 

the time taken.   
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Table A1.38 displays the total domain count of all variables after application of the test.  

Test #10 shows the initial domain size after application of the arc consistency test.  The 

options for each test are: the forward checking technique used (FC9 or FC11), whether 

all domains are retested due to the removal of an inconsistency or only those domains 

connected via an intersection constraint to a domain where a reduction occurred 

(0=Intersecting Only, 1=All), and the number of times a domain is repeatedly tested 

(0=repeat until no inconsistencies are detected, 1, 2 =number of repetitions). 

  

Test Options

*  

GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

10  12973 15030 8558 11579 4125 9867 10554 13969 86655 

13 11,1,0 7622 10843 4371 9616 2644 8906 6192 12043 62237 

14 11,1,2 7660 10962 4380 9704 2644 8906 6224 12047 62527 

15 11,1,1 8184 11173 4589 9864 2644 8907 6556 12130 64047 

16 11,0,0 7622 10843 4377 9617 2644 8906 6194 12043 62246 

17 11,0,2 7660 10962 4380 9704 2644 8906 6224 12047 62527 

18 11,0,1 8184 11173 4589 9864 2644 8907 6556 12130 64047 

19 9,1,0 7596 10833 4368 9606 2624 8901 6185 12027 62140 

20 9,1,2 7643 10917 4377 9698 2624 8901 6217 12032 62409 

21 9,1,1 8133 11154 4585 9858 2624 8902 6534 12116 63906 

Table A1.38 Test Results – Arc Placement  (Domain Totals) 

* Forward Check, Test All, Max Runs 

 

From table A1.38 it can be seen that using FC9, testing all domains and repeating 

testing until no inconsistencies are detected removes the most inconsistencies.  This 

technique however is the much more costly to process.  Table A1.39 displays the time 

taken to perform arc placement testing.  

 

Test Options

*  

GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

13 11,1,0 0:01:42 0:02:49 0:00:29 0:02:30 0:00:04 0:00:36 0:01:00 0:02:11 0:11:21 

14 11,1,2 0:00:48 0:01:15 0:00:17 0:00:49 0:00:04 0:00:24 0:00:29 0:01:11 0:05:17 

15 11,1,1 0:00:29 0:00:42 0:00:11 0:00:27 0:00:02 0:00:13 0:00:17 0:00:39 0:03:00 

16 11,0,0 0:01:12 0:02:08 0:00:21 0:01:33 0:00:03 0:00:16 0:00:38 0:01:23 0:07:34 

17 11,0,2 0:00:52 0:01:22 0:00:17 0:00:48 0:00:03 0:00:17 0:00:29 0:01:11 0:05:19 

18 11,0,1 0:00:31 0:00:46 0:00:11 0:00:27 0:00:02 0:00:13 0:00:17 0:00:40 0:03:07 

19 9,1,0 0:04:26 0:06:47 0:00:53 0:06:04 0:00:06 0:01:26 0:01:59 0:05:20 0:27:01 

20 9,1,2 0:01:43 0:02:56 0:00:31 0:01:51 0:00:06 0:00:58 0:00:55 0:02:46 0:11:46 

21 9,1,1 0:01:05 0:01:42 0:00:20 0:01:02 0:00:03 0:00:28 0:00:35 0:01:31 0:06:46 

Table A1.39 Test Results – Arc Placement  (Time taken to perform testing) 

* Forward Check, Test All, Max Runs 
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Table A1.40 displays the effect on search efficiency from application of arc placement. 

Search techniques used were those that had been found on prior testing to produce 

good times for performing an exhaustive search (X1, SL1, FC11, BB11, CB, CD1-cr2).  

 

Test Options

*  

GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

10  0:00:49 0:07:08 0:00:05 0:02:12 0:00:13 0:48:45 0:00:52 1:29:44 2:29:48 

13 11,1,0 0:02:16 0:09:06 0:00:31 0:04:15 0:00:16 0:46:04 0:01:46 1:25:40 2:29:54 

14 11,1,2 0:01:23 0:08:01 0:00:19 0:02:43 0:00:16 0:48:04 0:01:15 1:29:01 2:31:02 

15 11,1,1 0:01:05 0:07:30 0:00:14 0:02:23 0:00:15 0:49:12 0:01:06 1:29:07 2:30:52 

16 11,0,0 0:01:46 0:08:36 0:00:24 0:03:25 0:00:15 0:47:42 0:01:25 1:27:28 2:31:01 

17 11,0,2 0:01:31 0:08:23 0:00:20 0:02:48 0:00:16 0:49:50 0:01:17 1:29:19 2:33:44 

18 11,0,1 0:01:10 0:07:40 0:00:13 0:02:23 0:00:15 0:49:16 0:01:06 1:29:42 2:31:45 

19 9,1,0 0:05:04 0:13:43 0:00:56 0:07:59 0:00:18 0:49:38 0:02:46 1:31:30 2:51:54 

20 9,1,2 0:02:19 0:09:39 0:00:34 0:03:45 0:00:18 0:48:03 0:01:41 1:28:41 2:35:00 

21 9,1,1 0:01:43 0:08:29 0:00:23 0:02:55 0:00:15 0:48:13 0:01:22 1:29:50 2:33:10 

Table A1.40 Test Results – Arc Placement  (Total Time) 

* Forward Check, Test All, Max Runs 

 

In comparison to performing only arc consistency (test #10), search times are typically 

reduced, however the total time as displayed in table A2.39 is typically increased 

leading to longer aggregate times across the test bed puzzles.  For the smaller domain 

puzzles the time taken to perform arc placement testing was in several instances 

longer than it would otherwise have taken to complete the search using only arc 

consistency.  Two instances where arc placement was able to reduce search times 

was on the more difficult GW3-400 and GW4-400 puzzles using FC11 with repeated 

testing of all domains until no inconsistencies were detected (Test #13).   

 

Table A1.41 displays the effect on search efficiency of FC9 with repeated testing of all 

domains until no inconsistencies are detected, when CD1-cr2 is used for primary 

variable selection and SCRDC+FIC variable order is used for an exhaustive search. 

 

T# Options GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

11 None 0:20:45 21:33:48 0:23:24 16:24:24 0:00:05 0:36:56 0:03:54 45:12:35 84:35:51 

22 9,1,0 0:07:53 1:16:09 0:09:42 13:21:48 0:00:12 0:38:28 0:04:50 27:02:48 42:41:50 

Table A1.41 Test Results – Arc Consistency Static Variable Order – SCRDC+FIC (Total Time) 

 

The combination of FC9, 1, 0 was found to be the most costly and increased the total 

time taken when using a CD1-cr2 (Table A2.39).  Table A2.40 shows however that the 
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removal of inconsistencies can have a positive effect on variable ordering techniques 

that incorporate domain count in their heuristic.  Removal of inconsistencies can also 

have a positive impact on the choice of primary variable.  Table A1.42 displays the total 

time taken when using DC primary variable selection and SCRDC+FIC variable 

ordering.   

 

T# Options GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

12 None 0:06:40 1:38:44 0:23:34 18:46:06 0:00:05 1:03:16 0:02:23 202:06:03 224:06:51 

23 9,1,0 0:08:27 1:53:44 0:09:47 15:44:32 0:00:11 0:40:33 0:07:30 52:51:21 71:36:05 

Table A1.42 Test Results – Arc Consistency Static Variable Order - CD1 connected (Total Time) 

 

Conclusion 

Although not tested on the full domain size puzzles, it is unlikely that the use of arc 

placement would detect and remove any inconsistencies over that of the arc 

consistency test.  As will be described in the next section, only a small number of 

inconsistencies are left in domains after application of arc consistency.  Thus for the full 

size puzzles with 2466 words in their domain arc placement would be costly and 

provide no benefits. 

 

Trials of the arc placement test on the reduced domain puzzles reveals that the time 

taken to perform an exhaustive search is reduced.  However when a good selection of 

search techniques are used the benefits of arc placement do not compensate for the 

cost of removing inconsistencies.  As a consequence the total time taken is typically 

degraded.  When poor choices of search technique are used however significant 

benefits arising from the application of arc placement are evident.  Indeed the efficiency 

of many of the variable ordering techniques that use domain count within their heuristic 

would appear greatly dependent on the removal of inconsistencies prior to search.  

Given that good selections of search technique will not necessarily be able to be 

determined for a given puzzle prior to search, the application of arc placement may be 

viewed as reducing the risk associated with making poor choices. 

 

A1.10 – Solution Testing 

This section presents results from trials of the complete solution testing techniques 

described in section 15.3.  Evaluating the incomplete techniques in section 15.4 

remains a task for future research.  The time taken to perform solution testing is 

dependent on the search techniques used.  Many trials were performed testing a 
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variety of search techniques, and the results of these trials have been presented in 

prior sections.   

 

Effectiveness 

Having applied a complete version of solution testing it will be known what values are 

consistent and can form a complete and valid solution.  This is irrespective of the 

choices of search techniques such as forward tracking or variable ordering.  The fact 

that solution testing removed the same values on all trials performed supports the 

validity of the algorithms used, and the correctness of the implementation.  

 

Table A1.43 displays the comparative effectiveness of solution testing to remove 

inconsistencies on the test bed puzzles, to that of the arc consistency test (Chapter 

14).  

 

Puzzle  Initial Domain 

Total 

After Arc 

Consistency 

After Solution 

Testing 

Removed by 

Solution Testing 

% Consistent 

Values 

GW1-440 14960 12973 7175 5798 48.0% 

GW1-500 17000 15030 10272 4758 60.4% 

GW1-2466 83844 82471 82470 1 98.4% 

GW2-300 9000 8558 4280 4278 47.6% 

GW2-400 12000 11579 9200 2379 76.7% 

GW2-2466 73980 73076 73071 5 98.8% 

GW3-200 5800 4125 2622 1503 45.2% 

GW3-400 11600 9867 8874 993 76.5% 

GW3-2466 71514 70428 70428 0 98.5% 

GW4-320 12800 10554 5895 4659 46.1% 

GW4-400 16000 13969 11660 2309 72.9% 

GW4-2466 98640 97497 97489 8 98.8% 

Table A1.43 Solution Test - Effect on Total domain Size  

 

From table 1.43 it can be observed that as the size of the lexicon is increased for each 

of the grid configurations the percentage of consistent values increases.  In addition as 

the lexicon increases so to does the ability of arc consistency to remove inconsistent 

values.  Thus the potential benefits of using solution testing, as a technique for 

removing inconsistencies, for large lexicons would certainly appear to diminish.   

 

The following tables display the effectiveness of solution testing to form high scoring 

solutions.  Table A1.44 provides a summary of data using the test all technique with 45 

different variable ordering techniques.  During these trials some tests were terminated 

prior to completion.  The scores shown are for tests that were allowed to run to 
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completion.  In all cases the scores achieved were within 1% of the known optimal 

solution score for the puzzle. 

 

Tests  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

25 to 

69 

Min 6872 6871 6251 6239 5623 5612 8233 8229 

Max 6898 6892 6275 6281 5645 5647 8269 8259 

Mean 6883.3 6883.0 6263.4 6258.0 5637.8 5629.4 8246.7 8244.1 

Optimal Score 6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 

Mean / Optimal  99.79% 99.78% 99.82% 99.63% 99.61% 99.41% 99.57% 99.52% 

Table A1.44 Test Results – Highest Scores obtained during solution testing by Test All 

 

As the iterative depth limited and iterative depth and node limited techniques form the 

same solutions as the test all technique, the same results were obtained when using 

the same variable and value ordering techniques.  Table A1.45 displays a single trial of 

the test not passed technique.  As this technique forms fewer solutions it was expected 

to form lower high scoring solutions, however it still produces good results within 1% of 

the optimal solution score.  Tests 95 and 96 using the iterative node-limited technique 

produced the same scores as the test not passed technique. 

 

Test Options  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

86 Score 6880 6879 6261 6279 5639 5625 8242 8239 

Optimal Score 6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 

Score / Optimal  99.74% 99.72% 99.78% 99.97% 99.63% 99.33% 99.52% 99.46% 

Table A1.45 Test Results – Highest Scores obtained during solution testing by Test Not Passed 

 

Approach Comparison 

The following provides a comparison of the five approaches for solution testing.  

Although only a few trials were run on each of the test bed puzzles, there is little doubt 

that the iterative node-limited technique is the most efficient and the most reliable in 

avoiding protracted tests.   

 

The test all technique underwent numerous trials as a means of benchmarking variable 

ordering techniques and the order that variables are tested within solution testing.  The 

reason for using the test all technique is that by testing each value it always performs 

the same number of tests.  A summary of the results of these trials is presented in table 

A1.46.  In total 17 tests were terminated due to a protracted test being encountered.  
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As such the maximum times shown in red are tests that were terminated, and could 

have taken much longer to complete.  All trials used a manually compiled test order.   

 

T#  GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

25 

-  

69 

Min 0:02:59 0:06:32 0:00:46 0:04:32 0:00:06 0:01:54 0:01:22 0:08:05 0:31:33 

Max 2:26:49 4:46:59 0:09:32 16:40:32 0:00:13 0:12:50 34:48:08 24:29:13 14:04:29 

Mean 0:07:13 0:23:15 0:01:29 2:00:32 0:00:09 0:03:31 1:18:00 7:05:12 10:59:22 

Table A1.46 Test Results – Solution Testing Impact of Variable Order (Time taken to perform testing) 

    

It could be argued that the poor results and the instances of protracted tests is a result 

of the variable ordering or test ordering techniques.  Table A1.47 presents the top 5 

trials, with the best cumulative times, using the Test All technique.  It is perceived 

however that despite the good performance using these variable ordering techniques, 

that they may not enjoy the same level of success on other puzzles.   

 

T# VO GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

30 CD1-cr1-c20 0:03:25 0:08:03 0:00:49 0:04:41 0:00:07 0:01:54 0:01:22 0:11:12 0:31:33 

31 CD1-cr2-c20 0:03:24 0:07:47 0:00:48 0:04:42 0:00:08 0:02:55 0:01:34 0:10:19 0:31:37 

26 CD1-cr1 0:04:34 0:09:32 0:01:11 0:06:36 0:00:07 0:01:59 0:01:33 0:08:05 0:33:37 

27 CD1-cr2 0:03:06 0:06:32 0:00:46 0:04:43 0:00:08 0:02:47 0:01:29 0:14:27 0:33:58 

63 SCRDC 0:03:13 0:08:19 0:01:18 0:07:00 0:00:09 0:03:22 0:01:43 0:14:12 0:39:16 

Table A1.47 Test Results – Solution Testing, Top 5 results for Test All (Time taken to perform testing) 

 

The following table A1.48 compares the use of the five testing approaches using SL1, 

FC9, CD1-cr2 test order, CD1-cr2 variable order, and lexicon value order.  These 

search techniques were found to produce good results, across all test bed puzzles, 

although not necessarily the best, on any given puzzle.  Four tests were performed with 

the Iterative Depth Limited technique varying the depth limit on each trial.  For example 

test #88 applies a depth limit of 10 on the first pass and no limit on the second pass. 

  

T# ST GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

71 Test All 0:03:09 0:06:59 0:00:40 0:04:42 0:00:08 0:02:57 0:01:25 0:15:45 0:35:45 

86 TNP 0:01:39 0:03:54 0:00:24 0:02:47 0:00:07 0:02:31 0:00:55 0:13:03 0:25:20 

87 IDL 5 0:04:36 0:11:42 0:01:04 0:07:45 0:00:14 0:04:44 0:02:22 0:20:36 0:53:03 

88 IDL 10 0:05:11 0:12:23 0:01:07 0:08:25 0:00:15 0:05:20 0:02:24 0:21:38 0:56:43 

89 IDL 15 0:05:13 0:12:33 0:01:07 0:08:42 0:00:16 0:05:35 0:02:26 0:21:51 0:57:43 

90 IDL 20 0:05:15 0:12:36 0:01:08 0:08:42 0:00:16 0:05:47 0:02:26 0:22:08 0:58:18 
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96 IDNL 20, 

1000 0:04:40 0:12:42 0:01:09 0:08:52 0:00:17 0:05:55 0:02:29 0:22:32 0:58:36 

97 INL1000 0:01:39 0:04:02 0:00:25 0:02:43 0:00:07 0:02:27 0:00:53 0:04:26 0:16:42 

Table A1.48 Test Results – Solution Testing, Comparison of Solution Testing Techniques, Good node 

selection (Time taken to perform testing) 

 

By recording values that have passed a test the TNP technique produces better times 

than the test all technique.  However the iterative node limited technique produces 

significantly better times. 

  

Table A1.49 compares the techniques when not so good choices are made for test 

order and variable order.  These trials use DoS+DC test order, and SCRDC variable 

order.   

 

T# ST GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

85 Test All 0:03:37 0:08:28 4:36:16 8:44:37 0:00:09 0:03:22 0:01:30 0:16:52 13:54:51 

278 TNP 0:01:56 0:06:13 18:46:42 14:15:29 0:00:06 0:02:51 0:01:21 0:10:18 33:24:56 

91 IDL 5 0:04:10 0:12:18 0:01:17 0:09:52 0:00:15 0:05:15 0:02:31 0:21:43 0:57:21 

92 IDL 10 0:05:27 0:13:22 0:01:22 0:11:01 0:00:16 0:05:56 0:02:49 0:20:43 1:00:56 

93 IDL 15 0:05:43 0:14:22 0:01:28 0:11:59 0:00:17 0:06:14 0:02:50 0:25:50 1:08:43 

94 IDL 20 0:05:52 0:14:42 4:56:57 2:50:35 0:00:16 0:06:12 0:02:27 0:26:05 8:43:06 

95 IDNL 20, 

1000 0:05:15 0:14:49 0:01:55 0:14:04 0:00:18 0:06:46 0:02:56 0:26:04 1:12:07 

277 INL 1000 0:01:51 0:06:08 0:01:18 0:07:33 0:00:11 0:03:46 0:01:29 0:08:53 0:31:09 

Table A1.49 Test Results – Solution Testing, Comparison of Solution Testing Techniques, Poor node selection 

(Time taken to perform testing) 

 

Although longer test times are evident across all puzzles, the test all technique fairs 

much worse in the case of GW2-300 & GW2-400, which were terminated.  The test not 

passed technique although performing less testing also incurs the same problem on 

these tests.  The time taken for the depth limited technique however increased only 

slightly on each puzzle with the exception of when the depth limit was increased to 20.  

Which tends to support its ability to reduce instances of protracted tests.  The iterative 

depth and node-limited technique successfully avoided the problems encountered by 

the depth-limited technique, even with a depth limit of 20.  However, the iterative node 

limited technique again produced substantially better times.   

 

The prior tests all used the same search techniques on each pass.  One of the benefits 

of using an iterative approach is that different search techniques can be used on each 
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pass.  Table A1.50 displays results from varying techniques using the iterative node 

limited technique.  Test #97 uses the same techniques for both passes, test 98 uses 

FC11 forward tracking on the first pass, and test #100 uses FC11 with random value 

ordering on the first pass.  

 

T# ST GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

97 Same 0:01:39 0:04:02 0:00:25 0:02:43 0:00:07 0:02:27 0:00:53 0:04:26 0:16:42 

98 FC11  0:00:50 0:01:43 0:00:12 0:00:56 0:00:03 0:00:40 0:00:23 0:01:38 0:06:25 

100 Random 0:00:37 0:01:04 0:00:08 0:00:29 0:00:02 0:00:11 0:00:15 0:00:55 0:03:41 

Table A1.50 Test Results – Solution Testing, different techniques on each pass (Time taken to perform 

testing) 

 

Although changing the variable order on each pass will not likely improve efficiency in 

the best case, trials have shown that using different variable and or value ordering 

techniques on each pass can reduce instances of protracted tests.  Table A1.51 

displays results for puzzles that the test all technique encountered protracted tests.  

These trials were repeated using the iterative node limited technique using the same 

variable and value ordering techniques that had lead to problems with the test all 

approach on the first pass, and SCRDC variable ordering, and assignment frequency 

value ordering on the second pass.   

 

T# Puzzle Variable Order Test All INL 

34 / 300 GW4-400 CD2 Any 85:31:20 0:02:01 

35 / 301 GW4-400 CD2 Connected 22:16:34 0:01:51 

36 / 302 GW4-320 CD2 Intersecting then Any 34:48:08 0:00:24 

36 / 302 GW4-400 CD2 Intersecting then Any 11:32:01 0:02:08 

37 / 303 GW4-320 CD2 Intersecting then Connected 6:31:53 0:00:24 

37 / 303 GW4-400 CD2 Intersecting then Connected 17:23:42 0:02:15 

38 / 304 GW4-400 CD2 + 50 Any  22:33:21 0:01:52 

39 / 305 GW4-400 CD2 + 50 Connected  24:29:13 0:02:04 

40 / 306 GW1-500 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Any  1:04:05 0:03:06 

40 / 306 GW2-400 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Any  1:19:14 0:01:31 

40 / 306 GW4-320 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Any  1:39:05 0:00:29 

40 / 306 GW4-400 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Any  3:42:57 0:02:38 

41 / 307 GW1-500 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Connected 1:03:40 0:03:33 

41 / 307 GW2-400 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Connected  1:17:14 0:01:38 

41 / 307 GW4-320 CD2 + 50 Intersecting then Connected  1:40:55 0:00:38 

41 / 307 GW4-400 CD2 Intersecting then Connected  4:01:02 0:02:59 

42 / 308 GW4-400 Domain Count Any 0:56:38 0:07:01 

43 / 309 GW4-400 Domain Count Connected 4:29:41 0:04:24 
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44 / 310 GW4-400 Domain Count Intersecting then Any 1:30:38 0:04:52 

50 / 311 GW2-400 Expected Placements Any 16:40:32 0:03:06 

50 / 311 GW4-320 Expected Placements Any 9:28:45 0:00:43 

50 / 311 GW4-400 Expected Placements Any 8:49:25 0:03:52 

59 / 312 GW4-400 Degree of Separation Connected 11:37:51 0:02:16 

64 / 313 GW2-400 Intersecting Domain Count (Dynamic) 10:53:33 0:01:59 

64 / 313 GW4-400 Intersecting Domain Count (Dynamic) 3:48:32 0:03:50 

Table A1.51 Test Results – Comparison of Test All & Iterative Node Limited techniques (Time taken 

to perform testing) 

 

From table A1.51 it can be seen that the iterative node limited technique achieves 

reliably good results on the test bed puzzles even when poor choices in variable order 

are made.  Although the probability of a protracted test occurring is significantly 

reduced, by the use of different variable orders on each pass, the potential still 

remains.  An earlier test (not presented) on one of the crossword puzzles used by 

Ginsberg et. al. (1990) and using the enable1 lexicon did incur a protracted test on the 

second pass, in which the test was terminated after 2 days without completing.  It 

should be noted that tens of thousands of solutions had been formed by the iterative 

node limited technique prior to encountering the protracted test.  Extending the number 

of iterations allowed is likely to further reduce the probability of encountering a 

protracted test and thus improve the reliability of this technique.  Nonetheless this test 

demonstrates the potential pitfalls of attempting to determine all values capable of 

forming a solution and those that can’t.   Thus for the task of improving overall 

efficiency the incomplete solution testing approaches that allow node passing on the 

final pass would be recommended.   

 

Trials 300 to 313 presented in table A1.51 were performed after problems with the test 

bed computer had been observed.  Thus the reported times are not necessarily 

reflective of technique efficiency.  The potential variance caused by these computer 

problems could not have resulted in such sizeable reductions to search time that were 

achieved by the iterative node limited approach.  However drawing any conclusion as 

to the ranking of variable ordering techniques based on times reported in this table 

would not be advised. 

 

Improvements to Search Efficiency 

The following describes the effect on search efficiency from application of solution 

testing.  Although it is not necessary to perform an arc consistency test prior to solution 

testing it is recommended, and indeed may be viewed as part of the processes of 

solution testing.  Although application of the arc placement test prior to execution of 
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solution testing is possible, it would not appear from prior testing to be beneficial.  As 

such this section investigates the benefits arising from application of solution testing 

after application of arc consistency.   

 

Although the cost of performing solution testing was reasonably easy to measure, the 

benefits of solution testing must be considered within the context of the holistic 

approach.  Table A1.52 presents three trials using arc consistency and solution testing, 

in comparison to using arc consistency alone.  In all cases the same search techniques 

are used for an exhaustive search.  In each case the iterative node limited approach is 

used for solution testing. Test #10 performs applies an arc consistency test.  Test #98 

uses lexicon value ordering on both passes, Test #105 uses no value ordering on each 

pass, and test #123 uses no value ordering on the first pass and largest intersecting 

domain value ordering and SDC variable order on the second pass.   Tests #148 and 

#149 are repeated testing of test #10. 

 

T# Test GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

10 ARC 0:00:49 0:07:08 0:00:05 0:02:12 0:00:13 0:48:45 0:00:52 1:29:44 2:29:48 

98 ARC+ST 0:01:22 0:09:08 0:00:14 0:02:56 0:00:15 0:52:35 0:01:11 1:34:19 2:42:00 

105 ARC+ST 0:01:11 0:08:59 0:00:13 0:02:54 0:00:16 0:59:23 0:01:14 1:47:37 3:01:47 

123 ARC+ST 0:01:11 0:09:05 0:00:12 0:02:54 0:00:17 0:59:47 0:01:15 1:48:13 3:02:54 

148 ARC 0:00:45 0:08:20 0:00:06 0:02:44 0:00:15 0:59:26 0:01:03 1:49:32 3:02:11 

149 ARC 0:00:45 0:08:27 0:00:06 0:02:42 0:00:15 0:58:53 0:01:02 1:47:48 2:59:58 

Table A1.52 Test Results – Comparison of arc consistency and solution testing on the total time taken (Total Time) 

 

The reported total time of 2:42:00 on test #98 using solution testing was longer than the 

earlier test #10 using just arc consistency, but better than later repeated tests using just 

arc consistency.  Thus these trials provide little indication as to the benefits of solution 

testing.   It is apparent however that the time taken to perform solution testing typically 

outweighs its benefits, with the exception of the more difficult puzzles GW3-400 and 

GW4-400.  

 

Table A1.53 compares solution testing with arc consistency when the search is 

artificially primed with the known optimal solution score for a puzzle.  This test was 

performed to assess whether the removal of inconsistencies by solution testing 

provided any benefit.   

 

T# Test GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 
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146 ARC 0:00:44 0:08:17 0:00:04 0:02:00 0:00:07 0:19:29 0:00:19 0:56:53 1:27:53 

147 ARC+ST 0:01:18 0:09:26 0:00:12 0:02:37 0:00:09 0:17:33 0:00:36 0:56:53 1:28:44 

Table A1.53 Test Results – Comparison of arc consistency and solution testing when search is primed with an 

optimal score (Total Time) 

 

Analysis of results reveals that search time is reduced as a result of removing 

inconsistencies, however the total time taken (table A1.53) is greater on most puzzles 

due to the cost of removing values.  Thus benefits arising from application of solution 

testing would appear to emanate from its ability to form high scoring solutions and not 

from its ability to reduce the search space.   

 

In terms of its ability to form high scoring solutions, solution testing must be considered 

in conjunction with solution priming techniques.  Results presented below in section 

A1.13 indicate that the solutions formed during solution testing and the removal of 

inconsistencies improves the likelihood of solution priming techniques forming higher 

scoring solutions.  When combined with solution priming techniques cumulative search 

times across the puzzles are reduced.  Trials of variable ordering techniques presented 

in section A1.6 also revealed that application of solution testing and solution priming 

reduces the cumulative search time across the test bed puzzles and quite significantly 

when poor choices of variable ordering are used.  

 

Conclusion 

By combining the efficiency of FC11 with the effectiveness of FC9, the iterative node 

limited approach was found to significantly reduce the time taken to remove all 

inconsistent values from variable domains.  It was also found to be the most reliable 

technique for avoiding protracted tests.  Extension of the current limitation of two 

passes is likely to further improve the reliability of this technique. 

 

The use of solution testing would appear to have minimal, and at times detrimental, 

effect on search efficiency when a good selection of search techniques are used.  

However can have a very positive effect on search efficiency, as described in section 

A1.6, when poor choices of variable ordering are made.  

  

The removal of inconsistencies and the formation of solutions during solution testing 

were found to have a positive effect on the ability of solution priming techniques to form 

high scoring solutions.  As will be described the benefit of forming high scoring 

solutions is necessarily probabilistic, and thus results vary across the test bed puzzles.  
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The combination of solution testing and solution priming however was found to improve 

aggregate times even when using a good variable ordering technique.  

 

The trials of solution testing have investigated its use on the reduced domain puzzles.  

For the full size puzzles solution testing is only able to remove a few inconsistencies 

beyond that of the arc consistency test.  The removal of these values is likely to have a 

minimal effect on the time taken to exhaust these problems.  Thus the only anticipated 

benefit of solution testing is via the formation of high scoring solutions.  Further trials on 

these puzzles are needed to adequately benchmark the solution scores achieved by 

solution testing on these large puzzles.  It would appear however from trials presented 

in section A1.16 below that evaluative sampling is better suited to this task.   

 

A1.11 – Redundancy 

This section reports results from trials of the redundancy-1 (R1) and redundancy-2 (R2) 

techniques on the test-bed puzzles.  These results show the effectiveness of these 

techniques to remove redundancies, the time taken to perform the tests, and the 

improvement to overall efficiency from their application. 

 

Table A1.54 shows the effectiveness of the redundancy techniques to reduce domains.   

Puzzle  Initial Domain 

Total 

Redundancy-1 

Removed 

Redundancy-2 

Removed 

Final Domain 

Total 

GW1-440 14960 0 0 14960 

GW1-500 17000 0 0 17000 

GW1-2466 83844 566 0 83278 

GW2-300 9000 0 0 9000 

GW2-400 12000 0 0 12000 

GW2-2466 73980 2772 0 71208 

GW3-200 5800 177 0 5623 

GW3-400 11600 684 0 10916 

GW3-2466 71514 10960 49 60505 

GW4-320 12800 0 0 12800 

GW4-400 16000 0 0 16000 

GW4-2466 98640 1497 0 97143 

Table A1.54 Test Results - Redundancy - Effect on Total domain Size  

 

The R1 technique is more effective for puzzles with fewer variables, and less 

constraints.  It is also more useful for large domain sizes such as when the 2466 word 

lexicon is loaded.  As all values are loaded into each domain it was not expected that 

the R2 technique would be effective.  However, as a result of R1 removing values on 
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GW3-2466, R2 was effective at removing some redundancies.  The R2 technique 

however is more effective when used with other consistency pre-processing techniques 

such as arc consistency and solution testing.  Table A1.55 displays the reduction to 

domains from application of the 4 pre-processing techniques. 

 

Puzzle  Initial 

Domain 

Total 

Arc 

Removed 

Redundancy

-1 Removed 

Solution 

Test 

Removed 

Redundancy

-2 Removed 

Final 

Domain Size 

GW1-440 14960 1987 0 5798 0 7175 

GW1-500 17000 1970 0 4758 0 10272 

GW1-2466 83844 1373 566 1 6 81898 

GW2-300 9000 442 0 4278 0 4280 

GW2-400 12000 421 0 2379 0 9200 

GW2-2466 73980 904 2772 5 0 70299 

GW3-200 5800 1675 177 1503 42 2403 

GW3-400 11600 1733 676 993 10 8188 

GW3-2466 71514 1086 10917 0 59 59452 

GW4-320 12800 2246 0 4659 0 5895 

GW4-400 16000 2031 0 2309 0 11660 

GW4-2466 98640 1143 1497 8 0 95992 

Table A1.55 Test Results –Effectiveness of Redundancy techniques with Arc and Solution Test  

 

In contrast to the arc consistency and solution testing techniques that remove values 

from more heavily constrained variables, the redundancy techniques remove values 

from variables with fewer constraints.  Thus, the redundancy techniques are 

complementary to the consistency tests.   

 

In order to ensure completeness, R1 retains the top N scoring words for each 

permutation of intersecting letters, where N = number of alternate slots that a word 

from the domain may be assigned.  Although of concern the removal of any of these N 

words by arc consistency or solution testing does not invalidate completeness.  The 

reason for this is that the only reason that one, or some, of the words with a particular 

permutation of intersecting letters will be removed and not all of them is that these 

words are required in other slots.  As these words are required in other slots the 

potential insertion points for a word from this domain is reduced.  Thus removal of any 

of the N words also reduces N and as such completeness is retained. 

 

The cost of performing redundancy testing is now considered.  Table A1.56 displays 

the time taken to execute R1 and R2 in conjunction with arc consistency and solution 

testing. 
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Puzzle Arc Redundancy-1 Solution Test  Redundancy-2  Total Time 

GW1-440 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:49 0:00:00 0:00:49 

GW1-500 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:02:06 0:00:00 0:02:06 

GW1-2466 0:00:00 0:00:03 3:24:10 0:00:12 3:24:25 

GW2-300 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:16 0:00:00 0:00:16 

GW2-400 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:01:22 0:00:00 0:01:22 

GW2-2466 0:00:00 0:00:02 2:40:45 0:00:08 2:40:56 

GW3-200 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:04 0:00:00 0:00:04 

GW3-400 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:47 0:00:00 0:00:47 

GW3-2466 0:00:00 0:00:01 1:15:39 0:00:05 1:15:46 

GW4-320 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:32 0:00:00 0:00:32 

GW4-400 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:02:18 0:00:00 0:02:19 

GW4-2466 0:00:00 0:00:03 5:15:32 0:00:15 5:15:51 

Table A1.56 Test Results – Time taken for Redundancy techniques with Arc and Solution Test  

 

The effect on the overall time taken from application of the redundancy techniques is 

now considered.  Testing was only performed on the reduced domain puzzles GW3-

200 and GW3-400 as the redundancy techniques were not effective at removing values 

on the other reduced domain puzzles.  However as the time taken on these puzzles 

was below 0.5 seconds the added time from application on these other puzzles is not a 

major impediment to its use on all puzzles.  Table A1.57 displays search results using 

the static CD1-cr2 variable order and lexicon value order.  

 

T# CP GW3-200 GW3-400 

10 ARC 0:00:13 0:48:45 

127 ARC, R1, R2 0:00:11 0:50:46 

148 Repeat #10 0:00:15 0:59:26 

149 Repeat #10 0:00:15 0:58:53 

Table A1.57 Test Results – Effect of Redundancy techniques on Total Time 

 

Unfortunately large variances in search times due to the computer hardware make it 

impossible to draw any conclusions from the results in table A2.56.  Prior trials had 

revealed improvements from application of R1 and lesser improvement from 

application of R2.  Table A1.58 displays results from three trials when using solution 

testing, all trials apply arc consistency.  Test 129 performs only solution testing, test 

130 applies R1 prior to solution testing and test 131 applies R1 after solution testing.  

 

T# CP GW3-200 GW3-400 

129 ST 0:00:14 0:47:53 
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130 R1 Pre, ST, R2 0:00:13 0:46:43 

131 ST, R1 Post, R2 0:00:13 0:41:49 

Table A1.58 Test Results – Effect of Redundancy techniques on Total Time 

 

Application of R1 prior to solution testing result in reductions to the time taken to 

perform solution testing and exhaustive search resulting in better overall times.  

Analysis of the results reveals that application of R1 resulted in lower scores being 

produced by solution testing.  As a consequence application of R1 after solution testing 

produces a greater reduction in search times resulting in a reduction to the total time 

taken.  Although application of redundancy does not undermine the ability to form an 

optimal solution it may reduce the probability of forming high scoring solutions as in this 

case.  Further analysis is required to substantiate whether this is the case or the results 

are simply due to chance.   

 

Conclusion 

In contrast to the consistency pre-processing techniques, the redundancy techniques 

are more effective at removing values on puzzles with large domains.  Unreported trials 

loading 15000+ words from the Enable1 lexicon showed dramatic reductions in the 

order of 5000+ words being removed from domains in some instances.  On the smaller 

reduced domain puzzles the redundancy techniques were only found to be effective on 

GW3-200 and GW3-400.  Trials on these puzzles indicate that search times were 

improved by application of R1 and R2.   

 

A1.12 – Solution Priming 

This section reports the results of the RDFS and Values Selection techniques on the 

test-bed puzzles.  In the trials presented, the following search techniques were used for 

an exhaustive search X1, SL1, FC11, BB11, CD1 Connected, Lexicon.  Although not 

necessarily the most efficient, this combination of search techniques produced good 

results on earlier trials.  Thus the results presented are indicative of the effect of 

solution priming, given a good choice of exhaustive search techniques.  Early trials also 

indicated that when a poor selection of search techniques were used the efficiency 

gains from application of solution priming was far greater. 

 

The following tables (Table A1.59 & A1.60) show the potential value of using solution 

priming prior to an exhaustive search.  Table A1.59 displays total run time with an un-

primed search, and when the optimal score for each puzzle is used as a priming score.    

Tests 148 & 149 are un-primed tests run on different dates, and test 146 was primed 
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with the optimal solution for each puzzle.  Each test uses arc consistency pre-

processing. 

 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

148 0:00:45 0:08:20 0:00:06 0:02:44 0:00:15 0:59:26 0:01:03 1:49:32 3:02:11 

149 0:00:45 0:08:27 0:00:06 0:02:42 0:00:15 0:58:53 0:01:02 1:47:48 2:59:58 

146 0:00:44 0:08:17 0:00:04 0:02:00 0:00:07 0:19:29 0:00:19 0:56:53 1:27:53 

Table A1.59 Test Results – Effect of Priming Search with optimal Score  (Arc Consistency) 

 

From table A1.59 it can be seen that the cumulative time across all puzzles was 

effectively halved, by priming the search with the optimal solution.  The time taken on 

GW1 however was only marginally better.  The reason for this is that an un-primed 

search locates the optimal solution on GW1-440 in 3 seconds, and for GW1-500 in 9 

seconds.  In contrast the time taken to locate the optimal solution in the un-primed test 

on GW3-400 takes 56 minutes and 40 seconds, thus greater benefits are derived from 

priming the search.   

 

Table A1.60 displays the effect of priming an exhaustive search when arc consistency, 

solution testing, and redundancy techniques are used prior to search.  Trials 125 and 

127 are performed un-primed, and trial 147 is primed with the optimal solution for each 

puzzle.  Trial 125 was executed without the redundancy techniques.  Trial 127 used 

both R1 and R2, but was only tested on puzzle GW3.  

 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

127* 0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

147 0:01:18 0:09:26 0:00:12 0:02:37 0:00:09 0:17:33 0:00:36 0:56:53 1:28:44 

Table A1.60 Test Results – Effect of Priming Search with optimal Score  (Solution Testing & 

Redundancy) 

 

The results from table A1.60 indicate that despite the ability of solution testing to form 

high scoring solutions (within 1% of the optimal score) further enhancements to 

efficiency can be achieved by forming higher scoring solutions prior to an exhaustive 

search. 
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RDFS 

The following describes trials performed using the node-limited repetitive depth first 

approach.  Two trials were performed evaluating the effect of using RDFS, the first 

uses only arc consistency, and the second additionally applies solution testing and 

redundancy, prior to application of solution priming.  Both trials use the NLP Search 

Engine, ML domain maintenance, FC3 forward tracking, Chronological Backtracking, 

BB10 branch-and-bound, SRD variable ordering, Word Score + Score of Intersecting 

Letters value ordering, Random primary variable selection, and the assignment of a 

random value to the primary variable.  100 partitions were searched with a node limit of 

100 000, the choice of these values was largely arbitrary, although was influenced by 

earlier trials.  Due to the use of random selection of partitions, 3 tests were performed 

for each trial (a, b, & c) and averages calculated.   

 

Table A1.61 shows the effectiveness of RDFS to form high scoring solutions on the 

three tests.  Also displayed is a comparison of the average scores achieved with the 

optimal scores for each puzzle. 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

132a 6874 6873 6259 6253 5659 5632 8225 8217 6749.0 

132b 6889 6869 6255 6281 5659 5636 8240 8216 6755.6 

132c 6869 6878 6244 6253 5660 5639 8250 8227 6752.5 

Avg. 6877.3 6873.3 6252.7 6262.3 5659.3 5635.7 8238.3 8220.0 6752.4 

Opt. 6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

Avg/

Opt 99.70% 99.64% 99.64% 99.70% 99.99% 99.52% 99.47% 99.23% 99.59% 

Table A1.61 Test Results – Effectiveness of RDFS to form high scoring solutions  

 

Given that the number of trials and node limit were held constant for each puzzle, it is 

not surprising that better results were obtained on puzzles with smaller domain sizes.  

Given a larger search space it would seem reasonable that more time should be 

allowed in order to achieve similar results. 

 

Table A1.62 displays the time taken to perform solution priming.   

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

132a 0:00:15 0:00:20 0:00:15 0:00:29 0:00:11 0:00:38 0:00:21 0:00:30 0:02:59 

132b 0:00:15 0:00:20 0:00:15 0:00:39 0:00:11 0:00:36 0:00:18 0:00:28 0:03:02 

132c 0:00:14 0:00:20 0:00:14 0:00:33 0:00:13 0:00:35 0:00:20 0:00:27 0:02:56 

Avg. 0:00:15 0:00:20 0:00:15 0:00:34 0:00:12 0:00:36 0:00:20 0:00:28 0:02:59 

Table A1.62 Test Results – Time taken by RDFS  
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Despite the number of trials and the node count remaining constant for each test, 

noticeable increases in the time taken on the puzzles with larger domain sizes are 

evident (Table A2.61).  A possible reason for this is that many of the chosen partitions 

on the small puzzles will be exhausted within the node limit.  Of course the impact of 

having more values in a domain will increase the time taken for processes such as 

domain filtering. 

 

Table A1.63 displays the impact on the total time taken from application of RDFS.  Trial 

151, which does not use solution priming, is used as a benchmark for comparative 

purposes. 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

151 0:00:45 0:08:27 0:00:06 0:02:42 0:00:15 0:58:53 0:01:02 1:47:48 2:59:58 

132a 0:01:03 0:09:17 0:00:21 0:03:11 0:00:19 0:50:17 0:01:23 1:51:39 2:57:30 

132b 0:01:01 0:08:58 0:00:21 0:03:21 0:00:20 0:49:19 0:01:19 1:52:00 2:56:39 

132c 0:01:00 0:08:57 0:00:20 0:03:18 0:00:22 0:47:38 0:01:19 1:51:10 2:54:04 

Avg. 0:01:01 0:09:04 0:00:21 0:03:17 0:00:20 0:49:05 0:01:20 1:51:36 2:56:04 

Table A1.63 Test Results – Effect of RDFS on Total Time  

 

The aggregate effect of RDFS is marginally better than when no priming is performed.  

However, for the majority of puzzles (GW1-440, GW1-500, GW2-300, GW2-400, GW3-

200, & GW4-320) the cost of forming high scoring solutions exceeded the benefits and 

in some cases quite dramatically.  On puzzle GW2-300 more time was taken 

attempting to form high scoring solutions than would otherwise have taken to exhaust 

the search space.  Despite the time taken it did not locate the optimal solution. 

 

The following three tables display trials performed with the addition of solution testing 

and redundancy techniques applied prior to solution priming. Table A1.64 displays the 

effectiveness of RDFS to form high scoring solutions, table A1.65 displays the times 

taken by RDFS, and table A1.66 displays the impact of RDFS on the total time taken. 

 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

133a *6880 *6879 6270 *6279 5657 5639 8259 *8239 6762.8 

133b 6884 6881 6275 *6279 5660 5641 8252 *8239 6763.9 

133c 6890 6885 6275 6280 5655 5631 8244 8243 6762.9 

Avg. 6884.7 6881.7 6273.3 6279.3 5657.3 5637.0 8251.7 8240.3 6763.2 

Opt. 6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

Avg/ 99.81% 99.76% 99.97% 99.97% 99.95% 99.54% 99.63% 99.47% 99.75% 
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Opt 

Table A1.64 Test Results – Effectiveness of RDFS to form high scoring solutions  

* Scores represent those formed during solution testing, no additional solutions were 

formed during solution priming 

 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

133a 0:00:16 0:00:27 0:00:11 0:00:33 0:00:13 0:00:38 0:00:17 0:00:32 0:03:07 

133b 0:00:17 0:00:25 0:00:12 0:00:33 0:00:12 0:00:39 0:00:20 0:00:31 0:03:09 

133c 0:00:18 0:00:28 0:00:12 0:00:33 0:00:15 0:00:33 0:00:19 0:00:33 0:03:11 

Avg. 0:00:17 0:00:27 0:00:12 0:00:33 0:00:13 0:00:37 0:00:19 0:00:32 0:03:09 

Table A1.65 Test Results – Time taken by RDFS  

 

T# GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

127* 0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

133a 0:01:36 0:10:18 0:00:27 0:03:58 0:00:25 0:47:42 0:01:35 1:48:19 2:54:20 

133b 0:01:38 0:10:16 0:00:28 0:03:56 0:00:23 0:45:35 0:01:41 1:48:20 2:52:17 

133c 0:01:39 0:10:25 0:00:28 0:03:57 0:00:27 0:51:10 0:01:40 1:47:43 2:57:29 

Avg. 0:01:38 0:10:20 0:00:28 0:03:57 0:00:25 0:48:09 0:01:39 1:48:07 2:54:42 

Table A1.66 Test Results – Effect of RDFS on Total Time  

 

From tables A1.64 to A1.66 it can be seen that application of the solution test allows 

the formation of high scoring solutions.  Having removed inconsistencies the time taken 

to form those solutions was marginally increased, due to more trees explored 

containing solutions.  Despite typically forming higher scoring solutions than were 

formed during solution testing, the average time taken was greater than the benchmark 

tests 125 & 127.   

 

The number of partitions searched and the node count on each of the trials conducted 

was essentially arbitrary.  Refinement of these parameters for specific puzzles is likely 

to produce efficiency gains for RDFS.  In addition, the trials performed all used search 

techniques that were found to be efficient on the test bed puzzles.  Selection of such 

favourable techniques on any given puzzle is not as assured.  Earlier trials revealed 

that search efficiency was improved when a poorer selection of search techniques was 

used.  The trials presented however do not tend to support the use of RDFS as a 

means of improving search efficiency. 
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Value Selection 

The following describes trials of the value selection approach.  Trials were conducted 

using assignment frequency, and assignment frequency and word score as selection 

techniques.  The word score selection technique was not tested.  The reason for this is 

that having already reduced domain sizes by using word score to create the reduced 

domain test-bed puzzles, further reduction using word score was found to eliminate the 

potential for solutions to be formed.  The application of the word score selection 

technique is intended for problems such as the full puzzles with 2466 words in each 

domain.  All trials were conducted using arc consistency, solution testing, and 

redundancy techniques.  

 

All trials were conducted using assignment frequency as a value ordering technique for 

values in the domain of the primary variable.  This was a mistake that was recognised 

after testing had been completed.  Earlier trials of this technique within the tree search 

model revealed that ordering words by word score produced better results.  To 

demonstrate this a later trial was performed.  Table A1.67 compares the time taken to 

perform solution priming using assignment frequency data obtained during solution 

testing (#316), and word score (#317), to order values in the domain of the primary 

variable. 

 

T# PVO GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

316 AF 0:00:06 0:00:13 0:00:02 0:00:06 0:01:58 0:03:25 0:00:16 0:01:34 0:07:40 

317 WS 0:00:04 0:00:09 0:00:01 0:00:05 0:00:11 0:01:42 0:00:12 0:01:29 0:03:53 

Table A1.67 Test Results – Comparison of AF and WS value ordering techniques for the primary variable 

(Solution Priming Time)  

 

Although the assignment frequency technique provides a basis for the selection of 

values, it would appear that within this selection choosing values by word score is more 

likely to lead to the earlier formation of high scoring solutions, and thus lead to a 

reduction in the time taken to perform solution priming.  As a consequence of using AF 

value ordering for the primary variable the reported times to perform solution priming in 

the following trials is degraded.   

 

Assignment Frequency 

Four trials were conducted using the assignment frequency technique for selecting 

values.  The first two trials use the NLP search engine, with selection sizes of 50 and 
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100 words for each domain.  The second two trials use the X1 engine, again with 

selection sizes of 50 and 100 words for each domain.   

 

Tables A1.68 to A1.70 display results using the NLP Search engine, FC3 forward 

tracking, BB10 branch-and-bound, Chronological Backtracking, CD1 Connected 

primary slot selection and variable ordering, and Word Score + Score of Intersecting 

Letters value ordering, with assignment frequency used to order values in the domain 

of the primary variable, and a node limit of 1 000 000.  

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

Opt  6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

134 50 6885 *6879 *6261 *6279 5660 5649 8243 8240 6762.0 

135 100 6888 *6879 6267 *6279 5648 5651 8245 8266 6765.4 

Table A1.68 Test Results – Effectiveness of Value Selection to form high scoring solutions  

* Scores represent those formed during solution testing, no additional solutions were 

formed during solution priming 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

134 50 0:00:03 0:00:03 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:02 0:00:00 0:00:01 0:00:00 0:00:09 

135 100 0:00:59 0:01:10 0:00:01 0:00:01 0:00:03 0:00:12 0:00:10 0:00:16 0:02:52 

Table A1.69 Test Results – Time taken by Value Selection 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

127*  0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

134 50 0:01:21 0:09:44 0:00:16 0:03:22 0:00:14 0:35:36 0:01:21 1:44:27 2:36:21 

135 100 0:02:46 0:11:02 0:00:16 0:03:21 0:00:18 0:34:24 0:01:29 1:19:55 2:13:31 

Table A1.70Test Results – Effect of Value Selection on Total Time 

 

Using a selection size of 50 succeeded in forming higher scores than was produced 

during solution testing in several instances.  Although the aggregate score of 6762 was 

below that produced by RDFS (6763.2) the improvement to total runtime was far 

greater.  The reason for this is that it obtained higher scoring solutions for the more 

difficult GW3-400 and GW4-400 puzzles.  Increasing the selection count to 100 

produced greater improvements for the more difficult puzzles but extended the time 

taken to solve puzzles such as GW1. 
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These tests were repeated using the X1 search engine, SL1 domain maintenance, 

BB11 branch-and-bound, and result presented in tables A1.71 to A1.73.  Using this 

engine ensured that the reduced search space is exhausted and that the optimal 

solution within this reduced search space is located.  In doing so it incurs the risk that a 

bad path could be chosen, thus prolonging the time taken to complete.  

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

Opt  6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

140 50 6885 *6879 *6261 *6279 5660 5649 8243 8240 6762.0 

141 100 6894 6885 6267 *6279 5660 5660 8280 8268 6774.1 

Table A1.71 Test Results – Effectiveness of Value Selection to form high scoring solutions  

* Scores represent those formed during solution testing, no additional solutions were 

formed during solution priming 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

140 50 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:07 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:07 

141 100 0:00:02 0:00:02 0:00:01 0:00:01 0:01:07 0:00:27 0:00:03 0:00:12 0:01:55 

Table A1.72 Test Results – Time taken by Value Selection 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

127*  0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

140 50 0:01:19 0:09:42 0:00:16 0:03:23 0:00:18 0:35:47 0:01:21 1:45:35 2:37:41 

141 100 0:01:49 0:10:02 0:00:16 0:03:25 0:01:18 0:31:33 0:00:53 1:18:06 2:07:22 

Table A1.73 Test Results – Effect of Value Selection on Total Time 

 

The removal of the node limit, ensuring that the optimal solution within the reduced 

search space was located did not improve scores obtained using a selection size of 50.  

However, when a selection size of 100 was used, better scores were obtained and this 

resulted in reductions to the total run time.  A noticeable difference between the search 

engines can be seen in the results for GW3-200.  NLP failed to locate the optimal score 

of 5660 despite it existing with the reduced search space, where as X1 did.  This was 

due to the node limit imposed on NLP. However as a result of the node limit, NLP only 

took 3 seconds where as X1 took 1 minute and 7 seconds.  The net result is that NLP 

completed the search in far less time.  Although X1 produced better results overall it 

runs the risk of taking prolonged times on any given puzzle. 
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Assignment Frequency + Word Score 

The following describes trials using assignment frequency and word score as a 

selection technique.  The trials performed using assignment frequency above were 

repeated using assignment frequency and word score and the results presented in 

tables A1.74 to A1.76.  The following three tables display results using the NLP search 

engine.  

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

Opt  6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

134 50 6887 6884 6267 *6279 5648 5653 8261 8249 6766.0 

135 100 *6880 6887 6275 6281 5648 5648 *8242 8249 6763.8 

Table A1.74 Test Results – Effectiveness of Value Selection to form high scoring solutions  

* Scores represent those formed during solution testing, no additional solutions were 

formed during solution priming 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

134 50 0:00:24 0:00:20 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:03 0:00:05 0:00:05 0:00:03 0:01:00 

135 100 0:01:30 0:02:07 0:00:01 0:00:05 0:00:03 0:00:49 0:00:15 0:01:18 0:06:08 

Table A1.75 Test Results – Time taken by Value Selection 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

126*  0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

134 50 0:02:12 0:10:17 0:00:16 0:03:22 0:00:18 0:33:33 0:01:20 1:42:51 2:34:09 

135 100 0:03:18 0:12:10 0:00:17 0:03:27 0:00:19 0:37:18 0:01:36 1:44:06 2:42:31 

Table A1.76 Test Results – Effect of Assignment Frequency + Word Score Value Selection on Total Time 

when used with NLP search engine 

 

In comparison to using just assignment frequency the scores obtained using a 

selection size of 50 are higher, but lower scores where obtained when using a selection 

size of 100.  The reason for this is that the reduced search space is now larger, having 

added the top scoring words to the selection, and by imposition of the node limit, less 

of that search space is traversed.  Using the X1 search engine produces better scores 

for both selection sizes, as displayed in the following tables. 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Average 

Score 

Opt  6898 6898 6275 6281 5660 5663 8282 8284 6780.1 

143 50 6889 6884 6267 *6279 5660 5653 8282 8261 6771.9 
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144 100 6898 6897 6275 6281 5660 5661 8282 8284 6779.8 

Table A1.77 Test Results – Effectiveness of Value Selection to form high scoring solutions  

* Scores represent those formed during solution testing, no additional solutions were 

formed during solution priming 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

143 50 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:00 0:00:14 0:00:03 0:00:01 0:00:01 0:00:19 

144 100 0:00:07 0:00:10 0:00:01 0:00:05 0:01:22 0:02:11 0:00:10 0:01:15 0:05:21 

Table A1.78 Test Results – Time taken by Value Selection 

 

T# Size GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

125 & 

126*  0:01:21 0:09:38 0:00:16 0:03:22 *0:00:11 *0:50:46 0:01:21 1:46:33 2:53:28 

143 50 0:01:48 0:09:59 0:00:16 0:03:22 0:00:25 0:33:43 0:00:49 1:25:46 2:16:08 

144 100 0:01:55 0:10:08 0:00:17 0:03:25 0:01:33 0:29:54 0:00:58 0:59:03 1:47:13 

Table A1.79 Test Results – Effect of Assignment Frequency + Word Score Value Selection on Total Time 

when used with X1 search engine 

 

In terms of forming high scoring solutions, the use of the assignment frequency and 

word score selection technique produces better aggregate results.  This is not 

surprising as more words for each domain are included in the selection.  As a result the 

time taken to form these solutions is much greater.  The time taken across the 8 test-

bed puzzles of 1:47:23 is a vast improvement over the time of 2:53:28 without solution 

priming.  However on specific puzzles, such as GW3-200, the time of 1:33 is 

significantly worse than 0:11 without solution priming.  The trials conducted 

intentionally used arbitrary selection sizes of 50 and 100 across all puzzles. Earlier 

trials conducted on GW3-200 revealed that smaller selection sizes e.g. 30 produced 

good scores, and reduced the time taken for this puzzle. 

 

The trials performed indicate that Value Selection is a potentially effective technique 

conducive to promoting efficient search times.  Further testing is required to adequately 

benchmark this technique and provide comparisons with other established techniques.  

Continued research and development of both RDFS and Value Selection techniques is 

required to establish satisfactory parameters for their usage on specific problems.   
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A1.13 – Evaluation Model  

This section presents trials of the evaluation model.  Like the tree search model the 

efficiency of the evaluation model was found to be dependent on the set of search 

techniques used in conjunction with it, and on various input parameters such as 

selection size, node limit, and depth limit.  As a consequence benchmarking the 

efficiency of the evaluation model would firstly require large numbers of tests to be 

performed to establish suitable techniques and parameters for its operation.  This 

simply was not possible given the resource constraints imposed on this research.   

 

Although many trials were performed during initial development attempting to establish 

appropriate search techniques and parameters, these trials had used earlier supporting 

techniques such as FC3 and BB5.  The trials presented below examine the 

performance of the evaluation model when used with the newer and more effective 

FC11 and BB11 techniques.  These techniques had been found to reduce the time 

taken to perform an exhaustive search when used within the tree search model, 

however are not necessarily the most efficient when used within the evaluation model.   

 

The trials presented in this section all use SL1 domain maintenance, FC11 forward 

tracking, BB11 branch-and-bound, Chronological Backtracking, and CD1-cr2 for test 

ordering, primary variable selection, and variable ordering.  Arc consistency, solution 

testing and redundancy techniques are applied as initial components of the evaluation 

process.  The depth and node limited search engine is then used iteratively to attempt 

to exhaust the search space.  On the final iteration if the search space has not already 

been exhausted then the X1 search engine with no node or depth limits is used to 

exhaust the search space.  

 

Table A1.80 presents trials examining the selection size for value selection when used 

with the assignment frequency + word score heuristic.  Trials were conducted using a 

selection size of 50 and 100, each with 0 and 1 confidence values.  The effect of using 

a confidence of 1 is that if no assignment frequency data is collected for a variable then 

all values in the domain of the variable are included in the selection.  In each case 

iterations were performed at depth increments of 2, from 2 to the number of variables 

for each puzzle, for example GW3 performed iterations at 2, 4, 6, …, 24, 26, 29 with 

the value section technique applied at completion of each iteration, excluding the final 

iteration. 

 

T# Sel., GW1- GW1- GW2- GW2- GW3- GW3- GW4- GW4- Total 
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Conf. 440 500 300 400 200 400 320 400 Time 

1001 50, 0 0:18:32 2:20:05 0:01:14 0:31:34 0:00:59 6:57:32 0:06:49 69:24:14 79:40:59 

1002 50, 1 0:09:23 0:51:18 0:01:10 0:31:21 0:01:12 3:14:16 0:05:54 5:29:45 10:24:19 

1003 100, 0 0:16:15 1:45:12 0:01:15 0:32:23 0:01:07 3:39:51 0:05:46 4:37:36 10:59:25 

1004 100, 1 0:10:40 0:58:12 0:01:11 0:35:48 0:01:28 4:16:44 0:07:47 5:26:23 11:38:13 

Table A1.80 Test Results – Evaluation Model effect of Selection size and confidence (Total Time) 

 

Analysis of results summarised in table A1.80 reveals that using a selection size of 50 

with complete confidence was too small to allow for the formation of high scoring 

solutions.  Applying a confidence of 1 increased the time taken to perform solution 

priming, but had a positive effect on the solutions formed, and a net benefit to the 

overall time taken.  Increasing the selection size to 100 allowed higher scoring 

solutions to be formed sooner, but due to the increased time taken did not improve the 

overall time.   

 

Table 1.81 displays the effect of lowering the final depth limited iteration.  For example 

test 1010 performs iterations from 2 to 16 with an increment of 2, and then a final 

iteration with no node or depth limit.  All trials use a selection size of 50 with a 

confidence of 1.  A node limit of 1 000 000 is used for each evaluation.  

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1005 26 0:09:15 0:53:14 0:01:53 0:34:59 0:01:59 3:25:39 0:08:12 5:34:35 10:49:46 

1006 24 0:08:46 0:52:16 0:01:49 0:33:23 0:01:53 3:05:38 0:06:35 3:10:26 8:00:46 

1007 22 0:09:58 0:56:22 0:01:58 0:36:51 0:02:05 3:28:33 0:07:12 3:06:55 8:29:54 

1008 20 0:09:44 0:53:51 0:01:51 0:34:06 0:01:53 3:01:21 0:05:42 2:15:33 7:04:01 

1009 18 0:09:45 0:52:53 0:01:49 0:33:50 0:01:52 2:48:46 0:05:28 2:11:21 6:45:44 

1010 16 0:09:28 0:53:28 0:01:48 0:33:14 0:01:32 2:34:44 0:05:23 2:11:57 6:31:34 

1011 14 0:09:55 0:52:33 0:01:50 0:30:56 0:01:18 1:39:29 0:04:38 1:57:35 5:18:14 

1012 12 0:07:38 0:31:21 0:01:39 0:25:37 0:01:04 1:11:11 0:04:14 2:13:46 4:36:30 

1013 10 0:07:09 0:26:29 0:01:29 0:17:22 0:00:54 0:48:27 0:03:30 2:26:56 4:12:16 

Table A1.81 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth Increment of 2 Node Limit 1 000 000 (Total Time) 

 

Reduction of the depth to which evaluations are performed reduces the total time 

taken.  On all trials however the time taken was significantly longer than reported for 

the tree search model.  The following trials attempt to improve efficiency by varying the 

depth and node limits.  Although they are successful in some cases it is apparent that 

performing any evaluation is likely to degrade performance compared to that of the tree 

search model. 
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Trials presented in table A1.82 vary the depth increment by 4.   

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1014 28 0:05:01 0:38:31 0:01:22 0:24:36 0:01:08 2:37:12 0:03:04 4:47:27 8:38:21 

1015 24 0:05:17 0:39:30 0:01:23 0:24:59 0:01:09 2:29:52 0:04:43 2:52:46 6:39:39 

1016 20 0:04:45 0:41:04 0:00:46 0:24:24 0:00:38 2:36:40 0:02:36 2:07:41 5:58:34 

1017 16 0:05:21 0:38:47 0:01:19 0:24:00 0:01:03 1:48:02 0:03:28 1:56:00 4:58:00 

1018 12 0:04:53 0:24:32 0:01:11 0:19:30 0:00:46 0:56:24 0:02:56 2:05:29 3:55:41 

Table A1.82 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth Increment of 4 Node Limit 1 000 000 (Total Time) 

For each trial increasing the depth limit by increments of 4 produced better results than 

increments of 2.  However this also demonstrates that performing less evaluation is 

better.   Table A1.83 repeats trials with a node limit of 1 000 for each evaluation. 

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1019 28 0:08:16 1:25:46 0:01:23 0:26:35 0:02:40 1:31:12 0:05:13 3:27:20 7:08:25 

1020 24 0:07:58 1:11:39 0:01:22 0:26:19 0:02:07 1:17:45 0:04:40 1:59:50 5:11:40 

1021 20 0:07:20 0:57:11 0:01:19 0:25:38 0:01:33 1:02:48 0:04:03 2:02:50 4:42:42 

1022 16 0:06:03 0:38:53 0:01:16 0:24:36 0:01:02 0:46:52 0:03:22 1:52:39 3:54:43 

1023 12 0:04:38 0:24:40 0:01:11 0:19:24 0:00:47 0:53:28 0:03:03 3:07:08 4:54:19 

Table A1.83 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth Increment of 4 Node Limit 1 000 (Total Time) 

 

Again performing less evaluation would appear beneficial, the exception being test 

1023 on GW4-400.  In this instance the additional iteration performed at depth 16 in 

trial 1022 produced better scoring solutions, which had a positive effect on search time. 

 

Table A1.84 performs trials using path restoration to return to the last node expanded 

on the prior evaluation of a value. 

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1024 28 0:10:32 1:11:58 0:01:27 0:25:15 0:02:03 1:15:07 0:05:40 3:40:36 6:52:38 

1025 24 0:12:10 1:33:22 0:02:18 0:38:23 0:02:53 1:43:13 0:08:20 3:04:57 7:25:36 

1026 20 0:10:08 1:13:56 0:02:16 0:36:23 0:02:10 1:17:03 0:06:00 2:57:27 6:25:23 

1027 16 0:11:06 1:03:11 0:02:14 0:37:28 0:01:43 1:13:42 0:06:06 2:40:52 5:56:22 

1028 12 0:08:51 0:39:49 0:02:06 0:30:32 0:01:16 1:19:14 0:05:26 3:08:18 5:55:32 

Table A1.84 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth with Path Restoration Increment of 4 Node Limit 1 000 

(Total Time) 
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Comparison of tables A1.83 and 1.84 reveal that path restoration has an adverse effect 

on search times.  Tables A1.85 and 1.86 use path restoration with an increased node 

limit of 10 000 and a reduced node limit of 500.  Neither of these attempts supports the 

use of path restoration. 

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1029 28 0:08:08 1:17:03 0:02:18 0:37:05 0:02:00 3:44:55 0:08:57 5:03:06 11:03:32 

1030 24 0:09:52 1:25:18 0:02:17 0:37:04 0:02:00 3:14:23 0:07:28 3:20:57 8:59:19 

1031 20 0:08:54 1:25:17 0:02:16 0:37:03 0:01:59 2:46:31 0:07:37 3:23:49 8:33:26 

1032 16 0:10:10 1:20:13 0:02:14 0:36:44 0:01:42 1:53:10 0:06:39 3:04:14 7:15:06 

1033 12 0:07:54 0:33:15 0:01:39 0:27:45 0:01:07 1:08:13 0:04:17 2:23:28 4:47:38 

Table A1.85 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth with Path Restoration Increment of 4 Node Limit 10 000 

(Total Time) 

 

T# Depth GW1-

440 

GW1-

500 

GW2-

300 

GW2-

400 

GW3-

200 

GW3-

400 

GW4-

320 

GW4-

400 

Total 

Time 

1034 28 0:10:37 1:29:38 0:02:18 0:39:29 0:03:00 1:30:51 0:08:56 3:48:58 7:53:47 

1035 24 0:12:08 1:20:29 0:02:17 0:39:29 0:02:37 1:24:40 0:07:56 3:20:00 7:09:36 

Table A1.86 Test Results – Evaluation Model Depth with Path Restoration Increment of 4 Node Limit 500 

(Total Time) 

 

The results in tables A1.84 to 1.86 were unexpected, as path restoration had previously 

been found to improve search efficiency, when used with FC3 and BB5.  The 

suspected reason for these poor results is that the more effective FC11 and BB11 

techniques perform large amounts of processing filtering values from forward variable 

domains.  Determining which node to the resume search from on the subsequent 

evaluation and then recommencing from that node necessitates the repeated filtering of 

variable domains, leading to increased processing. 

 

It should be noted that the current implementation allows solution priming, using the 

value selection technique, to be applied after solution testing within the tree search 

model, but not the evaluation model.  This leads to the tree search model producing 

higher scoring solutions sooner and thus improves its efficiency.  Implementation of this 

facility is likely to also improve the efficiency of the evaluation model and remains a 

task for future research.  However timing of solutions aside the evaluation model still 

performs worse than the tree search model without solution testing or solution priming. 

 

Conclusion 
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Research and development of the evaluation model produced several positive 

outcomes, including the iterative node limited search engine used by solution testing, 

evaluative sampling and value selection used for solution priming, and the constraint 

density variable ordering techniques.  Ironically these techniques improved the 

efficiency of the tree search model, shifting the relative efficiency firmly in its favour. 

 

Prior trials had revealed that the evaluation model could produce better times than the 

tree search model in certain instances.  However the expected reason for this is that 

poor choices of search technique were used within the tree search model.  When the 

tree search model uses good choices of search technique, the time taken is 

significantly better than the times reported in this section for the evaluation model. 

 

The evaluation model was tested using techniques found to be efficient when used 

within the tree search model.  Prior trials had revealed that the time taken by the 

evaluation model is dependent on the set of supporting techniques used by it.  

Although better times had been experienced during these prior trials, on specific 

puzzles using other search techniques and parameters, they were not significantly 

better across the range of puzzles. 

 

 

A1.14 – Evaluative Sampling 

This section presents trials of the evaluative sampling technique.  Being 

nondeterministic and containing a stochastic component for choosing values, large 

numbers of trials would be required to establish the average performance of evaluative 

sampling.  In addition as the formation of high scoring solutions was not the primary 

focus of this research, other established techniques for generating high scoring 

solutions in a reasonable time were not implemented.  As a consequence the task of 

benchmarking the efficiency of evaluative sampling to form high scoring solutions is left 

for future research. 

 

The following describes a few trials comparing results of evaluative sampling with those 

of the deterministic tree search model using solution testing and solution priming, and 

the RDFS technique.   
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During earlier trials of evaluative sampling, solutions were generated that either 

equalled or bettered the best-known solution score for each of the full sized puzzles.  

These results are summarised in table A1.87.   

 

 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Intelligent Agent  

(Harris & Sandhu, 1998)   5622  

DFS with reduced Lexicon  

(Purdin & Harris, 1993)   5648  

Human Score 6907 6281 5663 8295 

Evaluative Sampling 6912 6284 5663 8295 

Table A1.87 – Comparison of scores achieved by Evaluative Sampling with prior attempts  

 

On GW1-2466 and GW2-2466 several solutions were produced that were superior to 

the best-known human solutions.  It also equalled the best-known human score for 

GW3-2466, and surpassed scores achieved by prior automated attempts (Purdin & 

Harris, 1993 & Harris and Sandhu, 1998).  The score produced on GW3-2466 by 

humans and evaluative sampling has since been established by this research to be 

optimal.  Finally it equalled the best-known score for GW4-2466 on several occasions.   

 

During the trials presented below hardware failure occurred on several tests requiring 

the computer to be rebooted and the test rerun.  At completion of the final test #2006 

the computer experienced serious failure resulting in the termination of testing.   As a 

consequence it is doubtful the extent to which the times reported are reflective of a 

technique’s efficiency.  Baring this in mind the trials still provide some insight into each 

techniques ability to form high scoring solutions. 

 

All tests were performed on the published series of puzzles with the full lexicon of 2466 

words.  Table A1.88 displays a summary of times using the tree search model with 

search techniques that had been found to be efficient on the reduced domain puzzles.  

The exception being that the selection size for the value selection technique was 

increased to the top 200 frequently assigned and scoring words to compensate for the 

increased domain sizes on these puzzles.  Further testing with other selection sizes is 

required to establish whether this was a good choice. 

 

Test #2001 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Solution Testing     

  Highest Score 6859 6183 5612 8186 

  Solution Time 0:15:14 0:00:04 0:27:11 0:00:33 
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  Total Testing Time 5:23:00 5:28:09 2:02:15 8:06:43 

Solution Priming     

  Highest Score 6902 6281 5660 8284 

  Solution Time 6:00:38 5:40:26 2:06:43 31:13:31 

  Total Priming Time 2:23:04 0:18:36 0:07:49 32:12:57 

Exhaustive Search     

  Highest Score None None 5663 None 

  Solution Time   28:43:29  

  Total Search Time *17:21:16 *6:21:23 38:05:58 *18:54:14 

Total Time *25:07:19 *12:08:24 40:16:02 *59:14:23 

Table A1.88 – Test Results – Solution Testing & Value Selection 

* Test terminated prior to completion 

 

On the reduced domain puzzles solution testing had managed to form solutions within 

1% of the known optimal solution.  On these larger domain puzzles however solution 

scores are typically lower and the best-known solution score is higher than the reduced 

domain puzzles resulting in a lower percentage (within 2%).  This would indicate that 

although higher scoring solutions exist within these puzzles they are harder to locate.   

 

Use of value selection after solution priming was successful at locating higher scoring 

solutions.  On GW2-2466 a score equalling the best-known human score was 

achieved, however this is lower than solutions generated during this research.  On 

each puzzle scores within 0.2% of the best-known solution score were achieved.  An 

interesting result is that the selection of the top 200 frequently assigned + scoring 

words on GW2-2466, GW3-2466 & GW4-2466 took much longer to exhaust than 

puzzles GW2-400, GW3-400, and GW-400 which consists of the top 400 scoring words 

and whose optimal score is equal to or better than the scores achieved.  Thus a similar 

result could have been obtained using the top 400 scoring words and in much less 

time.  However the score obtained on puzzle GW1-2466 was greater than the optimal 

score of GW1-500, indicating that the use of assignment frequency data was useful in 

this instance.   

 

Testing of the exhaustive search engine was terminated on puzzles GW1-2466, GW2-

2466, and GW4-2466.  No further solutions were formed and search had not 

progressed beyond the first partition indicating that exhaustion of the search space for 

these puzzles was not likely to be anytime soon.  The search space of puzzle GW3-

2466 was exhausted resulting in determination of an optimal score of 5663.   

 

Table A1.89 presents a summary of data from a trial of the RDFS approach.  This trial 

used the node limited search engine with a node limit of 100 000, FC3, BB10, CD1-cr2 
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variable ordering and randomised primary variable selection for each partition.  100 

000 partitions were searched on each puzzle.   

 

Test #2002 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Highest Score 6854 6223 5615 8176 

Solution Time 7:05:50 0:42:50 3:15:40 7:50:44 

Total Time Taken 13:48:23 4:10:26 9:46:38 8:23:09 

Table A1.89 – Test Results – RDFS 

 

The RDFS approach managed to form slightly higher solutions than solution testing on 

average, but not as high as the combination of solution testing and value selection.  As 

described in chapter 17 updating of RDFS to allow for the use of SL, FC11, and BB11 

is likely to improve the efficiency of this technique, and thus its effectiveness to 

generating higher scoring solutions within a given time. 

 

Table A1.90 displays data from the first of four trials using evaluative sampling.  Arc 

consistency and redundancy were applied on all tests, however solution testing was 

not applied.  All tests used, a sample size of 20 words from each domain, the Slot By 

Evaluation Depth ranking, and a Maximum evaluation Depth of 20.  Although each test 

had been specified to run for 10 iterations, most tests were terminated prior to 

completion of 10 iterations, the total time shown in tables is simply how long the trial 

was allowed to run for. Test #2003 used CD1-cr2 variable ordering for evaluation and 

solution priming, an initial evaluation depth of 4, a depth increment of 2, a node base of 

1000, a selection multiplier of .5, and a final selection size of the top 200 frequently 

assigned + scoring words. 

  

Test #2003 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Highest Score 6901 6281 5661 8242 

Solution Time 25:52:45 0:04:43 0:16:40 25:32:00 

Total Time 32:01:50 21:01:32 25:08:15 33:02:07 

Table A1.90 – Test Results – Evaluative Sampling 

 

The scores obtained by evaluative sampling (table A2.88) were comparable with those 

using solution testing and value selection, however the score obtained on puzzle GW4-

2466 was 42 points less. 

 

Table A1.91 displays the scores achieved using: CD1-cr2 variable ordering for 

evaluation and solution priming, an initial evaluation depth of 4, a depth increment of 4, 
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a node base of 1000, a selection multiplier of .4, and final selection size of the top 250 

frequently assigned + scoring words. 

 

Test #2004 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Highest Score 6889 6280 5663 8292 

Solution Time 0:03:19 0:12:47 0:45:10 7:48:55 

Total Time 12:17:07 11:41:54 4:00:46 13:11:43 

Table A1.91 – Test Results – Evaluative Sampling 

 

Table A1.92 displays the scores achieved using: CD1-cr2 variable ordering for 

evaluation and solution priming, an initial evaluation depth of 8, a depth increment of 4, 

a node base of 2000, a selection multiplier of .6, and final selection size of the top 320 

frequently assigned + scoring words. 

 

Test #2005 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Highest Score 6901 6280 5661 8293 

Solution Time 0:16:53 0:27:31 1:04:39 6:15:03 

Total Time 14:26:05 12:39:15 10:44:48 106:11:55 

Table A1.92 – Test Results – Evaluative Sampling 

 

Table A1.93 displays the scores achieved using: CD2-cr2-c50 variable ordering for 

evaluation, CD1-cr2 for solution priming, an initial evaluation depth of 8, a depth 

increment of 4, a node base of 500, a selection multiplier of .4, and final selection size 

of the top 250 frequently assigned + scoring words. 

 

Test #2006 GW1-2466 GW2-2466 GW3-2466 GW4-2466 

Highest Score 6906 6281 5662 8295 

Solution Time 2:06:16 0:07:12 3:08:44 32:35:44 

Total Time 21:30:33 24:07:47 24:42:18 71:05:31 

Table A1.93 – Test Results – Evaluative Sampling 

 

Comparison of tables A1.90 to A1.93 show little variance in the scores of the best 

solutions found, using different input parameters.  Figures A1.1 to A1.4 plots the timing 

of solutions for each of the techniques described above on each puzzle (solutions 

formed after 24 hours were excluded from these graphs). 
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Figure A1.1 Comparison of solution priming techniques for puzzle GW1-2466 
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Figure A1.2 Comparison of solution priming techniques for puzzle GW2-2466 
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Figure A1.3 Comparison of solution priming techniques for puzzle GW3-2466 
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Figure A1.4 Comparison of solution priming techniques for puzzle GW4-2466 
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It can be observed in the above graphs that evaluative sampling not only produces high 

scoring solutions the timing of these solutions is typically earlier than the use of solution 

testing with value selection, or RDFS.   

 

Conclusion 

The best solution scores generated on these four trials equalled human contestants on 

3 puzzles, and was only one point below the best human solution on the fourth puzzle.  

Prior trials of evaluative sampling had produced scores that were equal to or better 

than prior automated or human attempts to form high scoring solutions.  These scores 

however were not generated during the four trials presented on puzzles GW1-2466 and 

GW2-2466.   

 

The extent to which these results are influenced by the inputs parameters, or chance 

cannot be determined from this small number of trials.  Trials of evaluative sampling on 

puzzle GW3-2466 produced consistently higher scoring solutions than prior attempts 

by Purdin & Harris (1993) and Harris & Kuldeep (1998) who had used genetic 

algorithms and human experts aided by an intelligent agent.  Although it is not possible 

to draw any conclusions based on the results for a single puzzle, evaluative sampling 

would appear to show promise and is thus considered worthy of further investigation.   
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Appendix 2 – Electronic Files 

This appendix provides a guide to files contained on the accompanying disk to this 

thesis. 

 

A2.1 – Applications & Source Code 

Three executables are contained on the disk: GWGenDemo.exe, GWGen.exe, and 

GWAssist.  The first of these GWGenDemo was used as the test bed during the 

developmental stages of this research, and used for the empirical trials presented in 

appendix 1.  Its purpose was to aid in experimentation, as such its implementation 

produces large amounts of screen and file output, such that the behaviour of 

techniques could be more readily evaluated.    

 

The GWGen application is a stripped down version of the demo application, with much 

of the reporting variables and output removed.  This version is significantly faster than 

the demo version.  The primary reason for implementing it however was to benchmark 

the relative efficiency of techniques.  It was perceived that recording data such as node 

counts and branch depths had a greater impact on techniques that traversed more 

nodes.  In addition techniques such as solution testing and the evaluation model 

produce large amounts of screen and file output in the demo version that was 

perceived to adversely affect there performance.   

 

It had been intended to run both versions in the empirical trials such that data such as 

node counts, branch depths and variable orders could be obtained from GWDemo and 

run times from the GWGen version to evaluate the comparative efficiency of 

techniques.  Unfortunately due to lack of resources this didn’t occur.  Thus the 

GWDemo version despite its inefficiencies was used.   

 

The GWAssist application was developed early in the research as a human assistant to 

aid manual construction of solutions, and to attempt to get to understand the problem 

from a human perspective. 

 

The source code for these applications is contained in the “Source” directory.  Each 

application was implemented in Delphi 5 utilising the object Pascal Language.  The 

project file containing the three applications is “GoWords.bpg”.   
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A2.2 - Input Files 

The input for the system consists of 6 input files being: a lexicon file, grid file, letter 

value file, puzzle file, settings file, and an optional slot order file.  Each of these input 

files has an associated form within the application for creating, maintaining data.  All 

input files are ascii text files with different extensions to distinguish their type.  In 

addition, two application input files puzzles.txt and Trials.txt were also created to aid 

with running multiple trials.  Each of these files is described further below. 

 

Files used for trials in Appendix 1 are contained in the “Input” folder, with the settings 

files contained in “Input\Settings”.   The “Input\Other” folder contains other puzzles 

used during earlier experimentation including Go-Words puzzles with other reduced 

domain sizes, and crossword grids used by Smith and Steen (1981) and Ginsberg et al 

(1990).   

 

Grid File 

A grid file, extension “.grd” contains input for the grid structure.  It consists of a list of  x, 

y coordinates for each open (white) cell in the grid.  Each line of the file has an x 

coordinate in the first 3 positions followed by a y coordinate in the next 3 positions 

followed by an end of line marker.  Figure A2.1 provides an extract from the grid file for 

GW1.  

  1  4 

  1 11 

  2  4 

  2  5 

  2  6 

  2  7 

  2  8 

  2  9 

 

Figure A2.1 extract from a grid file (GW1.grd) 

  

Lexicon 

A lexicon file, extension “.lex”, consists of a word list with each word followed by an end 

of line marker.  An exert from the gowords.lex file is presented in figure 1.3. 

AACHEN 

AALAND 

AARONS 

ABACUS 

ABBESS 

ABCESS 

ABJURE 

ABLAUT 

Figure A2.2 extract from a lexicon file (gowords.lex) 
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Loading of the lexicon is performed after the grid has been loaded and the word slots 

determined.  By determining the length of word slots, only words with a length equal to 

that of a word slot in the grid are loaded into the Words array. 

 

Note: Although the gowords.lex file is sorted alphabetically, the order that words 

appear in the lexicon file is immaterial.   

 

Letter Values 

A letter value file, extension “.ltr”, consists of 26 lines with each line corresponding to 

the value of each letter in the English language.  In hindsight this probably should have 

consisted of a symbol and value to allow for a more robust implementation.  The letter 

value file for GW1 is presented in figure A2.3. 

 30 

 37 

 35 

 31 

 29 

 35 

 36 

 35 

 31 

 39 

 37 

 32 

 34 

 29 

 32 

 33 

 34 

 33 

 28 

 30 

 33 

 36 

 38 

 40 

 34 

 38 

Figure A2.3 letter value file for GW1 (gw1.ltr) 

 

Maintenance and loading of the letter value file is performed by frmLetterValue.  Letter 

values are loaded into the LetterValues array.   

 

Slot Order (Optional) 

A slot order file, extension “.slt” contains data for loading of a manually compiled or pre-

generated static variable order.  As the application has several automated techniques 

for producing static and dynamic variable orderings, loading of this file is optional.  The 

option of utilising a manually compiled variable ordering was found useful for 

experimentation with different variable ordering strategies, and serves as a benchmark 

for evaluating the automated approaches. 
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The structure of the slot order file is as follows.  The first line of the file contains a Slot 

ID for each word slot in the grid.  Each slot ID occupies a fixed width of three 

characters.  The order that the ID’s appear on the first line determines the order that 

tests such as the solution testing and evaluations are processed.  The first ID on the 

first line also represents the primary slot from which an exhaustive search is initiated.  

This first line is loaded into the 0th position of the SlotOrders array.   

 

The file also contains a line for each word slot in the grid such that each line represents 

the slot order for a test initiated from the slot id appearing leftmost on the line.  For 

example the second line of the file contains a 1 in the first position, thus the remaining 

ID’s on line two represent the variable order for a test or a search initiated from Slot 1.  

Figure A2.4 reproduces the slot order file for GW3. 

 

16 14 19  9 13  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

  1  2 11  7  3 13  9 16 14 19  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15 27 28 21 24 29 12  5  4 

  2 11  7  1  3 13  9 16 14 19  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15 27 28 21 24 29 12  5  4 

  3  1  2 11  7 13  9 16 14 19  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15 27 28 21 24 29 12  5  4 

  4  5 12 10 16 18 20 17  6  8  9 13 14 19 15 26 23 22 25 24 29 27 28 21  3  1  2 11  7 

  5 12 10 16 18 20 17 22 14 19  9 13  6  8 15 26 23  4 25 24 29  3  1  2 11  7 28 21 27 

  6 16 14 19  9 13  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

  7 11  2  1  3 13  9  8  6 16 10 20 18 25 17 22 14 19 15 26 23 27 28 21 24 29 12  5  4 

  8  9 13 14 19 16  6 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 27 28 21 

  9 19 14 16  6 13  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 27 28 21 

 10 20 18 16 17  6  8  9 13 14 19 15 26 23 22 25 24 29  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 28 21 27 

 11  2  1  3 13  9 19 14 16  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15 27 28 21  7 12  5  4 24 29 

 12 10 20 18 16 17 22 14 19  9 13  6  8 15 26 23  5  4 25 24 29  3  1  2 11  7 28 21 27 

 13 14 19  9 16  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 14 19  9 16 13  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 28 21 24 29 27 

 15 19 14 16  9 13  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 28 21 24 29 27 

 16 14 19  9 13  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 17 25 18 20 10 16  6  8  9 13 14 19 15 26 23 22  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 18 25 17 20 10 16  6  8  9 13 14 19 15 26 23 22 24 29  3  1  2 11  7 28 21 27 12  5  4 

 19  9 13 14 16  6  8 10 20 18 25 17 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 20 18 25 17 16 10  8  6 13  9 19 14 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 21 28 23 22 14 16  9 19 13  6  8 10 20 17 25 18 15 26 27  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 

 22 14 16 17 25 18 20 10  8  6 13  9 19 15 26 23 28 21  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 27 

 23 22 14 16  9 19 13  6  8 10 20 17 25 18 26 15 28 21 27  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 

 24 25 17 16 18 20 10  8  6 13  9 19 14 22 23 26 15 29  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 28 21 27 

 25 18 16 17 20 10  8  6 13  9 19 14 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 26 23 22 14 16  9 19 13  6  8 10 20 17 25 18 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 28 21 27 

 27 23 22 17 16 18 20 10  8  6 13  9 19 14 15 26 28 21 25 24 29  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 

 28 23 22 14 16  9 19 13  6  8 10 20 17 25 18 15 26 21 27  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 24 29 

 29 24 25 17 16 18 20 10  8  6 13  9 19 14 22 23 26 15  3  1  2 11  7 12  5  4 28 21 27 

Figure A2.4 Slot Order File (GW3.slt) 

 

Puzzle File 

A puzzle file, extension “.puz”, stores both input and output for a specific puzzle.  The 

structure of the file is that of a standard Windows “ini” file.  An example of a puzzle file 

is presented in figure A2.5. 

 

[Input] 

Lexicon=Gowords.lex 

LetterValues=GW1.ltr 

Grid=GW1.grd 

SlotTable=GW1.slt 

[Lexicon] 
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Limit=440 

[Stats] 

BestCompletionConfig=T0001 

BestCompletionTime=0.00514159721933538 

BestScoreConfig=T0001 

BestScoreTime=0.00245984953653533 

BestScore=6898 

 

Figure A2.5 Puzzle input file for GW1-440.puz 

  

The Input section of the file specifies the lexicon, letter values, grid, and optional slot 

order file for the puzzle.  The lexicon section specifies the maximum limit of words from 

the lexicon file that will be loaded into domains for each word slot.  For example a limit 

of 440 means that after loading the lexicon, the word scores are calculated and the 

word list sorted by word score and then alphabetically within a specific word score.  

Having sorted the word list, only the top 440 scoring words are loaded into each 

variable domain.  This allows for experimentation with the reduced domain puzzles. 

 

The Stats section of the file records the best completion time, the best score and the 

best time taken to obtain the best score.  Also recorded is a reference to the settings 

file detailing the techniques used on the trial that achieved the best completion time 

and best score time. 

 

Settings / Configuration File 

A settings file, extension ‘.cfg’, specifies the search techniques to be used when a 

search is initiated.  The purpose of this file is to allow the details of a search to be 

saved such that the same test can be run and rerun if necessary over various puzzles.  

Test ID’s reported in the empirical trials section refer to the filename of the settings file 

used in the trial.  The structure of the file is that of a Windows ini file.   An extract of a 

settings file is displayed in figure A2.6. 

 

[Consistency] 

Redundancy1=0 

Redundancy2=0 

Arc=1 

PathType=0 

TestOrder1=4 

VariableOrder1=12 

ValueOrder1=5 

Search1=4 

Filter1=1 

TestOrder2=7 

VariableOrder2=15 

ValueOrder2=1 

Search2=3 

Filter2=2 

CanNodePass=0 

NodeLimit=5000 

Build1=0 

Build2=0 

AddCost1=0 

AddCost2=0 

~ 
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Figure A2.6 extract from a settings file 

 

Puzzles.txt 

The application allows for the running of a trial over multiple puzzles, such that when a 

trial is completed on one puzzle the next puzzle is automatically loaded and tested.  

The puzzle.txt file lists the puzzle filename for which a trial is to be run. Figure A2.7 

provides an example with the reduced domain puzzles used in empirical trials.  

 

GW1-440.puz 

GW1-500.puz 

GW2-300.puz 

GW2-400.puz 

GW3-200.puz 

GW3-400.puz 

GW4-320.puz 

GW4-400.puz 

Figure A2.7 Example input of the puzzle.txt file 

 

Trials.txt 

The application also allows for trials to be run consecutively.  The trials.txt file lists the 

filename of settings files.  For example, figure A2.8 would load the settings file 

T0292.cfg then perform the trial on all puzzles listed in the puzzles.txt file, and then 

repeat the process for each settings file listed. 

 

T0292.cfg 

T0293.cfg 

T0294.cfg 

T0295.cfg 

T0296.cfg 

T0297.cfg 

T0298.cfg 

T0299.cfg 

Figure A2.8 Example input of the trials.txt file 

   

A2.3 - Output Files 

Both applications, GWGen and GWGenDemo, produce 3 output files being a solution 

file, best solution file, and a log file.  In addition the GWGen produces files relating to 

node traversal, branch depth, domain count and variable ordering.  These files will be 

explained in the following subsections.  All output files for the empirical trials presented 

in appendix 1 are contained in the “Output” and results organised into subfolders for 

each puzzle. 

 

Solution File 

A solution file, extension “.sol”, records solutions produced during the course of a 

search.  Note that not all solutions are recorded, only those with a score greater than 
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the prior solution generated are recorded.  Thus the last recorded solution in a solution 

file represents the best solution formed.  If the search was exhaustive then the last 

solution in the file is an optimal solution for a puzzle.  An extract from a solution file for 

GW1 is presented below. 

 

Score: 6813 

Time Taken: 00:00:01 

                                                       

                    C              J                   

                    R  U  B  B  L  E                   

                    A              J                   

     I  A  M  B  I  C              U  P  J  O  H  N    

        B           O  X  Y  G  E  N           E       

        S  C  R  E  W  Y        C  E  R  V  I  X       

        O     H        L        H        O     I       

        R     Y        O        U        W     N       

        B  O  T  H  A  M        C  O  W  I  N  G       

              H     P  A  X  W  A  X     N             

     G  Y  M  M  A  L              F  O  G  G  E  D    

        A           O              O           A       

        B  I  G  A  M  Y        G  R  E  G  O  R       

        B     A     B  O  B  B  E  D     I     W       

        E     S        I        W        V     I       

        R  U  B  R  I  C        G  U  Y  I  N  G       

              A        K        A        N             

        U  G  G  A  M  S        W  R  I  G  H  T       

                                                       

 

Score: 6852 

Time Taken: 00:00:02 

                                                       

                    G              C                   

                    R  I  Z  Z  I  O                   

                    U              C                   

     C  R  O  W  E  D              C  H  R  O  M  E    

        U           G  R  U  B  B  Y           E       

        B  E  X  L  E  Y        O  X  G  A  N  G       

        R     A        U        W        C     R       

        I     V        K        R        H     I       

        C  R  I  K  E  Y        A  F  F  I  R  M       

              E     B  U  B  B  L  E     N             

     Z  A  G  R  E  B              L  U  G  G  E  R    

        P           I              L           A       

        L  O  W  I  N  G        J  O  G  G  E  R       

        O     Y     G  U  F  F  A  W     A     B       

        M     C        Z        B        S     O       

        B  A  L  Z  A  Z        B  A  O  B  A  B       

              I        L        E        A             

        J  O  F  F  R  E        D  O  U  G  H  Y   

     

~ 

Figure A2.9 Extract of a solution file for GW1 

 

High Score File 

A High Score File, extension “.hi”, records the best known solution for a puzzle.  This is 

useful for puzzles where an exhaustive search of the puzzle has not taken place, and 

hence the optimal score is unknown.  An example high score file for GW1 is presented 

in Figure A2.10 below. 

 

Date: 14/03/03 

Score: 6912 

Time Taken: 04:43:58 

                                                                   

                    S              J                               
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                    C  U  C  K  O  O                               

                    R              G                               

     T  W  E  L  V  E              G  R  U  B  B  Y                

        Y           W  O  B  B  L  E           E                   

        C  O  C  C  Y  X        A  R  A  B  I  C                   

        L     O        F        B        I     K                   

        I     B        O        O        J     O                   

        F  O  W  L  E  R        U  P  J  O  H  N                   

              E     A  D  J  U  R  E     U                         

     K  H  Y  B  E  R              P  A  X  W  A  X                

        O           B              L           U                   

        B  O  W  W  O  W        H  U  B  B  U  B                   

        N     A     B  A  R  I  U  M     E     R                   

        O     G        X        B        N     E                   

        B  O  R  Z  O  I        C  O  W  B  O  Y                   

              A        N        A        O                         

        H  U  M  B  U  G        P  O  W  W  O  W                   

                                                                   

Figure A2.10 High Score File for GW1 

 

Note: the high score files on the disk represent results achieved during empirical trials 

in appendix 1, and not results of earlier trials during development of techniques. 

 

Log File 

A Log file, extension “.log”, records the search progress.  Included in the log file are the 

application that produced the log, the techniques and settings that are used for a trial, 

the overall time, interim times for various processes, and the total domain size at 

various stages of the search.  An example of a log file is presented from the T0144 trial 

run on GW1-440 is presented in figure A2.11. 

 

================================================== 

Generator Started :08:51:06 PM 15/11/07 

  

Application:         Go-Words - Automated Generator (Demo) 

  

Puzzle Info 

  Puzzle:            GW1-440.puz 

  Lexicon:           Gowords.lex 

  Letter Values:     GW1.ltr 

  Grid:              GW1.grd 

  Slot Order:        GW1.slt 

  

  Max Domain Size:   440 

  

Settings 

  FileName:          T0144.cfg 

  Priming Score:     0 

  Constraint Order:  0 - None 

  Branch on Score:   0 - False 

  

Consitency Pre-Processing 

  Arc Consistency:   1 - True 

  Arc Placement:     0 - False 

  Redunancy 1:       1 - Pre Solution Test 

  Redunancy 2:       1 - True 

  Solution Test:     4 - Two pass node limited 

   First Pass 

    Search Engine:   4 - Depth & Node Limited Solution Test 

    Domain:          1 - Single-List 1 

    Forward Tracking:11 - FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

    Back Tracking:   1 - Chronological 

    Can node pass:   1 - True 

    Node limit:      1000 

    Test Order:      2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Test Cost:       0 
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    Test Build:      2 - Connected 

    Variable Order:  2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Variable Cost:   0 

    Variable Build:  2 - Connected 

    Value Order:     4 - Lexicon Position 

   Second Pass 

    Search Engine:   4 - Depth & Node Limited Solution Test 

    Domain:          1 - Single-List 1 

    Forward Tracking:9 - FFA{CV}+FFAR{FV} 

    Back Tracking:   1 - Chronological 

    Can node pass:   0 - False 

    Test Order:      2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Test Cost:       0 

    Test Build:      2 - Connected 

    Variable Order:  10 - Domain Count 

    Variable Cost:   0 

    Variable Build:  0 - N/A 

    Value Order:     1 - Largest Intersecting Domains 

  

Evaluation 

  Type:              0 - No Evaluation 

  

Solution-Priming 

  Type:              2 - Value Selection 

  Selection Type:    3 - Frequency + Score 

  Selection Size:    100 

  Confidence:        0 

  

  Search Techniques 

    Search Engine:   1 - Exhaustive 

    Domain:          1 - Single-List 1 

    Forward Tracking:11 - FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

    Back Tracking:   1 - Chronological 

    Branch & Bound:  11 - Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon –  

                          Filter Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

    Primary Slot:    2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Variable Order:  2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Variable Cost:   0 

    Variable Build:  2 - Connected 

    Value Order:     5 - Word Score 

    Primary by Rank: 1 - True 

  

Exhaustive Search 

  Enabled:           1 - True 

    Reducing:        0 - False 

    Search Engine:   1 - Exhaustive 

    Domain:          1 - Single-List 1 

    Forward Tracking:11 - FFA{CV}+FFA(ad){FV}+FFAR(i)(i){FV} 

    Back Tracking:   1 - Chronological 

    Branch & Bound:  11 - Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon –  

                          Filter Lexicon, Domains & Filtered Domains + Lexicon 

    Primary Slot:    2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Variable Order:  2 - Constraint Density 1 

    Variable Cost:   0 

    Variable Build:  2 - Connected 

    Value Order:     4 - Lexicon Position 

    Primary by Rank: 0 - False 

  

================================================== 

Loading Domains and Sorting Words 

Total of 14960 words loaded. 

  

================================================== 

Consistency Pre-processing 

Attempting to Reduce 14960 words 

  

-------------------------------------------------- 

Testing Arc Consistency 

Arc Failed:                1987 

Time Taken :00:00:00 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Redundancy-1 

Removed:                      0 

Time Taken :00:00:00 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Solution Testing 

First Pass 
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Initialising Variable Order 

  Selected primary slot#: 16 

  Test order created 

  Static variable order created 

  Time Taken :00:00:00 

.................................................. 

Testing Slot 16 

New High Score: 6827 - 00:00:00 

New High Score: 6834 - 00:00:01 

New High Score: 6840 - 00:00:01 

New High Score: 6841 - 00:00:02 

New High Score: 6844 - 00:00:03 

New High Score: 6854 - 00:00:03 

Passed:                79 

Node Passed:            4 

Solution Failed:            251 

Arc Failed:                 273 

.................................................. 

Testing Slot 19 

Passed:                41 

Node Passed:            1 

Solution Failed:            142 

Arc Failed:                 434 

~ 

 

~ 
.................................................. 

Solution Test Complete. 

Solution Failed:           3878 

Arc Failed:                1920 

Time Taken :00:01:06 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Redundancy-2 

Removed:                      0 

Time Taken :00:00:00 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Consistency Pre-processing Totals 

  

Arc consistency removed:   1987 

Redundancy-1 removed:         0 

Solution testing removed:  5798 

Redundancy-2 removed:         0 

  

Domains reduced to:        7175 words 

  

Solutions Found:              8 

Best Score Found:          6880 

  

Time Taken: 00:01:06 

================================================== 

Solution-Priming 

Value Selection 

  

Selection of top 100 ranked + scoring words created. 

  

Initialising Variable Order 

  Selected primary slot#: 16 

  Static variable order created 

  Time Taken :00:00:00 

  

.................................................. 

EBBING 

EARBOB 

ABSORB 

APLOMB 

ARABIC 

ARBOUR 

GREGOR 

New High Score: 6881 - 00:01:11 

New High Score: 6882 - 00:01:11 

New High Score: 6886 - 00:01:11 

New High Score: 6887 - 00:01:11 

New High Score: 6888 - 00:01:11 

~ 
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~ 
KAFFIR 

BLANCH 

  

-------------------------------------------------- 

Solution-Priming Totals 

Solutions Found:             11 

Best Score Found:          6898 

  

Time taken: 00:00:07 

================================================== 

Exhaustive Search 

  

Initialising Variable Order 

  Selected primary slot#: 16 

  Static variable order created 

  Time Taken :00:00:00 

  

.................................................. 

GRUBBY 

BALZAZ 

ACKACK 

GROUCH 

~ 

 

~ 
BADGER 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Exhaustive Search Totals 

Solutions Found:              0 

  

Time Taken: 00:00:42 

-------------------------------------------------- 

Overall Totals 

Solutions Found:             19 

Best Score Found:          6898 

Best Score Time:       00:01:12 

 

Time Taken: 00:01:55 

================================================== 

 

 

Figure A2.11 Extract of Log file for Test T0144 on GW1-440 

 

Domain Size 

The domain size file records the total effect of consistency methods on individual 

domains.  An example of a domain size file is presented in figure A2.12 below.  An 

example of a domain size filename is DomainSize prefixed with the puzzle and settings 

filenames eg. “GW1-440-T0144-DomainSize.txt” 

 

Process        Total     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10 ~ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Loaded         14960   440   440   440   440   440   440   440   440   440   440 ~ 

Arc            12973   386   306   287   440   395   433   385   349   230   371 ~  

Solution        7175    92   115    73   283   138   284   184    60    73    64 ~    

Search          7175    92   115    73   283   138   284   184    60    73    64 ~    

Figure A2.12 Extract of Domain Size output showing domains sizes for slots 1 to 10 

 

Path Node Count 

The path node count file records the number of nodes traversed during a solution test 

for each word tested.  This output is useful in assessing the effectiveness in constraint 
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propagation techniques to trim the search space, and of variable ordering to reduce the 

size of the search space.  An extract from a path node count file is presented below 

(figure A2.13).  The columns from left to right display the slot that the test is initiated 

from, the word assigned, the result of the test (Passed, Failed, Node Passed), and the 

number of nodes traversed to either form a solution or determine that no solution is 

possible, or the node limit in cases where this is impossed.  

 

~ 
16  XYLOID  Failed                1 

16  YABBER  Failed                5 

16  YARROW  Failed              213 

16  ZEUGMA  Failed                1 

16  ZOMBIS  Failed                1 

16  ZYMOID  Failed                1 

16  ACAJOU  Failed               49 

16  BAGGED  Node Passed        1000 

16  BARBER  Passed              144 

16  BARCOO  Passed               65 

16  BARKER  Passed              144 

16  BARWON  Failed               17 

16  BECKON  Failed                1 

16  BIRDUM  Failed                1 

16  BLACKS  Failed                1 

16  BLAZER  Passed               34 

~ 

Figure A2.13 Extract of a Path Node Count File 

 

Search Node Count 

The search node count file records the number of nodes traversed and details of the 

branching depth during an exhaustive search.  An example of a search node count file 

is presented below.  Columns in the file from left to right are: the primary slot from 

which the search was initiated, the word assigned to the primary slot, the number of 

nodes traversed to exhaust the partition of the search tree rooted by the primary slot 

and word, the minimum depth at which B&B halted expansion, the maximum depth at 

which B&B halted expansion, and the average branch depth at which B&B halted 

expansion.   

 

12  AYEAYE      39769        17        26     21.50 

12  MYOPIA   24687118        15        29     21.78 

12  MIAMIA   19886991        16        29     21.05 

12  ACAJOU      13741        16        26     21.03 

12  JIMMIE      53801        17        22     19.46 

12  BAMBOO      96156        17        22     19.26 

12  MAYHEM     551656        15        22     19.23 

12  ACACIA      87996        13        27     19.90 

12  IAMBIC       4211        13        21     18.19 

12  APULIA       1135        15        22     18.99 

12  MALAYA       2619        17        19     18.17 

12  MOBCAP      95696        16        24     20.07 

12  COMMIX       3222        17        22     19.54 

12  ACADIA      16336        15        26     20.99 

12  HICCUP      18892        14        22     19.27 

12  APACHE         42        15        18     16.29 

12  BAOBAB       8830        15        25     19.81 

12  MUMMER    1339372        14        24     19.86 

~ 
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Figure A2.14 Extract from a Search Node Count File 

 

Evaluation Node Count 

The evaluation node count files are of the same format as the path node count files and 

record the results and number of nodes traversed during evaluations. 

 

Ranking Files 

The Ranking files output the assignment frequency data for evaluations at each depth 

of the evaluation.  For example Figure A2.14 displays the top 10 ranked words for slots 

1 2 and 3.  The values to the left of a word is its lexicon position, and on the right is the 

number of times its been assigned to a slot.  As can bee seen in figure A2.14 do words 

have yet been assigned to slot 3. 

 

          1                   2                   3         ~   
1     321 GRUDGE 52        85 BOMBER 44       325 IAMBIC 0 

2       5 PAXWAX 43       199 ACAJOU 36       389 HECKLE 0 

3     151 WAGRAM 29        28 JOGGER 29       112 ABJURE 0 

4     440 BADGER 28         4 COCCYX 23       438 AUBREY 0 

5      79 ZAGREB 26        12 COBWEB 16       436 AIRWAY 0 

6      93 GAZEBO 22       320 GROCER 16        96 HOCKEY 0 

7     113 AKIMBO 22       133 JUMPER 14       199 ACAJOU 0 

8     292 CHARGE 21       184 PYJAMA 13       113 AKIMBO 0 

9     402 MAGYAR 17       110 ZEPHYR 12        77 RIZZIO 0 

10    186 THORAX 17        46 RYUKYU 10       416 REGGIO 0 

~ 
 

Figure A2.14 Extract from a Ranking File (GW1-440-T1034-Ranking-16.txt) 

 

Slot Order 

In cases where an automated static variable ordering technique is used, the slot order 

table produced is output to a file identical in structure to the slot order input file 

described above.  The purpose of this was as a developmental tool to examine the slot 

order produced, to verify the correctness of implementation and as an aid to identifying 

potential problems and avenues for improvement of the technique used.   

 

Miscellaneous 

Three additional files can be found in the output these are CD1, CD2, and DoS (eg. 

GW1-440-T0061-DoS.txt) these were produced to verify the correctness of the 

implemented calculations by these variable ordering techniques.     
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